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Preface

The field of magnetic ultrathin films continues to be an exciting and rapidly
expanding one, as demonstrated by recent advances in novel materials, multilayer
structures and the observation of new phenomena. This expanding activity is reflected
in the organization of two symposia for the 1993 MRS Spring Meeting which
emphasized different aspects of magnetic behavior in thin film systems. Symposium Q I
focused on magneto-transport, surface magnetism and optical phenomena, with giant
magnetoresistance (GMR) and enhanced Kerr effects among the central themes of
several sessions. The symposium included joint sessions with related symposia, topical
sessions, a special evening session on GMR in heterogeneous alloys, and two large and
very interactive poster sessions. Symposium Q2 emphasized new characterization
techniques and film structure, with invited and contributed talks on spin-resolved
spectroscopies and the application of synchrotron radiation techniques such as magnetic
circular dichroism to magnetic materials. These symposia brought together
representatives of leading groups from Europe, Japan and the U.S.A. The list of
sponsors reflects this international flavor, as well as the industrial interest in this rapidly
developing arena in which materials research plays such a key role.

Although the two symposia were organized independently, the co-chairs elected to
publish a joint proceedings to present a more cohesive and comprehensive summary of
this broad and active field of research. The co-chairs of the two symposia were:

Symposium QI: C. Chappert, R. Clarke, W.J.M. de Jonge, R.F.C. Farrow,
P. Grfinberg, B.T. Jonker, K.M. Krishnan, and S. Tsunashima.

Symposium Q2: S.A. Chambers, T. Egami, E.E. Marinero, and C. Rau.

All of the manuscripts were subject to the usual peer review process. The
organization of this volume generally reflects the individual sessions of the symposia.
Section A contains most of the papers presented in Symposium QI, while Section B
contains the papers presented in Symposium Q2 together with the papers from session
QI-11, which emphasized the close relationships between film structure and '.,agnetic
properties.

B.T. Jonker
S.A. Chambers
R.F.C. Farrow
C. Chappert
R. Clarke
W.J.M. de Jonge
T. Egami
P. Grfinberg
K.M. Krishnan
E.E. Marinero
C. Rau
S. Tsunashima

June 1993
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OSCILLATIONS IN EXCHANGE COUPLING
IN Co/Cu MULTILAYERS GROWN BY MBE

D. GREIG, M.J. HALL, M.A. HOWSON, B.J. HICKEY, M.J. WALKER AND J. XU
Department of Physics, University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, U.K.

ABSTRACT

We have observed oscillations with non-magnetic spacer layer thickness in the saturation
fields and characteristic exchange fields of Co/Cu multilayers grown by MBE. The
specimens consisted of a set of samples in which the thickness of copper layers took a
series of values between 5A and 20A, while the cobalt layer thickness was set at 15A
throughout. The multilayers were grown epitaxially on GaAs (110) with Ge, Co (110) and
Au in the buffer region, resulting in Co/Cu bilayers in the (Ill) orientation. Although
oscillations were observed in these magnetic measurements, no oscillations were observed

in the magnetoresistance itself. These observation ; are somewhat at odds with similar
measurements made on samples prepared by sputtering. We conclude with a discussion
involving exchange coupling, in-plane anisotropy and defects in the magnetic structure in
an attempt to account for these conflicting results.

INTRODUCTION

Two years ago the eqvivalent Sprint Meeting was one of the first conferences to devote
entire sessions to discussions of the Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) and at this meeting
we review the situation two years and several conferences on. It is now generally accepted
that some of the largest fractional changes of resistance with magnetic field are seen in
Co/Cu multilayers and that this magnitude oscillates with spacer layer thickness. I
Nevertheless one curious feature remains. That is that the greatest values of the GMR are
found in specimens produced by sputtering.

For samples produced by the more controlled technique of MBE the values of GMR are
always smaller; indeed two years ago the values were extremely small at the I% level but
the situation has changed significantly since then and that is the basis of this presentation.
By making a small change in the growth technique we were able to obtain an order of
magnitude increase in the value of the GMR. In this paper we present some detailed
infonnation about the 'quality' of specimens produced in this way and a survey of possible
factors that influence the value of the GMR and the evidence for oscillatory coupling.

SPECIMEN PREPARATION

Co/Cu multilayers have been grown in many laboratories on a wide variety of substrates
including single crystal Cu(100) and (Ill), MgO(1 10), AI,O (1120) and (0001), Si(100),
GaAs(100) and (110) and, of course, glass. At Leeds we have followed the route
developed by the University of Michigan [11 growing on GaAs(110). The process is
started by heating the substrates to about 600'C until a RHEED pattern indicates a surface
reconstruction characteristic of GaAs(1 10). The quality of the RHEED pattern is greatly
improved by depositing a 500A layer of Ge at 500'C. and this is followed by a single layer
of bcc (110) Co which has been found essential to seed epitaxy. This is grown on the Ge at
a much lower temperature of about 150'C. From that point onwards a Co/Cu superlattice
can be grown in the (I 11) orientation, but the special 'trick' that we developed was to use
10A of gold as the final layer in the buffer region. Cobalt and gold do not mix and it was

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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known frotn the work described in reference I that once the correct buffer region had
been developed it was relatively easy to grown Co/Au superlattices with extremely sharp
interfaces. As described in our first publications 12,31 the addition of this gold layer
produced RHEED and XRD patterns characteristic of flat surfaces, and, at the same time,
resulted in an order of magnitude increase in the magnitude of the GMR.

In figure 1 we show a recent low-angle X-ray scan of a Co(15A)/Cu(24A) superlattice
grown at 100°C with the substrate rotating at 60 revolutions per minute. The high
frequency oscillations are interference fringes arising from scattering between the gold layer
on top of the buffer region and a gold capping layer added to prevent contamination of the
specimen. The clarity of these fringes together with the existence of more than one Bragg
peak is an indication that the layers are reasonably flat. It is generally difficult to see more
than one Bragg peak in Co/Cu multilayers as the form factors of Co and Cu are very similar
leading to a lack of X-ray contrast.

Fig. 1: Low angle
diffraction profde of
a [Co(15)/Cu(24)1
multilayer grown on
GaAs(l 10)/Ge/Au.

2 2 4 5 6

20

The evidence for (11) growth is set out in detail in our earlier publications [2,41.
There are two points:

(a) There are X-ray 'texture' scans in which the X-ray source and detector are set at fixed
angles and the specimen rotated about two perpendicular axes. The results show clearly
the existence of (111) reflections at all the correct angles and a complete absence of growth
in the (100) orientation.
(b) Likewise the RHEED patterns observed during growth show clearly the streaky
appearance that is the signature of a flat surface and show the 6-fold rotational symmetry
that is a characteristic of the close-packed atomic arrangement in (111) growth. The
surface of a (11) plane can be represented by a 2-dimensional hexagonal net where a, the
lattice constant of the net is related to the separation, d•, of the rows (hk) by,

d,- = (3/4)a
2
/(h' + k2 + hk).

As in any diffraction experiment the separation of the lines or spots in the pattern is
inversely proportional to the separation of the diffracting elements, and here again we find



excellent agreement between the separations of the RHEED streaks in two different
orientations and the expected ratios of the d& given by the above expression.

All these diffraction experiments lead us to conclude that the superlattices grown in this
way are of high quality. However on examining an area of the gold film in the buffer
region by STM, the picture looks much less satisfactory. Although there are large flat
areas present -- and hence the high quality diffraction effects -- there are also pronounced
wells penetrating the completed thickness of the thin gold layer. As these wells will
certainly extend into any superlattice grown on top of the gold it is clear that these could
have a serious effect on the magnetic and transport properties of the multilayers, and could
be another form of the 'pinholes' that had been cited earlier as the reason for the very low
values of GMR in samples produced by MBE. We shall see in what follows that well
defined multilayers are essential to obtain the magnetic structure required to obtain a GMR.

THE GIANT MAGNETORESISTANCE

Co/Cu multilayers fonn one of the archetypal systems that exhibit a GMR. Compared to
the magnetoresistance effects seen at very low temperatures in crystals of pure metals the
effect is actually relatively small, but the word 'giant' refers to the unusually large decrease
in resistance observed at room temperature. As mentioned above the largest change to
date is a fractional change of about 65% at 29(1K rising to over 100% at 4.2K 151. In a
recent paper on the effect of magnetic defects on the GMR Highmore et al. J61 have argued
that 65% at room temperature is likely to be about the maximum value of the GMR in
Co/Cu inaltilayers. but that is not a universal figure for all systems. As regards specimens
prepared by MBE the maximum values that we have obtained in samples prepared as
outlined above has been about 30% measured at 4.2K. A further significant increase in
magnitude for MBE grown samples has recently been reported by Kobayashi et al. 171 who
have observed values again of order 80% at 4.2K for Co/Cu multilayers grown on sapphire
(0001). It is now universally agreed that the GMR is a consequence of the ordering of I
misaligned spins, which, in the case of well-fonned multilayers. implies a change from
antiferromagnetic (AFM) to ferromagnetic (FM) coupling between adjacent magnetic
layers on application of a magnetic field. However, within this model there are two
important issues that require comment.

Oscillations

Although oscillations in the magnitude of the GMR as a function of spacer layer thickness
are seen quite clearly in specimens prepared by sputtering 15.8.91. there has been a
complete lack of similar evidence in Co/Cu multilayers prepared by MBE. However. very
recently one of the Orsay groups 1101 have finally seen oscillations with a period (if

between 8A and IOA in Co/Cu/Co trilayers grown by evaporation in UHV -- oscillations
that are in accordance with the predictions of RKKY theory for interlayer coupling across
Cull 11). We shall return to the question of the illusive nature of these oscillations after
discussing magnetisation.

Bulk versus Interface Scattering

Magnetoresistance is a transport property so that in addition to the strength of the
magnetic coupling we must also consider the role of electron scattering and the relative
importance of effects within the layers and at the interfaces. It is certainly easy to show
that the miagnitude of the GMR accompanying the change from AFM to FM coupling
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depends on the scattering probability of spin-up and spin-down electrons, but whether this
takes place primarily in the layers or at the interfaces is altogether more subtle. In two
recent papers [3,41 we have described the effect of annealing on the magnitude of the GMR
and have analysed the results in terms of two parameters. p, and p,. the proportion of
electron scattering that takes place in the bulk and at the interfaces respectively. (Note that
Pb + p, = 1). If we further assume that diffuse scattering at the interfaces is "catastrophic"
and so independent of spin, then in terms of this simple model it is easy to show that for
Co/Cu multilayers the decrease of the GMR on annealing can be accounted for by
increasing the ratio p,/p,.

Of course the magnitude of the GMR can equally be accounted for by a different set of
assumptions, and several authors have interpreted their results on the basis of spin-
dependent interfacial scattering I111, and the interpretation of GMR measurements in
which the current is perpendicular to the layers gives some support to that model 1121.
Nevertheless we repeat that results of experiments on annealed Co/Cu multilayers in which
annealing increases the interface scattering but decreases the GMR greatly favour the
former interpretation.

MAGNETISATION

More direct evidence for the existence of AFM or FM coupling must come from
measurements of the magnetisation itself, and in figures 2 and 3 we show the field
dependence of magnetisation at both low and high fields in four of our samples. Each
specimen consisted of 20 bilayers of 15A of fcc cobalt interspersed with fcc copper layers
of various thicknesses as indicated on the diagrams. From the low field data there is clear
evidence of a variation between AFM and FM coupling, although the marked hysteresis
shows that the latter is present in all samples. We have indicated on the high field curves
likely values of the fields, H.. at which the magnetisation appears to have saturated.and in
figure 4 we show their variation with copper layer thickness. The marked oscdlation is an
indication of a switch between AFM and FM coupling. Interestingly this oscillation is not
observed in the samples referred to in reference 171 that show the very high values of the
GMR.

(a) (b)

1 c SA . ------ Fig. 2: Ratios of

magnetisation to
0 saturation

S.. .. ... , .magnetisation
_..•_ : _(M/Mo) at low

-5 0 5 -5 fields.

H (kOe) H (kOe)

(C) (d)

tcu=11A 1 6A

-it . . ... . .. . . .

-5 0 5 -5. 0 5

H (kOe) H (kOe)
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Fig. 3: Measurements in figure 2 extended to higher fields.
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Fig. 4: Variation of saturation fields with thickness of copper layers.

Examining the high field data more carefully we find further evidence of AFM coupling.
In the range close to saturation there is a linear rise of magnetisation with applied field that
is a characteristic of AFM coupling. A detailed example of this evidence is shown in figure
5 where the greater noise is a consequence of the small volume of that particular sample.
The extrapolated exchange field, Hu,,,, characteristic of the strength of the exchange
coupling, 1, between adjacent magnetic layers is given by HrM = 2J1M,1 where M,, is the
saturation magnetisation. The slow approach to saturation in the presence of anisotropy
follows the expression M = M0( I -a/(H - HM,)-I, where the coefficient depends on the



anisotropy constant and the angle between the field and some easy axis. The variation of
H,, with copper layer thickness is shown in figure 6 where we see further evidence of the
oscillations that are even more marked than in figure 4, The reason is that H", is a true
measure of the exchange coupling while His in figure 4 is a somewhat arbitrary effective
saturation field which depends on both anisotropy and exchange coupling in addition to the
rather delicate judgment required to obtain its value from the data in figure 3.

• ~.

Fig. 5: Detailed variation of rrmgnetisation with applied field on the
the approach to saturation. The linear region and the dashed curve
are discussed in the text.I

2.5

r

Tmickness o,' •C .A

Fig. 6: Variation of the apparent exchange field for AFM coupiing.
H ., with thickness of copper layers.



SUMMARY AND FURTHER COMMENTS

The evidence from magnetisation data seems clear; the multilayers are predominantly
ferromagnetic but with a sufficient volume of AFM coupling at certain layer thicknesses to
generate a GMR. The AFM regions probably grow over the "flat" areas identified in khe
STM scans, while the remaining rough regions are simply ferromagnetic. In figure 7 we
show the marked difference in the approach to saturation of the magnetisation on the one
hand and the GMR on the other. It is clear that the major difference is the very rapid rise in
magnetisation at low fields -- a signature of ferromagnetism. The much more gradual
decrease in resistance takes place over the range of fields in which the magnetisation
increases from about 90% to 100% of its saturation value -- that is over precisely that part
of the magnetisation curve that we attribute to the fraction of the sample that is AFM
coupled.

Fig. 7: Marked difference
in magnetisation and

i I kOc, resistance in the approach
-. .to saturation.

25' K"° --

3 :¢ C..•............,.

I /kOe)

Several questions remain. It is still not absolutely clear why the volume of material that is
AFM coupled -- and hence the maximum GMR -- is generally greater in sputtered
specimens although over the last year the difference has become less. The change has been
brought about by improving the quality of the specimens grown by MBE. It is also not
clear why, apart from the recent paper on trilayers I101, there is no evidence of oscillations
with spacer lay,'r thickness in the GMR. We may speculate that this is because the
presence of defects in the magnetic structures including roughness at the interfaces reduces
the magnitude of the maximum GMR but retains an AFM coupled component when the
expected GMR is a ninimum. In their recent publications Highmore et al. [61 have
demonstrated the importance of what they term "antiphase domain boundaries", that are
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introduced between growth fronts during deposition, resulting in more complex coupling
than would be found in ideal parallel layers.
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PERPENDICULAR MAGNETORESISTANCE OF
MICROSTRUCTURED PILLARS IN Fe/Cr MAGNETIC MULTILAYERS

M,A.M. GIIS *, S.K.J. LEN('ZOWSKI - AND J.B. GIESBERS "
Philips Research Laboratories. 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Findhoven (Iriversitv of Technology, Department of Physics, 5600 MB Eindhoven.
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ABSTRACT

We have fabricated pillar-like microstructures of high vacuum sputtered Fe/Cr mag-
netic multilayers and measured the giant magnetoresistance effect in the configuration
where the measuring currt-nt is perpendicular to the filn plane from 4.2 K to 300 K. At
4.2 K we find a magnetoresistance of 108 % for muitilayers with a Fe thickness of 3 nill
and a Cr thickness of I nm. The pronounced temperature dependence of tile perpendicu-
lar magnetoresistance is studied for samples with different Cr thicknesses and tentatively
explained by electron-magnon scattering. The low-temperature data are compared with
existing low-temperature models.

INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of the giant magnetoresistance (MR) effect in magnetic multilayers
[1]. numerous studies on a variety of multilayer systems have been reported (e.g. [2. 3]).
In practically all these experiments, the measuring current is in the plane of the multi-
layer. the so-called current-in-plane (CIP) geometry, Nevertheless, the great importance
of experiments with the measuring current perpendicular to the nlultilayer plane (the so-
called ('PP-geometry) has been emphasized in several theoretical papers [4. 5, 6, 7, 8. 91.
All these theories are valid only at low temperatures and predict a considerably larger
MR effect for the ('PP geometry than for the CIP geometry. The first experiments on
the (PP-MR were done for (o/Ag and Co/Cu multilayers [10]. In these experiments no
microfabrication techniques were used; the multilayer was sandwiched between a super-
conducting Nb top and bottom contact electrode and the very small multilayer resistance
(typically 0.01-0.1 pf!) was measured at 4.2 K using an ultra-sensitive SQUID-based sys-
tent. This implies that measurements are only possible at liquid helium temperatures.
Initially relatively weak magnetic fields (H < 40 kA/m) were applied; in an improved
experimental setup it is now possible to use this experimental method in external fields
up to several 1000 kA/m [II]. The CPP-MR of the strongly antiferromagnetically (AF)
coupled Fe/Cr system (switching fields of typically 400 kA/m [121), which is optimally
suited for comparison with existing low-temperature models, was only measured quite
recently by us using microstructured samples [13]. At the same time, these experiments

provided the first data on the temperat-re dependence of the CPP-MR effect, which
still represents a theoretical challenge. In particular the role of spin-flip scattering on the
giant MR remains to be elucidated.

Here, we will discuss our experiments on the low-temperature CPP-MR and on the
temperature dependence of the CPP-MR of microstructured Fe/Cr multilayers. Pillar
structures a few microns in size were fabricated using optical lithography and reactive ion
etching techniques. The perpendicular giant MR effect was measured for 100x(3 un Fe
+ tc, Cr) multilayers with Cr thicknesses tc, = I nm, 2.8 nm and 4 nui. The first two
thicknesses are in the first two AF regions of the oscillatory coupling between neighbouring
Fe layers [12, 14], while the last one corresponds to a weaker coupled configuration. The
CPP-MR [151 is larger than the corresponding CIP-MR , e.g. if tc, = I nm, we find a

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 119"3 Materials Research Society
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of different processing steps in the pillar struct'iring andl
contact fabrication.

CPP-MR of 108 % at 4 K , more than four times larger than the ('IP-MR in similarly
prepared multilayers [12]. We demonstrate that our low-temperature data are consistent
with the models of Valet and Fert [9] and Bauer [6]. The (PP-MR decreases strongly on
increasing the temperature. This probably can be understood in terms of a spin-mixing
process by electron-magnon scattering in an anisotropic AF superlattice [16, 17].

SAMPLE FABRICATION

The processing of the pillar structure is schematically shown in figure 1 (a,b.c.d). First a
0.4 jum thick Cr base layer is rf sputtered onto a SiO 2 substrate held at room temperature.
Then a 0.4-0.7 pm thick Fe/Cr multilayer is deposited, using dc sputtering for the Fe and
rf sputtering for the Cr, followed by a dc sputter deposition of a 0.3 Um thick Au layer.
All these depositions were done during one vacuum run. The system pressure prior to
deposition was 4 x 10' mbar and the Ar-pressure during sputtering was . x 10-3 mbar.
X-ray diffraction shows a predominantly (110) growth of the multilayer. For lithography
the sample is covered by a 0.1 pm thick Mo layer, then by a 0.2 Pm thick A120 3 layer.
followed by the deposition of another 0.1 jim thick Mo layer. The latter is structured
using conventional lithography and using wet etching (figure l(a)) and serves as a mask
for the structuring of the A12 0 3 layer, which is done in an CHFs/Ar plasma (10 sccm
CHF 3/40 sccm Ar, 25 jibar, 0.52 W/cm 2). The structured A12 0 3 layer in turn is used as
a mask for the etching of the Au and the Fe/Cr multilayer; this is done in an HCI plasma
(40 pibar, 2.1 W/cm2 ) (figure l(b)). After removal of the remaining A120 3 , the sample
is covered with an insulating polyimide layer. Contact holes in the polyimide are made
using reactive ion etching, after which the remaining Mo in the hole is removed by wet
etching (figure 1(c)). Subsequently, the structure is covered by a 1.9 ttm thick Au film, in
which the contact electrode pattern is made (figure l(d)). The pillar in the middle is the
actual sample; finally two Au contact leads will be attached on top of it for the resistance
measurement; also the side parts of the structure will be contacted and they will serve as

E'
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Figure 2: (a) Micrograph of a pillar structure after the etching in the IW(' plasnma; (b)
Micrograph showing the upper Au c.,•t.act electrode on top of the hole in the polvitnide;
(c) Graph of a complete pillar devi,.: 1,0 _Iraph of the pillar device with additional laser
trench. Current (I+, V) and voltage . V-) contacts are indicated, the pillar is marked
by a cross ( x).

the lower contact leads for the pillar in the middle.
In figure 2(a,b,cd), microscopic images of the structure are shown. Figure 2(a) corre-

sponds to the schematic diagram of figure l(b) and shows the pillar after the structuring
in the HCO-plasma. Figure 2(b) is a top view of the final structure, showing the upper
Au contact structured on top of the hole in the polyimfide layer. Figure 2(c) is an over-all
view of the structure, as described so far, showing clearly the relative magnitude of the
pillar with respect to the contact electrodes. Figure 2(d) is an improved measuring struc-
ture, which differs from figure 2(c) only by the presence of two trenches, etched down to
the substrate using a Nd-YAG laser (532 nm). For the largest pillars fabricated on the
substrate (width 10-12 aim). the trench ends at the edges of the pillar, so that the only
connection between the two parts of the structure is established through the pillar. This
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trench plays a crucial role in the measurement, because it strongly reduces the spurious
spreading resistance effect of the contact leads, which is necessary for a proper measure-
ment of the very small perpendicular resistance (typically 1 rnf). The structure without
the trench (figure 2(c)) gives rise to a total resistance measurement, which is dominated
by resistance contributions from the electrodes. The measuring current coming from the
pillar, spreads radially in the electrode contact region and thereby induces a pronounced
voltage drop in the voltage leads of the structure. The magnitude of this voltage can
be two orders of magnitude larger than the actual voltage signal coming from the pil-
lar itself, as we have verified both experimentally and by numerical calculations. II the
measurement geometry given in figure 2(d), a radial current spread in the electrodes no
longer is possible. A more extended discussion of this geometry can be found elsewhere
[18]. The resistance of the multilayer is of the same order of magnitude as the resid-
ual contact resistance, as is determined experimentally by comparing different multilaver
thicknesses. Also the pillar height is relatively small compared to its width, w. which gives
rise to a non-uniform current distribution in the pillar. Ohms law gives for our geonietry
that (V+ - V-)w2 oc (w/L)/sinh(w/L) with V+ and V- the measured voltage on top
and below the pillar and L a parameter of typically 2-3 pm.. representing the distance
of radial current spread in the electrodes. This dependence was checked independently
by simulations based on the finite element method. In the following, quoted MR values
are extrapolations for w - 0 and typically are a factor 1.1-1.2 higher than the actual
measured value for the smallest pillar dimension on the substrate.

Typically, a few hundred pillars wth a cross section S ranging between 6 pm2 and
130 pim 2 are fabricated on one substrate. 15-20 different pillar structures with variable
cross-section were measured for each Cr thickness to check reproducibility. After wire
bonding, the samples are mounted in a 4 He flow cryostat. Pillar resistances are measured
using an ac bridge technique in the 4-300 K temperature range and in fields up to 1600
kA/m (2 Tesla).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows ('PP-MR curves at different temperatures for a pillar with a cross-
section S = 90 pm 2 structured in a 100x(3 nm Fe + I nm Cr) multilayer: for clarity the
curves are displaced vertically. At 9.3 K we observe a MR effect of 108 7. more than four
times higher than the corresponding CIP-MR effect in unstructured films I121. The l.MR
effect is weakly temperature dependent below about T=60 K; above that temperature
the decrease is much stronger. At room temperature a 14 %. ('PP-MR remains', two times
larger than the corresponding C'IP-MR. The saturation field B,(= poH,) is defined by
the crossing point of the low field resistance decrease with the horizontal line of constant
resistance at higher fields. We find that B, = 0.54 T, nearly independent of temperature.
This is comparable to the B, = 0.51 T value found for the corresponding ('IP-saniple
t12]; the small difference can be explained by a slightly different demagnetization factor.
This B,-value corresponds with an interlayer exchange coupling energy per unit surface
of 1.3 mJ/mi (see ref. [121). Hence, the interlayer coupling energy is orders of magnitude
larger than the thermal energy for our microstructures. This implies that the strong
temperature dependence of the CPP-MR cannot be attributed to incomplete AF-coupling
at higher temperatures. Another remarkable observation is the absence of hysteresis
in the magnetoresistance. For the corresponding CIP-sample. we found a small, but
clear hysteretic effect [12]. We notice that in the (very weakly) AF coupled Ag/Co
and Cu/Co CPP-samples of ref. [10] magnetoresistive hysteresis is very important. We
therefore believe that both strong AF coupling and microstructuring. which leads to a

I
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Figure 3: Giant magnetoresistance effect of a microstructured pillar in a 100 x(3 nm Fe

+ I un Cr) multilayer with the current perpendicular to the multilayer plane (CPP) and
as a function of temperature.

reduction in the number of magnetic domains, are important for obtaining non-hysteretic
MR characteristics.

We did find a hysteretic magnetoresistance for the 100x(3 mn Fe + 4 inn Cr) sample,
as is clear from figure 4. This seems very reasonable as, for this Cr-thickness. we do not
expect perfect AF coupling anymore. Rather, one is in a weakly AF coupled/uncoupled
situation, which also is confirmed by magnetization data for this sample.

In figure 5(ab,c) the temperature dependence of the CPP-MR is shown for multilayers
with different tc,; comparison is made with the corresponding CIP data [12]. Figure 5(a)

is for tc,= 1 mn and corresponds with the measurements presented in figure 3. The
enlarged CPP-MR effect and its strong decrease with temperature is immediately clear.

"This decrease is also pronounced for the sample of figure 5(b) (It,= 2.8 ni. S = 20 iml2 ).
Above about 100 K, the CPP-MR even becomes smaller than the CIP-MR. In figure 5(c),
the sample with tc,= 4 nm and S = 6 14m' is shown. Again, we observe that the ('PP-
MR is enhanced with respect to the CIP-MR and that the temperature dependence is
markedly stronger.

The origin for the strong decrease with temperature of the CPP-MR can be clar-
ified by investigating the quantity AR(T) = R,,_,(T) - R,,t(T). In figure 6 we plot
A R(4K)- A R(T) against temperature on a double logarithmic scale for the samples of fig-
ure 5. Within experimental accuracy, the increase with temperature of AR(4K) - AR(T)

i
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+ 4 urn Cr) miultilayer with the current perpendicular to the nlultilayer plane (CPP) and
as a function of temperature.
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Figure 6: Temperature dependence of AR(4K) - AR(T) on a double logarithmic scale.
Typical error bars are indicated for a few points. The solid line indicates a 7"2 behasiour.
characteristic for electron-nmagion scattering in an anisotropic AF system.

below about 150 K can be described by a T2 behavior for all samples. We believe that
this temperature dependence is indicative for electron-magnon scattering as the MR-
decreasing mechanism. Previously, the temperature dependence of the low-temperature
resistivity of dilute magnetic alloys was explained by incoherent (i.e. spin wave-vector-
nonconserving) electron-magnon scattering, mixing the two spin channels [16[. In the
case of a multilayer consisting of quasi-two-dimensional AF coupled magnetic layers, this
mechanism leads to a T 2 dependence of the CIP resistance variation at low temperature
[17], as also observed for our AF coupled CIP-samples. At higher temperatures, addi-
tionally, coherent (i.e. spin wave-vector-conserving) electron-magnon scattering processes
contribute, giving rise to a more complicated behavior. Physically, spin-flip scattering
due to thermally excited magnons results in equalizing the two spin currents (the classi-
cal spin-mixing effect) and also reduces the spin-flip diffusion length 1,f. At the moment,
a detailed microscopic calculation on the temperature dependence of the CPP-MR does
not exist, so that the above interpretation remains to be proven.

Here, we compare our low-temperature results firstly with the low-temperature model
of Valet and Fert [9], which is similar in approach to the model of Lee ct at. t7], and
secondly with the model of Bauer [6]. The Valet-Fert model is a theory on a microscopic
basis and takes into account interface spin accumulation effects coming from a difference
in chemical potential for spin-up and spin-down electrons. It is argued that the most

t
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Figure 7: Plot of the temperature dependence of the experimental quantity
V/(Iý ý_- R~e)R,n•aS" given by the Valet-Fert CPP-theory for samples with different
tcr. Data are derived from experiment using the extrapolation scheme described in the
text. Full curves are a guide to the eye.

appropriate experimental quantity to compare with theory is

R-,) - 32 t. F [PF + I - cYix-b (1

where ,1 and -y are spin asymmetry coefficients for bulk and interface scattering, respec-
tively (0 < 3•,1 -< 1). tF, and PF, are the Fe thickness and Fe resistivity; rb is the
spin-averaged Fe/Cr boundary resistance per unit surface in the ferromaguelit state and
N is the number of Fe/Cr hilayers in tile structure. Eq. (1) is valid when the spin-flip
diffusion length l,! is much larger than the individual layer thicknesses in tie structure.
a condition which is generally well fulfilled at low temperatures [9]. A plot of the left
hand side of eq.(I) is shown in figure 7 for all temperatures studied. At 4 K, we observe
that V(R, .. - Rt)R., S2  - 65 m/jum2 for the sample with t1(,= I nm, while for
the other two samples this value is reduced to a number around 40 mflpm2 . One should
note that, according to the model, these values would be the same, in the case of perfect
AF coupling. To estimate the magnitude of rb, we take 3 = 0.33 and Y = 0.78; these
values correspond to a ratio of spin-down to spin-up scattering length lJl = 2

for Fe bulk scattering and 11/l! 8 for interface scattering, as obtained from a
theoretical analysis of the corresponding CIP-MR data [12, 191. With A' = 100. tF, = "1
un and pF, = 5 - 10 /4cm we find that rb = , -1.5 , ,0-16 fQm2 

for t('r = I nm.
For the other Cr thicknesses rb is somewhat reduced. These values are close to the value
for rb found from a similar analysis for the (o/tu and Co/Ag multilayer system [10].
Hence, the model seems to describe various multilayer systems consistently. Although
comparison with theory is most convenient at low temperature, where spin-flip scattering

-:. |
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is minimurn and the two-current model is well applicable, the temperature dependence
of the effect is particularly interesting because it provides important r,'w information on
the critical length scale of the CPP-MR effect, which we can identify as 1q. Due to the
increasing importance of electron- magnon scattering, the currents are equalized (as in the
CIP-geometry) and, moreover, the reduction of lj could limit the number of la'ers and
interfaces contribut.ug to the CPP-MR effect.

We also compare our low-temperature experiraents with the theory of Bauier [6, 191,
which is based on the Landauer-Biittiker scattering formalism' of electron transport [20].
In this approach charge and spin accumulation effects in the multilayer are implicitly
integrated out. Again absence of spin-flip scattering is assumed, which favors application
of the model to low-temperature MR measurements. For the Fe/Cr system, where barrier
potentials play a minor role in the giant MR effect, the normalized conductance for thle
channel with spin c (o :T, ,) is given by

Go = I 2N N )2 I
- U - + 2( ) ln(1 + (-}. (2)

N , N~

Here N is the number of repetitions and NA, the mean number of traversed interfaces for
spin o (N I = 1 corresponds to a mean free path of length (t

W, + tF,)). Ve dlefine the

normalized conductance in the ferromagnetic alignment case as ("F = '((;1 4 ) and for

the AF alignment case we define GAF by eq.(2) with 'r = •(+++). Then MR=((; -

GAF)/GAF with i as a fitting parameter representing the integrated contributions of
N,

both magnetic bulk and interface scattering. For the sample with t,,=] ran and a Iow
temperature MR of 108 %, we find that ý' = 6.4, while for the sample with t-,-=2.8

Nt

um and a MR of 8 % we find that =1 = 1.8. These numbers reflect an 'effective' spin-

dependent mean free path, which is consistent with the ratios of spin-down over spin-up
Imean tree p~aths quoted in the discussion of the Valet-Fert wilodel. Hence, both models,
although of different origin, give similar results for the relevant scattering lengths.

CONCLUSION

We have fabricated pillar-shaped microstructures in Fe/Cr magnetic multilayers and
determined the CPP-MR effect for this strongly AF coupled system. Moreover we present
the first experiments on the temperature dependence of the CPP-MR effect and make a
comparison with the CIP-MR of similarly prepared samples. The decrease of tile (PP-
MR with temperature has been interpreted tentatively in ternis of scattering tny tG,, turally
excited magnons. Finally we performed a quantitative analysis of our low-temperature
data wit[ '.he Valet-Fert and Bauer models, yielding consistent values for the niagnetic
scattering parameters.
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ABSTRACT

The Boltzmann equation is solved for a system consisting of alternating ferromagnetic -
normal metallic layers. The in-plane conductance of the film is calculated for two configurauons:
successive ferromagnefic layers aligned (i) parallel and (ii) anuparallel to each other. The results
explain the giant negative magnetoresislance encountered in these systems when an initial
antiparallel arrangement is changed into a parallel configuration by application of an external
magnetic field. The calculation depends on (A) geometric parameters (the thicknesses of the
layers); (B) intrinsic metal parameters (number of conduction electrons, magnetization and
effective masses in the layers); (C) bulk sample properties (conductivity relaxation times); and
(D) interface scattering properties (diffuse scattering versus potential scattering at Lie interfaces).
It is found that a large negative magnetoresistance requires, in general, considerable asymmetry
in the interface scattering for the two spin orientations. All qualitative features of the expen-
ments are reproduced. Quantitative agreement can be achieved with sensible values of the
parameters. The effect can be conceptually explained based on considerations of phase-space
availability for an electron of a given spin orientation as it travels through the multilayer sample
in the various configurations and traverses the interfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ferromagnetic-normal mretallic superlattices and sandwiches [1,21 display a number of

interesting properties, such as a varying interlayer magnetic coupling [3] and a negative, some-
times very large magnetoresistance (MR) effect [4-15]. Examples are (NiFe/Cu/NiFe).
(NiFe/Ag/NiFe), (Fe/Cr)., (Co/Cu),, (Fe/Cu),. and (Co/Ru)., to name just a few. It has been
found that the magnetic moment of each ferromagnetic layer is arranged with respect to that of
the neighboring ferromagnetic layers either in a parallel fashion, or in an antiparallel one,
depending on the thickness of the metal spacers and on the quality of the interfaces.

When the conditions are such that the consecutive moments are arranged anuparallel to
each other, the application of an external magnetic field to the sample results in two effects: (1)
the moments rearrange themselves into a completely parallel arrangement in fields of the order
of 1 T; and (2) the sample, decreases its resistance -- negative MR -- in all directions (in-plane in
particular) by varying amounts which can be as small as a few percent, and as large as 55% (for
Co/Cu at liquid Helium temperatures) [131. A decrease by more than 20% is -trtrally known as
the giant magnetoresistance effect (GMR).

Even though the current knowledge of the MR effect is incomplete, one fact that has
emerged is that spin-dependent interfacial scattering plays an important role. Experiments by
Fullerton et at. [16] indicate that increased interfacial roughness enhances the GMR. Baumgart
et al. [17] have found that ultrathin layers of elements (V. Mn, Ge, Ir, or Al) deposited at the
Fe/Cr interface lead to changes in the MR which correlate with the ratio of spin-up and spin-
down resistivities arising from spin-dependent impurity scattering of these elements when alloyed

with Fe. This result is in agreement with the suggestion of Baibich et at. (4] that the spin-
dependence of impurity scattering at the interfaces is related to that observed [18] in alloyed fer-
romagnetic metals such as Fe, Co, and Ni.

Further confirmation of the importance of the interface in the MR effect was provided by
Barth6l6my el al. [19) who point out that the experimental data they obtained for epitaxially

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. '1993 Materials Research Society
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grown Fe(OO1)/Cr(OOl) multilayers seem to be in agreement with a variation of the MR of the
form

exp(- tc,/* X)

where tc, is the thickness of Cr layer and X* is a length of the order of the mean free path.
Such a variation of the MR with layer thickness is expected from spin-dependent interface
scattering.

It should be emphasized that it is important to disunguish between the concepts of spin-flip
scattering and spin-dependent scattering. The first refers to an event in which, during scattenng,
an electron reverses its spin orientation; such a phenomenon is normally caused by spin-orbit
effects and/or by scattering from impurities with a localized magnetic moment. Spin-flip scatter-
ing is neglected in this contribution. The second one refers to the fact that electrons with
different spin orientations experience different potentials and have different phase-space dist-ibu-
Lions. Consequently they have very different scattering cross sections both in the bulk and at the
interfaces. The latter is extremely relevant for the purposes of this study.

It is the aim of this contribution to present a model that incorporates spin-dependent inter-
facial scauering in a more realistic way. While the model presented here is similar in many
respects to that of Camley and Barnta [20,211 it does not suffer from the shortcomings in the
description of interfacial scattering encountered there. Utilization of a more accurate descripuon
of the interface permits a study and separation of the various scattering mechanisms and their
relevance in the MR effecLt

The present model, an extension of the Fuchs-Sondheimer theory [22.231, uses a Stoner
description [24] of the itinerant ferromagnetic layers: it introduces different potentials for major-
ity and minority spins. Band-structure and electron-oensity effects are included only by means of
a constant, metal- and spin-dependent potential, and an isotropic effective mass for each spin in
each layer. The different potentials in neighboring layers results in coherent potential scattering
(i.e., refraction) of electrons as they traverse the interface. It has been suggested [17J that this
effect alone could account for the observed spin-dependent transport properties and the oscilla-
tory effects with layer thickness [3]. Spin-dependent potentiuas are also responsible for different
densities of states at the Fermi level, i.e., different available phase space for the two different
spin orientations. The angular-dependent effects are treated by a quantum-mechanical matching
of the electron wave functions at the interfaces. Impurity scattering at the interface and interfa-
cial roughness are also a source of spin-dependent scattering, and they contribute to the present
model through a spin-dependent function, in a way similar to that used by Camley and Barna.

The model predicts the dependence of the MR on the thickness of the layers, on the qual-
ity of the samples (mean free path) and on the quality (roughness) of the interfaces.

2. THE MODEL

The in-plane conductivity has been calculated for a multilayer structure consisting of alter-
nating layers of a ferromagnet (F) of thickness dF, and a spacer layer of thickness d,. The coor-
dinate system is chosen with the z axis perpendicular to the layers, and with complete isotropy
in the (x~y) plane.

For a given structure the conductivity was calculated for both antiparallel alignment,
denoted aijs. and for parallel alignment, denoted art. of the moments of successive F layers. In
the antiparallel arrangement the structure repeats itself after four layers (../F r / s / F t / s/..) ;
in the parallel arrangement the period consists of two layers (./ F / s /.). Application of a
sufficiently large magnetic field to a sample in the antiparallel arrangement causes the magnetic
moments to align parallel to one another. The magnetoresistance (Ap / p), is defined by

S--- pT! - ptT OTT - OTt (1)

p P05O r

where p•. =(or, )71 Note that this quantity varies between zero and one (or 0 and 100%)
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whenever the resistance decreases upon the application of an external magnetic field.

The conductivity for both alignments is obtained by adding the contributions of the spin-up
and the spin-down electrons, calculated separately. This is the two-current model [18], which
provides a good description of electron transport in magnetic 3d metals. As mentioned above
spin-flip processes, which mix the two currents, are neglected. It is known that their effect is
small at low temperatures.

The electrons involved in transport are regarded as free electron-like with spherical Fermi
surfaces. Within each layer the electrons move in a constant potential V,, which depends on the
particular layer i and the spin a of the electron.

The electron distribution function within each layer i and for each spin a is written in the
form

fia(v,z) = fiOc(v) + gio(vZ.) (2)

which is independent of x and y by symmetry. In (2). the first term fo (v) is the equilibrium
distribution in the absence of an electric field and gi,(v,z) is the deviation from that equilibrium
in the presence of the electric field. For an electric field of magnitude E in the i direction, the
Boltzmann equation in the relaxation time approximation reduces to

a8gia gio le IE afi0

S+ • = (3)

where rj, is the relaxation time in layer i for spin a , and e is the charge of the electron. The
second-order term, proportional to the product (E . g,,), has been discarded since non-linear
effects (deviations from Ohm's law) are neglected. The Lorentz-force term, proportional to
(v x H/c), has also been dropped from the Boltzmann equation since it gives an effect which is
orders of magnitude smaller than those considered here [201.

Metal i Metal j

10 
S

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the scattering process at the metal-metal inter-
face. The parameter S0 defines the fraction controlled by the potentials-, S, R is
the probability of specular scattering; S. T is the probability of transmission
(refraction) into the other metal.

Because of the boundary conditions it is useful to divide g,, into two parts: gi*(vz) if
v, a 0 and g•,(v,z) if v, <0. The boundary conditions for the potential (non-diffusive)

4- .
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scattering at the (i j) interface then take the form

= ~ ~ + Sv,,,0 T,,.0 g7 (4
8j, -- s,:;Rio, + s•;ro~

Here Si 0k;,, which varies between zero and one, is a factor that indicates the degree of potential
scattering at the interface (ij) for an electron of spin cr arriving at the interface from the layer i
and being scattered into the layer k. The scattering follows the reflection-refraction laws when
all S = I and is completely diffusive when S = 0. The notation used for the transmission T and
the reflection R coefficients is the following: TjO r probability for an electron of spin a in
layer i to be transmitted (refracted) into layer j ; ROo a probability for an electron of spin a
in layer i with a velocity directed towards layer j to be reflected back into layer i. The equa-
tions and boundary conditions, as written, satisfy all necessary conservation laws.

The functional dependence of the coefficients was determined [25] by matching the free
electron-like (plane-wave) functions and their derivatives at each interface. The solution to this
problem, which is identical to that encountered in optics for an interface between two media
with different index of refraction, is shown schematically in figure 1.

The current density along the electric field in each layer i for electrons with spin a is
given by

J(Z)= -le I [ jv. gia(v,z)d 3v (5)

where h is Planck's constant. The conductivity of the multilayer is obtained by averaging over
: the whole film

SE df.1 O. E1

The MR, (Ap I p), is found by calculating independently the conductivities GrT and aYt.
The number of parameters necessary to characterize a structure is large. Associated with the
electrons in the F layers are the minority (denoted using a small subscript m) and the majority
(denoted using a capital subscript M) spins with effective masses mn and mu, relaxation times
x,, and cm, and potentials V,,, and VM. The spin-up and spin-down electrons in the spacer layer
s move in a potential V, with an effective mass m, and relaxation time x.. At the interfaces, the
functions S,,;k., which vary with angle of incidence, describe the interfacial scattering of the
majority and the minority spins.

The values of the potentials are determined by treating alJ of the valence r and d electrons
as being in a single free electron-like band with an isotropic effective mass. The effective mass
is, in general, taken to be larger than the electron mass, since the d electrons, which contribute
to the density of electrons, are in narrower bands than the free-electron-like s electrons. Within
the F layers the bands for the minority and the majority spins are shifted by a k-independent
exchange potential, yielding two different spin-dependent, constant potentials. V,, and VM. The
value of the exchange splitting is chosen so that the difference in the density of the majority and
the minority electrons yields the net magnetic moment of the bulk ferromagnetic material.

3. RESULTS

The theory, as developed thus far, includes eleven parameters and eight angular functions:
three effective masses ms4 , m., and min;
three constant potentials VM, V,, and V,;
three relaxation times rM, r,, and ,;
two thicknesses d,, and d,;
and eight interface scattering functions
SL,,. .• S ,..,,, Sts..,, S,.;,. , S, .,.,, Ss..:m, S,.tF;M, and S,.FF .
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The results presented here include only the cases for which the relaxation times are identi-
cal 't w r., = cM = -c,. (The mean free paths of the minority and the majority spins within the F
layers and for the spacer metal are still different, however, since the Fermi velocities are
different.) The interfaces are treated in two different ways. In the first approach the angular
dependence of the functions Sij;k:k is neglected and the eight functions are replaced by two con-
stants

StntN = SSFF = = S,y , 1 = S,.* = SM

SFr;,; = SFj~j;;, = SJF;,:. = Ss,...F = S..

Now the system is defined by eleven constants.

In the second approach the different angular dependences in various S;jk:a are explicitly
included.

Results are given for two different multilayer systems, (Fe/Cr),, and (Fe/Cu).. In these
three metals the isotropic effective mass is assumed to be independent of the material and spin
orientation with a value mm = = m. = 4.0 x free-electron mass. With this effective mass
the potentials, with respect to the Fermi energy EF chosen to be at EF = 0, are
VA =-8.23 eV, V. =-5.73 eV for Fe;
V,=- 5.77 eV for Cr.
V, = - 8.54 eV for Cu.

The parameters that remain to be specified for each case -- (Fe/Cr). and (Fe/Cu). - in the
constant-S approximation are altogether five: (A) two geometric parameters d, and d,; (B) one
relaxation time T, which depends on bulk sample properties; and (C) two interface scattering
parameters Sm. S. (diffuse scattering versus potential scattering at the interfaces for the majority
and the minority spins respectively).

00

"Sm LPmo

0 LP
0 0 . ..iC

0.0 0.5 1.0 o.o 0.5 1.0

SM S

S(a) (b)

Figure 2. The region in the two-dimensional parameter space (Smt ,S.) where
(Ap / p) > 0.2 for d, = 20X, d, = 10X , and r = 5.0 x 10-r"s. (a) Potential
parameters corresponding to (Fe/Cr).. (b) Potential parameters corresponding to

(FejCu). -
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Figure 3. Variation of (Ap/p) as a function of S. for the parameters of
(Fear).. r= -5.0 x I0- 13 s, dtp = = 10 X and three values of SM: (1) dashed
curve Sm 1; (2) chain dotted curve SM = 0.5; and (3) solid curve SM -0.
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Figure 4. Variation of (Ap /p) as a function of dF for the parameters of
dF~r,, ti 0, 'o=50 X 10-13, and three different values of SM and S.:

(1) chain dotted curve SM = S. 0.8; (2) dashed curve 5
M = 0. S., 1 ; and (3)

solid curve "M 1, S 0.
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Even with these simplifications, the phenomena under consideration are complicated func-
tions of the 5 variables, and the task of describing these dependencies is not simple. In general

*tons, and with exceptions, it is found that (Ap / p) is a strong function of the interface parame-
ters Sm and S,., and a relatively weak function of the thicknesses and the mean free path. For
example, as Sm and S. independently vary between 0 and 1, the calculated (Ap /p) vanes
between 0 and 92.7% for (Fe/Cr), and 0 and 94.4% for (FelCu),. when values of dF = 20.0 ;

df I0O and 'c=5.0x 10-3 s are chosen. Figure 2 shows the regions in the two-
dimensional ( SM - S,,) parameter space where (Ap / p) is greater than 20% for these values of

SdF, d,. and r. With this choice of T, the mean free paths are: (i 4,250 X for the majority-spin
and 3,540 X for the minority-spin electrons in Fe; (ii) 3.560 A for electrons in Cr; and (iii)
4,330 X for electrons in Cu. These values correspond to all mean free paths which are orders of
magnitude larger than the film thicknesses, i.e., the clean-film limit, where interface effects are
supposed to be paramount.

"Some of the interesting results of the calculations are illustrated in figures 2-6. It was
found in general that:

(A) (Ap / p) is in general small (only a few percent) when SM = S., except [26]
when both parameters are very close to 1 (see figures 2 and 3).

(B) (Ap / p), as a function of dF, exhibits a variety of behaviors which include (i) a mono-I tonic decrease with increasing dp; and (ii) an initial increase followed by a decrease (a single
mauimum); in all cases the asymptotic value as d. -- is zero (see figure 4).

(C) (Ap / p), as a function of increasing d, exhibits either (i) a continuous monotonic
decrease, or, most commonly, (ii) a single maximum at a value of d, of the order of dF; the
asymptotic value as d, -4 - is also zero (see figure 5).

(D) (Ap I p), as a function of the relaxation time c. either (i) increases monotonically and
I' saturates at a maximum value, or, most commonly, (ii) increases to a maximum, and then very

gradually decreases (see figure 6).

I

0-

0.0 50.0 150.0 200.0 250.0
sd (A)

Figure 5. Variation of (Ap / p) as a function of d, for the parameters of (Fe/Cr),,,
dF = 20A ,T = 5.0 x 10-13S and different values of Sm and S.: (1) solid curve
.S 1, ,. = 0; (2) dashed curve SM = 0, S,. = 1; and (3) chain-dotted curve

mm S.- m 0.9. m
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Figure 2 contains infonnation on how, for specific values of dp d,. and T, the quality of
die interfaces inflienes the MR. It is evident fr'om the figure that dte region of large MR is
close either to the line Sm = 1. or to the line S = 1. and away from the line S = S,.. There is
a very large asymmetry between SM and S., in (Fe/Cr).. but considerably less so in (Fe/Cu),.

A more realistic approach to the diffuse.-verst-pomntial scaering at the interface requires

a tlu; angular dependence of the eight functions S,,.&;a. In general (27-301 the diffuse scateig
is considerably larger for electrons impinging upon the interface in directions close to the n-
meal. Grazing-angle electrons am less effectively scattered, and they tend to be almost com-
pletely internally reflected. A common (first-order) approximation to these functions [27-30) is

is...G = So Cip [-41l2(ki cos$j23 ; (6)
$,ij40=Sa= exp [- q2(kiw os•-kie cos~j)ý] (7)

Here q is a parameter which depends on the roughne of the interface as well as the strength

and physical distribution of dhe scattering centers at the interface, ka is the magnitude of the k-
vector at the Fermi sphere of the spin-a electrons in layer i. and Oi is the angle between the
electron velocity and the normal to the interface; S, is the overall diffuse scattering strength at
grazing angle 0 = r/ It should be noted that the limit Tj = 0 reduces the approximation to the
one previously discussed.

Figure 7 shows the influence of this angular dependence on the MR. As ii increases, the
MR in general decreases, except for the case in which SM and S. ae very close in value; in the
latter, the difference in k-vector between the two spins, and the non-vuiishing ij produce an
asymmetry in dhe diffuse interface scattering between the spins, and thus increases the MR.
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Figure 6. Variation of (Ap Ip) as a function of T for the parameters of (Fe/Cr).,
d, = IOX, d, = 20X , and three different values of SA and S,: (1) chain dotted
curve SM = 0 and S. = 0.7; (2) dashed curve SM = 0.5 and S. = 1; and (3) solid
curve So = I and S,, = 0.
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Figure 7. Variation of (Ap / p) as a function of TI for the parameters of (Fe/Cr).,
d, = IO, d = 20X and two different values of S, in equations (6) and (7): (1)
solid curve Sm S. = I1 and (2) dashed curve Sjw = 0. S. = 1.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Figure 2(a) shows a marked asymmetry in the dependence of (po / p) for (Fe/Cr)., on Sm

and S., ie., the majority- and minority-spin interface scattering have a very different effect on
the MR. For this system

IVMI < IV, = IV,, I

By conua.m a large asymmetry is not present in (Fe/Cu).,, figure 2(b). Here

IVSI = IVmI < IVMl I

The difference in V, has a large effect on the MR. as can be seen in plots of the in-plane current
distribution across the layers [25]. In many cases when (Ap p) is very large, the current distzi-
budon responsible for the large value of crr is such that it is highly concentrated in one type of
layer, either in the ferromagnet or in the spacer. This effect, which can be called chaneling.
appears frequently when there is a GMR. When the channeling is in the spacer layer it occurs
only when there is parallel alignment. Channeling in the FM layers, on the other hand, occurs
(in one type of F layer for each electron spin orientation) for both the parallel and the antiparal-
lel configurations. From these considerations it is obvious that channeling in the spacer layer
should be more intimately connected with a GMR. It should be emphasized that channeling is
present when the potentials are different; GMR requires, in addition, asymmetric values of S0.
Channeling and GMR are strongly correlated (31].

The experimentally observed values of MR in (Fe/Cr), and (Fe/Cu)., multilayers can be
matched by the calculation with a proper choice of the parameters. However, the model in its
present form, which considers all of the valence s and d electrons as comprising a single band
with a single isotropic effective mass, yields effective resistivities PTT and pn which ane about
an order of magnitude smaller than those measured in multilayer structures. The effective resis-
tivities are too small because the model has too many free-electron-like conduction electrons:
eight in Fe, six in Cr, and eleven in Cu. Proper consideration must be taken of the fact that, in

V
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these metals, s and d electrons contribute very differently to the transport propertes. The nar-
row character of the d-bands has been accounted for in the single-band approach by a single.
large, isotropic effective mass, four times larger than the free-electron mass. A beuer approach to
the problem would be to include a realistic band structure with its 12 bands, wide and narrow, as
well as the hybridization and spin polarization Such a treatment would make the raz.ulatknv
much more involved.

Within the confines of a single-band model a simple, natural way to decrease the number
of conduction electrons is by reducing the density of the electrons in each layer by a constant

scaling factor, y, independent of the material and the spin of the electron. It should be stressed
that the introduction of such a scaling factor does not change the form of the results found
above. The number of electrons and the magnetization decreases by a factor of y. The resistivi-1

ties pii and pti increase by a factor of about y, and (Ap / p) decreases by a factor of about y3.
A value of -y = 8 was chosen for making comparisons with experimental data. With this value the
number of effective free-electron-like conduction electrons are: 1.00 in Fe, 0.75 in Cr, and 1.38
in Cu. Calculations were able to yield values of the MR and the resistivities, p?? and p%. similar
to those measured experimentally.

Baibich et al. (4] found that a multilayer of (Fe 30 / 9 X))i o . prepared by molecular
beam epitaxy, had (hp / p) = 0.46 and a absolute resistivity change of about 23 g cm. With
S, = 0.23, S. = 0.98, dF =30X , d, =9X and T= I x 10-13s values of ptt=30.64i lcm
and pti = 56.6 40 cm were calculated, which corresponds to (Ap / p) = 0.46 for the MR.
Experimental values of p are between 20 and 80 gQ cm. With this choice of y, r. and effective
mass (i.e., an eff&'ive mass of four times the electron mass), the bulk mean free paths are: 425

for the majority-spin and 354 A for the minority-spin electrons in Fe; and 356 X for the elec-
trons in Cr.

Pjtroff er al. [14] report that a multilayer (Fe 15 X/Cu 15 X) 60 made by sputtering, had
the following characteristics: prt = 24.8 jiG cm, pTL = 27.8 jgQ cm, and (Ap / p) = 0.108. With
S, =0.71, SM =0.92, dF =d, = 15X and T= lx l10' 3s values of prr=25.2 ILcm and
pui = 28.3 g oc were calculated, which correspond to (Ap / p) = 0.11. Here the bulk mean
free paths are: 425 X for the majority-spin and 354 X for the minority-spin electrons in Fe; and
433 for the electrons in Cu.

As clearly seen above, a large MR requires, in general, a large difference in interface
scatering for the different spins. When SM = &, the MR is found to be not more than a few
percent. Therefore a large MR cannot be explained as being caused solely by different densities
of electrons with different spins, which vary from layer to layer. What is required is a spin
imbalance and a spin-dependent scattering mechanism at the interface, i.e.. S * S ,,. When
such a spin-dependent scattering mechanism exists, for example when magnetic impurities are
present at the interfaces, the MR is profoundly influenced by spatial variations in the density of
electron spins. This is the main cause of the GMR effect in ferromagnetic multilayers.
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[311 It should be noted tha e channeling effect, per se, does not necessarily lead to a GMIR,
as can be seen from the case shown in figure 3 [ (Ap / p) = 0 for Sm = S. = :l the
current distribution is nevertheless concentrated in the ferronagnetic layers]. The GMR
appears when, in the parallel arrangement, there is channeling for only one spin and
diffuse interface scauering for the other one. In that case. in the antiparallel arrangemen.
both spins partake in the diffuse scattering, and the long electron trajectories (and the
channeling) are lost.
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HIGH-FIELD GIANT MAGNETORESISTANCE
IN Co-Cu SUPERLAITICES
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ABSTRACT

We present evidence for a new type of giant magnetoresistance in (11) cobalt-
copper superlattices with atomically smooth interfaces. We propose that the lowered
dimensionality of the structure leads to an enhancement of the scattering of conduction
electrons from paramagnetic interfaces obeying a Langevin-like saturation at very high
fields, well beyond the switching field of the Co layers. The findings help to explain
similarities in magnetotransport behavior with recently reported granular systems as well
as differences with antiferromagnetically coupled multilayers.

INTRODUCTION

Several groups1-3 have reported magnetoresistance (MR) values in MBE-grown
Co-Cu (111) superlattices approaching the 'giant' effects associated with
antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling in Fe-Cr samples 4. Whether the MR behavior
observed in Co-Cu (111) samples also originates from AFM coupling is somewhat unclear
at this point: their magnetization seems to be predominantly ferromagnetic in chardcter
with only a small fraction of the sample showing indications of AFM coupling.5 In
another recent experiment 6, on Co-Cu (111) multilayers grown on Cu single crystal
substrates, there was no consistent evidence of AFM coupling.

Sample defects have been invoked as a possible explanation of why AFM may be
masked in the Co-Cu (I11) system. For example, it has been suggested that stacking
faults 7 aiwd pinholes8 may lead to ferromagnetic bridging across neighboring layers. Well-
controlled sample growth and detailed atomic-scale characterization are therefore crucial
to understanding the magnetic behavior of these materials.

Here we present MR and magnetization results on a series of (111) single crystal
Co-Cu superlattices, prepared by molecular beati. epitaxy techniques with atomically
smooth interfaces. We observe the appearance of a new type of giant magnetoresistance,
one which is not dependent on AFM coupling and is operative up to high magnetic fields.
By careful control of the interfacial quality, and consequently the uniformity of the
layering, we are able to probe in some detail the role of the interfaces. In the limit of
atomically smooth interfaces, our results suggest that the lowered dimensionality of the
interfaces dominates the behavior rather than sample defects.

SAMPLE GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION

The series of samples were grown by molecular beam epitaxy on ge-buffered (110)
GaAs substrates. Buffer layers of 15A (110) bcc Co, followed by 20A (111) Au, were
deposited on the Ge to initiate layer-by-layer superlattice growth in the (111) orientation.
The subsequent superlattice layers were of the form [Co(7.5ML)/Cu(xML)]0 with x = 2 to
17 ML; n, the number of bilayers, was typically 30. The pressure during superlattice
growth was <4x10-lo mbar, and the substrate temperature was held at l5O'(C Co was
deposited from an electron beam hearth at rates between 0.15 and 0.30A-1 sec, and Cu
from a Knudsen cell at a rate of 0.325A/sec. The thickness variations of individual layers
of Co and Cu were controlled to about 0.1 ML. Details of the growth are described in a
previous publication9 . The growth was monitored in-situ by reflection high energy
electron diffraction (RHEED) using a CCD imaging and analysis system1 0 X-ray
scattering performed after growth confirmed that the layer stacking was fcc in the (111)
ortentation9.
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A critical aspect of the interface characterization involved spin-echo NMR
measurements of the local cobalt environment. These results are described in a separate
publication"i: suffice it to point out here that the Co NMR spectra provide definitive
evidenc,- for atomically abrupt interfaces in these samples. The high quality of our MBE
samples is illustrated by cross-sectional HRTEM (Fig. 1). Note that the atomic layers are
coherent over hundreds of A. Our TEM studies do not support the existence ot gross
defects7 ,8 of the kind that may give rise to ferromagnetic bridging.

The MR measurements were made using the standard DC 4-point probe technique,
with the field applied parallel to the current (longitudinal MR). The magnetization was
measured in a commercial SQUID magnetometer and the measured saturation moments
are within 5% of the bulk value of Co. Both the magnetization and MR measurements
were made for the fields applied in the growth plane along the 11101 and 11121 directions
of the superlattice' 2 .

Fig. 1: High resolution transmission electron micrograph of cross-section of x = 5.5 ML
sample. The bilayer-periodicity (27A) is indicated by the arrows.

COMPARISON OF MAGNETIZATION BEHAVIOR AND MAGNETORESISTANCE

Fig. 2 compares the MR of an x = 5.5 ML sample with its magnetization for fields
applied along the [112] direction. Immediately it is apparent that the magnetization
saturation field is more than 100 times smaller than that of the MR. In fact the MR is still
changing significantly at the highest field we can achieve in our cryostat (5T). Some
authors have ascribed this high-field behavior of the MR to very strong AFM
coupling, 2 ,3,8 . Here we provide an alternative explanation which resolves the
discrepancy between the different saturation behaviors of the MR and the magnetization.

Fig. 3 again compares the MR with the magnetization, except this time focusing on
the low-field regime. The data shown are for a sample with 4 ML Cu spacer-layer
thickness, which is slightly thinner than that for the data shown in Fig. 2. Note that the
MR is about 3 times smaller in the 4 ML sample than in the 5.5 ML sample. The data in
Fig. 3 exhibit small and hysteretic dips (-0.4%) at low fields which correlate with the
switching fields of the magnetization. Thick Co films grown by the same techniques also
exhibit such low field features which evidently arise from anisotropy induced spin-
dependent scattering in Co. There is no such dip in the giant MR signal of the 5.5 ML
sample [see inset of Fig. 2(a)]. On all our samples we observe that the giant values of MR
and the presence of the hysteretic magnetization-dependent MR are mutually exclusive.
As discussed below, this turns out to be an important clue as to the origin of the giant MR
in these samples.

I;
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The field dependence of the MR shown in Fig. 2(a) can be described accurately by
a Langevin-like saturation function, I - lBcothct- I/aj, where ot = NIAoB/kBT, B is a scale
factor and i.s is the Bohr magneton. This specific field dependence suggests that
scattering from an assemblage of paramagnetic spins, most likely at the interfaces
between Co and Cu layers, is responsible for the giant MR in our sa.,,les. Such "loose"
spins have been postulatedt

3 
to account for the observation of biquadratic coupling in

ideal multilayers. We also note the possibility that the Cu conduction electron band could
itself become partially polarized in proximity to the Co layerst

4.
It is interesting to point out here that the character of the paramagnetism is not that

of isolated spins; rather, we find that there are substantial correlations, akin to a sup ,r-
paramagnetic layer. We envision the paramagnetic spin arrangement as forming small
patches of correlated spins of size sIN. The values of N returned by the Langevin fit at
ambient temperature are roughly 500, falling approximately linearly towards unity at T=0
(Fig. 4), presumably as more and more of the interface spins lock into the (saturated) bulk
Co magnetization. The value of 8, corrected fot electron-phonon scattering, is practically
temperature independent showing that the temperature dependence is controlled by
coupling to the bulk ferromagnetic magnetic moment. We note in passing that these
findings make contact with recent observations of giant MR in annealed granular Co-Cu
films.

t5 In these systems the field dependence is also Langevinlike, very similar to that
described here, indicating the importance of specular scattering at the surfaces of the
precipitates in the granular systems.
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The field dependent MR results discussed here point to a new mechanism for GMR
that depends on the high electron reflectivity of the interfaces, not the ferromagnetic spins
in the Co layers, since the Co layers are already fully saturated at low fields. The
traditional spin dependent scattering mechanism, as it has been discussed previously4 in
the context of AFM coupling is not present in the results discussed here, since it requires
one-to-one correlation between MR and magnetization. However, in the sputtered
samples, which typically have somewhat diffuse interfaces, it describes the MR rather
well.1

6

Lastly, we mention briefly the Cu thickness dependence of the MR. We have
observed very abrupt increases in the MR at t.. - 5.5 ML This is not indicative of an
oscillatory interlayer coupling; rather, the discrete nature of the thickness dependence
suggests quantum confinement of the conduction electrons in the Cu layers. A number of
previous publications have reported evidence for quantum well states17 in metal
overlayers. It is not clear why the peaks in the MR occur at the specific Cu layer
thicknesses we observe (multiples of - 5 ML). One possible explanation invokes the
intersection of quantized mini-zone boundaries with specific regions of the Cu Fermi
surface, leading to a significant reduction in conductivity as a result of the alteration of the
bulk-like density of states. The bulk Cu Fermi surface is nearly spherical with "necks"
along the [1111 directions near the L-point of the Brillouin zone. The wavevectors that
span the Fermi surface are the "belly" vector, kB = 1.35A-1, and the "neck" vector, kN=
0.26A-'. Such an intersectiop at the necks for the (11) growth direction occurs at an
estimated wavevector - 0.28A-.18 At multiples of this wavevector one might expect the
largest effects in the MR. In real space these vectors correspond to Cu thicknesses in
multiples of n/0.28A-1 - 1.3A (5.5 ML).

CONCLUSIONS

In light of the above interpretation, what are the consequences for interlayer
coupling? Due to enhanced scattering by the interfacial paramagnetic layers, we suggest
that the exchange interactions between the neighboring magnetic Co layers are
significantly weakened. We find that for the superlattices with the smoothest interfaces,
the low-field magnetization dependant MR is completely absent. In this case we perhaps
obtain complete confinement in the Cu layers, so that the conduction electrons are'rattling' between neighboring Co layers. We emphasize that the amount of confinement
would be very sensitive to the quality of the interfaces and it can vary through the sample
and from sample to sample. Magnetic neutron scattering on our 5.5 ML and 11 ML
samples has so far revealed no evidence for coupling, consistent with the picture
described above. We believe the presence of AFM coupling and the absence of high-field
MR in sputtered films are the result of atomically rough interfaces. In this case there
would be no confinement. The observed giant MR in such samples arises from the spin-
dependent AFM scattering mechanism.

In summary we have demonstrated what we believe is a new type of high field MR
mechanism which results from scattering of conduction electrons from paramagnetic Co-
Cu interfaces. We hope that our results will stimulate additional theoretical work in this
area.
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Abstract

The magnetoresistance of MBE deposited Co/Cu(11l) superlattices as a function of Cu layer
thickness is studied at various growth temperatures. Wedged superlattices are fabricated
with uniform Co layers but with Cu layers whose thickness varies with position along the
length of the substrate. Cu thickness is varied over the range 7-75A. Only one maximum in
magnetoresistance (MR) is observed for a Cu layer thickness i 10A for all growth temper-
atures studied (00, 150°, 200*C). The optimal magnetoresistance values are achieved with
1500 C growth temperature.

1 Introduction

The Co/Cu multilayer system has received much attention because record values of mag-
netoresistance (65% at room temperature) are observed in polycrystalline-sputtered Co/Cu
multilayers[1]. This giant magnetoresistance (GMR) is associated with antiferromagnetic
exchange coupling between alternating Co layers, and the exchange coupling is itself oscil-
latory with Cu layer thickness, oscillating between antiferromagnetic (AFM) and ferromag-
netic (FM) coupling with increasing Cu layer thickness[2, 3]. Such sputtered multilayers are
weakly textured in the (111) orientation. However, GMR and oscillatory exchange coupling
have proven elusive in single-orientation (111) multilayers of Co/Cu grown by MBE.

Prior to 1992, a number of groups published results showing neither GMR nor oscillatory
exchange coupling in (111) Co/Cu multilayers[4, 5, 6]. Then in 1992, GMR was observed
by several groups[7, 8, 9, 10, 11], but only at one Cu layer thickness (- 104), so there
was no evidence for oscillatory exchange coupling. It was found that subtle defects appear to
quench the AFM coupling (and hence GMR) so that even samples deposited under nominally
identical conditions on similar substrates could show large variations in GMR[I I].

The search for oscillatory exchange coupling in Co/Cu( 111) continues in 1993 with sev-
eral groups having made more in-depth studies of the magnetic and transport properties of
such multilayers[12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. The results from these studies are not at all in agree-
ment, and naturally highlight different growth and/or measurement techniques. Our partic-
ular approach focuses on improving reproducibility in sample preparation, and on structural
characterization of our samples to try to identify defects which might inhibit AFM coupling.

2 Experiment

The substrates for film growth are basal-plane sapphire strips (Insaco Inc.). Single samples
were deposited on 25mm diameter substrates, and wedged samples onto rectangular sub-
strates about 50mm long by 11mm wide. The back sides of the wedge substrates are scribed
to a depth of 0.25mm (one half their thickness) at 2mm intervals across the along the length

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. "993 Materials Research Society
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the Co/Cu(111) wedged superlattices.

of the strip. After growth of the superlattice, these strips can be broken into many pieces for

measurement of magnetoresistance.

The SL's are prepared in a VG-8OM system with a base pressure of 4x10-"mbar. Elec-

Stron gun sources are used for the deposition of Pt and Co films, and an effusion cell is used for
S~the deposition of Cu. Growth rates in the range of 0.1-0.2574/s are typically used. Epitaxy

. with the sapphire substrate is achieved with the growth of a OOA Pt buffer layer at 600 0C,
•" which grows in the [1111 orientation. The Co/Cu SL's are then deposited at 0°, 150°, or

200 0C on the Pt buffer layer, beginning and ending with Co, including 31 Co layers and 30
Cu layers. Finally, a 30A' Pt capping layer is deposited to prevent sample oxidation.

The final structure of the superlattice wedges is depicted in figure 1. The thickness

variation of the Cu spacer layers is obtained by orienting the effusion cell at about 30° to

the sample surface normal direction, with a sample to source distance of about 30cm. This

gives rise to a copper deposition rate which varies by more than a factor of 2 over a two-inch

sample. All of the SL's and structures discussed here show good crystalline ordering, 55

determined by tREED and LEED. The Co/Cu [1111 texture axis for these samples had a

dispersion of 0.5? FWHM[11).

3 Results

Figure 2 (a) shows the room temperature magnetoresistance (MR) measurements made on a

number of samples grown one at a time onto 1" sapphire substrates. Note there is evidence
for a single peak in MRt for Cu layer thickness, 4>u= 9oA. However, there is significant scat-

ter in the data due to un~controlled variatious in sample preparation. Such. uninterpretable

variations are observed by other groups for various substrates and deposition techniques (see

e.g. [7, 6]). This indicates one of the major challenges in the study of Co/Cu(111) superlat-

tic•-", and our response to this problem has been the development of the wedged superlattice

tecnnique. Here we deposit superlattices with uniform Co layers but with Cu layers which

vary in thickness along the substrate. Thus a large number of superlattices may be deposited

simultaneously under identical conditions, controlling the otherwise uncontrollable variations

seen in figure 2.

mmmmmm,-•.,mummmlm• mmmm mm mmmm m M- mmx29
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The MR results from the superlattice wedge samples are displayed in figure 3 for two dif-
ferent deposition temperatures. Considering only the 0*C deposited samples for the moment,
we see that this technique has two great advantages over singie-samnple deposition. Firstly,
MR is sampled with a uniform and high point density as a function of Cu layer thickness, and

secondly, the scatter (noise) in the data is reduced to a very low level. It becomes possible

to reliably measure even small variations in MR with tcu, if such variations exist.

One perhaps surprising result is that in figures 2 and 3, no evidence of oscillatory MR
(indicating oscillatory exchange coupling) is observed. One peak in MR is seen at = 9A,
but no subsequent peaks at higher tcu are observed. Instead, there is only a monotonic
decay of MR with increasing t0 ,. In an attempt to optimize the growth properties of these
structures, samples were deposited at elevated temperatures (150 0 C, 2000C). It was found
that 150*C deposition gave improved MR in the first peak at 9A, and these data are also
plotted in figure 3. But no subsequent oscillations in MR were observed beyond the 9A peak
for samples grown at any temperature.

The magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) is used to generate the in-plane magnetization
loop depicted in figure 4 from a sample deposited at 0*C with Cu layer thickness of 11A. We
deduce that all samples, even those with tI corresponding to the first MR peak, are primarily
ferromagnetic in behavior, but that all show a small antiferromagnetic remnant. That is, the
magnetization loops consist of two distinct parts. There is a ferromagnetic-like region where
the magnetization increases rapidly with applied field to 70-95% its saturation value in a field
of s 1.5 kOe (the small remanence observed here is due to a weak perpendicular anisotropy
in the ferromagnetic component[I1]). This is followed by an antiferromagnetic-like region
which saturates much more slowly, and is in fact never saturated in the available applied
field here of t 7kOe. We find that this antiferromagnetic-like component of the sample is
the component giving rise to the GMR, and that this component can require very large fields
(>6T) for saturation[11, 12].

Interestingly, the AFM coupled region of the magnetization loops do not follow straight
lines as a function of applied field. This might lead one to suspect that biquadratic coupling

"A'
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AFbMFigure 4: MOKE loop for Co/Cu su-
perlattice with tCu= IIA.
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is present in these samples, in addition to the ususal bilinear coupling. However, recent cal-
culations of the effects of pinholes on a one-dimensional model of AFM coupled layers by
Piecuch et. al.[181 suggest that ferromagnetic pin-holes coupling adjacent Co layers would
show magnetization loops similar to the ones observed here. That is, for some AFM coupling
strength and pinhole strength/density, the magnetization loops show a region which magne-
tizes in a very small applied field, followed by a region which magnetizes more slowly, with a
nonlinear response to applied field. Thus, biquadratir exchange coupling need r- be invoked

to explain the observed magnetization loops here.

4 Discussion

Clearly, these samples are far from ideal. In sputtered multilayers, samples can be prepared
showing 100% AFM coupling and zero remanent magnetization. The samples in the present
study instead are no more than 30% AFM coupled, indicating that significant defects exist
causing FM coupled regions which dominate the magnetization loops. However, it is in-
teresting to speculate that even if only minority regions of the samples are AFM coupled,
oscillations in MR should still be present but with a reduced magnitude, if such oscillations
exist. If this were true, then our results would indicate that in fact oscillatory exchange
coupling does not exist for single-orientation Co/Cu(lll) superlattices. This would be in
agreement with recent total energy calculations of exchange coupling in Co/Cu(lll) super.
lattices made by van Schilfgaarde and Herman[19], where only a single peak in AFM coupling
with increasing tc. is observed.

On the other hand, it is also possible that the ferromagnetic bridges do not af'ect all
samples equally, and that AFM coupling is preferentially suppressed in samples where the
AFM coupling is weak - i.e. samples with greater tcu. In this case the AFM coupling
might survive only in the first peak where it is strongest, and thus we would be incapable of
measuring the other oscillations of the AFM coupling. Unfortunately, we have no means at
present to distinguish these two possibilities, except for attempting to further improve the
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structure of the superlattices to eliminate the ferromagnetic defects.

Concerning the origin of ferromagnetic defects in these structure, we note that the present
samples grow with their (111) axes very well aligned with the surface normal, but in two
in-plane azimuthal orientations which are 1800 apart. It is plausible that the boundaries
between these two types of domains offer a region through which separate Co layers might
communicate, giving rise to the observed ferromagnetic bridging in the magnetization loops.
Such defects are intrinsic to the methods used for seeding (111) growth on other insulating
and semiconducting substrates as well (e.g. glass, GaAs, sapphire(1l20)). Moreover, it
is well known that stacking faults are common in the growth of Co/Cu(ill), even for Co
layers only 3ML thick[20]. Such stacking faults lead to the same kind of domains boundaries
mentioned above even for growth on single crystal metal substrates. Therefore, the above
mentioned domain boundaries are a defect common to all techniques for the growth of highly
oriented Co/Cu( 1)1) structures, and might be the reason why all groups experience difficulty
observing AFM coupling in vapor deposited Co/Cu(111). Furthermore, because this type of
defect is inescapable with the present deposition techniques, there is faint hope of eliminating
it in the near future.

There is still an open question about why sputtered multilayers, which would appear
to have a much higher defect density in fact do show strong oscillations in AFM coupling.
Part of the answer might be found in recent transmission electron microscopy experiments
which indicate that although sputtered multilayers are polycrystalline, they can also exhibit
excellent quality flat layering with well defined interfaces[21].

We have made a detailed study of the growth mode of Co/Cu( 111) for the two deposition
Stemperatures of 0°C and 150*C, published elsewhere[121. We review only a few of the main

results of that work here. We find that Co does not grow layer by layer on Cu( Il) at
any temperature. At low temperatures, the Co and Cu do not appreciably interdiffuse, but
the Co grows with a rough surface. This surface roughness is compounded as the structure
grows, until the outer surface of the superlattice is very rough (20A rms by X-ray diffraction).
Such roughness could lead to the ferromagnetic bridging seen in the magnetization loops. At
elevated temperatures, the Co layers grow more smoothly, but interdiffusion between the Co
and Cu begins to occur, probably along the above mentioned domain boundaries. It is easy
to see how grain boundary diffusion could lead to ferromagnetic bridges. At 150°C growth
temperature, we seem to strike a balance between these competing defect factors, and this
gives rise to the samples of optimal quality.

5 Conclusions

We have developed a technique for the preparation of Co/Cu(ill) wedged superlattices.
This technique eliminates the effects of uncontrocled variations in sample preparation since a
large number of samples with different Cu layer thickness are produced simultaneously under
identical conditions. This is especially important in the Co/Cu(lll) system where subtle
defects can very strongly affect the extent of AFM coupling observed.

We find only one peak in MR as a function of Cu layer thickness near 9A, for samples
deposited at various temperatures. The optimal growth temperature for this system would
appear to be 150°C. Even samples with Cu layer thickness corresponding to the peak in
"MR show a majority ferromagnetic component and minority antiferromagnetically coupled
component in the magnetization loops. This indicates that structural defects cause ferro-
magnetic bridging of adjacent Co layers. A likely candidate for these defects are the domain
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boundaries between adjacent grains in the film. Such domain boundaries are inescapable in
Co film deposited on Cu(l1l) using vapor deposition techniques, and thus the problem of
ferromagnetic bridging in such films is unlikely to be overcome in the near future.
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PERPENDICULAR MAGNETORESISTANCE IN Cu/Co AND Cu/(NiFe)
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AND Q. YANG
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ABSTRACT

The Magnetoresistance measured perpendicular to the plane of the multilayer, (CPP-MR)
has been measured for the Cu/Co and Cu/(Ni/Fe) systems. The predictions of a two spin-
channel model are summarized, and the Cu/Co data are analysed in terms of this theory. The
Cu/(NiFe) data show a more complex behaviour.

INTRODUCTION

Theories of magnetoresistance (MR) in ferromagnetic/normal metal multilayers generally
depend on the existence of spin dependent scattering in the ferromagnetic metal (F) and at the
ferromagnetic/normal (F/N) interfaces. One of the important questions to be resolved is, what
is the relative importance of F and F/N interfaces in providing this spin dependent scattering.
Recent work [I] on magnetic multilayers has indicated that the magnetoresistance measured
perpendicular to the plane of the layers (CPP-MR) is both considerably larger, and easier to
interpret than that measured in the plane of the layers (CIP-MR), and furthermore gives a
quantitative answer to the above question. In this paper we give results for the Cu/Co and the
Cu/permalloy (hereafter abbreviated Cu/(NiFe)) systems. We note that preliminar) results for
the Cu/Co system [2] have been published elsewhere and that Parkin [3] has measured the

CIP-MR of the Cu/(NiFe) system.

200
Fe(5nrn)[Co( 1.5nm)/Cu(t)]

1 0: CPP(H.)
S150 X- CPP(H,)U 0: CIP(H1,)

"Fig. 1. Magnetoresistance of the
1100 series Fe(5nm)[Cu(tCu)/Co( .5rm)1N
C plotted as a function of copper

C:
S• ~thickness tea

S50
C -
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Our measurements are on sputtered samples. Sample preparation and measuring
techniques are described elsewhere 141. A sample is composed of crossed Nb superconducting
(S) current and potential strips above and below the multilayer of interest. We first look at
some data which serves as an introduction to the analysis using a 2-spin channel model. We
then give the predictions of this model and apply it to our Cu/Co and Cu/(NiFe) samples.

In Fig. 1 we show the agnetoresistance of a series of multilayers with a 5nm Fe buffer
layer 151 and fixed tco= I.5nm, as a function of tcu. This data differs from data already
published [2j in two ways. First, we now have a 3T superconducting solenoid installed in our
system, which permits us to saturate the magnetoresistance at the first peak, and hence to

Sproduce the new point for tCu = 0.9nm, with an MR of 170%. We intend to extend the range
of magnetic field even further by using NbTi in place of the Nb leads. We have already

Sperformed preliminary experiments with fields up to 2.IT. Second, as H approaches the
saturation field for this sample, it also approaches the critical field of the Nb, and RC,
changes appreciably with field. This phenomenon was studied in an auxiliary experiment and

the necessary corrections were made to all points in Fig. i.
In the region where tcu < 6nm, the oscillations indicate that the exchange coupling is

strong. We designate this region the coupled region, and the region for tcu > 6nm the
uncoupled region. We are primarily interested here in the uncoupled region, where there are
no complications due to oscillating exchange interactions. We assume that the virgin sample
"in zero field either is antiferromagnetically aligned or, more probably, that the magnetizations
Mi in each layer are distributed randomly, so that Z Mi = 0. According to Zhang and Levy 161
both these distributions should give the same results.

• c u( n m n )

20 5.7 2.1 0.9

- e(bnrn)ICo( I bnm)/Cu(t)ICCu(5nrn)

CQ 150 -O:1-1

•-.. tO0o h/
00

"Uncoupled" 0

0~ /0IJ.LL J L

0 50 100 150
.lilayer No. N

Fig. 2. ART, vs the number of bilayers N for the Fe(5nm)[Cu(tcu)/Co(! .Snm)]N system.

We see strong experimental evidence for this equivalence in Fig. 2 which displays results
for a series of Cu/Co multilayers with a buffer layer of Fe [5]. Each sample has area A, the
same total thickness t, and Co layer thickness tco, but differing values of the copper thickness
tcu and the number of bilayers N. The theory below indicates that, for the H = 0 data, the total

I:
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resistance RT should vary linearly with N. The straight line is drawn through the I ',est

point (tcu = 0.9mm.) and the theoretical intercept. The important point is that the line not only
fits the points in te uncoupled region well, but also passes through the points in the coupled
region where the antif wm-gtic exchange forces are large. This behaviour strongly
suggests that in the uncoupled region the magnetizations behave as if they were
antiferromagnetically aligned.

TWO SPIN CHANNEL THEORY

In this section we briefly review the two spin channel theory presaged by Zhang and Levy
[7], first applied by Pratt et al. ([8, and further developed by Valet and Fert (9]. For this paper
we make the basic assumption that the scattering length for spin flip scattering is much greater
than tF + tN, where tF and tN are the thic"iisses of the ferromagnetic and normal metal layers
respectively. The current then consists of two independent parts corresponding to spin up (+)
and spin down (-) electrons.

+

RR R-SF N NIF

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit for the two spin band model.

The equivalent circuit corresponding with this situation is shown in Fig. 3. The resistances
in each arm are added in series to give R+ and R-, which are then combined in parallel. We
define p = 2PF/(l+P) to be the resistivity of an F layer when the electron spin and the local
magnetization are parallel to each other, and pF4 = 2 PFA(l-l) to be the resistivity when they
are antiparallel. Here PF is the F resistivity measured on an independent thin F film.
Similarly, we take RF,ý = (2 RF)O/(l-y) and RF/N' =(2RF/)/(I-y). We further define

"F = PF'/PF' = (I+D)/(I-03)
and

a aFN = RF N,/RF/N' = ( # +-,)/(-Y)
and finally

PF*= PF/(l'3 2 ) and RF/N =RF/N/(I-Y2 )

For simplicity we neglect the difference between N, N+l, and N-I where N is the total
number of bilayers, and consider the experimental situation in which all our samples have a
constant thickness t.

•.• .Antiferromagnetic Alignment

We assume that for the virgin sample with H = 0, consecutive layers are
antiferromagnetically aligned. Then R+ R-, and for a sample of area A detailed analysis
gives for the total resistance ARr(Ho): -



so

ART(Ho) 2ARS/F + NIPF*IF + PNtN 
2ARFN*I P + QN (l)

where P and Q are constants. RS/F is the interface resistance between superconductor
(Niobium) and ferro-magnetic metal. For samples with constant tF:

P = 2ARSIF ± pNt and Q = [PF(H) - PN~tF + 2AR 1 (H) (2)

For samples with tF = tN:

P = 2 ARS/F + [PN + PF'(H)lt/ 2 and Q = 2ARFN°(H) (3)

Hence for antiferromagnetic alignment we expect linear relations between ART and the
number of bilayers. With RS/F measured in an auxiliary experiment on S/F/S sandwiches,
PF*(H = 0), and RFN*can be obtained from the intercepts and slopes..

Ferromagmltic Alignment

For saturation field Hs, R+ • R-. Detailed analysis then yields

SARr(Hs) = A4R, (Ho) - ,'(Pp, t, + 2TAR;, )2 )/1AR, (H,)] (4)

The linear relationship between RT and N breaks down, However, for large N and small PN
the second term again becomes linear in N, and the results remain linear in N down to quite
small N.

t0 tcu(nm)

12530 12 6 3

0: H0

100 X: HpS O ~: HS.,

Fig.-4._ATv o h Cut 0)•(6n)< t 36n eie.H"s h il

c s n t a

2 , [Co(6nm)/Cu(t)]N

0 20 40 60 80
Number of Bilayers N

Fig. 4. ART vs N for the Cu(tcu)/Co(6nrn), t = 360nm series. H P is the field
corresponding to the peak MR.
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RESULTS

(a) Cti. In Fig. 4 we illustrate the linear relation between ART and N for the series with
t(2o 6nm. We analyse nt-r data as follows. For each of the three series, too = 1.5 and 6nm,
and t-o= tcu,we make weighted least square fits of ART vs. N, and compute X2. We then
minimize EZ2 using PF., pNand R*F/N as variable parameters. Taking the values for the best
fit of these parameters, we calculate ART(Ho) - ART(Hs) using Eq. 4. We repeat these
calculations for many combinations of P3 and y, obtaining X2 for each combination. The
combination which gives a minimum x2 gives the best values for of (3 and y. For the Cu/Co
system these values are:

P*Co (7.5±0.41 x 104-80 m3 0.47 ±0.14 = 0.72+0.06

AR*Co/Cu = (0.5±0.03)fbmi2  aCo 2.8±0.8 OtCo/Cu = 6.1±1.5

pCu= (0.78±0.2) x 10-0m

(Note that these results are a little different from those previously reported 121. due to the
inclusion of additional data). For comparison, a~o measured for the Ag/Co system [101 is
2.9(+0.5,-0.3) and aCo/Ag = 12(+5,-2).

(bl Cu/LNiFe). In Parkin's paper [31 the oscillations in CIP-MR for CuW(NiFe) die out at
tcu3.5 nm. We therefore set out to study the Cu/(NiFe) system in the region t > 3.5nm
which we expected to be uncoupled. The samples were sputtered on Si (100) with a 5n,,
NiFe buffer. Very recently we have discovered, from x-ray fluorescence studies, that.
although the Fe concentration in our sputtering targets is the -209/6 for permalloy, the
concentration of Fe in our sputtered samples is -16%. We therefore cannot claim to have
measured the Cu/permalloy system. However the concentration does not change appreciably

from sample to sample so that the data should be good for the Cu/(Ni 84Fe16) system. Results
for the series with tNiFe = 6nm are shown in Fig. 5.

16.5 7.5 4.5 3.0

S() H

(0 X i: ' ,s [NiI" (' 1. lnll)/Ci(l()l -IN

< •0

0) I I_ , , 1

0 2(0 40 60 80
Niiinher of Hihlycts N

Fig. 5. ART as a function of N for the [Cu(tCu)/NiFe( 1.5nra)]N system.
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the data show more scatter than those in the Cu/Co system, but it is clear that the expected
linear dependences over the whole range of measurement are not present. The lines in Fig. 5
indicate least square fits to the initial data for which there is a good linear dependence Ihe
overall data are significantly different in character from that for the Cu/Co system in Fig. 4.
The lines in Fig. 4 continue to diverge over the range of N considered. The NiFe data in
contrast show both a bend in the curves and a tendency for the two data sets to converge at the
higher values of N. Data for the series with t

NiF, = 6nm show similar overall characteristics,
and the convergence is more obvious. A convergence on these plots corresponds with a
decrease in MR. We may be seeing further oscillations in MR as a function of t,, beyond
those seen by Parkin in the CIP-MR. That is, for the higher N values we are probably not in
the uncoupled region. A more complete study of CPP-MR as a function oft(,, should confims
this. While this picture accounts for the divergence from linearity for the I I 0 data it is
difficult to understand why the saturation field data should not be linear. More high-N points
are required to confirm that the HS data are in fact nonlinear.

We have done non global fits to the low N data for the 
t
NiF, e= 1.5nm and 6nm systems

using Eqs. 1-4 and obtained the tentative values uNiFe - 3.2 and NiFe/Cu -- 5.5. More
measurements are planned to clarify the source of the behavior of Cu/(NiFe).
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INFLUENCE OF SUPERLATTICE POTENTIALS

ON TRANSPORT IN MAGNETIC MULTILAYERS

Shufeng Zhang, and Peter M. Levy, Department of Physics, New York University, 4
Washington Place, New York, NY 10003

ABSTRACT

We discuss the effect of the superlattice potential on the magnetotransport properties
of magnetic multilayers for current parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the layers.
While quantum well states affect the magnetotransport, they are not the primary origin
of the giant magnetoresistance observed in these materials for currents in the plane of
the layers. In general, it is necessary to include both spin-dependent scattering and the
effects of superlattice potentials in order to explain the niagnetoresistance of multilayered
structures.

Giant magnetoresistance in magnetic ,nultilayers is usually understood in terms of
spin-dependent scattering [1], i.e., the scattering of a conduction electron by a local mag-
netic impurity depends on its spin direction relative to that of the local moment. With
this picture, one uses unpolarized plane waves to represent conduction electrons in the
structures and calculates the conductivity for different magnetic configurations. e.g., ferro
and antiferro aligned magnetic layers [2]. Recently, there is an emerging realization that
quantum well states may be formed in these multilayers [3[, at least for some directions
in momentum space. The existence of these states implies that the conduction electrons
are not plane waves for some momenta, and that layering changes the electronic states
of the conduction electrons. To model these states, Hood and Falicov [41 introduced
spin-dependent potentials in different magnetic layers and considered the effects of these
potentials on the conduction electrons by using reflection and transmission probabilities
at the interfaces ( potential steps). However, as the quantum coherence length (inelastic
mean free path) at low temperatures is much larger than the thicknesses of the layers, it
is necessary to include effects from the interference of conduction electrons reflected at
different interfaces [5]. Therefore, one should first determine the proper wavefunctions
and energy spectrum of conduction electrons quantum mechanically, and then evaluate
their scattering rates due to impurities in the layers and at the interfaces.

Kalmeyer [61 considered the influence of spin-dependent wave functions on the magne-
toresistance; by focusing on the scattering at interfaces, he was able to conclude that the
spin-dependent potential alone can give rise to large magnetoresistance. To examine this
conclusion, we select superlattices as our prototypical structures in order to eliminate the
confinement effect of outer boundaries. To obtain complete information on the effect of
spin-dependent potentials, one also needs to simultaneously work out the magnetoresis-
tance for the CIP (current in the plane of the layers) and CPP (current perpendicular to
the plane of the layers). Although most of the experimental data studied to date are for
the CIP geometry, the CPP-MR measurements are now available at least for three sys-
tems: Co/Cu, Co/Ag [71 and Fe/Cr [8]. By choosing parameters that fit data on CIP-MR
alone, one might predict values for CPP-MIR that are wrong.

In our study, we use Kronig-Penney type potentials to study the interplay between
the effects of spin-dependent potentials and spin-dependent scattering. We first solve
for the wavefunctions and energy spectrum in the entire superlattice, then use transport
theory to calculate the conductivity and magnetoresistance for both CIP and CPP in the

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. VOl. 313. 01993 Materials Research Society
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presence of impurities. The main result we find is that a spin-dependent potential has mor,
influence on CPP-MR than on CIP, and that a spin-dependent potential withont spin-
dependent scattering can not account for the CIP experiments. However, in the preselice
of spin-dependent scattering, both CIP-MR and CPP-MR are significantly modified by
spin-dependent potentials.

Conduction band wavefunctions appropriate to transition metal magnetic superlatt ices
are not reliably known. Therefore we resort to the Stoner description which postulates
that conduction electrons in ferromagnetic layers have different potentials for majority
and minority spins. To ascertain the role of spin-dependent potentials on the magnetore-
sistance of multilayers, we use a Kronig-Penney potential in the growth direction z and
a constant potential in the plane of the layers.

The Hamiltonian that describes conduction electrons in metallic multilayers is

HBf = + V 1o,,a(ZG) + V v4oo.•(-z - z,,o), (I)

where V,,t represents the spin-dependent potentials of the electrons in the different layers.
V.,,, is the scattering at impurity sites within the layers and at the interfaces, and Al
denotes the magnetic configurations of the layers, e.g., ferro or antiferromagnetic. Since
the origins for the Vot and V,,,, are different, we treat them as independent parameters.
This is in contrast to some treatments which assume that the diffusive scattering at
interfaces depends on the potential difference between the two metals in contact [9].

In past treatments the scattering has been evaluated by using plane wave states [2).
However, one should use states appropriate to multilayered structures, i.e., to use eigen-
states of

2H•= -s- V~~o,,(Z, 01. (2)

This leads to energy eigenvalues of the form

(M(k, -) = 11(kil) + cM(v, a), (3)

where f•l(k 11) = h2 (k' + k')/2yn, v = k., and to eigenstates

Obm(k, ar; r) = e i(k.,+k'ylOM(v, a; Z). (4)

These wavefunctions exist over a length scale known as the inelastic mean free path; they
are the appropriate ones to use as long as the coherence of the electron wavefunctions can
be maintained over several repeat distances of a periodic superlattice.

The potentials we consider consist of a periodic array of barriers of thickness a with
height U and wells of thickness b; the Fermi level is at energy EF from the bottom of the
wells. For the ferromagnetic configuration of the layers, the potential for the majority
(spin up) electrons has a = t.,, and b = t,_, where t.,, is the thickness of non-magnetic
layers and t,1 of magnetic layers; for the minority electrons b = 0, i.e., there are no wdlls.
and the Fermi level is at EF - U [10]. For antiferromagnetic configurations the potentials
for spin up and spin down electrons are the same but shifted in space relative to one
another; a = 2t,, + t_ and b = t,. This description of the superlattice potentials is
believed to be reasonable at least for Fe/Cr superlattices [11f. The wavefunctions for the
periodic potential can be written in Bloch form

S(Vo; Z) = e' u' 1(v;z), (5)
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where
UL(V; z + a + 6) = u'fv; Z). (6)

We have calculated the energy spectrum fw(v,a) and Bloch functions unx(v, z) for tile
spin-dependent periodic potentials described above.

To determine the magnetoresistance, we evaluate the conductivity given in Ref.2 for
the simple cases in which tile layers are ferro and antiferromagnetically aligned. Since
the purpose of the present letter is to illustrate tile influence of the superlattice potential
on the MR, we only consider the case that the mean free path is larger than the layer
thickness. In this limit, we can neglect the off-diagonal t-matrix entering the expression
for the global conductivity [21 and we find the conductivity is given as

C2 O(bl, )(fF f'111.)erM = 7 o •(v 7

where &(kj!.v) = kl/2 for CIP while for CPP a(k-l. v) = (m/h2of'/1rv)2, and A\,(v)
is the imaginary part of the scattering. For a short-range impurity scattering potential
VA• = ji VZ,(i)b(z- zi), where V,&(i) = v-+tjAI, .&, the imaginary part of the self-energy
in the second order Born approximation is

A'ht(f) I~VAI(OuL(V,. -,)1 Pl((F, Z,), (8)

where
P :(fF, Z,) = M [AuI, z)j•e(fF - fk,- (9)

The differences between these results and previous expressions [2[ are 1) A depends on the
momenta v, and 2) the dependence on the magnetic configuration Al and spin a enters
in two places: in the scattering V4 and in the wave functions u•.

Here we present results and conclusions based on Eqs. (7) and (8). We emphasize
that they are applicable to CPP with no restrictions (assuming there are no spin flips)
and to CIP for A > t,- + t,. In the limit A << t. +ti_, the CIP-MR is zero. Also.
we define the magnetoresistance as the ratio of the difference of the conductivities for
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic alignments of the layers divided by the conductivity
for the antiferromagnetic alignment.

There are at least 8 parameters involved in the conductivity expression. They are,
scattering rates in nonmagnetic layers, in magnetic layers for spin up and down electrons
if they are spin-dependent, and at interfaces for spin up and down electrons if they are
spin-dependent, the potential barrier height relative to Fermi energy, and layer thicknesses
for nonmagnetic and magnetic layers. The magnetoresistance is a complicated function
of these parameters. Here we mention some of the salient results.

First of all, the wave functions Eqs. (4) and (5) appropriate to the superlattice po-
tential affect the CPP-MR much more than they do the CIP-MR in the absence of spin-
dependent scattering. When we neglect the spin-dependence of the scattering V,& take
for the potential UIEF = 1/3, and use kFt,, = kFt,, = 60, we find 0.4% for the CIP-
MR and 12% for CPP-MR. For UIEF = 2/3 and the same kFt, the CIP-MR is 2% and
(CPP-MR is 34%. If we neglect the v and o dependence of the scattering AN' = A. we
find approximately the same CPP-MR, while the CIP-MR is zero. As we have shown
elsewhere [121, the CIP conductivity is proportional to the total number of conduction
electrons when A =A; as this number does not depend on the magnetic configuration

S1- .--
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the CIP-MR is zero under these considerations. However, the same argument does not
hold for CPP, because the CPP conductivity is not related to the total number of elec-
trons. As the experimental MR ratios that are observed in rnAgnetic superlattires are in
the range of 20% to 170%, we conclude that the spin and configuration dependence of the
superlattice wavefunctions do not by themselves contribute much to the CIP-MR, while
they do play an important role in the CPP-MR.

250

----------------------------------------CPP

200 -
"U/E,-l/3
p=j/v

150 .

P <

0
0 .1 .2 3 4 .5

Absolute value of p

j Fig.1 The CIP and CPP magnetoresistance as function of p = p, = pb
for a fixed barrier height UIEF = 1/3. We choose kFt.m = kFt-,. = 60
and the total scattering at the interfaces is the same as that in the bulk.

IS ....... CPP.

50 -p=-
0

.
4pj/v 4-"

00

S-----
Sso p=-0,42

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5
Barrier Height U/T,

Fig.2 The CIP and CPP magnetoresistance as function of barrier height
with fixed p = p. = Pb = ±0.42. The remaining parameters are the same as Fig.1.

Second, the contributions of the spin-dependent potential and spin-dependent scat-
tering to the magnetoresistance are intertwined. For example, MR depends on the sign
of p, where p = j/v is the ratio of spin-dependent to spin-independent scattering [21,
see Figs.1 and 2. This asymmetric behavior for the MR with respect to the sign of p
reflects the different band structures for spin up and spin down electrons. In bulk ferro-
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magnetic metals [13] or multilayers without spin-dependent potentials [2], the resistivity
is symmetric respect to the sign of p. Since a large number of parameters are involved
in estimating the magnetoresistance, one should be cautious when one tries to quote the
parameters that best fit the experimental data. A comprehensive comparison between
theory and experiment should include both conductivities and magnetoresistance in the

CIP and CPP geometries.
Third, the oscillatory behavior of charge density leads to rapid oscillations in magne-

toresistance with respect to barrier height, see Fig.2, and layer thickness. These oscilla-
tions reflect gaps in the eigenvalue spectrum c' that are caused superlattice potentials or
Bloch states. However, this behavior has not been observed experimentally; we are now
currently investigating the origin for this conundrum.

Fourth, the dependence of the MR on the thickness of the layers is controlled by the
scattering [2], not by the potentials. If one assumes the MR is due solely to superlattice
potentials with no spin-dependent scattering p = 0 both the CIP-MR and CPP-MR are
weakly dependent on the thicknesses of the layers; this is contrast to the experimental
results [14]. Therefore we conclude that the spin-dependent scattering is necessary to
explain the observed dependence of the MR on layer thicknesses.

For multilayered structures with transition metal magnetic and non-magnetic layers.
e.g., iron and chromium, the potential wells exist in the magnetic layers; tile non-magnetic
layers act as barriers. However, if a noble metal, e.g., copper, is the non-magnetic layer.
the roles are reversed; the copper layer now contains the well states [3], and the magnetic
layers are the barriers. If the barrier height for one spin direction is above the Fermi
level there is no conduction for CPP in the antiferromagnetic configuration while in the
ferromagnetic state one of the spin channels still conducts. In this case the CPP-MR is
limited only by the size of the spin diffusion length relative to the mean free path: at low
temperatures this is a very large number [15], e.g., the spin diffusion length is an order of
magnitude larger than the mean free path. As this behavior has not been observed in the
CPP experiments done to date on Co/Cu, Co/Ag [71 and Fe/Cr [8], we conclude that
both quantum well and continuum states are needed to describe their transport properties,
i.e., U/ EF < 1.-

Our analysis indicates that the MR is sensitive to the position of scatterers relative to
the superlatiice potential. This is reminiscent of recent experimental data [16] in which
the CIP-MR is more sensitive to the presence of a cobalt monolayer at an interface be-
tween layers than when the cobalt is embedded within a magnetic layer. Due to existence
of quantum well states in the Cu layers, the wavefunctions of these states fall off exponen-
tially in the magnetic layers with a length scale of (2m;U/h 2 - kF2 + ,.)-'12 For example.
electrons in states which carry the current in CIP with kil close to A,' are not. scattered
if the Co layer is more than 2A inside a barrier whose height is U = lev. Undoubtedly
adding a monolayer of cobalt at the interfaces or inside of the magnetic layers is more
complex than merely moving a scattering plane from one region to another. Nonetheless,
"our analysis does show that scattering at interfaces is magnified relative to that inside
magnetic layers which act as barriers.

In conclusion, we have studied the magnetoresistance in magnetic superlattices in the
presence of spin-dependent potentials and spin-dependent scattering. Although we show
that the spin-dependent potential alone can not account for the large magnetoresistance. it
does strongly affect the magnetoresistance in the presence of spin-dependent scattering.
A quantitative comparison between theory and experimental data should include both
mechanisms. Also, precise superlattice band structures are needed to better understand
the interplay between spin-dependent scattering and spin-dependent potentials.
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ABSTRACT

The Layer Korringa Kohn Rostoker-Coherent Potential Approximation technique was
used to calculate the low temperature Giant Magneturesistance from first principles for
ColCu and permalloylCu superlattices. Our calculations predict large giant magnetoresis-
tance ratios for CoJCu and extremely large ratios for permalloylCu for current perpendic-
ular to the layers. Mechanisms such as spin-orbit coupling which mix spin channels are
expected to greatly reduce the GMR effect for permalloyICu.

Introduction

An unexpectedly large effect of an applied magnetic field on the electrical resistance has
been observed in a number of multilayer systems involving transition metals. The effect
consists of a dramatic decrease in the electrical resistance in the presence of an applied

magnetic field and has been observed in Fe-Cr multi-lavers[l, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6], in Co-Cu
multilayers[3, 4, 7], in Co-Ru multilayers[3], and in bi-layers of Ni.8Fe.2 separated by a thin
layer of Cu[7, 8]. The effect is seen in systems in which alternate layers of magnetic atoms
are aligned anti-parallel with one another in the absence of the applied field. Application
of the magnetic field brings the layers into alignment and causes a decrease in the electrical
resistivity both parallel to the layers and perpendicular to them.

The resistances of bcc (I00)Fe1(100)Cr(lI and fcc (ll])Col(lll)Cu[4] have been ob-
served to decrease by almost a factor of two when an applied magnetic field brings the
magnctic moments on the layers into alignment. In this paper we present calculations of
this giant magnetoresistance effect directly from first principles.

Previous Theory

Baibich et. al.[l] who first reported the effect based on their observations on Fe-Cr
multi-layer systems observed that dilute Cr impurities in bulk Fe scatter majority spin

electrons much more strongly than minority spin electrons. They proposed that the Cr
atoms in the spacer layers might act the same way leading to a low resistance for the
down spin electrons when the layers are aligned in parallel. The anti-parallel alignment
would, in this picture, lead to a higher resistance by mixing the spin channels. Binasch
et. al.[21 described the effect in terms of the necessity for electrons to undergo spin-flip
scattering when traveling from one Fe layer into an adjacent one when the layers were
aligned anti-parallel.

Camely and Barnag and Barna• et. al.[9, 10] generalized the semi-classical Boltzmann
theory approach of Fuchs[ll] and Sondheimer[12] to treat layered systems with different
scattering properties in the two spin channels. Levy et. al.[13] and Zhang and Levy[14]
developed a quantum mechanical treatment for spin dependent scattering in multilayer

Mal. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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systems including both interfacial and bulk scattering. Both of these treatments utilize
numerous adjustable parameters to account for the microscopic properties of these systems.

Calculation Technique

We have calculated the electronic structure of superlattices of copper and cobalt and
of permalloy (Ni 8Fe2) and Cu using the layer Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker technique[15l
(LKKR) to solve the equations of density functional theory in the local spin density
approximation[16, 171. The LKKR technique is particularly well adapted for calculat-
ing the properties of layered materials. It has the advantage over most other electronic
structure techniques that the time required for a calculation scales linearly with tihe num-
her of layers rather than as the third power of the number of layers. The LKKR also does
not require that one treat all structures as three dimensional superlattices. The proper-
ties of isolated interfaces, for example, can be calculated directly. In the work described
here, however, we have modeled the systems as superlattices because this simplified the
application of transport theory.

The systems which we have chosen to model in these initial calculations consist of (I 1)
superlattices of copper and of either cobalt or permalloy. For the ColCii superlattices,
scattering arises from the interfacial layers which we have assumed to be 1% interdiffused;
i.e. the interfacial Cu layers are assumed to have 1% of the copper atoms replaced by
cobalt atoms which are randomly distributed within the layer. Similarly the interfacial
cobalt layers are assumed to have 1% of their atoms randomly replaced by copper atoms.
For the permalloylCu superlattices, scattering arises from the permalloy layers which are
assumed to be random solid solution alloys.

The disorder is treated in the coherent potential approximation(18, 191 which provides
a means of constructing an average Green function for a disordered solid solution afloy and
which has been successfully applied to the calculation of many properties of alloys120)..%
novel feature of the LKKR is the ability it provides for allowing the concentration of each
species to vary from layer to layer.

The calculation of the electrical resistivity is based on the use of a CPA-like approxima-
tion to evaluate the product of two Green functions which appears in the Kubo-Greenwood
expression for the conductivity[21]. For these initial calculations of the GMR it is conve-
nient to make two approximations in addition to those implicit in the KKI-CPA theory
of resistivity described in reference[21]. Firstly, we assume that the energy bands are rea-
sonably well defined, i.e. that the mean free path is significantly greater than a typical
interatomic spacing. This assumption allows the KKR-CPA theory of transport to be re-
duced to a Boltzmann equation in which the the scattering probabilities are determined
from first principles. The validity of this approximation can be checked since we calculate
the mean free path for each point on the Fermi surface.

The second additional approximation that we have made in these calculations is the
neglect of vertex corrections to the two particle propagator, This is equivalent to the
neglect of the "scattering-in" terms in solving the Boltzmann equation. The regime of
validity of this approximation is not quite so evident. It can be shown[22l that vertex
corrections vanish if the individual scattering events are isotropic, or more generally, if
they only connect states of the same parity, e.g. .s - , ,s - d, or p -- p. If the scattering
is primarily in the forward direction, e.g. from a weak relatively long ranged potential
(compared with the electron wavelength) the vertex corrections can be significant[23].

With these approximations the conductivity for spin i in the --direction in response
to an electric field in the z-direction can be calculated as a sum over the states, k, of the
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superlattice,
e2 9f(E

E v,(k)v,(kT'-(k)(- Y (1)

k

Here V is the volume of the superlattice cell, v, = 4-IVVE'(k) is the electron group
velocity, r'(k) is the Boltzmann lifetime defined below, and f,,(E) is the Fermi function.

At reasonable temperatures (-W/-E) is effectively a delta function at the Fermi energy
and the conductivity can be written as

e= f d k . (2)

Using the fact that
d~- (k) = dk~dk,, (3)

1vi(k)IV
and recognizing that v.(k)r'(k) is simply the mean free path in the z-direction, I,, we have,

= dkrdk5 l' (4)•,-h(27r)3

where the z-component of the mean free path, l(k,,k,) is determined by the imaginary
part of the solution of the secular equation. Thus l(k.,k,) = 1/(21mk,) where k, is the
(generally complex) solution to

E(k.,kk.)= (5)

for given k. and k.. The detailed justification for this ideutification of the mean free path
or the lifetime with the complex dispersion relation within KKR-CPA theory is given in
reference[21] and was used to successfully calculate the electrical resistivity of Ag-Pd and
other alloys[22].

Finally, in the calculations presented here, we neglect mechanisms that would mix the
majority and minority scattering channels. Examples of such mechanisms which would
be effective at zero temperature are spin-orbit coupling and any misalignment in the ori-
entation of the moments of the impurities. At higher temperature, spin waves would be
effective in mixing the scattering channels.

Results for CujCo

Table I gives the calculated conductivities, lifetimes, and resistivities for multilayers
with equal thicknesses of Cu and Co. The quoted conductivities and resistivities are for
a single spin channel. The T symbol indicates the majority spin channel, I denotes the
minority spin channel, and A indicates either of the spin channels for the case in which the
ferromagnetic layers alternate in moment direction (anti-ferromagnetic alignment). The
calculated mean free path < I' > is the average of the component of the mean free path
in the z-direction defined as

Sf dkdk, E. i'(S< ti>= __d __ (6)

where the sum over n indicates that more than one sheet of the Fermi surface may have

a projection on a given point in the two dimensional zone. This definition of an average
mean free path may differ from other definitions and the appropriate definition for use in
comparison to experiments on realistic systems may depend on the experiment and on the
details of the Fermi surface.

Vn • n m•nnnm~nnmmn ur
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Table 1: Calculated mean free paths, single channel resistivities, parallel and anti-parallel
resistivities and GMR ratios for CuJCo superlattices. Currents are assumed to be perpen-
dicular to the layers. Cu6Co6, for example, is a superlattice with 6 layers of Cu alternating
with 6 layers of Co.

system < 11 > < 1 > < 1•A > pT pI pAP pP AP/p

units nm nm nm pflcm y1cm pflcm p/fcm
CulCol 495 14.8 17.7 0.588 19.66 8.24 0.639 12.90
Cu2Co2 335 10.5 16.4 0.867 27.59 8.86 0.903 9.80
Cu3Co3 755 11.7 19.9 0.385 24.87 7.30 0.425 17.17
Cu4Co4 860 12.1 18.0 0.338 24.12 8.06 0.379 21.23
Cu5Co5 794 18.8 25.3 O.s66 15.45 5.72 0.431 13.28
Cu6Co6 1733 24.8 33.5 0.168 11.73 4.34 0.253 17.14

The column labeled pAP is the calculated resistivity for anti-parallel arrangement of
the magnetic moments in neighboring Co layers for both spin channels. The resistivity for
the two spin channels is identical in this case so the total resistance for both spin channels
will be half of the single channel value. The column labeled pp is the net resistance (both
channels) when the Co moments on all layers are parallel.

The magnitudes of the resistances depend on the amount of assumed interfacial in-
terdiffusion, but we expect that the GMR ratio would not be affected if the amount of
interdiffusion were increased under the assumption used here that all of the moments are
aligned. The magnitude of the GMR effect would be reduced by scattering mechanisms
such as phonons, vacancies, or grain boundaries that scatter the majority and minority
spins more democratically and it would be greatly reduced by scattering mechanisms such
as misaligned moments, e.g. in the interfacial regions, that cause a mixing of the spin
channels and by spin waves at higher temperatures.

For reference, the calculated single channel resistivities (in p1cyn) of the dilute bulk
alloys were Cu(l%Co): p t = 1.6, pI = 19.2 and Co(1%Cu): po = 0.42, p1 = 4.92. These
are in reasonable agreement with the experimental values of the total resistance of 5.8
for Cu(Co)[24] and 0.89 for Co(Cu)[251 if it is remembered that the interpretation of the
resistance of dilute Co in Cu is complicated by spin orientation and Kondo effects.

Results for PermalloylCu

Table 11 gives the calculated results for permalloylCu superlattices for equal thicknesses
of the Ni.8Fe.2 layers and the copper layers. The calculations are for currents perpendicular
to the layers. The remarkable feature of the results is that the calculated mean free paths
are extremely long for the majority channel and extremely short for the minority channel.
This leads to extremely large values of the predicted GMR ratio. Values of the resistivity
in excess of 200/u2cm in the minority channel are unrealistic and result from a breakdown
in the assumption that the bands are well defined. However, very strong scattering and
high resistivities (on the order of 100141cm) in the down spin channel should be expected
since the potentials of Cu, Ni, and Fe are very different for minority electrons.

The long mean free paths and low resistivities calculated for the majority electrons
result from the fact that the calculated majority Ni and Fe potentials have almost identical
scattering properties at the Fermi energy. The scattering properties of the Cu atoms are
almost as close but do not match quite as well. This should not be surprising since Cu
has 11, valence electrons per atom, Ni has 10 and Fe has 9. Since Fe forms a moment of
about 2.6pu and Ni a moment of about 0.6 PB, the number of electrons per atom for the
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Table HI: Calculated mean free paths, single channel resistivilies, parallel and anti-parallel
resistivities and GMR ratios for permalloy(P)lCu superlattices. Currents are assumed to
be perpendicular to the layers.
system < IT > < 11 > <JAP > pl pL p p pAP/pP
units nm nm nm pflcm pflcm p•flcm pf~cm

P 1Cu I 7076 0.782 1.291 0.202 183 55.5 0.'20'2 271

P2Cu2 681 1.118 1.668 0.210 128 43.0 0.210 204
P3Cu3 662 0.557 1,062 0.216 256 67.5 0.216 312
P4Cu4 528 0.286 0.540 0.271 500 132.5 0.271 489
P5Cu5 623 0.191 0.468 0.230 750 152.5 0.230 664
P6Cu6 794 0.119 0.243 0.180 1206 294.1 0.180 1633

majority spins is 5.5 for Cu, 5.3 for Ni, and 5.3 for Fe. According to our calculations the
difference in the number of electrons per atom in the self-consistent majority potentials for
Ni and Fe is approximately 0.03. In contrast, the numbers of minority electrons per atom
on the Cu, Ni, and Fe atoms is approximately, 5.5, 4.7, and 3.2. It should be remembered
that the scattering rates scale as the square of the potential difference.

It is clear, however, that the calculation omits a scattering mechanism that significantly
affects the majority electrons. The calculated resistivity of bulk permalloy is 0.038 plcmn,
approximately 100 times smaller than the experimental value[26]. It is interesting to note
that Mertig el. al. [271 obtained a calculated resistivity that is also two orders of magni-
tucde too small in a very thorough study of the single impurity limit for Fe in Ni. The
resistance of very dilute alloys of Fe in Ni is reported to be[28] 0.39 pifrm/at.%. If these
calculations are correct, the implication is that most of the resistance in Ni(Fe) alloys is
due to mechanisms outside the standard model. One obvious omission is the neglect of
spin-orbit coupling.
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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in molecular beam epitaxy ' ive renewed research on the physics of artifi-
cially structured magnetic superlattices. 1 In pat .. Mular, there has been much theoretical research
on the propagation of magnetic spin waves or magnetic polaritons in magnetic superlattices.2 3

In this work, we have studied the effect of modulating both the period of an antiferromagnetic/
non-magnetic semi-infinite superlattice and the relative thickness of its individual layers to see
how the dispersion relationships w(k) for bulk and surface magnetic polaritons are effected. We
have also calculated the effect of an external magnetic field on w(k) and our calculation goes
beyond the magnetostatic approximation by taking retardation effects into account.

METHODOLOGY

The geometry of the magnetic unit cell or bilayer for our superlattice calculation ;s shown
below in Figure 1, where d, is the width of the antiferromagnetic layer. d, is the width of the
non-magnetic layer, and r is the ratio of these two widths (i.e. r = dj/d2 ).

Figure 1. The geometry for the anti-
ferromagnetic/non-magnetic superlat-

tice. The dark regions represent the
magnetic layers of width di. and the
light regions represent the non-
magnetic layers of width d2 . The unit
cell has a total width of d, = dI + d,.

L 'unit cell'

Our system is semi-infinite for z > 0 and extends to infinity in both the x ano y directions. We
assume that the magnetic superlattice is placed in the Voigt configuration, where the propaga-
tion of the magnetic polariton is parallel to the surface and perpendicular to the static magneti-
zation MS, the exchange field, Hex, anisotropy field HA, and the external magnetic field H0 . For
this calculation, MnF 2 is the antiferromagnetic material, where MS = 0.6 kG, He, = 550 kG, HA
= 3.8 kG, and o) = 1168 Grad/s. We solve Maxwell's equations by using an anisotropic mag-
netic permeability tensor for the antiferromagnetic layers and employ Bloch's theorem and the
transfer matrix technique 4 to compute dispersion relationships for the bulk and magnetic sur-
face magnetic polaritons, both in the absence and presence of H0, for various values of d, and r.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Voa. 313. 1993 Malerfias Research Society
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RESULTS

Illustrated in the figures below are the results of oar calculations of W~k for bulk and surface
magnetic polantons as a function of geometry and applied magnetic field:
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CONCLUSIONS

Our calculations for the bulk and surface magnetic polaritons for a semi-infinite antiferro-
magnetic/non-magnetic superlattice have shown a strong dependence on the modulation of the
period of the superlattice and relative thicknesses of the two components of the bilayer, both
with and without an external magnetic field. We have discovered that the bulk magnetic polari-
ton dispersion spectrum is invariant to the relative ordering of the components in the bilayers;
however, the dispersion relationships for surface magnetic polaritons are very similar, but not
identical (note that this result is not explicitly shown in our figures, but nevertheless is cor-
rect)5' 6 . Furthermore, the bulk magnetic polaritons have a dispersion relationship which is
reciprocal both in the presence and absence of an external magnetic field, but for surface mag-
netic polaritons, the reciprocity is broken in the presence of an applied magnetic field. The
effect of periodicity on the excitation spectrum becomes evident with minibands appearing in
the bulk spectrum as dt increases. The range of allowed frequencies for our calculated magnetic
surface polaritons is restricted as r reaches some critical value rc = rc(d1). Finally, we suggest the
use of ATR and Brillouin light scattering experiments to verify the effect of modulation on the
surface magnetic polaritons for these systems.
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ABSTRACT

A model for the field dependence of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in
'granular' co-sputtered alloy thin films (based on a relatively simple spin-
dependent scattering concept appropriate to superparamagnetic and weakly
ferromagnetic films) is applied to new experimental data from the CogoFelo-Ag
system. The model and the experimental data can be shown to compare very well
with .he help of a single adjustable parameter related to spin correlation of
adjacent Co-Fe clusters. A careful fit of field-dependent MR data and theory leads
to a fairly reliable determination of spin-cluster radius. An analysis of the relative
permeability of granular GMR films derived from the generalized form of the
Clausius-Mossoti relationship is also presented. For a non-magnetic matrix the
effective relative permeability is shown to be materials independent. The
permeability model is applied to Co-Au granular films.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last year, remarkably large GMR ratios have been observedfeg., 1t-6] in
single layer films variously described as 'granular', 'metastable alloys', and
'heterogeneous', but which are generally prepared by co-sputtering a ferromagnet
and a nonmagnet which phase separate (cluster) under equilibrium conditions
(eg., Co-Cu, Co-Ag). The occurrence of GMR is associated with a microstructure
which can be described as consisting of very small ferromagnetic clusters in a
'nonmagnetic' matrix.

The field dependence of GMR in granular films has been successfully
accounted for[7] by extending a simple model of magnetoresistive scattering in
granular films due to Gittleman et al[8). The size of an average spin cluster in the
Co-Ag system has been tracked as a function of annealing using this model[7J.
The model is outlined below and further refined to allow for assessment of the
range of spin cluster sizes present in real films.

The relative permeability of granular GMR materials (despite its obvious
technological relevance) has not received attention to date. In the second part of
this paper a model for the effective relative permeability based on the generalized
form of the Clausius-Mossotti relationship is developed. This analysis
demonstrates that the effective relative permeability is materials independent and
will be determined by geometrical factors alone.

2. FIELD DEPENDENCE OF GMR IN GRANULAR MAGNETIC FILMS[7]

A simple model of electron scattering due to Gittleman et al[81 is adopted
here and reformulated in terms of explicit field dependence. The scattering
probability is assumed to be linearly dependent on the degree of correlation of the
moments of adjacent pairs of spin clusters averaged over all possible
configurations within the film. This is expressed as <mj(H).m/H)>1m 2 , where mi is

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Val. 313. c 1113 Materials Research Society
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the magnetic moment of the ith spin cluster and where im4 = m. The units of m are
A-m 2 . If scattering within the clusters is ignored, then the resistivity of the film in the
magnetized state may be expressed as[81

p(H) = Po - I<mA(H)-MXH)>/m 2  (1)

where Po is the resistivity in zero field and K is a scattering parameter which may be
regarded as a temperature-dependent materials constant. In accordance with [8],
molecular field theory is used to determine <mi m1>. Since the clusters are
assumed to be relatively large compared with atomic dimensions, classical
magnetism allows the above average to be expressed as m2[L(a)J2, where L(a) is

the Langevin function and a is the dimensionless parameter a = Pom(H+XM)/kT. In
relatively 'dilute' granular films, in which the largest GMR effects have been

observed (typically less than 40 atomic percent ferromagnetic component), X. may
be ignored and a expressed as H/H0 , where Ho (Alm) is a characteristic field given

by Ho = kTIT.gom. Eq. (1) may therefore be expressed as

p(H/Ho) = Poll -A{L(H/Ho)} 2] (2)

where A is a normalized scattering parameter. Eq. (2) can achieve a relatively
good fit to the experimental data by a suitable independent adjustment of the two
parameters A and a. The first of these is solely responsible for the amplitude of the

field profile. Independently, a controls the 'Width' of the profile. By a careful fit of
field-dependent magnetoresistance data and the model described in Eq. (2), the
characteristic field, Ho, may be determined with reasonable accuracy. As a result,
the average volume of a spin cluster, Vsc (in M3), may be expressed as

Vsc = kT/;oMsHo (3)

where Ms is the saturation magnetization of the magnetic component. An example
of the fit that can be obtained is shown in Fig. 1 where the model is matched to
experimental data for a CogoFeio-Ag granular alloy film. The value of Ho here, (1.0
x I0D Alm) is related to a spin cluster volume of 2.22 x 10-26 m3 which is equivalent
to a sphere of radius 1.7 nm. A closer fit of the model to the data at the low field
end of Fig. I results in a reduced value for Ho of 0.67 x 105 A/m (equivalent to a
cluster radius of 2.5 nm). Conversely, a good fit of the model at the high field end
results in an Ho of 1.43 x 105 A/m (equivalent to a cluster radius of 1.2 nm). This
result is not surprising in the sense that, in low fields, the earger clusters will
dominate contributions to the magnetic susceptibility, while, close to saturation,
magnetic behavior will be dictated by the smallest clusters with the largest
interfacial anisotropy contributions. The above result suggests a standard
deviation on the mean spin cluster volume of -40% for the sample of Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Comparison of experimental and calculated (using Eq. 2) MR ratio versus
magnetic field for a Co9oFeIo-Ag granular alloy film.

3. PERMEABILITY OF GRANULAR FILMS

For superparamagnetic or quasi-superparamagnetic films of the sort
described above, the relative permeability can be determined fairly easily from
related magnetic measurements using the Langevin function[7]. As we have
already shown[7], the reduced magnetization of the film in small fields can be
expressed as

M/Ms az/3 = omH/3kT (4)

Thus
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reff 1 + X I + gomMs/3kT (5)

where gprff is the relative effective permeability and X = M/H. If we consider, for
example, (say) a Co-Ag alloy film containing 30% Co, Ho is of the order 4 x 105
A/m, goMs is around 0.51T, resulting in a relative susceptibility of -4 and a relative
permeability of -5.

3 1 Effective Medium Theory and Magnetic Permeability

By applying the generalized form of the Clausius-Mossotti relationship to the
case of magnetic fields in granular media it has been shown[9] that it is possible to
arrive at two alternative formulations for the relative permeability (pretf) of a
granular alloy or cermet. These are based upon well-known effective field
formulations for effective permittivity introduced separately by Bruggeman and by
Maxwell Garnett[10]. The Bruggeman formulation is probably marginally better-
suited to alloy systems, but, in the interests of algebraic simplicity the Maxwell
Gamett approach is the one summarized here.

The effective magnetic permeability, p.f, with this approach, becomes[91

pIc [p(m + x(L-1 )(im - pc)]
lie"ff = (6)

P g+ Lx (Wm- Pc)

where pm is the permeability of the magnetic clusters, kc (=-Po), is the permeability
of the conducting matrix, x is the volume fraction of the matrix, and L is the shape
depolarization factor of the granules. This model breaks down at values of x close
to the percolation limit (x =-0.6). At greater magnetic volume content, there is
increasing 'networking' of the clusters with consequent rapid increase in magnetic
permeability. Typically, the disparity in Ip between cluster and matrix is such that
Eq. (6) can be approximated to a simple generic formula[9], valid for all granular
media below the percolation limit, of the form

greff = [1 + x(L- 1)]/Lx (7)

Clearly, for spherical granules, Eq. (7) reduces to

treff = (3 - 2x)/x (8)

Some preliminary permeability data are shown in Fig. 2 for as-deposited
granular Co-Au films. As predicted, the experimental data indicate a rapid
escalation of oreff above the percolation limit. In the Au-rich regime, Eq. (7), with L
of - 0.1, seems to give the best fit to the (limited) data. If this is correct, it suggests
rather oblate spin clusters whose major axes lie in the (111) lattice planes of these
(111) textured samples. This is too drastic a conclusion to be drawn from such
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limited data but it does indicate a useful future direction for magnetic studies on
these systems.

One final comment must be made here concerning inverted granular films[9J:
i.e., films in which the ferromagnetic component forms the matrix and encapsulates
granules of Ag, Cu, Au, etc. Under these circumstances, effective medium theory
gives

ieof = pImX(l - L)(1 - Lx) (9)

which, obviously, can reach high numerical values for small x. None of these
systems has yet shown large amplitude GMR but some do appear to have unusual
AMR characteristics.
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Figure 2. Comparison of experimental and calculated (using Eq. 7) relative
permeability versus magnetic field for Co-Au granular alloy films.
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ABSTRACT

Giant magnetoresistance (GMR) is reported in as-deposited Ag, ,Co. (x= 0.26-0.53) films
co-sputtered on Si from separate Ag and Co targets. 6GMR ratios (10 KOe maximum field)
exceeding 0.50 and 0.19 at 5 and 295 K, respectively, are observed for the Ag 67 (o 0 31 films
deposited at ý-28 to 175 *C. The maximum ratios of 0.55 and 0.24 occur at a substrate
temperature of -125 *C for these films. The ratios decrease rapidly for the films deposited
at temperatures > 175 °C and reduce to ý-0.15 and 0.04 at deposition temperatures 2t300
*C. This deposition temperature dependence of GMR ratios is interpreted in terms of the
change in the spin-dependent interfacial electron scatterings due to the change in the size and
number of ferromagnetic Co particles within the electron mean free path. The initial increase
and the subsequent decrease in (GMR ratios with increasing deposition temperature are
attributed to the increase in the mean free path, and the Co and Ag particle size, respectively.
Changes in mean free path are obtained from the resistivities of these films while changes in
Ag and Co particles are deduced mainly from the X-ray diffraction patterns, transmission
electron micrographs, and the coercivities of these films.

INTRODUCTION

*The recent reports-' of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect in granular thin film
composites of ferromagnetic particles imbedded in a non-magnetic metallic matrix have
stimulated a great deal of research activities because of its potential technological importance
and fundamental scientific interest. These films are prepared by co-deposition of immisible
magnetic and non-magnetic components at ambient or lower temperatures followed by
annealii.g to piccipitate magnetic particles from the non-magnetic matrix. As in the
magnetic/nonmagnetic multilayer systems, interpretations of this GMR effect generally are
based on spin-dependent electron scattering at the interfaces between the ferromagnetic
particles and matrix4 . So far, the 6 MR results reported in granular Co-Ag films 1, " were
obtained from films deposited at either ambient temperature or lower followed by a high
temperature post annealing. To our knowledge, no systematic studies on the effect of film
deposition temperature has been made. In this paper, GMR of as-deposited Ag,_,Co.
(x=0.26-0.53) thin films prepared by sputtering separate Ag and Co targets at substrate
temperatures ranging from 28 to 354 OC is reported. A GMR ratio as high as 0.24 at room
temperature is achieved for the films with x= 0.33 and deposited at 125 *C. The GMR ratio
was found to degrade substantially for the films deposited at - 175 °C. This degradation is
attributed to the decrease in spin-dependent interfacial scattering due to excessive growth of
Ag and Co particles in the films deposited at higher temperatures.

EXPERIMENTAL

Thin (-I1500 A thick) films of Agj,,Coý (y 0.26 to 0.53) were deposited on (100) Si at
28-354 °C from separate Ag (99.99%) and Co (99.9%) targets in I13 mTorr Ar (99.99%),
using a RF magnetron sputtering technique. The background pressure in the sputtering
chamber is typically ý-5-8 x 10"s Torr. The deposition rate is -50 A/min. with a typical RI:
power input to the target of 50 and 50-150 W for the Ag and Co target, respectively. l)uring
deposition, the substrate holder rotates at a rate of 30 rpm between the two targets to ensure
the compositional uniformity of the filns. The temperature of the substrate (is) was

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. ý1993 Materials Research Society
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measured with a chromnel-alumel thermocouple located at •1 mm away front the edge of the

substrate holder. The substrate holder and thermocouple are enclosed in a .quartl-lamp
heater housing shieldcd with gla7ed Au-reflectors to minimo'e the heat los1 and temperature
gradient.

The resisvivity of the film was obtained from an I-inch diameter sample, using a
commercial four point probe. The thickness of the film was determined with a commercial
profilometer across a chemically etched step. The dependence of resistance of these films on
DC magnetic fields (10 KOe maximum) was obtained using a low frcquency (85 Ilf) four
point probe with the I)( field applied parallel or perpendicular to the filrn, and with the
current (0.5 mA) flowing in the direction parallel or transverse to the in-planc magnetic field.
Magnetic properties were investigated at room temperature using a Princeton Measurements
Corporation alternating gradient magnetometer. The composition of the filns were
determined by Rutherford back scattering (RIIS), electron microprobe (IMP), and X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) techniques. Scanning electron microscopy (SE M), transmission electron

microscopy (TEM), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) were used to study the film morphology
and crystal structure. Depth profiles of some of these films were obtained using secondary

ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AlES), and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) to study the possible impurity contamination in the films.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 0.70
29515. 81

The SIMS and AIS depth profiles 2

obtained at different regions of the films •-
show a constant Ag to Co ratio " 0.65
throughout the bulk of the filh. No "
significant C0 0, or Si contamination in
the films were detected, except on the 0.60
film surfaces and at the film-substrate

interfaces. From the results of XPS
analysis, Ag is found to remain in its
metallic state (Ag 3d at 367.9 cV) while 0.55 4 8-8 -4 0
Co oxide or hydroxide (Co 2p at 780.0 0.65
eV) are detected on the air-exposed 5
surfaces of these films. These Co .6
compounds are limited only to the .60

surfaces of these films since th'-v 0
- 0.55

disappear rapidly after brief sputter "-"
cleaning. The binding energy of Co a .rid 1? 0 5
Ag obtained from the regions underlying • 5

the surfaces of these films correspoids 0 .45
to that of elemental (Co (Co 2p at 777.9 0.45 i /
eV) and Ag (Ag 3d at 367.9 cV). lIhcsc
results indicate that io intermetallic 0.40 -8 -4 4 8
compound is forming her weert (Co arird H (K O
Ag, as expected from the Ag-Co phasc

diagram. Ihis is triC (or all the Ag-(Co
films studied, regardless of deposition I"igure I. Sheet rsWi•t ie rc;ilslrcd ;ir

temperatures. I lowcvcr, Ag anid (Co arid 29. K vs mirnii reich livid I
atoms are qllenclied into a nieastalle Agl. o(5  film d1cporsih'd it I ?1 K
solid solution during sputter deposirion
at low temperatures. as discusscd later.
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lhc sheet resistance at 295 and 5 K vs D)( field applied perpendicular to the fihn is shown
in Fig. I for the Ago~ (eCo, , film deposited at 125 *(. It can hc secen that the rcsistance is
not fully saturated even at the highest Feld available (10 KOc). I his is typical for all the
granular Ag-Co filnis studied so Car. [he magnetoresistance ratio (ARkR), calculated fIrom
the ratio of the maximum change in resistance over the field range (6-10 KOe) to the
resistance at the highest field, is ý 0.24 and 0.55 at 295 and 5 K, respectively, for this film.
For the Films deposited at 125 'C, the Co concentration that shows the highest AR/R was
found to he ý0.33. '[he values of AR/R measured at 5 and 295 K are given in Fig. 2 as a
function of T, (28-354 *C) for the films with this Co concentration. The Co concentration
in these films is kept at a constant value of'0_.340.01, as shown by RBS, IMMP and XRI
analysis. The AR/R value measured at 295 K increases only slightly from n 0. 18 to -0+24
when T, changes from 28 to 12,5 'C. It starts to decrease at higher Tss, more rapidly at

"I's - 200 °C and reaching a value of r 0.04 for the Films deposited at _>300 °C. Similar I',
dependence was observed for the data measured at 5 K. with ARWR increasing from -0(.50
to 0.55 when T, changes front 28 to 125 *C and decreasing to !Q0.15 at Tl,.300 °C.

To understand the effect of I, on AR'R. especially the degradation of AR/R at higher
Tss, a variety of techniques were used to characterize these filmss. Electron diffraction
patterns indicate that the films deposited at lower temperatures consist of a metastable fcc
Ag-Co solid solution. X-ray diffraction patterns of these films exhibit essentially single phase
fcc peaks attributable to the (11I), (220), and (311) planes of the metastable Ag-Co solid

solution. No evidence of fcc or hcp Co was detected in thesc films by XRI) and T[EM. On
the other hand, fcc Co (on the order of 100 A in si0c) was unambiguously identified in tile
film dcpositeu at J50 ^C by the dlfmractimoi pattci;;is of the fc Co (200) planc. • lic films
deposited at higher temperatures thus consist of separate fcc Ag and fcc Co particles. The
d-spacings of(l11) planes in these Films systematically increase with increasing T. e.g.. from
2.328 A for the film deposited at 28 'C to 2.358 A for the film deposited at 354 °C. The latter
value is very close to that of pure Ag (2.359 A), due to enhanced phase separation between

Ag and Co in the films deposited at higher Tss. The crystallite size of Ag also appears to
increase with increasing T, since the line width of the Ag (I 1l) reflection peaks decreases
with increasing T,. This result is consistent with the formation of network of Ag-rich
nodules •0.5 ,im in size as revealed by SEM (under both secondary and back-scattered
electron modes) for the films with T1 >_250 TC. !ligh spatial resolution AFS depth profiles
show that the Ag concentration in the nodules is •gOA, compared to the average Ag
concentration of 67% observed for the films without nodules. These Ag-rich nodules are
thought to form by aggregation of Ag as Ag atoms are more mobile during high temperature
deposition due to the lower melting temperature of Ag (960.8 oC) than Co (1495 'C). The
presence of a network of Ag-rich nodules is also consistent with the fact that the resistivity

(p) of the films deposited at 225-354 *C reaches a value -3x of that observed for pure Ag
films (3.7 x 10-1 •+cm) as can be seen from the p vs T data given in Fig. 3. This figure also
shows that the p of these films decreases approximately linearly with increasing 1's to 200

'C, before leveling off to the value mentioned above at higher T*s. The decrease in p with
increasing I's can be attributed to the increasing lattice ordering and particle size. The
growth and aggregation of Ag particles were 2vident from the XRRD and SPM data shown
earlier. The growth of Co particles with increasing T. can also be inferred from the magnetic
coercivity (II) measured at room temperature vs the Ts or these films, shown in Fig.4 for the

magnetic Field applied both perpendicular and parallel to the film surface. The l!¢s of these
films are obtained from their magnetic hysteresis loops. The presence of hysteresis loops in
the magnetization measurements indicates that the Co particles in the films are

ferromagnetic, not superparamagnetic. The I 11s are small (20-50 Oe) and increase only
slightly with increasing I"s for the films deposited at T. < 200 *C. They increase more rapidly

with increasing I's for T"'200 *C. This increase in 11C with 1' is consistent with an increasing
Co particle size in these films with increasing i',. The Co particles in the films deposited at
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1'<200 *C arc nearly super paramagoictic ansi grow more rapidly at highcr Ty. I owever,
he Co particles in these filmsq remain as single-dom-ain particles with their I lcs decreasing
vith decreasing particle su/e due to thecrmal effects5 . It shotild also he pointed out that no
:ignificant anisotropy wvas observed for 1ie, since the values shown in Fig. 4 arc about the
:atn in both field orientations. Similar T, and field- orientat ion dependence of Iic was
eported previously for a series of Co-Ag composite Films with IV, C0 o

T'he T, dependence of AR.' R can be interpreted in terms of thc &luigic in s'dc and -,-unibxi
if ferromagnetic particles within lihe electron mecan free path discussed previouslv ' - I
"TrOM the decrease in 1) withi T, for the Films deposited at 'I,- 2(m) 'C' (Fig. 3), the electron
necan free paths should increase with "F, Th[le slighst incerease ill AR/R1 wills 1, for these films
q probably a consequentce of' increasinsg spin-depen-deust iinterfacial scattering due to
riereasing mean free path. [or the films, deposited at T,;ý!20(X (C the decrease in AR!' R with

', can be attributed to the growth of Co particles and the aggregation of' Ag. Th,! growth
of Co particles and the larger spacings betwveen Co particles duie to the aggregation of Ag
both have the effect of reducing the surface to volume ratio and~ thus thie tnumber of' Co
particles withitn the ttean f ice path. 1 his again leads to a reduictiont in the spits-dependent
interfacial electron scatterilig responisible for (iMR. The magnetic couplings between Co
particles are also wecakeined duie to the larger Ag spacings. t his could also result in a reduced
ARj R. analogous to the long range behavior of AR,'R observed in) ntagnectic,'nonmagoetic
miultilayer systemls-



SUMMARY

(iiant magnetoresistance in) as-deposited granular Ag, ~Co. films is reported. For the
Ag0 .67(' 0033 films, the value of AR/R increases slightly whcn the film deposition temperature
increases from 28 to 125 *C, and decreases substantially at deposition temperatures higher
than 200) *C. The deposition temperature dependence of AR/ R is interpreted in terms of the
change in the spin-dependent interfacial electron scattering of these films. The initial increase
and the subsequent decrease in AR/R can he attrihuted to the increase in the electron mean
Free path and the increase in Ag and Co particle size, respectively. [the change in electron
meaa free path is obtained from the resistivities of these films, while the growth of Co and
Ag particles is dedUced frnm the X-ray diffraction patterns and the magnetic coerciviries of
these films. The larger mean free path increases the number of ferromagnetic Co particles
and thus increases the interfacial electron scattering. On the other hand, the larger Co and
Ag particles reduce the surface to Voluime ratios anid increase the spacings betwcen
Ferromagnetic Co particles, and thus reduce the spin-dependent interfacial electron
scattering.
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THE MICROSTRUCTURE AND GIANT MAGNETORESISTANCE OF NiFeAg THIN FILMS
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,an Jose, CA 95193

ABSTRACT

Although much has been published on giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in
co-deposited thin films [1-4], only little [5) has been published on the
structure-property relationships limiting the effect. Here, we report the
results of microstructural characterization of NiFeAg thin films that
exhibit a GMR effect. The as-deposited films show a sizeable GMR effect. The
maximum GMR effect observed was 6.4% with -4kOe FWHM of the 6p/p peak.
Upon annealing these films, the GMR at first increases, and then decreases.
We present microstructural evidence from TEM and XRD, amongst other
techniques, which shows that this is a consequence of the initial NiFeAg
thin film agglomerating into NiFe grains in a predominantly Ag segregant
matrix. Upon extended annealing, excessive grain growth leads to a decrease
in the GMR as predicted by the model of Berkowitz, et al. [1].

INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) is well established in
multilayert containing antiferromagnetically coupled ferromagnetic materials
separated by non-magnetic interlayers [6-83. The phenomenon of giant magneto-
resistance in granular ferromagnetic materials isolated in a non-magnetic
matrix, or granular giant magnetoresistance (GGMR, G2 MR), has only recent- I
ly been discovered [1-4]. The structure-property relationships in these
materials is just beginning to be understood [5). To gain insight into the
mechanisms underlying this effect, we compared the unannealed microstructure
of a NiFeAg thin film and that of samples annealed at 300 0C, 350 0C, and
4000 C for 10 min each with the accompanying changes in the GIMR.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples were produced in a Sputtered Films Incorporated (SFI) S-gun
magnetron sputtering system by codeposition from a pure Ag and a Ni,,Fe19
target so that the films were -75% by volume Ag, the remainder Ni,,Fe,,.
The films were nominally 300A thick. They were annealed by rapid thermal
processing in an AG Heatpulse model 610 system for 10 min at 3000C, 3500C,
and 4000C, respectively. The magnetoresistance was measured in a Digital
Measurement Systems VSM equipped with a four point probe for measuring
resistance changes. GMR measurements were performed at room temperature.

The microstructural changes in the samples were characterized by x-ray
diffraction (XRD) analysis on the Rigaku DMAX-10O0 system using the
conventional Bragg-Brentano reflection geometry, and at a grazing incidence
angle of 50 whilst scanning 26. Through foil (TF) transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) was performed on the samples using the JEOL 4000FX
analytical TEM. The samples were prepared for microscopy by lapping them
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until they became transparent to the transmission of light, which is
somewhat less than 5 p in thickness. Final thinning was accomplished by
ion milling using a liquid nitrogen cooled stage in a Gatan dual ion mill.
Both bright field (BF) and dark field (OF) images using the 220 reflection
were obtained of the samples. Selected area electron diffraction (SAD)
patterns were obtained of these TF samples both at normal incidence to the
sample surface and at tilt angles of -300. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) using a Hitachi S-800 high resolution field emission LM was performed
to corroborate the XRD data on phase separation. Similarly, atomic force
microscopy was used to confirm the TEM observations using the Nanoscope
model II.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the results of the magnetoresistance measurements of the
as-deposited and the three annealed samples as a function of the applied
field. Table I summarizes the key features of these ir/p plots. The
maximum 6o/o of the as-deposited sample is -3.. but the curve is
extremely broad with a fairly large FWHM, i. e. H(50%), of -12 kOe. Upon
annealing, the maximum Ao/o more than doubles and the FWHM falls by
about a factor of two. Upon further annealing at 3501C, this trend continues
but at a substantially slower pace. However, upon annealing at 400

0
C. the

maximum 6p/o begins to drop even though the FWHM improves, which is
evident from the narrowing of the 6o/- plot.

Figure 2 shows the XRD data, and Table I. the peak broadening and grain
sizes giving rise to this broadening obtained for the respective samples. It
is apparent that the as-deposited film has a small grain size, as well as
minimal intensity at the location of the %isFe,, 111 reflection, which
suggests that the film is primarily a metastable FCC alloy of NiFeAg. In
addition, the strong Ag 111 reflection indicates that these films have a
significant Ag 111 fiber texture. As annealing progresses, finite intensity
grows at the position of the 111 -eflection of Ni 8 1 Fe 9 , and the
intensity of the I1. Ag reflection increases. There is also a steady
progressive narrowing of both 111 reflections for Ag and Ni Fe . which
is indicative of grain growth in both the Ag matrix and the Ni 1 Fe, 9
grains entrained within it. The respective grain sizes can be calculated
from the width of these peaks using the well-known Scherrer formula [9] for
x-ray peak broadening as a function of the coherent scattering domain size,
presumably the grain size of the respective phases within the material.

Table 1. Results of Magnetoresistance Measurements and
X-ray Diffraction Grain Size Analysis

S•al eH(50%) Broadening Grain Size[ [%] [Oe] Ag NiFe Ag NiFe

As-Deposited 2.93 11947 1 1.800 3.800 47A. 23A

300°C/lOmin 6.32 5576 1.20° 3.400 73A 25A

350°C/lOmin 6.43 4088 0.90- 2.600 IOOA 33A

_________ - 0.60 r1.400 167A 63A40O°C/lOmin_14.31 22511 ____0.60° ____
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Fig. 1. Results of magnetoresistance measurements on NiFeAg thin films
measured at room temperature comparing the as-deposited state with that
after anneals at 300'C, 3500C, and 4000C for 10 mins.
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Fig. 2. e12e (Bragg-Brentano) XRD scans of NiFeAg thin films comparing
the as-deposited state with that after anneals at 3000C, 3500C, and 4000C
for 10 mins.
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What is evident from inspection of Table I and Figures 1 and 2 is that
6p/o increases with the precipitation of the equilibrium Ni,,Fe 19 phase, but
subsequently decreases. Qualitatively, this behavior can be explained as fol-
lows. Since the as-deposited film is primarily metastable FCC Ag with NiFe
impurities, it is expected to have relatively poor ferromagnetism; the ferro-
magnetism which is present is presumably due to impure Ni, 1 Fe1 9 grains
which give rise to the broad weak peak appearing as a shoulder on the pri-
mary 111 Ag peak at the loration of the 111 Nis 1 Fe1 9 reflection. Anneal-
ing results in the demixing of the NiFe and Ag in the initial metastable
alloy to produce both purer Ag and, what's more important, purer ferromag-
netic Ni, 1 Fe 1 9 . Thus, the effect of scattering from decoupled ferromag-
netic Ni, 1 Fel 9 grains of random polarization increases, which gives the
observed GMR [1-5]. This effect continues until the grain size of these
ferromagnetic grains becomes so large that electrons undergo fewer scatter-
ing encounters with grains of differing polarization, whence the GMR begins
to decrease in accord with the predictions of Berkowitz et al. model [1].

To shed further light on these observations, the samples were examined
in the SEM. Secondary electron images showed the presence of asperities on
the surface of these samples which was most pronounced in the most severely
annealed samples. In addition, backscattered images showed the separation of
material into regions of increased and diminished scattering power consis-
tent with the demixing hypothesis. Subsequent AFM imaging indeed confirmed
the presence of hillocks on the surface of the samples which were largest in
the case of the highest temperature anneal.

TF TEM samples were also prepared. Figures 3a-d show BF images of the
microstructure of this material in the as-deposited and post-annealed
conditions. The as-deposited sample shows a fine grain size < 50A, and the
presence of small Ag-rich hillocks with faceting indicative of a 111 growth
habit perpendicular to the substrate. The identification of these features
as hillocks residing on the surface of the film was done by comparing their
shape with similar features identified as asperities in the AFM images.
Their high Ag content was confirmed by energy dispersive (EDS) x-ray
analysis using a small electron probe confined to the particle during the
TEM analysis. The grain size increases upon annealing to -1OOA. However,
the size of the hillocks increases dramatically > 1500A. SAD patterns taken
from these samples (see Figs. 4a-d) confirm the presence of a strong 111
fiber axis texture in these films from the enhanced intensity of the 220
reflection ring. When the samples were tilted, the diffraction rings broke
up into arcs which is consistent with a fiber axis texture and confirms the
earlier XRO observations. The increasing grain size is also confirmed by the
progressively increasing "spottiness" of the diffraction patterns. Using the
220 reflection, DF images (see Figs. 3e-h) were obtained of these samples
which is consistent with a 111 growth habit for the Ag-rich hillocks that
appear in strong contrast. The grain size of the films exclusive of the
Ag-rich hillocks was also made more apparent in DF. The observation of
Ag-rich hillocks suggests that not only Ag is the more mobile species during
the anneal, but also the action of an Ostwald ripening mechanism [10J in
their formation and growth.

CONCLUSIONS

Three mechanisms have been identified for the observed changes in
G

2
MR in NiFeAg thin films: 1) demixing of the metastable FCC phase,

2) Ostwald ripening of precipitates, 3) Ag hillock formation. Demixing and
Ni, 1 Fel 9 grain growth at first give rise to increasing G

2
MR, but

beyond a critical grain size G
2

MR decreases consistent with the model of
Berkowitz et al. (I].

ii
1
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Fig. 3. Through-foil TEM micrographs of the microstructure taken in bright
field of NiFeAg thin films comparing a) the as-deposited state with that
after anneals at b) 300

0
C, c) 350 0

C, and d) 400*C for 10 mins; and taken in
dark field, comparing e) the as-deposited state with that after anneals at
f) 3000C, g) 350

0
C., and h) 400

0
C for 10 mins. Bar 50nm.
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Fig. 4. Selected area electron diffraction (SAD) patterns of NiFeAg thin
films in through-foil geometry comparing a) the as-deposited state with that
after anneals at b) 3000C, c) 350C, and d) 400°C for 10 mins. Ring Indices:
1st (inner most) - 111, 2nd - 200, 3rd (most intense) - 2Z0, 4th - 311. etc.
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ABSTRACT

The role 1f the interlayer Fermi surface in driving oscillatory exchange coupling of fer-
romagnetic layers has been critically tested in a series of MIBE-grown coherent epitaxial
sandwiches prepared on single-crystal substrates. The wedge-shaped Cu (or ('u-based)
interlayers have been modified in a number of different ways, achieving orientational, coin-
positional and structural alteration of the C'u Fermi surface. Observed phenomena include
nmltiperiodic coupling oscillations in both the ferromagneticJly and antiferronagnetically
coupled regions of (100)-oriented Co/Cu/Co samples, exlended oscillatory periods across
CuNi alloy interlayers, and extrenmely short-per;od oscillations in a b)cc (100) Fe/Cu/Fe
system. These phenomena are straightforwardly explained in teirns of (alculated Fermi
surface variations.

INTRODUCTION

TThe discovery that the exchange coupling across non-magnetic inter layers in a wide van-
ety of magnetic multilayers can oscillate between anti ferromagnetic (AF) and ferromagnetic
(F) as a function of the interlayer thickness [1-4] has presented a considerable challenge
to solid state physicists. The long period A (8- 22 A) of tlhese oscillations was quickly
ascribed to the aliasing effect, whereby rapid RKKY oscillations with period kr are only
sampled at discrete thicknesses of the interlayer (spacing d) resulting in A = 27r/I2kF-nriL
[5]. This argument subsequently led to a prediction of orientation-depen,lent osillation-
periods in the coupling, even in the case of a nearly-free-electron metallic interlayer [6].
Further refinement by Bruno and Chappert [7] emphasized the role of the Fermi suface
extremal points of which, connected by vectors q parallel to the growth-direction, gener-
ate oscillation-periods equal to 2-r/jqj. In this light, a multiplicity of oscillation-periods
may be encountered, the number and values of which are predicted to depend upon the
growth-direction of the samples.

Oscillatory exchange coupling across Cu interlayers has attracted much attention from
both the fundamental and application viewpoint. On the one hand, the relatively simple
nature of the Cu Fermi surface makes this a suitable candidate for the verification of
exchange coupling theories; on the other hand, the discovery of sizeable antiferromagnetic
(AF) coupling and giant magnetoresistance (MIR) effects in sputtered (I I I)-textured Co/Cu
[1,2] and Fe/Cu [8] multilayers is of great interest to theorists and application engineers
alike.

In this paper, we test the validity of the Fermi surface approach. Through the obser-
vation of oscillatory coupling in a series of samples, we have probed several aspects of the
Fermi surface of Cu (or Cu-based) interlayers - akin to carrying out de Htaas-van Alphen
experiments in applied fields of 1000 T [9]. Specifically, probed extremal Fermi surface
vectors have been modified by altering either the orientation, composition or structure
of the intermediate layers, with attendant comparison of measured coupling periods and
theoreiically predicted values.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. '1993 Materials Research Society
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labl ef substrate magnetic interlayer ] agnetic cap layersI I Iunderlayer wedge overlayer

A [10] Cu(100) Co (60 A) Cu (0-40 A) Co (60 A) Cu (7 A), Au (20 A)
B [11] Cu(100) Co (80 A) A: Cu (5-18 A), Co (30 A) Cu (7 A), Au (30 A)

Co (30 A),
B: Cu (0-40 A)

C [12] CRu(110) Co (40 A) Cu (0-44 A) Co-(40 A) Cu (7 A), Au (20A)

D Cu(110) Co (40 A) CugoNilo (0-40 A) Co (40 A) Cu (10 A), Au (20 A)
E [12] Cu(lll) Co (40 A) Cu (0-35 A) Co (40A) Cu (7 A), Au (20 A)

F [13] Cu(11) MI Cu (0-40 A) M 2  Au (30 A)

G Cu(1ll) Co (5 A) Cu (0-37 A) Co(, ',) Cu (7 A), Au (30 A)

H (101 Fe(100) - Cu (0-40 A) - 8Fe0(80 Au (20 A)

Table 1: Overview of the samples used for coupling studies. In sample F, the magnetic

under- and overlayers are actually Co/Ni multilayers (see text for composition).

EXPERIMENTAL

The overlayers were deposited on single-crystal Cu substrates in a multichamber molec-
ular beam epitaxy system (VG Semicon V80M). In addition, a single sample was deposited
on an Fe(100) single-crystal 'whisker'. The composition of the completed samples is given
in Table 1. Wedge shapes were formed by slowly withdrawing an eclipsing shutter located

between each single crystal and the Cu source. The substrate temperature was .50 'C

during the Cu wedge depositions, except for sample F, for which it was 20 °C: for all
other depositions, the temperature was kept at a value of 20 *C. In the Fe/Cu system, the
Cu thickness was derived directly from observed intensity-oscillations in reflection high-
energy electron diffraction (RHEED) during monolayer-by-monolayer growth on the Fe
whisker. For the other samples, Cu thicknesses were determined using a quartz crystal

monitor calibrated both from comparison with chemically analysed reference samples and
from RHEED intensity oscillations occurring during deposition of ('u on Cu(100). Thick-
nesses thus determined were subsequently confirmed after deposition using combined in
situ Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The
other film-thicknesses were also determined using AES. More precise details concerning
the substrate-preparation and growth-technique can be found in [10].

The perpendicular and parallel lattice spacings were determined by measuring the en-

ergies of the primary Bragg low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) reflections along the
[00] rod, and by analysis of LEED patterns at constant electron energy, respectively. The

Co layers in samples A - E and G displayed near identical fcc surface nets to those of the
Cu substrates, and all Cu wedges were observed to have identical lattice constants to those
of the underlying material. Representative LEED patterns are shown in Figure 1.

The AF coupling strengths J were determined from analysis of hysteresis loops mea-
sured at room temperature along the wedges (i.e. as a function of Cu thickness) via the

magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). Quoted values were derived from characteristic fields
in these loops (Hfip, Hl, H 2, H,1 ) which to a good approximation are known to be propor-

tional to the AF coupling strength, and are defined in references [10,12].

RESULTS

The relevant q vectors, which, within the theory of Bruno and Chappert, determine
the period of the oscillatory exchange interaction across Cu, have been indicated for the
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fcc (100), (110) and (111) growth directions in Figures 2(a) 2(c), where, fu, the (110)
direction, only two of the four vectors are depicted. The figures show cross-sections of the
Fermi surface obtained from augmented spherical wave (ASW) band structure calculations.
Almost identical cross-sections, derived from de Haas-van Alphen measurements, are given
by Bruno and Chappert in reference [7]. The resulting periods are listed in Table 2.

(100) System

Figure 2(d) (discs) depicts the thickness dependence of the oscillatory AF coupling in sam-
ple A, with 5 AF peaks clearly visible. We have attempted to fit the experimental coupling
data for this sample in terms of a superposition of a short-period (A,) and a long-period
(A2 ) oscillation [7]. The decay in J was assumed to be quadratic with increasing Cu thick-
ness, and the phases, periods and relative strengths of both oscillations were regarded as
free parameters. The corresponding extremal vectors q are depicted in Figure 2(a). Our
results are rendered in Figure 2(d) (inset). The form of the fit is in good agreement with
the experimental results: a strong AF peak at 12 A is followed by a predominantly ferro-
magnetic region and subsequently by a series of 4 alternately sharp and rounded AF peaks
of decaying intensity. It was not necessary to add a roughness parameter to the theory¶ to obtain this fit, perhaps highlighting the extremely high growth-quality of our sample.
However, a certain amount of roughness is of course present. even in the best samples.
This roughness may slightly smear out certain predicted features, such as the AF peaks at

15 A (weak) and - 6 A (strong).
The experimental periods are A, = 4.6 A and A2 = 14 A. From de Haas-van Alphen

data on the Fermi surface of Cu, Bruno and Chappert have predicted periods of 4.6 A
and 10.6 A, whereas we have found that their theoretical approach, when applied to the
extremal q vectors which follow from first principles self-consistent ASW band structure
calculations, leads to periods of -1.6 and 11.6 A, respectively. The predicted short-period
oscillations are in excellent agreement with experiment. However, there is a discrepancy
with respect to the long period. We note that the observed long period is essentially the
same as in epitaxial fcc(100) Fe/Cu structures, for which a value of - 13.6 A has been
found [4].

Because the data for sample A were derived from hysteresis loops measured on a sand-
wich containing two identical magnetic layers, the coupling behavior in the F regime could
not be investigated. As shown previously [14,15,16], the use of structures consisting of
three magnetic layers, one pair of which is strongly AF coupled, enables one to investigate
the F (and AF) coupling across a given spacer material (in this case, the layer separating
the other pair of magnetic layers). We decided to apply this technique in an attempt to
investigate the F regime immediately following the first AF maximum of sample A.

The employed sample (B) consisted of three Co layers with thicknesses of 80, 30 and
30 A, separated by Cu wedges oriented perpendicular to each other and grown along the
two equivalent in-plane [110] (easy) directions. The detailed composition of the sample is
given in Table 1. The slope of wedge A was chosen so as to position the coupling between
the 80 A and 30 A Co layers on the first (relatively narrow) AF maximum. Wedge B was
applied for the purpose of investigating the oscillatory coupling itself.

Several positional scans were performed along the Cu wedges. To start with, a scan
along wedge A was conducted with the aim of determining the position of maximum
AF coupling. In this scan, the Cu thickness in wedge B remained fixed (thanks to the
perpendicular orientation of the wedges) at a position which was chosen to correspond to
strong F coupling (small Cu thickness). Three scans were subsequently performed along
wedge B (at constant thickness on wedge A), corresponding, respectively, to F coupling,
maximum AF coupling, and AF coupling slightly off the maximum.
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The resulting coupling behavior is incorporated in Figure 2(d) (squiares). As the figure
shows, an oscillationi with a period of approximately 5 A extends clearly through both
the AF and F regimes. This shows that, although the (100) Cu single crystal was first
covered with an 80 A Co layer and a Cu wedge, both 30 A Co layers and the Cu wedge
separating them were still of high structural quality. The two F peaks (with interposed
F minimum) observed in the present experiment agree very well with the ferromagnetic
behavior prdicted by the two-oscillation fit of the antiferromagnetic data. The strength of
the AF coupling in the first peak (-0.39 mJ/m 2 ) agrees remarkably well with the value
obtained for sample A (-0.4 mJ/m 2 ). However, in the raw data, the position of the first
peak - in fact, the whole 'coupling picture' - was shifted towards lower Cu thicknesses
by about 2 A, probably due to small combined errors in determining the slopes or starting
points of the relatively steep Cu wedges. For clarity of presentation, this shift has been
removed from Figure 2(d), so that the first AF peaks of the two curves accurately overlap.

(110) System; Compositional Dependence of the Coupling

The (110)-oriented Co/Cu sandwich (sample C) displayed only one oscillatory period
(Figure 2(e)), whose value of 12.5 A agrees well with the theoretical period following from
the neck diameter of the Cu Fermi surface (vector q3 in Figure 2(b)). Additional shorter
periods of 2.7, 3.2 and 4.2 A are predicted to appear [7], but these were not found in the first
sample to be investigated. A second sandwich, with a shallower Cu wedge, was therefore
prepared and carefully scanned, but this too failed to reveal any evidence of additional
shorter-period oscillations. Extremely high interface-quality would be required to detect
such periods.

Because only one of its predicted periods is easily observable, the (110) system lends
itself ideally to experimental examination of the period-variation predicted to arise from
compositional modification of the Cu interlayer. The results discussed above demonstrate
how the exact nature of the oscillatory coupling is determined by details of the interlayer's
Fermi surface. Recent observations in Fe/Au [171 and Fe/Ag [18] support the validity of
this Fermi surface approach, but confidence can be further tested by investigating the ef-
fect of modifying the composition of the noble metal spacer layer (and thus its electronic
structure). A particularly suitable test spacer layer is CuNi, whose alloys readily form
solid solutions displaying fcc structures and lattice constants which, for limited Ni con-
centrations, are extremely similar to those of Cu. When Ni is alloyed with Cu, the Fermi
energy decreases and the Fermi surface contracts. Consequently, the oscillatory periods
will be defined by new vectors linking extremal points of the alloy's Fermi surface, so that
modified oscillatory behavior should be observed.

To verify such behavior, we prepared a (110) sample in which the Co layers were
separated by a CugoNijo alloy spacer (sample D). The (110) system's single long-period
oscillation, which is associated with the neck of the Fermi surface (Figure 2(b)), would be
'xpected to expand as the critical vector q3 is shortened by neck contraction. Assuming a
rigid band approximation, the reduction of the Fermi energy in a Cu9oNi 0 alloy (around
C.4 eV) would correspond to a decrease in q3 of around 15 %, and a corresponding increase
in the oscillatory period.

The observed coupling behavior is rendered in Figure 3. Again, we find oscillatory
coupling, but the oscillatory period of about 15 A exceeds the 12.5 A value found for sample
C. in good quantitative agreement with the predictions made above. Similar behavior has
been observed by Okuno et a]. [19], who report an increase of the period of oscillatory
magnetoresistance in sputtered (I10)-oriented Co/CussNi 14 /Co multilayers -the observed
period slightly exceeding 15 A. This once again illustrates the equivalence of oscillatory
coupling behavior in sputtered and MBE-grown samples.
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(111) System

Following initial reports of the absence of AF coupling in MBE-prepared (111) Co/Cu
multilayers, it was proposed [20] that the oscillatory coupling observed in sputtered (I ll)-
textured Co/Cu multilayers might be attributable to the presence of minority components
of different crystallographic orientation. In this light, several attempts were made to detect
intrinsic coupling in MBE-grown (111) samples, finally culminating in the unambiguous
establishment of strong intrinsic AF coupling in a Co/Cu(wedge)/Co sandwich (sample
E).

The observed coupling behavior for this sample is shown in Figure 2(f). A strong AF
peak occurs at 8.5 A, with a faint indication of a second (much weaker) peak at about
20 A, suggesting a similar oscillatory period to that in the (110) system (11-12 A). The
saturation fieid in the primary peak corresponds to an AF coupling strength J111 ; -1.1
mJ/m 2 , which is even higher than the (110)-value (- -0.7 mJ/m'). It is remarkable that,
even in this strong primary AF peak, there is a - 30 % occurrence of intermixed F regions,
as evidenced by the non-ze remanence. In the second AF peak, this F character has
increased to - 85 %, making ;. extremely difficult to confidently determine the saturation
fields. However, confirmation that this second! region was indeed AF-coupled has been
provided by Schreyer et al. [21] for MBE-grown (111) Co/Cu multilayers. Here, despite
the minority AF content of the layers (1-20 %), a combined Kerr and spin-polarized neutron
reflectivity approach also indicated the presence of weak second and third AF regions, with
an associated oscillatory period (_ 9 A) close to that predicted from the Fermi surface
approach.

Several explanations have been forwarded to account for the intermixing of F and AF
regions in these MBE samples [12,21,22], invoking phenomena such as sample roughness,
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Figure 4: Representative MOKE hysteresis loops and coupling behavior for the (Ill)
(Co/Ni)/Cu/(Co/Ni) system (sample F).

pinholes caused by possible migration of Cu onto Co, or the increased sensitivity of the
(111) coupling to lateral coherence in the Cu layers - sensitivity which is due to the large
angle between the extremal points of the Fermi surface and the Fermi velocity vectors of
the corresponding electrons. Although the matter is certainly open to debate, one might
still ascribe the absence of complete AF coupling in (I 11) systems to the mediation of the
coupling at defects.

To obtain stronger evidence for AF coupling across MBE-grown Cu(lll) interlay-
ers, an entirely different sample was grown on a Cu(Ill) single crystal, with the form:
Ms/Cu(wedge)/M 2 (sample F) [13]. The magnetic stacks M1 and M2 were tailored to ex-
hibit an easy direction perpendicular to the film-plane 123], and were composed as follows:

M, = 10 x (2ANi/2ACo)+2ACo; M 2 =2 ACo+ 10 x (2ACo/2ANi).

The number of repetitions was tuned to obtain a 100 % perpendicular remanence for each
stack, combined with the lowest possible ratio of the coercive field to the expected maximum
coupling field (the latter demonstrating an approximate inverse dependence on magnetic
layer thickness and, thus, on the number of repetitions). The mirrored sequencing of the Co
and Ni layers in each magnetic stack, and the additional monolayer of Co incorporated at
each interface of the stacks with the Cu spacer layer, guaranteed complete stack symmetry
with respect to the interlayer, and two identical Co/Cu interfaces. Intuitively, the type
of element at the interface is expected to predominantly determine the phase and the
amplitude of the oscillatory coupling.

The applied field in the polar MOKE measurements was oriented perpendicular to the
film-plane. Square loops (with 100 % remanence) were observed for Cu thicknesses of 2
A and 13 A (Figure 4), confirming the perpendicular easy axis of the Co/Ni multilayers,
and indicating F (or weakly AF) coupled layers. On the other hand, the intricate shape
of the loops observed for Cu thicknesses in the range 6 - 12 A is clearly indicative of
strong AF coupling. It should be noted that the spin-flip transitions in these loops are
accompanied by considerable hysteresis, which we attribute to the presence of uniaxial
anisotropy. Obviously, the reversing stack magnetizations do not follow a path of global
minimum energy, but are hindered by anisotropy energy barriers.

The Cu thickness-dependence of the average experimental flip-field for the up and down
transitions is also rendered in Figure 4. The strong AF peak at about 7 A confirms the
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presence of oscillatory exchange coupling. However, no trace was seen of the faint second
peak observed in sample E at - 20 A (Figure 2(f)). At thicknesses above 12 A, all loops
were of the F coupling type. The coupling possibly decays so quickly that its strength in
the second and subsequent peaks is too low compared to the coercive field (Hc , 25 kA/m)
to be detectable. In fact, if we assume that the ratio of the coupling strengths in the first
and second peak of sample E is also applicable in the present case (value - 8), we then
deduce an average second-peak flip-field in sample F of about 11 kA/m, which is indeed
lower than the coercive field.

The position of the first peak is shifted by 1.5 A with respect to the position observed
in sample E. This shift, however, is comparable to the sum of the errors made in both
experiments in locating the start of the wedge, determining the wedge slope, and positioning
the MOKE laser beam with respect to the wedge. It is also interesting to note that the loops
at 7-11 A Cu do not reveal contributions from F coupling, in contrast to the loops observed
in sample E. This absence is possibly due to the relatively large uniaxial anisotropy in the
present sample [131. The calculated maximum AF coupling strength, which is estimated
from the average flip-field, is -0.34 mJ/m'. This is roughly a factor of 3 lower than the
value obtained in sample E. The presence of Ni at the interface with Cu cannot be excluded,
and may account for this difference. However, we should also note that, at present, it is
not known to what extent deeper layers may contribute to the exchange coupling.

To avoid the difficulties of potentially low coupling fields, and yet maintain the benefits
of 100 % AF coupling afforded by uniaxial (perpendicular) anisotropy, a further sample was
prepared, with magnetic layers consisting of 5 A Co films (sample G). Separate anisotropy
measurements [241 revealed that the presence of interface anisotropy in Co/Cu( 11) is suffi-
cient to cause perpendicular alignment of the magnetization vectors of such thin Co layers.

SConsequently, the coupling fields, which scale inversely with the magnetic layer thickness,
"will be enhanced by about an order of magnitude compared to the other samples. This
facilitates identification of weak coupling features, while still exploiting the intrinsically
higher signal intensities offered by the polar Kerr geometry relative to the longitudinal
Kerr geometry (around an order of magnitude).

A series of polar Kerr hysteresis loops for this sample is presented in Figure 5. Before
the start of the Cu wedge (-2 A Cu), there exists a single Co layer of thickness 10 A.
For this layer, it is clear that the interface anisotropy is insufficient to fully balance the
demagnetization energy, and a field is needed to obtain perpendicular saturation. However,
introducing a small Cu separation layer directly creates the desired 100 % perpendicular
remanence. At Cu thicknesses above 6 A, a clear transition to AF coupling occurs, with
a coupling maximum appearing at 9 A (where the available applied magnetic fields were
insufficient to saturate the sample). Note once again the complete absence of an F com-
ponent in the first AF peak. Increasing the Cu thickness above 13 A again resulted in F
loops and, despite careful study, further AF regions remained undetected at greater Cu
thicknesses. This quashes the theory that low coupling strength prevented detection of a
second AF peak in sample F.

Although the presence of intrinsic coupling in the (111) Cu/Co system is thus es-
tablished beyond doubt, it is also apparent that a definitive experiment to establish the
oscillatory phase and period is still required.

STRUCTURAL DEPENDENCE OF THE COUPLING

SUp to now, the Fermi surface picture of oscillatory interlayer exchange coupling has
been tested and supported by exploiting the dependence of the form of the interlayer's

Fermi surface on both crystallographic orientation and compositional modification. To
further test the picture, the effect of differing crystallographic structure on the coupling
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Figure 5: MOKE hysteresis loops for the (111) Co(5 A)/Cu/Co(5 A) system (sample G).

i
(via changes in the Fermi surface) was investigated by examining the exchange interaction
across a bcc Cu wedge sandwiched between a bcc (100) Fe whisker substrate and a capping
Fe layer (sample H).

Our observations both during and after the growth of the Cu wedge on the Fe substrate
were in agreement with the RHEED measurements of Heinrich et a]. [251, which suggest
that the Cu initially grows in a bcc structure with an in-plane lattice very similar to that of
the Fe substrate. LEED analysis of both the in-plane and perpendicular lattice confirmed
the RHEED observation of an almost unaltered surface net and, furthermore, revealed that
the perpendicular lattice constant remains identical to that of the bcc Fe(100) substrate
[101.

Figure 6 depicts the switching fields in Fe/Cu/Fe as a function of Cu thickness [10].
In this sandwich, all measurements below a Cu thickness of 10 ML (14.3 A) showed F (or
weak AF) coupling of the Fe overlayer to the Fe(100) substrate, in close agreement with the
observations in [25]; above 10 ML, the coupling became strongly AF. The switching fields
oscillate as a function of the bcc Cu thickness, showing 4 strong oscillations in magnitude
with a period of 2 ML Cu. The maximum critical fields (at ,- 12 ML Cu) correspond to J
= -0.1 mJ/m 2 , which is somewhat weaker than expected from the Co/Cu/Co sample at
an equivalent Cu thickness.
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Figure 6: Representative MOKE hysteresis loops and coupling behavior for the bcc (100)
Fe/Cu/Fe system (sample H).

Comparison of Figures 2(d) and 6 shows that the variation of the exchange coupling
with the interlayer thickness is entirely different for these two (100)-oriented samples. The
most apparent explanation of this difference is the different structure of the Cu interlayers.
No theoretical indications have been given that the different nature of the magnetic atoms
(Fe or Co) by itself would result in different periods (although the amplitude and phase of
the oscillations are likely to be affected by this difference [22]).

To extend the analysis of the previous section to the Fe/Cu/Fe system, we have cal-
culated the Fermi surface of hypothetical bcc Cu using the ASW method. The relevant
cross-section of the Fermi surface is shown in Figure 6 (inset). The most obvious difference
from the fcc case (Figure 2(a)) is that the hole orbits around the N point (bcc) have a
considerably squarer character than the 'dog bone' orbits around the X point (fcc). The
extremal q vectors for the (100) direction, q1 and q 2, correspond to periods of 2.56 ML and
2.22 ML, respectively. The consequence of a period of 2.22 ML would be that 4 oscillations
of precisely 2 ML would be found, followed by a phase-shift. Such a series of oscillations is
indeed seen in Figure 6. The thickness-interval in which the oscillatory exchange coupling
was observed was too small to analyse the experimental results more quantitatively, as for
the Co/Cu/Co case. In particular, no assessment of the possible contribution of longer-
period oscillations, such as the predicted one with a period of 2.56 ML, can be given. It
remains unclear why the Fe/Cu/Fe system is F (or weak AF) up to 10 ML: no long period
can be anticipated from the Fermi surface. Furthermore, the first principles band structure
calculations of the coupling by Herman et a]. [26], which also predict 2 ML oscillations,
indicate that the system should btcome AF for Cu thicknesses above 5 ML. The anomaly
suggests the possible presence of pinholes in the Cu interlayer.
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Sample A.(A,) (A)Sm e( (A) (mJ m') measured predicted predicted

_(dHvA)' (ASWVV
A (100) 12 0.4 14 (4.6) 10.6 (4.6) 11.6 (4.6)
B (100) 10 0.39 14 (4.6) 10.6 (4.6) 11.6 (4.6)
C (110) 8.5 0.7 12.5 12.2 (3x) 11.2 (3x)
D (110) CuNi 10 15 13
E (111) 8.5 1.1 11 - 12 9.4 9.0
H (100) bcc 17 (12 ML) 0.1 2.86 (2 ML) 3.7. 3.2

Table 2: Measured coupling data for the Co/Cu/Co system, comprising the position of the
first AF peak (t1 ), the maximum AF coupling strength (-J), and the long (Ai) and short
(A,2 ) oscillatory periods. Also included are predicted periods derived (a) from reference (7],
where de Haas-van Alphen data (dHvA) are employed, and (b) from the same theoretical
approach applied to ASW calculations. For the (110) system, 3 short periods are predicted
(see text).

SUMMARY

Table 2 clearly reveals the orientational, compositional and structural dependence of
the (longest) oscillatory period (A,) and position (ti) of the primary AF peak. and the

maximum AF coupling strength (-J). The table also gives the theoretical periods, both as
predicted in [7] from de Haas-van Alphen measurements of the Fermi surface and as ren-
dered by the same theory applied to self-consistent ab initio ASW calculations of the Fermi
surface. The measured periods for the (100) and (111) directions are somewhat greater
than those predicted in [7], and this is also the case for the (110) direction if comparison is
made with the ASW results. This finding may stimulate further investigations, in partic-
ular regarding the question of whether bulk properties (i.e. period and phase independent
of the interlayer thickness) have already been effectively reached for ('u thicknesses near
the first AF peak.
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OSCILLATORY INDIRECT COUPLING BETWEEN PERPENDICULARLY
MAGNETIZED Co MONOLAYERS THROUGH Cu(I !1)

ULRICH GRADMANN, HANS-JOACHIM ELMERS AND JI.JLRGEN KOHLHEPP

Physikalisches Institut, Technische Universitat Clausthal,
D 3392 Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany

ABSTRACT

Co-monolayers, prepared by MBE on Ct l I1)-surfaces at room temperature and
covered by Cu. are ferromagnetic with a Curie-temperature of about 430 K. They are
magnetized perpendicularly because of a strong perpendicular magnetic surface anisotropy
of the Cu/Co( Ill )-interface. They provide a remarkably good representation of the 2-
dimensional Ising model. The indirect coupling between these perpendicularly magnetized
ferromagnetic monolayers was investigated using samples of type
Cu(I 11)/l Co/DcuCu/ I Co/Cu, containing Co/Cu/Co-trilayers composed of Co-monolayers
and a spacer consisting of Dcu atomic layers of Cu( I ). Torsion oscillation magnetometry
of these samples showed clearly a coupling between the monolayers with an oscillatory
dependence on Dcu. The amplitude of the oscillation is strongly reduced if the coupled Co-
films consist of 5 ML instead of I ML. The present controversy on the presence or absence
of antiferromagnetic and oscillatory indirect coupling in the Co/Cu(l1 It)-system is discussed
in the light of these experiments. The discussion shows that the oscillatory coupling is an
intrinsic property of ideal (111)-structures, and can be understood by the RKKY-type theory
of indirect coupling between ferromagnetic monolayers. The usual application of this theory
to the coupling between thicker films is justified. However, in the fcc(I I )-system there is
apparently a specific barrier against complete coalescence, resulting in a tendency to retain
holes and channels in the Cu-spacer. This tendency is stronger in flat single-crystal samples
than in sputtered films with high densities of atomic steps. Apparently, this results in
competing ferromagnetic hole coupling which may more or less completely obscure the
intrinsic oscillatory coupling, preferentially in samples grown on extremely flat single
crystal surfaces.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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INTRODUCTION

The oscillatory character of indirect magnetic coupling by the spin-polarized electron
gas of a nonmagnetic metallic medium has been first predicted for the case of couplir.;
between localized atomic magnetic moments, by the famous Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yoshida (RKKY) model [1. After the experimental confirmation of this oscillatory
coupling for the case of Fe in Cu [21 and Mn in Cu [31, it was quite natural to expect that a
similar oscillatory coupling should occur between ferromagnetic monolayers through a
nonmagnetic spacer layer. Nevertheless it was a surprise when Parkin et al. 141 detected an
oscillatory coupling of this type in sputtered Co/Ru, Co/Cr and Fe/Cr superlattices with
(11) texture. The refined analysis of this coupling in single-crystalline samples was
extremely successful for the case of coupling between Fe(100)-layers through Cr(100) 151,
AI(100) and Au(100) 161, where a superposition of long-period and short-period oscillations
could be detected. Apparently, this success was to a large extent based on the fortunate
epitaxial growth conditions in those systems, in particular on the extremely small misifits
f,,= - 0.7%, f-,,, = 0.11% (effective misfit of the conciding square nets of fcc(100) and

bcc(100), rotated by 450) and f*Fr,,= 0.6%, respectively. The periods found in Au are in
good agreement with a RKKY-type theory of coupling between monolayers [71, although
the experiments were done with Fe-films consisting of at least 10 ML (monolayers), or even
with bulk whisker substrates.

Similar promising structural preconditions are given in the system Cu/Co, because of
the cc.nmon crystal structure and small misfit of fcoc. = -1.8 %. The simple band-
structure of Cu made it previously an outstanding model system for the investigation of the
original RKKY-coupling between atomic moments in bulk samples 12,31; in addition, a
rather extended RKKY-calculation for the coupling between ferromagnetic monolayers
through Cu is now available 171. Further interesting evidence for indirect coupling in the
Co/Cu system resulted recently for the case of granular Co-Cu-samples and the giant
magnetoresistance observed in them [8]. Accordingly, oscillatory indirect coupling has been
detected by several groups 19,101 in sputtered Co/Cu-multilayers with (111)-texture. As for
epitaxial samples, indirect coupling in Co/Cu(100)-samples has been detected first by
neutron diffraction Ill ] and spin-polarized electron scattering [121. Its oscillatory character
could be confirmed unambigously for this (100)-orientation by Kerr-magnetometry, and the
observations could again be interpreted in terms of a superposition of long- and short-period
oscillations 113]. The indirect and oscillating coupling through Cu(100) had been observed
before for the case of fcc Fe(100)-films in Fe/Cu/Fe-sandwiches [141.

However, a quite surprising controversy evolved from more extended investigations of
the coupling in Co/Cu/Co(l 11) using singlc-crystal samples. In a careful Kerr-
magnetometric study of Co/Cu/Co-multilayers on Cu( 111) single crystal substrates,
prepared at substrate temperatures of 80, 300 and 500 K, Egelhoff and Kief 1151 could not
detect any indication of indirect coupling at all, in sharp contrast to Johnson et al. 116], who
found strong antiferromagnetic coupling in Co/Cu/Co( 11 )-samples, prepared on Cu(1 II)-
single crystal surfaccs at 20 to 500C, with a maximum of the antiferromagnetic coupling
strength at tc. = 0.85 nm, in good agreement with the results from sputtered multilayers
[9,101. The structural origin for these contradicting results remains to be clarified.

We performed some experiments on oscillatory coupling between perpendicularly
magnetized Co(l I 1)-monolayers through a Cu(l 11 )-spacer [171, in which we could confirm
the oscillations with an antiferromagnetic maximum at 0.8 nm. To our knowledge, this is
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the first experiment in which the indirect coupling phenomenon was really followed
between ferromagnetic monolayers. This is of interest because the theoretical RKKY-
models [71 treat just this coupling between monolayers, whereas all experiments available
before had been performed with ferromagnetic films consisting of 10 ML or more. The
present paper intends to be a report on this indirect coupling between perpendicularly
magnetized Co(l I 1)-monolayers through a Cu(I 11) spacer, and a general discussion of the
controversy on indirect coupling by Cu(l 11).

The perpendicularly magnetized Co-monolayer, which is a building block of our
structures, is an interesting subject in itself; it turns out that it is a surprisingly good and
informative realization of the 2-dimensional Ising-model (2DIM) [18]. Because some
understanding of this monolayer is needed for a proper understanding of the coupling
samples, we present in the following first a discussion of the Co-monolayer on Cu,
followed then by a presentation of the coupling experiments. In the final discussion, we will
compare our results with the controversal data of other authors, and provide some ideas on
possible structural origin for the controversal magnetic results.

THE PERPENDICULARLY MAGNETIZED MONOLAYER Co ON Cu(11)

The perpendicularly magnetized ferromagnetic monolayer Co on Cu( 11) has been
observed many years ago [19,201. The Co-films of this early work were prepared on

epitaxial Cu(l I [)-films on mica, at temperatures between 110 and 1500C, and covered by
Cu. They showed a reduced Curie-temperature Tc(l) = 400 K - 0.3 Tc(bulk). in
remarkable agreement with early theories of this size-effect. Perpendicular magnetization

was restricted to the very monolayer, whereas films from 2 ML upwards were magnetized
in the plane. However, a plot of the fdm anisotropies ,ersus l/D (number of ML D) did not
result in the linear dependence which had been observed before for similar NiFe-films on
Cu( 111) and enabled there the first experimental detection and quantitative determination of
magnetic surface anisotropy (MSA) 1211 (for reviews of this early work see 122,231).

Recently, we reexamined this perpendicular monolayer-magnetism of Co on Cu(l I1),
using improved epitaxial techniques 117]. The Cu( 11 )-substrates were epitaxial films of
250 nm thickness, prepared on sapphire (11-20) substrates by evaporation in UHV at 800
K. The LEED pattern of these Cu(l 11)-substrates indicated a perfect (11) texture with
preference of spots in one special epitaxial orientation. SEM pictures showed Cu grains
with lateral dimensions of some um, separated by channels which extended to some 10% of
the film area. Whereas the substrates as a whole are therefore not perfect, the surface of the
grains can be considered to be atomically flat and of good single crystalline quality. Co-
films were prepared on these Cu(ll1)-surfaces at room temperature. In the monolayer
regime, they showed the same LEED pattern as the Cu( 11 )-substrate, thus confirming the
pseudomorphism which is expected as a result of the small misfit fcocu = - 1.8% and has

been confirmed before [23] to persist up to a thickness of tco = 1.3 nm. Testing of the
films by AES showed the usual break of the Co-amplitude, situated at 2ML. Therefore, it
could be assumed that rather good Co-film elements were formed on top of the Cu-grains,
superimposed in the whole sample by a contribution of about 10 % of some other film
elements of ill-defined structure, situated in the channels between. All Co-films were finally
covered by Cu.
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Figure 1: Perpendicular hysteresis loops for the perpendicularly magnetized pseudomorphic
monolayer Co on Cu(lll), measured by TOM at 191K and 298 K. respectively. The film
was prepared at 300K and coated by Cu. (From 1181).
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The films were analyzed magnetically using Torsion Oscillation Magnetometry (TOM)
at atmospheric pressures 1241. The advantage of this method is to provide combined

quantitative data on magnetic moments and magnetic anisotropoies of the films. It turned
out that the film anisotropies followed clearly the l/D-dependence which enables the
determination of MSA 1251. This confirms the good overall structural quality of the films,
down to the monolayer.

For such a ferromagnetic monolayer, hysteresis loops have been obtained as shown in
Figure 1 for temperatures of 191K and 298K, respectively. Note that they were taken with
the field along the film normal. The films, suspended in TOM on a thin torsion filament.
oriented themselves spontaneously with the film normal parallel to the field, thus clearly
demonstrating the perpendicular magnetization, in contrast for the films above 3
monolayers, which oriented themselves parallel to the field, that means that they were
magnetized in the plane, of course. The hysteresis loops of Figure I can be characterized by
the saturation value m. of the magnetic moment and by its remanent value mn; both are
shown in Figure 2 versus temperature. The most important point is that m., follows, in a
wide regime of temperatures, the exact solution of the 2-dimensional tsing-model, much
better than the asymptotic power law m (Te - T)"/ 8 which is frequently used in the
literature for the discussion of temperature-dependent magnetic order in perpendicularly
magnetized films in the monolayer regi..ie. The low-temperature moment of 4- 10- s Vsm
should be compared with the moment of a bulk monolayer, mML, = 7.10-15 Vsm.
Apparently, the mosolayer component observed in Figure 2 represents only roughly 60% of I

f the sample, other components being situated probably in the channels of the film structure.
The Curie-temperature is again strongly reduced, as expected for ferromagnetic
monolayers. For the following discussion of coupling samples. composed of those
monolayers and a Cu( 111 )-spacer, the data presented in Figure 2 may be taken as a further
indication of the very good quality of these ferromagnetic monolayers. j
INDIRECT COUPLING BETWEEN Co-MONOLAYERS THROUGH Ca(I l)

For the investigation of indirect coupling, we prepared samples of type
Cu(I 11 )/ICo/DcuCu/lCo/Cu, composed of 2 monolayers of Co. separated by a Cu-film
consisting of Dcu ML of Cu; the whole sample was finally covered by a thick Cu-layer.
The Co/Cu/Co trilayer was prepared at room temperature. Hysteresis loops for a series of
samples with variable Dcu. as measured by TOM, are shown in Figure 3. In order to
explain these loops, we recall what is measured primarily in TOM. What is measured by
this method is the period of small amplitude torsion oscillations of the sample, near its
equilibrium position with the spontaneous magnetization parallel to an external field. For
our present perpendicularly magnetized samples, this is a orientation with the film plane at
right angles to the field. The change of the period with the magnetic field can be easily
expressed by a magnetic torque constant R, which is conveniently normalized by the
external field H. The ratio R/H, which is shown in Figure 3 versus magnetic field H. equals
the remanent moment in the limit H = 0. For samples with homogeneous magnetization.
R/H is connected in general with the magnetic moment component along the field, m, by

R/H = m/(I + H/HL) II).

where HL is an anisotropy field describing the coupling of the magnetization to its easy
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Figure 3: Hysteresis loors of R/H versus H for samples Cu(lll)/IlCo/DcuCu/ICoCu.
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consisting of a varying numbk:r Dcu of atomic Cu-layers. Magnetometry was done at room

temperature, with the samptes oriented spontaneously at right angles to the field, so they
represent a perpendicular magnetization.(From 1181).
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direction in the sample. An example of this behaviour is given by the sample with D., 9.

This is a sample with ferromagnetic coupling between the two monolayers contained in it,
where for decreasing field both these monolayers are magnetized homogeneously and
parallel and R/H therefore follows Equation 1, with an anisotropy field /oHL = 0.83 Tesla;

the same anisotropy field was measured for the single monolayer. Ferromagnetic coupling
of the two monolayers of course is given too in the limiting case Dcu = 0, see the first loop

in Figure 3. The difference to the case Dc. = 9 is the loss of two internal CuiCo-intei [aces.

which are the origin of the perpendicular magnetization by virtue of their perpendicular
MSA. Accordingly, the sample DC. = 0 is very near the reorientation transition to in-plane

magnetization. Apparently, some part of the film is again magnetized in the plane, that

means at right angles to the magnetic field. It has been shown elsewhere 1261 in detail that

such anomalously oriented film elements produce strong negative values of R/H, for H >
0. The first loop in Figure 3 therefore quantitatively speaking presents only the remanent

moment of 7. 10l5 Vsm, which is twice the moment of the monolayer sample of Figure 2.
The rapid decrease of R/H with increasing H is connected with the weak anisotropy and
with inhomogeneities in the sample, in a mode which cannot be interpreted quantitatively at

present. Similar difficulties for the interpretation of the data, for H = 0, are observed for
the other samples, superimposed now even by the antiferromagnetic coupling, which of
course makes the magnetization intrinsically inhomogeneous. Obviously a further important
complication is given in those perpendicularly magnetized double layers by a strong
magnetostatic coupling, which in turn can be neglected widely for the common case of in-
plane magnetization.

What definitely remains despite of all these complications is that the value of R/H at H
=0 represents the remanent moment of the samples and that, because all data of Figure 3

were measured with the film at right angles to the field, this is a remanent perpendicular
moment. This remanent perpendicular moment m,_ is shown in Figure 4 as a function of

Dc,. It shows a clear oscillation. The deep minimum at Dcu = 4 indicates a far-reaching

compensation of both monolayer moments, that means a maximum antiferromagnetic
coupling. A further minimum of mj_ indicating maximum antiferromagnetic coupling is
observed at Dcu= 13, a maximum indicating ferromagnetic coupling near Dcu = 9. The

amplitude of the oscillation decreases with increasing DCu, and m.Lfades out at the moment

of one monolayer only, not of two. This indicates that the indirect coupling persists up to
Dcu = 15 and the samples must be interpreted in terms of intermixed coupling as a result

of inhomogeneous Cu-thickness, rather than consisting of two decoupled monolayers, which

should show a remanent moment of two monolayer moments, twice of what is observed.

A second series, Cu(l1 l)/5Co/DcuCu/5Co/Cu, was prepared and investigated,

containing Co-films consisting of 5 ML. This Co thickness is well above the reorientation
transition, and the samples were therefore all magnetized in the plane. Accordingly, they
were measured in TOM with the film plane parallel to the field. As a result of these
measurements, we show in Figure 5 the remanent in-plane moment inr, versus DCU. It again

shows an oscillation, but with a strongly reduced amplitude, around a mean value which

very nearly equals the magnetic moment of 10 bulk monolayers, 70-10i-5 Vsm. This means
that the magnetic moment per atom, in these thicker samples, has nearly its bulk value,
which is reasonable. The oscillation again clearly indicates antiferromagnetic minima at 4
and 14 ML Cu, and a ferromagnetic maximum between. The strong reduction of the

oscillation amplitude with increasing Co-thickness can easily be explained by assuming that
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the Cu-interlayer is not completely closed, but contains some holes or channels.

Apparently, the material of the 5 ML Co in the second series of samples is enough to
widely fill these holes and channels by Co, forming ferromagnetic bridges which dominate
the coupling. The residual antiferromagnetic coupling across the Cu-islands, which may
well cover the overwhelming part of the film area, can be detected only by the high
sensitivity of TOM. The oscillations of Figure 5 could hardly be detected by MOKE. On
the other hand, the material of the monolayers Co in Figure 4 is not sufficient for filling the
holes and channels and the competing ferromagnetic hole-coupling is weak, resulting in the
well expressed oscillations of Figure 4.

DISCUSSION

As a main result of our experiments, we observe that indirect coupling between Co-

monolayers through Cu( 11) could clearly be confirmed. What could be confirmed too is a
pronounced tendency of this indirect and potentially antiferromagnetic coupling to be
obscured by a competing ferromagnetic coupling, caused by defects in the Cu-spacer, which
are filled with ferromagnetic material. With this interpretation, our results are in agreement
with the work of Egelhoff and Kief (151: With their Co-thicknesses near 5 ML, we
observed a tiny oscillation amplitude only which might well have been disasppeared for tiny
changes of the preparation conditions. In comparison with the very clearly detected
oscillations of coupling in samples with cubic spacers in (100)-orientation, we then find
phenomenologically an enhanced tendency for retaining holes or channels in (111 )-spacers,
and in comparison with the well expressed oscillations in sputtered samples [9,101, we find
that the tendency to retain these defects is stronger in single-crystalline samples than in the

sputtered ones. In this situation, we recall that it has been observed many years ago that for
the epitaxial growth of fcc metals in (111)-orientation on nonmetallic substrates like
molybdenite, that there is in the coalescence phase a conspicuous tendency to retain narrow
metal-free channels between neighboring metal crystallites [271. This can be explained by
the natural double-twinning by two types of crystallites with different stacking, and the
resulting stacking faults which must be formed during their coalescence 1281. This creates a

special barrier against coalescence, specific for fcc(l 11) systems. Recent STM-work on the
related growth of fcc Fe(l 11) on Cu(l 1l) [29) indicates that the same hindrance of
coalescence takes place in metallic fcc( 111) systems too, in a nm-scale of crystallites. It is
restricted to the case where the film growth starts by nucleation on extended single crystal
surfaces. For the case of step flow from a high density of atomic steps in the substrate, the
stacking is transferred from the substrate to the film and this barrier disappears (Co is
mainly fcc in the Cu/Co-multilayer and sandwich systems). We therefore suggest that a
high density of steps in the sputtered samples facilitates the unhampered coalescence and
therefore the well-expressed coupling oscillations. In general, the step structure of the first
Co-layer and the defect structure of the Cu-spacer can sensitively depend on details of the
preparation condition, which can hardly be defined. It is therefore not surprising that
Johnson et ai.j16) could detect antiferromagnetic coupling in Co/Cu/Co(l I )-sandwiches on
single crystal substrates. Accordingly, antiferromagnetic coupling has been detected by
magnetoresistance in Co/Cu(l 11) superlattices 130,31,321; the amplitude of the effect
depended sensitively on the choice of the substrates [301, in agreement of our picture. Our
interpretation that the antiferromagnetic coupling tends to be obscured preferentially in good
epitaxial samples is supported by recent work of Schreyer et al.133], who analyzed MBE-
grown Co/Cu-lattices by neutron reflection and by MOKE, with the result that
antiferromagnetic coupling occurs, but only in a small fraction of the volume. Our
interpretation is further in agreement of recent work of Pinkvos et al.[341, who followed
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Co/Cu/Co(l11) trilayers using spin polarized low energy electron microscopoy (SP-
LEEM, [351). Using a lateral resolution of about 100 nm, they found in the
antiferromagnetic regime of Dcu = 4 a fine-grained intermixing of ferro- and

antiferromagnetic coupling, which fits well in our picture. As a whole, the indirect coupling

between Co-layers through a Cu(l 11)-spacer can now be taken as a well established
intrinsic property of the ideal structure. However, the tendeny to be obscured by defects in
the spacer is a property of the system too.

We would like to compare finally the experimental results from different groups relating
the positions of the maxima of the antiferromagnetic coupling. They are collected in Table
1. There is complete agreement in the position of the first antiferromagnetic maximum at
tc = (0.85+0.15) nm. Most experiments detect further maxima at roughly 2.0 and 3.0

nm. This is in fair agreement with the theoretical prediction 171 of a period of 0.94 nm. The
antiferromagnetic maximum at 2 nm is missing in our experiments. One might speculate
whether the first maximum is strong enough to survive the competing hole-coupling, and
for the third one the holes are closed again, whereas in the second one the antiferromagnetic
coupling is weak enough to be obscured by the yet considerable hole-coupling. STM-
experiments are clearly required to further clarify the structural details.

Table 1. Experimental values for the Cu-thickness tcu for which maxima of the

antiferromagnetic indirect coupling are observed in Co/Cu/Co( Il1) trilayers or sandwiches.

Reference Type of samples tcu(nm)

Parkin et al. [9] sputtered multilayers 0.85 1.95 3.0
Mosca et al. 110] sputtered multilayers 0.75 2.0 3.5
Schreyer et al. [33] MBE-multilayers 1.0 2.0 2.8
Dupas et al. [32] epitaxial multilayers 0.86 1.65
This work epitaxial trilayers, 0.83 2.9

containing Co-monolayers

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have shown that oscillatory indirect coupling between Co-monolayers
through a Cu(l 11)-spacer is an intrinsic phenomenon of the system. It can easily be
obscured by competing ferromagnetic hole-coupling, the tendency for which is stronger in
single-crystal samples than in sputtered multilayers. The coupling between the monolayers
depends on the Cu-thickness in the same manner as the coupling between thicker Co-films;
this justifies the usual comparison of the theory, which treats the coupling between
monolayers, with experiments on coupling of thicker ferromagnetic films.
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STUDIES OF EXCHANGE COUPLING IN Fe(001) WHISKER/Cr/Fe
STRUCTURES USING BLS AND RHEED TECHNIQUES.

B. Heinrich, M. From, J.F. Cochran, L. X. Liao, Z. Celinski, C.M. Schneider' and
K.Myrtle, Physics Department, Simon Fraser University, BURNABY, Canada, V5A IS6.

ABSTRACT

The conditions for an almost perfect growth of smooth Cr(00l ) films on an iron whisker
substrate have been investigated by means of reflection high energy electron diffraction
(RHEED). The exchange interaction between 20 monolayer thick Fe(00l) films separated
from a bulk whisker Fe(001) substrate by a variable number of Cr(001) monolayers (ML) has
been investigated by means of Brillouin light scattering experiments (BLS). These experiments
show unambiguously that the exchange coupling strength between the iron film and the iron
whisker can be described by a short wavelength oscillatory term superposed on a slowly
varying antiferromagnetic background. The BLS data enabled one to separate the bilinear and
the biquadratic contributions to the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling terms. Both the
bilinear and the biquadratic coupling strengths exhibited a short period oscillatory dependence
on the Cr interlayer thickness (-2 monolayers). Maxima in the bilinear antiferromagnetic
coupling strength occur for an odd number of Cr monolayers. This observation is not in
agreement with first principles calculations. The first phase inversion has been found to occur
between 4 and 5 ML of Cr.

INTRODUCTION

Fe/Cr/Fe(001) structures have played an immense role in the study of the exchange
coupling between ferromagnetic films separated by a non-ferromagnetic interlayer. A new era
in the study of the exchange coupling was begun with the discovery of short wavelength
oscillations (X=2.1 1ML) in Fe/CrIFe(001) systems 11,21. Smooth interfaces are a necessary
prerequisite for the observation of short wavelength oscillations, and Fe001 I whiskers have
provided substrates which allow one to grow very smooth interfaces. By choosing the right
growth conditions one can observe short wavelength oscillations up to thicknesses as large as
80 ML of Cr [31. This result is certainly not universal even for samples grown on Fe[0011
whisker templates. In their quantitative measurements Purcell et al [21, and Griinberg et al 141,
observed only a few oscillations. The measurements by Purcell et al 121 and Grinberg et al 141
indicated that the maxima of the antiferromagnetic coupling (AFM) occured at an even number
of Cr atomic layers (ML). However, in the thickness range studied by Purcell et al, and by
Gruinberg et al, [2,41, the NIST group showed [31, and our BLS studies [51 on
Fe/whisker/Cr/Fe samples showed, that the maxima of the AFM coupling appear at an odd
number of ML. Recent results by Grtinberg et al 16] on improved interfaces produced a larger
number of oscillations (up to 26 ML) than their earlier studies on Fe whiskers 141. The maxima
of the AFM coupling reported in this latest work were observed to occur somewhere between
an even and an odd number of Cr ML. The phase of the exchange coupling oscillations
through Cr(001) is important because it can be theoretically predicted from the sign of the
exchange coupling between Fe and Cr and from the antiferromagnetic spin density wave in
Cr(001). A strong antiferromagnetic interaction between the adjacent Fe and Cr atomic layers
and the short wavelength (2.11 ML) antiferromagnetic configuration of the Cr magnetic
moments leads to AFM coupling in Fe/Cr/Fe(001) for an even number of Cr ML and
ferromagnetic (FM) coupling for an odd number of Cr ML (for the first 23 ML of Cr). All
avalaible first principle calculations predict this behavior. This is exactly opposite to the
behaviour found in the NIST measurements and in our experiments. The NIST group
suggested that within the first 5ML of Cr the phase of the oscillations undergoes the first phase
slip. One should point out that the NIST studies do not determine the strength of the exchange
coupiing. In fact no quantitative data are so far avalaible for FM coupling. Quantitative studies
[2,4,6] have shown that the exchange coupling for thicknesses between 4 and 1OML of Cr
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12,4,61 have shown that the exchange coupling for thicknesses between 4 and 10ML of Cr
always remains AFM. Recent calculations by Zhu-Pei Shi et al 171 have tried to explain this
behavior as due to the presence of superexchange. The calculated strength of the exchange
coupling is far bigger, by a factor 20-50 times, than that observed experimentally. This
discrepency is usually explained by the presence of interface roughness.

Clearly more measurements have to carried out in order to find adequate answers for the
above discrepancies. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the exchange coupling
"throughl Cr(O01) in Fe whisker/Cr/Fe(001) samples which possess nearly perfect interfaces so
that interface roughness plays only a minor role. We intentionally did not use wedged samples
because we were interested in making measurements on samples in which the interface
thickness was well defined; in wedged samples one does not know the precise thicknesses of
those parts of the sample which exhibit the best interfaces. Our measurements were restricted
to the first 14 ML of Cr which is the thickness region concerned with most of the discrepancies
between various reports.

Quantitative studies were carried out by means of the Brillouin Light Scattering technique
(BLS) [81. The growth of Cr and Fe layers was monitored by means of Reflection High
Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) equipped with a charge coupled imaging sensor 191
which allowed us to carry out a lineshape analysis of the specular beam intensity. We found
that the quality of the growth very strongly affects the behavior of the exchange coupling: this
statement is true even for growths that exhibit strong stationary RHEED intensity oscillations.
The lineshape analysis of the specular beam turned out to be essential for the identification of
the optimum growth conditions. Only samples which were grown under optimal growth
conditions exhibited a reproducible exchange coupling.

THE GROWTH OF Cr(O01) on Fel0011 WHISKERS

Well prepared Fe(001) whiskers represent the best available metallic templates and are

characterized by atomic terraces whose dimensions are in excess of 14im. The cross-section of

a typical Fe(001) whisker is rectangular, approximately 0.15 to 0.20 gm square, and a typical
whisker length lies between 7-15 mm. The whisker surfaces are hounded by 11001 planes.

The Fe whiskers were fabricated by means of chemical vapor deposition. An Fe whisker
surface was cleaned in UHV by using the following procedure: The whisker was first
sputtered at room temperature in order to remove any residual surface contamination which
was created during the whisker growth. The whisker was then brought to a temperature of
550 C and sputter cleaned for 90-120 minutes using a 2keV Ar ion beam. Sputtering at
elevated temperatures is necessary to remove subsurface carbon contamination. The
temperature of the whisker was then briefly raised to 700 C (for approximately 10 min.) and
then quickly cooled to room temperature. Fe whiskers prepared in this way exhibited nearly
perfect RHEED patterns. Only the intersects with Ewald's sphere were observed. The
diffraction spots were very sharp showing that the reciprocal lattice rods were very narrow.
Typical RHEED streaks were not observed, only very sharp and very short streaks
accompanied the main diffraction spots. Kikuchi bands were very sharp but showed very low
intensity. All of these diffraction features indicated that the Fe whiskers possessed atomically
smooth surfaces with atomic terraces whose dimensions far exceeded the instrumental
resolution of our RHEED system. The RHEED intensity oscillations were studied by directing
the RHEED electron beam at an angle which satisfied the second anti-Bragg condition (zero
intensity for a half filled atomic layer).

The Cr was grown at elevated substrate temperatures. The choice of substrate
temperature is very crucial. We found that the growth of Cr proceeds properly only if the
substrate temperature lies within a very narrow range. For sufficienly high substrate
temperatures the first RHEED intensity oscillation always shows a very cuspy dependence on
time, see Figs.la,lc and 2. For low temperatures the RHEED oscillations exhibit a clearly
deteriorating behavior. The amplitude of the RHEED oscilations decreases with an increasing
number of deposited ML, and the character of the oscillations changes from a cuspy to a
clearly sinusoidal behavior. If the substrate temperature is too high the second minimum
(I.5ML) of the RHEED oscillations is appreciably higher than the first minimum (0.5ML), see
Fig.l a. The RHEED oscillations then very quickly develop a sinusoidal character, see Fig.la,
but otherwise the oscillation amplitude is very stationary and the oscillations can be followed
for an indefinite time. It is also typical that the RHEED oscillations are superimposed on a
background intensity which slowly increases with time, see Fig.la. Low and high substrate

I
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te,,iperatures produce inadequate Cr(001) layers. Line scans of the specular spot clearly reveal
that the quality of the growth deteriorates with an increasing number of atomic layers even for
growths at high substrate temperatures: Fig. lb shows that the width of the specular spot line
scan increases to values which are much larger than those corresponding to a free Fe surface.
A deterioration of the quality )f Cr films for growths carred out at low substrate temperatures
is not surprising, but a deterioration in quality for high substrate temperatures is definitely
unexpected. One would expect the quality of the growth to improve with increasing substrate
temperature, but fig. lb shows that the contrary is true. The deterioration of the growth quality
is not due to Fe,Cr atomic intermixing. The same behavior is observed for the growth of Fe on
Fe.
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Fig. 1. (1 a) The RHEED intensity oscillations measured at the specular spot of a sample which
was grown at too high a subtrate temperature. The electron beam angle' close to the second
anti-Bragg condition. (lb) The half width at half maximum (HWHM ol he specular beam
intensity along the (0,0) reciprocal rod. The KWIM analyses were ohbam "d from line scans
which were monitored during the RHEED intensity oscillation measurei,unts. Fig. Ic and Id
show similar data for a sample which was growr close to the optimal substrate temperature.
The HWHM of the specular spot in Fig. Id slightly increases with an increasing Cr coverage.
Note also that the minima of the RHEED intensity oscillations increase with increasing Cr
coverage. This implies that the growth was carried out at a somewhat higher than optimal
temperature.

The best growth was achieved when the RHEED oscillations maintained their intensity
minima close to that of the first minimum (0.5ML) and the RHEED intensity maxima were
comparable to, or larger than, the specular spot intensity for the bare Fe substrate, see Fig.2.
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The oxcillations in that case were clearly cuspy, and that cuspy behavior does not deteriorate
with the number of deposited atomic layers, see Fig. 2. The presence of well definec cusps is
the strongest indication that the growth proceeded in a nearly perfect layer by layer mode [ 101.
It is also interesting to note that in that case the formation of atomic layers proceeded very
repeatably. The specular spot line scans at the RHEED intensity maxima showed narrow lines
whose linewidths were very nearly the same as those for the Fe substrate, see Fig. Id and
therefore the Cr layers at that point were nearly as smooth as the uncovered Fe whisker
substrate. When a new atomic layer started to nucleate the intensity decreased and the line
scar.s started to exhibit a noticeable broadening away from the specular spot along the direction
of the (0,0) reciprocal rod. The broadening reached a maximum for a half filled atomic layer.
This behavior is shown in Fig. Id. In fact the line scan for a half filled atomic layer showed a
clear splitting (two separated maxima) and this indicated that the mean separation between
deposited atomic islands was well defined. The mean separation between atomic islands was
-700-800A (at half ML coverages). Note that at these temperatures the size of an atomic island
was large even for a half co' ered surface.

Ya) b)
C Cr11001

Cr(r00)
on Fe whisker

Ti I80

i. half layer coverage

th 0, 200 400est 600t th800sprtonbtenilns a 708 A

Time [sec]

Fig.2n (2a) The RHEED intensity oscillations measured at the specular spot. Note that the
amplitude of RHEED intensity oscillations is stationary and that the oscillations exhibit well
defined cusps at the RHEED intensity maxima. These features resent optimal growth

bonditions. (2b) The line scan for a half filled atomic layer showed a clear splitting and this
indicates that the mean separation between atomic islands is well defined. The splitting along
the (0.0) rod suggests that the mean separation between islands was c700-800 A.

Proper growth is possible only in a very narrow range of subs' tra temperatures, over an
interval of 20t30 C. It is difficult to determine this temperature range accurately since the
thermal contact between the whisker and the substrate is different from that between the
thermocouple and the substrate. We estimate that the required tcmperature lies in the
neighborhood of 280-300 C. the proper substrate temperature has to be adjusted during the
growth. It is important to start at a somewhat lower substrate temperature and then to increase
the temperature until the desirable growth pattern develops. The growth can not be improved

oby decreasing the substrate temperature once a growth has been initiated at a higrer
temperature than that corresponding to optimal conditions . Large in-plane diffusion of Cr
surface atoms creates a new set of unfavourable atomic steps which can not be removed simply

S~by decreasing the temperature, and hence by decreasing the radius of diffusion.
Specimens for the magnetic studies were prepared by depositing the desired number of

Cr(001I) monolayers on the clean iron whisker following the above prescription. 20 ML of
iron were deposited at room temperature, followed by 20 ML of gold also deposited at room
temperature. The gold film provided a protective overlayer which prevented the iron from
oxidizing when the specimens were removed from the vacuum chamber in order to carry out
the BLS measurements.
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RESULTS OF MAGNETIC STUDIES

The BLS spectra exhibited the two distinct forms of behaviour illustrated in Fig.3a,3b. In
Fig.3a the scattered light spectrum exhibits features which can be clearly identified with the
bulk whisker substrate plus two peaks, labled TF in Fig.3a, which car be identified with the
20ML thick Fe film. The bulk spectrum has major features which are labled SM (for surface
mode) and E (for bulk manifold edges): these features are exactly the same, within
experimental error, as are observed for an iron whisker covered with gold. The prominent
surface mode feature is extremely useful because its intensity and frequency are nearly
independent of the Cr and Fe thin film overlayers and it therefore provides a built-in intensity
calibration and frequency check. By contrast, the position in frequency of the thin film peaks,
"TF in Fig 3a, are dependent upon the number of layers of Cr which intervene between the bulk
substrate and the 20ML thick iron film overlayer. We interpret a spectrum of the type shown in
Fig. 3(a) to be indicative of the presence of an AFM exchange coupling interaction between the
bulk Fe substrate and the thin Fe film. The second type of spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 3b. In
this case one can clearly identify the bulk surface mode frequency, indicated by SM in Fig.3b,
whose intensity and frequency are the same, within experimental error, as the surface mode
intensity and frequency measured for a gven applied field on a bulk whisker substrate which
carries no magnetic thin film overlayer. However, the thin film peak, TF, has merged with the
bulk substrate edge frequencies. We interpret a spectrum of the type shown in Fig.3b to
indicate that the magnetization in the 20ML Fe film is either ferromagnetically exchange
coupled, or is uncoupled, from the magnetization in the bulk Fe substrate.

12 . .''-'.
S M S M

a) AF Coupling b) FM Coupling
V 10 IIML Cr IOML Cr
0

8

Rayleigh peak

rm 6 Rayleigh peak- T

4 E E TF

U 2 T

0 . " ., , ..
60 0 -6060 0 -60

Frequency shift (GHz) Frequency shift (GHz)

Fig. 3. Typical BLS intensity vs. frequency shift data for anti-ferromagnetically (a) and
ferromagnetically (b) coupled specimens. The data shown are for the two specimens (a) Fe
whisker/l Cr/20 Fe/20 Au and (b) Fe whisker/10 Cr/20 Fe/20 Au. These two specimens
were grown side by side on a single whisker. The applied magnetic field in both cases is 6
kOe. The data were obtained using 0.5145 tim laser light incident at 45°, and using an f2
collection lens in the back scattering configuration. The data have been normalized to an
incident power of 100mW and a collection time of 1 second per channel. SM is the bulk
surface mode; TF the thin film modes; E the bulk manifold edges.

The magnetic field dependence of the frequencies of the features labeled SM, E, and TF
have been measured for each specimen over the range 0-10 kOe. A typical result of such
measurements is shown in Fig.4a for an AFM coupled thin film specimen whose BLS
spectrum is of the type shown Fig.3a. It is obvious from Fig.4a that both the surface mode
frequency and the thin film frequency exhibit a non-monotonic variation with increasing
applied magnetic field. Part of the data for the magnetic field interval 0-2 kOe have been
redrawn in the insert of Fig.4a for clarity: the frequencies corresponding to the thin film peak
on the left hand side of the central Rayleigh peak have been plotted in the insert. The magnetic
field variation of the thin film frequency is characterized by the presence of two cusps which
occur at fields labeled H1 and H2 in Fig.4a. It is to be noted that for an applied field near that

$
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corresponding to HI the surface mode frequency also exhibits an abrupt change in its magnetic
field dependence. Neither the field dependence of the surface mode frequencies, nor the field
dependence of the thin film frequencies exhibit any detectable magnetic hysteresis as the
applied field is cycled up and down. The intensities of the thin film peaks, as well as the ratio
of the intensities of the peaks on the left and on the right hand side of the central Rayleigh
peak, vary considerably according to whether the value of the applied field is less than Hi, lies
between Hi and H2, or is greater than H2. The magnetic field dependence of these intensities
is very complex and is not completely understood, however it is clear that the orientation of the
thin film magnetization is undergoing a considerable re-orientation as the field is increased
from zero through H I and H2. For fields greater than the critical value H2, (Fig.4a), the
magnetic field dependence of the surface mode and bulk edge frequencies are the same, within
experimental uncertainty, as those observed for an Fe whisker covered only by a 20 ML
Au(001) film.

0 ) b)...,0 Lwc.. I
60 o E (£Hs)

I~ TF I x T •S0 * 0
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aH I H 2xeTF H
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Fig. 4. BLS peak frequencies vs. applied magnetic field. The peak frequencies were obtained
by fitting Lorentzians to the features labeled SM and TF in Figure 3.

(a) Fe Whisker/8 Cr/20 Fe'20 Au .The inset shows details of the low field region. The
presence of the cusps at the fields H, and H2 is a signature of anti-ferromagnetic coupling
between the Fe thin film and the bulk whisker.

(b) Fe Whisker/lO Cr/20 Fe/20 Ad. The monotonic increase of the BLS frequencies indicates
ferromagnetic coupling.

A typical magnetic field dependence of the surface mode and thin film frequencies
observed for a ferromagnetically coupled thin film of the spectral type shown in Fig.3b is
illustrated in Fig.4b. Neither the surface mode frequency magnetic field dependence nor the
thin film frequency dependence exhibits the non-monotonic behaviour shown in Fig.4a for an
AFM coupled thin film. The magnetic field dependence of the surface mode frequency is the
same, within experimental uncertainty, as that observed for a whisker which carries no Fe
overlayer. The frequencies associated with the thin film exhibit a monotonic behaviour with
increasing field, but these frequencies are observed to shift up or down from specimen to
specimen as the thickness of the Cr interlayer is varied. The intensities of these thin film peaks,
as well as the ratio of intensities of the left- and right-hand peaks, varies slowly and smoothly
with an increase in applied field.

ANALYSIS

The magnetic field dependence of the thin film frequencies of the type shown in Fig.4a,
and which correspond to BLS spectra of the type shown in Fig.3a, can be understood on the
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basis of a model in which the magnetization in the thin film is coupled to the magnetization in

the bulk substrate through a surface contact interaction of the form [ 11

EAB= -J Icos(A#) + J2cos2 (A) (1)

where EAB, JI, and J2 are measured in ergs/cm2 and A# is the angle between the film
magnetzation ard the bulk magnetization at their facing surfa•b. Thei term proportional to
cos(At) is called the bilinear exchange coupling, and the term proportional to the square of the
cosine term is called the biquadratic exchange coupling. If JI is negative, corresponding to
AFM coupling, one expects the thin film magnetization and the bulk magnetization to lie I
antiparallel along one of the easy Fe cube axes for small magnetic fields. Since in our
experiments the applied field is directed along a cubic axis, for fields smaller than the first
critical field, HI of Fig. 4a, one expects the bulk magnetization to be oriented along the applied
field and the thin film magnetization to be oriented anti-parallel to the applied field. However,
at the field H I the free energy of the system can be reduced if the thin film magnetization
begins to rotate away from the antiparallel configuration. Once the thin film magnetization at
the film surface has rotated away from the antiparallel configuration one can no longer expect
the static magnetization distribution in the thin film, or in the bulk substrate, to be uniform.
Both magnetizations will exhibit a spatial variation along the direction of the surface normal,
the z-direction, in which the magnetization rotates in the x-y plane. Eventually the tortue due
to the applied field brings the thin film magnetization into alignment with the applied field
direction, and for fields greater than that corresponding to the high field cusp, H2 of Fig.4a,
the thin film magnetization becomes uniform and parallel with the applied field direction, and
the bulk magnetization becomes also uniform and parallel with the applied field direction.
According to this model the critical fields HI and H2 can be used to deduce values for the

"i bilinear and biquadratic exchange coupling term J1, and J2 of eqn.(l). If it is assumed that (1)
the magnetization of the bulk Fe remains uniform and parallel with the applied field, (2) that
the thin film magnetization rotates uniformly, and (3) that the thin film has the same
magnetizatiop .s the bulk, it is easy to show from a small angle expansion of the free energy
that

2KI

Jl- 2J2=- dMs (H2 +-- (2)
and that

JI +2J2 =-dMs (HI --- ( (3)

where d is the film thickness, Ms is the saturation magnetization, and KI is the cubic
anisotropy constant for rotation of the magnetization in the plane of the thin film. Equations (2)
and (3) correspond to the infinite exchange stiffness limit. The problem becomes much more
complicated if the thin film and bulk static magnetizations are permitted to rotate in the plane
perpendicular to the film normal. However, a small angle expansion around the fields
corresponding to HI and H2 can be used in conjunction with the theories described by Mills
[12] and by Ohandley and Woods [ 131 to deduce that

J1 - 2J2 = aA [ exp(-2ad) - 11, (4)

where A is the exchange stiffness parameter in ergs/mn and

(H2 +- VK
a2 -= Z7M-S (5)

In deriving equations (4) and (S) it has been assumed that the magnetic parameters of the thin
film material are the same as the bulk magnetic parameters. This assumption is very well
satisfied for 20 ML thick iron films and a bulk iron substrate. Similarly, one can deduce for
fields near the cusp field HIiI

iL S... """ :• 2" 7 4.....
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J1 + 2J2 =- -- d •2 (6)

2KI(

(HI - -Il
where b2 - (7)

and 
2A/Ms

2KI1
(H I + M s(

2A/Ms

In the limit of large exchange stiffness equations (4) and (6) go over into equations (2) and (3).
Equations (2), (3), (4) and (5) have been used along with the room temperature properties of
Fe (Ms=l.706 kG, A=2xlO-6 ergs/cm, and 2KI/Ms=0.51 kOe) to calculate values of JI and
J2 for our specimens that exhibited AFM coupling. The results are listed in Table I. It is worth
noting that a rather large biquadratic exchange term, J2, is required to fit the observed critical
fields HI and H2. In most cases J2 is nearly 50% of the bilinear term J 1.

Table 1. Observed exchange coupling constants at room temperature for the 12 specimens
studied. The composition of the specimens was: Fe Whisker/N Cr/20 Fe/20 Au/. The
thickness of the Cr film in ML, N, is given in the first column of the table. The upper and
lower cusp fields, H1 and H2 correspond to the fields identified in the inset of fig. 4(a). JI
and J2 are the bilinear and biquadratic exchange coupling constants deduced from the
measured values of Hl and H2 (see eqn.(1) in the text).

iN Lower Cusp Upper Cusp PJ, I+ 2J2 frox P11 J2

ML of Cr Field, H Field,.I2 npper Cusp Field (erg/cm2) (ergs/on_2)
(kO) WkO.) Rigid Twist in

MauetiztionI Magnetization

4 - 1.0± 0.5 0.74 0.59 - -

5 0.25 0.25 4.5 ± .25 2.44 1.65 0.89 U.38
6 0.7 0.2 2.0 ±.25 1.22 0.93 0.51 0.28
7 0.75 0.1 2.7 ± 0.1 1.57 1.14 0.85 0.36

8 0.5 0.1 1.0 - 0.1 0.7'1 0.59 0.30 0.15
8 0.3 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.69 0.56 0.3.3 0.12
9 0.75± 0.2 2.75 0.2 1.59 1.10 0.64 0.26
9 0.75 0.2 > 5.0 - - - -
10 FM coupled FM coupled - - - -

11 1.2, ± 0.2 4.0 + 0.2 2.20 1.52 0.96 0.28
12 FM coupled FM coupled - - -

13 <0.5 1.8+ 0.2 1.13 0.86 en 0.43* en 0.21"

* Using J= 2J2

DISCUSSION

Our results clearly demonstrate that in the thickness range of 4-13 ML the AFM coupling
exhibits short wavelength oscillations with a period close to 2ML. Maxima of the AFM
coupling are observed for an odd number of Cr monolayers. For thicknesses less than I0ML
the short-wavelength oscillations are superposed on a background of a slowly varying AFM
coupling. The amplitude of the short-wavelength oscillations is significantly enhanced for
thicknesses greater than 9ML of Cr. FM coupling is observed for Or interlayersl0 and 12 ML
thick. The BLS data enables one to separate the bilinear and the biquadratic contributions to
the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling terms. Both the bilinear and the biquadratic coupling
strengths exhibit a short period oscillatory dependence on the Cr interlayer thickness (-2
"monolayers), see fig.5. One can ask "is the biquadratic coupling term caused by an intrinsic
mechanism, or does it have its origin in an interface roughness through the mechanism
proposed by Slonczewski?". The Slonczewski model [14] predicts a biquadratic coupling
strength that varies quadratically with the change in exchange coupling for a change in
thickness of one atomic layer, AJ (due to residual interface roughness). Note that the
biquadratic term has approximately the same strength for 7 ML as it has for 11 ML (see fig.5b)
even though AJ increases by at least a factor of two between 7 and I I ML. This observation,
coupled with the very smooth Fe substrate and almost equally smooth Cr(001) films, argues

1'!
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against the Slonczewski mechanism. Note that the maxima in the biquadratic exchange
coupling strength appear to be in phase with the maxima in the strength of the
antiferromagnetic bilinear coupling. One would like to know if this feature would be
reproduced by a realistic model for the exchange coupling through Cr(001).

1 a)~0.6
II) •'b)

i ~0.4 . ..

0.5
0.2

+i - -j
0 1'

0~~~ J, ~ 1
-0. -0.2

0 46681012 14 0 24 6 810 1214
Cr Interlayer thickness . MLl Cr ini"-l.er thickness PAL)

Fig.5. (a) The total exchange coupling (JI1-2J2 from eqn.(4) in the text) plotted as a function of
Cr(0OlI) interlayer thickness. The coupling (JI- 2S2) corresponds to applied fields such that the
magnetizations in the two ferromagnetic regions are parallel.

(b) The thickness dependence of the bilinear exchange coupling term, J1, and the
biquadratic exchange coupling term, J2.

All measurements were carried out at room temperature. In both (a) and (b) the blackt squares indicate weak ferromagnetic coupling. We are unable at present to provide a
quantitativt evaluation of this ferromagnetic coupling strength so we have put these values
equal to zero. We were also unable to determine the strength of the biquadratic exchange
coupling for ferromagneticafly coupled specimens; those values are likely to be small so weI
have arbitrarily set J2=0. The dashed lines are a cubic spline fit to the points as an aid to the
eye.

According to first principles calculations [1515 the phase of the coupling between two iron
layers separated by a Cr(00lI) interlayer is determined by two principles: (1) the Cr spins are
antiferromagnetically coupled to the iron surface spins, and (2) the Cr contains an
antiferromagnetic spin density wave with a period close to 2 monolayers (ML). For Cr
interlayer thicknesses in the range of our measurements the first principles calculations predict
maxima in the antiferromagnetic coupling strength for an even number of Cr(001) ML. Our
results for 3 and 4 ML of Cr(0O1) are in agreement with this prediction. However, for
interlayers having a thickness equal to or greater than 5 ML we find that the maxima in
antiferromagnetic coupling strength occurs for an odd number of Cr ML. This phase is
opposite to that predicted by the first principles calculations, and therefore the first phase slip
occurs for a thickness between 4 and 5 ML.

Zhu-Pei Shi et al 171, using a coupling scheme based on the interface hybridization of
magnetic and interlayer electron states, predicted an AFM coupling for Fe(00l) layers
separated by 0r(001) thicknesses between 4 and 12 ML. The phase of their short wavelength
oscillations agrees with the phase of our measurements for Cr interlayers; thinner than I OML.
However, the calculations predict a maximum AFM coupling for 7ML of Cr, whereas we
observe a maximum AFM coupling for 1 IlML of Cr. T'he calculations of Thu-Nei Shi et al [7]

S predict a strong FM coupling for Cr interlayers thinner than 4ML. Our results show that the
5. measured crossover to FM coupling is more gradual than that predicted by their calculations

and therefore our results are very likely unaffected by structural imperfections even in a Cr
layer only a few monolayers thick.

There is a similarity between our total exchange coupling (51-252) measured at room
temperature and the total exchange coupling measured by Grtinberg et al (61 measured at raised
temperatures, T--443 K. However, the phase of the short-period oscillations on wedged
samples [6] exhibited extrema in the exchange coupling at a non-integral number of ML. T'hea _ "
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maximum amplitude of the short-period oscillations in the measurements of Gruinberg et al [61
was observed for a Cr thickness of approximately 5-6 ML, whereas in our measurements a
maximum amplitude was observed at 9-13 ML. The strength of the exchange coupling was
found to be comparable in both studies, Jmax-I ergs/cm2 .The measured values of the exchange
coupling were significantly weaker than those predicted by first principles calculations, J-40
ergs/cm 2 115]. It is unlikely that in our high quality samples this difference was caused by
surface roughness.

The interface rougness affects very strongly the measured values of the exchange
coupling. We found that in samples with a partially filled last atomic layer (away from a
RHEED intensity maximum), but with an otherwise properly grown Cr layer, the measured
exchange coupling was changed by a noticeable AFM contribution 151. It is also interesting to
note that in samples with the Cr layer grown at too high a substrate temperature (see Fig.la,l b)
the exchange coupling can even change its sign. E.g. samples with 13 ML of Cr which were
grown at too high a substrate temperature showed FM coupling. In wedged samples a wide
range of interfaces is present; it is difficult to identify the regions which correspond to the best
available interfaces. It is therefore difficult to determine the intrinsic exchange coupling for an
integral number of ML using a wedged sample.

Unfortunately no simple analysis can be used to deduce the strength of the exchange
coupling in the case in which the coupling is very weak or is ferromagnetic. We hope that an
analysis of the BLS scattering intensity along the lines of the calculation reported by Camley
and Mills [161 can be used to estimate the FM coupling strength.
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ABSTRACT

We investigated the magnetization behavior of [(Co/Pd)4-Ru]x samples with perpendicular
anisotropy and a limited number of repetitions (x = 1,..,22). In these systems the Co/Pd
multilayers behave as single magnetic entities. A detailed analysis and comparison of the
ragnetization curves observed by MOKE and VSM permits us to observe the macncouapion
reversal and hysteresis of the individual layers and to determine the antiferrovagethac coupling
J between each pair of layers. A gradual increase in J is observed in all samples when going
from the bottom layer to the top layer. Magnetoresistance curves show the same sharp
transitions as the magnetization curves. A clear distinction can be made between an outer layer
and an inner layer. These results will be compared with model calculations.

INTRODUCTION

The last few years magnetic multilayer; have been the subject of intensive investigation.
Especially a large (perpendicular) anisotropy, an oscillating exchange coupling and a giant
magnetoresistance have attracted much attention (1,2,31. Values for anisotropy (K) and
exchange coupling (J) are often determined from transition and/or saturation fields of
magnetization curves. However this determination is not a trivial calculation.

Calculations of the magnetization 14,51 and magnetoresistance [5] for a sandwich containing
two AF-coupled magnetic layers with uniaxial anisotropy have been performed in two limiting

cases. In one case the system is always in a state of absolute minimum energy. In the other
case the system finds itself in a local energy minimum due to anisotropy induced energy
barriers.

Measurements on these systems however show a wide variety of magnetization curves lying
between the two limiting curves [6,7]. It is believed that the exact shape of the magnetization
curve is determined by microscopic phenomena such as local anisotropy fluctuations and
pinholes. Therefore, the derived equations for the limiting cases are not applicable. In the case
of a multilayer also the number of repeti, ons can play a crucial role.

To gain more insight in the magnetic behavior of these systems we have grown a series of
multilayers with perpendicular anisotropy and AF-coupling. The number of layers was varied

Fbetween I and 22. Magnetization loops have been measured with the Magneto Optical Kerr
Effect (MOKE) as well as Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM). Magnetoresistance
measurements have been performed at room temperature and at low temperature. A detailed
investigation of the magnetization and magnetoresistance effect leads to an analysis in which it
is possible to distinguish between the magnetization reversal and hysteresis of the individual
layers. The measurements will be compared with theory.

EXPERIMENTAL

The multilayers were composed of 200ARu + N*(M+8ARu) + 22ARu. Here M is a
magnetic layer composed of M=2ACo+4*(3ACo+6APd)+5ACo. The number of repetitions,
N, varied from I to 22. All samples were prepared at Philips Research Laboratories. The
multilayers were deposited at room temperature on oxidized silicon substrates by three source
HV-magnetron sputtering. Prior to the baselayer growth the substrates were given 30 min.
glow-discharge treatment. The sputtering occurred at a background pressure of 7.10-3 Toff.
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Before sputtering the sputtering chamber was evacuated to 4-10-7 Torr. The sputtering rates
for Ru, Co and Pd were 1,2, and 3A/s respectively.

The magnetic layers M act as ferromagnetic layers with a large perpendicular anisotropy. To
achieve this we composed each magnetic layer of strongly ferromagnetically coupled Co-
layers using (3ACo+6APd) as magnetic building blocks. The use of such a multilayer instead
of a single Co-layer provides a larger magnetic moment with conservation of a (large)
perpendicular anisotropy. Such a system has been used successfully by Bloemen et al. [6].

To assure large AF-coupling we chose a spacer layer of 8A Ru. For this Ru-thickness the
coupling between two Co-layers displays a maximum [8].

RESULTS

Fig. I shows magnetoresistance measurements as well as magnetization loops obtained with
VSM and MOKE as a function of applied field for N=2,4 and 7. In all the measurements the
field was applied normal to the film plane, along the easy axis. Each transition shown in Fig. I
corresponds to the magnetization reversal of an individual layer. For a given N all the
measurements show the same transitions.

The bilayer (N=2) clearly shows a spin-flip transition. This behavior indicates that there is
indeed antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling between the magnetic layers. It indicates also that the

magnetic anisotropy is larger than the exchange couplin* -J (AF-coupling corresponds to J <
0). If this were not the case one would rather expect a spin-flop transition than a spin-flip [4].

Note that the Kerr-rotation is more sensitive to layers closer to the surface due to the finite
penetration depth of the fight. As a result the Kerr-signal at low fields (state with AF-
alignment) is non zero. This enables us in some cases to determine the magnetization direction
of a layer. For instance, if we consider the bilayer we can see that the magnetization direction
of the lower layer always reverses first as the Kerr-rotation does not change in sign when
going from saturation to AF-alignment. This is indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1.

In the case of 4 magnetic layers the magnetization loops display 4 transitions between
negative and positive saturation. For the Kerr-loop the change in Kerr-rotation is different for
each transition. This difference enables us again to determine which magnetic layer reverses
the direction of its magnetization at that transition. If we number the layers in the sequence as
they are grown (first grown layer = layer 1), the first transition when the field is decreased
from saturation is a magnetization reversal of layer 3 (from tttt to ,TOT). Equivalently the
second transition corresponds to a reversal of layer I (T.tt to 1Tl), the third transition,
which presents the largest step, corresponds with layer four ( T01" to IM14) and the fourth
transition with layer 2 (,,1, to ,,444.).

When the number of layers increases, the MOKE-loops, which are insensitive to the lower
layers, display less transitions than the VSM and magnetoresistance measurements. Therefore
it is no longer possible to establish the exact order in which the layers reverse their
magnetization direction. However, from VSM and MR measurements it is clear that the layers
still reverse one by one. As far as we can see from the MOKE-loops the sequence in which the
layers reverse their magnetization direction is always the same. Using the same numbering as
above, the sequence in which the layers reverse their magnetization direction is: N-I ,N-
3_,..,3,l,N,2,4,...,N-2 for N is even and N-l,N-3,...2,l,N,3,5,...,N-2 for N is odd. This is
consistent with the MR-curves since the smallest changes in MR (around the origin) then
correspond to the reversal of the outer layers. We will return to this in the discussion.

DISCUSSION

From the fact that within one sample each individual layer reverses its magnetization
direction at a different field we can deduce that the layers are not all identical. For all the
samples the sequence in which the layers reverse their magnetization direction is always the
same. Starting from saturation and decreasing the field, the first layer to reverse its
magnetization direction will be the layer which is AF-coupled most strongly to its neighbors.
For N > 3 this will always be an inner layer for such a layer is coupled with two neighbors
whereas an outer layer only has one magnetic neighbor.

Since the layers always sbart to reverse from the top apparently the top layers are coupled
more strongly than the bottom layers. The fact that the bottom layers are coupled differently
from the top layers has also been measured for Fe/Si multilayers [9]. This could be due to an
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improvement of texture as is reported for Co/Pt multilayers [101 Another possible explanation
would be that the interfaces grow flatter when the nwmber of layers increases. Because of
thickness variations ofthe spacer layer the coupling between the layers closest to the substrate
would not reach the maximum value. This reduction of the roughness when the number of
layers increases is also indicated by the increase of anisotropy of the Co/Pd layers measured in
these samples with a capacitive torque magnetometer. This increase with roughly a factor of 3
can be understood, acoording to Bruno [II], by assuming an increase of 2o/L (where 2o is the
height and L the width of the terraces) with a factor of 2.

Determination of a value for the exchange couplin$ is not trivial. As mentioned above we
are not in one of the two limiting cases of absolute minimum energy or local energy minimum
due to anisotropy induced energy barriers. Thus the formulas for these cases derived by Dieny
et al. and Folkerts [4,5] are not valid in this case. Therefore we write the energy of the
multilayers as:

N N-I

E=-.ou.HTj , cos0, - TJ, cos (0, - 0,.,)

Here t, is the thickness of layer i and 0, is the angle between the magnetization direction of
layer i and the easy axis (normal to the film plane). We now assume that a layer will reverse its
magnetization direction whenever the energy difference between initial and final state is large

enough to surmount a coercive force Hc: E, - EF = 2 IýstIHc . According to this model the
transition field Hpfor an inner layer i, when the field is decreased from saturation, is given by

-J -J'
H = ,-A- H, (2)

where J, is the exchange coupling between layer i and layer i + 1. For an outer layer this field
is

-J
H, 0  -

Starting from the antiferromagnetic situation the coercive field should be added instead of
subtracted.

Values for the exchange coupling can now be found by averaging two magnetization
reversal transition fields of the same magnetic layer. This can be accomplished by reversing the
field course after a magnetization reversal until the magnetic layer reverses again. This
procedure is shown in Fig. 2. The sequence of the successive transitions is indicated by
numbers in the figure. For this particular sample (N=4) the increase of J following from the
averaging amounts 24%.
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The magnetoresistance displays a similar sequence of transitions as observed by VSM and
MOKE. It appears that all transitions give rise to an equal change in M, except for the
change of MR due to the reversal of an outer layer which is systematically smaller (roughly a
factor 2) than all the others. As we are dealing with transitions between well defined
configurations as pointed out before, we are tempted to explain this interesting phenomenon
first by a very simple resistor network.

With such a network, introduced by Edwards et al. [12], it was possible to predict the giant
MR as well as the dam of the effect with increasing spacer thickness. However, the model

7, was designed essenti for a mean friee path much longer than the layer thicknesses which
justifies an averaging of resistivities in the up- and down electron channels. This means
implicitly that one can never discern between the magnetization reversal of an inner layer or
one of the outer layers.

For this reason we have developed an alternative resistor model, in which the multilayer is
represented by N-I resistors in parallel, each resistor representing a bilayer of two half
magnetic layers. The parallel and antiparallel configuration of the bilayer's magnetization
relates to a difference in resistance due to the spin-dependent scattering mechanism. A similar
procedure has been used by Dieny et al. to account for the shunting of the 'nonactive' part of a
magnetic layer in a magnetically soft sandwich [13]. It should be emphasized that in our model
an outer layer is a part of only one sandwich resistor, whereas an inner layer is incorporated
into two resistors. In other words, due to a reversal of an outer-layer magnetization a mobile
electron experiences only once a change in M, whereas a double change is seen when an inner
layer changes its magnetization. In Fig. 3 the data for N-6 are shown together with results of
the parallel-resistor model. The relative changes in MR& and in particular the exclusive role of
the outer layer, is very well recovered with a set of parameters applicable for all N, which is
shown in the fit of the total MR in fig 3c.

To substantiate the parallel-resistor model introduced above we have solved the Boltzmann
transport equation (see Camley et al.[14]) numerically for a limited number of magnetic layers.
The basic features of the calculations are as follows (details will be published separately [15)):
(i) The raise of the total MR with increasing N can, in principle, be explained, which is not
unique for the present systems. A similar calculation was applied to e.g. Fe/Cr multilayers with
limited N [16]. (ii) The magnetization reversal of inner layers exhibits minor differences due toS~the asymmetry introdluced by the presence of the base layer; however, when an outer layer

reverses its sign the change in MR is substantially smaller and a similar fit to the data obtainedby the resistor model can be obtained.

It should be emphasized that, to our knowledge, the decisive role of the position of a
magnetic layer within the multilayered structure for the size of the relative MR has never been
recognized so far and might be a general phenomenon in layered systems. However, we should
realize that the applied Boltzmann transport equation assumes no spin-flip processes, which is
a T = 0 approximation. In this respect, we have performed MR measurements at temperatures
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down to T = 4 K. Except for the increasing magnitude of the MR at lower temperatures, there
is no visible effect on the relative MR changes for inner and outer layers. Apparently, even at
room-temperature the spin-flip scattering length is still large enough to justify the present
description of the observed transport effects.

CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the magnetization and magnetoresistance of [(Co/Pd)4-Ru]. multilayers.
All the measurements show sharp transitions corresponding to the magnetization reversal of
the individual layers. This enables us to determine the exchange coupling J between each pair
of layers. J increases when the number of layers increases. In the MR-curves, in combination
with the MOKE-loops, we can clearly distinguish between the reversal of an outer layer or an
inner layer. This fact as well as the N-dependence of the MR can be described with a simple
resistor model.
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ABSTRACT

We present small angle neutron scattering experiments on (001) Fe/jr superlattices. A short
period oscillated coupling is observed. However, antiferro and ferromagnetic peaks are
simultaneously measured on neutron diagram, which cannot be simply explained. A biquadratic
coupling model is proposed to account for this behaviour.

INTRODUCTION:

One of the most interesting problem in the field of magnetic multilayers is the existence of
the interlayer coupling through the nonmagnetic spacer. The coupling is antiferromagnetic in
certain cases t •Z3 and is responsible of the so called giant magnetoresistance effect Z4 . Recently,

t P. Gruinberg and his group 5 have proposed a second type of coupling, the biquadratic
,;oupling, which leads to a perpendicular orientation of the magnetic moment. J. Slonscewski 6

gives a possible explanation of this coupling based on interface defects like steps. Another type
of defect can also lead to this kind of frustration and to biquadratic coupling: the existence of
pin holes which couples ferromagneticaly the layers at some localized sites . However, more
general mechanisms may lead to such a biquadratic coupling but it has to be detected in new
systems. Neutron scattering is the most general tool to test the magnetic structure and to
determine the nature of the coupling. In that way, the Fe/jr system is a very good candidate
since the products ofth neutron scattering length b, ly th• atomic density n is similar in these
two metals: bn=7.5 10 0cm 2 for Ir and bn=8.1 101 cm- for normal BCC iron (in our case
iron is slightly expanded and these two parameters become even closer). The nuclear contrast is
therefore very weak and only the magnetic scattering is measured. The paper is divided in two
parts : the first one describes the experimental results and the second one discusses the results
in the fiamework of a simple kinematical approximation.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:

The neutron experiments are performed on a series of Ir/Fe monocrystalline superlattices
prepared by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) on (100) MgOs substrates. The structure and
growth of these superlattices are described elsewhere8 but we can shortly summarize them. The
Fe growth on (100) FCC Ir is pseudomorphic in the plane of the growth up to 4 atomic layers.
The bulk structure of Fe in these superlattices is BCT (body centered tetragonal) and Fe is thus
not magnetic at room temperature9 .However for iron thicknesses greater than 5 monolayers we
can get non matched epitaxy between (100) BCC Fe and FCC (100) ir. The cristalline quality
of these supelattices is not as good as in the pseudomorphic case but the magnetic moments of
Fe layers are thus large at room temperatare (close to the bcc Fe one)8. The magnetization is in
the plane of the Fe layers8 . Naturally, the neutron scattering experiments are carried on this
kind of superlattices in this study. The iridium thickness was varied between 1.5 and 24A. The
number of bilayers is typically 20 with a total sample thickness between 300A and IOOOA.

The neutron diffraction experiments are performed at the Leon Brillouin laboratory in Saclay
using the triple axis G 4 3 spectrometer. The small angle experiments are carried out with an
incident wave vector of 1.4A" selected by a PG monochromator. The PG analyzer is set at
zero energy transfer to reduce the inelastic background. The experiments are carried out at room
temperature with unpolarized neutrons at small angles.

Mat. Res. Sot. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. C1"3 Materials Research Society
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Some typical spectra are presented in figure 1. One can see, for the sample a, that only a
single peak is present at the antiferromagnetic position: qA=lt. The sample b exhibits a single
peak at the ferromagnetic position qA=2ir. By contrast, we observe peaks on both positions on
the sample c. We thus record long time spectra around the antifcrromagnetic (AF) and
ferromagnetic (F) peaks for all the samples in order to have a good signal to noise ratio. The
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This figure clearly shows that the period of the AF coupling is very short for Ir thiknesses
varying from 1.5 to 7A, an AF, F, AF, F coupling sequence is actually observed. Therefore, in
order to describe a well define R carve, a precise control of the Ir thickness (less than 0.5A)
from one superlattice to another is needed. Moreover, a large number of samples is necessary
to describe all the AF and F oscillations (which represents a lot of work to prepare them by
MBE and characterize them by neutrons!). Indeed, the 3rd and 5th oscillations of the AF
coupling are not described. However, even if it is not possible to reach an accuracy on the Ir
thickness (evaporated by an e-gun) better than ± 5%, it is possible to estimate a period of the
oscillating coupling around 3.5A. This period is estimated at low Ir thicknesses where the
accuracy is the smallest one. Above 10A, nothing can be said since the incertaincy on Ir
thicknesses is too large, even if the cosine law of figure 2 correctly describes the experimental
result. This short period is close to two Ir planes thickness, which suggest an exact AF
coupling in Ir.

However, it should be noted that both AF and F peaks appear on neutron diagram for 7
samples. This result may be explained by the coexistence of AF and F coupling in the same
superlattice, due to a thickness variation for example. In that case, the determination of the
coupling period becomes unaccurate. However, we demonstrate in the following discussion
that thicknesses variations cannot explain this result. A biquadratic coupling assisted by a
second layer interaction has thus to be taken into account.

DISCUSSION:

The elastic magnetic differential cross section of neutron scattering in the kinematical
approximation can be writen asi°:

d o = (y r0)2 k- j ( 8 ap- n n p)<Q P> (2)

Where Q = JM(r) exp iqr dr is the Fourier transform of the magnetization M(r), n is a
unit vector parallel to the diffusion vector q=k-k'. In the Bragg geometry, q=quz where u is
the unit vector perpendicular to the layer plane. Moreover, the geometrical factor is unity in tliis
case, since the magnetization is in the layer plane, i.e. perpendicular to the diffusion vector q.

The total magnetization M(r) is the sum of the magnetization of individual magnetic layers
M (r). Let now define an arbitrary (v,w) reference in the plane .of the layers, and On the angle
of the magnetic moment Mn(r) with v. We can write

Mn(r) = Mn(r)(vcos0n+wsin0n) (3)

Where M (r) is a scalar function of r. The next assumption is that M (r) is independent of
n, supportediby the fact that the error on Fe thickness is much smaller tlan Ir one, since Fe is
evaporated using a Knudsen cell. This means that the coupling through the non magnetic spacer
do not modify the band structure of the different sites of the ferromagnetic layer and the
absolute value of the magnetization. The neutron intensity can thus be written as:

N-1
i , M0

2 I fMag(q) 2(N+21(N-n)<cos(otn)>cos(nqA)) (4)
n--l

Where ta (q) is a scalar magnetic form factor for an individual layer and c=
is the angle et•,een the magnetization in two layers separated by nA. The mean value concerns
the distribution of 0 . N is the number of magnetic layers. Let now write the general
magnetization energy 01 the superlattice without magnetic field E, taking into account the direct
coupling (J), a second layer interaction (J'), and a biquadratic coupling (B)
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N-I

E = 2 (-Jicos13i - Ji'cos(13i+13i+ 1) + Bcos 213i) (5)
i=I

where 13i is the angle between the magnetizations of the i and i+l layers. Note that 13i = I
and 13i+13i+ = a2 which actually describe the interaction with the adjacent and second layer
respectively. The minimization of the energy thus gives:

sinJpi (Ji - 2Bcos13i) + Ji'sin(13i+13i+ 1) = 0 (6)

Equations (2) to (6) thus leads to several cases as:

1st case : direct F coupling : Ji>O, B=Ji'=0, Pi-=4n=0Xn=O. We thus get standard neutron
diagram with peaks at qA=2nx.

2nd case : direct AF coupling : Ji<0, B=Ji'=0, cosl3i=- 1, cos~n=(- 1)n, <cosotn>=(- I)n.
The diffracted peaks are thus situated at qA=(2n+ O)t.

3rd case : randomly coupled sunerlattice : Ji>0 or <0, B=Ji'--O, 13 i=O or 71 depending on the
sign of J i. A random P3i distribution can be expressed as:

PA) = p 5(P1 )+(-p)8(13Pi-) (7)

Where p is the probability of Ji>0. One can calculate the distribution of an asI:

Pn(an)=Pn ('n- I )*P(ax 1) (8)

Where * means convolution product. The calculation gives:

<cos(atn)> = (2 p-1)n (9)

One can easily see that this gives only ferromagnetic peaks if p> 1/2 and antiferromagnetic
peaks if p<1/2 (the intensities and the positions of the peaks are entirely determined by the
mean value of Ji, with however a large background due to the disorder).

4th case : biguadratic coupling: Ji'=O but B130
a) IJ I > 2B. The only solution is then: sin13i = 0. The lowest energy is obtained for

3= 0 if > 0 (ferromagnetic solution) or for P,=it if J < 0 (antiferromagnetic solution).
b) I J I < 2B. Another solution is possible:

cosp3i = - = cos130  (0)

This solution is the most stable one (if B positive). This kind of solution can led to new type
of neutrons spectra or magnetization curves. However, we have a problem with equation (10):
the sign of Pi is not fixed and then the ground state is degenerated (multiple equivalent
solutions). The first natural idea is to suppose that the sign of 13- is also randomly distributed
with equal probability to be equal to +P(, or -130. The angle distribution is then:

P(Pi) = • 13 i 130)+( 13 i+13 0) (11)

And, using the same trick as equation (8) we get:
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<Cos(cxn)> cosn(po) (12)

Qualitatively this equation behaves as equation (9) and leads to the same type of spectra:
ferromagnetic peaks if cos(130) is positive (J>O) and arntiferromagnetic peaks if cos(I3(,) is
negative (J<0).

5th case : bioiuadratic coupling + second layer interaction :there is then two simple solutions:
an helicoidal one (A~ j = o I or 0 4.+ +2k~) and a ferromagnetic one (Pr I or 0 =d

Thehelcodalsoutio is stble i -is negative (antifen-omagnetic second neighbr inter1ton
while the ferromagnetic one is stable if F is positive (in the case of predomninant biquadratic
coupling, iLe; if P3 exists). The helicofdal solution allows peaks for qA = no30(<cos(x )>=cos(n1305 and cannot describes the experiments. The ferromagnetic solution gives
<cos(an1>=cos(P 0 ) if n is odd or <cos(an )>=I if n is even.

One calculated spectrum is shown in figure 3 and exhibits ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic peaks. This solution is the only one tested which can explain our
experiments. The intensities of the peaks at qA=2yc and qA-lr are respectively:

2n) 1 ~g~{i2 1N22 (I +cosU3&) (I3a

bc I f 3 !j 2N 2- I1b
I Mag(')21 2 (1l-cos(13 0 )) 1b

Then, neutron experiments can give values of cos(Oi0) and JIB.

In summary, this analysis clearly demonstrates that the coexistence of both AF and F
diffraction peaks on neutron diagram cannot be extplained by thickness errors during the
synthesization of the superlattice. A more complicated magnetic energy has to be taken into
account : a biquadratic coupling assisted by a second layer interaction is thus necessary to
describe the neutron diagram.

20 .............. ....... . ......... ...... ...... .... ............ ......
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Figelre 3 Calculated spectrum in the case of a ferromagnetic second neighboors interaction.
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CONCLUSION:

The small angles neutron scattering experiments clearly show the alternative existence of
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling in (100) Fe/Ir superlattices. On the one hand, a
short oscillating period of around 2 Ir atomic planes is established for small Ir thicknesses. For
large Ir thicknesses, the oscillating behaviour is not so clear, which can be attributed to the
uncertainty on the determination of ir thicknesses. On the other hand, the existence of both AF
and F peaks on neutron diagram cannot be explained by a simple alternative coupling due to
thicknesses errors. A biquadratic coupling completed by some second layer interacton must be
taken into account to explain this result. The neutron diagram thus allows the determination of
the coupling parameters (J/B). Using equation (6), the fit of the hysteresis loops on these
samples also allows a determination of this parameter which can be compared to neutron one.
This work is in piogress.
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Electronic States in Magnetic Quantum Wells
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ABSTRACT

We have searched for the electronic states that mediate oscillatory magnetic cou-
pling in supcrlattices. and have found strong evidence that these are quantum well
states, which are created by quantizing the momentum of s,p-hand states perpen-
dicular to the interfaces. The quantum well picture also explains how quantum well
states in noble metals become spin-polarized, (tue to a spin-dependent electron
reflectivity at the interface with the fcrromagnet. The resulting implications for
magnetoresistance are discussed.

MAGNETIC COUPLING VIA QUANTUM WELL STATES

Magnetic multilayers have become very popular recently since they exhibit a "gi-
ant" magnetoresistance, which has an impact on the development of magnetoresistive
reading heads in magnetic storage.*-6 Here we explore the nature of the electronic
states that mediate magnetic coupling across a non-magnetic spacer layer. In this
first section we will provide evidence that these are quantum well states, confined to I
the spacer layer by W-agg reflection at the interfaces. In the second section the im-
plications of the quantum well model onto magnetoresistaince will be discussed, in
particular the spin dependent interface reflectivity that is a natural consequence of
the model.

One of the strong clues of a connection between magnetic coupling and quantum
well states is shown in Fig. I. It compares magnetic oscillations7.8 with oscillation-
in the density of states at the Fermi level, found by inverse photoemission.".1" Both
exhibit the same periodicity of about 6 layers. -lhe oscillations in the density of stales

d;ic olue to thickness-dependent quantum well states crossing the Fermi level, as
shown in Fig. 2.9,1(1 Here we have plotted "a series of inverse photoemission spectra.
taken for Cu films on fcc Fe(l(0) at thickness intervals (of about two monolayers (the
exact thickness can be read from Fig. I. top curve). These spectra represent the
density of unoccupied electronic states at a momentum parallel to the surface k'1 = t.
Compared to the bulk spectrum of Cu(l00) top ,ve find that the s,p-band continuum
has been discretized into several quantum well stales in the thin films. This is exactly
what one expects theoretically, is shown in Fig. 3. Looking at the band structure of
Cu(I00) at kll =0 we find a continuum Ip to t(he band edge at X' 4, given by the
E(k-L) dispersion of the s.p-band (line in Fig. 3, botlom). For a thin film this
continuum is expected to split tip into a number of discrete states (numbered dots in
Fig, 3, bottom). This effect may he viewed as a quantization of the momentum per-
pendicular to the film, k , due to the matching conditions foi the wavefunction at the
confining interfaces (Fig. 3, lop). Roughlv-speaking, a discrete number of half-
periods of the so-called envelope functiont has to fit between the interfaces. From
this picture it is straightforward to qualitatively predict the movement of these dis-
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crel quantum well states with film thickness. 11' we number the states from the top
down, as done in Figs. 2 and 3, we Find that all the slates appear to move towards the
hand edge at X' 4 . The reason is that the number of discrete quantum well states per
band goes up as the number of layers in the film, therefore reducing their spacing.
With the adopted numbering scheme all %tales will hase a tendency of moving to-
wards the tipper band edge, with new states appearing at the bottom of the band.
As these states cross the Fermi level with increasing Film thickness they cause the
periodic maxima in the density of states that arc shown in Fig. I. -hc periodicity of
these maxima is directly related to the Fermi wave vector, as indicated in Fig. 3,
bottom (for a collection of the rather simple formulas relating Fermi surface param-
eters to quantum well state energies and periodicities see Ref. 10). The units work
out such that a period of 6 layers (as in Cu(l00)) corresponds to a wavevector k .,
of 1/6 of the Brillouin zone boundary. Thus, the unexpected, long period is explained
by the fact that the Fermi level crossing of the s.p-hand is close to the band edge at
X, which is the origin for k,,, in the quantum well picture.'(-'' This conclusion is
identical with the results of RKKY theory, which predicts that the oscillation period
is given by extremal Fermi surface spanning vectors perpendicular to the interface.' 2

These spanning vectors are exactly twice the wav~cctor of the envelope function,
kn,,, and the factor of two reflects the fact that we get a quantum well state for ever
half-period of the envelope function. A path for connecting the quantum well picture
with RKKY and similar theories has been pointed out in Ref. 13. Essentially, one
has to integrate over all occupied quantum well ,;:ltes and minimize the total energy.
Quantum well states that cross the Fermi level with changing thickness become dcci-
sive in the energy balance.

This simple quantum well model is consistent with the magnetic periodicities and
with RKKY predictions for all systems where data on quantum well states and
magnetic oscillations exist. We have seen quantum well states at the Fermi level of t
Cu/fcc Co(100) and Cu/fcc Fc(I(O) with a period of 5.9 layers, and for Ag/bcc
Fe(I(0) with a period of 5 layers. The magnetic oscillations periods reported 7.8 for
Cu/Co(100) and Cu/Fe(100) in the fcc phase are also abotut 6 layers. An additional,
shorter period of 2.6 layers has been reported on one occasion.8 Both periods are ex-
pecte(l from RKKY theory,12 the long one from states at kit = 0, the short one from
states at large kit. In our quanttm well state picture we have the same physics, with
quantum well states at k't = 0 giving the long period, and quantum well states at large
kIt the short period.i' The latter are not detected in our measurement geometry, which
is restricted to k11= 0. Recent magnetic measurements on the Ag/Fe(100) system"4

indicate equally as good an agreement with the quantum well state oscillations as for
Cu/Co(I0O) and Cu/Fe(I(M)). Again, there is a long period (5.7 layers) and a short
period 0 •' liyvr,• with the long pcrin' ý-,rresponding to the quantum well state os-
cillations at kit = 0. The situation is the same as for Cu(100) spacers, since the Fermi
surfaces of Cu and Ag are similar near the [100] direction. This can be seen from the
de Haas van Alphen Fermi wave vectors of 0.827k7,I for Cu and 0.819k7 n for Ag (
kZn is the wavevector of the Brillouin zone boundary along the [100] direction),
which give rise to periods of I/(0- 0.827) = 5.8 layers for Cu(I(M) and I/(I-0.9 19)
= 5.5 layers for Ag(lXO0).

An important property of quantum well states in magnetic multilayers is their
spin-polarization. As explained in more detail elsewhere, 9 '0 quantum well states be-
come spin-polarized by a spin-dependent electron reflectivity at the interface to the
ferromagnet. A particularly clear case is Ag/bcc Fe(100), where the minority spin
quantum well states in the Ag Film are totally reflected at the interface since there are

...................•., -,-.4•A,:,
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no states of the same symmetry and spin available in the Fe(IO0) substrate. The

majority spin states in the Ag film, on the other hand, are able to propagate across
the interface into hulk states of the Fe substirate, and therefore do not become quan-
tized. The more popular Cu/fcc Co(I(M)) system is not so simple, since states of both
spin can propagate from one s,p-band into the other across the interface. Band cal-
culations of the spin-dependent reflectivities are required in this case to obtain the
spin-polarization of the observed quantum well states.

After observing quantum well states in the s,p-bands of noble metal spacer layers
the question arises whether or not the d-bands of transition metal spacer layers
quantize as well. In RKKY theory they should contribute and add extra oscillation
periods to the s,p-like periodicities. The latter arc rather uniform across the periolic

table for a given crystal orientation, which might explain the "universal" periodicity
of about IDA seen for many systems.' 5 In the quantum well picture the d-like parts
of the Fermi surface should also quantize, but the energy spacing between quantum
well states is going to be smaller (due to the smaller dispersion of d-bands), and their
lifetime broadening is increasing (due to the higher density of states available for
electron hole pair formation). Therefore, adjacent quantum well states may merge
into a bulk-like continuum. We have searched for d-like quantum well systems in a
variety of systems (Ru/Co(0001), Cr/Fe(100)), and have found it difficult to discern

Cr/Fe(100) El= 11.0 eV Difference Spectro I H;5
• -. 1 (Band

5 7 0 E d g e )
k 0

0 81L 81L

E 5L 4 5L

S41 41,

3 3L 3 L

I11Cr I(L1Cr

-- ! I
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-2 -1 0 1 2 3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
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Fig. 4 Inverse photoemission spectra for Cr/Fe(100) grown at 570K, showing the
band that contributes strongly to antiferromagnetic coupling (see Fig. 5). Quantum
well states calculated from the model in Ref. 10 with estimated phase shiftstQ are
shown as thin tickmarks. For the difference spectra the Fe substrate contribution was
subtracted, using an attenuation length of two layers that fits the intensity decay at
the Fermi level.
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discrete states. The main problem so far appears to be not the fundamental lifetime
limit outlined above, but the difficulty in producing highly-perfect, flat films, which
are necessary to see the short periodicities expected from many transition metal sys-
tems. As an example we show data from Cr/Fe(100) in Fig. 4, where a variety of
experiments have demonstrated a short, two-layer period reminiscent of
antiferromagnetic Cr.16 This periodicity can be understood in the quantum well pic-
ture in a fashion very similar to the arguments' 7 given for the bulk
antiferromagnetism of Cr (Fig. 5, Ref. 18). There is a pair of d-bands that give nearly
identical wavevectors kn, for the envelope wavefunctions over a large portion of
kV-space. The kenv vectors originate in this case from the band minima (dots in Fig.
5), which have a nearly constant spacing from the corresponding Fermi level crossings
(lines in Fig. 5). The length of the knv vectors is about half of the Brillouin zone
boundary, corresponding to a two layer period. Using the simple model from Ref.
10 we expect majority spin quantum well states at the fine tick marks in Fig. 4.19 The
inverse photoemission data in Fig. 4 show only a single, broad peak (fat tickmarks).
It moves upwards with increasing Cr thickness, following roughly the average be-
tween the first and second calculated quantum well states. The upwards movement
towards the band edge ad H' 25 is analogous to the result for Cu / fcc Fe(100) in Fig.
2. The absence of higher quantum well states in Cr / bcc Fe(l00) is probably due to
imperfections in the Fe(100) substrate crystal, which lead to inhomogeneous broad-
ening. Highly perfect Fe whiskers might be required to resolve the expected quantum
well states, similar to the ones used in the experiments that showed the magnetic os-

cillations so clearly.16 Alternatively, there could be additional quantum well states
with opposite (minority) spin that fill in between the majority spin states in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5 A portion of the Fermi surface of Cr and the corresponding bands that give rise
to antiferromagnetic coupling (from a band calculation by Stiles"8 ). In the quantum
well picture, a magnetic oscillation period of two layers corresponds to envelope wave
vectors with a length of half the Brillouin zone boundary momentum (arrows).
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MAGNETORES|STANCE

While the magnetic coupling is rather straightforward to explain, either by quan-
k turn well states or by RKKY theory, the magnetoresistance is a much more complcx

phenomenon. To tackle the problem in its full generality requires some 20
parameters,20 whose microscopic origin is sometimes difficult to pinpoint. In%tead of
treating the problem fully we will focus on phcnomena that can be traced directly to
the electronic structure. In particular, we will explore how the concept of quantum
well states might play a role in explaining giant magnetoresistance. The geometry
shown in Fig. 6 is that of a typical trilayer structure. For simplifying the arguments,

we take the current perpendicular to the interfaces, as in the experiments of Ref. 21.
This differs from most magnetoresistive structures used to date, where the current
runs parallel to the layers in order to avoid extremely low resistances, There are in-
dications that the perpendicular geometry reflects the effect in purer form, since it
exhibits 3 to 10 times larger magnetoresistance than the parallel geometry for the
same combination of materials 2 . This can be rationalized by noticing that, in the
parallel geometry, the electrons have to be scattered back and forth between the two
magnetic layers in order to sample their relative magnetizations, while they are forced
through both layers in the perpendicular geometry. Therefore, additional parameters,

such as interface roughness and disorder have been invoked in a number of theories
to explain magnetoresistance in the parallel geometry.

Fig. 6 schematically shows a bulk and an interface effect. They both contribute
to magnetoresistance, but they may not be the whole story. The hulk effect is based
on the shorter mean free path for electrons of minority spin compared to majority
spin electrons (dashed versus full arrows in Fig. 6). In a spin valve structure, where

Field on Field off:
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Bulk Effect Spacer

Polorizer "-i-

! Spin

Analyzer ,Sp

Interface Effect Spacer .

Current

Fig. 6 Two possible effects contributing to the giant magnetoresistance in a spin valve.
The bulk effect is based on the shorter mean ftce path for minority spins, the inter-
face effect is caused by preferenltial Bragg reflection of minority electrons at the
interface.
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two magnetic layers are separated by a non-magnetic spacer, an unpoldarized cullent
becomes polarized in the majoirity spin directiom after passing the first layer, because
more minority spin electrons are absorbed than majority spin electrons. The second
magnetic layer then acts as an analyzer, `uppressing the injected current if it is
iantiferromagnetically coupled and transmitting it if aligned feriomagnetically by an
external Field. Therefore one observes a reductioin of the resistance. In order to

achieve maximum spin-polarization the magnetic material has to be as thick a% the
mean free path ol of minority spin electroms, typically in the ItM)A range2 t . The
physics of the shorter mean free path for minority spin elcctrTons lies in their hand
structure. While the majority spin d-bands are filled in fer6omagnets, such as Co and
Ni, the minority spin d-bands straddle the Fermi level and prt)duce a high density of
states that can scatter minority spin electro ns by creating electron-hole pairs. (Note
that we assume spin-conservation in the scattering process, i.e., the spin-flip scattering
length is large compared to all the length scales considered here.) The majority spin
electrons see a bandstructure akin to that of a noble metal, with its much Itnger mean
free path. The spin-dependent mean free paths result in typical ratios of 3:1 for the
spin-dependent bulk resistances, as extracted fron perpendicular magnetoresistance
measurements in multilayers. 2' Even at the vacuum level, i.e. several eV above the
Fermi level, the mean fiee path is still about 20% longer for majority spins than mi-
nority spins22.

While the bulk magnetoresistance effect is due to the spin dependence of inelastic
scattering, the interface effect shown in Fig. 6 invoilves elastic scattering. Again, the

electron current is first polarized by the first magnetic layer, but then it is analyzed
by spin-dependent Bragg-reflection from the second magnetic layer. Such a spin-
dependent reflectivity was encountered for Agibcc Fe(l0X)) (see above and Refs. 9,

10). In this case minority spin states were totally reflected and thus confined to
quantum well states, whereas majority spin electrons kept propagating across the

interface. It is not clear yet whether this is a general phenomenon. At least in the case
of Ag/Fe(I00) it gives rise to a large, yes-or-no effect in the electron transmission
across the interface. This may explain the large interface effects found in the analysis
of magnetoresistance measurements, e.g. a strong sensitivity of magnetoresistancc to
additional interface layers4 and ratios as high as 12:1 foir the interface resistances (if
minority and majority spins 2t. It should be noted that this spin-dependent Bragg
reflection coefficient is really a property of the bulk band structure oif the
ferromagnet, i.e. it depends on the existence of bulk states in the ferromagnet that
match the energy, momentum and spin of the incoming electrons. Despite the crucial
role of bulk band gaps, the actual reflection of the electron wave function takes place
in a very narrow region at the interface. The width of this region is determined by
the imaginary part of the perpendicular momentum k'-, which describes the decay of
the evanescent wavefunction into the ferromagnet. It is given by the energy distance
AE from the nearest band edge, and takes on the simple form Im(k') = &2mAE 1h

-0.51 A- /AE/eV for a free electron. Putting in a typical energy offset AE = leV
we obtain a decay constant 1/Im(ki) = 2A, which is c(mparable to the decay con-
stants of 1.5-3A reported from magnetic interlayer experiments.4 (For the example
Ag/bcc Fe(100) we have AE = F12 - El. ý 1.5 cV).23

In the future it would be interesting to explore geometries with the current per-
pendicular to the interfaces in order to produce higher magnetoresistance, as in Ref.
21. In order to avoid extremely low resistivities and superconducting technology, one
could try alternating stripes of magnetic and non-magnetic materials, with the current
parallel to the thin Film but perpendicular to the stripes. In order to get stripes with

• I
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well-defined width, e.g. 5, 12, or 17 atomic layeis for the antifer-mnomagnetic coupling
maxima in Cu/Co, one could use stepped, high-index surf'aces as substrates. where the
step spacing determines tile stripe width.

Acknowledgement We would like to acknowledge M. D. Stiles for providing the
hand calculation results on Cr shown in Fig. 5.
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ABSTRACT
We report on the magneto-optical Kerr rotation(OK) spectra of ultrathin Fe films on Au or

Ag (100) substrates and the OK oscillation due to interlayer thickness in Fe/Au/Fe sandwich

films. In 3.5-4.5 eV, a new OK peak appears in the bcc-Fe(100) ultrathin films on the fcc-

Au(100) surface and it shifts towards the higher energy side with increasing Fe layer thickness.
The absolute value of exy for 3A(2ML) thick Fe layers is twice as large as that of bulk Fe at

3.7 eV. The thickness dependence of the transition energy of this new peak in the spectra is

well explained by the concept of quantum well states in the Fe ultrathin layers, attributing the
new transition to a transition from the majority spin A5 band ({px_+i pyy, I dxz±i dyz ; m-- I)

to the A I quantum well states (s, Pz, dz2 ; m=O). The new peak is also observed in the

Fe/Au(100) artificial superlattices. Using the Exy obtained experimentally for the Fe ultrathin

films and the Exx of literature, we can reproduce the experimental OK spectra of the artificial

superlattices by optical calculation. On the other hand, we cannot observe the same behavior
for the ultrathin Fe films grown on a fcc-Ag(l00) surface and covered by a Au(100) ultrathin
film, although the Exy of Fe is different from that of the bulk and shows some structures in 2-

3 eV. These structures around 2.5 eV are thought to be due to polarized Au atoms adjacent to

an Fe layer.
An oscillation of OK as a function of interlayer thickness, d, was observed in photon

energy region between about 2.5 and 3.8 eV for the Fe(6A)/Au(dA)/Fe(6A) sandwiched film

The oscillation period was about 10A (5ML) of Au. The oscillation is thought to be closely
related with a formation of spin polarized quantum well states of AI band in Au layers

sandwiched by magnetic layers.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this decade, a considerable attention has been focused to 3d-ferromagnetic transition

metal/noble metal multilayers, because they have a nov," potential to provide a method to

control a band structure of magnetic materials and then new interesting phenomena like giant
magnetoresistance [I I and oscillating interlayer exchange coupling [21. Many theoretical and

experimental works have been done on the electronic structures of 3d-magnetic ultrathin

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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films[3-7]. Measurements of magneto-optical (M-O) effect is very sensitive and useful method

[8-101. Especially, a spectroscopic measurement of magneto-otical effects can provide an

information on magnetic band structures. However, only a few works have been done in the

field of the specuroscopy of the magneto-optical effect of ultrathin ferromagnetic films(l 11.

Recently, we have found a new magneto-optical transition in the ultrathin films of bcc-Fe

deposited on the Au (100) plane [121. The new peak in the *K spectra appears in the thickness

range between 2 and 10 A and shifts from about 2.9 to 4.3 eV with increasing Fe layer

thickness. Meanwhile, Himpsel observed a formation of quantum well states for the Fe

ultrathin layers el ibedded on the Au(100) using inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES)

161. By taking in o account this result, the new *K peaks could be explained by a formation of

quantum well states in the Fe (100) layers[131.

On the other hand, Bennett et al. reported an oscillation behavior of the saturation Kerr

rotation with a change of the Cu interlayer thickness, d, in the Fe/Cu(dA)/Fe sandwiched films

[9]. However, since their measurements were performed at only one wavelength(633nm), no

electronic contributions to magneto-optical properties have been discussed. While Brooks et

al. and Ortega et al. have also reported a formation of quantum well states in ultrathin noble

metal layers which were deposited on magnetic films[7]. This phenomenon is worth to notice

because such confined states with spin polarization around Fermi surface can be a mediator of

the oscillating interlayer exchange coupling [7,14].

In this paper, we report on the spectroscopic studies of magneto-optical polar Kerr effect in

the several kinds of samples which contain Fe ultrathin layers. For the bcc-Fe(100) ultrathin

films grown on the fcc-Au(100) and the fcc-Ag(100) surfaces, we will discuss the formation of

quantum well states in the Fe ultrathin layers. For the Fe/Au(100) artificial superlattices, we

report also a formation of quantum well states in the Fe layers and discuss on the role of Au

barriers. Finally, we report on the behavior of saturation magneto-optical polar Kerr rotation

spectra and its oscillation due to the interlayer thickness, d, in Fe/Au(dA)/Fe sandwiched films.

Au 20A

AU 20A AU 20, A L
Fe dA Fe dA -Fe 3A 2ML) "d A bw~d•

I - ý=Aý(d A Wedge
Au 2000A Au 2000A Fe(6 A)Ag 5000A[ AJ2A

Ag 2000A Ag 2000A A A
Ag(ý000 A)

MgO (001) MgO (00!) MgO (O01) MgO(00)Sub

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1 Schematic drawings of cross section of samples. (a) Fe ultrathin film on
Au. (b) Fe ultrathin film on Ag. (c) Fe/Au artificial superlattice. (d) Fe/Au/Fe
sandwiched film.
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lI. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

All the samples were deposited by means of a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) technique

using electron gun sources for Fe and Au and a Knudsen cell for Ag. During the deposition,
the vacuum in the MBE chamber was in the range of 10-10 Torr. A (100) cleaved MgO single

crystal was used as a substrate. After a thermal flashing of the substrate at 900"C, a fcc-

Ag(100) buffer layer of 2000A was deposited on the substrate at room temperature (R.T).
This Ag buffer layer was annealed at 450'C for I minute. After cooling down to R.T, Fe

ultrathin films, Fe/Au artificial superlattices, and Fe/Au/Fe sandwiched films were deposited at

room temperature (see Fig. 1). A fcc-Au(100) seed layer of 2000A thick was deposited for the

case of Fe ultrathin films on Au(100) and Fe/Au artificial superlattices. The Au seed layer was

annealed at 350"C for I minute. For the case of Fe/Au/Fe sandwiched films, 2 or 4A thick Au

seed layers were used. All the samples were covered by 20A thick Au layer to prevent
oxidation. In Fe/Au/Fe sandwiched films, a wedge-shaped Au layer was prepared for the

accurate measurements of the nonmagnetic interlayer thickness dependence of the Kerr rotation.

The wedge layers were formed by means of a moving shutter method.

The thicknesses and growth rates (0.1-0.2 A/sec) of Fe and Au films were measured and

controlled by quartz thickness monitors (INFICON IC-6000) combined with a shutter system.

The growth modes were monitored by an observation of reflective high energy electron

St diffraction (RHEED) patterns and its oscillations.

Saturation polar Kerr rotation (fK) spectra at room temperature were measured with a Kerr

rotation spectrometer using a Faraday modulator (JASCO J-250) in the photon energy range

from 1.55 to 5.3 eV. The incident angle of light was 10 degree from normal to the sample
plane. Kerr ellipticity (TIK) spectra were calculated from the iK spectra using Kramers-Kronig

(K-K) relation [151. In the calculation, the integration was only performed in the measured
range and no extrapolation was used. Off-diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor (Exy) in Fe
layers were calculated using the values of diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor (Exx) of
literature [ 16,171 and under the assumption of no Exy in noble metal layers.

III. M-O EFFECT IN ULTRATHIN FILM AND SUPERLATTICE

In general, the magneto-optical properties are expressed by the dielectric tensor, C, of the

materials. For the materials with cubic symmetry and a magnetization normal to the film

stdface,

fcxx Cxy 0
C= -Cxy Exx 0 (1)

0 0 Ezz

in which z-axis parallel to the magnetization. The polar Kerr effect for a normal incidence is

expressed as[ 181,

0 41,
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•;, txy

F OK+iTIK= (2)

(0-Exx) 4•7-x

where *K Kerr rotation and 11K Kerr ellipticity. For the artificial superlattices with a period

much shorter than wavelength of the incident light, the complex Kerr rotation, ýK+ilMK, is
described also by the equation (2), using effective dielectric constants, <Exx> and <Exy>.

From the classical electromagnetic calculation, the effective dielectric constants should be an
average of each dielectric constant weighted by their thicknesses[ 191.

dl.E 1+d2-E2+ .....
<E>= (3)

dl +d2+ ......

From equation (3), it is clear that complex Kerr spectra should be identical for the all artificial

superlattices of the same composition but of different period, if there is no change in electronic

structure.

The complex Kerr rotation for the ultrathin films (d<<4.) is 112],

i '4nd Exy

*K+if1K= i (4)

)L l-ESxx ,

where d thickness of a magnetic layer, ) wavelength of the incident light, and ESxx dielectric

constant of the substrate. If there is no change in the electronic structure, normalized complex
Kerr rotation, (0K+i1ijc/d, should not be affected by a change in thickness of a magnetic layer.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

IV-1. Fe(l1OO ultrathin films on Au

Fig.2 (a) and (b) shows the changes of the (a) OK and (b) T1K spectra for several Fe layer

thicknesses, d, in the Fe ultrathin films grown on the Au(100) surfaces (see Fig.I (a)). The
41 vertical axis means a normalized value of OK orrlK by the Fe film thickness. A large negative

peak of the Kerr rotation spectrum at 2.5 eV is observed in all the samples, which is due to
coupled plasma edge of Au. At this energy, the denominator of the equation (2) has a local
minimum and enhances Kerr rotation optically. This phenomernm, so called "plasma

enhancement effect," was first pointed out for a bulk materiali20 and then multilayersi 111.

A new OK peak appears in 3.5-4.5 eV for the Fe films thinner than 10A and shifts toward i

AI

-'
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higher energy's side with increasing Fe layer thickness. Using equation (4) and dielectric
constants of bulk Au 116], off-diagonal element of dielectric tensor of Fe uitrathin films can be
calculated. Fig.3 shows absolute value of the off-diagonal dielectric constants, Exy, of the Fe
ultrathin films. The exy spectra show a peak at around 4 eV. For a 10 A thick Fe, a new peak
appears at 4.5 eV. A peak is also observed at the same energy for a 7 A thick Fe layer. It
shifts to lower energy side for Fe films thinner than 5 A. The center of the peak for a 3 A thick
Fe is about 3.6 eV. The absolute value of Exy of 3 A thick Fe is about two times as large as
that of bulk Fe at 3.6 eV. A separate obsevation of a real part and an imaginary part of exy
shows dispersion type spectra for the real part, absorptive part, and a sigle peak for the

imaginary part[ 121. Such dispersion of E'xy indicates a diamagnetic type transition [211 in the

materials.
In Fig.4 the energy of the new transition is shown as a function of Fe layer thickness,

where the transition energy is determined from the peak position in the spectra of the absolute
value of exy. An energy shift of up to 2 eV is shown. Such a large shift of the energy level
of an empty state was observed also for the same system by Himpsel using inverse photo-
emission spectroscopy (IPES) [61. He attributed this new state to a Al quantum well state in
the Fe ultrathin layers. Fig. 5 shows band structures of fcc-Au 1221 and bcc-Fe 1231 along
film normal. Since Au has an energy gap of AI dispersion above the X4 point, electronic

states in an Fe layer with Al symmetry can not connect to states in Au layer in this energy gap

+,(a) OK (b) 71K• , , ,d ( A )

0 2

_0 _ - 3
4)4

-0 _ -, ----- - 10

06 40

-e- 80

II I II I I | I

2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

hu (eV) h) (eV)

Fig.2 Magneto-optical polar Kerr rotation (OK) spectra as a function of Fe layer
thickness(d) in Au(20A)/Fe(dA)/Au(2000A)/ Ag(200OA)/MgO(100) films at room
temperature. (a) Kerr rotation (OK) spectra, (b) Kerr ellipticity ('1K) spectra. The
vertical axis means a normalized values of OK by the Fe film thickness.I

~ - - - -- - - - - - - - -

+1
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and confined in the Fe layer [6]. The Al1 quantum well state is made from s, Pz. and dz2
(m=O) orbitals with k-vector near the H point of bcc-bulk Fe 161. Therefore, only A5 bands

(m--Il) can be initial states of a dipole transition made by in-plane polarization of the light.

Since the minority spin A5 bands are empty for large kz, only the majority spin A5 bands can

contribute to the absorption of the light. The majority spin doubly degenerate A5 band splits

into two separate bands corresponding to the angular momentum (J=3/2, 1/2) by the spin-orbit

interaction, and majority spin A5 to AI quantum well states transition will yield a diamagnetic-

type magneto-optical effect. In Fig. 4, the expected thickness dependence of the transition

energy from the majority spin A5 to Al quantum well state transition is also shown. The

characteristics of the Al quantum well states were obtained from the IPES data 161, and a

dispersion of the majority spin A5 bands were taken from the calculated band structure of bulk

Fe [231. The two curves in Fig. 4 have essentially the same properties. The difference

between two curves is not large, if we allow experimental errors and some changes of majority

spin A5 bands in the ultrathin films. From these results, we can assign the new transition to a

transition from majority spin A5 bands to AI quantum well states in ihe Fe ultrathin films.

IV-2. Fe/Au Superlattice

Fig 6 shows the Kerr ellipticity spectra of Fe(3A)/Au(4A) and Fe(3A)/Au(8A) artificial

superlattices. Both spectra show a single broad peak at 3.8 eV. This energy is close to the

d (A) I
> 7

2_ A
i0 0

0 0
3

_ •40_ o

C 80
0 0

-_ ____0--- --- 0
0 5 100

2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5
hu (eV) hW (eV)

Fig.3 Changes of the spectra of off-diagonal elements (e y)of the dielectric tensor
as a function of Fe layers thickness(d) in Au(20A)/Fe(dA)/Au(2000A)/Ag(5000A)
/MgO(100) films. (a) real part of exy, (b) imaginary part of exy.
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I I Au Fe

M0cc (bcc) Al

X•
E -- -- -- --- - - ITi±

3 Al

0 2 4 6 r k k H

Fe film thickness (ML) Fig.5 A schematic drawing of the band
Fn of the structures of bulk bcc-Fe J231 and fcc-AuFi . hc ns e ed ne o h [22 1 near the Fermi energy along the film

transition energy observed in the Fe normal.
ultrathin films grown on Au(100) (closed
circles). Open circles show the transition
energy from majority spin A5 [231 to the
A I quantum well state measured by
Himpsel [6].

transition energy for a 3 A Fe ultrathin film sandwiched by Au, i.e. 3.6 eV. To confirmcontribution of the quiflurn well states, the Kerr euplicity spectrum of the Fe(3A)/Au(4A)

artificial superlattice is examined by optical calculations. In Fig. 7, an experimental ellipticity
spectrum of the superlattice is shown with two theoretical curves. Curve A was calculated

from equation (2) and (3) using the dielectric constants of bulk Fe [ 17] and Au [ 16). The

curve A shows plasma enhancement at 2.5 eV, but does not reproduce an experimental

spectrum. The curve B is calculated using the diagonal parts of dielectric tensor of bulk Fe and

Au and an experimental off-diagonal element of dielectric constant of 3 A thick Fe ultrathin

films sandwiched by Au that was obtained in section IV-l. The latter curve agrees well with

the experimental ellipticity spectrum and indicates an appearance of the quantum well states in

Fe/Au artificial superlattices. The transition energies are almost identical for both the artificial

superlattices with different Au layer thicknesses. This fact agrees well with a concept of a

quantumn well states in Fe layers, since those levels are independent from Au layer thicknesses.

Only two atomic layers of Au (4A•) is necessary to work as a barrier of the wells.

RV3. Fe Ultrathin Films on Ag

In Fig.8 (a), (b) the changes of 1K and TIK spectra as a function of d in

Au(20A)/Fe(dA)/Ag(5000A)/MgO(100) films are shown. A negative large plasma enhanced
10K peak is also observed at 3.8 eV .We can not confirm any new peaks in 3.5-4.5 eV

contrary to the Au cases. However, it seems to exist in the 2-3 eV range some 1K structures

for the Fe layers thinner than 8A. Such kinds of llK structures were not observed in the Fe

-" 
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Fig.6 Polar Kerr ellipticity spectra for the A:cal. B:cal.

Fe(3A)/Au(dA) artificial superlattices. 2 3 4 5

photon energy (eV)
Fig.7..Comparison between experimental
polar Kerr ellipticity and two calculations.
A: Calculation using dielectric tensor of
bulk 116,171. B: Calculation using
diagonal parts of dielectric tensor of bulk
[16,171 and off-diagonal part of the 3A
thick Fe ultrathin film obtained here.

layer above IOA.I In Fig.9 (a), (b) are shown the spectra of real part (c'xy) and imaginary part (c"xy) as a

A function of d in Au(20A)/Fe(dA)/Ag(5000oA)/MgO(00) films. The theoretical E'xy and E"xy
spectra of bulk Fe 1241 are shown as a composition. The bump in Exy spectra near 3.8 eV is
an analytical error caused by an ambiguity of the optical constants of Ag 1161. The whole
shape of the E'xy spectrum has a tendency to approach towards that of the bulk Fe with

increasing Fe thickness.
To investigate a reason why a new peak at 3.5-4.5 eV does not appear in the Fe on Ag, we

measured RHEED intensity during the growth. In Fig.10 the RHEED intensity oscillations
during the growth of Fe layer on Au and Ag (100) surfaces are shown. In the case of Fe layer
on Au, the RHEED intensity oscillation continues for a long time. On the other hand for the

growth of Fe on Ag the oscillation is not so clearly observed. This result suggests that the Fe
layer on Ag has a poor lwer-by-layer growth different from that of Fe layer deposited on Au,
which in turn suggests why the quantum well states are not formed in Fe layer on Ag [131.

The shape of exy spectra of Fe films less than 8A deposited on Ag are different from that of

Fe bulk state. This suggests that the electronic structure of Fe film less than 8A is different
from that of bulk. In the Fe films thinner than 8A on Ag, there are some structures of exy in

2-3 eV. The £ xy structure is thought to be related with polarized Au atoms adjacent to the Fe

layer from the following two masons; 1). Schnattenrly reported that a magneto-optical transition
of polarized Au atoms near the plasma edge where an optical transition between s, p and d

bands occurs in Au [251. 2). The E'xy spectra change with Au layer thickness (x) in

Au(20A)/Ag(IOA)/Fe(3A)/Au(xA)/Ag(4000A)/MgO(100) films.

i
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Au(20oV)iFe(dA)/Ag(5000A)/MgO( 100 ) Au(20.A)/F)(dV)Agc(0)/MgO(hOv ) ,(A)
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Fig.8 Magneto-optical polar Kerr spectra Fig.9 Changes of the spectra of off-
as a function of Fe layer thickness(d) in diagonal elements (nxy) of dhe dielectric
Au(2oA)/Fe(dA)Ag(50ooA)/MgO(l00) tensor as a function of Fe layers
films at room temperature. (a) Kerr tIickness(d n
rotation (4K) spectra, (b) Kerr ellipticity Au(20A)/Fe(dA)/Ag(5OoA) /MgO(lOo)
(1K) spectra. The vertical axis means a films. The theoretical spectra of Fe bulk

are shown as a comparison [24]. (a) real
normalized values of OK and '1K by Fe part of exy, (b) imaginary part of exy.

film thickness.

IV-4. Fe/Au/Fe Sandwiched Film

We have also prepared several kinds of Fe/Au(dA)/Fe sandwiched films and measured

saturation polar Kerr rotation (fK) as a function of the Au interlayer thickness (d) in the

sandwiched films. As a sandwiched structure, we employed the Au(20A)/Fe(5A)/Au(dA,)

Fe(5A)/Au(4A)/Ag(4000A) structure with a Au wedge whose schematic drawing of cross

section is shown in Fig. 1 (d)

As pointed out by Ortega et a1.[7], according to the bulk band structures of bcc-Fe and fcc-

Au near the Fermi energy along the film normal [001] [22,231, in the case of Au/Fe system,

since an energy gap of minority spin AI branch exits below the rI121 point of Fe, the majority

Al band of Au couple with AI band in Fe, but the minority AI band of Au does not couple

with that of Fe layer near the Fermi level. Therefore, a discrete quantum well state will be
produced in the minority Al band of Au around Fermi level. These are spin polarized quantum

well states. In that energy region, a propagating wave along the film normal in the Au layer is

reflected by Fe barrier at the interfaces because the wave can not propagate in to the Fe layers.

So, an interference between the propagating and the reflecting waves makes an envelope

function (standing wave). According to a simple approximation in which the phase change of

i f.'
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Growth time (sec.) Fig.l I The Au interlayer thickness, d,
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Fig.10 The RHEED intensity oscillations dependence Of *Au atML)/ e6 in

(specular spot intensity) during the growth /Ag(40A) film. 1ML.=2.0A.
of Fe layer on (a) Au(100) and (b) Ag(100)
surface at room temperature. The primary
energy was 20 keV, and glancing angle
was 0.3 degree.

the wave was neglected, at Fermi Level, the wave number kz (kz = kF) can be expressed as

[71,

kZ = kF = kZB - nWL (5)

where, kZB the wave vector at zone boundary, and kz the wave vector of the plane wave, L
the film thickness of Au, n an integer.

The quantum well states with different integer, n, should cross the Fermi level one after
another along the Al band energy dispersion with the increasing Au thickness. Namely, an
empty down spin state will be formed periodically just above Fermi level with the increasing
film thickness of Au. Therefore, the period (AQ) in which quantum well state appears at the
Fermi level is expressed as AQ=lt/(kzB - kF) 17]. Ortega and Himpsel found quantum well
states in ultrathin noble metal layers such as Ag, Cu grown on Fe and Co by using IPES
method and found that, when the energy was fixed, for example at Fermi energy, the inverse
photoemission intensities oscillate by every 5 MLs of Ag 17].

It is expected also that a new magneto-optical transition, where the spin polarized quantum

well states in noble metals behave as a final state, will occur and its intensity (MO effect) will
oscillate periodically by the formation of the quantum well state at Fermi level. The AQ is
thought to correspond to the period, A, of the ýK oscillation. In the cases, it is considered that
an optical transition from minority spin A5 bands to the A1 spin polarized quantum well states

t. in Au or Ag is a possible mechanism of the oscillation of saturation OK in Fe/Au(dA)/Fe and
Fe/Ag(dA)/Fe sandwiches.

In Fig. 11 the Au interlayer thickness (d) dependence of saturation polar Kerr rotation (fK)
at 3.8 eV in Au(20A)/Fe(6A)/Au(dA)/Fe(6A)/ Au(2A)/Ag(4000A) sandwiched film is shown.
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The vertical axis shows a UK per Fe IA (fK/dFe), which was normalized by the total Fe

thickness (12A). Similar oscillations of OK were observed in the energy region of 2.5 to 3.8

eV, no oscillations were found at the energies 2.0, 4.0 and 4.5 eV. The oscillation periods

(A) are about 5ML (0A). Similar result was also seen for Fe/Ag/Fe sandwiched film in the

energy range from 2.8 to 4.5 eV. The oscillation period (A) of Fe/Ag/Fe sandwiched film is in

good agreement with IPES experiments of Ortega et al [71.
In these cases, most possible energy range in which such kinds of OK oscillation should be

occur is from the energy corresponds to A5 to Fermi surface transition to the energy of X5 to

X'4 transition. From the band structures 122). these ranges are 2.0-4.7 eV for Au and 4.0-6.3

eV for Ag. However, as mentioned above, the energy ranges in which the OK oscillations

were observed were 2.5-3.8 eV for the Fe/Au/Fe system and 2.8 to 4.5 eV for Fe/Ag/Fe

system. As the energy regions are rather wide, especially for the Fe/Ag/Fe case, another

mechanism might be responsible for the observed effect: such as an optical transition in the Fe

or an interband transition between a band in Fe and the quantum well states in the Au layers.

The oscillation of the MO effect as a function of d in the sandwich films is also thought to be

closely related with oscillatory magnetic couplings observed in magnetic multilayers 12, 141.

V. SUMMARIES

We measured the magneto-optical polar Kerr effects on (100) ultrathin Fe films deposited

Son Au or Ag buffer (100) surfaces. In the photon energy region between 3.5 and 4.5 eV, a
new OK peak appears in the Fe layers deposited on Au, and shifts towards higher energy side

with increasing Fe layer thickness, whereas we can not observe the new peak in Fe layers

deposited on Ag. The thickness dependence of the transition energy of the new peak in the
spectra is well explained by the transition from the majority spin A5 band (I px±i py), (dxz±i

dyz} - m--•l) to the Al quantum well states (s, Pz, dz2 ; m=O). The new peak is also

observed in the Fe/Au(100) artificial superlattices, By comparing the RHEED intensity

oscillation for Fe on Au and Fe on Ag, it is concluded that incomplete layer-by-layer growths
exclude a formation of quantum well states in Fe layers. On the other hand, Fe ultrathin films
deposited on Ag and covered by Au show some structures of exy in the range of 2-3 eV for the

Fe films thinner below 8A. These structures are tentatively attributed to spin-polarized Au

atoms adjacent to the Fe layer.
We also report on the saturation polar Kerr rotation (OK) spectra and its oscillation due to

interlayer thickness, d, in Fe/Au/Fe and Fe/Ag/Fe films. As a result, the oscillation of OK as

a function of interlayer thickness d was observed between about 2.5 and 3.8eV for
Fe(6A)/Au(dA)/Fe(6A) films. The oscillation period A is about 5ML (10A) of Ag layer

corresponding to the IPES results. The oscillation is thought to be closely related with the
formation of spin polarized quantum well states of Al down spin band in Au layers which is

the carriers of the oscillatory magnetic coupling.
U.i
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ABSTRACT

We study the effects of quantum-well states on the calculated RKKY coupling.
We find that the bound states of a finite-size potential well of depth V give an added
oscillation period of size irh/vV2-V. For the simplest case of a spherical free-electron
Fermi surface, thus two periods appear: the original, "fast," lr/kF oscillation, and the
quantum-well one 7rh/v/2"mV. The quantum-well contributions have larger amplitude,
and are in fact the predominant oscillation. For physically reasonable V (tenths of an
eV) this period is around 8-10A. We discuss evidence for these effects in experimental
systems.

INTRODUCTION

We wish to discuss an issue concerning the coupling in magnetic mnultilayers. The
experimental fact of this coupling is by this point well-established. (See papers in
these proceedings and references therein for an up-to-date review.) Layers of magnetic

S material, some tens of Angstroms thick, magnetically couple across a nonmagnetic

transition metal spacer, with a magnitude which oscillates with the width of the spacer
material. The average oscillation period is around 10A, although a second, smaller
period has been seen in some samples,' and for a few spacers, such as Cr, the period

S is near 18A•.2

Oscillating magnetic exchange coupling suggests an RKKY interaction, with the
coupling mediated by the spin-polarization of the spacer conduction electrons. There
have been several theoretical efforts in this direction, 3" and the conclusion of these
has been that although a free-electron Fermi surface gives a period, r/kF, of only 3A,
adding the periodicity of the spacer lattice to give a realistic band structure, and the
periodicity of the multilayer to give a beating, "aliasing,"3 ,0 7 effect, results in longer
periods which match well with experiment. These long periods are thus essentially an
effect of the bulk spacer-material band structure.

One can see from the expression for the RKKY interaction where these oscillation
periods arise. In its simplest form, the RKKY interaction is the perturbative effect
of a collection of "local moment" spins interacting with the spins of the conduction
electrons. If the nornmagnetic conduction electron states can be represented by some
single-particle energies {1k4 and wave functions {1k(r)}, then the effect of a magnetic
interaction of the form

(S,(r,) the spin of the conduction electrons at local moment site i), is to give a leading
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order correction to the ground state total energy

(j)2 y + h.c}-l 2

AE -( ) kk S.-S 2. 2
n k. >, C C

If one thinks of the product of wave functions 0, as cosine-like, then when Ek = C,,
on the Fermi surface, there is a logarithmic singularity which, when integrated against
the cosine continuum, gives oscillations with wave vector equal to the singul: rity wave
vector. For a free-electron Fermi sphere the singularity has Ak = V/1-2-nEF/h = kp, and
for more complex shapes other Ak are possible.3

We propose to consider additional contributions to the RKKY coupling, namely
those from bound states arising from c . -ctive quantum wells in these s:'stems. There
has been increasing evidence' that quantum-well states exist in some of these materials,
arising from differences in environment between magnetic and non-magnetic layers By
use of a simple model, we show that bound states can give a contribution to the RKKY
coupling which oscillates with a period dependent only on the height of the well, and
independent of any features of the Fermi surface. (Secondary oscillations have period
7r/kF, indicative of the continuum contributions. The bound states thus do not change
the 7r/kF period, but rather are an additional large-amplitude contribution on top of
the Fermi surface terms.) Since values of the well height of around a few tenths of
an eV give periods irh/V2-n'V in the range of 9A, the implications are that in some
multilayer systems, some subset of the oscillation periods may have contributions from
quantum-well states in addition to the normal Fermi surface effects. Since the physics
of these two contributions are different, it may make sense to look for evidence of these
effects experimentally in multilayer systems.

METHOD AND RESULTS

Our calculation is straight-forward.9 As the simplest case of a quantum well, we
start with a free-electron, spherical Fermi surface system, and add a potential for the
conduction electrons in the ý' direction (perpendicular to the planes). Such a potential,
a quantum-well for the spacer layer, is illustrated in Fig. (1).

(We have also examined other forms of the potential such as delta functions for the
interfaces or a "negative well" for the spacer, and we discuss these results elsewhere. 10)
The wave functions Vk(r) can be calculated exactly for this case, and they are plane
waves in the i and ý directions. In the : direction the states are solutions of a potential
well: a continuum of states for k. > ;/20V /h (sines and cosines with a change of wavw
vector at the interface), and a set of bound states for k, < Vr /h. The number of
bound states increases as d-v/ V/irh. Even for a piece-wise constant potential, the
eigenstate energy ek still has the free-electron form, Ek = h2 (k2 + A'2 + k2)/2m, where
energy is measured from the bottom of the well. We then substitute these 'k(r) and
E k in Eq. (2), and do the {k} and {fi sums.

The S, are taken as constant within ea.h ferromagnetic slab, mid so S,. Sj factors
out of the {i,j} sum in Eq. (2) as St, p" S.,jh9 . We write Eq. (2) as

AE .(LJ) (d)§,S, (3)

and calculate 1(d) for various well-heights V. We plot a representative result in Fig.
(2).

2i
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E

0- L,

Fig. 1. Model potential used for the calculations of Fig. 2. Note the zero of energy;
-F is measured from the bottom of the well.

This case illustrates the effects -)f even small well height. (The amplitude of the
ouantum-well oscillations increases with V.) Compared to no well (Fig. (2a)), the
osci:latory period is lengthened considerably by a well of only one-tenth the Fermi
energy (Fig. (2b)). The new period is A - 7rh/V'_2-nW, which one can check by
substituting the values given in the caption.

Evidence of what is happening can be obtained by separating I(d) into contribu-

tions from continuum and discrete states. The continuum contribution shows small
perturbations as a result of resonances from a finite well, but overall the :iod of
oscillations is 7r/kF. The quantum-well state contribution, in contrast, has a pc. iodic-
ity of 7r/kv, where h2 k?/2m _ V. Every time the spacer-layer width d increase by

7rh/2v/"_V, a new quantum-well state appears. States with k. near V/2mV/h 2 have a
sharp maximum in their overlap amplitude with the magnetic states; hcnce, as states
periodically pass through this regime, there is a corresponding oscillation in the RKKY
interaction. This is thus an effect of sharp modulations in the numerator of the expres-
sion in Eq. (2), as opposed to the continuum contribution, which is an effect of zeros
in the denominator.

The total RKKY coupling is the sum of the continuum and quantum-well (discrete)
contributions. It is important to note that since the quantum-well state, are confined
to the spacer, their weight, via the Ok,(z) in Eq. (2) which go as 1/v/d, sums (the
number of bound states goes as d) to a number of order one. The continuum states,
normalized to the entire sample, have V'k.(z) - 1/VL, where L is the size of the system.
There are of course a large number, of order L, of continuum states (in the z-direction);
hence the contributions from bound and continuum states are of the same size. The
amplitude of the bound states turns out in fact to be slightly larger, so that when all
contributions are added together, two periods are seen, 7r/kF and 7rh/v'_V, with the
predominant one being 7rh/V2mnV.

Generalizing this result to the case of a more realistic band structure, one can

t
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Fig. 2. RKKY coupling of two planes of spins in a sea of conduction electrons as
a function of interplanar distance. (The effective filled band width is CF = 5.2 eV
in these plots.) (a) V = 0, no scattering potential; (b) V = 0.10 CF. Note that the
7rh/,vr27 miV oscillations are evident even for this very shallow well. (Positive RKKY is
ferromagnetic; negative, antiferromagnetic.)

see that the various periods will add separately, with the predominant period being
the one corresponding to the largest amplitude. (Roughness averaging and aliasing
will of course smooth out the shorter periods, so the oscillation period seen exper-
imentally may reflect more the largest amplitude terms in a certain range.') Since
quantum-well contributions do not interfere with the Fermi- surface- based periods and
are merely an additive effect, one might suppose that the ratio of quantumn-well to

Fermi-surface effects might vary among different systems, and among different oscilla-
tion periods in a given system. (If one defines the well as a difference of paramnagnetic
(filled) band widths, then of course some systems might not display quantumi-well, but
rather "quantumn-wail" (negative V) effects"0 .) The fact that a V of 0.3-0.6 eV, a
not- unreasonable band-width difference, gives a period of 8-11A. indicates that one
might look for these effects among the low-end oscillation periods seen experimentally.
Quantum-well states of the type considered in our model give a ferromagnetic bias (as
seen in Fig. (2b)), which might serve as a check of quantum-well effects.

In summary, we have found an additional physical mechanism for producing oscil-
lation periods in an RKKY interaction. The bound states of a quantum well contribute

S° kIIA^ ... ...
-- 25"' '
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a period of xr0a/v/V (a. the Bohr radius and V in Rydberg). The amplitude of this os-
cillation can be quite large, and for well depths around 0.03 Ry, the oscillation period is
near 10A, suggesting that quantum-well states might be contributing to the oscillation
period in some magnetic multilayer systems.
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.• ABSTRACT

An earlier theory of the exchange coupling between two ferronmagnets separated by a
nonmagnetic transition metal spacer was based on size quantization of the electron
energies in the spacer. It is now generalized to include the effect of
hybridization between the conduction and d bands both in the ferromagnet and in the

* spacer. The new theory thus unifies the approach based on coupling via d electrons,
valid for transition metal spacers, with RKKY-type theories for noble and simple
metals which rely on coupling via conduction electrons. The theory is applied to
calculate the period and strength of the long-period oscillatory coupling in (001)
Co/Cu trilayer.

The oscillatory exchange coupling between magnetic layers separated by a
nonmagnetic spacer and the related giant magnetoresistance effect have attracted
much attention. It is found experimentally that the magnetic layer moments align
themselves ferromagnetically (FM) or antiferromagnetically (AF) depending on the
thickness of the nonmagnetic spacer. Multilayers which exhibit such an oscillatory
coupling are based on ferromagnetic transition metals and the nonmagnetic spacer
layers are usually transition, noble, or simple metals.

The initial theoretical effort was directed toward explaining the observed
long oscillation periods. Two mechanisms have been proposed: a theory based on size
quantization of magnetic carriers4 

(compe6te confinement model) and an RKKY-type
approach based on perturbation theory. ' In both approaches oscillation periods

are linked to the shape of the spacer Fermi surface (FS).
However, a true test of any cf these theories is whether they can predict

not only the period but also the overall strength of the oscillatory coupling for
any particular combination of the ferromagnet-spacer materials. RKKY-type theories
fail this test because they treat the ferromagnetic layer only as a magnetic plane
characterized by one or more adjustable parameters. Moreover. examination of the
bulk band structure of the layers in systems based on transition metals shows that
magnetic carriers are often completely confined in the spacer region. The

resultant bound states cannot be described within an RKKY approach based on
perturbation theory.

4 At the other extreme, the original version of the complete confinement
theory assumes for the FM configuration that magnetic carriers of one spin
orientation travel freely across the whole structure and those of the opposite spin
are comletely confined in the spacer region. These conditions are fulfilled for
Fe/Cr and Co/Ru structures but they are not satisfied even approximately for most
other systems. Certainly, the theory of Ref.4 is not applicable to noble and simple
metal spacers with conduction electrons mediating the coupling. They can feel the
magnetization in the ferromagnetic layers only through hybridization with the
ferromagnet d bands but this effect was not included in the theory of Ref.4.

Clearly, what is needed to describe correctly multilayers with transition,
noble, and simple metal spacers is a unified nonperturbative theory which can treat
bound and propagating states on the same footing and includes hybridization between
sp and d bands. The theory should be based on a fully realistic electronic
structure of the multilayer constituents and should not contain any adjustable
parameters. The purpose of this contribution is to describe such a theory and
illustrate its detailed application in the case of (001) Co/Cu trilayer.

The interlayer exchange coupling J is defined as the total energy difference
between the ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AF) configurations of the
magnetic layers. It might, therefore, seem that the best way to determine J is to
perform first-principle total energy calculations for the FM and AF configurations.

i This requires the summation of all electron energies in the multilayer below the

Mat, ee... Soc. Symp. Proe. Vol. 313. 9'1"3 Materials Research Society
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Fermi level E . However. for a Co/Cu/Co trilayer with a spacer of some N-20 atomic

planes of Cu the exchange coupling JAN) per surface atom is only 1-O'E. It

follows that such a "brute force" approach would require an accuracy which, at
present, is computationally not attainable.4 We, therefore, propose an alternativeapproach based on a generalization of the theory of Ref.4. The principal idea is to

formulate a total energy calculation in which the summation over one-electron
energies is performed analytically rather than numerically. It will be shown that
this is possible for multilayers with thick spacer layers (N>5-6) in which the
interlayer exchange coupling is dominated by just a few "extremal" states at EF-

Although the proposed method is applicable to any multilayer, we consider here
trilayers with thick ferromagnetic layers and describe their electronic structure
by canonical tight-binding bands.

We first express AN) in terms of the thermodynamic potentials Cis for
electrons of spin s in the FM and AF configurations of the trilayer

A(N) = [(Q27 N) + 0
2

,MN))FM - (l4MN) + 9,(,MN))A. (IA

where N is the number of atomic planes in the spacer and A is the cross-sectional
area. The thermodynamic potential for a given magnetic configuration at temperature
T is given by

s (=-kT{inIl + expl(.I - E)/k TD V')EN)dE (2)Q S(N) = -kE N 13

-w

where ju is the chemical potential and VS(EN) is the total density of states (DOS)
for particles of spin s in the trilayer having that configuration. Because of the
translational invariance in the direction parallel to the layers, we can express
DS(EN) as

1)S (E.N)= !?S (E~ku. N) f3)

k•

where 9 S= -(l/x)E TrImGi(E,k,,N) is the partial DOS, G,1 is the local one-particle

Green function, the summation over i is over all atomic planes in the trilayer. the
trace is over all atomic orbitals, and the wave vector k, parallel to the layers is

from the first two-dimensional Brillouin zone.
5For any fixed k the calculation of W thus reduces to an effective

one-dimensional problem. Within the canonical tight binding scheme, the spacer
layer differs from the ferromagnetic layers only by its atomic potentials and
hopping integrals, and its effect on magnetic carriers of a given spin is,
therefore, equivalent to the effect of a quasi-onedimensional potential well.
Because there is a finite exchange splitting between the majority and minority
bands in the ferromagnetic layers, up- and down-spin carriers moving across the
structure experience different potential wells in the FM and AF configurations of
the trilayer. We clearly have two symmetric wells of different depths for up- and
down-spin carriers in the FM configuration and two equivalent asymmetric wells for
particles of either spin in the AF configuration.

At this stage, the numerical evaluation of Us for a fully realistic
tight-binding band structure is as difficult as in any direct total energy
calculation, i.e., computationally not feasible. The key observation which allows
us to carry out the k and energy sums in DO analytically, and thus render the

problem tractable, is that 9s oscillates as a function of N. The physical origin of
the oscillations is easy to understand. All states in the trilayer can be
classified into propagating states and bound states localized in the spacer
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potential well. The bound states are associated with delta function peaks in Vs,
and they cross any fixed energy E one by one as the thickness N of the spacer is
varied, thus leadgi to oscillations in s. In fact, this is the mechanism we
originally propo.e-d to explain the oscillatory exchange coupling. The propagating
states do not differ qualitatively from the bound states since they can be regarded
as resonances in the well region having a finite lifetime. When the spacer
thickness N is varied, the resonances crossing any fixed energy E give risq again
to oscillations in Us. Such bound states and resonances have been observed- using
inverse photoemission in Fe/Ag and Co/Cu systems.

The essential mathematical device, which allows us to treat the bound states
and resonances on the same footing, is the representation of the average partial
DOS (1/N)VS(E,k,N) by a Fourier series in N (see Ref.9). Using the Fourier series
representation, Eq.(2) becomes

tk.TNA s IE/kT
(2l(N)U----- Re dE j dk c (E,k In[l'e (-ks)] exp [2inNO(E,klI (4)3 nR

where x//(E,k I is the oscillation period and c S(E,ktI is the Fourier component of

SS/N. The n=O term gives a bulk contribution - N which will cancel in Eq.(l).
For n*O and large spacer thickness N, the imaginary exponential in Eq.(4)

oscillates rapidly as a function of k and the dominant contribution to the
integral with respect to k, comes only f.-om the vicinity of the points ko at which

the period reaches an extremum as a function of k11. As in Ref.4, we can, therefore,

evaluate both the k and E integrals in Eq.(4) using the stationary phase

approximation. This leads to the following asymptotic formula for the oscillatory
part of 12S,valid for large spacer thickness

k T c5 ( S, ka) exp [2inN I, 888 DE

e(I ('= - B Re n plin~I 11 E 2(-1)
8xNa• n sinh {2Nanw(8j3/8E)k T] a~k 8k; (5

Here, 4-=i when both second derivatives in Eq.(5) are positive, 0-=-i when they are

4 negative, and a=1 when the two derivatives have opposite signs. All the derivatives0

are taken at the stationary point k11'kil, for E=OA, and contributions of all the

stationary points must be included in Eq.(5). It should be noted that the
oscillation periods and the temperature dependence of each Cis are determined, as
before, by the spacer FS. It follows from Eq.(l) that A(N) oscillates with the same
common periods and has the same temperature dependence as each component 11s.

The result of substituting Eq.(5) into Eq.(1) is identical with the
asymptotic formula obtained in Ref.4 except for the appearance of the factors
c(ji,k1). However, the change this new term brings is fundamental since we have now

removed the constraints of complete confinement and perfect alignment of down-spin
bands across the trilayer imposed in Ref.4 . Moreover, since Eq.(5) is valid for an
arbitrary tight-binding band structure, and that includes sp-d hybridization, not
only transition but also noble and simple metal spacers can be treated by the same
unified method.

The great advantage of calculating J(N) from Eq.(5) is that we have a
nonperturbative total energy calculation but the prohibitive computational effort
involved in evaluating the Brillouin zone and energy sums has been completely
eliminated. In fact, we only need to know the one-particle states of the trilayer

at E=g in a small neighborhood of the parallel wave vector k° at which the

oscillation period of I reaches its extremum.
First of all, we need to determine the oscillation period x/1(p,k°). It can

be proved quite generally that the period is a property of the spacer, independent
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of the ferromagnetic layers. For example, for the (001) Co/Cu long-period
oscillations used here to illustrate our theory, 0(1.k 1 ) is simply the extremal

dimension of the Cu F'S in the direction perpendicular to the layers associated with
the FS extremum at k 0 O (see Ref.5). It follows that the mixed second derivative in
Eq.(S) can be obtained from the FS curvature at kO- which is readily available for

bulk Cu. For Tmre complicated systems for which the extremal period is not known in
advance. 13(ui.k ) can be always determined numerically together with its local

dependence on k from a slab electronic structure calculation.

The next problem is to calculate the Fourier components c (S k
0

) of the
' 'N

partial DOS Ys which contains all the information about hybridization and matching
of the bands across interfaces. It is this term which controls the overall coupling
strength for each ferromagnet-spacer combination. To determine Vs, we only need to
examine for both FM and AF configurations how the extremal states with E=-. k =k".

and s=t,.i, evolve across the trilayer in the direction perpendicular to the layers.

It is important to note that well away from the spacer-ferromagnet interface the
trilayer extremal states must evolve into the bulk states in the spacer

(ferromagnet) having the same energy, k1 , spin, and symmetry.

We can now proceed with our calculation of J(N) for (001) Co/Cu trilayer.
There is only one Cu band in the 10011 direction intersecting the FS. It hybridizes
with the d band of A, symmetry and it follows from the above argument that it is

only these two bands in Cu and the two bands of the same symmetry in fcc Co that
determine the coupling. We can, therefore, describe the electronic structure of the
(001) Co/Cu trilayer by two hybridizing tight-binding bands. The atomic levels Es,

Ed. hopping integrals t s, td and hybridization parameters tad are, of course,

different for the Co and Cu layers and they also have different values for ., and

spin bands in Co. We have assumed the same set of tight-binding parameters for all
atomic planes within each layer which amounts to the assumption of an abrupt
interfacial potential. This assumption can be easily relaxed and self-consistent
potentials can be used in a future calculation. In the present calculation, the
tight-binding parameters for each layer were determined from the best fit to the

bulk bands of Cu and fcc Co. (Geometric means were used for all interfacial
hoppings.) The bands employed in our calculation of JRN) are shown in Fig.1.

Co Cu Co
1.0

0.8 S... . . _E ,

-0.6

w 0.4

0.2 A

0.0
r X rx

Fig.I. Bands in Co. (solid line), Co., (broken line), and Cu which determine the

exchange coupling in (001) Co/Cu trilayer.
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Given the local tight-binding parameters, the one-electron Green function in
each atomic plane was determlze•d by the method of adlayers." The sum of its
diagonal matrix elements G I (Pk,,N) over the two orbitals and over all the atomic

planes in the sp.cer was then taken to obtain the average partial DOS (L/N)ss. As
expected, (I/N)g is a periodic function of N and we Furier-anlyzed it in the
interval 500*as6OO to obtain the Fourier components c:(ikk). (Large N was chosen

to eliminate interfacial contributions a N-1.) The FS curvature at k1 -O for Cu was

determined using the data of Ref.12 and the derivative 8E/80 was evaluated
analytically for the two-orbital band sructure of Cu. With all these quantities
now available it is easy to determine 0 (N) from Eq.(5) for both the FM and AF
configurations of the (001) Co/Cu trilayer. These partial Us at zero temperature
are shown in Fig.2. As predicted, they all oscillate with the same period of 0lO.5A

0.•

l0.4 ."'.,

Vr
-0.2

-0.4

6 10 16 2O 25

N

Fig.2. Dependence of the partial f£s on the number of (001) Cu planes.

which is somewhat shorter than the observed period'3  
of 914A. Finally, the

dependence of the exchange coupling A(N) on the number of Cu (001) planes was
obtained from Eq.(l) and is shown in Fig.3.

S0.00
E

i: - -0.05

-0.10
5 10 Is 20 25

Fig.3. Exchange coupling for (001) Co/Cu trilayer associated with k,=O extremum.
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Apart from the assumption of an abrupt interface, the calculation we have
decribed is asymptotically exact for a thick spacer with noninteracting electrons.
In particular, our approximation of the electronic structure of Co and Cu by two
hybridized bands is asymptotically exact for the purpose of calculating the
Interlayer coupling. However, it would be premature I expect perfect agreement
between our preliminary calculation and the experim.zt. We have included only the
contribution to J(N) of the Cu FS extremum at k1 -O (belly) leading to a long

oscillation period but there should be comparable contributions from the other four
extrema associated with the FS necks which lead to a shorter oscillation period.
It is, therefore, not surprising that the maximum couplling strength wy obtain
(5O.Ierg/cm2

) is about 1/S of the observed strength 3 (50.6erg/cm ). New

calculation including the neck contributions as well as calculations for the (011)
and (111) orientations are now in progress.

Finally, it is interesling to note that all the partial IAN) have a much
larger amplitude (*O.4erg/cm ) than the final coupling J(N) which is the result of
a delicate balance between the QS(N) in the FM and AF configurations. It is
conceivable that the balance may change somewhat when self-consistent interfacial
potentials (rather than our abrupt interface model) are used and that could alter
both the strength and phase of the exchange coupling. We intend to investigate this
factor as well as the related effect of interfacial roughness on the coupling.
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ABSTRACT
The origin of oscillatory interlayer coupling %ia Cu is explored in spullered CoiCu
multilayers by varying the hole concentration in the copper layers by doping with ele-
ments of different valence. Detailed studies were carried out for a series of Cu-Ni al-
loys. The oscillation period of pure Cu ik observeI to increase monotonically with
increasing Ni concentration and is almo;tl doubled for 40 atomic % Ni The inci ase
in oscillation period can be accounted for by considering changes in the toptil,,p of tihe
Fermi surface of the alloy resulting from the change in band filling.

INTRODUCTION

The detailed origin of the magnetic coupling of thin magnetic layers via intei•ening
thin metallic spacer layers is a subject of considerable interest[I-9]. For many Iran-
sition and n',' metal spacer layers the magnetic exchange coupling is found to oscil-
late back and forth between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling as the
spacer layer thickness is increased[2-4]. Whether or not the coupling can Ib ac-
counted for within the well known Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY)
model[10, HI] is a subject of considerable debate.
In RKKY models the oscillation period is related to the inverse magnitude of waxe-
vectors along the multilayer direction connecting states at ilhe Fermi surface wilh an-
tiparallcl Fermi velocities. Certain experimental results are difficult to ieconcile within
simple RKKY models. Firstly a ronimon oscillation peri-dl of -4 to 12A[4j is oh-
served in most metals with the exception oi CT[2, 5-7] even thoigh the topology of lhe
Fermi surface varies considerably fronm metal to metal. qeiondly the interlayer coui-
pling tiength is found to increase systematically with d hand filling of the -pacrt layer
metal for the 3d, Id and 5(d transition metalt[4], althouigh within RKKY treatinlits
the strength of tlle coupling is also expecled to (lepend on the delailed Fermi smface
topology.

Theoretical predictions of the oscillation period and coupling strength along pi inciple
crystallographic axes, based on experimentally determined bulk Fermi surfaces, haxe
been carried out for the noble metals. Cu, Ag and Au within a simple RKKY itrea-
menl[12, 13]. Such predictions can be tested by oxamining the oscillation period and
coupling strength along different crystallographic orientations of multilayers; contain-
ing these metals. This requires the growth of single crystal or highly oriented multi-
layers along several different crystal axes. Cu is the only spacer layer for which the
orientation dependence of the coupling has been studied in detail. The coupling has
been measured in experiments on crystalline Fe/Cu and Co/Cu multilayers oriented
along [l(l1I[(, 14, 15.1 and [110][16]. qiniilnr long oscillation perio(ds of
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ý-l I to 12A arc round which, while in reasonable agreement with the calculate([ peri-
ods, are not sufficiently disSimilar to provide a stringent test of the lhcoirx

A more stringent test oif prCelictions oif RK KY theory is proivided by exprCime~nts in
which the electron concentration in Cu iN varied b) substiltuting Cu with clerenert with
lower or highcr valence electron concentration-. Ihsi xetdt eitt usata
changes itt the oscillation period. itti ae edsusculn i e ldfe
ent Cu alloys but in particular Crr-Ni qlloy,;.

EXPERIMEFNTAL DETAIL.S
The samples in this study were prepared by dIc magnetron spurtterirng. rite ;samples
wecre deposited at ý!40('onto chemical~y etched I inch diameter Si( 10(t) wafers tw'ir-h
had a native oxide -10 - 20A thick. 'Ilhc samples were spuittlei-deposited itn
3.2mTorr Argon at -ý!2A/.s. The Crt alloy composititin was measured on nominally
1000A thick calibration films using electron nicitoprot'c analysis with an accuracy oif

A_ 5ator-rnc%. The composition oif the films; xas Found to be tuniformu a1coss tlie tine
inch wafers used andl no composition variation was found. to within experimental ac-
curacy, froi u orn A wide range of Cul JX, alloy spacer layers were studied
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including alloys with Al, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Ge, Ru. Rh. Pd, Ag. Pt and Au. Resulls
will be discussed only for multilaycrs containing magnetic la)ers of Co. /\nliferro-
magnetic coupling of the Co layers was observed for each of these alloys up ito a
maximum concentration which varied widely with the different elements. The multi-
layers were deposited on --50A thick Fe buffer layers, which we have previmusly
shown enhances the structural perfection of the multilayers for these growth
conditions[17]. The resistance of the samples wasn measured using a four in-line con-
tact geometry with gold-plated spring contacts and a low frequency ac lock-in method.
The saturation magnetoresistance, MR is defined as the maximuki resistance variation
observed in the field range examined (typically ± 16kOe, which ias "%tffficienl ii all

cases to saturate the change in iesistance) divided by the high ficld resista|itc[2]. The
MR was measured with the field in-plane and aligned orthogonal to the sensing cur-
rent.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Substitution of Ctu with elements from the same column in the periiodic table, Ag and
Au, should not substantially alter the electron concentration of Cu. Thus no signif-
icant effect on the oscillation period is expected. Oscillatory coupling was observed fro
Cu doped with substantial Au concentrations exceeding 25 atomic % Au. Well de-
fined oscillations in magnetoresistance are observed similar to those found for samples
prepared under similar conditions with pute Cu spacer laers[l]. No significant
change in the oscillation period in Cu-Au alloys was observed. In contrast signilicant
increases in the oscillation period was found by doping Cu with Ni which has one less
electron. Even larger increases in the oscillation period per atomic % (loprant were
obtained by doping Cu with Fe which has a lower valence still.

The Cu-Ni system was studied in detail for the following reasons. First, Cu and Ni
are both fcc and have similar lattice parameters. Second. Cu and Ni are completely
soluble in one another over the complete composition range from pure Cu to pite Ni.

L Ut-~-- ---------.----'--- - -
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(a) Oscillation period 'erstis A'i co,,crntrat ion almig the (Il m 'wicnio. calculated in iIhe j igh
hand and interpolated hwid tprnxi,,rotin's. and coiniipirivs~in ivitlith I/c measred period.
(I,) Oscillation period, calculated within the inter1 'oloted hand arp'roxitauii a, a/nag th /iI
(110) and (100) orientationsx.

Finally Cu-Ni alloys remain paramagnetic for Ni concentrations Up to -5a.~ in
hulk alloys[IR, 19]. In contrast Fc is only weakly soluble in Cu and moreover (lC%ý!-
ops a magnetic moment even for dilute Fe concentiations[191.
The dependence of MR on spacer layer thickness is shown in Fig. I for mwi~laVers
containing Cul ,Ni, alloys with x ranging from 0 to 42 at.*,. For dilute Ni concen-
trations three oscillations in MR are observed, for tip to ý-25at.%/Ni two oscilla-tions
are observed and for still higher Ni concentrations only one AF peak is found. The
data clearly show that the position of the First and second AF peaks are systematically
shifted to thickcr spacer layers with increasing Ni concenlratiwi. The position oif the
center of these peaks is showni %erqus Ni concentratioli. x, in IFig. 2. D~efining the os-
citlation period P, as the difference in p(c-iti-in of these peakq. P is found to incrc;i,,c
moniotonically with x (see Fig. 3). Also includeditnt Fig "? is, Oti frill widit ti i-i hf
maximum oif the AF peaks. As expected, as, P increases the width of the peaks atso
increases.

THEORETICAL RESULTS
The hand structures anrd Fermi surfatces of fcc Cu,~ Ni, solid substitutional ;ohlutions
were calculated tiing two approximaftions, a rigid band model and a simple iritcrpo-
lation scheme between paramagnetic Ni and Cur bulk band structures. Since a Ni
atom has one less valence electron than a Cu atom, the effect of replacing 0o by Ni
aiomns is to change the detailed nature of the band structure, at the same time lower ing
the Fermi level. For relatively small concentrations; of Ni, the change in hand struc-
ture can be ignored (rigid band model), and only the lowering oif the Fermi leVel can
be taken into account. This model is likely to be a reasonable approximation for veryv
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small Ni Lioicentration,,, hut for higher Ni concenttatirma the rigid hand model break,
diown [ 20 ].

A more realistic model was used in which rthc Fe[mi sr fm.aces were calculated by line-
arly interpolating between the par:amagnetic hand strtiTu ics. for Ni aind (u rCporTed
by Papaconstantopoulos[21 1. Using his empiiical tight-binding hand strur-tut(s. that
were fitted to first-principles hand calculalions[ 21 1, the --ci i.ii ý,face was genetated
over a very fine mesh (ý 1000 points in a plane). Fermi surface cross-sections were
calculated in the [110] plane for pme Ni. pure C', and .es -ral intermediale compos-
ioions (xý25, 50 and 75 at.%). The Fermi surfaces, which aris- predominanlly friom
the sp hand, are similar. In the Ni-rich region, there arc alis small contnibutions from
the d bands, hut these are ignored since the experiments ale focussed orn non-feiro-
magnetic Cu-rich alloys. Adjacent dog-bone orbit,, lotclh for Ni btI T are sep:;i;ed fPit

Cu due to the necking in the [II IJ] directirn,;. Yo illihsi ale the difference betwseen
rigid-band and virtlual-cryvtal models, we note that The necks disappear at about 10)
at.",, Ni in the former and at 100 at.0% Ni in the latter.

Before discussing our theoretical predictions, we 1ore that the electiroi•ic strUct rie of
substitutional alloys can be described by more rigorous models, e.g., the a\erage t-
matrix approximation (ATA) and the coherenit potential arpproximation
(CPA)[20, 22]. However. these mote elaborate tivatments would lead to esirrtially
the same physical pictures as doe•s the interpolated hand model in the present appli-
caition, and so were not pursued further. Moreover. our calcil;ited \nrinatm (if the
neck diameter is in unexpectedly good agreement with that of thle much more elrboriale
KKR-CPA calculations of [20]. Note also that our model is applicable only Ii- 11w
non-magnetic range of alloy compositions.

The oscillation periods are obtained from the calculated hand structure as described
elsewhere[12, 23]. The calculated periolds for the (Ill) orientation %ersus Ni concen-
tration are displayed in Fig. 3(a) for the rigid band and interpolated band approxi-
mations, together with the experimental results of Fig. 2. Apart from a nearly
constant offset, the experimental results arc in good agreement with the interpiratred
hand approximation predictions. As expected the rigid band model gives poor results
fur Ni rich compositions. Fig. 3(b) shows results calculated within the interpolated
hand approximation for the long periods in the three orientations. (011), (100) and
(110). The largest variation in P is fiomund :thing the (Il ) orienftiion, for w'hic'h P in-
creases rapidly with Ni concenti ration.

The variation of oscillation period with x in the (I t0) direction i, I redicted to he sim-
ilar to that for ( 111) althourgh the rate of increase is slightly snialler. Moreti-r. in this
case, the strength of the coupling is not expected to le significanntly erfecie,l by tile
chanre in the Fermi surface topology, since the Fermi selocity remains crollincar ro the
spanning wave-vector. In contrast to the (I I 1) a•id (110) otrienitations, t le `,luirolation
predicts only a slow decrease of the period for the [1001 orientation with incresing
Ni concentration.

CONCIH ISIONS

In summary we have shown that the period of oscillatory coupling via Cu in sputtered
(I l1) textured Co/Cu multilayers is significantly increased hy doping Cu with Ni or
Fe. These elements which hac lower valences than Ct cause significant changes in
the average Fermi surface of the alloy. In contrast substitution of Cu with elements
of the same valence such as Au have much smaller effects on the oscillation period,
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consistent with I he ;mall dlifferences in Fermi suinFattCs ot these metalIs. I ti Ferni
sl ffa~c (if sevecral (u - Ni alloy; wveye caIc ulatedt wi't hin ain inii Cptia ted ban( :iappros i-
mat ion. The oscilltatiton licrtt d in t hc (I 11I) oricnt atit n den ted from the ca~cuti tedt
Fermi sur faces are in good agio.enient with the experimental obser at iltos.
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ABSTRACT

The magnetoresistive properties of sputtered Ni Fe 9 /Ag multilayers
have been investigated as a function of both Ag and N14 e layer thicknesses
and thermal treatments. For the virgin sample, the magnetoresistance (MR)
ratio at room temperature goes through a maximum of 17% for a Ag thick-
ness of about 11 A. In addition, the R(H) curve is found to be perfectly
linear and reversible. Contrary to the MR ratio, the saturation field is
observed to decrease continuously as the Ag thickness increases, leading
to an increasing slope of the R(H) curves. Upon annealing, we observe both
an increase of the MR ratio and a decrease of the saturation field, lea-
ding to a three fold increase of the MR slope for annealing temperatures
of 280°C. Such a behavior appears to be highly dependent on the layerthicknesses.

INTRODUCTION

The possible use of magnetically coupled multilayers as magnetore-
sistive read heads has stimulated a large amount of work in the recent
years. In all these systems, there exists a critical thickness of the
non-magnetic layer through which antiferromagnetic coupling takes place
between magnetic layers [1,2]. Under the action of a magnetic field, this
coupling can be overcome, the relative orientations of the magnetic
moments in successive layers being changed from anti-parallel to parallel.
Such a rotation of the magnetizations modifies the spin dependent scatte-
ring of the conduction electrons and leads to a decrease of the electrical
resistivity [3-5]. As far as applications are concerned, such structures
must present large resistance changes at low fields with a R(H)
characteristic curve as linear and reversible as possible. In addition,
these structures must also be thermally stable. None of the different
systems studied up to now seem to meet all these requirements, as for
example the NiFe/Cu multilayers in which large field sensitivities have
been obtained but with a rather poor thermal stability [6].

We present here results obtained on Ni81 Fe1 ,/Ag multilayers prepared
by sputtering. We show that replacing 19% nickel by iron leads to a very
large enhancement of the magnetoresistance (MR) effect at room temperature
compared to Ni/Ag multilayers [7), the MR ratio reaching 17% with a sa-
turation field as small as 300 Oe, corresponding to a d(zR/R)/dH slope of
56% per kOe. Even larger initial slopes can be obtained for samples in
which the Ag layer thickness does not correspond to the maximum MR ratio.
In addition, the R(H) curve is found perfectly linear and reversible in
the whole range of applied fields. Annealing treatments improve the MR
properties, through both increase of the MR ratio and decrease of the
saturation field. This leads to a three-fold increase of the MR slope for
annealing temperatures of 280°C [8].

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPEKIMENTAL SECTION

The samples were prepared by dc sputtering, by depositing sequen-
tially Ag and Ni8 Fe'i layers onto glass substrates kept at a temperature
of 100 K, the thicknesses of individual layers being controlled by a
quartz monitor. Samples were prepared in the form of ribbons 3 x 25 mm
with a total thickness of either 0.5 or 5 pn, the thin samples being
adherent to their glass substrate, whereas the thick ones detached sponta-
neously from the substrate after heating to room temperature. The struc-
tural quality and periodicity were checked by both small-angle and large-
angle X ray diffraction in symmetric reflection geometry using X,, radia-
tion. Diffraction spectra were found typical of (111) textured samples,
with a coherence length along the growth direction larger than 200 A.

The elect 'cal resistivity was measured with a standard four-probe
method, the connecting wires being spot-welded on the sample. The magnetic
field was applied in the plane of the layers, perpendicular to the current
direction. Finally, the maqnetization curvp- ware "pasured using a SQUID
m~g-"+"-'ter bptween 4.2 and 300 K with the field applied parallel to the
sample plane.

AS-PREPARED SAMPLES

Figure I presents the variations of the MR ratio and saturation field
with silver thickness at room temperature. The MR ratio is defined as the
resistance change between zero and high field divided by the resistance at
high field. The peak in magnetoresistance is quite sharp (FWHM = 3.5 A)
and gives a maximum MR ratio of about 17% for 11 A of silver. This posi-
tion is similar to the one observed in pure Ni/Ag multilayers [7,9], but
the amplitude is much larger here, since Ni/Ag multilayers with the same I
thickness of the magnetic layer give a maximum MR ratio of about 5% at
room temperature. On the contrary, the saturation field does not go
through a maximum for 11 A of silver, but rather monotonously decreases as
the Ag thickness increases, from about 460 Oe for 10 A to 135 Oe for 12 A.

Figure 1: Maximum magneto-
resistance ratio (open

Scircles) and saturation-8000
15 field (crosses) as a func-

tion of Ag layer thickness
- for a (NiFe 12.5 A/Ag t,,)

0o 600 .) sample at 300 K.

210 C
400 .2

o

200"

0 0
0 10 20

Ag thickness (A)
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This leads to a maximum slope of the R(H) curves which is shifted towards
larger thicknesses compared to the maximum MR ratio. The same behaviour is
observed at low temperature. Taking into account the small width of the MR
peak, experiments with a much smaller step in Ag thickness are underway in
order to confirm such a behaviour.

Figure 2 compares the field variations of magnetization and magneto-
resistance for a (NiFe 12.5 A / Ag 10.5 A) sample at 4.2 and 300 K. At
room temperature, the magnetization curve (Fig. 2a) saturates in a field
of about 300 Oe, the saturation field increasing to 900 Oe at 4.2K. At
this temperature the magnetization curve, although as reversible as was
the case at 300 K, does not start from zero at zero field. This supplemen-
tary contribution has been recently studied in details by means of magne-
tization and neutron scattering experiments [10]. The obtained results are
to be in very good agreement with a model in which a supplementary biqua-
dratic contribution to the total energy is considered in addition to the
conventional bilinear one. From this model one finds that the equilibrium
spin configuration at low temperature corresponds to a, angle of about
140' between the magnetic moments in adjacent NiFe layers, this angle
reaching 180' beyond 100 K. It thus appears that such a zero field contri-
bution to the magnetization at low temperature does not arise from macros-
copic inhomogeneities, but rather from some sort of competition between
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions at a microscopic scale.

The variation of the electrical resistance with applied field
(Fig. 2b) is totally consistent with the magnetization results, since it
is also reversible and gives saturation fields which agree with those
measured on the magnetization curves. An important point is that the field
dependence is found to be practically linear, especially at room tempera-
ture. Finally, the MR ratio is found to decrease from 50% at 4.2 K to 17%
at 300 K. This corresponds to a MR slope of 56% per kWe for both tempera-
tures, more than twice the highest reported one in magnetically coupled
NiFe/Cu multilayers [6].

I
C 1.0 (a) •Figure 2: Magnetization (a)

0 4.2 K and magnetoresistance (b)
" - -- curves for a (NiFe 12.5 A /

NI 300 K Ag 10.5 A) sample at 4.2 K
(full lines) and 300 K (da-

S0.5 shed lines).
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ANNEALING EFFECTS

In order to characterize the thermal evolution of the magnetoresis-
tance properties, we have meafured the field variation of the electrical
resistance at room temperature after annealing for 5 min. at different
temperatures up to 340°C. The variation of the MR ratio and saturation
field with annealing temperature are very different, as shown in Figure 3
for a (NiFe 12.5 A / Ag 10.5 A). The saturation field is almost constant
up to 100°C, and then starts decreasing monotonously down to zero for
annealing temperatures of about 340°C. On the contrary, the MR ratio goes
through a maximum of 24.1% at 240°C, before it drops down to about zero
at 340°C. It must be noted that the R(H) curves are found perfectly linear
and reversible whatever the annealing temperature.

Figure 4 gives the variation with annealing temperature of the
d(aR/R)/dH slope for two samples, the first one with a Ag thickness cor-
responding to the maximum MR ratio before annealing (NiFe 12.5 A / Ag 10.5
A), and the second one to thicker Ag and NiFe layers, that is (NiFe 17 A /
Ag 12.5 A). For the first sample, the slope (determined from the results
given in Fig. 3) is almost constant up to about 150]C, and then starts
increasing sharply up to 165% per kOe for annealing temperatures of
280°C. This maximum is shifted to higher temperature with respect to the
one of the MR ratio (Fig. 3) because of the decrease of the saturation
field. These results show that the MR properties of the NiFe/Ag multi-
layers are nnt only stable against temperature, but improve up to quite
high annealing temperatures. In addition, because of the parallel thermal
variations of both MR iatio and saturation field, it must be noted that
the sensitivity is practically independent of temperature, from well below
room temperature up to 280°C for annealeA samples.

The behaviour of the second sample is found different. The initial
slope is larger than that of the first sample (because of the larger Ag
thickness) and the maximum value is also larger (around 200% per kOe
instead of 165). Nevertheless it appears to be less thermally stable, the
maximum slope being obtained at about 180°C instead of 280°C for the first I
sample. Such a behavior is quite unexpected since our previous investiga-
tions on Ni/Ag multilayers have shown an increased thermal stability with
increasing layer thicknesses. We are currently investigating samples in
which NiFe and Ag layer thicknesses are varied independently in order to
understand such an unusual behaviour.

Figure 3: Variation with

0 annealing temperature of
k 20 400 the MR ratio (open cir-
o clos) and saturation

field (crosses) measured
X - -- -•- -- ý at room temperature on

the same sample as in:2i X Figure 2.010 - X 200

0 0
0 200 400

TA (0c)
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CONCLUSION

The results presented in this paper show that Nife/Ag multilayers
possess very interesting magnetoresistive properties. They exhibit large
resistance variations in small applied fields at room temperature, with a
R(H) curve perfectly linear and reversible. This leads to quite high
magnetoresistance slopes, the highest one being obtained for Ag thicknes-
ses slightly larger than the one corresponding to the maximum MR ratio.
Moreover, these properties improve with annealing and reach an optimum
value for annealing temperatures as high as 280C. These properties, as
well as the observed temperature independent R(H) slopes, make these
structures good candidates for technological applications.
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GIANT MAGNETORESISTANCE IN Co/Ag MULTILAYERS
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ABSTRACT

The magnetoresistance (MR), magnetic properties, and crystal structure of dc
magnetron sputtered Co/Ag periodic multilayers have been investigated. The Co
layer thickness was fixed at -30 A while the thickness of the Ag layer was
systematically varied. 'Giant' magnetoresistance was observed. The MR ratio has
been found to decline monotonically with increasing Ag thickness in the range 30 A
to 107 A. Although the maximum room temperature MR ratio is a modest 4.78%, a
more technologically significant measurement of field sensitivity (MR ratio/FWHM of
the MR vs. H peak) is a promising 0.1%/Oe at its best. The effect of the number of
bilayer units has also been examined and no substantial differences were noted
between multilayers containing 8, 9, and 10 bilayer units. Coercivities as
determined by both magnetometer and the splitting of the MR peaks are in
agreement and increase from 25 to 38 Oe with increasing Ag thickness. Evidence
for antiferromagnetic coupling is apparent in the hysteresis loops. High angle X-ray

diffractometry (HXRD) in the 0-20 mode revealed a strong Ag(1 11) texture in the
film, with satellite peaks indicating a layered structure. Low angle XRD (LXRD) also
yielded broad superlattice peaks in all samples at least to the second order.

1. INTRODUCTION

Giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in multilayer magnetic thin films has been
under intensive study since the first report on GMR behavior associated with anti-
ferromagnetic (AFM) coupling in the Fe/Cr single crystal multilayer system in
19881l]. Multilayers composed of Fe or Co and one of a number of transition metals
have been found to exhibit GMR that is potentially useful for the recording
industry[2-7]. MR aependeice u,• the Ag thicknes, ,, Co/Ag rr u:avrs has been
shown to be very different by different workers[5,6]. The MR ratio in sputtered
samples was found to increase with Ag thickness and reach a maximum of 5.1% at
room temperature for 60 A of Ag[5], while molecular beam epitaxy deposited
samples showed an oscillatory MR dependence on Ag thickness varying from 4 to
35 A, with a maximum of 16% at 25 A[6]. The field required to saturate the sample
in [5] was below 1 kOe and in [61 was of the order of 10 kOe. For the thickness
range of Ag spacer layer (30 A and beyond) studied in thls wor", the MR ratio
decreases with an increase in the Ag spacer thickness. Although the absolute
value of the MR ratios in the films studied here are not large they are achieved in
comparatively low fields (an important issue for technological applications). In this
work Co/Ag multilayers were made by dc magnetron sputtering, with fixed Co layer
thickness and changing Ag layer thickness. Structure characterization, MR
measurement and magnetic property measurements were conducted.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS

Sequential dc magnetron sputtering (Vac-Tec Model 250 Batch Side
Sputtering System) was used to deposit all the films. Base pressure in the chamber
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was _5x10
7 torr. Both cobalt and silver were sputtered from 4" diameter targets

(99.97% pure) onto Corning 7059 glass substrates Sputtering was conducted at
ambient temperature. Sputtering conditions were 100W power control and 2 mTorr
Ar (99.99%) pressure. Sputtering rates were calculated from HXRD satellite peaks
and compared with thickness measurements of reference films made with a Dektak
Ila surface profilometer. Crystal and microstructural information was obtained by X-
ray diffractometry (XRD) using a Rigaku D/Max-28X X-ray diffractometer with Cu Ku
radiation. Both LXRD and HXRD (both in 0-20 mode) X-ray scans were run for the
multilayers. The MR measurements were made with a linear 4-point probe with
both current and magnetic field in the film plane but perpendicular to each other.
The measurement was taken on a strip with aspect ratio of roughly 5:1, the long axis
of the strip is perpendicular to the magnetic field, and therefore, parallel to the
current. A vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) was utilized for magnetic property
determination. All measurements were made at room temperature on as-deposited
samples. The properties to be discussed below are: (1) saturation MR ratio (%)
AR/R=(Rmax-Rsat)/RsatXl00% where Rmaw is the electrical resistance at its peak

value, and Rsat the resistance when the sample is magnetically saturated, (2) AH is
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the MR-H plot: (3) Hc is the coercivity, and
(4) dH is the FWHM of the dM/dH loop.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Structure

The geometry of the Co/Ag multilayers is: glass/(CotCo/AgtAg)N, with tC0 and
tAg denoting the Co and Ag layer thickness, respectively, and N is the number of
bilayer units. Table I identifies the samples, lists the geometry, and summanzes the |
experimental results. Multilayer structure was seen in both LXRD peaks and HXRD

Table I. Summary of Co/Ag multilayer geometries and experimental results.

Sample tA. (A) N MR (%) AH (0e) MR/AH Hc (0e) dH

CA28 30 8 4.009 47.54 0.0843 25.27 8.7712
CA29 9 4.784 48.91 0.0978 23.58 11.389
CA210 10 4.499 59.11 0.0761 26.32 12.123

CA38 46 8 3.620 56.19 0.0644 27.36' 11.103
CA39 9 3.501 78.62 0.0446 31.68 18.593
CA310 10 3.776 65.71 0.0575 27.51 14.575

CA48 61 8 3.489 78.14 0.0447 30.04 17.955
CA49 9 3.381 87.77 0.CJ35 32.57 16.855
CA410 10 3.303 97.69 0.0338 31.36 17.944

CA58 77 8 2.815 109.40 0.0257 33.40 20.277
CA59 9 2.853 88.16 0.0324 33.07 19.597
CA510 10 3.098 94.13 0.0329 31.92 18.798

CA68 92 8 2.263 81.653 0.0277 33.92 21.093

CA78 107 8 1.746 91.517 0.0191 37.60 29.621
CA79 9 2.011 99.022 0.0212 36.43 26.397
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satellite peaks. Multiayer periodicity and sputtering rate were calculated using the
HXRD satellite peaks[9]. The Ag sputtenng rate by HXRD agrees with what was
calibrated by profilometer very well, while the Co rate from HXRD method is higher
than the tPckness measurement. HXRD patterns showed a strong Ag(1 11) peak in
all the samples. Well defined satellite peaks were observed around the main
tr ture peak up to third or fourth order. The preferred crystal orientation gets
s, Jnger with increasing Ag thickness, indicated by the slight yet consistent
narrowing of the 'rocking' curve. Figure 1 shows both high angle and low angle
XRD spectra for the sample CA29.

3.2. Magnetoresistance and other Magnetic Properties

The number of bilayer units, N, was varied from 8 to 10 for the purpose of
studying the influence of bilayer number on MR, magnetic properties, and structure
in Co/Ag multilayers. In this narrow range of bilayer numbers our study shows no
systematic dependence on N.

In Fig. 2a (the insert) the MR ratio vs. field H loop is plotted for sample CA29
which yields the largest and sharpest MR loop (4.78%) Some evidence for AFM
coupling is found in the assymetry of the two arms of MR-H plot. It takes a much
larger magnetic field to re-saturate the sample after the magnetic moments in
portion of the adjacent ferromagnetic layers have relaxed frum the forced alignment
state of the initial saturation and tend to align antiparallel, due to AFM coupling.
This phenomenon can be found to varing degrees in all the samples throughout the
tAg spectrum. The appearance of the MR-H and the saturation field are similar to
those in [5]. From Table I it is clear that there is a monotonic decrease in MR ratio
with increasing Ag thickness in the range studied. However, in order to describe
the combination of the magnitude of MR ratio and the sharpness of the MR-H
relationship, the expression MRiAH is used. MR/AH versus tAg is plotted in Fig. 2b
A monotonic decrease in MR sensitivity with increasing t Ag is noted.

7
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Figure 1. X-ray diffraction spectra for CA29, (a) LXRD (insert), (b) HXRD.
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Figure 2. (&) MR ratio vs. magnetic field, CA29 (insert), (b) MR/AH vs. tAg

Figure 3 shows the hysteresis loops of two samples (CA29 and CA79).
representing the thinnest and thickest Ag spacers used. The form of the M-H curve
before and after the reversal again shows the AFM features. Since MR behaves I
similar to the first derivative of the M-H hysteresis loop, this led us to try to correlate
the change in the shape of MR vs. H to the M-H loop. As defined previously, dH is a
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Figure 3. VSM M-H loops for thin (a) CA29, and thick (b) CA79 Ag spacer layers.
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measure of the abruptness of the magnetization reversal. In Fig. 4 dH is plotted
against ta Therefore by combining Figs. 2b and 4 the change in MR can be
related to Lhe abruptness of the magnetization reversal as a function Of tag: large
MR ocurrs when the reversal is abrupt (small dH value). Meanwhile, the coercivity.
Hc, of the samples shows an increase with Ag thickness (Fig. 5). The coercive field
coincides very well with the field at which Rma, occurs. Figs. 4 and 5 show a similar
trend. Further investigation is needed to fully understand this phenomenon. We
believe the reduction of AFM coupling due to the increase of tAg together with
domain activities are responsible for the decrease of reversal abruptness and the
increase of Hc with increasing tAg.

4. SUMMARY

Magnetoresistance due to antiferromagnetic coupling has been found in the
Co/Ag multilayer system. The best MR in this work is about 5% and coincides with
the largest MR/AH value (-0.1%/Oe). It is obvious that our thinnest Ag thickness is
beyond the second oscillation[6]. An attempt was made to reduce the Ag thickness
so that the first oscillation would be realized. This effort has not been successful so
far due to the fact that the sputtering rate for Ag is very high and the deposition time
is manually controlled. The MR vs. H plots and the hysteresis loops both suggest
antiferromagnetic coupling. The samples were found to be strongly textured with
Ag(1 11) orientation. The correlations between the microstructure, interface
structure and the MR, magnetic properties after annealing are under study.
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GIANT MAGNETORESISTANCE IN ANNEALED Fe/Cr MULTILAYERS

Noa More R~ensing *and Bruce M. Clemens~

-Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Stanford U~niversity, Stanford CA
94305I ABSTRACT

The giant mnagnietoresistance effect in antiferrorriagneticallv coupled Fe/Cr mnultilavers
has been attributed to spin dependent scattering at the interfaces betwecrn the conlstituents.
One possible source of this spin dependent scattering is chromium irmpurities in the iron
layers due to intermixing at the interfaces. Annealing the films can promote, the diffusion
of the components, increasing the impurity concentration and therefore the miagne-tore-sis-
tance. For this study Fe/Cr multilayers were annealed at several temperatures arid for
several durations. Annealing at moderate temperatures (-~ 350'C) increases thet rnagne-
toresistance, while higher temperature anneals (- 600'lC) cause thet rnagnietoresistarice to
disappear completely. L-ong anneals at 3:30'C ( > 100 hours) also reducethe Oil agneitoresis-
tance. VSM measurements indicate that the antlife'rrOm~agnetic' coupling is reduced in thet
annealed samples but show no evidence Of Muagnetically "dead- alloyv layers. Low anigle X-
ray diffraction indicates that thet structural effect Of annealing is very subtle in comparison
to the significant magnetic effect.

IN TROD UCTION

The influence of' the structuire of' the interfaces oin ihe rn igni I resitance in antiferro-
magnetically coupled rullitlaYers and spin valves has been i sbiucit ii udisciissioi siincc tilt,
effect was discovered. Baibich rt of.111 poinitedio it ihat perloictlk smoo iith initerfaces couild
riot contribute to the in-plane mniagnetoresistaince. but that steps, and oither inilperfectiorls in
the surfaces could contribute to a spin depenrdent resistance. Caynbev and B arnas12) param-
eterized the interface scatterin~g without attributing its origrin, ando more (letailell theories
haveý attemplTtedj to i ncorpoIrat e the possibility (iIf bot Nitiblk andi interfacial sp~in db pen -
dent scatteringj13, 4, 51. Fits to experirenirtal data, however, largely indlicate that iroitefact,
scattering domninates. The importance Of interface scattering,, was proven liv Ilailongart
cf al.(61 in a study oif (lopinig interfaces of Fe/Cr multilikvers dY(ifferent spini scatten'rs.
Trhey found that when the interfaces were doped wit h elenricrits thIiat have the samne spin
scattering asymuinictry as ebriinlii~lrmn the'uaueiIeisIoc was um hangevd. but that eIe-
nrients with the opposite asymirictry reduce~d the' rnagncti resist a0cc. in ('ffe(t canceling thet
influence of some of the chromium scat tering9 sill's.

Experimental data oni the effect (If interface striuctu re has thui s fair bieent ililCiTIiCIU~iXI

lietroff el al [7 reported that, MBFE -grown Fe/Cr sampleýs ,,rowr tirller ciiniiitioins that
roughened the interface.(s had i ncreasel o ant(nssal ver sintio th samlple s. inicreas-
ing from 14% to 33X- Aibditiorially, arnnealing thet smniot i sample iit 300"C increased in
mnagructoresistanice ti 27.3(7, but when it was ainrivale 'aPllt. 3I50C the effiect dvlcreasel tol

1 .15%.- Tlhese resultIs were, at tribuiteid t1 thwierrallv i ridio'ed iritrdi lfiisioli Ilet weenl thet two
COTirupOnenitS Of the-S .SstCYTl. l'Hie v conel nbAd that %%h ilI, somIne rough 'ni ri is helpful i iverl-I
rouiirh interfaces (lestri y the ant.i ferronnagrtiit c c oup1 irig mlecessarv fior (;X111.

Ful lerp n aal. 0,81 1`,IIiigenel the inriti'aci's iof Fe/Cr muiiltila~yers ini sovera) wa~ys-, in-
cludinrg varying the depo si tion presst re. spiu t t i guru power, arii numbeir ( if liilivers. Thvl-
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found that for all cases the magnetoresistance increased with interface roughness. Parkir[9]
has reported that the mragnetoresistance of Co/Cu Inultilayers grown on a buffer layer on
(001) silicon is higher for iron buffer layers than for copper buffer layers. This difference
was attributed to smoother interfaces in the case of the iron underlayer. In a previous
paper[10j, we reported on the effect of roughening Fe/Cr by increasing the sputtering gas
pressure. While the magnetoresistanee was found to decrease for rougher films, this could
be attributed entirely to an increase in the saturation resistance- and not to a change in the
spin dependent scattering. In this paper we report the results of annealing Fe/Cr multilay-
ers in order to increase the number of Cr asymmetric scatterers through interdiffusion at
the interfaces. "hile relatively low temperature anneals do increase the magnetoresistance.
longer and hottt.. neals cause the magnetoresistance to fall.

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

For the purpose of comparing the effect of anneal temperatures and duration, single
thickness Fe/Cr multilayers with 42A bilaver period fur resistance measurenments and 65A
bilayer period for x-ray nieasurements were sputtered onto polished silicon(00 1) substrates.
The thicker bilayer period makes it possible to see up to four orders of low angle superlattice
peaks with a laboratory diffractometer. The films have (110) out of plane texture and are
polycrystalline. A 3(0A platinum protective overlayer Was sputtered onto the filns used for
transport measurements, to prevent oxidation from interfering with good electrical contact
with the film. This protective overlaver was rnt used with the X-ray films, because it would
interfere with small angle diffraction. The li ns were cleaved into approximately 15 Mrm

square sections for annealing. Annealing was done in a tube furnace under flowing argon.
Before the heater was turned on, the furnace was evacuated to 100 m'Iorr and backfilled
with argon 3 times. The furnace has significant heating and cooling time constants (1 hour
and 20 minutes respectively for 350'C). The data has not been corrected for this.

The resistance was measured using a '-point in-line probe and a low noise dc current
source. All magnetic measurements were made at ro(rn temperature in a 12 inch magnet
capable of 18 kGauss field. Resistance baseline scans were measured on each sample before
it was annealed. and the scatter in the magrietiresistante nriasi rerents for segment.s of

a single film was about 0.25%. I)iffreniccs in the sat•uration resist anic of the unannealed
samples were attributed to thfe difference in the area of thi differeit segments. In analyvz-
ing the data, we have defined the magrietoresistaance as the ratio of the field dependent
resistance to the high field saturation resistance, GMR= (h, - I¢o))i?{.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the rriagnritoresistance rijl an Si(0)f 1)/12..\Cr/20*(30,•oA.e/ 12ACr)/12ACr/-
30A|Pt film that had been an nealed for I hour at several temperatures. The unannealed
film had 7.1% rnagn(itoresistancre. The rnagritiiresistance increased with annealing tern-
perature, peaking at 9.5% for the film anne'aled at 35 0 'C. arid then decreased until it
disappeared for the filni annealed at 65 0 °C.

Magnetoresistance and magnetization data for the films annealed at selected tempera-
tures is shown ;n figure 2. The increase in magnetoresistance at low temperature anneals
is riot accompanied by a significant change in the saturation field, so the change cannot
be attributed to a change in the antiferromagnetic coupling. In fact, the magnetization
loop for the film annealed at 350'C is somewhat more square btan for the unannealed filmn,
a feature usually associated with reduced cioiupling and thernfore reduied magnetoresis-
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Figure 1: Magnetoresistance as a function of anneal temperature for an Si(O01)/12ACr-
/20*(3oAFe/I2ACr)/l2ACr/3OAPt film.

tance. Thus we conclude that the change in magnetoresistance is due only to an increased
spin asymmetry in the electron scattering. On the other hand, the saturation field de-
creases significantly for the higher temperature anneals, and their magnetization loops are
quite square. The magnetoresistance curves for higher temperature anneals also display
decreased saturation fields, and the peaks are cusp shaped. In this ease the reduced magne-
toresistance may be due to incomplete antiferromnagnetic alignitment at zero field, resulting
from decreased antiferromagnetic coupling or increased ferromagnetic coupling between the
iron layers. The saturation magnetization of the filrns does not change significantly upon
annealing, indicating that at most less then 5% of the iron had lost its magnetic moment.
Dilute alloys of iron in Cr are non-magnetic, so this indicates that there is no significant
migration of iron into the spacer layers. There is no evidence of a magnetically dead layer

""2"FC 0.2--

4•- 4 C1 0.0-
350C1

05 0

-0.4
-10 -5 0 5 10 -10 0 10

Field (KGauss) Field (KGauss)

Figure 2: Magnetoresistance and magnetization curves for an Si(f01 )/i2ACr/20*(3OAhFei 12ACr)-
/12ACr/30APt annealed for one hour at several tenly-raturcs. The daslhed line is the curve for
the unannealed film.
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Figure 4: Magnetoresistance of an lwool )/ l2Acr/20U(:wAie/ 12,&(r)/ 12A('r/:lOAPl, annealed
at 33 0'C and at 250'C for different tine peniods. 'I'he unianrealed rinagrietorcsistance Was 8. 1%
indicated on the left axis.

for the x-ray rueasurerncnts, shown in figu~re 5. Tlhe unannceiled filmi shows four orders of
superlattice peaks, indicating relativcly smooth interfaces. Finite size oscillations persist
to 3.5 degrees 20, so the overall surface of the filmr is quite, smooth. Both high order
peaks and oscillations persist through anneals up to 450*C, so the structural effect of thle
anneal is quite mild. The himr annealed at 550'C lacks the two highest order peaks and
has weaker finite size oscillations, implying both overall roughening and that intermixing
has occurred at the interfaces. However, since two orders of superlattice peaks remain even
for the film annealed at 550'C, it is clear that the structural changes are quite, subtle, and
that significant electron density modulation remains in the filmi.

10 10 11 -

10,

2100

Figure 5: Low angle x-ray diffraction scans of an Si(O0l)/20(40A1.'/25ACr) film annealed for one
hour at several temperatures. The scans have been offset for clarity.
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CONCLUSIONS

Some degree of annealinrg cliarlv increas's the miagr'tore.sistiaici of 1.ei(r rultila)v'rs:
the effect is maximized at 350""' and 1 hour. The inirease is probabtly due to a slight in-
terdiffusion of the two components, uwcresLsing thei nuinber of irirovin s(catterign sites that
differentially scatter the two spin currents. I-or linger or hotter anneals, the rnagnetoresis-
tance starts to drop, accompanied by a drop in the saturation field. 'lT' magnetic moment
is not changed signilicantly by the anneal. SO most of the in ro atorris nrtam their rnmaget(ic
moment even if interdiffusion does o-'eur. There is no evidcr:i( of a d':ad layer. The struc-

tural effects are subtle; the low angle superlattice lines are unc:hanged for an neals ulp to
450'C, but for the samille annealed at 55('C' there is ('videncne if intermnixing or rougher.ing

at the interfaces. We believe that the increarse in inagnetoresistan(e is dit(, to interdiffi-
sion at the interfaces. increasing the number of asyrrnietric Cr impurity scattering sites.
The decrease in rnagnetoresistance and saturation lield at higher anneal temperatures or

longer time, along with the change in the shape of the curves. is due to a dcrci'Lse in
the antiferromagnetic coupling or an increase in ferromagnetic couplinrg betwevii the' iron
layers.
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ABSTRACT

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy lXIIS) has been used to insestigate grain boundary
diffusion of Cu and Cr through 1000 A thick Co filmns in thle temlperature range of 325"C to
400"C. Grain boundary diffusivities were determined by modeling- the accumulation of Cu
or Cr onl Co sarfaces as a function of timec at fixed annealing temperature. The grain
boundary dif'i~uiviy Of 0u througt k- is characterized by a diffusion coefficient, Du~vb, of 2
x 104 cm,2 /sec and an activation energy, E, , of 2.4 cV. Similarly,. Cr grain boundary
diffusion through Co thin filmns occurs with a diffusion coefficient. Do h of 6 x10-2
cm,2/sec and an activation energy, E,.,,1, of 1.8 eV. The Co filmi microstruetulre has been
investigated before and after annealing by x-ray, diffraction and transmission electron
microscopy. Extensive grain grow.thi and texturing of the film Occurred during annealing for
Co deposited onl a CuI underlaver. Ini contrast, thle microstructure of" Co deposited on a Cr
uinderlayer remained relatively unlchangeCd upon anneailing. NMagnetomneter measurements
have shown that increased in-planec coercix ily H,, reduced rcmanence squareness S. and
reduced coercive squareniess S* result from grailn boumndary diffUsion of Cu and Cr into the
Co filmns.

INTRODUCTION

Thle increasing demands onl thin film magnetic media continuec to be focused on
mnprov i ng the sigmnal -to- media noise (S/N) ratio in order to achies e ever higher areal
recording (fenlsi ties, with particular emphasis placed oil rcdmi uc in' noise. I Recent studies have
shown that the use of a Cr i nterlaver bctsen ciimagneitic layers canl affect the nmagnetic
properties by infILIi uec n thme gralin orien tat iOil amll thle c rv stall og raph ic texture of CoCr-hased
thin flilms. t1,2.3 For example, Cr templates 150 A and 1500 A thick caused the grain size of
CoPtCr films to (doubile and created voids beta cell tile grainls. The filmns prodfuced witfi the
thicker interlayer exhibited iniproved noise proplerties, wllich were attributed to either a
reduction in exchange couplillg between time grains or bly a loss in preferred c-axis in-plane
orientation .3 Sgi,,1i I icalt ly , tile i ntcrgrai n eXellianl gecoupliilg could also be reduced by
comlposi tioinal seg-regati(11 of inon-magnletic imateriails to tile g rainm boll mdaries.1 Segregation
from a Cr i nterl aver illto thle grains and grain boundaries of a CoNiCr magnmetic thin filnm has
been proposed to explain tile ObServedl inicrease of in-Illane coercivity H *as a function Of tinle
at constant temipleralture. Howeveýr, dlirect evidence :or grain bounldary diffusion was not
presented.

4

To investigate thle rilatLire of g-rainI boundarv diffusion ill liagilef ic thlill fit ins, we have
measu red and] modeledl tile surface acellInuliatiOil Of Cul anld Cr Ii tfii Sallt s through I (X)00
thick Co films with x-ray' pllotoleictroml spectroscopy lxI'S). By' measuirinlg tile accumuluationl

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. '1993 Materials Research Society
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of diffusant on the Co tree surface as a function of time at a fixed temperature, the grain
boundary diffusivity has been determined using a model developed by Hwang and Balluffi. 5

In addition, the effects of annealing on the Co thin film microstructures and magnetic
properties have been investigated.

METHODS

Experimental

The 1000 A Co / 100 A Cu and 1000 A Co / 100 A Cr bilayer thin film structures
were prepared by UHV evaporation; Co and C(u films were electron beam evaporated while
the Cr films were resistively evaporated. All bilayers were deposited onto sputtered 700 A
SiO2 / Si (100) substrates at a rate of 0.2 A/sec at ambient temperature. Preparation of the
as-received Co/Cu and Co/Cr samples prior to permeation experiments consisted of Ar+
sputtering to remove -44 A of native CoO formed by exposure to air. 6 Sputter cleaning was
done in a sample introduction/preparation chamber at an Ar pressure of 5 x 105 Torr, with
30 mA ion gun emission current and I kV Ar* beam energy.

Permeation experiments were performed in a UHV system consisting of three
chambers. A turbomolecularly-pumped sample imroduction chamber (base pressure = I x
10-8 Torr) allows annealing and/or sputtering of samples before they are transferred into the
XPS analysis chamber. The analysis chamber operates in a pressure range of 5 x 10-11 to 1 x

10 -10 Torr with a 400 U/s ion pump. Photons are generated by a non-monochromatized
Al/Mg dual anode x-ray source running at 280 W for Mg K., x-rays (hv = 1253.6 eV.
linewidth = 0.7 eV). Photoelectrons emitted from the sample are measured with a Leybold
EA-1 single channel hemispherical analyzer operating at 150 eV pass energy, yielding a
energy resolution of -2.4 eV. Higher resolution measurements (50 eV pass energy yielding
- 1.0 eV energy resolution) were made before and after each permeation experiment to check
for surface oxidation. All binding ,nergies are referenced to the Au 4f 7/2 core level peak at -
83.9 eV. To enhance surface sensitivity, the permeation experiments were performed with
the sample oriented so that the angle between the surface normal direction and the analyzer
was -80'. Samples are annealed to temperatures of 425"C on a heating module that is
mounted to the sample manipulator within the XI'S analysis chamber.

Permeation experiments were performed by measuring the areas of the 2 P3/2 core
level peaks of Co and Cu or Cr at -779.6. -934.9 and -575.5 eV binding energies,
respectively. An inelastic background subtraction routine is used to calculate the core level
peak areas during the data acquisition process. 7  Each of the core level peak areas are
normalized to the acquisition time to quantitatively monitor the accumulation profile.

All magnetization measurements were performed with a Quantum Design MPMS
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) at 300K with the applied field lying
in the plane of the Co/Cu and Co/Cr films. Sample sizes were approximately 5 mm wide.
17 mm long and 0.34 mm thick. Hysteresis loop measurements were made with applied
fields up to 3 kOe.

Analysis of Grain Boundary Diffusion

The accumulation of diffusant on a surface as a result of grain boundary diffusion has
been modeled by Hwang and Balluffi. 5 Their model was developed within the conditions of
type C kinetics where the barrier to bulk diffusion is high and mass transport within the thin
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film occurs only along grain boundaries. 8 As a coarse approximation, type C kinetics apply
qt temperatures less than -35% of the film's melting point.

Hwang and Balluffi applied Fick's 2nd law to the grain boundaries and the film's exit,
or free, surface where diffusant accumulates and equated the material fluxes at the
intersections of the grain boundary with both the diffusant source and exit surfaces. Two
assumptions allow direct calculation of the grain boundary diffusivity from the measurement
of surface accumulation as a function of annealing time and constant temperature. First, the
diffusion of material on the exit surface is assumed to be much faster than diffusion in the
grain boundary, so the amount of material accumulated on the exit surface is solely a
function of time. Second, the capacity of the grain boundary is assumed to be much less than
that of the exit surface. Consequently, a steady state concentration profile in the grain
boundary is established and maintained. Combining these assumptions with that of an
infinite diffusant source, the following expression for the surface concentration of permeated
diffusant material as a function of time was derived:

Cs(t)/C,(Dc) = I-exp( -h(t-tU)) (1)

where Cs is the average surface concentration at annealing time t, to is the time before
permeated material reaches the surface, and h is a factor proportional ,o the grain boundary
diffusivity. The factor h consists of the following terms:

h = (wb/w,)(2/d1) Dh (2)

where wb is the grain boundary width, w, is the thickness of the accumulated layer on the
exit surface, d is the grain diameter, ý is the film thickness, and Dh is the grain boundary
diffusivity. While these equations have been successfully applied to a wide variety of
materials systems, there is little information available for Co thin films. 9 .10

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Permeation of Cu through Co

Permeation experiments for the 1000 A Co/100 A Cu thin film structures were carried
out at temperatures of 325, 350, 375 and 400"C. Background subtracted peak areas for Cu
and Co 2 P3/2 emission are plotted in Fig. I as a function of time at 350"C. The Cu 2 P3/2
emission rises sharply as Cu emerges from the exit surface and gradually reaches a plateau,
while the Co signal attenuates exponentially as the accumulation of Cu on the surface
saturates. Measurements at the other temperatures exhibited similar behavior. Superimposed
on the Cu surface accumulation profile is a fitted curve in the form of Eq. (1) from which h
can be found. Grain boundary diffusivities can then be calculated once the remaining terms
in Eq. (2) are known.

In order to determine the grain boundary diffusivity using values of h in Eq. (2), four
geometric parameters of the th:, film must be known. First, the as-deposited film
thicknesses of 1000 A were assumed to remain unchanged during annealing. The thickness
of the saturated Cu overlayer after annealing was estimated by two methods. First, the
exponential attenuation of the Co signal was equated to a Cu overlayer thickness of 5 A
where the inelastic mean free path length for 474 eV kinetic energy Co photoelectrons is 13
A.l Alternately, by evaporating incremental Cu layers onto a sputtered Co surface and
observing the Cu thickness where the attenuated Co signal equaled that of the permeation
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1000 A Co0tO0 A Cu at 350°C
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Figure I. Background subtracted peak Figure 2- Calculated grain boundary
areas of the Co 2 P3/2 (upper curve) and Cu diffusivities of Cu through 1000 A Co
2 P3/2 (lower curve) as a function of films.
annealing time at 350"C.

experiment, the Cu overlayer thickness was also found to be 5 A. The grain boundary width.
wh, was estimated to be equal to the saturated ('u omerlayer thickness.,%%, = 5 A.

The Co film grain size is the last parameter that must be determined before Eq. (2)
can be solved for Dh. Transmission electron microscopy (T'EM) and x-ray diffraction have
been used to estimate Co grain size on as-dcposited and annealed Cu/Co bilayers. Prior to
annealing, analysis of diffraction peak widths ffld TEM revealed the as-deposited Co grain
size to be approximately 135 A A ith near random orientation on the Cu underlayer. After
annealing, substantial grain growth occurred accompatnied by preferential texturing of the Co
film with a (0001) orientation. The mechanism for grain growkth in this case is surface
energy enhanced grain growth where the Cu underlayer may promote the growth of Co
grains with the lowest surface energy contiguration; in this case, grains with the (0001)
planes largely parallel to the film surface. 12 The annealed grain size was estimated from the
plan view TEM micrographs using the Heyn linear intercept method. 13 In this analysis, the
grain size was calculated to be 3500 A +/-750 A for the annealed film based on an average
of 38 line measurements of 40 Co grains. The actual temperature regime where grain growth
occurred could not be determined from these nicasturements since the x-ray diffraction and
TEM analyses were done after the samples were subjected to multiple permeatian
experiments at different temperatures. Similarly. the time necessary for grain growth at the
various annealing temperatures was not determined, although this would affect the measured
values of h from the least squares fitting of the permeation experiments.

In Fig. 2, the calculated diffusivities are plottcd ,ersus I/T for experiments conducted
between 325 and 400"C. A straight line fit to the data yields a Dl).L, of 2 x 104 cm 2/sec and
an activation energy E..4 h of 2.4 eV. The bulk diffusion of Cu through Co has a D0 .hulk of
-I cm2/sec and an Ea. hulk of 2.86 eV. 14 As a general rule of thumb, the activation energy
for grain boundary diffusion is approximately half of the energy required for bulk diffusion.
The violation of this criteria for the 1000 A Co / 100 A 0ii bilayer is attributed to extensive
grain growth during the annealing process.

Diffusion of Cr through Co

Similar permeation experiments were performed on 1000 A Co / 100 A Cr bilayers
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1000 A Co, 100 A ýýr at 350'C
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Figure 3. Background subtracted peak Figure 4. Calculated grain boundary
areas of the Co 2 P3/2 (upper curve) and Cr diffusivities of Cr through 1000 A Co
2P312 (lower curve) as a function of films.
annealing time at 350oC.

for the same temperatures as the Co/Cu bilayers discussed above. Figure 3 illustrates the
behavior of the integrated and background slbt-acted Co and Cr 2P3,2 core level peak areas
versus time at 350"C including the fitted curve using Eq. (1) for the Cr accumulation.
Permeation measurements for the other temperatures yielded similar Cr accumulation
behavior and could also be fitted with Eq. (1). The attenuation of the Co 2 P312 peak signal
with Cr accumulation obeys an exponential decay indicating that the Cr also forms a uniform
overlayer saturating at -5 A thick. This observation is supported by separate measurements
of the exponential decrease in the Co emission with incremental Cr evaporations onto a
sputtered Co surface.

The Co film microstructures were also compared before and after the Cr permeation
experiment at 350"C using x-ray diffraction and TEM. The grain size of the Co film
deposited on the Cr underlayer exhibited minimal grain growth from 125 A to 170 A upon
annealing, in contrast to the Co films deposited on Cu underlayers. The Co grains remained
randomly oriented after annealing.

Grain boundary diffusivilies for Cr were calculated according to Eq. (2) assuming
grain boundary widths and surface layer thicknesses of 5 A. The grain sizte was 170 A for all
samples independent of annealing temperature since grain grow\th was minimal. The
calculated grain boundary diffusivities of Cr through Co are summarized in Fig. 4. For
temperatures between 325"C and 400"C we have determined a diffusion coefficient, DOg&
of 6 x 10-2 cm 2 /sec and an activation energy, E2,gh, of 1.8 eV.

In summary, we can compare our measured values for Cu and Cr permeation through
Co to that for grain boundary self diffusion in Co having an E.agb = 1.46 eV and Do,gh = 7
x 10-3 cm2 /sec.t5 Again, we have determined that grain boundary diffusion of Cr through
Cu is characterized by an Egb = 1.8 eV and D0 ,,q = 6 x 10-2 cm 2 /sec, in contrast to Cu
diffusion through Co exhibiting an Ea.,gb = 2.4 eV and Do.gh = 2 x 104 cm 2 /sec. The
deviation for Co films on Cu underlayers has been explained by ohherved grain growth which
occurred during annealing.

Magnetic Property Measurements of Co/Cu and Co/Cr Bilayers

Magnetization measurements on as-deposited and annealed bilayers have been made to
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Figure 5. Hysteresis loops for a 1000 A Figure 6. Hysteresis loops for a 1000 A
Co / 100 A Cr bilayer in the as-deposited Co / 100 A Cu bilayer in the as-deposited
case (open circles) and annealed at 400 "C case (open circles) and annealed at 400 'C
(filled squares). (filled squares).

observe how Cu and Cr grain boundary diffusion afect.?d the magnetic properties of the Co
films. Magnetization curves for Co/Cu and Co/Cr bilayers annealed at 400"C were
measured after accumulation of the diffusant on the Co surface was complete. Of particular
interest are changes in the in-plane coercivity H., saturation magnetization M0, remanence
squareness S, and coercive squareness S* betbre and after annealing.

For the as-deposited 1000 A Co / 100 A Cr bilayer, the magnetization hysteresis loop
is shown in Fig. 5 by the open circles where H, = 55 Oe, MN = 1100 emu/cm 3 , S = 0.92,
and S* = 0.90. The magnetization behavior after annealing is shown by the filled squares in
Fig. 5 yielding an H. = 123 Oe, M, = 650 emu/Cm 3

, S = 0.86, and S* = 0.76.
The increase in H, and reductions in S and S* with annealing are attributed to the

diffusion of Cr into Co grain boundaries separatinig the Co grains and reducing the
magnetostatic coupling among the grains. In addition, a reduction in intergrain exchange
coupling with annealing also contributes to increasing H, and reductions in squareness.16 I
The squareness of the hysteresis loop for the as-deposited case is dominated by shape
anisotropy of the Co film where the easy magnetization lies in the film plane which is parallel
to the applied field direction. For the annealed Co/Cr bilayer, the Co grain size and
orientation remain relatively unchanged with annealing as observed by TEM and x-ray
diffraction. Therefore, the squareness of the hysteresis loop remains high due to shape
anisotropy of the thin film. Overall, the enhancement of H, and reductions in S and S* are
solely attributed to Co grain boundary stuffing with Cr atoms since little change in the Co
film microstructure was observed.

The hysteresis loop for a 1000 A Co / 100 A Cu bilayer in the as-deposited condition
exhibits a H, = 35 Oe, M, = 1000 emu/cm 3 , S = 0.94 and S* = 0.85 (Fig. 6, open
circles). After annealing, H, increased to 165 Oe, S decreased to 0.48, S* decreased to 0.78
and Ms remained relatively constant at 910 emnu/cmn3 as indicated by the filled squares in Fig.
6.

Annealing the Co/Cu bilayers, however, has been shown by x-ray diffraction and
TEM to cause extensive grain growth and recrystallization texturing with the c-axis (easy
magnet:zation direction) of the Co grains pointing out of the film plane and, therefore,
perpendicular to the applied field direction in the magnetization measurements. Thus, the
shape of the hysteresis loop for the annealed Co/CuI sample represents a competition between
the shape anisotropy induced by the filn geometry and the crystalline anisotropy induced by
recrystallization during annealing.

Surface accumulation measurements indicate that Cu diffuses through the Co grain
boundaries for the temperatures studied. The enhancement in H, between the as-deposited
and annealed Co/Cu bilayers is likely to be dominated by a reduction in Co intergrain
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exchange coupling as in the case of Co/Cr bilayers. However, the additional role of
microstructural changes on the magnetic properties is unclear.

CONCLUSIONS

Permeation experiments made over the temperature range of 3251C to 400'C indicate
that grain boundary diffusion of Cu and Cr through Co does occur. Thin films of Co on Cu
underlayers exhibit extensive grain growth and texturing during annealing which introduce
uncertainty into the diffusivity calculations for this bilayer system. Chromium underlayers
are observed to preserve the as-deposited Co film microstructure with annealing. For both
bilayer systems, improvements in in-plane coercivity H. and reductions in coercive
squareness S* are attributed to reduced intergranular magnetic coupling by separating Co
grains with Cu and Cr in the grain boundaries.
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF POLARIZED NEUTRON SPECILAR
REFLECTIVITY FROM A Co/Cu(111) SUPERLATTICE AT THE SECOND

ANTIFERROMAGNETIC MAXIMUM

J.F. Ankner. A. Schrreyer-. C.F. Nlajkrzak., K. Br6il-, Th. ZL dler-. I' Bdek.er-. arid 11

'atiouial I nstiturte of St anduards and Technroloigy. Cait hershu rg. NI 1) 20S!99
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ABSTRACT

We hrave used polarized neutron refleCtivity' to prove the texistetice of osrillatorY couplinig in
NI BIE-grown (0o/Cu)i Ilt) sirperlattices. For a samprlle of composition [3. 1 nin t oj2.t rim (i,
we finrd that only a sm all fraction of the samtiple volurtoeex ho its cohieretit anri tfer roinguget ic i rdcur.
with the structure of the remainder of tire film being att ributabile to ferrorriagneric dminiriri, aiiil
sinall disordered strurctutres.

THE Co/Cu(l11) CONTROVERSY

Thre mtagnretic cou plinig of ferromnagnetic~ cobalt layers across runoniagrier ii cuppier inito.rlav.%rs

is an extensively stuidied phenromrenoti arid conrsequjently thle field is cia racr erwzei by% a cerniai
amtount of disharmony. Tire first observations of atitifer'oriragruetic (AlV) coupling [I] and couiplirig
deprendent on Cit interlayer thIickness [21 were miade ott fi Itis grown it thle (l10t) orient atiorn (cobalt
assumres tire fcc striuctrure of copper). Oscillatory courplinig with a period of aboiut 1.0 rirr was
first seenr [3, 41 in sputtered (tIt) tnultilayers. Subhsequent attempts to observe oscillat'iitrs in

single-crystal (II11) superlattices grown by molecular- beam epitaxy 'vNI MBE) have generallY vjiodril
negative or ambiguous resunlts [5 8]. A recenti paper [9[ refrorts oiscillatour * coupling ber weuri
isolated cobalt uorrolayers in a. copper tratrix, but with amtuicli lunger periud tIrianin thre slitterlil
multilayers.

We have grown a series of ('n/Cu) II) superlattices by MIBE and have mreasnured oscillationsi
in saturation field as a function of Cu interlayer thickness withr peaks aroirnid dr(,, 1.0,. 1.9. atid
2.8 nm [101, in agreement with theoretical predictiorts [II]. Similar results have surbsequerntly been
ohtained by Dupas, et al [12] from magnetoresistarice measuremrents. U~sinrg polarized neutron
diffraction, we have determined that the films exhibrit coherent AV order at thre firsi two riaxirsus
and no measurable AF order at an intermediate thickness [10]. In this paper. we will present a
detailed itnvestigation of the trature of the magnetic order presenrt iii a surperlattice with d(-,,i 2.0
nm and characterize this order by mreants of quantitative refinermenit of piolarized rienutrorn specular
reflectivity data. Comhining this information withr x-ray artl trraghietur-rptic Kerr effect ) NIOKFl
tneasurremnents, we will commnent on the 4irfluerrce of structural dlisorder on thre observed mragrnetic
behavior.

MEASURING MAGNETIC STRUCTURE

The nature of the magnetic order in Co/Cu(IIl) films grown by rtrolecular-beamn epitaxy
(MBE) has heetr controversial hecauae of thre coexistence of renranerit ferronuagnetisurt with a
generally small or nonexistent antiferromagnetic volume fraction. Our sanmples were grorwnr by
MBE on A12 0 30h120) suhstrates with a Nh(110) buffer layer (see refs. [10, 13. 141 for details).
The MOKE loop from a satmple of similar composition to the one dliscussed below (d(,, 2.0 rit),
shown in Fig. la, is typical. At zero field, there exists a large retrianenit magrretizationt containing
more than half of the total sample moment, preceded by a gradual upward slope to saturationt
above 1500 Oe. The strength of the artliferromagnetic coupling is commonly determrined fromu
the magnitude of the saturation field. What more can bep sand about the magnetic struncturre'
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Figure 1: M OK E loop and iunportatit vectors, (a) MO KE loop frotm samlple wit h u 2. kink.1
At zero field, there is a large relnanient magnetization. preceded by a gradual slope to satluratlol
above 1500 Oe. The value of tlte saturation field is related to tile strength of t he coupring. Tb.
arrow, at H =14 Oe, indicates where neutron data were taken. (b) Axis definitions for .scattering.
Neutrons, spini-polarized either parallel or anti-parallel to} ank appited field HI. intleract with Ii uclei

and unpaired electrons in the sample. Thle orientation of the average nnagtietizatiotu AI() ('Mi
general a function of depth z below the surface) With respect to Hi determines thle character of the
scattering. Magnetization components tiorroal to Hi cause thle neutron spitn to flip (SF processes)-
while nuclear scattering and parallel montetit components produce intensity in thle nion-spin-flip
(NSF) channel.

In order to move beyond the measurement of bulk properties. our aim has beeni to constrtuct
a quantitative portrait of the tnagnetic character of these superlattices usting lpolarize'd Ilelt roll
reflectivity. In a specular reflectivity measurement (atiglecof itcidenre equal to angle of reflectioti).
one canl determine the distribution of scattering material with depth below the samlple surface
[151. Since thermal neutrons interact with both tnuclei and unpaired elect ron spitns. t he ' are anl
ideal probe of magnetic structure. For magnetic moments lying itn the plane of the surface, one
can describe the reflectivity qualitatively in terms of spinl-depen dent refractive indices (see refs.
(16, 171 and references therein for the exact formalistm).

'\
2

±±; I - -Nfb± psin 1], l
2tr

I - A2N picos y , (2)
2ir

where A is the wavelength of the neutrons, N the number density of tite scatterers, b the nuclear
scattering ampltude, and p the magnetic scattering amplitude [proportional to the magnetic
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[able I: Nurliar aln magnetic slaltterirng density delpth pri o .hile,.h le -1.0;, lin 1 , t ,.rv.
used in the model: I is the layer number. the second ciilinoi is a brief dlescriptioli..Nb is th.
nuclear scattering density, d the layer thickness, a the (Gaussian roughness, anfld N.p th, fuag,. wi,

scattering density. The most significant feature in this list is Ithe presence of significant mixili, if

the ('o and (0i as evidenced by the non-zero nmagnetic mlomelnt of tlie nominal (0i l vir+.

1 Type Nb d ay Np
( 10-1n l z trimn) ( 11,1) ( 1ll-4 111-,)

1 Co()0 2.0 4.56 0.43 (0

2, 4 ... ,20 Cu 4.8 2.03 0(.6 1.1
3, 5 ..... 19 Co 3.2 3.15 0.86 2.2

21 Nb 3.9 5.16 0.43 0
22 A 2()3  5.2 0.21 0

nionient i7 per atom: p =- (2.695 x 10t-` n m/pBI i where p,9 is ttle Bohr magneton i. 'I he rfrac

tive indies depend on the angle I of the sample magnetization .Al with respect lto the neutrin
quantization axis defined by the applied field /I (see Fig. lb). The subscripts refer to neutron,
polarized parallel (+) and anti-parallel (-) to the quantization axis before (first subscript atil
after (second subscript) reflection from the sample. Each of the quantities N. b. p. anil -, may
vary with depth below the surface, with the magnetization .i71(z) samnled by lhe neutrons being
the average of the atomic magnetic moments ji at a given depth z. From eletmentar ry quanltum !i
mechanics, we can describe two types of scattering: magnetization comlpolnents normal to f]
cause spin-flip (SF) scattering [(+-) and (-+) in equation (2)], while nuclei and parallel rnag.
netic components scatter in the non-spin-flip (,NSF) channel [(++) and (--) in equat ion (I ).
From the reflectivities measured as a function of specular reflection angle 0 for these four cro)ss
sections, we can extract the depth profiles of both nuclear and magnetic scatterers.

ANTIFERROMAGNETISM AT THE SECOND MAXIMUM

Our neutron reflectivity measurements from the [3.4 nm Co/2.0 nti (i] 19 siiperlattice unanm-
biguously reveal the presence of coherent antiferromagnetic order at the second miaximuti of the
saturation field. Fig. 2a shows the reflectivity from this filmn in the four cross sections [( +- ) and
(-+) are equal and have been added together to improve counting statistics] in an applied fielh
of 14 Oe. The data are plotted as a function of wavevector transfer Q = .7r sin O/A, where 0 is
the specular angle and A the wavelength of the neutrons (0.237 nm). Before being mounted oi
the BT-7 reflectometer at N' -T, the sample was placed in a 700 Oe field parallel to the eventual
14 Oe quantizing field. Tijis 7 r'.,_edure aligns the ferromagnetic domains parallel to i.NSF and
orients antiferromagnetic do ,i-,'is by "spin-flop" along esF. There are several significant features
visible in the data. The splitting at the first-order superlattice peak [Q _ 2r/(5.4 ntt) _ 1.2
nm-1] between (++) and (--) intensities reveals the presence of significant ferromagnetic (FM)
order parallel to the 14 Oe quantizing field, consistent with the MOKE measurement (Fig. la).
The most important feature, however, is the broad peak in the SF cross sections centered around
0.6 nm- t

. This peak indicates that the sample possesses magnetic structure with twice the pe-
riodicity of the chemical superlattice. Antiferromagnetic order, with adjacent Co layer moments
oppositely aligned, characteristically produces this type of scattering.

The observations outlined above can be quantified by using the exact solution of the spit-
1/2 Schr6dinger equation for a stratified medium to model the depth profile of the superlattice
(see ref. [15] for a description of the fitting process and the references cited in ref. [16) for the
polarized neutron formalism). The solid lines in Fig. 2a were generated from the profiles shown
in Figs. 2b and 2c, described in Tables I and I1. The data exhibit a smaller critical angle for
total reflection in the (++) cross section than would be expected if the Co were completely

.~ ..- ~ .-. . . . . .. . . . . .

•i
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Figure 2: Polarized neutron reflectivity and scattering density profiles. (a) Spin-flip (SF) and

non-spin-flip (NSF) reflectivities are plotted as a function of wavevector transfer Q = 47 sin O/A.
The strong splitting at Q •z 2r/(5.4 nm) g 1.2 nm

t
- in the NSF indicates ft rromragnetic order.

while the weaker and broader peak at 0.6 nm- in the SF is the signature of AF structure. The

missing data points in the SF scan near Q L 0.85 nm-1 result from subtraction of a non-specular
background. The points adjacent to this region should therefore be taken as upper limits on the
intensity that was subtracted away. The solid lines represent a model calculat ion including a 157
AF domain occupancy, while the dashed line was obtained from a completely FM model. The SF

data have been offset by two orders of magnitude and are plotted versus the scale on the right
axis. (b) Nuclear scattering density depth profile. Proceeding inward from vacuum (z = 0). one

encounters Co oxide, the Cu/Co superlattice (12 nm< z < 64 nm), the Nb buffer layer, and the
A12 0 3 substrate. (c) Magnetic scattering density depth profile. This curve essentially tracks the

presence of Co, which we observe to be present in the non-magnetic Cu layers (minima).

I
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"Fable 11: Magnetic domain populations. The model fits are produced from coherent (amplitude)

sums of different magnetic domains, weighted by their occupancies. Most of the sample v- 'des

in ferromagnetic (FM) domains, both aligned with the field (- = 900) atid normal to it (1 0').
The FM domains are coherent through all 10 bilavers, while the antiferromagnetic (AF) domains

are only coherent through about 4 bilayers.

Type 7 Occupancy Coherence Length

FM 900 65% > 50.0 rial
FM 0. 20% > 50.0 In

AF 00/180' 15% 20.0 nin

remanently magnetized. This reduced critical angle implies that tire magnetic domains scatter
coherently--we must calculate the average magnetic moment from these domains befcrt squaring
the reflectivity amplitude to obtain the intensity. Employing such a procedure, we find that only

65% of the Co is in remanence. The broad peak in the SF intensity at Q -• 0.6 nin- (see Fig.

2a) can be reproduced by assuming that 15% of the ('o moment resides in A F domains which are
coherent over about four bilayers (- 20.0 nm). The remaining 20% of the Co moment is found

in FM domains with net projections along the direction normal to the quantizing field. Ihe solid

lines in Fig. 2a were calculated using this model, which is described in Figs. 2b. 2c. arid Tables
I and II. The dashed line plotted with the SF data was calculated by assumitng that all 35• of

the non-remanent moment is ferromagnetic and oriented in the SF direction. The poor fit of
this model (dashed line) to the SF intensity near Q = 0.6 n-in demonstrates that the observed
scattering cannot be reproduced by purely FM domains.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have determined the magnetic structure in the growth direction ofian MBE-grown Co/Cu-
(111) superlattice (dcu = 2.0 nim) and find multiple domains, strong retianent ferrotmiagnetism.
and a small but significant antiferromagnetic structural component. Based on x-ray specular

reflectivity measurements, we have found it necessary to include in our model a substantial amount
of mixing of the Co and Cu layers (see in particular Fig. 2c). The exact nature of this mixing
is an important issue that cannot be addressed solely by a specular reflectivity measuretnent.
One must separate out the contributions of atomic steps (caused by, e.g.. substrate lnis-cut), true
diffusion, and uncorrelated interfacial roughness before making any statement about the possible

existence of pinholes (see ref. [18]). However, our observation of stubstantial structural disorder

and multiple magnetic domains is consistent with a very recent scanning tunneling microscopy
study of Co/Cu() II) growth [19). This study finds islands of Co attd Cu with gaps between.
allowing for Co bridges through CO and vice versa. Such a structure would explain the large

ferromagnetic component seen in these films. We are ctrrently at work ott an analysis of diffuse

and Bragg scattering which we hope will further elucidate the extent of the pinthole phenottietion
and its consequences for magnetic structure.

In conclusion, we have given definitive proof of the existence of oscillatory coupling in MIlE
grown Co/Cu( 111) superlattices by observing antiferromagnetic order for d-,, = 2.1) tm. Ity

studying such an ill-behaved systeom as epitaxial Co/Cu(Illl), we can better understand thie

general interartion between growth, structure. and magnetism. Our ongoing effort is to further
this work by improved x-ray atid neutron stricturtcal characterization.
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ABSTRACT

In-situ recording of ultra-thin film growth by Low Energy Electron Microscopy (LEEM)
results in accurate determinations of monolayer metal deposition rates for difficult to calibrate
deposition geometries. Deposition rates and growth features were determined for Cu and Co
on W(l 10) allowing for thickness control at the submonolayer level. Also. the transparencies
of non-magnetic overlayers of Pd( I 1) and Cu( 111) to very low energy spin polarized
electrons were compared and qualitatively explained by band structure considerations. Cu( 11 )
is much more transparent than Pd(1 11) so that magnetic domain structures can be observed
through at least 4 nm of Cu(! 1). This suggests the use of Cu(l 11) and other metals of
suitable band structure as protective layers for surface magnetic studies.

INTRODUCTION

Multilayer sandwiches of magnetic and non-magnetic materials have recently been
studied in much detail owing to interest in their basic properties and in potential technological
applications [ I - 91 using a variety of experimental approaches. Direct imaging of domain
structures on magnetic surfaces and in magnetic thin films grown on magnetic or nonmagnetic
metallic supports has been accomplished with varying degrees of lateral resolution by Kerr
microscopy ( 101,magnetic X-ray microscopy[ I 1]. and Scanning Electron Microscopy with I
Polarization Analysis [12- 141. We have recently (leimonstiated thc usefulicns for surface
magnetic imaging of a new experimental approach abbreviated as SPLEEM (Spin Polarized
Low Energy Electron Microscopy) 115.161 the main attraction of which is its imaging
speed[17] and its integrated use with LEEM/LEED methods 118].

SPLEEM is, therefore, particularly well suited for the in-situ investigation of epitaxial
growth processes when appropriate vapor deposition facilities are incorporated into the ULHV-
based SPLEEM instrumnent, and the fabrication of multilayer thin film sandwiches by the
sequential deposition of magnetic and non magnetic metals becomes possible. The thickness
of both the magnetic layers and the non-magnetic spacers can be. however. of critical
importance and an exact determination of the respective metal deposition rates is required.
Demonstrating the ease of monolayer rate determinations by LEEM ( a video clip will be
presented at the Conference) for Cu and Co growing on a W(O 10) substrate crystal is the main
objective of this paper. In addition it will be shown that relatively thick epitaxial overlavers of
(11) Cu are magnetically transparent to imaging electrons of very low energy in contrast to
(11l) Pd layers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Co, Pd and Cu were deposited from rate controlled evaporation sources located in a
,eparale evaporation chamber attached to the main microscope and resulting in a shallow angle
of incidence to the W(l 10) substrate. The tungsten substrate crystal is usually cleaned by low
pressure oxygen treatment and by repeated flashing to about 20(X) K ( followed by brief
secondary flashes to 1400 K) just before cooling to the deposition temperature, which in the
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t=O sec(lst ML) t 20 sec

t =135 sec t= 170 sec

t=187 sec(2nd ML) t 239 sec

t =336 sec t =390 sec

Fig.l: 1st and 2nd Monolayer Growth
of Cu / W(110) at T 700 K



Cases reported here was either about 700 K or room temperature (RT). The energy of the
imaging electrons ranged between I and 5 eV and was adjusted so as to maximize the
(diffraction) image contrast for the metal structures under observation (see later).

The growth processes at the elevated deposition temperatures were recorded by video-
rate taping. Growth sequences captured from the video recordings are displayed in the first
two figures where the image magnifications are defined by the circular field of view the
diameter of which is 14 microns. Fig. I depicts the first and second monolayer (ML) growth of
Cu. At the time t = 0 the I st monolayer starts growing anti at t = 187 sec the 2nd motolayer
has just started although the Ist ronolayer is not quite complete. At t = 390 sec the 2nd
monolayer is almost complete. With growth times of 185 and 396 secons for the end of the
first and second ML and considering the respective atomic surface densities of 14 and
.Ox 10@ t 4 cm -2 1221, a deposition rate of 7.57 x It t12 cm -2 sec -1 is determined.

It is also of interest to focus on the different growth modes and image contrast effects
that are obvious in these growth images of the first and second monolayer of Cu. As pointed
out previously [19 - 211 , the growth of a low free surface energy metal like Cu on a high free
surface energy metallic substrate like W at elevated substrate temperature will lead to Stranski-
Krastanov growth which is monolayer-by-monolayer growth followed by the formation of
three-dimensinsional crystals due to increasing strain. The images at t = 20, 135. and 170
seconds in fig.) show details of this growth in the first monolayer. Substrate surface steps that
are hardly distinguishable at t = 0 are well decorated at t =20 sec. Thereafter, the bright
contrasted Cu areas exhibit 2-dimensional dentridic growth patterns until only a few (dark)
holes remain at t = 187 sec when second layer growth . exhibiting dark image contrast features
is initiated. This proceeds in a 'step flow' like mode as was previously described for
Cu/Mo(l 10) 1211.

The first two layers of Cu can be distinguished easily by LEEM because they have
different crystallographic structures causing "diffraction contrast". the usually dominating
contrast mechanism in LEEM. The first layer is a pseudomorphically strained Cu layer
whereas the second layer is a misfitting double layer (221. (More specifically, we are seeing
the effects of "bright-field diffraction contrast" here ,which is only one of three different

modes of diffraction contrast. The other two modes are "tilted bright field" and "dark field"
contrast and both find application when surface structural differences do not show up as
differences in the intensity of the reflected (00) imaging beam [23) ). The surface steps seen in
images of clean single crystal W or other substrates are due to a different type of LEEM
image contrast; they are "phase contrast" images caused by interference effects of electron
beams reflected from substrate areas of different height and are, therefore. strongly dependent

on electron energy and on focusing -onditions. Under the focusing conditions used in figs. I
and 2 , diffraction and not phase contrast was maximized.

Fig. 2 shows a video-captured growth sequence for Co on the same W( 110)
substrate but at slightly lower temperature. This sequence is shown not only because
we routinely prepare epitaxial Co layers as magnetic test layers with well defined domain
patterns (see later) but also because here structural changes occur within a single
monolayer that show up as distinct contrast differences in LEEM images. From t = 0 to t
= 132 sec the continuing growth of the pseudomorphic Co layer with bcc structure can be
observed up to a coverage of 0.775 ( t = 170 see). At this point, the addition of more Co
causes the gradual transition to the hexagonal Co structure which results in different
diffraction contrast. This hexagonal Co layer continues to spread until a complete monolayer
of hexagonally structured Co is reached at t = 219 sec. A deposition rate of 1.544 x 10"
cm -2 sec" follows, and additional layers of Co of the same structure can now be grown on
top of this Co monolayer at RT for magnetic test purposes.

Such a test layer of epitaxial Co with well delineated magnetic domains is shown on the
left of fig.3. It is being used in this case to study the transparency of a number of non-magnetic
overlayers to low energy imaging electrons in SPLEEM. The right side of fig.3 demonstrates
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t=0 sec t 35 sec

t=68 sec t= 108 sec

t =132 sec t = 180 sec

t= 195 sec t =220 sec (1 ML)

Fig.2: Monolayer Growth of
Co /W(110) at T =650 K
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6 ML Co(0001)'W(110) 8 ML Pd(111)Y
6 ML Co(0001)iW(110)

Fig.3: 'Transparency of Pd(111)Layers
to 1.5 eV Electrons

6 ML Co(0001)/AW(110) 9 ML Cu(111)/
6 ML Co(O001)/W(11O)

Fig.4 'Transparency' of Cu(111) Layers
to 1.5 eV Electrons
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Co6.15 Co6. I 5/CuS

C,•n 15/Cu2 Co6. I S/Cu 10

(A ..15/Cu4 Co6. I5/Cu 12

Co6.15/Cu6 Co6 A5/('u 14
Fig. 5: Asymmetry Related SPLEEM Image
Changes of Co Domains(6.15 ML thick)
as a Function of Cu Overlayer Thickness
(in ML) for 1.4 eV Electrons.
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the effect of 8 monolayers of Pd(1 I) at the same imaging energy. In spite of strong contrast
enhancement during image processing, the domain structures are only just recognizable and the
effect was almost as drastic with 4 monolayers of Pd. A very different behavior was, however,
found for Cu(I 11) overlayers. Here up to at least 14 monolayers were highly transparent to
magnetic information from the underlying Co (see fig.4 for the case of 9 monolayers of Cu at
the same imaging energy of 1.5 eV). Care has to be taken, however, when interpreting these
results because of a strong dependence of the reflected (00) beam intensity asymmetry for spin
polarized electrons on their energy. Quantitative results for Cu(I 11) are forthcoming 124] but
similar intensity oscillations for Cu(100) films and 12 eV energy have been measured 1251 and
related to interference between electrons reflected from the film/vacuum and film/substrate
itiserface, i.e.phase contrast or quantum size contrast 126.231 effects are responsible. As a
consequence, asymmetry related contrast variations arc found when changing the imaging
energy in SPLEEM. This effect is demonstrated in fig. 5 for Cu(I 11) overlayers of varying
thickness acquired at a constant imaging energy of 1.4 eV. In principle, similar contrast
variations can be seen for Pd overlayers too but the absolute asymmetry changes are
substantially reduced when compared to Cu.

How can such different degrees of attenuation of asymmetry between Cu and Pd be
interpreted? They are not so much due to different inelastic mean free paths in the two
metal layers but mainly caused by differences in elastic backscattering. At the very low
energies used (1.5 eV above vacuum level corresponding to about 6 - 7 eV above the
Fermi level) inelastic scattering is weak compared to elastic scattering (see e.g. 1271). Elastic
backscattering in crystals is governed by the band structure. At the energy of maximum

f asymmetry in Co, Pd has a band gap along the r /L (111) direction so that the electron
wave which is incident along this direction is strongly damped. In Cu, however, allowed
states are available at this energy which results in considerable penetration. Thus the
observed difference in the transparency of Cu( Ill) and Pd(1 11) layers is easy to understand
qualitatively. Quantitative comparisons will have to wait for dynamical LEED calculations.
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OBSERVATION OF X-RAY ABSORPTION MAGNETIC CIRCULAR DICHROISM IN

WELL-CHARACTERIZED IRON-COBALT-PLATINUM MULTILAYERS

A.F. JANKOWSKI, G.D. WADDILL and J.G. TOBIN

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Chemistry & Materials Science Department,
P.O. Box 808, Livermore, California 94550 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Magnetic circular dichroism in the Fe 2p x-ray absorption is observed in multilayers of

(Fe9.5A/Pt9.5A) 92. The magnetization and helicity are both in the plane of this multilayer

which is prepared by magnetron sputter deposition. This sample is part of a study to examine

magnetization in the ternary multilayer system of FeCo/Pt. Lattice and layer pair spacings are

measured using x-ray scattering. The atomic concentration profiles of the multilayer films are

characterized using Auger electron spectroscopy coupled with depth profiling. Conventional

and high resolution transmission electron microscopy are used to examine the thin film, growth

morphology and atomic structure.

INTRODUCTION

The observation of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in the Co/Pt(I'41 and Fe/Pt(5I

multilayer systems proves to be of interest for magnetic and magneto-optic recording

applications. The magnetic properties of Fe/Pt multilayer films are strongly dependent on the

relative as well as absolute layer thicknesses.[61 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is used

for elemental analysis and magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) measurements. It is shown that

MCD can be a useful technique for monitoring changes in the orientation of sample

magnetization.[ 7] An in-plane magnetization of a (Fe9.5A/Pt9.5A)92 multilayer thin film is

found using both MCD and conventional magnetometry.181 The MCD technique has the

potential to follow the magnetic axis orientation in FeCo/Pt magnetic thin films as well as

provide elemental specific determination of the magnetic moment.

SAMPLE PREPARATION

The FeCo/Pt multilayer samples are prepared using magnetron sputter deposition. The

deposition chamber is cryogenically pumped to a base pressure of 1.3x10-5 Pa. A circular

array of magnetron sources is situated 20 cm beneath an oxygen-free copper platen. The

magnetron sources are operated in the dc mode at a 330-390 Volt discharge. An argon

working gas pressure of 0.40 Pa is used at a flow rate of 15.5 cc mrin-I. The substrates are

sequentially rotated over each source at 1.0 rev mrinm-. The target materials are >0.9994 pure.

The polished Si substrates are cleaned with a procedure consisting of a detergent wash,

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 91199 3 Maltelals Research Society
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deionized water rinse, alcohol rinse and a N2 gas drying prior to deposition. The substrates

remain at a temperature between 293 and 306 K during the deposition. The sputter deposition

rates, between 0.02 and 0.50 nm sec-1 , are monitored using calibrated quartz crystals. The

quartz crystals indicate the component layer thicknesses (Sample column of Table 1) and the

layer pair thicknesses, dFeCo/PKXTC. The multilayer films are grown to a 0.2gtm thickness.

CHARACTERIZATION METHODS AND RESULTS

X-Ray Diffraction

The lattice and layer pair spacings of the FeCo/Pt multilayers are measured using x-ray

diffraction. A powder diffractometer equipped with a graphite monochromator is operated in

the 0/20 mode at both grazing incidence and high angle using Cu Kar radiation. The grazing

incidence scans of the multilayer films (XRD column of Figs.la-f) reveal the satellite

reflections about (000) attributable to the composition modulation in the multilayer growth

direction. The first three satellite peak positions (n = 1,2,3) are corrected for refraction and

fitted to compute a layer pair spacing dFeCo/ptXRD (Table I). The layer pair spacings

dFCCo/ptXRD are in agreement to within 0.01 nm of the crystal monitor values dFeCo/PtXTS. The

high angle Bragg reflections indicate that the thin film samples are all oriented along the 1111

direction of a face-centered-cubic (fcc) lattice. The interplanar spacing, d(I II)XRD (Table i), is

generally intermediate to the values of pure Pt(l 11) at 0.2266nm and yFe( 111) at 0.2106nm.

A first-order satellite reflection below the Bragg reflection in the 0/20 scans indicates layer pair

spacings, from the relationship (s(t 1I)-Ssatelite" where s = d-1 , for the films consistent with

the grazing incidence measurements. 16 1

Table I. Layer Pair and Interplanar Spacings (nm) of FeCo/Pt(1 11) Multilayers

Sample d(II I)XRD dFCCo/pLXRD dFeCo/PtXTC

(Co3.9A/Pt9..A) 135  0.2223 1.295 1.294

(Fe1.7ACot.8A./Pt9.7A)1 35  0.2246 1.288 1.313

(Fe9.5A/Pt9.5A) 92  0.2193 2.008 1.895

(Fe3.OA/Pt9.7A)1 3 5  0.2252 1.280 1.267
(Fe3.IA/Pt19.4A) 7 6  0.2270 2.228 2.245

(Fe3.IA/Pt38.8A) 4 4  0.2274 4.238 4.187

Auger Electron Spectroscopy

Atomic concentration profiles of the multilayer thin films are measured using Auger

electron spectroscopy (AES) coupled with depth profiling. A 3 keV, 10 AA electron beam is

used to generate the Auger electrons. The measured intensities of the 1.967 keV platinum peak

(Pt MNN), the 703 eV iron peak (Fe LMM), the 272 eV carbon peak (C KLL) and the 503 eV

oxygen peak (0 KLL) from data accumulated in the derivative mode are used to compute the
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Figure 1. The columns correspond to the x-ray absorption at the Fe 2p and Co 2p edges using
linear polarization and normal incidence measurement of the FeCo/Pt multilayer samples.
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atomic concentrations. A 2 keV, 0.92 hA argon ion beam is used to sputter etch a 25 mm 2 area

of the sample surface. The gas pressure for the sputter etch is 4 x 10-3 Pa whereas the Auger

system base pressure is 6.7x10"8 Pa. Once the surface oxide iq qputtered through, the film

composition is shown to be uniform and free of any C or O contamination (AES column of

Figs.Ia-f). The concentration analysis of the films using AES are in agreement to within 10%

of the absolute concentration value for each component as determined from the calibrated quartz

crystal monitor readings of component layer thicknesses.

Transmission Electron Microscxon

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high resolution imaging reveal the multilayer

film morphology and lattice structure. The FeCo/Pt films, as imaged in both plan view

(Fig.2a) and cross-section (Fig.2c), are typified by a dense columnar growth. The plan view

electron diffraction patterns reveal the polycrystalline, in-plane nature of the films. The ring

pattern (Fig. 2b) of this fcc phase is indexed to a lattice parameter of 0.3848nm. This lattice

spacing corresponds quite well with the high angle diffraction data that gives a lattice parameter

of 0.3798nm. Diffraction patterns, taken from the multilayer as viewed in cross-section, reveal

a 5-8' mosaic of the lattice pianes perpendicular to the [111] growth direction. Selected area

diffraction patterns of individual grains, viewed in cross-section (Fig. 2d), clearly show the
[111] growth direction of an fcc phase in this [110] pole projection. The FeCo/Pt thin film

samples are therefore [111 textured in the growth direction but randomly oriented in-plane.

The average grain size is 27-30nm, as measured from the bright field images (as Fig.2a).
Lattice images, recorded at the Scherzer defocus condition using a 400 keV electron beam,

show each grain to consist of a single-phase fcc structure (Fig.3).

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy and Magneidc Circular Dichroism

The XAS and MCD measurements are performed on a spherical grating monochromator
with the ability to generate soft x-rays with a high degree of linear or circular polarization.1 9, 101

The absorption measurements are made in a partial electron yield mode with a kinetic energy
window centered around 50 eV. The XAS spectra (Fe 2p and Co 2p columns in Fig. Ia-f) are

for normal incidence (i.e. 0' from the sample normal). The curves correspond to linear

polarization scans for elemental analysis. The presence of Fe as well as Co is detected for even

the smallest film concentrations, e.g. 7at.% Fe in sample (Fe3.lA/Pt38.8A)44. For the MCD

measurements, the samples are magnetized in-situ with a pulse coil capable of generating a
3kOe field. MCD in x-ray absorption is observed as a circular polarization dependent intensity
variation in the L2 and L 3 edges for 3d transition metals. The polarization dependence requires

that the incident x-ray helicity (either parallel or anti-parallel to the direction of propagation) be

aligned or anti-aligned with the sample magnetization.[7.111 The polarization dependence

vanishes when these vectors are perpendicular. An intensity difference for the L2 and L 3 white
lines is apparent for sample (Fe9.5A/Pt9.5A) 9 2 demonstrating a remnant, in-plane

magnetization of the film (Fig.4).
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Figr 2. Conventional transmission electron microscopy of sample (Fe9.5A/Pt9.5A)9 2, as
imaged in plan view, reveals (a) the fine grain size in the bright field image and (b) the
preferred (Il1) texture in the electron diffraction pattern of the film. Imaging of sample
(Co39A/Pt. lA4 35, as prepared in cross-section, reveals (c) layering perpendicular to the
growth direction (indicated with an arrow) and (d) a I11111 oriented, single-phase structure as
seen in the 11010 pole projection of this face-centered cubic, selected area diffraction pattern.
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Figure 3. High resolution electron micro- Figure 4. Fe L-edge absorption spectra of the
graph of the sample (Fe9v5AsPt9.5A) 92, as (Fe9.5Aist9heA)92 multilayer for the x-ray hel-
imaged in cross-section. The growth direct- icity and majority d-electron spin nearly parallel
ion is indicated with an arrow. and antiparallel (-). 'btis is an illustration

of magnetic circular dichroism using circularly
polarized x-rays.
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DISCUSSION & SUMMARY

The relative strengths of the L2 and L3 absorption edges contain information about the spin-
dependent density of states near the Fermi level and the spin-orbit splitting in the d-bands.
Therefore, information is available about the spin and orbital magnetic moments of the
material.17 ,12 -14) The spin moment analysisl17 applied to sample (Fe9.5A/Pt9.5A)9 2 yields' a
value of I t 0.5 tB/Fe. The analysis is complicated, however, by the polycrystalline surface.
If the sample is not of a single domain, then MCD will average the domains yielding a moment
that reflects the average projection of magnetization along the photon propagation direction.

In summary, we have studied the microstructure of FeCo/Pt multilayer films using x-ray
diffraction and transmission electron microscopy, the composition using x-ray absorption and
Auger spectroscopy, and the magnetic behavior using MCD. The correlation of structural
properties with magnetic anisotropy requires detailed and elemental sensitive characterization.
MCD enables the study of multi-element films, as FeCo/Pt, where the local moments can be
determined for each component material.
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF EPITAXIAL 6 ML fcc-Fe/Cu(100) FILMS

L. J. Swartzendruber, L. H. Bennett, M. T. Kief, and W. F. Egelhoff, Jr.
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Gaithersburg, MD 20899

ABSTRACT

A study has been made of the magnetic properties of epitaxial 6 monolayer
(ML) fcc-Fe films on Cu(100) with various thicknesses of epitaxial Cu deposited on
top of the Fe. R was found that the magnetic properties undergo striking changes as
a function of the Cu thickness. The easy axis of magnetization goes from being
in-plane for the bare Fe to perpendicular upon the deposition of 1 ML Cu.
Concurrently there is a dramatic decrease in the Kerr signal intensity at saturation.
Upon depositing a second ML of Cu the Kerr signal intensity more than doubles, and
the easy axis remains perpendicular. For Cu overlayers of 3 ML to 10 ML the Kerr
signal intensity at saturation gradually diminishes to below the level of detectability,
as if the Fe were nonmagnetic. A superlattice consisting of 60 ML Cu/(6 ML 57Fe/ 10
ML Cu)x5/Cu(100) was fabricated and studied at room temperature by conversion
electron Mossbauer spectroscopy. The results confirmed that the Fe is indeed
nonmagnetic. The four inner Fe layers of the 6 ML film have the same isomer shift as
bulk fcc-Fe in precipitates in Cu, and the two boundary Fe layers exhibit an
asymmetric quadrupole doublet.

INTRODUCTION
The study of ultrathin films of fcc-Fe on Cu(100) has been the subject of much

interest and some controversy in recent years.[1-10] Such films have served as a
testing ground for theories of epitaxial growth and of fundamental magnetic
interactions.[1-10] These films are also of interest as building blocks for
nanocomposite materials consisting of epitaxially-grown layered structures which
exhibit novel and technologically important properties such as the giant
magnetoresistance effect.[1 1] There are several reasons for interest in novel
materials based on the Fe-Cu system. First, Fe and Cu have low solubilities in one
another, implying greater thermal stability with respect to interdiffusion than would be
the case for structures of, say, Ni-Cu which are miscible. Second, the excellent
lattice match between fcc-Fe and Cu means that structures with coherent interfaces
may readily be grown. Third, small fcc-Fe atom clusters (2 - 10 atoms) in Cu have a
large moment, and this effect is often manifested in ultrathin epitaxial films of fcc-Fe.
Fourth, an enhancement of a factor-of-two in the Kerr rotation (important for
magneto-optical data storage applications) have been found for the Fe/Cu system
due to coupling of the photon with the plasma edge of the Cu.[12] A further
enhancement is associated with an exchange interaction in Fe/Cu/Fe structures.[9]

EXPERIMENTAL

The molecular beam epitaxy system in which the samples were grown has
been described in previous publications.[ 13-15] Briefly, it consists of a growth
chamber which operates in the 10-10 torr range and is equipped with four K-ceI:s,
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two thin film thickness monitors, a mass spectrometer, reflection high-energy electron
diffraction (RHEED), and spot-profile-analysing low-energy electron diffraction
(SPA-LEED). The growth chamber is attached to an x-ray photoelectron
spectrometer (XPS) system which operates in the 10-11 torr range and is used to
monitor sample cleanliness and film crystallinity (via photoelectron diffraction).
Attached to a port on the XPS system is a quartz tube which passes between the
pole faces of an external electromagnet. The vacuum inside the tube is the same as
in the XPS chamber. Magneto-optic Kerr-effect measurements are made by
directing HeNe light onto the sample through a 6 mm hole drilled in one pole face.
The 50 kHz photoelastic modulator technique is used to obtain the Kerr rotation and
ellipticity via lock-in amplifiers. During Kerr rotation measurements a Vedet glass
disc is placed between the pole face and the quartz tube to cancel the Kerr rotation
of the quartz tube. A manipulator permits translation of the sample along the length
of the growth chamber, through the XPS chamber, and into the quartz tube.

The conversion electron M6ssbauer chamber is a separate instrument. It is
equipped with a mylar window to admit the y-rays at normal incidence on the sample
and a channel electron multiplier which is biased at +67 V (at the entrance) to attract
the emitted low-energy secondary electrons. An ion pump maintains the system in
the 10-6 torr range. To protect the samples during the transfer from the growth
chamber to the Mbssbauer chamber a 60 ML Cu overlayer was always deposited as
the final step. In previous work, this thickness was found to be adequate.

The Cu(1 00) single crystals used in this work were oriented, polished, and
cleaned by well established techniques.[l5]

All Fe films reported in this work were grown using the approach of Ref. 13, in
which the Cu(1 00) substrate is cooled to approximately 80 K before depositing the

a Fe film. Following the Fe deposition the sample is annealed gently, usually to
approximately 350 K for about 20 s. This two-step procedure largely suppresses the
extensive intermixing that otherwise occurs during room temperature deposition of
Fe, as Cu atoms initially segregate onto the deposited Fe and then gradually get left

behind in the growing Fe film.[13,16,17] During low temperature deposition the
growth is not random or amorphous.[13,14] Instead, the Fe atoms roll down into the
four-fold hollows of the (100) surface and reside in lattice sites, as shown by LEED
and XPS diffraction. However, in the absence of thermal diffusion the surface is very
rough, and this is corrected by gently annealing the films, which allows only the
surface atoms to diffuse, and this effect smooths out the surface. The atomic
sharpness of the buried Fe/Cu interface is unaffected since the onset of bulK diffusion
is above 700 K.[1 8]

Surface segregation is not a problem during deposition of Cu on Fe since Cu,
the lower surface free energy metal, prefers to wet the Fe surface. The Cu films were
generally deposited on the Fe at 350 K, immediately after the gentle annealing.[1 31

The Kerr effect measurements on these films were all made at 150 K, well
below the Curie temperatures so that the saturation values of the signal were not
subject to any significant thermal effect. The Kerr rotation in all of the samples
reported here was an order of magnitude smaller than the Kerr ellipticity. For this
reason, only the ellipticity loops are reported here.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSiON

One of the motivating factors behind the research presented here was an
apparent conflict between the results of Ref. 6, in which a 6 ML fcc-Fe film deposited
on Cu(100) was reported to be strongly ferromagnetic, and the results of Ref. 19, in
which a 6 ML fcc-Fe film on Cu(100) covered by 60 ML Cu was reported to be
nonmagnetic. An essential question was whether there was a genuine conflict here,



as seemed likely, or whether the Cu overlayer was somehow destroying the
ferromagnetism in the entire Fe film. The apparent conflict was made all the more
dramatic since in the work of Ref. 6 the Kerr signal intensity increased monotonically
with Fe thickness in the range of 2 to 8 ML, while in the Cu-covered Fe films of Ref.
19 both the Kerr signal intensity and neutron scattering measurements indicated that
the magnetization decreased monotonically as the Fe film thickness increased from
3 to 8 ML.

The data obtained in the present studies indicate that the conflict was not real,
and that Cu overlayers indeed have a surprising and profound effect on the
magnetism of 6 ML fcc-Fe films on Cu(100). In Fig. 1 we present a representative
series of the polar Kerr ellipticity loops obtained in this work. The 6 ML Fe films with
no Cu overlayer have their easy axis in-plane, in agreement with the magnetic-
anisotropy phase diagram of Ref. 6. When 1 ML Cu is deposited on the Fe film the
easy axis changes to perpendicular with near 100 % remanence. There appears to
be no precedent for such an effect in the literature, although we have recently
become aware of work in preprint form reporting somewhat similar effects.[20-22]
This work indicates that strong changes can occur in the magnitude of the anisotropy
of a ferromagnetic film upon depositing a nonmagnetic overlayer.

Clean 6 ML Fe

, (in-plane) o

S•6 Deposit Cu on the Fe:
(moment becomes ")

I ML 2 ML

3 ML 4 ML

'U

0.

|I I 1I I II I1 I I

0 5 10
Scale in kOe

Figure 1 Polar Kerr ellipticity loops for a clean 6 ML Fe film on Cu(100) and for the
same Fe film covered with epitaxial Cu films of the indicated thickness.

Also without precedent in the literature is the marked reduction in the saturation
value of the Kerr signal upon depositing 1 ML Cu on the Fe film. Although this value
is not invariably proportional to the magnetization of a sample, it often is. For
example, in the case mentioned above the monotonic decrease from 3 ML Fe to 8
ML Fe was seen in both the neutron measurements (of absolute magnetization) and
in the Kerr signal strength.
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Perhaps even more remarkable is the unprecedented increase of the Kerr
signal strength (by more than a factor-of-two) in these films in going from an
overlayer of 1 ML Cu to one of 2 ML Cu. The magnetization of the Fe is apparently
very sensitive to the thickness of the Cu overlayer. For 3 ML and 4 ML ru the Kerr
signal strength decreases and the coercivity increases. This increase in coercivity
would be surprising if, in these films, the coercivity were governed by domain wall
pinning at structural defects. The addition of Cu should not modify these defects.
Instead, it seems more likely that, for the 4 ML Cu case, the switching occurs by
coherent rotation, and anisotropy governs the switching, not pinning at defects.122]
Thus the primary role of the Cu seems to be to change the magnetization of the Fe
film and its anisotropy.

Upon increasing the thickness of the Cu overlayer above 4 ML the strength of
the Kerr signal fades away below the detectable limit above about 10 ML Cu. No
recovery is seen upon depositing 60 ML Cu, which is used to protect the samples
exposed to air.

It seems that these effects might due to electronic interactions between the Cu
and the Fe, however structural changes in the Fe cannot easily be ruled out as a
possible cause. Although there is some controversy about the structural details of
this system, probes such as LEED, RHEED, STM, XPS diffraction, and EXAFS have
generally found that in 6 ML FeJCu(1 00) the deviations from fcc-Fe are relatively
small.J2,10,23-31] Therefore, a magnetovolume instability producing a first-order
phase transition from a ferromagnetic state to a nonmagnetic state, which is
theoretically possible as a cause of our results,[32,33] cannot be confirmed or ruled
out at this time.

It may be of importance here that the thickness range in which the most
dramatic changes occur (0 - 4 ML Cu) is just the range in which the first quantum well
state of Cu has been reported to move through the range of binding energies that
correspond to the d-band of Fe.[34-37] Interactions between this quantum well state |
and the Fe d-bands seem plausible as a cause of the effects we report here.

In view of the complexity of the behavior of this system, it seemed worthwhile to
make a more definitive examination of the magnetic state of the 6 ML Fe. In
particular, an assessment of whether Cu overtayers truly quench the ferromagnetism
in this system seemed to be in order. Mossbauer spectroscopy is one of the most
informative techniques for investigating such issues. Accordingly, a supertattice
sample was grown using 57Fe by depositing alternating 6 ML Fe and 10 ML Cu films.
A total of five Fe segments were deposited, and the sample was capped with 60 ML
Cu for protection from air. The SPA-LEED diffracted beam profiles showed that the
crystalline order of the sample after growth of the superlattice was just as good as
that of the Cu(100) substrate. Thus any defects in the crystal structure during the
epitaxial growth of the superlattice were below the detectable limit.

Figure 2 presents the room temperature conversion electron M6ssbauer data
for the superlattice. The lineshape is a classic example of Fe in a nonmagnetic state.
A deconvolution, by standard methods, into the components corresponding to the
interior Fe and the interface Fe gives, as the solid line in Fig. 2 shows, a reasonable
fit to the data. For a more exact fit a third line may be added. Its position is
somewhat arbitrary. The fit becomes more definite if it is assumed that the spectrum
consists of a single central line with the same isomer shift as low-moment fcc-Fe, and
an asymmetric quadrupole doublet consisting of two lines of equal width. The
intensity asymmetry of the two lines in the quadrupole doublet is 3.0, indicating an
axially symmetric electric-field-gradient tensor with the principal axis parallel to the
r-ray direction, consistent with the geometry of the film. The area ratio of
approximately 2:1 is consistent with the expected ratio if the singlet is associated with
the four interior Fe atoms of the 6 ML film, and the doublet with the two interface Fe
atoms of the 6 ML film. The isomer shift of the singlet is the same as that found for

4
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Figure 2 The conversion electron Mossbauer data for a superlattice based on 6 ML
Fe films.

low-moment fcc-Fe precipitates in Cu.1381 This low-moment state (-0.2 me) Fe
orders antiferro- magnetically with a NWel temperature below 80 K.[39] No Kerr effect
would be expected for this Fe. The effect on the Mossbauer line is to broaden it
significantly below the Neel temperature. [40] Thus the room temperature Mossbauer
data is entirely consistent with a nonmagnetic state of 6 ML Fe surrounded by
Cu(100). Additional details are provided in Table I.

TABLE I

Parameters of the fit shown in Fig. 2. The isomer
shifts are relative to pure a-Fe at 300 K.

Isomer Shift FWHM Splitting Relative
mm/s mm/s mm/s Area

Central peak: -0.079 0.0242 -- 0.66

Quadrupole doublet: 0.064 0.251 0.252 0.34

;t may be noted that the range of velocities displayed in Fig. 2 does not extend to
the -5 mm/s region in which the most intense peaks of high-spin ferromagnetic Fe are
normally found. However, a separate measurement was made to ± 7 mm/s and no
such peaks were found. To within a few percent the sample contains no magnetically
aligned Fe atoms, consistent with the Kerr effect observations. Figure 2 displays only
the central portion of the data in order for the details of the lineshape to be visible.

CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions of this work are the following.
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1) The 6 ML Fe on Cu(1 00) is strongly ferromagnetic when the surface is exposed
in vacuum.

2) Upon deposition of Cu on this surface major changes are induced in the
magnetization and the anisotropy.

3) The most dramatic effect occurs for 1 ML Cu, which reduces the Kerr signal
strength by a factor of -6 and reorients the easy axis from in-plane to
perpendicular.

4) Perhaps more remarkable is that upon going from 1 ML to 2 ML Cu the Kerr
signal strength increases by more that a factor of two.

5) Kerr effect measurements suggest that in the overlayer thickness range of 4 - 10
ML Cu, the ferromagnetism of the Fe is eliminated.

6) Mossbauer measurements confirm that in a superlattice composed of 6 ML Fe

and 10 ML Cu films the Fe is nonmagnetic.
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CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE OF COBALT FILMS ON CU (100)
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ABSTRACT

The stable structure of cobalt is hexagonal closed packed (hcp), but cobalt can be stabilized
in the face centered cubic structure (fcc) by epitaxy on Cu (100). These films are ferromagnetic
with [110] in plane easy axis. The magnetic anisotropies of these films strongly depend on their
structure, and in particular to the possible deviation from the isotropic fcc structure. We have
studied these films by surface EXAFS. By recording the spectra both in normal incidence and
in grazing incidence we have shown that the Co/Cu(100) films have aface centered tetragonal
structure: the mean nearest neighbour distance parallel to the surface is 2.55 A (same value as
in bulk copper) and the interlayer bonds length is 2.50 A (same value as in bulk cobalt). We
conclude that the films are in perfect epitaxy on copper (100) with a contraction of the lattice
parameter perpendicular to the surface of 4%. A constant tetragonalization is observed for films
of 2 to 15 monolayers.

INTRODUCTION

Thin metastable films of cobalt grown on Cu (100) are the subject of n.ony magnetic and
structural studies. MEED oscillations combined with in situ STM experimentsi show that cobalt
grows layer by layer on Cu (100) except for the first two layers. The films are always
ferromagnetic, independent of the film thickness, and the remanent magnetization is always
parallel to the interface2, with a strong in-plane anisotropy : the [110] direction is the easy
axis 3,4.The Curie temperature of films evaporated at 450 K is strongly increasing with the film
thickness from 130 K for 1.5 ML to 500 K for 2.5 ML3. LEED results indicate that cobalt
epitaxially grows on Cu (100) with an fcc tetragonal structure2,5.

Surface EXAFS 6 is a very attractive technique to measure the cristallographic structure of
metastable thin films. It gives to a high precision the shape of the first neighbour shell 7,
including its possible asymmetry8 and its thermal broadening 9.10 which is related to the elastic
force constant between nearest neighbours (nn) in the film. Moreover, the linear polarization of
the synchrotron radiation reveals information about the anisotropy of the crystallographic
structure. EXAFS is a selective method: by measuring the EXAFS oscillations above the K
edge of cobalt we are sure to be sensitive only to the local order in the cobalt film. Then, films
of any thickness, coated films and multilayers can be characterized with the same precision.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The EXAFS experiments were performed at the Laboratoire pour l'Utilisation du
Rayonnement Electromagnutique (LURE) on the surface EXAFS set-up using a Si (311)
double crystal monochromator installed on the wiggler beam line of DCI storage ring. The
samples Co/Cu (100) were prepared in a UHV chamber connected to the X-ray beam line.
Cobalt is evaporated from a high purity wire heated by electron bombardment in a vacuum
better than 5x10t-0 mbar (base pressure is 2x10-10 mbar). It is deposited at a rate of about I ML
per minm. on a clean Cu surface checked by LEED and Auger spectroscopy. The evaporation rate
is calibrated prior to the evaporation with a quartz microbalance. The thickness of the film is
controlled by Auger spectroscopy and by measuring the X-ray absorption edge jump of the
sample at the K edge of cobalt. Using this calibration, we estimate the thickness of the grown
film with an accuracy of 10%. The local atomic structure of the films is then studied in situ.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. c'1993 Materials Research Society
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The variations of the X-ray absorption coefficient of the samples are measured above the K
edge of cobalt (7709 eV) in the total yield mode. Quantitative analysis of the EXAFS data is

done using the general formula giving the EXAFS modulation function, X, in the case of a
linear polarized light and for a K edge 7.10 :

X(k) =-X (Ni*/ kr,2 ) exp (-2r'k) exp (-20,2 k2 ) Bi(k) sin[2krji-0(k)] (1)

where the sum runs over all the shells i of neighbours situated at the distance ri of the absorbing

atom, Bi(k) their backscattering amplitude, ). is the mean free path of the photoelectron, k its
wave number; [2kri+40i(k)] is the total phase shift taking into account atomic potentials. ai2 is
the mean square relative displacement between the absorbing atom and the neighbours i
(including static and thermal disorder) and Ni* is the effective number of atoms of the shell
situated at the distance ri:

Ni* =7X 3 cos2 aij (2)

where cJ is the angle between the electric field vector of the X-rays and the direction of the
bond between the absorbing atom and the neighbour j of the shell i.

The backscattering amplitude Bi(k) and phase shift 4i(k) amplitude are determined
experimentaly from reference EXAFS spectra measured on bulk cobalt.

TETRAGONAL DISTORTION

The X-ray absorption coefficient of thin films of cobalt of thicknesses between 2 and 15
monolayers grown at room temperature have been measured above the K edge of cobalt (7709
eV) both in grazing incidence and in normal incidence. Due to the two-dimensional character of
thin films, we can expect nearest neighbour bonds of different type if they are in-plane bonds
(parallel to the interface plane) or out-of-plane bonds. The linear polarization of the synchrotron
radiation allows to separate these two contributions since the contribution of each bond is
weighted by a factor cos2 cE (equation 2) where ot is the angle between the bond and the
polarization direction of the X-rays. In our case, if we assume a perfect fcc epitaxy, every
cobalt atom has 4 nn in its plane, 4 above (missing for the top layer) and 4 below. When the
polarization of the light is perpendicular to the surface (grazing incidence) only the interlayer
bonds contribute to the EXAFS signal but in normal incidence (polarization parallel to the
surface) both interlayer bonds and intralayer bonds are contributing with the same weight.

Some raw EXAFS spectra of cobalt films are reproduced on figure 1. On figure 1 a, we
directly see the tetragonal distortion of the 3 ML thick film: the frequency of the main EXAFS
oscillations is higher in normal incidence than in grazing incidence which means a longer
nearest neighbour (nn) distance for intralayer bonds. On the other hand, on figure lb, we
clearly see that in normal incidence, the frequency of the EXAFS oscillations is the same for a 3
ML and an 8 ML thick films.

The Fourier transforms of the EXAFS spectra of the 3 ML and 15 ML thick films are shown
on figure 2: in normal incidence it is characteristic of an fcc well ordered structure (position and
relative intensities of the different shells of neighbours), but in grazing incidence there is a
displacement of the fourth peak to which contribute the fourth neighbours. In a perfect fcc
structure the fourth neighbours are alined with the first ones and the focusing effect1 I of the
first shell is responsible for the anomalous high intensity of this shell. Its modification in
grazing incidence must also be related to the structural anisotropy of these films.

The spectra were then filtered in real space to isolate the first peak of the Fourier transforms
and finally back-transformed in k-space. Quantitative parameters are then obtained by an
analysis of these spectra using a plane-wave approximation and experimental phaseshifts and
backscattering amplitudes. The first shell radial distribution function (RDF) gaussian
parameters are reported in table 1 for samples of different thicknesses. The measured
coordination numbers are compared to the effective coordination numbers calculated for a
perfect epitaxial fcc thin film of the same thickness, N* =1 3 cos2ki. The grazing incidence
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EXAFS spectra (A.U)
3 ML Co]Cu(100) Normal Incidence

a grazing uicidence b8 M L Co/Cu(100)

nn o rm a l in c id e n c e 
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Energy (eV)

Figure 1: EXAFS Vpectra recorded at 77 K at the cobalt K edge
a) for 3 ML Co/Cu (100) grown at 300K in normal incidence and in grazing incidence.
b) for 3 ML Co/Cu (100) and 8 ML Co/Cu (100) gpwn at 300K in nomal inciddnce.

3 ML Normal Incidence 15 ML Normal Incidence

,.- 3 ML Grazing Incidence 15 ML Grazing Incidence

E

... .....

0 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 6

R(A) R(A)

Figure 2: Fourier Transforms between k = 2.55 A-1 and k= 11.64 A-I for EXAFS spectra
recorded at 77 K (full line) and 300K (dotted line), in normal incidence and in gazing
incidence, for 3 ML and 15 ML Co/Cu (100) grown at 300 K.
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Thickness Incidence N* R (A) o2(77KXA2) A02 (A2)
(± 10%) (± 0.01) ± 0.5 xlO-3  ± 0.5 x10-3
3ML Normal in plane: 6 2.55 3.6 4

out of plane: 5 2.51 2
Grazing in plane: 0

out of plane: 10 2.51 2 4.5
5 ML Normal in plane: 6 2.55 1.2 3.6

out of plane: 5.4 2.50 3.3
Grazing in plane: 0

out of plane: 10.8 2.50 3.3 4.2
6 ML Normal in plane: 6 2.55 2.5 3.9

out of plane: 5.5 2.51 2.6
Grazing in plane: 0

out of plane: 11 2.51 2.6
8 ML Normal in plane: 6 2.55 1.8 3.6

out of plane: 5.6 2.50 2.8
Grazing in plane: 0

outof plane: 11.2 2.50 2.8
15 ML Normal in plane: 6 2.55 T 4.1

out of plane: 5.8 2.51 2.3
Grazing in plane: 0

out of plane: 11.6 2.51 2.3 3.3

Table I: Structural parameter results of least square fits of the first shell of neighbours for
different films of Co/Cu (100). N* is the effective coordination number for a perfect fcc
epitaxial film calculated for the in plane bonds and out of plane bonds in normal and grazing
incidence. R is the mean nn distance determined by the fits for the in plane bonds and the out of

plane bonds, o 2 (77K) the width of the RDF, and AY2 the variation of the Debye-Waller factor
between 300K and 77 K.

spectra give a precise measure of the out of plane nn distance. We then deduce the in plane nn
distance from the normal incidence EXAFS spectra where the intralayer bonds and the
interlayer ones cqntribute with the same weight. For all the samples, the in plane nn distance is
2.55 A(± 0.01 A) which is exactly the nn distance in bulk copper, and the out-of plane nn
distance is 2.50 A (± 0.01 A) which is the nn distance of bulk cobalt. So the tetragonal
deformation of the films appears to be an expansion parallel to the interface to adapt exactly the
in-plane nn distance of the film to substrate's one, but the out of plane nn distances keep the
same value than in bulk cobalt. These values give an in-plane lattice parameter a// =3.61 ± 0,02
A and an out of plane lattice parameter a1.=3.46 ± 0.02 A. Then the lattice parameter
perpendicular to the interface is contracted by =4% with respect to the parallel one. This
tetragonal deformation of 4 % is the same for all the thicknesses up to 15 ML. All these films
are well ordered : the static disorder coefficient, o 2 (77K), is between 1 xl0-3 A2 and 3.6 xl0" 3

A2. In bulk cobalt, it is 2.7 x10- 3 A2. The shape of the Fourier Transforms of the EXAFS
spectra confirms this result : the peaks corresponding to the third and fourth shells of
neighbours are well defined, as in bulk samples. A lack of local order should decrease rapidly
these peaks. Moreover, conversely to other systems (Fe/Cu (100)12 for example), there is
about no change of the local order in the film when its thickness increases.

Can this tetragonal distorsion be seen as a simple elastic accomodation of the cobalt film to
the strain imposed in the plane parallel to the interface by the copper substrate? The nn distance
in bulk cobalt is 2.50 A (± 0.01 A). In the cobalt films epitaxially grown on Cu (100), the in-
plane nn distance of cobalt atoms is 2.55 A : the strain imposed by the substrate induces a
lateral expansion Aa// / a// =2% of the lattice parameter. Since the surface of the film is free, we
can assume no stress in the cobalt film in the direction perpendicular to the interface. So, the
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relative contraction of the lattice parameter in this direction ta 1 / a1 can be related to the in plane
expansion by the relation13

S=-2al C11 a//

where C12 and C11I ae the standard elastic coefficient in a cubic crystal. In cubic cobalt, we can
assume the ratio C12 / C1 I equal to 0.6 ± .0513 and we should have Aa./aL = - 2.4 %. The
experimental value is 2% ±0.5% and we can say that the tetragonal deformation present in the
cobalt films is the elastic accomodation of the film to the lateral strain induced by the epitaxy on
the monocrystal of copper.

ELASTIC PROPERTIES

Since the structure is not isotropic, one can expect anisotropic elastic properties in these
films, as it was observed in metastable iron films grown on Cu (100)12. Temperature
dependent EXAFS measurements give the amplitude of the thermal vibrations along the
different bonds which are related to the effective force constants between nearest neighbours10.
We have compared the filtered first shell EXAFS signals recorded on the same samples at room
temperature, X(k,300K), and at 77K, x(k,77K). Between these two temperatures we do not
observe any structural change : the Fourier transform profiles have the same shape and the
nearest neighbour distances are the same. Then we measure the variation of the Debye-Waller
factor between these two temperatures, AO2 = c 2(300K)-Y2 (77K) by the relation 9,10:

ln[x(k,77K)/X(k,300K)J= 2k2 Aa 2  (3)

The results are displayed in table I last column. Once more, we can say that all the films have
a very similar behaviour the anisotropies are small and the measured Ao 2 values are not far
from the bulk ones. In bulk cobalt, Aa 2=3.6 x 10-3 A2 and in bulk copper Mo2-=4.7 x 103 A2.
The tetragonal deformation does not induce a strong anisotropy of the elastic properties in these
cobalt films. The evolution that we can mention is a decrease of Ao 2 in grazing incidence when

the thickness of the film increases : Ao 2 --4.5 x 10-3 2 for the 3 ML thick film, and

Ao 2 =3.3 x 10-3 2 for the 15 ML thick film. It means that the interlayer bonds become stiffer
in the thicker films, but this increase is slow and can explain why the films do not relax to their
bulk structure even for quiet high thicknesses : the tetragonal deformation is elastic and the
force constants between nearest neighbours are not significantly modified.

CONCLUSION

In summary, this EXAFS study shows that we observe about always the same structure when
growing cobalt on copper (100) between 2 and 15 monolayers: a tetragonally distorted fcc
structure. The cobalt is in perfect epitaxy on the substrate with an in-plane expanded nearest
neighbour distance equal to that of bulk copper, and a contraction in the other direction. The
tetragonal deformation is the elastic accomodation of the film to the lateral strain induced by the
epitaxy on the monocrystal of copper. This distortion means that there is an evident loss of
symmetry: there is no more [Ill] symmetry axis. All the films are well ordered, and their
elastic properties are neither strongly anisotropic, nor very different from those of bulk cobalt :
this is coherent with the fact that the deformation is elastic. The constant magnetic properties
measured in these films (always ferromagnetic and in-plane easy axis) are certainly due to this
unique structure.
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ABSTRACT

We present a comparative in situ RHEED and Polar Magneto-optic Kerr Effect study of
the first stages of the growth of a Au overlayer on top of a (I 11) Co ultrathin film. Drastic
behaviours are evidenced on the RHEED diagram, magnetic anisotropy and coercive force,
around 1,5 ML of Au coverage.

INTRODUCTION

A lot of work has been devoted in the last few years to the study of the magnetic
anisotropy in ferromagnetic ultrathin films [1]. Besides the magnetocrystalline interface
anisotropy introduced by L. N&e [21, strain induced magnetoelastic anisotropy [31, or spin
polarization of the interface layer in the non magnetic substrate [41, have been proposed to
explain the observed behaviours of anisotropy versus the ferromagnetic film thickness, or for
different non magnetic metal substrate. To shed new light on the respective importance ofthose phenomena, we performed a comparative in situ RHEED and Polar Magneto-optical

Kerr Effect (PMOKE) study of a Co ultrathin film deposited on a Au (I 11) substrate, during
the first stages of the growth of the second Co/Au interface with a Au coverage layer.

EXPERIMENTAL

Details of our sample preparation method have been already published [5]. First a 300 A
thick Au buffer layer is grown on a float glass platelet, and annealed to give a polycrystalline,
(111) textured, atomically flat film. Co is then deposited at room temperature from an c-beam
source, at a rate of about 0.01 A/s. During all evaporation and characterization steps the
pressure in the system remains well within the 10-10 mbar range (mostly residual H 2).
Thicknesses are measured using a quartz microbalance, calibrated against Grazing X rays
Reflectivity (GXR) measurements performed on test films. GXR was also used as a powerful
tool to optimize the quality of the Au buffer layer [6]. We can perform RHEED measurements
(up to 30 keV) during film growth. For PMOKE studies, the sample is tilted to face a liquid
N2 cooled solenoid, producing a field up to 1.4 kOe, perpendicular to the sample. PMOKE
measurements are performed through the clear bore of the coil.

To achieve maximum precision and reliability in our study of the magnetic properties
versus films thicknesses, we made stepped samples using a moving shutter between sample
and evaporation sources. For each sample, up to ten 2mm-wide steps were made, with
varying Co or Au coverage thicknesses (resp. tcoand tAu). To minimize shadow effects, the
shutter slides less than 1 mm below the sample surface, while the sources are more than 450
mm away, with incidence angles less than 8 degrees.

In both RHEED and PMOKE measurements the sample is precisely moved with a fixed
incident e- or laser beam, in order to scan the different steps. Moreover, the Au overlayer is
grown in successive thin layers, a;.,J for each new layer complete RHEED and PMOKE scans
are performed. The RHEED diagram of the Au buffer layer displays narrow lines with a good
contrast 17], in agreement with the known good quality of the surface. With Co deposition the
lines get wider, with a clear evolution towards a 3D structure, as the Co doesn't grosw in a
layer by layer mode on Au.

A striking phenomenon occurs during the first stages of the Au overlayer growth. Figure
I shows the intensity variation, along the [ 111] direction, of the diffraction line near the central
line of the diagram in [1-101 azimuth.

Mal Flea. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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tCo = 7 ML

tAu

10 ML

-4 ML

4 ML [-I~j [11]12D
2 ML

C 1.5 ML

1 ML

0.5 ML Fig. I Evolution with increasing Au coverage
thickness of the intensity profile along

Co/Au the (1 1 I / direction of the diffraction line
in the [-1101 azimuth (marked by a

Au buffer dashed line in the insert).

Position along 1i l

For the 7 ML thick Co film surface, the line shows marked intensity Nariations,
characteristic of a rough surface. With increasing Au coverage, the vanations amplitude first
decreases, and vanishes totally for 1.5 ML of Au, where the diagram is again a line diagram
characteristic of a flat surface. This drastic smoothing of the Co frec surface by I-2ML ol Au
coverage can be attributed to a surfactant effect of Au: indeed, the I I I I I surtace energy of Au
is lower than the (0001) Co one. This is a major phenomenon, that involves an important
reorganization of the Co layer to rub out at least short range roughness.

Figure 2 displays PMOKE hysteresis loops taken at room temperature in perpendicular
field at steps with Co thicknesses of 8, 10, 12, and 14 ML, and Au overlayer thicknesses oI
0.5, 1.5 and 4 ML. The anisotropy clearly displays a drastic behaviour . Indeed, while at
these Co thicknesses the uncovered Co film is magnetized in plane, covering by only 1.5 ML
of Au is enough to get perpendicular magnetization with square hysteresis lo)ps up to t(-(,
about 10 ML (20 A). Also very interesting is the fact that subsequent increase in Au coverage
thickness reduces the anisotropy. Such a behaviour has been evidenced recently 191 on Co
films with Cu coverage.

Our deposition system so far is not equipped to measure in situ the magnetic anisotrop\
coefficients of the samples. Moreover, for Co thin films the two first anisotropy coefficients
KI and K2 have comparable amplitude ( and K2 > 0), and the change with Co thickness in
easy axis from perpendicular to in plane is not simple, with the occurence of an intermediate
phaýs wA!ere the easy direction lies on a cone of half angle y. Provided the sample remains in a
single domain state, which is likely at least for low to intermediate values of y, the ratio of the
remanent on saturated Kerr rotations OR/ 0 S should be equal to cos (y), given by:

Cos (y) - ( ( - 2jr MS2 + KI + 2K 2)/2K2 )12 (2)

%%here MS is the saturation magnetization. In the hypothesis where K2 doesn't change much
with tco, which to our knowledge has always been observed, a good characterization of the
dependence of KI versus kt(' is given by the crossover thickness t* vhere for instance y= 45'.
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By introducing for KI the usual expression with interlace anisotropies Ksl and KS2
respectively for the first (Co/Au) and seond(%acuuum/CoorAu/Co) interlaces, and \ olumc
anisotropy K, , one gets the expression

KsI + KS• = t* (2n K2 - K, - K2 ) (2)

The maximum magnetic field in our set up is too Iow to allos precise determination oA 0,
for ,Co values where the loop is not perfectly square. Ho~e% er, in this last case, the "s % alucs
that we measure vary linearly with t('o (cf. Figure 3).

0.12-

StAu=- ML

0 A••tAu=I.SML

O 0.08 tAu=4 ML

S0.0 tAu=1O MLS0.06-

02 0.04- tAu=30ML

• 0.021

0

0 2 488 1`0 12
Ica (ML)

Fil. : Saturation Kerr rotations deduced from the PMOKI: htseresis loops. versits Co
thicknesses 1co, for various values of the Au overlaver thickness IAu.

To evaluate tHS we thus extrapolate this linear variation to higher t(-,, %alucs. The
variation of t* versus tAu is thus given in figure 4. We observe a vecy fast increase in t* at the
very beginning of the Au overlayer growth, with a narrow peak around tAu = 1.5 ML,
followed by a subsequent decrease of t* towards saturation. Note that the value of t* that %%e
measure on uncovered Co film (t*=4.3 ML) is in very good agreement with that already
reported [9].

An other interesting behaviour visible in figure 2 is the important %aiiations if thie
coercive forLc Hc. As we had already reported 171, we observe a fast increase in Hc with
decreasing kto. In agreement with reference [81, we also observe a peak of H, around t.%,u =
1.5 ML, relatively all the more enhanced that t:. gets closer to t*. This behaviour is displayed
on figure 5.
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Kerr rotation is equal to (1/v2) of the saturation Kerr rotation.
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DISCUSSION

The variation observed in L c versus I .%u cliiselN lirilows that ol i* Indeed, a, %ias
recently pointed out 110]. in such high qualit) Au/Co/Au films isith %er" square hsi'crei'l,
loosps the coercive field is a nucleation field, and certain]% depends on tihe anisoir)p\. The
clear relation betweecn Hc and 1* could then be expected. We are pursuing nook a moref
complete experimental and theoretical stud\ of this relation.

The behav iour of the anisotropy with Lxu is more surprising. We think that strain

I nduced magnetoclastic anisotrop) (MEA) is unlikel) to be at the origin oN this behas our.
TEven if a contribution of MEA cannot be ruled out, going wsith the surtace reorganrisation

evidenced bx'RHEED. it would at most givean increase in (KsI + K52 ) by a factor of 2. ivo

los" to account for the obsersed increase in t' from 4.3ML to 14.5ML at the peak near
t%,,n .5ML. not even t*=I2ML at thick Au covrerages. A simple effect of smooithing, linked ii'
the surfactant effect of Au, can neither explan the expennimental results.

The abruptness of' the behav iour wourld rather lead to point out ito an electronic el leci.
Supposing that Kis and K2S take similar positive salues for high ix% alues, the i ncrease ino
anisotropy can be explained by giving a negative % alue to the Colovacauni interlace anisotrop).
in agreement for instance ss ith theoretical predictions of reference (I I I and discussionA
reference 1121. In a similar argument, the peak around t.~,,=l.5ML could be attributed to a
change in K2 S. linked to achange in the electronic band structure il the Au interlace layer. As
evidenced in our RHEED results, this layer clearly has a marked 2-dimensionnal character
around t

Au= I .5ML., and the interface antsotropv is expected it, shoss a strong dependence ion
band structure 111,131. Using in equation 2 bulk values for Ms, K, and K2 as in relerenci'
191, wse can evaluate KS values of' 0.8 erg cm-2, -t0,24 erg cm-2 . and 1.08 erg cm-.,
respectively for interfaces Co/Au, Co/vacuum, and Co/Au (1.5 ML).

Finally, esen it'nothing in our PMOKE data confirms% that, vie cannot completels rulc
out the occurence of a small spin polari/ation in the Au monrolayer on Co, as has been
theoretically predicted at the Au/Fe interface (141: given the strong spin orbit coupting in Au.,
this ssould lead to a contribution to the anisoilropy .
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ABSTRACT

The spin-polarized band calculations for the iron nitrides, FCN, Fe4N and Fe,6N2, have
been performed with use of LMTO-ASA method in the frame of local spin density func-
tional formalism. The results show that the most distant Fe atoms from N have the largest
magnetic moment. The central role of the N atom is to bring about the large magnetic
moments through the lattice expansion. Concurrently, the N atoms promote an itinerancy of
electrons and then in turn prevent the exchange-splitting. This results in an Fe16N2 with thc
lowest N concentration having the largest magnetic moments. Quantitatively, the obtained
magnetic moments are in fair agreements with the experimental results except for Fc16 N_.
The calculated magnetic moment of Fc16N2 is about 2.4 k,,/Fe, while the measured value is1: reported as 3.5 ty,/Fe. The orbital magnetic moment of Fe ,N 2 is about 0.07 g,, which is too
small to make up for the difference from the experimental value.

INTRODUCTION

Until the early 1970's, iron nitrides had been investigated in terms of the itinerant elec-
tron magnetism of the transition metals including interstitial non-magnetic atoms [1 -9j.
The aim of the studies was focused on the establishment of the relationship between fcrro-
magnetism and metal-nonmetal bonding. Since Kim and Takahashi 11011 found a giant
magnetic moment in the Fc-N film in 1972, the elements such as N, C and B in the transi-
tion metals have attracted concerns not only in the physical aspect but also in the develop-
ment of magnetic materials for technological applications. They reported that the film
consists of Fe and Fe16N2 whose structure was discovered previously by Jack [I 11. Ever
since, many attempts have been made to prepare the single phase Fi6,N2 with several tech-
niques. Recently, Komuro et al. 1121 have first grown a single crystal Fc,6N2 film on
InGaAs epitaxially by MBE technique and demonstrated Bs of the Fe, 1N2 to be 2.8-3.1T.
Concurrently, Nakajima et al. 113,141 succeeded to construct the Fe1 N, film by ion implan-
tation and measured the average magnetic moment of Fe atom is about 2.5 Bta. Although the
data reported by several workers scatters so far, it is convincing that the magnetic moment of
Fe16N2 exceeds one of bcc-Fe by far. The current controversial problems are the mecha-
nism of the occurrence of such a large magnetic moment and how the magnetism of the
Fe16N2 is related to that of both Fe-N with no site order of N atoms and other iron nitride
compounds.

There are four phases in the iron nitrides, -- Fc2 N, r-FeN (2 < x < 3), Y'-Fc4N and t'-
Fe 6,N2 whose structures were determined by Jack 111.151 previously. c-FceN exhibits

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. ,1993 Materials Research Society
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hexagonal structure in the range 2 < x < 3 and transfers into orthorhombic structure just
above x = 2, where ;-FcN is established. Deducing from the prciou% inmcstigations 1 -41 .,
the magnetic moment decreascs from about 2 RB at x = 3 with decreasing x. and drops sharp-
ly into about 01.2 ý.t at x = 2. In Fig. l, we show the crystal structure of v-FecN together with
that for y'-Fc4N and ox"-Fel,N,. y'-FR4 N has been experimentally investigated 15 91 prc

cisely since older tintes because of its thermal stability and relatively large magnetic
moments. The crystal structure is simple cubic composed of fcc iron and N atom at the
body center position. As for iron atoms, there are two different sites, one is cornered Fel
and another is face centered Fell site. According to the neutron diffraction measurement
161, the magnetic moments on Fcl and Fell sites arc 2.9K pt, and 2,01 tt•,, respectively. The
data agree well with the Mikshaucr spectroscopy reported by Wiener c( al 151. "-FcN,
forms bet structure and consists of three different Fc sites. Ibis phase has been believed to
be metastable state, which makes the preparation difficult. According to Sugita ct al.j 161.
the average magnetic moment per Fe atom reaches about 3,5 •it, at -2694C. The data is
apparently projected from ones of other iron nitrides.

rFe

a ) 4 0

Fel

Fig. I C'rstdl structures off a)FceN. b)l: 1N and cFc, N ,. d'du'ced orn• Ihe rest,,t hv hi;ck

1L1_
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Theoretically. the band calculation for y'-F. 4 N has bcen carried out hN Wci Zhou ctal.
11"71, followed recently by the present author 1181 with the spin-polarized hand calculation.
Afterwards. thc calculations for the Fc, ,N have been pcrformcd by man% authors 119-22].
leading a result that the average moment per Fc atom is about 2.4-2.5 p, Though thc
current band calculations seem to be inadequate to give a quantitative explanation tt) the
high Bs of the :c 1,N,, it may be desired to have a more microscopic foundation derived
from the band theory for the subsequent analysis of the magnetism. In this rclprt. we will
review the results of the band calculations for the series of iron nitrides. FcN. FcN and
Fe ,,N,, in order to obtain the systematic understand about the effects of interstitial N atom
and its concentration on the magnetic structures of these compounds. In addition, further
inspection for the magnetism of the Fc,, N, will be presented in this paper.

METHOD OF CALCULATION

The linearized muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) method 123,241 has been employed to per-
form a semi-relativistic band calculation in the frame of the local spin density (LSD) func-
tional theory. The exchange-correlation term takes the form deduced by son Barth and
Hedin 1251 with parameters given by Janak [26]. For the hand calculation, the atomic
sphere approximation (ASA) and the combined correction term for the use of ASA arc
adopted. The core charge density is calculated with the Dirac equation for a free atom and
the result is used in the band calculation as a so-called frozen core. For valence electrons,
we have employed s, p and d basis functions for Fe atoms and s and p for N atoms. The
densities of states (DOS) are evaluated by tetrahedron method. The atomic sphere radius for
N atom is set at 1.7 a.u. and radii of Fe are chosen so as to satisfy V=(4nt/3)XSi 3

O, where V
is the volume of a primitive cell, and S. is the atomic radius of equivalent O atoms in the
cell.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Density of states

We first make a comparison of the calculated density of states (DOS) of Fe-N with the
experimental results of the x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) data obtained by Ertl
et al. [91. In Fig.2, the DOS of Fe4N in paramagnetic (spin-less) state is shown. The
dashed line in the figure is that of the fcc-Fe which leads to Fe4N with inclusion of N atom
at the body center. Comparing these two results, it is easily seen that the structure around
-0.6 to -0.4 Ry in the DOS of Fe4N is attributed to the N atom, which belongs mainly to
the 2p states. Roughly speaking, both the energy position and the intensity of the N 2p state
coincide with the observed XPS peak around -0.5 Ry which grows with increasing N
concentration. The gross feature of the spectrum are also agreeable with the DOS with
reasonable accuracy. It should be noted, however, that the peaked feature of the DOS of
Fe4N at the Fermi level, EW., is a consequence of the paramagnetic state, which means that
the system will be stabilized with the help of spin-polarization.

Calculated results of the spin-polarized DOS of each compound are shown in Fig.3. In
each plane, the upper half part indicates the up (majority) spin states while the lower half
part is for down (minority) spin states. It can be seen that the key features arc common for
all compounds as follows.

.i- ~ -.. -
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Fig.2 Comparison of the density of states of paramagnetic Fc4N (solid line) and fcc-Fc
(dashcd line) and the photocmission data by Ertl ct al 191. The zero on the cnergy scalc
corresponds to thc Fermi energy, EF.
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Thc isolated structures located around -1.2 Ry arc mainly due to 2s states of N. The
main structures around the Fermi energy, F,, arc almost composed of 3d, 4s and 4p state% of
Fe. The E F's are pinned at aroundi the dip position in down spin electron density of stales,
which makes these states stable with a help of spin-polarization. As mentioned previously.
the N 2p bands arc found at about -0.6 Ry to -0.4 Ry below the 3d bands, which can be
observed in XPS. Furthermore, Ertl's experimental results that no change in thc 3d bands
occurs during nitrition can be understood by rioting that the gross features of 3d hands look
same for all compounds.

Manei oet

As we have shown in ref.I 191, the features of local densities of states of each Fe in FC4
and Fe, 6N2 are considerably different depending on the site. It should be marked that the
most distant Fe atoms from the N atom, Fel for FC4 and FellI for Fe,62 , have the inten-
sive 3d hole in the down spin states just above the EW. while the up spin states of the sites
are almost occupied. Actually the local magnetic moments of these sites are the largest as
shown in Table I which gives the electron numbers and magnetic moments estimated within

Table I Electron numbers and magnetic moments calculated within each atomic sphere.
(ref 419J)

s of t nI Pt V?* m.M)
3d 43-7 2. 40 1m77'

Fe 2. 731 48 0. 29 :0. 30 0.69k 1 9
4 P 0. 48 0. 51 0.908

Fe.N _ __total 5. 24 .3. 21 835
2ak 0. 57 0. 57 i. 2 4

1. .7 2 2I. 34 2.-42 2. 76 -0. 08
total t.8912.99 3.90 __

33d 4. 771 1.6 6 .42
4a 02 .006F 7t2. 749 4a 0.3 2 0. 30 0.760 3.07

___ oal 5. 42 -2. 35 7. 78 ___
33d 4. 43 2. 37 6. 80

Fe4M Fell 2. 749 4a 0.30o -9.31 0. 61 .0
4P 0. 49 0. 51 1. 00 2.0

t__ total1 5. 22 3. 29 8. 41
2a 0. 56-0. 57 t. 23

N 1. 7 2 2. 391 1. 40 2. 79 -0. 01
t_ to t a I 2 5 .97 3.902 _

03d 4. 4412. 14 6.58
Fel 2.1719 4a 0. 33 0. 33 0. 66 2. 274~iL 0. 44 0. 48 0. 93

to tal1 5. 22 2. 96 a. 17
Sid 4. 46 2. 2816. 64

Fell 2. 719 4s 0. 32 0. 3210. 64 2.5
4P 0. 43 0. 46 0. 90 22

F etaN, I-- -__ total 5.-22 2. 96 8. I8S __

3d 4.868 1. 81 6.49
Fell 2. 719 4z 0. 31 0. 32 0. 63 2.84p_ 0__.37 0. 42 0. 78 2.8

total 5. 36 2. 54 7.9
2s 0.6 0. 62 1.23

N -.7 2p 2.ý42 2. 48 2. 89 -0. 07
total 2. 02 2.210, 4. 121 _
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each atomic sphere. The electron number% of these sites are found to fx: smaller aioul 11.3

to 0.6 than that of other site-. So it can be considered that thc large nioment-S of these sites
are attributed mainly to the shortage of down spin electrons rather than the receipt of the up
spin electrons. The variations of these charge distribution on each Fe site can he.- regarded
as an effect of N atom. Thus the present result that the moments of I-cl and Fell in Fc, N,
are nearly the same seems to come from the fact that the distances horn the N atom are
almost the same for these sitcs.

From the above results, we have realized the feature that the most distant Fe atoms fromthe N atom have the largest magnetic moments for Fc4N and Fe, N:. Ibis is related to the

bonding nature between N atom and surrounding Fe atoms. Actually, the % ariancc of the
moments on each Fc site has been proved to be brought about by the redistribution of the
down spin electrons due to the electronic interference by the interstitial N atoms. It can he
said that this event reflects the relative arrangement of the Fe atoms against the N atoms in
these compounds. According to Kanamori 1271, the elemcnts such as B, C and N enhance
the magnetic moments of the next nearest neighboring Fc atoms, That is, the 3d levels.
especially the down spin state of the nearest neighbor (n.n.) Fe atoms to the N atoms (Fc1,,
in Fig.4) are lowered through the hybridization with a part of the N 2p state located around

F9n FeW N

n,-nf n,-n,

Fig.4 The local DOS of Fe atoms are changed from solid lines to dashed lines with the
inclusion of N atom and, then the electrons mainly of the down spin states transfer from the
Fe I to the FeZd* As a result, the local magnetic moment of FcZd is raised while one of
Fe 13 lowers its moment.

the E , and in turn the 3d down spin state of the next n.n. Fc atoms (Fc2fo in Fig.4) arc
raised conversely. As a consequence, the electrons mainly of the down spin states transfer
from the next n.n. Fe atom to the n.n. Fe atoms (see Fig.4). This electronic bonding feature
is strongly responsible for the variation of the local magnetic moments of each Fe site in the
iron nitride system. Actually, for Fc4N, the M6ssbaucr and neutron diffraction measure-
ments support the above picture and the magnetic structure can be reproduced quantitativc-
ly by the present calculation.

As for the average moments, the present results indicate that the lattice expansion duc to
N atoms plays a central role for the enhancement of the magnetic moments. in Fig.5. we
give the average magnetic moment of each compound as a function of N concentration.
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Fig.-5 N concentration dependcnce of the avcrage magnetic moments of iron nitridcs. ihc

open circles indicate the calculates results (ref.1191), and the closed squares are from the
measured values (from the data denoted by •Fc,-") in rcf.141 for FeN, rcf.161 for FceN and
ref.1161 for Fe16N2).

Our calculated result for bce Fc is also shown in the figure. Though the quantitative agrcc-
mcnt with the experiments can not he reached for Fc,6N2 , the dependence of the moments
on the N concentration can be proved qualitatively. The behavior that the lower conccntra-
tion of N atoms leads larger magnetic moment may he understood by the following inter-
pretation. An interstitial N atom expands the inter-atomic distance not only of the nearest
neighboring Fc atoms but also of the next nearest neighboring and more distant Fe atoms
for avoiding the lattice distortion. This certainly enhances the moments of the system even
though the low concentration of N atom. Additionally, as have been mentioned in the
previous section, th,. N atoms play a role of hopping site for the electrons, which in turn
prevent the exchange splitting concurrently. (Note that this may he inseparable from the
charge redistribution which gives the variance of the local magnetic moments.) Eventually.
it comes to the result that the lower concentration of N atom is preferable for the large
magnetic moments.

Effects of Fc lattice expansion on the magnetic moments

In Figs.6, 7 and 8, we show the unit cell volume dependence of the local magnetic
-moments on each Fe site of Fe1 N. 4 and Fc 1 N, respectively. The calculations have
been made with S N/S,. being constant during the volume change. Exccpt for FcN. the
moments increase monotonously with lattice expansion through the magnetovolumc effect.
In the case of Fc.N, we have undergone the mctamagnctism in the ninge of volume iround
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53 - 55 A', that is, [he two solutionls are found in thi% region. One is given hN the mfiid
lines and another is by the dashed lines in Fig.7. T'his magnetic feature can he asetihed to
the intricate stmucture oif the density of mlates at around the F, where the density of states kit
down spin electron has multiple minima. We have taken the state given liv the solid lites
as a density of mtates of Fe4N in Fig.3 since this %tate is found to he more stahic as much a,
about 3 mRy than that by dashed lines at [he measured % olume.

-------------------

_________

2.0-

(Lid 2-

220 230 240 290 2W0 27

VOLUME (A3)

Fig.6 Unit cell volume dependence of the Fig.7 Unit cell volume dependence of the
magnetic moment of Fe 3N. T-he arrow local magnetic moments of Fe4N R-..,,uhd
indicate,% the measured volume. (ref.jI191) line indicate the high~ moment state and the

dashed lines are for the low moment state.

3- 3-

FFel
FeD ~ -FeI

M ~FelM
(L%) Fes (u1B)

2 Fe! e- FeE 2 OCF

190 200 210 220 190 200 210 220

VOLUME(A 3) VOLUMEWA)

Fig.8 Untt cell volume dependence oft the Fig.9 Volumei dependence oif the local
local magnetic moments of i( * moments, of the same volume as -c,,N, with
(ref 119j) noi N (solid lines) and of bcc-I-c with eight

unit ccll(dashcd line). The arrowindicattes the
measured volume of le((,,N', (rcf.I 19))
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To understand the possible effects of the N atom on these system. wc have further per-
formed the band calculations for the same structures as each compound with no N atoms.
For the calculations, the atomic sphere radii of each atom have been kept by introducing the
empty spheres instead of N atoms. The obtained magnetic moment for c-phase iron with
the same volume as FcN is about 2.7 1a per Fe atom. The result for y-phasc iron with the
same volume as Fe4N is also about 2.7 Pi The density of states of this y-phasc had been
presented in the previous paper 1181. Noting that both c and y-irons at equilibrium volume
exhibit anti-ferromagnetism with the magnetic moment less than 0.7 Pa. these results
demonstrate that the lattice expansion with the inclusion of N atoms has enormous influ-
ence on the magnetic moments. Thus it is possible to consider that the occurrence of the
comparatively large moments of Fc3N and Fe4N arc brought about predominately by the
lattice expansion due to the interstitial N atoms. Notice, however, that the obtained values
of 2.7 gB for expanded c and y-irons are fairly larger than that for FceN and Fe4 N. The
reduction of the moments with the inclusion of the N atoms can be understood by noting
that the N atoms promote an itinerancy of electrons, which eventually prevent the ex-
change-splitting.

For ct"-phase, the calculated magnetic moments of the corresponding structure in the
absence of N atoms are given in Fig.9 as a function of unit cell volume. It can he seen that
the order of the magnitude of the local magnetic moments is changed and the variation is
reduced. This convinces ourselves that the large variance of the local moments in Fe 6N, is
caused by the N atoms through the electronic bonding with the surrounding Fc atoms.
Nevertheless, the average magnetic moment does not differ so much from one of FeIN2,
which turns out to be about 2.55 N at the measured volume of FetNr In addition, the
calculated result for the relaxed structure free from strain in a"-phasc is also shown in the
figure in order to examine the effect of strain on the magnetic moments. This turns out to
be bce Fe with eight unit cells. As for this structure, starting from about 2.2 p, at equilibri-
umn volume of 8 unit cells, 189 A3 , the moment reaches about 2.5 g. at the measured
volume of Fe16N2. These results indicate that the occurrence of the calculated magnetic
moments for F1,6N2 are dominated mainly by the lattice expansion as well as for Fe1N and
Fe4N and the strain in Fe,6N2 has little influence on the average magnetic moment , so far
as the band calculations arc concerned.

Inspections for the magnetism of Fe 6N,

For Fe1 6N2, the calculated result of the magnetic moment is considerable smaller than
the measured value. Recently, Sugita ct aL. 161 reported that the average moment of
Fc16N2 extends to 3.5 IL, at -268"C with the measurement of the magnetization. Thus the
magnetic aspect of Fc16N2 seems to be quite outstanding in the series of iron nitrides. In
this section, we try the further inspection for the magnetism of the Fc.N2'

Table 11 Spin and orbital magnetic moments (lidof Fe P, and bce-Fc

spin orbital
Fel 2,27 0.082

Fe 1 6 N 2  Fell 2.26 0.066
FelIl 2.82 0.082

bcc-Fe 2.23 0.062

.J_
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In Tahlcll, we prescnt the orbital moments of I-c,,N. calculated h, introducing the spin
orbit interaction in the LMTO-Hamiltonian. The result for bc.-Fe is also shown too
comparison. Though the orbital moment of Fc1 ,N2 is slightly larger than that of hcc-i-c, ii is
still small as is the case with usual transition metal systems. So it is found that the orbital
moment can not make up for the diffcrence from the cxperimcnt.-. Actually, the g-xaluc of
this film has been measured to be almost 2.0 1291.

Further we tried a non-local correction to the local density approximation with use of
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 1291 and obtained an increase of magnetic
moment as much as about 0.1 pI', per Fc atom. Thus the non-local correction is also minor
contribution to the magnetic moment.

Looking into an influence of the local atomic structure on the magnetic monent. we attended
to the octahedron structure of Fel and Fell atoms surrounding the N as a central atom.
From view point that this octahedron is an unit basis of the corresponding martcnsitc, we
examine the relation between the elongation ratio and the variation of the local magnetic
moments. Fig.10 gives the calculated local magnetic moments of each Fc site as a function
of distance, d,,,, Ietwccn the neighboring Fell atoms. The moments of the Fell sites in-
crease with increasing d FC11 while the moments of the Fcl and Fell sites decrease. As a
result, moments of the Fell site and the Fel site split as do..,, increases. This result predicts
that the variation of the local moment is strongly correlated with the elongation ratio of the
Fe octahedron. On the other hand, the average moment exhibits few change with the elon-
gation ratio and then is cxpectcd not to be affected so much by the local atomic arange-
ments.

MK
(°oV-e)

2.

Q118 Q15 0.52 Q154

drW/a
distance between Fell atoms

(in wuit ot a )

Fig.l0 Local magnetic moments of Fe,6N2 as a function of the distance between the Fell
atoms.

Finally, we have performed the calculation for Fe, 6N2 (X=B, C, N, 0 and vacancy) to
obtain systematically the effects of the non-metal atom on the Fc moments. Fig. I I shows
the calculated magnetic moments for each Fc16X2. The average moment is found to he
increased with the increase of the atomic number and the moment reaches the maximum
value when X takes the vacancy. The results can be considered to reflect the fact that the
charge distributions of the valence electrons of these elements arc getting shrunk as the
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atomic number incrcajc. (hig. 12). That is, the lower the atomic number is. the mnoc the
waxefunction is dclocalized and then the itineranc .ol the ialcncc clcctron ,, is g•tllint
enhanced. Thi, in turn suppresses the exchange splitting.

Fig. I I ocal magnetic momcnts and the .
average magnetic moments of Fc, X,
(X=B, C, N. 0 and vacancy) W(U) ----------

F tI

B C N 0 Vac.
X (FeFl)

S 0

Fig.12 Valence (2s and 2p states) "
charge densities of atomic states N
of the elements, B, C, N and 0.

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

SUMMARY r (a. u.)

We have performed the spin-polarized band calculations for the iron nitrides, Fe N.
Fc4N and Fe16N2,with LMTO-ASA method within the frame of local spin density formal-
ism. As for the local magnetic moments, the most distant Fe atoms from N have the largest
magnetic moment. The central role of the N atom is to expand the Fe lattice to give the
enhancement of the magnetic moments. It should be noted, however, that the N atoms help
a hopping of the electrons and then prevent the exchange-splitting. As a consequence, the
lower concentration of the N atom gives the larger magnetic moment. Quantitatively, the
calculated moments are in good agreement with the experimental results except for Fc1N.
whose magnetic moment is quite outstanding. We insist that a new theoretical concept is
required to give a quantitative explanation for the giant moment of Fcl6N . Experimental-
ly, more refined analysis for the crystal structure such as local arrangement of Fc and N
atoms and the magnetic data such as Miossbauer and neutron diffraction arc also desired.
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ABSTRACT

Gtiant magnectoresistance(GMR) and soft magnetic properties together with their

structural characteristics were investigated for Ni,61-5Fe 16(k)oI8/C'u multilayers. I he multilayers

were prepa-ed by the convent in,] ri sputtering method on glass or Si substrates using

various buffer layers including Fe. 'Nif eo, Nilte and ('oZr. Although most of the multilaycrs

exhibited (Ill1) preferred orientation. Fe hufferedl multilayers showed a considerable (24X)) X-

ray diffraction peak at Cu thickriesses around i nmr and 2.2 nm which corresponded to the

peak positions of ('MR. By using fee or amorphous underlayers the 2(X) diffraction intensity

decreased while antiferromagnetie coupling strength was much reduced. ('ross-sectitinal

transmission electron microgr.:'ph revealed that the (100)1 oriented multilayer was grown uin

the 1100) orierled Fe underlayer. By controlling the crystal orienitatior. and the layer

structure, significantly large magnetoresistanee ratio of miore than 10l"It can be achieved in a

field as low as 30 Oec.

INTRODUCTION

Since the giant magcnetttresistance(NIMRI effect has been found in IeI/('r and (',,'Cu

multilayers)MI.s), many effiorts have been made ito achieve small satt,--tion fields while

maintaining large MRII1fti. Magnetic multilayers with the (iMR that consist of sot)I magnetic

layers are (itt technological interest Itir the application ol magnetoresistance lie,.,

Shinji, and Yamamotti I I tthtai ned an MR ratio of 6/e with a field chinge mf Si-li 10c

by using Nilte/('u/('ii('u Ml.N: Nilec laycrs are sofIt magnetic, while (io layer, are hard. Whcn

the field strength is in between the coercive fields of the Co and Nil-c layers and the exeh,inge

coupling is low enough, antilterromagnetic ordering occurs during the magncti/ation process.

Sakakima and Satiomil2l examined similar structure oif Ni-f/u(uMIs. ,ind ,hibainced

an MR ratio iof 15%/ in a field as leiw as IWi Oc-

Another approtach is the sit-called spin-valve structurel3l. where twtt silt magnetic
layers, one-of which is constrained by exchange anistotropy. are separated bý a noble metal

layer. 'bIh magnetic layers are nit) coupled antiparallel, giving large changes (if resistance at

ltiw fIeldls.

Multilayers with a simple structure of Nile/f('u were examined i-y Parkinl4l and by
Nakatani ci il(5!. I hey btith fitund oiscillation in situration magnetitresisiance as ,i function otf

Cu spacer layer thickness I K MR ratio at the lirst peak if the oscillatittn wis 16 io It) ';at

rootm temperature with saturaitiion feldsof N1 1 1ito 2 ktc Ic Ihese fields seem till toto high t,,r

the MR heads. Since the saturitioin fields becomre ext',ncnilially smaller with increasing spacer

layer thickness, it is wo rthwhile itt try the scecind peik is is in the case-f1 the spin-valve In

case- (tf Nilse/( u Mls. hiwcvcr. the ((MR beciomes smaller thin (IW4 Ind sometimes dotes nit)
appear[41. Ib is may be due iti the very weik ,intifeirrtmigneicic c~urling between Nilec labers.

The authttrs bave e~xamined Nil-cf tll(s Mlsfib-t1, expecting a lager ((MR than thtse ti
Nil~e/Ca Mls, As shown in the diagrar tm tI ig Ijlt)I.the ,ertt-magigttttstricli,tn aind the
,ertt-magnictttcrystalline anisotrompy cotexist it twot citmpotsitions at the same time i he

cotmpotsitiotn with higher (it ctontent, namely Nttl- t isupposed ito exhibit .i laiger
((MR atnt a larger untaisi l anisotritryl 12 A large un iaxi~il anis tiripy is e I fctive in de fining

Mat. Res. Soc. Synty. Proc. Vol. 313. '1993 Materials Research Society
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the direction of the moment in each magnetic layer and thus the magnetization process
becomes a coherent rotation desirable for a good high frequency response.

In the previous paper, the authors reported that Ni66Fe 16 Col8/Cu Mls with Fe buffer
layers prepared by rf magnetron method exhibit an MR ratio of 35% and 15% at the first and
the second peak, respectively. The interlayer antiferromagnetic coupling constant is as low as
0.05 and 0.003 erg/cm 2 for the first and the second peak, respectively[61. We also found that
the interlayer coupling at the second peak was reduced one third by using NiFeCo buffer
layersl8,91.

In this paper we will describe the GMR and the structure of soft magnetic NiFeCo/Cu
MIs prepared on various buffer layers. We will discuss effect of buffer layers on the
microstructure and on the interlayer coupling strength. We will also show the thermal stability
of the MLs.

EXPERIMENTAL

NiFeCo/Cu Multilayered films and NiFeCo single layered films were prepared using the
magnetron sputtering method at an Argon pressure of 5 mTorr. Films were deposited at a
rate of about 0.1 nm/s both for NiFeCo and Cu. When not notified the substrates were
microscope glass slides . The target for the NiFeCo was a composite type where Fe and Co
chips were placed on a Ni plate. Since Ni is relatively soft-magnetic, the magnetic flux from the
magnet behind the target was almost shunted through the Ni target.

To induce uniaxial anisotropy in the magnetic layers, a magnetic field of about 40 Oc
was applied parallel to the film plane by NdFeB magnets placed above the NiFeCo target. This
field also influenced the discharge, enhancing the sputtering rate of NiFeCo about two times.
As described in ref.[8], good layer structure resulting in a large MR ratio was obtained only
when the field was applied.

100 0

80 20

40 60

60 40 20 0

Fe (%)

- -- K!=O C H ToIma3

- -, 0 1 W Mckeehar

Fi. I Zcro-magnetostriction and zero-magnctoc)rystalline anisotropy composition for
NiO6Fe 16(ol8 alloy system.
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Multilayers with a construction of {NiFeCo(l.5nm)/Cu(tCu)h)o were deposited on

substrates with or without bufferlayers. The buffer layers were 5 nm thick; ie, 1e70Co0
Ni66F` 1 6 Co 1 8 , Ni 82 ,118 or Co92Zr 8 were deposited at room temperature. The crystal

structure of Fe and FeCo buffer layers were found to be bee and CoZr was amorphous.

Structural analysis was done by conventional X-ray diffractometry using the Cu-K a

radiation. For typical samples, high resolution transmission electron microscopy (TF-M)

observation was done with a H--90O00UHR electron microscope at an acceleration vo!tagc of

300 kV. To study the thermal stability, isochronal annealing was carried out at successively

higher temperatures of up to 400 C for 1 hour in a vacuum of 10-5 Torr.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Soft magnetic nroy-erties of NiFeCo single layered films

Ni66(c 16(018 single layered films of 240 nm in thickness were prepared under the

same condition as the MLs except the substrate holder fixed above the NiFeCo target. Figure

2 shows the magnetization curves by applying fields parallel and perpendicular to the easy axis.

The coercivity in the easy axis loop is as low as 1.3 Oe, but that of hard axis is a little higher.

The film shows an anisotropy field of about 20 Oe which is several times larger than

conventional permalloy (Ni8 2Fe 1 8 ) films. We have confirmed that the single layered films

exhibit a saturation magnetostriction smaller than I x 10-6.

B

-40 -20 /0 20 40 (

-_-- -------- " -- - -- -

/ (Oe)
'I

Ni, 6 Fe 16 Co0 8

Fig. 2 Magnetization curves for a 240 nm thick NiFeCo alloy film prepared by rf

sputtering. Full and broken lines respectively show the curves measured with a field

parallel and perpendicular to the easy axis.[10,111
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Structure of NiFeCo multilayers

Figures 3(a) and (b) show the low angle diffraction patterns for NiFeCo/Cu MI.s with
tCu = 0.9 and 2.2 nm, which correspond to the first and the second peaks of MR ratios,
respectively. According to the figure, there were some differences in the intensity of the first
order low angle diffracfion peak for both tCu = 0.9 and 2.2 nm. The differences however were
not systematically dependent on the structure of the buffer layers. As far as the low angle
diffraction pattern is concerned, the difference in layer structure is not clear.

1st

1000 Buffer layer

a rno

u CoZr

a NiFe

a ~NiFei~o
. 500

x FeCo

Fe

2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0
2 8 (deg)

(a)

2nd

3000 Buffer layer
i no

CoZr

NiFe

CO.E 1500 NiFeCo

,7 -FeCo

Fe

I . I ] I

2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0

2 0 (deg)

(b)

Fig. 3 Low angle XRD patterns for INiFeCo/Cu]30 multilayers prepared on various buffer
layers, where the thickness of Cu layers are about 0.9 and 2.2 nm for (a) and (b), respectively.
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High angle diffraction patterns are shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b) for the same MLU with
Figs. 3(a) and (b), respectively. As seen in Fig. 4(a), the NiFeCo, NiFe, CoZr buffered and
nonbuffered MLs showed (111) preferred orientation while Fe and FeCo buffered MLs were
unstable or uncontrollable in crystal orientation: some times (11) intensity is stronger than
(200) and some times vice versa. In the samples of Fig. 4(a), Fe and FeCo buffered MLs show
(200) diffraction peak intensities even higher than (111) intensities. At the second peak of t Cu
=2.2nm , although (111) intensities become much higher than those of the first peak, the
tendency in the orientation is similar to that of the first peak.
As shown in Fig. 4(b), the (200) intensities in Fe and FeCo buffered MLs are higher than
others. Thus we consider that bcc Fe and FeCo buffer layers are effectively nucleating and
developing the (100) oriented crystallites in the MLs.
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Fig. 4 High angle XRD patterns for INiFeCo/Cu]30 multilayers prepared on various buffer
layers, where the thickness of Cu layers are about 0.9 and 2.2 nm for (a) and (b), respectively.
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Figure 5(a) and (b) show cross-sectional TEM views of Fe(5nm) buffered
INiFeCo(1.5nm)/Cu(lnm)J3 0 ML prepared on a Si(100) substrate. In the low magnification
bright field view in Fig. 5(a), a well defined and reasonably flat layer structure is seen for the
NiFeCo/Cu ML and for the Fe buffer layer although the chemical contrast between Cu and
NiFeCo is generally lower than grain contrast. From this view, columnar structure is also
observed parallel to the film normal direction. In the high resolution image of Fig. 5(b), lattice
images are seen both in the NiFeCo/Cu ML and the Fe buffer layer. A flat Fe layer is seen on
an oxidized Si layer, where {110} lattice fringes are 450 from the film normal. This shows that
the Fe buffer layer has <100> axis mostly normal to the film plane. In the ML region, (111)
lattice planes are 40 to 80 degree angles in relation to the film plane. They can scarcely be seen
in the direction parallel to the film plane. Instead, on the right side of the photograph lattice
fringes corresponding to (200) planes are seen parallel to the film plane. These results are
consistent with the results of XRD measurements. The ML has a random or weak <100>
orientation. The lattice misfit for bcc-Fe[001 II fcc-Ni[011] epitaxial growth is as large as 11%,
but both Fe(001) and Ni(001) planes are simple square lattices. Such an epitaxis is likely to
occur at the interface between Fe buffer and NiFeCo/Cu MLs.

Figures 6(a) and (b) show cross-sectional views of NiFeCo(5nm) buffered
INiFeCo(1.5nm)/Cu(2.lnm)) 3 0 ML prepared on a glass substrate. The low magnification
bright field view which is slightly deforcused shows clear layer structure. The flatness of layer
interfaces is slightly less than that of the Fe buffered ML shown above while the columnar
structure is more pronounced. The average diameter of the columns is about 25 nm on the
film surface. In the high resolution image, (111) lattice fringes are seen in various direction~s
for both the buffer and the ML- Many of them are at low angles with respect to the film plane.
Here it is noted that on the upper right side (200) lattice plane are also seen in a direction
nearly parallel to the film plane. Although it is a problem whether the cross sectional "F[M
image shows structures equal to those averaged in the whole film, this image suggests that the
film has a weakly (111) oriented texture and is consistent with the XRD results.

The difference between the samples in Figs.5 and 6 is not only in the bufferlayer but
also in the substrate and the Cu layer thickness(consequently the total thicknesses of the films
are different). However for the crystal orientation, the bufferlayer will be most responsible.
The relation between the crystal orientation and the flatness of the layer interface is still not
known. The mixture of (111) and (100) oriented grains may suppress the columnar grain
growth and result in very flat interfaces.

Magnetoresistance

Typical magnetoresistance curves art; shown in Figs. 7(a) and (b) for the MI.s with tCu
around the 1st and the 2nd peak, respectively, grown on various buffer layers. In the 1st peak,
Fe and FeCo buffered MLs show larger MR ratios and higher saturation fields than others.
The saturation fields of other MLs are not reduced much, so the field sensitivities dR/dII of
all the MLs are nearly the same. For the 2nd peak, the MR curves are much different in shape.
The MLs with NiFeCo, NiFe, CoZr and without buffer layers show much smaller saturation
fields than MLs with Fe and FeCo buffer layers. It should be noted here that NiFeCo buffered
ML shows a saturation field as low as 30 Oe keeping a larger MR ratio of 12% which is nearly
the same as Fe buffered Ml- As a result, NiFeCo buffered ML exhibit a field sensitivity as high
as 0.5 %/Oe on the easy axis. When the field is applied in the hard direction, the MR varies
smoothly with the applied field, reflecting the magnetization process with magnetization
rotation. However, the trace of minor loops are slightly different from the major loop; the
minor loops show some hysteresis. The field sensitivity for a small ac field was about 0.3 %/Oec,
which was almost constant up to 1 MHz.

The multilayers with NiFe, CoZr and no buffer layers also showed very small
saturation fields but we have not yet succeeded to get high MR ratio.

I

I
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Cross-section transmission electron micrographs of Fe(5nm) buffered

[NiFeCo(l.Snm)/Cu(I.Onm)1 30 multilayers on Si substrate at (a) ;,w and (b) high -colution.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Cross-section transmission electron micrographs of NiFeCo(5nm) buffered
[NiFeCo(1.5nm)/Cu(2.1nm)130 multilayers on glass substrate at (a) low and (b) high
resolution.
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Figure 8 shows Cu layer thickness dependence of the MR ratio and the saturation field
for [NiFeCo(1.5nm)/Cu(tcu)ll3 MLs with various buffer layers. Although the data are not
sufficient for buffer layers other than Fe, all the MLs with different buffer layers seem to
exhibit the same oscillation behavior as a function of t-u. It is seen from the figure that Fe and
FeCo buffered MLs show MR ratios slightly larger thin others and the large MR ratio in
wider range of t(A. The latter point indicates that Fe and FeCo, namely bee buffered MI.s
have a more perfect layer structure than the others. Waved structure seen near the surface of
NiFeCo buffered Ml. [Fig.6(b)] will disturb the complete antiferromagnetic coupling. It makes
a mixture of antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic coupling. These results in a narrower range
of tcu for antiferromagnetic ordering.

From the lower figure it is seen that NiFeCo, NiFe, CoZr buffered and non-buffered
MLs exhibit smaller saturation fields than Fe and FeCo buffered MLs, especially in the second
peak. The saturation fields for fee and amorphous buffer layers are less than one third of Fe
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Fig. 7 Magnetoresistance curves for (a) [NiFeCo(1.5nm)/Cu(I.Onm)] 3 0 and
(b) [NiFeCo(1.Snm)/Cu(2.lnn)130 multilayers prepared on various buffer layers of 5 nm
thick.
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and FeCo buffered MLs. According to the argument of Eigelhoff and Kiel'l31, the str.
antiferro coupling in Fe and FeCo buffered MLs could be a result of a minority constituen

(100) oriented grains. Their argument was based on the fact that the GMR was haidly tou
in MBE grown (111) Co/Cu superlattices. Recently several groups have found large MR in
(111) oriented MBE films for Cu thicknesses less than I nm[13,141. Furthermore Renard ct
al.1151 found a large GMR even with Cu thickness in the second peak with relatively low

saturation field of about I kOe. They pointed out that the low roughness of the Co/Cu
interface is crucial to the large MR effects.
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Fig. 8 Magnetoresistance ratio and saturation field for [NiFeCo(l.5nm)/CuI 30 multilayers
prepared on various buffer layers as a function of Cu layer thickness.
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At present we are not sure whether lower saturation fields in fcc and amorphous
buffered Mls came from the (111) preferred orientation or from the rougher layer structure-
As for as the 1st peak of the low angle diffraction is conserned, we have not found systematic
relation between the layer structure and the saturation field strength. For further discussion,
we need more precise low angle XRD measurements and/or more systematic cross sectional
TEM observation.

Thermal stability

Finally we present preliminary results of annealing experiments. In the low angle XRD
measurement, both MLs with tCu in the 1st and 2nd peaks showed no significant change in
the intensity of the 1st peak after annealing up to 400 'C . In the high angle XRD, the M"
showed slight growth of crstallites in the film normal direction after annealing at above -1W
1C.

Figures 9(a) and (b) show the MR curves for NiFeCo buffered MLS with Cu thickness
for the 1st and 2nd peaks, respectively. In the 1st peak, considerable degradation was seen in
the MR ratio after annealing at 250 VC and GMR almost disappeared at 300 -C. The

saturation fields didn't appear to be influenced by the annealing.
For the 2nd peak, the MR iatio was almost constant or slightly increased by the

annealing up to 250 •C. Degradation began after anneaiirng at 3-W) V" in the MR ratio- [hc
saturation field was also constant or slightly increased after annealing up to 3()0 C.
Comparing Figs. (a) and (b), one can see that the ML structure of the 2nd peak is more stale
to thermal agitation than the 1st peak, and probably more suitable for applications.
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Fig. 9 Magnetoresistatnce curves for NiFeCo buffered (a) [NiFeCo(1.5nm)/Cu(l.Onm)j 3 0 and
(b) INiFeCo( 1.5nm)/Cu(2.lnm)130 multilayers after annealing at various temperatures.
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CONCLUSION

Giant magnetoresistance and antiferro coupling have been investigated for NiFeCo/Cu
multilayers grown on various buffer layers. The multilayers have random or (100) preferred
orientation when prepared on bce Fe or FeCo, while (111) orientation prepared on fcc NiFe,
NiFeCo, amorphous CoZr, or glass. NiFeCo, NiFe, CoZr buffered and non-buffered MLs
exhibit smaller saturation fields than Fe and FeCo buffered MLs, especially at the second
peak. Although samples are limited and not systematic, cross sectional TEM observation
revealed that the Fe buffer layer has (100) an orientation normal to the film plane and
NiFeCo/Cu crystallites often grow epitaxialy on Fe (100) a plane with [10)1 axis normal to the
film plane. This seems to be the reason why the Fe buffered ML has often (100) orientation.
The mixture of (100) oriented crystallites with (111) oriented ones may suppress the columnar
grain growth and make the interface flatter.

In NiFeCo buffered MLs at the second peak a considerably high field sensitivity of
about 0.5 %/Oe was obtained at room temperature. This is comparable to or higher than MR
ratios in conventional anisotropic magnetoresistance materials. Further improvement in the
soft magnetic properties will make this material promising for practical applications.
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ABSTRACT

We present a theoretical study of the combined effect of spin valve and
anisotropic magnetoresistance in NiFe/Cu/NiFe layered thin films, using an
extended form of the semiclassical Camley and Barnis model for electron
transport. The anisotropic magnetoresistance is treated by introducing spin-
dependent anisotropic mean free paths in the NiFe layers. From calculations of
both magnetoresistance effects as a function of NiFe and Cu thickness, we discuss
the validity of a description of the combined effect in terms of a simple
summation of spin valve and anisotropic magnetoresistance.

INTRODUCTION

Recently Dieny et al. reported on the magnetotransport properties of
Nis0Fe2o/Cu/Nis0Fer/MnsoFes0 layered thin films"'. The low field magnetoresistive
behaviour of these layered systems may be advantageous for application iii
magnetoresistive readback heads, which are an important element of high density
magnetic recording3 . Recent measurements on this type of layered thin films show
a combination of two magnetoresistance effects4 , viz. the spin valve magnetoresistance
("Giant Magnetoresistance", GMR), depending on the angle between the magnetization
vectors of the Nig0Fe20 layers, and anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR), depending
on the angle between current and magnetization in each permalloy layer.

In this paper we present a theoretical study of the magnetoresistance of tNFe

NiFe/tc, Cu/tNiFe NiFe layered thin films. We calculate the GMR and AMR as a
function of the thickness of the NiFe layers (tNiFe) and the Cu interlayer (tc,), and
we will discuss the validity of a description of the combined effect in terms of a
simple summation of the GMR and AMR, as proposed by Miller et al.':

R((p,,p,) = R, - I ARfpNr(S,-sin292) )+ IARGMR(l -cos((P,-P),) (I)
-2RAI~~ P sn 2 2 (

In this equation (p, and yP2 are the angles of the magnetizations of the two NiFe
layers with respect to the current direction and R0 is the resistance for p,=(p2,=0O.

Fig. I shows the geometry of the system. Magnetizations and cutrent are directed

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. '1993 Materials Research Society
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in the plane of the layers. The magnetization vector of the lower NiFe( I) layer can
be rotated with respect to the top NiFe(2) layer magnetization, as in the case of
exchange biased systems, enabling one to create a transition between a parallel and
antiparallel arrangement of the two layers, yielding the GMR. In our calculation
of the AMR the current direction is rotated with respect to the direction of the
magnetization of both magnetic layers, contrary to the experiments of Miller et al.5.

NiFe Figure 1: Geometry of the
Cu sample. • and are
NCu the NiFe magnetization

vectors and I is the
current.

V2 M,

THE MODEL

We have carried out model calculations of the resistance, using the semiclassical
model for electron transport in magnetic multilayers that has been proposed by Camle+\
and Barnris'. This model is based on the Boltzmann transport equation. In the original
version the model parameters were chosen to describe mainly interfacial spin-dependent
scattering, as it was applied to multilayers of pure elements. In our case, being
interested in layered thin films involving a ferromagnetic alloy, we expect a large
additional contribution of bulk spin-dependent scattering, as was already indicated
by Jaoul et al.' and Dieny et al. 2. In the present model calculations we assume only
bulk spin-dependent scattering in the ferromagnetic layers. and neglect effects at
the interfaces. At the outer boundaries we assume a perfectly diffusive scattering
of electrons. Calculations are carried out for T=O K, where spin flip scattering can
be neglected: the spin up and spin down contributions to the current are independent.

In order to treat the AMR, we have extended the Camley and Barndis model.
by adding a dependence of the mean free paths in the NiFe on the angle 0 between
the electron velocity vector -vand the NiFe magnetization vector K. This intrinsically
anisotropic mean free path for majority(T) and minority(,l) spin electrons is givcn
by:

?&++(Pi 0 ? .4t 1 - a + +cos•il - b "'cos'0) (2)

This expression can be derived when taking spin-orbit interaction in the NiFe 3d
bands into account (after McGuire and Potter'). Neglecting the cos4P-tern. a set
of al'• parameters can be derived which is consistent with the experimental spin
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and angular resolved resistivity data, obtained by Dorleijn", for dilute bhIk NiFe:

i (PI-PL)- (P-PI), == 0.92, _____ = 14%, ____ - -2.2% (3)
SP, P,

where p, is the resistivity in the case of Ml1i and p, is the resistivity in the case
of MLtj is the current due to spin up electrons and i is the total current. Dorleijn' s
data show that the conductivity of NiFe is mainly due to majority spin electrons,
and that the AMR is governed by the anisotropic scattering of majority spin electrons.
The results for NiFe, with small concentrations of Fe in Ni, are: a =0.327, a•=-0.055.
corresponding to Ap/pl= 12.9 % for bulk alloys at 4.2 K4 . The data of eq. (3) apply
only to dilute systems, and at present no values of aT and al can be derived for more
concentrated alloys, such as Ni,5 )Fe,,, in which Ap/p,= 15.2 % at 4.2 K. Therefore
we used the at T for dilute alloys in our model calculations. Furthermore we used
X0 ( N(_iFe)=120 A., •(N__.iFe)=6 A and ?.(Cu)=135 A. As shown by Dieny' these
are quite realistic values for Ni,()Fe_,/Cu/Nis)Fe2 ,) systems.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2a shows the calculated values of the giant magnetoresistance ratio as
a function of tCu and tNiFe, defined as:

GMR(MIji) _ R(AP,MIji)-R(P,MlGi) (4)
R(P,MIii)

the magnetizations being colinear to the current direction. Fig. 2b shows the calculated
anisotropic magnetoresistance ratio as a function of tc.u and tNiFe, defined as:

AMR(P) - R(P,M Ili) -R(P,M-Li) (5)
R(P,M li)

the magnetizations being mutually parallel. From fig. 2a we can see that the maximum
in GMR is achieved at very low thicknesses for tcu=O A and tNiF,=

2 0 A. For larger
tcu the GMR is reduced because of shunting effects. For large t

NIde it is also shunting
that determines the reduction in GMR. For very sm,',ll tNiF, diffuse scattering of
the spin up electrons at the boundaries reduces the asymmetry in the scattering of
spin up and spin down scattering and therefore the GMR. The dashed line in fig.
2a marks the tNiFe with the highest GMR, as a function of tcu. It shows that, in
order to maximize the GMR, tNiFe must be enlarged with increasing t.., thereby
preventing the current from running mainly through the Cu layer. In fig. 2b it can
clearly be noticed that shunting by the Cu interlayer gives a considerable reduction
of the AMR. For tNiFe= 2 0 0 A and tcu=O A. the assumed bulk value of 12.9% for
the AMR is almost reached.
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In fig. 3 the difference A;MR. which is defined as:

A GMr [R(AP,Mili) -R(P,M1i)l -[R(APM-Li) - R(P,M-Li)l (6)
R(P,MIli)

is plotted as a function of t Nie and tcu. AGMR represents the influence of anisotropic
scattering on the GMR. Comparison of fig. 2a and 3 shows that AUMR/GMR(M li)
can reach at least 10 to 20% in areas where GMR is very small and A(;MR is large
enough, e.g. for tcu =10 A and tNiFe very small. Trends in fig. 3 can be understood
when taking the following three points into account. (i) According to eq. (2) the
average value of ?,T(N_..iFe) for electrons colinear to the direction of the current is
smallest in the case of MIli. This reduces the spin-dependence of the scattering and
gives a negative contribution to AGMR. This effect is most important for small NiFe
thicknesses, for which (due to the diffusive scattering at the boundaries) most of
the current is carried by electrons with a velocity vector close the current direction.
(ii) In the case of Mlii, the enhanced scattering of spin up electrons parallel to the
current direction results in a relatively larger contribution to the current from electrons
with a large velocit) ,.umponent perpendicular to the plane of the layers. This results
in a positive contribution to AGMR, which is most important for large NiFe thicknesses.
In this case diffusive scattering at the boundaries does not severely limit the
contribution to the current of electrons with a large perpendicular velocity component.
(iii) When the GMR decreases, the absolute value of AGMp decreases.

AGMR

200 1 0% Figure 3: AGMR(%) as a

function of tnFe and tc.
representing the influence

15 of anisotropic scattering
150 on the GMR.

0co .1/

-1 00 0- -- --

50 50lO
-0.1 -

-0.2
-1.23%-- -

0
0 50 100t,, (A)

The dependence of the AMR on the mutual alignment of the magnetic layers follows
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from the quantity AAMR, which is defined as:

AAMR = [R(P,Mti) -R(P,MIi)j - RkAP,MIji) - R(AP,MIi)I (7)
R(P,M Ii)

From comparison of eqs. (6) and (7) it follows that AAMR=-A(;MR. Therefore the
quantity AAMR does not contain new information.

CONCLUSIONS

Our calculations have revealed that the spin valve and anisotropic
magnetoresistance in NiFe/Cu/NiFe layered thin films cannot in all cases be treated
as independent phenomena. Consequently, the description of the combined effect
in terms of a summation of a GMR and an AMR term (eq. (1)) is not strictly valid.
In a limited range of NiFe and Cu thicknesses, the dependence of the giant
magnetoresistance ratio on the current direction is larger than 10%. However.
predictions of the total resistance, based on eq. (1), are in almost the entire thickness
region studied precise within a few tenths of a percent.

It can be shown that our calculations of the AMR, based on intrinsically
anisotropic mean free paths in the NiFe layers, provide an alternative for the postulate
of extrinsically anisotropic scattering by grain boundaries, as was proposed by Dieny"'.
A more extensive discussion of this issue and a comparison with the experimental
results will be published elsewhere'.
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ABSTRACT

Magnetic, magnetotransport and structural properties of CulColCuiNiFe/FeMn spin-
valve structures were studied before and after sequential annealing in the temperature range
240-360°C. Since no extended interdiffusion is observed, the overall deterioration of the
magnetic and magnetoresistive properties of the spin valve is believed to originate from
morphological and structural changes. In particular, annealing was found to decrease the
magnetoresistive properties of Co as a result of structural changes within the Co layer and at
the Co/Cu interface. These changes are accompanied by modifications of the magnetic
properties. For annealing temperatures above 2400 C, strong grain growth within the Co
layer and increasing amount of fcc Co explain the increased magnetic hardness of this layer.

INTRODUCTION

Since its discovery, many efforts have been made to understand the fundamental
mechanisms of giant magnetoresistance. Its origin is now widely believed to be spin
dependent scattering (SDS) [1-81. The influence of the detailed bulk and interface structure
of metallic multilayers and sandwiches is well accepted too. The nature of the SDS was
shown to be either interfacial [1.2,5-7], bulk [3,4] or both [7], depending on the materials
involved. In systems with interfacial SDS, the structural properties of the interface such as
interface roughness or compositional intermixing play a dominant role. In Fe/Cr multilayers
for example, the magnetoresistance amplitude is increased by interface roughening [8,9]. In
sputtered NiFe/Cu/NiFe/FeMn spin valves, the role of compositional intermixing at the
NiFe/Cu interfaces has been recently studied by systematically increasing the thickness of the
intermixed regions through successive annealings [10-141. In contrast to Fe/Cr, interface
roughening decreases the magnetoresistance amplitude. The observed decrease was attributed
to the presence of high resistivity compositionally intermixed layers at the NiFe/Cu
interfaces. Spin independent scattering within these non-magnetic, Cu-rich, intermixed layers
reduces both the number and the mean free path of the electrons exchanged between the two
ferromagnetic layers.

In this paper, we report the effect of annealing on the magnetic, magnetotransport and
structural properties of Co/Cu/NiFe/FeMn spin valves. The results %re obtained by
conventional magnetometry and transport measurements and by zero field "Co NMR. They
were interpreted in the light of measurements of nonferromagnetic interfacial layers on
annealed Cu/Co/Cu structures [10], of extensive studies of annealed NiFe/Cu/NiFe/FeMn
spin valves [11-15] and of a recent investigation of non-annealed Co/Cu/NiFe/FeMn spin
valves by NMR [16]. By comparing the annealing effect on Co/Cu/NiFe/FeMn and
NiFe/Cu/NiFe/FeMn spin valves, we show that structural changes within the Co layer and at
the Co/Cu interface decrease the magnetoresistive properties of Co. For annealing
temperatures above 240*C, we note an increased hardness of the Co layer which can be
related to grain growth with fcc structure within this layer. Since no extended interdiffusion
is observed, it is believed that deterioration has its origin in morphological and structural
changes, accompanied by modifications of the magnetic properties, in particular within the
Co layer and at the Co/Cu interface.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL

A series of Ta 50k/Cu 30A/Co 75k/Cu 22k/NiFe 50k/FeMn 80k/Ta 50A spin-valve
structures were grown on Si(100) wafers during the same deposition runj in a computer
controlled DC magnetron sputtering system with a base pressure of 5. 10- Ton" and an Ar
plasma pressure of 3 mTorr. The films have a colqmnar structure with a strong < 111 >
texture and an average grin diameter of about 100A 112]. Annealing was carried out in a
high vacuum furnace (10 Tort) under a constant magnetic field of 500 Oe in order to
maintain the pinned layer constrained by exchange anisotropy. Consecutive annealings for
6.5h were performed at four temperatures : 240, 280, 320 and 360'C.

Magnetization loops were measured using a commercial B-H looper or a Vibrating
Sample Magnetometer. Different magnetic and transport properties were monitored at room
temperature after each anneal : magnetoresistance (AR/R), sheet resistance (R ) saturation
magnetic flux (0s), coercivity (H,), coupling field (H.) and exchange bias (H,). AR/R and
Rr1 were measured with standard four point probes with an in-plane field applied along the
easy axis defined by exchange anisotropy and the current perpendicular to the field. Bulk and
interface structure ,0 well as magnetic properties of the Co layer were investigated by zero
field NMR. The "Co spectra were measured at 1.5*K using an automated frequency-
scanning broadband spectrometer with phase coherent detection. The rf field was applied in
the plane of the layers, perpendicular to the easy axis. In order to compare absolute
intensities, all spectra were normalized to the total surface area of the Co resonance peaks,
which represents the total number of magnetic Co atoms.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure la shows the magnetic moment versus applied field for an as-deposited sample.
The curve consists of two well-separated hysteresis loops. The loop at about 15 Oe
corresponds to the reversal of the magnetization of the Co layer, while the loop shifted by
exchange anisotropy to about 220 Oe corresponds to the reversal of the pinned NiFe layer.
The values of the different magnetic and transport properties measured on two as-deposited
samples are listed in Table I.

The 5 9 Co NMR spectrum of an as-deposited sample is shown in Figure 2. The
spectrum can be separated into three parts : a main line at 215 MHz, a large shoulder at
higher frequencies and a set of lines below 200 MHz. These different features respectively
correspond to bulk fcc Co. bulk hcp Co and Co atoms with at least one Cu among their
nearest neighbors. In particular, the satellite line at 165 MHz which corresponds to Co atoms
with three Cu nearest neighbors, is characteristic of perfect < 111 > interfaces. In addition,

Talkie I - Mjgnetic and transport properties of two as-jieposited. (AD) and annealed Si/Ta
50A/Cu 30A/Co 75jk/Cu 22A/NiFe 5oAkFeMn 80A/Ta 50A spin-valve structures :
magnetoresistance (AR/R), sheet resistance (R ) saturation magnetic flux (0s), coercivity
(He), coupling field (Hi) and exchange bias (He0 ).Sex

AR/R R . _ _s Hc I HHi t Hex

M%) (a) (nWb) (e0 (0e0 (0e)

sape~~IIZ 11 21 2 11 22

AD 4.63 4.65 9.87 9.47 0.475 0.505 20.2 20.3 14.7 13.4 220 225

240°C 3.80 3.74 10.12 9.86 0.476 0.500 17.3 17.1 15.0 14.5 224 224

280°C 2.41 2.52 11.38 11.04 0.466 0.460 4.1 4.9 39.2 39.1 155 167

t
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Fik.1 - Magnetization curves measured with the field along the easy axis for Si/Ta 50A/Cu
30A/Co 75,/Cu 22A/NiFe 5OA/FeMn 80A/Ta 50A spin-valve structures (a) as-deposited
and after sequential annealing up to (b) 280°C, (c) 320°C and (d) 360°C.
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Fig. 2 - 59Co NMR spectra of the Cu/Co/Cu/NiFe/FeMn spin-vaive structure as-deposited
(AD) and after sequential annealing. The label AD* refers to an as-deposited sample studied
previously [16]. Spectra are normalized to the peak surface area and the magnification
factor of the low frequency side is 33.
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we reported the presence of a contribution between 200 and 210 MHz which we showed to
originate from Co atoms located at the grain boundaries of the columnar grains [161.
Whereas the spectra obtained for the as-deposited samples of the present batch are
superimposed, slight differences can be noted when comparted to similar samples studied in
our previous work [16]. This is illustrated in Figure 2. The overall number of Co atoms at
the interface is lower and the three-Cu nearest neighbor contribution is smaller for the
present samples. Whereas the Co/Cu interfaces of the previous samples were composed of a
small number of wide islands with perfect interfaces separated by slightly intermixed
regions, the present samples have fewer and/or smaller flat areas but also lower
compositional intermixing in between.

Apart from a slight deck, e of the coercivity of the Co layer, magnetic measurements
did not show significant changes after annealing at 240*C. Magnetoresistance however
decreased by about 20% although the sheet resistance increased only by about 3% (Table I).
This small variation in R0 cannot solely account for the drop in AR/R. As pointed out in
previous studies on the annealing of NiFe/Cu/NiFe/FeMn spin-valves [12-141, this drop is
due to the presence of high resistivity, non-magnetic, Cu-rich intermixed layers at the
NiFe/Cu interfaces. Spin independent scattering within these layers indeed decreases the
flow of polarized electrons exchanged between the two ferromagnetic layers. Magnetic
measurements showed that the thickness of the non-magnetic layer per NiFe/Cu interface
increases frym 2.0 to 4.OA after annealing at 240°C [12]. The drop of AR/R for a NiFe
75A/Cu 22A/NiFe 50A/FeMn 110A spin valve in these conditions is about 20% as well.
Measurements on Cu/Co/Cu structures showed that the non-magnetic layer thickness per
Co/Cu interface is L.OA and increases only slightly after annealing at 240°C. Since the same
drop of AR/R is observed for Co/Cu/NiFe/FeMn and NiFe/Cu/NiFe/FeMn spin valves
although in the former case no resistivity change is expected at the Co/Cu interface, we
conclude that annealing lowers the intrinsic magnetoresistive properties of Co. The NMR
spectrum after annealing at 240°C shows a lower intensity in the range 160-190 MHz,
corresponding to Co atoms surrounded by three Cu nearest neighbors at most (Fig.2). This is
explained by an interface smoothening due to thermally activated local atomic
rearrangement. On the other hand, magnetic measurements show a slight increase of the
thickness of the nonmagnetic layer. A possible explanation would be that some Co atoms
remain in the Cu layer. Due to an increased number of Cu neighbors, their magnetic moment
and their Curie temperature are then lowered as pointed out by Schneider et al. [17]. At
1.5°K, their NMR spectral contribution would be shifted toward and spread over the lower
frequency range. At RT, nonmagnetic layer thickness measurements would be the result of
an approximate balance between lower interface roughness and slight diffusion into the Cu I
layer. Finally we believe that the decrease of the magnetoresistive properties of Co after
annealing is related to the modification of tne Co/Cu interface structure since no other
magnetic or morphological changes were observed. This relation can be explained by the
interfacial SDS properties of Co [18].

After subsequent annealing at 280°C, the hysteresis exhibits noticeable changes
although the loops corresponding to the free and to the pinned layer are still separated
(Fig.ib). On one hand the exchange anisotropy field of the NiFe layer decreases to about
160 Oe. On the other hand the loop of the free Co layer shifts to about 39 Oe together with a
strong drop of coercivity and lower coercivity squareness (Table I). After the same thermal
treatment, magnetic measurements show that the thickness of the magnetically inactive layer
increases from 4.0 to 5.0A per NiFe/Cu interface in the case of NiFe/Cu/NiFe/FeMn spin
valves [13] and from 1.6 to 2.OA per Co/Cu interface in the case of Cu/Co/Cu structures.
Considering these low thickness variations, we believe that the origin of the coupling field
increase is not a thickness decrease of the Cu layer due to interdiffusion. This coupling field
behavior could be related to the deterioration of the anisotropy exchange field. Figure 3
represents the frequency dependence of the NMR signal on the optimum rf field strength.
This quantity is proportional to the local magnetic moment stiffness. First we note that the
hardness of the Co layer increased after the 280°C anneal, in agreement with the RT
magnetic measurements. Furthermore, the feature at about 210 MHz fades due to an
increased stiffness of the Co atoms at the grain boundaries. Grain boundary and interface Co
atoms have now almost comparable magnetic moment stiffness. Figure 4 is a topographic
view of the spin echo intensity versus resonance frequency and optimum rf field strength. As
indicated by arrow 1, the spectral region corresponding to grain boundaries atoms (200-215
MHz) shows lower intensity. The smaller amount of Co atoms at the grain boundaries can be
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explained by grain growth within the Co layer. Moreover we note an increase of intensity
around 215 MHz at high rf field strength (arrow 2). This effect is related to grain growth as
well. As the size of the grains increases, the number of bulk Co atoms incrw'ases and the core
of the grains becomes magnetically harder. Also this intensity increase only concerns Co
atoms in an fcc environment. This observation is confirmed -:,, the fcc/hcp ratio which
increases from about 1.0 before annealing to 1.5 after annealing'at 280°C. These different
structural changes in the bulk of the Co layer coincide with strong modifications of the
magnetic properties of the spin valve whereas only slight changes are observed at the Co/Cu
interface.

After annealing at 320°C, we observe a general breakdown of the magnetic and
magnetoresistive properties of the spin valve structure. Hysteresis (Fig. Ic) now only consists
in one single loop centered at about 60 Oe with a coercivity of about 16 Oe. As a
consequence of the inability to rotate separately the magnetizations of the Co and the NiFe
layers, the magnetoresistance strongly dropped from 2.47 to 0.65%. The sheet resistance
increased by about 20%, mainly due to the growth of the high resistivity intermixed layer at
the NiFe/Cu interface. Indeed, in the same annealing conditions, the nonmagnetic layer
thickness is 8.3A for the NiFe/Cu interface [13] and only 2.4A for the Co/Cu interface. The
changes observed by NMR consist in a continuing development of the phenomena described
for the 280 0C anneal (Fig.3 and 4). The main characteristics are a further increase of the
hardness of the Co layer, a further and stronger grain growth and a still increasing amount of
bulk fcc Co. The measured fcc/hcp ratio is now about 1.9. In addition we observed a small
peak in the intensity versus frequency spectrum at about 290 MHz. From reference data
charts of NMR shifts in metallic alloys [19], this resonance line is likely to arise from Mn in
NiFe ( - 320 MHz) rather than from Co. Further experiments are however needed to clarify
this point.

The final anneal at 360°C again led to deep changes of the magnetic properties
(Fig. ld) and to a definitive drop of AR/R to a near zero value. The single hysteresis loop,
centered at about 40 Oe, presents now a very large coercivity of about 230 Oe. A further

Fig. 3 (left) - Optimum rf field strength (i.e local
magnetic moment stiffliess) versus resonance

300 frequency for the Cu/Co/Cu/NiFe/FeMn spin-valve
structure (a) as-deposited and after sequential

2501 c annealing up to (b) 280'C and (c) 320'C.
Fig. 4 (below) - Topographic view of the spin echo

o intensity versus resonance frequency and optimum if
,7 o 200- field strength for the Cu/Co/Cu/NiFe/FeMn spin-valve structure (a) as-deposited and after sequential

150 annealing up to (b) 280°C and (c) 320'C. Arrow I
S150 and 2 as explained in the text
S150

2.6
" b ,2.1

100- 1.6
0

50 2.150 CI 1.6b
u-.- 7 1.1 -

2.6

1.1r

0.6 1
20 . 190 200 210 220 230

100 130 1F60 190 220Frequency (MHz) Frequency (MHz)
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strong increase of the hardness of the Co layer is observed by NMR too. The additional peak
at 290 MHz still increases, which confirms that it originates from some diffusion
phenomenon between the sandwich layers. The fcc/hcp ratio increases to a value of 2.3 :
about 70% of the Co atoms are now in a bulk fcc Co environment. Since low temperature
annealing is expected to favor the growth of the stable hcp phase, we believe that the top part
of the Co layer, which is more hcp-like [17], transforms into fce Co during annealing due to
the influence cf the overlying Cu layer, in a similar way the underlying Cu layer determines
the initial growth of fec Co during deposition.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that annealing leads to a decrease of the magnetoresistive properties of
Co which can be explained by structural changes at the Co/Cu interface and in the bulk of
the Co layer. Since no extended interdiffusion is observed, the deterioration of the
magnetoresistive properties of the spin valve is believed to originate from morphological and
structural changes, in particular within the Co layer and at the Co/Cu interface. Whether
similar effects occur in the NiFe or in the FeMn layer is not known. These changes are
accompanied by modifications of the magnetic properties. For annealing temperatures above
240 0 C, the hardness of the Co layer increases as a result of grain growth within this layer
together with a strong increase of the amount of fec Co. This can be explained by a
combined effect of the two adjacent Cu layer which favors the growth of the fce structure
during annealing to the detriment of hcp Co.
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ABSTRACT

We discuss shortly some problems that have been met in recent systematic
calculations of the magnetic anisotropy energy ( MAE ) performed by the
present authors as well as in studies of other investigators As an example.
we present MAE for ferromagnetic (001) bilayers with antiferromagnetic inter-
plane coupling and for an antiferromagnetic (001) monolayer It appears that
antiferromagnetism can invoke specific effects and under certain conditions,
both MAE and magnetic orbital moment are strongly enhanced.

Due to the symmetry lowering at transition metal surfaces and in films, the
magnetic (magnetocrystalline) anisotropy energy (MAE) is enhanced with res-
pect to its bulk value. It is, nevertheless, small enou,'h ( 10 - 10 IeV ) to make
its evaluation difficult. Recently, the present authors completed an extensive
semi-empirical study 12 of MAE in transition metal mono- and bilayers,
respectively. Into the common tight-binding d-band Hamiltonian for magnetic
films the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) operator was introduced to account for the
magnetic anisotropy and the relevant quantities were evaluated by using the
recursion method. The model parameters were fitted to reproduce the data for
the iron overlayer at the Au(001) surface (large exchange splitting case) or for
the free-standing Ni(001) monolayer (small exchange splitting). With the 3bove
parameters, MAE has been calculated for a number thin films as a function of
the d-electron occupation N. . Simultaneously a formal analysis of the
Hamiltonian moments m, = Tr HI has been performed. By using a
mathematical theorem we have shown that MAE changes its sign four-times
at least as N4 varies from 0 to 10. It appears, however, that a number of
oscillatory features are imposed on the MAE curve that in some cases mask
completely the "canonical" form suggested by the moment analysi,.

Presently, there are strong indications I I showing that the irregular
features on the MAE curve originate from the energy-band crossings at the
Fermi level EF removed by the SOC. According to ref. 4 such contributions to
MAE are of order A: * A where • is the SOC parameter and A is the area in the
2-dim Brillouin zone where the quasidegenerate perturbation theory is valid.
Since for the band crossing in an isolated point generally A - "2 the authors
of ref. 4 conclude that the contribution is small in comparison with the 2nd
order perturbation theory terms and the irregular features come from
numerical errors. Let us stress, nevertheless, that our calculations are free
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from the possible sources (special
integration grid dnd E, independent
of 1 ) of numerical inaccuracy listed
in ref 4. Actually, for ' - 0 the
bands of different symmetry cross
also along numerous curves -, at
the energy extrema on these curves -. (a)
we easily get the guess A - P'2 3

which makes the above criticism .¶
less clear. Generally, the problem I"
does not seem to be fullystingthta --
understood, it is interesting that a
model substrate which breaks the
symmetry and reduces essentially
the number of band crossings has -.
a smoothening effect on the MAE 0 2 4 6 8 10
curve 2 3.. d Band filling

Apart from these complex ques- (b)
tions some MAE features seem to ,

admit a more straigthforward LfI-
interpretation. In this short study weJVI" AA\J
discuss some simple trends in
systems with anti-ferromagnetic I
(AF) coupling which have not been
paid sufficient attention in our -.
previous papers. Let us first D 2 4 6 8 10
consider MAE for the ferromagnetic d Band filing

free-standing (001) monolayer in the (C)
large exchange splitting regime and..
let us compare it with the results for E 2.o-
free-standing (001) bilayers with the 1.0

fcc and bcc geometry, respectively(Fig. 1). The bitayers consist of two -

ferromagnetic planes coupled anti- .0-
ferromagnetically. At the first sight
there is a striking similarity between -2.0-

the three curves presented. The -3.D-
explanation is simple: due to a 1'd fil nodue oad -BSund tilting
considerable energetical separation
between parallel spin bands in the
two planes (AF arrangement) the Figure 1.
layers behave roughly like isolated Magnetic anisotropy energy ( MAE
ones. We find even a quantitative per atom ( meV ) versus the d-band filling
accord between the monolayer and in the large exchange splitting regime
fcc bilayer gross MAE features, for:
whereas the fine irregular structure (a) (001) monolayer
is more sensitive to the geometry (b) fcc-like (001) oilayer
change as it is expected from the (c) bcc-like (001) bilayer
previous discussion. We observe a Negative values correspond to favorable
similar effect when the (111) perpendicular direction of the

magnetization.
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monolayer and fcc bilayer are compared In this case, however the situation
is more obscured by the presence of oscillations

7.0-

6.0 (a)
> 5.0;

E0 4.0-

Ch 3.0-

"0C 2.0

e 1.0
0-
0L 0.
0

-4-2.0-

-3.0
0 2 4 6 8 10

d-Band filling4.0-

> 3.0-

E 2.0-

S0- JI-1.0-

0

C -2.0-

-3.0 . . . . . .

0 2 4 6 8 10
d Band filling

Figure 2:
Magnetic anisotropy energy ( MAE ) per atom ( meV ) versus the d-band

filling for (001) monolayer supposing anti-ferromagnetic in-plane order.
Negative values correspond to favorable perpendicular direction of the
magnetization:.
(a) in the large exchange splitting regime
(b) in the small exchange splitting regime

I
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3-

2- r a)

0-

-_2-

-31
0 2 4. 6 a 10

0.0- d Bond filling
b)0.4--

E
0

0 -0.42

-0.6

0 2 4 6 B 10

d Band filling
Figure 3:

Magnetic orbital moment (in Bohr magnetons ) versus the d-band filling for
(001) monolayer supposing anti-ferromagnetic in-plane order. Full ( dashed)
line corresponds to perpendicular ( in-plane ) component parallel to the
magnetization:
(a) in the large exchange splitting regime
(b) in the small exchange splitting regime

For the bcc (001) bilayer, the amplitude of the MAE curve is bigger: the
reason is that now we treat the in-plane nearest neighbors as 2nd nearest
neighbors in the bulk and hence, the in-plane hopping integrals are reduced
twice. The doubling of the magnitude of gross features follows immediately
from the 2nd order perturbation theory arguments 1 5; however, the oscillating
features do not conform with this picture. Let us note that a similar "free-
standing layer" behavior can be anticipated also for thicker films with
interlayer AF coupling supposing that the exchange splitting (or
magnetization) is sufficiently large.
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As another example let us study the free-standing (001) monolayer with an
AF arrangement of spins forming the c(2x2) structure which might have been
observed experimentally I for Cr/Ag(001) recently and which has been
predicted theoretically for some transition metals on noble metal 8. To this
goal let us glance once more on the result for the ferromagnetic (001)
monolayer (Fig. la). An outstanding feature on the MAE curve are the peaks
pointing to the preferred in-plane magnetization ini the middle of the majority
( Nd - 2.5) and minority ( Nd - 7.5) spin bands, respectively. These features can
be related to the XY-orbital peak in the local density of electronic states in the
centre of the d-band: the hybridization of these states with (XZ,YZ) states with
the same spin orientation via SOC explains the MAE sign '. (To avoid a
confusion, let us note the this mechanism need not be operative when the
coupling with e. states is effective, e.g. due to large crystal-field splitting or for
another geometry). Unlike in ferromagnetic materials, there is no separation
between opposite spin bands in AF structures; instead of it, the bands split at
the boundary of the new Brillouine zone. The splittings occur mainly in the
d-band central part. For small exchange splitting the XY-peak lies at N. - 5
and is split into two parts. We see the corresponding effect on the MAE curve
(Fig. 2b). When the exchange splitting is large, the separation of the two peaks

the MAE curve grows as well as their width does (Fig. 2a). Note that the
la, case is especially unfavorable for the perpendicular magnetic
anisLtropy.

The fact that for the AF c(2x2) structure the magnitude of MAE can be rather
large and increases with the growing exchange splitting is caused by the
energetical separation between parallel spin states at neighboring atoms
which reduces the intensity of interactions and leads to the band narrowing.
In this situation SOC becomes more important (cf. small denominators in the
2nd order perturbation theory). Let us remark that in systems where a large
MAE is possible, the projection of the orbital moment on the spin direction can,
as a rule, attain considerable values (cf. refs. 1,2,5 ). For the AF c(2x2)
monolayers we obtain extremal values of the orbital moment as large as about
0.6puB and 2 .3UB for the small and large exchange splitting, respectively ( Fig.
3 ). The orbital moment contribution ehhances/quenches the local magnetic
moment when the d-band is more/less than half-filled.

In conclusion, we have found that in AF superstructures specific effects can
take place including large enhancement of MAE or magnetic orbital moment.
One can speculate that analogous effects could occur also for appropriate
magnetic alloy surfaces and films.
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SPIN WAVE PROPAGATION AND BRILLOUIN LIGHT SCATTERING ON
ANTIFERROMAGNETICALLY COUPLED BILAYERS

R. L. STAMPS AND R.E. CAMLEY

Department of Physics, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, Colorado Springs, CO

80933-7150

ABSTRACT

The ground state spin configuration of antiferromagnetically coupled ferromagnetic thin
films is determined by competition between anisotropies, interlayer exchange and the applied

magnetic field. It is shown that many details of a ground state spin configuration can be

obtained by studying the behavior of the spin wave frequencies as functions of propagation
direction and applied field strength. A sensitive dependence on the relative film thicknesses is

found for small applied field strengths.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent theoretical and experimental studies have examined some of the unusual ground

state spin configurations possible in antiferromagnetically coupled bilayer structures with
strong uniaxial and four-fold anisotropies [1-5]. The present work is motivated by
magnetometry measurements and Brillouin light scattering results which clearly indicate a

series of transitions between various spin configurations [4,51. Knowledge of the exact

ground state spin configuration is important not only to measuring the nature and strength of
the antiferromagnetic coupling mechanism and anisotropies of thin film structures, but also for

understanding phenomena that depend on the relative orientation of spins in neighboring
films. This is especially important for the giant magnetoresistance effect which depends on

the antiparallel alignment of ferromagnetic films in a multilayer and is therefore sensitive to the

ground state spin configuration.
T?, this paper a theory for the lowest energy spin wave excitations in antiferromagnetically

coupled bilayers is presented. The spin wave frequencies are studied for equilibrium

configurations of the magnetizations determined by four-fold anisotropies with arbitrary

orientations of an externally applied static in-plane magnetic field. The aim is to provide a
framework for describing results from resonance and Brillouin light scattering experiments. It

is shown that the spin ". ave frequencies are strongly nonreciprocal (o(q)*co(-q)) in certain

spin configurations.

II. THEORY

The geometry of the two layer system is shown in Fig. i for an arbitrary angle between

the equilibrium directions of the magnetizations of the films. The thickness of the films are d,

and d 2 and they are separated by a distance s. An applied magnetic field Ho is placed along

the z direction. A wavevector q is defined which makes an angle 4 with the z axis and lies in

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 11993 Materials Reearch Socfhty
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the xz plane. The frequencies of traveling waves will in general depend on the magnitude and

direction of the wavevector q because of both exchange and dipolar interactions. All fields

and magnetizations are treated as continuously varying functions of position. The

magnetizations are separated into a static part whose orientation is specified by ct and a small

dynamic part m.

The equilibrium direction of the
magnetization in each film depends on

the strength of the applied magnetic

field, the antiferromagnetic coupling

as well as the anisotropy energies. q

present in the material. In general the d,

canting angles axI and a 2 are not the

same for arbitrary orientations of the a
applied field relative to the easy M

anisotropy axes. A four-fold d

anisotropy energy K is assumed with i

one easy axis an angle 0 away from

the field direction and another easy

axis normal to the film plane. The Figure 1. Geometry for the bilayer.
magnetization is assumed to lie in the

film plane. The total energy of the

two layer system is:

E= K[sin2(2(0 + a1 ))+ sin 2 (2(0- a 2 ))] -H. Ms (cosal +cosa 2 )+L Ms cos(aj +a 2 )

(i)

Here X is a constant that measures the strength of the interlayer exchange. The direction of the

equilibrium magnetization can be found by minimizing E with respect to cc1 and oa2 . This can

be done using simple numerical techniques.

Spin wave frequencies are calculated from the Bloch equations of motion. For the

magnetization in film 1, these are:

dt (2)

The various terms are as follows: H. is the applied magnetic field, Dex is a measure of the

strength of the exchange interaction within the film and hdip are the dipolar fields acting on the

magnetization of film 1. K is a matrix containing anisotropy terms such that Km I are the
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effective dynamic anisotropy fields acting on the magnetization of film land Ks is the static

anisotropy field acting on the magnetization of film 1 (for the case where the magnetization

does not lie in a direction of symmetry). Similar expressions can also be written for M2 .

Electromagnetic theory can be used to relate hdip to mI and mn2. Since the system has
translational invariance in the x and z directions, Fourier transforms can be used to eliminate x

and z dependencies in all the fields and magnetizations. The goal is then to have an expression

which gives hdip acting on a plane at position y due to the magnetization in a plane at position

y'. A functional relationship is then sought of the form:

hdip(qy)=Jdy'g(q'y - y') ifr(qy') (3)

The wavevector q lies in the xz plane. The Maxwell equations can be used to obtain g [6].

This integral representation of hdip gives the Fourier transform of the dipolar field at a plane

located at y due to a spin wave travelling with wavevector q in a plane located at y'.

When Eq. (3) is used in the equations of motion one obtains after linearization a set of

integral equations involving m1 and m2 . All of these equations are coupled and must be

solved for co. This is in fact a difficult task for thick ferromagnetic films but can be done
relatively simply for the lowest energy modes of coupled systems of very thin ferromagnetic

films. The reason is that the lowest energy mode of a thin film is the uniform mode where the

time varying magnetization is essentially constant across the thickness of the film. This in
turn allows one to average the dipolar fields over the thicknesses of the films and simplifies

the calculation considerably [7].

In order to perform this averaging process, the effective fields are integrated over y. Each

of the integrals can be evaluated as follows. Since the magnetization is assumed not to vary

across the thickness of a film, mI and m2 may be taken outside the integrals. The resulting

surface terms are evaluated using the Hoffmann boundary conditions in the limit of small qd.

The resulting set of six coupled equations can be put in the form of an eigenvalue equation

which can be solved for the eigenvalues ti and eigenvectors m 1 and m2 . The solutions can

be found numerically or in some special cases simple analytical forms can be derived. In

general there will be two modes: One due to an in-phase precession of mnI and m2 and one

due to out-of-phase precession of m 1 and m2 . These modes are referred to as acoustic and

optic, respectively.
It assumed for the moment that dl=d2 . In the case of propagation perpendicular to field

direction, the acoustic mode frequency is (to first order in qd):

0312= y 2 H0 (HO+4n M cosa)+ y2 1(4n Ms)2 qd(l+e-qs)cos2 a
T (4)

The anisotropy is set to zero in this example. The canting angle
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a is then simply cos a = -Ho / (2 X ). When ax=0 and s=0, Eq. (4) gives the frequency of the

Damon-Eshbach surface mode on a thin ferromagnetic film of thickness 2d.

111. RESULTS
A great deal of information about the spin configurations can be obtained by studying spin

wave frequencies for different directions of propagation. The dependence of the frequencies

on propagation angle 0 is shown in Fig. 2 for a case where the applied field is aligned along

an easy axis (0=0). The parameters are 2K/Ms = 580 G, He,=-150 G, 4ntM=19 kG

d1 =d2=38A and q=.006 cm"1. The applied field is H0=100 G and the magnetizations are

canted symmetrically about the field direction (i.e. ac=('2),

20.0- Z:2.0| ",

"', HO 0.1 kG ,"
H 0• .1 IG -Z• 20.0" Optic Mode

•- 15.0- ", ' r,,"

-- , : ",, : -- 15.0.',..., .. ,
1 10.0- ' "° "Acostic Mode

Optic Mode ~ 1.

Acoustic Mode 0': • 5.0.

0 0 500
0.0 i " ,,0.0

0 360 .o S 270 360

* (deg.) • (deg.)

Figure 2. Frequencies as functions of Figure 3. Frequencies as tuncfions of
propagation direction. The field is along propagation direction. The field is 5 0
an easy direction. from a hard direction.

The frequencies as functions of i• are shown in Fig. 3 with the field aligned 50 from a

hard axis. The field is again 100 G but now a1 •#aL2 so that there is a small net magnetization

in a direction 400 from the applied field. Note that co(q)*o(-q) for propagation perperidicular

to the field direction (0 =900 and 2700). This nonreciprocal behavior can be understood from

symmetry considerations.

This nonreciprocity of the frequency between +q and -q should be of interest for Brillouin
light scattering. Nonreciprocity occurs in two cases: (1) For propagation in the direction of

the applied field for canting angles x>0& and (2) when the the canting angles of the two films

are different such that the vector sum of the static magnetizations has a component

perpendicular to the field direction. This means that the nonreciprocal behavior of the spin

wave frequencies can be used to provide information on the direction of the average static
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magnetization of the two film system.

Another way of understanding the dependence of o on 0 is to view the dipolar interaction

as similar to a q dependent anisotropy. A symmetry axis of the dipolar "anisotropy" fields is
the direction of the net magnetization.

There is a surprising dependence on relative film thicknesses for bilayers constructed from
very thin film ferromagnets. The reason is that a slight difference of thickness results in a

different net magnetic moment for each film. This leads to a unique spin configuration in
small applied fields where the larger magnetic moment is nearly aligned along the field
direction and the smaller magnetic moment is nearly aligned anti-parallel to the field direction.

This is illustrated in Fig. 4 where the average magnetization in the field direction is shown
as a function of field strength for the case of (a) equal film thicknesses and (b) a 7% difference

between film thicknesses. In Fig. 4(a) c 1 =( 2 and the magnetization is always symmetrically
canted away from the field for small fields. The magnetizations jump into the field direction at
about 250 G.

(a) (b) 0= 0

-~2.0- 2.0-

S1.0 1.0

0.0 . 0.0-
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

H (kG) H (kG)

Figure 4. Static magnetization in the field direction as a function of field. In (a) the
thicknesses of the two films are the same. In (b) the thicknesses differ by 7%.

In Fig. 4(b) however, ctl*Ot2 for fields below 87 G and the net magnetization is nearly

zero. Between 87 G and 250 G, Ct1=a 2 again and the magnetizations are symmetrically

canted away from the applied field. Between 250 G and 280 G, the larger magnetization is
aligned nearly along the field direction while the smaller magnetization remains canted away
from the field. Above 280 G, both magnetizations are aligned along the field.

This behavior is reflected in the spin wave frequencies. The acoustic mode frequency is
shown in Fig. 5 as a function of applied field for the case dl-d 2 described in Fig. 4(b).
Discontinuities appear at 87 G, 250 G and 280 G, corresponding to changing spin

!I
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configurations described above. Note the large nonreciprocity in frequencies for 0 =+900 at

small fields. There is again a small nonreciprocity for fields between 250 G and 280 G. The

nonreciprocity is larger for the small field case because the net magnetization is nearly 900

from the field direction in this configuration.

In conclusion, nonreciprocal 200

properties of spin waves on magnetic 180
bilayers are very sensitive to the spin • 116-
configuration and can provide a great

deal of information on the ' 14
anisotropies in the magnetic films and S12-
the exchange coupling between the .....

films. Even slight variations in layer • 10-.
thicknesses can lead to large effects in s8
the spin wave frequencies. = +900

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

11 (kG)
Figure 5. Frequencies as functions of
field. The thicknesses of the two films
differ by 7% as in Fig. 4(b).
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MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY IN EPITAXIAL Ni/Cu (100) THIN FILMS

G. BOCHI, C. A. BALLENTINE, H. E. INGLEFIELD, S. S. BOGOMOLOV, C. V.
THOMPSON, and R. C. O'HANDLEY
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge MA 02139

ABSTRACT

Epitaxial Ni/Cu (001) films grown on Si (001) by Molecular Beam
Epitaxy were studied in-situ using the Surface Magneto-optic Kerr Effect
(SMOKE) and ex-situ with a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM).
Perpendicular magnetization is observed for Ni thicknesses 15 A < h !< 60
A and fully in-plane magnetization for h . 70 A when the films are
characterized in-situ. The reversal in magnetic anisotropy observed in-
situ at 60 A shifts to 125 A when the films ate exposed to air. 100 A Ni
films deposited on Cui-xNix alloy substrates also show a reversal in
magnetic anisotropy as x is changed. These results suggest that changes in
magnetic anisotropy correlate with misfit strain accommodation.

INTRODUCTION

Since the theoretical predictions of Gay and Richter [1], considerable
experimental effort has been focused on the issue of perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy in ultrathin ferromagnetic films grown epitaxially on
non-magnetic substrates. The systems that have been investigated most
extensively are Fe/Ag (100) [2-5] and Fe/Cu (100) [6-10]. For Fe/Ag (100)
at 100 K, the magnetization switches from perpendicular to in-plane above
2 monolayers (ML) of Fe [5]. In the case of Fe/Cu (100) the switching
behavior has been observed even at T=300 K where the magnetization
goes from perpendicular to in-plane at a thickness of 6 ML [7].

The change in magnetic anisotropy in the Ni/Cu (100) system has
received less attention than in the Fe/Cu and Fe/Ag systems. SMOKE
measurements [11] at T=100 K indicate that the easy axis of magnetization
lies in the plane of the film for Ni thicknesses up to 3.1 ML and a
preference for perpendicular magnetization is observed above 4.7 ML. An
interesting reversal in magnetic anisotropy has also been observed in
epitaxial Cu/Ni/Cu (100) sandwiches (Cu thickness=1000 A) deposited on
Si (100) and characterized ex-situ by VSM [12]. The magnetization was
found to lie in plane for Ni thicknesses h>500 A and out-of-plane for h=50
A with a transition thickness h=100 A.

In the present paper, we report on the behavior of magnetic
anisotropy in epitaxial Ni/Cu/Si (100) at T=300 K characterized under UHV
conditions by SMOKE and in air by VSM. The Ni film thicknesses extend
from 15 A to 200 A. We also present preliminary results showing the
correlation between magnetic anisotropy changes and misfit strain in the

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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magnetic film. With lattice parameters of 3.52 A and 3.61 A for Ni and Cu,
respectively, the misfit between the film and the substrate is ii =2.5 -/,.
The misfit can be reduced to 1.5 % by depositing Ni on Cul-xNix/Cu alloy
substrates, where x is varied between 0 and 0.4 (above x=0.6 bulk Ni-Cu
alloys exhibit a ferromagnetic order). Even though the importance of
strain has already been pointed out by Chappert and Bruno [13], very few
papers establish a direct connection between the onset of misfit
dislocations [10] or misfit strain [14] and the behavior of the magnetic
anisotropy.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The metal films were deposited on Si (IWO) wafers by Molecular
Beam Epitaxy (MBE). The base pressure of the chamber was 5x10-11 Torr
and the pressure never exceeded lx10- 8 Torr during deposition. The Si
wafers were dipped in a 10 % HF-deionized water solution to remove the
native oxide layer but were not heat ceatned in UHV before growth. The
deposition rates for Cu and Ni were 3 A/s and 0.5 A/s respectively. The
thickness of the Cu layer was 3000 A in the Ni/Cu/Si samples. In the
Ni/Cul-xNix/Cu/Si samples, the Cu layer thickness was 1000 A and the
alloy la)er thickness was 2000 A. The depositions were carried out at
room temperature. The crystallographic quality of the films was studied
in-situ by RHEED and ex-situ by X-ray diffraction and TEM. The results
indicate that the films are epitaxial and grow with an (001) orientation.
The purity of the films was studied in-situ by Auger electron
spectroscopy.

The magnetic properties of the films were studied in-situ by SMOKE.
The maximum fields that can be applied are 220 Oe perpendicular to the
film and 650 Oe in-plane. The light source is a polarized 10 mW He-Ne
laser. The laser beam makes an angle of 450 with the film normal. The
intensity of the laser light is monitored by a photodiode which is connected
to the data acquisition system through a lock-in amplifier. Finally, the
samples were removed from the MBE chamber and studied again with a
VSM. All magnetic characterizations were done at room temperature.

RESULTS

The longitudinal and polar M-H loops for 150 A, 35 A and 15 A
Ni/Cu/Si measured by SMOKE are shown in Figs. 1-3 respectively. The M-
H loops measured in-situ for 100 A Ni/Cu/Si and 75 A Ni/Cu/Si are
similar to those shown in Fig. 1. As expected, the magnetization of our
films lies in plane at large Ni thicknesses. For 35 A Ni (Fig. 2), the SMOKE
loops show the magnetization to prefer an orientation perpendicular to the
film plane; the polar loop is square and the longitudinal signal is negligible.
The loops for 50 A and 25 A Ni films are very similar to that for 35 A. For
15 A of Ni (Fig. 3), a strong in-plane component coexists with the out of
plane component. At T=100 K, it has been observed [11] that the
magnetization is fully in plane for h !5 5.5 A and out of plane for h > 8.3 A.
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The strong longitudinal signal in our films at h=15 A suggests that this is
the lower anisotropy switching thickness corresponding to that observed at
h=6 A for 100 K. Further measurements on films of thickness h< 15 A
have so far failed to clarify the nature of this transition.

M(Arbitrary Units) M(Arbitrary Jn'ts)

200 200

Iif.'O'e100+o• o•o-• o•o oH(°e) - o H,•oe)°+
-60 0- 4 0 0A00 2 0 400 600 -200 -1 100 200

-200 - 00

ý-200 -O:200

Fig.l: Longitudinal (left) and polar (right) M-H loops for 150 A Ni/3000 A
Cu/Si(100).
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Fig.2: Longitudinal (left) and polar (right) M-H loops for 35 A Ni/3000 A
Cu/Si(100).
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Fig.3: Longitudinal (left) and polar (right) M-H loops for 15 A Ni/3000 A
Cu/Si( 100).

The variations with Ni film thickness of the perpendicular remanence
normalized to the saturation magnetization is summarized in Fig. 4. This
figure includes in-situ SMOKE and ex-.itu VSM data. The most striking
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and interesting feature of Fig. 4 is the existence and the extent of the
region where perpendicular anisotropy is observed: from 15 A to 60 A for
films kept under UHV conditions; from 25 A to 125 A for films exposed to
air. This range of perpendicular easy axis is large compared to that
observed in the Fe/Cu (100) system where the perpendicular to in-plane
switching thickness does not exceed 10 A at T=300 K 17). The switching of
the magnetic anisotropy observed in-situ at 60 A shifts to 125 A when the
samples are exposed to air. This shift is most likely due to oxidation of the
Ni film. In fact, samples with 100 A and 75 A Ni films which have been
exposed to air and placed back in the MBE chamber show loops similar to
the VSM loops, indicating an out of plane magnetization.

In-situ
0.8

S0.6

S0.4

0.2

0

0 40 80 120 160 200
Film thickness (A)

Fig.4: Variation of the perpendicular remanence (normalized to
the saturation magnetization) with Ni film thickness in Ni/3000 A
Cu/Si(100).

The results for the magnetic properties of 100 A Ni films on alloy
substrates (Cul-xNix/Cu/Si) characterized by VSM are summarized in Fig.
5 where the perpendicular remanence, normalized to the saturation
magnetization, is plotted as a function of Ni content in the substrate. The
Cul-xNix/Cu/Si substrates were shown to be non-magnetic by VSM
measurements. The ex-situ magnetization is perpendicular to the film
plane when a 100 A Ni film is deposited on pure Cu and falls in-plane
when the Ni concentration in the substrate exceeds 25 %. This switching of
the magnetization easy axis with film-substrate misfit, for a film with a
relatively large thickness, is very interesting because it shows a qualitative
correlation between the change in magnetic anisotropy and magneto-
elastic effects in thin films.
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Fig.5: Variation of the perpendicular remanence (normalized to the
saturation magnetization) with x in 100 K Nil2000 A Cuj.,Nix/l000 A
Cu/Si(100).

DISCUSSION

It has been emphasized by many research groups [2.6,8,91 'hat
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in ultrathin films is expected whenever
a uniaxial anisotropy energy Ks, arising from the reduced symmetry at
interfaces, overcomes the magneto-static (MS) energy 21rMs 2 of the film.
At 300 K, perpendicular anisotropy is observed up to 10 A in Fe/Cu (100)
[7) and up to 60 A in our Ni/Cu (100) films. The ratio of the MS energy of j
Fe to that of Ni is approximately equal to lo/l. It is therefore very
tempting to associate the larger switching thickness in Ni/Cu (100) with
the lower MS energy of Ni. However, this argument overlooks the surface
and interface anisotropies which could also be quite different in the Ni/Cu
(100) and the Fe/Cu (100) systems. We believe that the switching of the
magnetization from perpendicular to in-plane is instead determined by a
competition between the MS energy, the surface anisotropy energy and the
magneto-elastic (ME) energy of the film. The Ni film, which has a smaller
lattice parameter than the Cu substrate, is under an in-plane biaxial tensile
strain. Since the first order (bulk) ME coupling coefficient of Ni is positive
(BI =6.21 x 107 erg/cm 3 ), ME energy favors a perpendicular anisotropy.
We have measured the dislocation spacing and the in-plane biaxial strain E
in the Ni film as a function of thickness in epitaxial Ni/3000 A Cu/NaCI
(100) structures [15]. We can then get an estimate of K, by solving the
following equation at the transition thickness h-60 A where e=1.1% (Fig. 4,
ref. l5):

2Bi3E - 2irMs2 + 2Ks/h = 0 (1)

With 2ntMs 2 = 1.47x 106 erg/cm 3 for Ni, we obtain Ks = 0.03 erg/cm 2 . This
argument is semi-quantitative since the strain was measured ex-situ and
may differ slightly from the strain for a film kept under UHV. Moreover,

S.. . . . . ... . . .. • ":'' • "•z I
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the bulk values of the coefficient BI and of Ms might not be adequate for
60 A films and thinner.

The reversal in magnetic anisotropy observed in 100 A Ni on alloy
substrates Cul-xNix by VSM can also be understood based on the interplay
between ME and MS energies. For Ni/Cu samples exposed to air, the
switching thickness of the magnetization is h--125 A (Fig. 4). As the Ni
content in the substrate is increased from 0 to 40%, the misfit between the
film and the substrate is reduced from 2.5% to 1.5%. This reduction in
misfit is significant and could lower the ME energy BIE enough to make the
magnetization switching thickness decrease to 100 A for films exposed to
air. We plan to make a more quantitative study of misfit effects by
measuring the strain in the films as a function of x, extending these
measurements over a broader range of Ni thicknesses and characterizing
the films in-situ by SMOKE.
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ABSTRACT

High resolution Kerr microscopy has been used to study newly developed Co 2 5 Pt 7 5 alloy

films with perpendicular magnetic anisc,,ropy. In particular, the dynamics of magnetization

reversal processes wase inveztigated by means of time resolved domain pattern analysis

Domain wall motion dominated magnetization reversal as well as nucleation dominated

processes were observed. Magnetic aftereffect phenomena were confirmed by relaxation

measurements of magnetic domains The fractal dimension of the observed domains is

correlated to the macroscopic coercivity determined from hysteresis loop measurements

INTRODUCTION

Thin metallic films of alloys of Co and Pt have recently been discussed as promising new

materials for magnetooptic recording applications [1]. The advantages of these alloys

compared with other recording materials were clearly pointed out in recent publications [1-3].

The process of magnetization reversal is of particular interest because of its important role in

thermomagnetic recording. Special interest is focused on the formation of magnetic domains

and the stability of the domain shape after reversal of the magnetization in the writing laser

spot. Therefore the magnetic aftereffect is considered to be one of the limiting factors in

magnetooptic recording applications.

In this paper we present a study of the magnetization dynamics using Kerr microscopy and

successive image processing. In addition, quasi static hysteresis loops for the present

Co 2 5 Pt 7 5 samples with uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy could be determined with this

method. The shape of these hysteresis loops basically coincide with that from conventional

polar MOKE loops [5].

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. '1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL

The determination of domain patterns is based on a polarisation microscope setup described

elsewhere [6]. The imaging is based on the polar Kerr effect. Image acquisition is performed

with a highly resolving CCD-Camera with linear response in intensity. By using frame data

averaging in a fast real-time image processor we were able to reduce the noise and drastically

enhance the contrast in the domain imaging. Subtracting background images further improves

the quality of the data.
Co 2 5 Pt 7 5 alloy films were prepared by e-beam evaporation in high vacuum with a base

pressure of - 10-8 mbar at a typical deposition temperature of about 2200C Polished Si( 100)

substrates were used with 400A thick SiNx etched buffer layers [7]. Alloys were obtained by

subatomic layering of Pt and Co as described previously [1-2]. The final composition was

determined with x-ray fluorescence. Typical film thicknesses cover the range from d= 100 A to
d=300 A. All measurements were carried out at room temperature in a high field magnet

arrangement (up to IT) especially designed for microscopic applications The characterisation

of the film structure yields for the alloy samples cubic symmetry with fcc(l 11) orientation

predominantly parallel to the film plane [1-3]. The films are polycrystalline and average grain

sizes based on x-ray diffraction measurements and surface topography characterization in the

order of 100-200A have been observed [5]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows hysteresis loops of two Co25 Pt 7 5 alloy samples with d=100 A and d=200 A

thicknesses. All data points were obtained from domain images at the respective field steps by

determining the ratio of up and down magnetised areas after background subtraction and

normalized with respect to the field of view.
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FJg. 1: Hsvteresis l•oo) o ('o25 J'175 alloyfilni with (a) d 100 A and (i) d 200 A deternuined

front domain pattern analjsis.

The images were acquired after relaxation of the domain pattern to obtain quasi-static

hysteresis loops. Systematic investigation of the magnetization curves of films with different

varying film thicknesses yields an increase in coercivity Hc with growing film thickness. In all
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samples (d=100,200,300A), we found Mr/Ms = I. With increasing thickness the nucleation

points in the hysteresis loops become less well defined and their shape becomes rounded A
detailed analysis of domain shapes at the nucleation field is shown in Fig 2 We find in general,

that with increasing film thickness an increasing number of small sized domains is being formed

at the nucleation field

(a) (b)

Fig. 2: Typical domain shapes at Mhe nuchiaion poins of two different ( o2 5 Pt 75 alloy films

(a) H- 15.5 kA'm anddd-l00A (h,) 20-5 kA m, d 200 A. The white area represents lip and the

dark area downt domaits, respectively.

At a film thickness of 1O0A the magnetization reversal is dominated by domain wall motion

while at larger thicknesses nucleation of domains seems to prevail.An analysis of the wall

structure with respect to the domain area yields evidence for a correlation between the fractal

dimension of the domains and the film coercivity.In general we find, that the fractal dimension

increases with Hc. Figure 3 displays a series of domain pattern images from a Co 2 5Pt7 5 alloy

film of d=100A after application of a reverse field step, i e. a magneiic field opposite to the

actually saturated magnetization state. The field is stepped to a given negative field value near

the nucleation field within one second and kept constant thereafter. Domain pattern images are

gathered subsequently in time intervals of a few seconds. One can easily follow the growth of

the dark shaded down domains. After a few minutes complete relaxation into saturation is

obtained. The area of magnetization collinear with the external field is plotted in Fig, 4 for two

different field steps of H=15.5 kA/m and 16.8 kA/m, respectively. The experiment obviously

indicates that the slope of the magnetization curve vs.time becomes steeper as the negative

field step is increased. Small field amplitudes result in magnetization curves with very flat initial

slope. Refined analysis in this time regime shows evidence for a noisy Barkhausen type change

of the magnetization.
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Fig. 4: Time dependence of magnetization after application of reverse magnetic field

Similar results for the field dependence of relaxation time were reported for Co/Au ultrathin
films [2]. A first analysis of our results in terms of the Fatuzzo model [8] shows that this

cannot be applied in all cases to the present samples. Additional work has to be done to

determine the ratio of nucleation- and domain-wall-dominated reversals.
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CONCLUSION

We have investigated a series of Co25 Pt 7 5 alloy samples with various film thicknesses The

coercivity of these alloys increases with total film thickness. The magnetization reversal

mechanism changes from a wall-motion-dominated type to a nucleation-do,ninated type as the

film thickness increases. Magnetic aftereffect measurements show a relaxation behaviour which

is only partlv in accordance with the Fatuzzo model. Although a correlation between the fractal

dimension of the domains and the coercivity is indicated, this clearly needs to be inestigated in

further detail.
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ABSTRACT

The electronic and magnetic structure of small vanadium clusters adsorbed on
Ag(001) is studied as a function of the exchange integral J of the Hubbard
Hamiltonian and cluster size with bcc structure. For each topological arrangement,
the transition from nonmagnetic to magnetic order is characterized. As in the case of
films (I or 2 layers thick) epitaxially grown on Ag(001), antiferromagnetic coupling
between V atoms is usually obtained. However, bccausc thc symmetry is lower in the
present case, various magnetic configurations are displayed.

INTRODUCTION

Since a long time, vanadium has attracted interest for its specific magnetic

properties: the isolated atom has a permanent moment of 3pus ; however it is well
"known that bulk V is paramagnetic. Very recently, Bouarab et al[ I ] and Dorantes-
Davila et al 1 2 1 have discussed respectively the onset of magnetic moments of
vanadium free standing layers or as overlayer on Ag(001) and of free standing
clusters of vanadium. The local magnetic moment, magnetic order and average
magnetic moment are calculated for T0=0K as a function of the intra-atomic
exchange integral J. In the present communication we will consider clusters of
vanadium adsorbed on Ag(001). A one-layer cluster of 21 atoms and a two-layers
cluster of 33 atoms are considered (figure 1). Free standing V clusters have been
shown to become magnetic when the number of atoms is not too high [ 2, 3 1 . Two
contradictory effects appear to be in work for these clusters: a supermagnetic effect [
4 ] leading to a cancellation of the magnetic moment in the case of small size of the
vanadium cluster and a coordination number effect which tends to cancel the moment
of the cluster when the size is too great 1 2, 3 ] . Through Stern-Gerlach
measurements, Douglas et al [ 4 1 have shown that the maximum true moment
consistent with uncertainty is considerably below the calculated values of Dorantes-
Davila et al [ 2 1 and Feng-Liu et al [ 3 ] . The small value may indicate that the
lattice spacing is less than the bulk value. In order to stabilize the lattice parameter,
experimentalist do perform growth of V on Ag(001). As an example, Moodera and
Meservey 1 5 ] have recently obseved through surface impedance measurements, that
small clusters of vanadium on Ag(001) do present interesting magnetic properties.
Moreover, they have observed that these magnetic properties do depend drastically
on the size of the adsorbed cluster. Recently, Dorantes-Davila and Dreyss6 [ 2 ] have
pointed out that a first-order transition appears for a critical value Jc , for all sizes
of the cluster. Therefore, one have to be very cautious in the study of this type of
systems. Christensen et al[ 6 ] have determined through Linear-Muffin-Tin-Orbital

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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(LMTO) method the values of the exchange integrals for the transition metal

elements. However this is a bulk calculation and thus the values of the exchange
integral may vary with the size of the cluster. Moreover it has been shown by Stollhof
et al [ 7 1 that the local density approximation (LDA) used by Christensen et al

largely neglects correlation. For this reason, in the present communication, we derive
the magnetic moments of small clusters of V adsorbed on Ag(001) in terms of J.

RESULTS

The cluster of 21 atoms displays strong peaks in the local density of "iau- i LDOS).
These peaks are related to the low coordination number of the V atom,, !,d are more
pronounced than in the case of V overlayer on Ag(001) [ I J . We report in figure 2
the polarization of the nanostructure of 21 V atoms on Ag(001); the polarization of
the silver atoms is negligible so that we do not report on it here. The calculations
have been performed in the framework of the tight-binding method in the
unrestricted Hartree-Fock approximation to the Hubbard Hamiltonian ( 1, 2 1 . In
a previous paper [ 9 ], we reported the polarization of the V atoms for J =0.35 eV.
Here we extend it to different values of J because the exact value of J is not well
known.

Repartition of the V islands on Ag(0I)

.. ... .. ..... ....... . ..... ..... .. .
Iffac Zý b l0 ntivrfoCeflSurf"c

... ..... .............. .......... .............. M5 .....

The~~ ----- two) hatche regon corepod o(0) cu-o-tefc-A-bi-rgin-ad-c

laye a:Djacentitoiganon st of 21- V atoms i h w nanostructure. Thored a om6and 7are01

on the top V-layer, located in symmetrical positions above the 21 V-atoms
nanostructure. Atoms numbered from I to 7 are part of a 33 V-atoms nanostructure.|I
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On figure 2 it can be shown that in-plane antiferromagnetism is present in the
one-layer cluster. For reasonable values of J ( J of the order of 0.4-0.5 eV), the less
coordinated atom (only V atoms count for this number because the Ag d-bands are
far apart so that the effect of the hybridization is small), has the strongest magnetic

moment. The high magnetic moment of this external atom of type 5 can be explained
through Stoner criterion because it presents the highest LDOS at the Fermi level.

In figure 3, we report te LDOS for the cluster of 33 V atoms. This structure
consists of 12 atoms adsorbed on the previously discussed 21 atoms structure (see fig.
I). The LDOS of the V atoms are less peaky than in the case of the I-layer cluster
of 21 atoms. This arises from the fact that the V atoms are more coordinated as
before (less atomic-like). Also at the Fermi level, the LDOS are smaller and
consequently the onset of magnetism is for higher values of J (figs 2 and 4). Figure
4 displays the n agnetic moments for the cluster of 33 atoms: atoms of type 6 and '
hase two nearest V neighbors with a positive polirization and two others with a-,
opposite polarization. Therefore, they are frustrated and thus they displaw a low
magnetic moment for J values less than 0.45 eV.

4

3- 1 .__O_*_________--f

-2-

- 111- 1 7
.300 .350 .400 .450 .50C

Exchange integral J(eV)

Fig 4: Magnetic moment u(l,) per atom, on the 7 inequivalent V atotas in the 33
atoms nanostructure on Ag(001)
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CONCLUSION

This calculation has clearly shown that the vanadium atoms wit.) a small co-

ordination are clearly magnetic. This is in agreement with the experimental result of
Moodera and Meservey [ 5 ] . However, the polarization map obtained is very
complicated and similar to the results obtained by Dorantes Davila et al ( 2 ] in the

case of free-standing vanadium clusters. For the I-layer nanostructure of 21 atoms
on Ag(001) an in-plane AF solution may not be unique [ 9 ] and detailed calculations
have to be done for particular values of J. Moreover, a total energy calculation have
to be performed [ 8 ] . The 2-layer nanostructure of 33 V atoms is no more AF but

presents some frustration which decreases the value of the considered V atoms.
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ABSTRACT

Amorphous TbFe films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy are attracting wide attention
as promising candidates for erasable high - density magneto - optical recording and
thermomagnetic printing. TbxFelx thin films with 0 < x < 0.37 are deposited on glass
substrates using r.f. sputtering. The magnetic remanent domain structures are studied at room
temperature using the longitudinal and polar Kerr effect. Samples with 0 < x • 0.23 exhibit
magnetic in-plane anisotropy, while samples with 0.26:< x <0.37 possess uniaxial anisotropy
with easy axis perpendicular to the film plane. The remanent domain structures depend strongly
on Tb content. High remanence and high coercivity are found for samples with 0.27 S x S 0.34
which is confirmed by additional vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) measurements.

INTRODUCTION

Amorphous rare-earth-transition metal alloys are widely investigated for the use as magneto
-optical recording media.t1 2 Moreover it has been suggested that ThFe films could provide
suitable media for magnetic printing.3,4 In magnetic printing, latent images are produced
thermomagnetically and developed using magnetic toner particles .5 For such an application.
films with high remanence and/or sufficient thickness are required in order to create a strong
force on the toner particles. The domain structure and magnetic properties (anisotropy energy)
depend strongly on the composition 6 and on preparation parameters ( substrate temperature). 7

In this paper, we report the influence of Tb concentration on the remanent domain structure
and on the magnetic properties (saturation magnetization, coercivity and remanence) of thin
TbFe films.

EXPERIMENTAL

In our experiments, we use Tb5 Fe 1- thin films with a Tb content x between 0 and 0.37. The
deposition was performed by co-sputtering in a pure argon atmosphere ( 99.997 %) using a
target-substrate (glass) distance of 35 mm These deposition parameters are used for all
samples. Details about the sputtering conditions are reported elsewhere. 8,9 The composition
of the films is determined by using X-ray fluorescence analysis (XFA) where values of x=0'
0.17. 0.23, 0.26, 0.27, 0.30, 0.31, 0.34, 0.37 are found. Film thicknesses, t, are about 150 nm.
All the samples are coated with a thin Al, 0, protective layer. The size of the sample is 30 x 30
mm 2 .For further measurements, the samples are cut to a size 15 x 15 mm 2 . Each set of

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. '1993 Materials Research Society
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samples is used for different measurements in order to obtain reliable data.. Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) measurements are performed in order to check composition data obtained
by using XFA and to obtain data about films homogeneity in the growth direction. Using a
DRON - 2 diffractometer, the angular distribution of X - ray diffracted intensities is measured
using Mo Ka radiation up to:

Krmax = 4nsinomax/ X = 15A (I)

The radiation is monochromatized by using a concave quartz crystal placed in front of a
scintillation counter. Computerized data processing allowed for corrections of X-ray scattering
in air and in the glass substrate as well as absorption in the film.The first two contributions are
estimated by measuring, under the same experimental conditions an annealed Au foil and a
clean substrate respectively. The absorption gi. t in the film (g± = linear absorption coefficient )
is measured with Mo Ka radiation in transmission geometry with reference to a clean
substrate.The remanent magnetic domain structure is directly observed by using the Kerr -
effect and a digital contrast enhancement scheme. 10 The local hysteresis loops are studied

by using a He-Ne laser in the longitudinal and polar Kerr - effect configuration. Additional
magnetization (M) versus magnetic field (H) loop measurements were made with a vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM), calibrated with a Ni standard in a 20 kOe applied field. All the
samples are measured in two position, perpendicular and parallel to applied field.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

AES depth profile analyses shows that our films are homogeneous in the growth direction.
The Fe and Th concentration does not change with increasing film depth and the values are
similar to those determined by XFA. X - ray diffractograms show that films with 0.17 _< x !
0.37 are perfectly amorphous. The diffractogram patterns are quite similar to those reported
in ref 9 for TbFe amorphous alloys, showing a main peak at K =1.43 A and further weaker
details. For films with x ranging between 0.17 and 0.27, the ratio K2'KI is around 1.56 . For
films with x = 0, the X - ray diffraction patterns indicates,as expected the presence of
polycrystalline Fe. Fig. I shows, for x=0 four different remanent domain structures obtained
with MOKE. Using longitudinal Kerr effect conditions various domain pattern are observed
after reducing an applied magnetic field from saturation value to zero and by selecting four
different in-plane directions.(see Figs. I A-ID).. The single domain state at saturation breaks
up into a multidomain configuration after demagnetizing the films by a reducing the applied
magnetic field to zero. No perpendicular magnetization could be observed. However, there is
hard to establish an orientation of the spontaneous magnetization of the domains versus
crystallographic directions because of polycrystalline Fe sample. The domain structures
presented in Fig. I are very close to those reported in ref.l I( domains size of 2000 A thick.for
a 81 - Permalloy film). We notice that for Permalloy film demagnetized in a c magnetic field
along the easy axis, the obtained patterns are similar to those presented in our Fig IA. How
ever, Permalloy films demagnetized in a c magnetic field along the hard axis , the obtained
patterns are near identical to those shown in our Fig. IC. This comparison suggests for our
polycrystalline Fe sample a sort of hierarchy for the in - plane easy directions : not all are really
easy directions. Fig. 2 shows the characteristic remanent domain structure for samples with x

0.23 (A ), 0.26 (B ), 0.34 (C) and 0.37 (D). The patterns from Fig. 2A are obtained by using
longitudinal Kerr effect, while Fig.2 B-2 D, by using polar Kerr effect .The type ofremanent
domain structure in Fig. 2 B-2 D are very different from the domains in Fig. 2A and Fig. I . It
is clear that we have now a structure with free magnetic poles, that can be led into a magnetic

;'•.
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Fig. 1: Four different remanent domain structures of Fe sample. ( All photographs have the
same magnification)

applied field to a bubble structure.Furthermore. in Fig, 2B there are two big domains one black
and one white. Inside of the white one there is possible to be notice the circular black domains
with different diameters. Some of them seems to have the bubble dimensions. There is also
interesting to point out the differences between Fig. 2A and 28 which represented the two
remanent patterns before and over composition with compensation temperature near room
temperature. 2 In general the domain structure depends strongly on the direction of the uniaxial
anisotropy and the magnitude of magnetization which is influenced by the compensation
temperature.1 3 This statement is also confirmed by our domain observations, Fig2B-
2D, where the domain dimensions are gradually decreasing with increasing the Th content far
away to the composition with compensation temperature near room temperature.One of the
main conclusion results from the domain observation is that samples with 0 < x • 0.23 show
in plane anisotropy ,while the sample with 0.26 < x • 0.37 show uniaxial anisotropy with the
easy axis perpendicular to the film plane.A typical example of a local hysteresis loop obtained
by using a He-Ne laser in the longitudinal Kerr effect for the Fe polycrystalline sample is
shown in Fig. 3. Similar curves have been obtained for the sample with 0•5 x K 0.23, proving
that easy axis is lying in the plane of samples. For all the samples additional M-H loop
measurements, using a VSM with the magnetic field applied perpendicular and parallel to the
film surfaces were carried out . Fig. 4 shows the dependence of coercivity (He) versus
saturation magnetization (Ms) The sample with x = 0 has the lowest value of Hc and the

|L
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Fig. 2 The remanent domain structures for the samples x--0.23 (A), 0.26 (B), 0.34 (C), and
0.37 (D). ( All photographs have the same magnification)

-60 60 H(Oe)

Fig. 3 Local hysteresis loop for the sample with x--O

maximum value of Ms. For the samples with 0.27 < x < 0.34 the Hc always has value over
1.26 kOe with the maximum of 4.27 kOe .The quite exponential decrease of coercivity with
increasing the saturation magnetization in the condition of Tb content variation has also
reported by Higashi. 4 In order to check if our Th -Fe films with uniaxial anisotropy are suitable
for obtaining high remanence magnetization required for magnetic printing we show Fig. 5 . It
is evident from this that samples with 0.26 < x < 0.34 have a very high remanence

I
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Fig. 4 The dependence of coercivity ( Hc ) versus saturation magnetization ( Ms ) for Th-
Fe serie samples.

magnetization with Mr / Ms between 84% and 100%. It is also possible in this Fig. to make the
distinguish between samples with in- plane and uniaxial anisotropy and to confirm the domain
structure observations.
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Fig. 5 The dependence of Mr/Ms ratio versus Tb content for Tb-Fe serie samples.
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CONCLUSIONS

- Demagnetized FexTb 1-y. films show strongly different domain patterns below and above
composition with x= 0.23.

- The magnetic domain observation and additional magnetic measurements show that samples
with 0 S x <0.23 exhibit in- plane anisotropy, while samples with 0.26 5 x S0.37 possess
uniaxial anisotropy with easy- axis oriented perpendicular to the film plane.

- High magnetic remanence is found for samples with 0.27 < x ! 0.34.
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ABSTRACT

We have performed elastic neutron scattering measurements of the staggered magnetization
in jFeF2),.(CoF 2 ), superlattices. Thermal expansion measurements, which are proportional to
the magnetic contribution to the specific heat, were also carried out using high resolution x-ray

diffraction. One of the two measured samples has thicknesses of m = n - 4.5 and the other

m = 26 and n = 28 monolayers, as determined from high angle x-ray 0 - 20 scans. In the

m = n = 4.5 sample, only one transition is observed at TN = 62.9K. Analysis of the neutron
data, including the rounding effects, indicates an effective /3 •. 0.42. This does not compare

well with the 3D Ising exponent • = 0.325. The X-ray data also show the existence of only one
specific heat anomaly at T = 62.8 K. For the sr = 26, n = 28 sample, dips in the staggered

magnetization and peaks in the thermal expansion were observed at T -Z 40 K and 74 K. The
higher temperature anomaly, associated primarily with the FeF 2 layers, is sharper than the lower
one, which is presumably rounded by the staggered ordering field imposed by the long range order

in the FeF 2 regions on the CoF 2 regions.

INTRODUCTION

Multilayered epitaxial insulating antiferromagnetic films are promising systems for the study

of a variety of physical models. Since they can be fabricated with overall thicknesses of a few
microns, they can be used to obtain extinction-free Bragg scattering results. This has been
demonstrated[1] using a single 0.8 jim thick layer of FeF2 grown on a ZnF2 substrate toobtan the

critical behavior of the staggered . sgnetization for reduced temperatures of 0.002 < 1t1 < 0.025.

In the same manner, multil•yer thin films can be used to obtain the staggered magnetization near

phase transitions using neutron scattering techniques. Additional information may be obtained

from high resolution x-ray techniques. For example, the thermal expansion coefficient of a film
"c•, which is proportional to the magnetic contribution to the specific heat, may be measured with
x-rays, thus providing the specific heat critical behavior[2, 3, 4].

Bulk crystals of the isomorphic FeF 2 and CoF 2 antiferromagnets have been well characterized[7,

8]. Both antiferromagnets are Ising-like in their critical behavior because of the large anisotropies

which force the spins to align along the c-axis. The effective exchange interaction strength in
CoF2 is much weaker that that of FeF2 . In both cases the dominant exchange is between the

body-center and body-corner next-nearest-neighbor ions. The corresponding transition tempera-

tures are T = 78K and T = 38K for FeF 2 and ColF2 , respectively. The FeF 2-CoF2 mixed system

can be well modeled by ]sing spins for which the next-nearest-neighbor interactions are equal to

the geometric mean of the interaction strengths of the two materials[9].

Epitaxial single thin flints mnade of these materials have been studied using a variety of tech-
niques and their behaviors have been described in some detail[l0j. An important result of these

measurements is that the fundamental magneti, interactions in single thin films, ranging from
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0.25 pm to 3 pm in thickness, do not measurably change from their bulk values.
Conversely, epitaxially grown mullilayers in many instances have unique properties. For

example, antiferromagnetic layers separated by nonmagnetic layers are useful for studying the
crossover from three-dimensional (3D) to two-dimensional (2D) critical behavior[3, 4]. Alter-
natively, multilayers consisting of antiferromagnetic materials with differing nonzero exchange
interactions may be fabricated to study the effects of a modulating exchange interaction along
one direction.[2, 5, 6]

In the study described here, we investigated the dependence of cooperative Ising phase transi-
tions in periodic multilayered structures, composed of two antiferromagnetic materials which
have considerably different next-nearest-neighbor exchange interactions. rhis was done us-
ing x-ray diffraction and neutron Bragg scattering intensity measurements of antiferromagnetic
(FeF 2 ),,(CoF2 ), multilayered structures, whose superlattice period is composed of m monolayers
of FeF2 and n monolayers of CoF 2 . The results obtained from the x-ray and neutron scattering
techniques are consistent with each other. We find that for a m = n = 4.5 sample only one tran-
sition is observed, while for a m = 26, n = 28 sample two anomalies are detected. The anomaly
at the higher temperature, which is associated with the long-range ordering of the FeF 2 regions,
is sharper than the lower one, which is presumably rounded by the long range order imposed by
the FeF2 on the CoF2 regions.

PREPARATION AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION

the samples were grown along the c-axis direction via MBE at a base pressure < 5 x i0-9, a

substrate temperature of 300° C, and a rate of approximately 3 A/sec. Polished ZnF 2 single
crystal discs, 1 cm in diameter and oriented along the [0011 direction, were used as substrates
because ZnF 2 is both non-magnetic and has an excellent lattice match with both FeF2 and CoF 2 .
Two samples were studied, with m = n = 4.5 and m = 26, n = 28, as determined from X-ray
0- 20 scans. The sample thicknesses are 0.29 pm and 0.91 prm, for the m = n = 4.5 and m = 26,
n = 28 samples, respectively. A detailed x-ray analysis of these samples[3] indicates the presence
of interface step disorder ;1 monolayer in the m = n = 4.5 sample and ; 3.5 monolayers in the
m = 26, n = 28 sample, with negligible interdiffusion. The widths of the main superlattice peaks
indicate superlattice structural coherence lengths of 900 1 for the rm = n = 4.5 sample and 2200
A for the m = 26, n = 28 sample.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

X-rays were also used to study the specific heat critical behavior. The thermal expansion
coefficient, a = A' AA/AT, where A is the superlattice modulation length, which is proportional
to the magnetic specific heat, was determined from the position of the main superlattice peak as
a function of temperature. The specific details of this technique may be found elsewhere[2, 3, 4].

The staggered magnetization was independently studied using elastic neutron scattering tech-
niques. The neutron scattering measurements were made at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
High Flux Isotope Reactor on a triple-axis spectrometer. The scattering took place in the hor-
izontal plane about the (100) magnetic peak. The data of the m = n = 4.5 sample were taken
with a pyrolitic graphite monochromator and analyzer at an energy of 14meV. One graphite
filter was used to reduce contamination from high energy neutrons. For the m = 26, n = 28
sample, a graphite monochromator and beryllium analyzer were used. Two graphite filters were
used to reduce the background signal. Transverse peaks were resolution limited for both crystals,
indicating a large crystalline coherence in the directions perpendicular to the film planes.

t
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Figure 1: Thermal expansion coefficient a along the [0011 direction of the m = 26, n = 28 sample,
determined from x-ray scattering measurements. The solid curve represents a fit to a rounded
transition. This rounding is presumed to be caused by the step disorder in the superlattice,
resulting in a distribution of layer thicknesses.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Using the x-ray and neutron scattering techniques described above, we characterized the Ising-
like magnetic ordering taking place in two regimes of layer thickness. For the m = 26, n = 28
sample, a phase transition takes place at Tr 74K which can be associated with the ordering in
the FeF 2 layers. This can be seen in Fig. 1 for the x-ray scattering, which shows the thermal
expansion coefficient versus T, and in Fig. 2 which shows the neutron scattering behavior of the
staggered magnetization. The x-ray data shown in Fig. 1 clearly have two peaks, both of which
are rounded. In order to obtain TN : 74K, the higher temperature peak was fit to a rounded
3D-Ising specific heut function. This function is represented by the solid curve. The rounding was
presumed to arise from the step disorder present in the samples, causing different macroscopic
FeF 2 regions to have different transition temperatures due to finite-size scaling.[3, 5]. The basic
form o(T) = Alt-'I, with t = 1 - TITN , a = 0.11, and the amplitude ratio A+/A- = 0.54,
corresponding to the 3D Ising model, was utilized.

The neutron Bragg scattering intensity is well described by the power law

I _ M.2 = M0
2

1ti (1).

where M, is the staggered magnetization, t = T/Tjv - 1, Tv = 72.5, and 3 = 0.325, as shown

near the upper transition by the solid curve in Fig. 2. The slight discrepancy between the TNv
values determined from x-rays and neutrons is probably due to the uncalibrated thermometer
used in the neutron scattering experiment. We also show, with a dashed curve, what the second
rise in intensity would look like if it were sharp and simply added to the intensity from the higher
transition. The observed rise at lower temperatures, primarily from the ordering of the CoF2
layers with the staggered field from the FeF 2 layers imposed at the layer interfaces, is rounded
over a range of temperature of approximately 15 K.

The m = n = 4.5 sample shows only one clear anomaly, at an intermediate temperature
69.2K. The thermal expansion coefficient is shown in Fig. 3 and the neutron Bragg scattering

intensity versus T is shown in Fig. 4. This sample is clearly near the limit in which the two
kind of layers are strongly coupled. There is some rounding of the transition, presumably due
to different macroscopic regions with slightly different values of m and n, each independently
going through their phase transitions at slightly different temperatures. It is worth noting that
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Figure 2: Neutron scattering intensity of the K00) magnetic peak for the n = 26, M= 28 sample.

The solid curve represents a fit to I cx ItI12 with i = T/TN - I and / = 0.325. The dashed curve

represents a second sharp transition added to the intensity of the solid curve.

the rounding of the neutron scattering data cannot be due to background fluctuations, since it

•. has been experimentally shown that critical fluctuations are negligible[l]. For both the neutron

and x-ray data, the solid curves are fits to appropriate power law behaviors with a Gaussian

distribution in the transition temperature. From the thermal expansion data, the rounding was
Sfound to be iT = 2.2 K, while from the neutron scattering data bT = 2.3 K. Both fits yield a value
of TN = 69.2. However, the fitted value /3 - 0.42 is not in agreement with the well-known 3D

sing value/= 0.325. This disagreement could he explained if the order parameter in the FeF 2

and CoF2 layers tended to grow at different rates below TN. In this case, the intensity v uld not

follow the expected power law behavior, except close enough to TN so that the correlation le..g;th

spans the entire superlattice period. This hypothesis is being tested via computer modeling of
these multilayers, with the magnetic interactions at the interfaces equal to the geometric mean

" ~of the two intra-layer interactions.[l 1]

DISCUSSION

Clearly the FeF 2 layers attempt to order first as the temperature is lowered since bulk FeF 2

has a higher TN than bulk CoF 2. If the FeF 2 layers are sufficiently thick, the CoF 2 regions will
only weakly affect the critical behavior in FeF 2 layers In this case, the value of TN will be

lowered only slightly by the presence of the more weakly interacting CoF 2 layers. On the other

hand, the CoF 2 layers cannot order independently of the FeF 2 regions, since the already well

ordered FeF 2 layers will act on the Co++ spins near the interfaces, thus producing an effective

staggered ordering field on the CoF 2 layers. Just as in the case of a ferromagnet with an applied

uniform field, the antiferromagnetic layers with the effective staggered field on the surface spins

will not experience a sharp phase transition, since the ordering field induces spin order above

"TN. Since the strength of the effect of one kind laver on the other will depend upon the number
of interface spins relative to the spins within layers, sufficiently thick CoF 2 layers will be only

slightly affected by the FeF 2. Hence, one would expect a slightly rounded transition only slightly

elevated in temperature (with respect to 7T' for bulk CoF 2) for thick CoF 2 layers.

As the layer thicknesses decrease, the behavior of the two kinds of layers will become more
interdependlent. In the extreme limit in which the thicknesses become one atomic layer (m =

n = 1), the system can be considered to be a new crystalline structure with a single magnetic

exchange interaction. Thus, only a single phase transition occurs, with no remnant of a second
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Figure 1: Thermal expansion coefficient a along the [001] direction of the m 26, n = 28 sample,
determined from x-ray scattering measurements. The solid curve represents a fit to a rounded
transition. This rounding is presumed to be caused by the step disorder in the superlattice,
resulting in a distribution of layer thicknesses.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Using the x-ray and neutron scattering techniques described above, we characterized the Ising-
like magnetic ordering taking place in two regimes of layer thickness. For the m = 26, n = 28
sample, a phase transition takes place at T:u 74K which can be associated with the ordering in
the FeF 2 layers. This can be seen in Fig. 1 for the x-ray scattering, which shows the thermal
expansion coefficient versus T, and in Fig. 2 which shows the neutron scattering behavior of the
staggered magnetization. The x-ray data shown in Fig. 1 clearly have two peaks, both of which
are rounded. In order to obtain TN : 74K, the higher temperature peak was fit to a rounded
3D-Ising specific heat function. This function is represented by the solid curve. The rounding was
presumed to arise from the step disorder present in the samples, causing different macroscopic
FeF 2 regions to have different transition temperatures due to finite-size scaling.13, 5]. The basic
form a(T) = Ailt-11, with t = 1 - T/TN , a = 0.11, and the amplitude ratio A+IA. = 0.54,
corresponding to the 3D Ising model, was utilized.

The neutron Bragg scattering intensity is well described by the power law

I M.2 = M0
21t12  (1)

where M, is the staggered magnetization, t = T/TN - 1, TN = 72.5, and 3 = 0.325, as shown
near the upper transition by the solid curve in Fig. 2. The slight discrepancy between the TN
values determined from x-rays and neutrons is probably due to the uncalibrated thermometer
used in the neutron scattering experiment. We also show, with a dashed curve, what the second
rise in intensity would look like if it were sharp and simply added to the intensity from the higher

A transition. The observed rise at lower temperatures, primarily from the ordering of the CoF 2
layers with the staggered field from the FeF 2 layers imposed at the layer interfaces, is rounded
over a range of temperature of approximately 15 K.

The m = n = 4.5 sample shows only one clear anomaly, at an intermediate temperature
T = 69.2K. The thermal expansion coefficient is shown in Fig. 3 and the neutron Bragg scattering
intensity versus T is shown in Fig. 4. This sample is clearly near the limit in which the two
kind of layers are strongly coupled. There is some rounding of the transition, presumably due
to different macroscopic regions with slightly different values of m and n, each independently
going through their phase transitions at slightly different temperatures. It is worth noting that
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Figure 3: Thermal expansion coefficient a along the 10011 direction of the m n 4.5 sample,
determined from x-ray scattering measurement.,. The solid curve represents a fit to a rounded

transition. This rounding is presume( to be caused by different macroscopic regions, with slightly
different values of m and n, going through their transition at slightly different temperatures.

one, and the transition temperature should be intermediate between the bulk ones.
: At intermediate layer thicknesses, one would expect the system to have two anomalies, as

I ', long as the strength of the FeFj layers' magnetic interactions is not strong enough to overcome
t ~the disorder in CoF2 regions- If this is not the case, a single transition for the m = n i/ I system

could be observed for sufficiently small values of m. The evolution of the behavior from large to
small layer thickness haIs been described previouslyI•l, ", 121.

In the case of the present study, we find that for the in = 26, n = 28 sample, the neutron
scattering data indicates that the higher temperature dip is much sharper than the lower tern-

perature one. However, the position of the thermal expansion peak and the neutron scattering
dip (T 2 74 K), which is about 4 K lower than the transition temperature of bulk and single thin

film FeF 2, indicates that the CoF 2 layers indeed affect the ordering of the FeF 2 regions. On the
other hand, the m = n = 4.5 sample clearly shows a single rounded transition, indicating that
at this value of m = n, the FeF 2 and CoF 2 regions order simultaneously. Hence, the m = 26,
n = 28 sample belongs to the intermediate layer regime. Conversely, the m = ni 4.5 sample is

clearly in the thin layer regime.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented neutron and x-ray scattering data for multilayer thin films (FeF 2 ),.(CoF2 ),.
for two layer thickness regimes. The m = 26, n = 28 sample shows a relatively sharp transition
which can be associated with the ordering of the FeF 2 layers and, at lower T, a rounded transition
from the CoF 2 layers. The rounding is from the staggered field imposed by the ordered FeF 2
layers. The sample with thin layers, m = n = 4.5, shows only one transition at an intermediate
temperature, but does not yield the correct value for the exponent P3, which may indicate that
the order parameter grows at different rates in the two layers for T < TN.
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ABSTRACT

High moment single layer FeTaN films with excellent soft magnetic
prnperties have been grown by high rate reactive dc magnetron sputtering. The
best combination of properties (easy and hard axis coercivities < 1 Oe, saturation
magnetization > 1650 emu/cc, anisotropy field of 5 Cie, and initial permeability of
4800) are found in films containing -3.2 a/o Ta and -7.5 a/o N after 4000C
annealing in a 200 Oe dc field for two hours. These properties are associated with
a single phase, random, nanocrystalline structure consisting of a-Fe crystallites
(grain size of - 100A) whose lattice is expanded by both Ta and N.

1. INTRODUCTION

Materials for thin film recording heads must exhibit a difficult to achieve
combination of physical properties including high saturation magnetization (Ms),
low coercivity (Hc), high permeability at high frequency, and near zero
magnetostriction (k). Thermal stability and corrosion and wear resistance are also

important. FeN-based films have received considerable recent attention because
Fe itself has an Ms (1710 emu/cc) higher than that of the presently used permalloy,
sendust, and Co-based amorphous alloys. The incorporation of nitrogen into Fe
films refines the grain size, inhibits grain growth, and expands the bccc a-Fe lattice,
which in turn are associated with low Hc, high Ms films[I]. Grain growth
(accompanied by an increase in Hc) can still be a problem when annealing simple
FeN films (those without third element additions). The addition of Ta is also found
to inhibit grain growth even at high annealing temperatures. Ta has been added
to FeN-based films in both small (-2 a/o[2]) and large (8 - 13 a/o[3]) amounts and
found to improve soft magnetic properties and enhance corrosion resistance. In
this study, the effects of nitrogen flow rate and annealing treatment on the structure
and magnetic properties of FeTaN films containing 3.2 a/o Ta grown by high rate
dc magnetron reactive sputtering are examined. The soft magnetic properties of
these films are very promising for magnetic head applications and are significantly
better than those found in ou, previous study[4] of FeTaN films containing 1.6 a/o
Ta and are comparable to the best single layer FeN-based films in the literature[5-
7].

2. EXPERIMENTAL kETHODS AND MATERIALS

Single layer FeTaN films were grown at ambient temperature by reactive dc
magnetron sputtering (Vac-Tec Model 250 Sputtering System). A hot-pressed Fe
-10 w/o Ta target which produces films containing 3.2 atomic percent Ta was used.
All films were made at a fixed sputtering power of 300W, fixed Ar pressure of 3
"mtorr, but variable N2 flow rate (in sccm). The nitrogen content of the films varies
linearly with flow rate in the range studied (-0.36 a/o N per sccm N2 ). These
conditions produced growth rates of - 1000A / minute; films were sputtered for 5

Mal. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 19"3 Materials Research Society
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minutes. Si(1 11) wafers with a base layer of - 34A of sputtered Si0 2 were used as
substrates. Films were grown in an aligning field of - 70 Oe to induce a uniaxial
anisotropy. We report on both as-deposited and field-annealed samples (-4000C
for 2 hours in a 200 Oe aligning field at 10-6 torr). Magnetic properties were
measured with a Digital Measurement Systems VSM Model 880 and a SHB
Instruments Model 106 loop tracer. Permeability was measured by a swept
frequency-type permeameter. Composition was determined by x-ray flourescence.
X-ray diffraction was performed on a Rigaku D/Max-2BX XRD System.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3•1. Magnetic Properties

Figure la illustrates the dependence of coercivity on N2 flow rate in easy
and hard axis directions. Coercivity decreases with increasing N2 flow rate.
Nitrogen flow rates of 15 and 20 sccm produce the softest films (consistently < 1
Oe). Previous work[4] has shown that FeTa films with no nitroger exhibit
coercivities > 10 Oe (which do not improve on annealing) and that soft magnetic
properties deteriorate at flow rates above 20 sccm. The well defined uniaxial
anisotropy caused by an external field should reduce magnetization dispersion
effects and improve soft magnetic properties. In addition, the smoothness of the
surface of the substrate also has a considerable effect on the magnetic
properties[8]. Relatively small decreases in coercivity are noted following the
annealing for the films with N2 addition, however for the films with no nitrogen, Hc
increases from 5 Oe to 12 Oe, which indicates that the thermal stability of FeTaN
films were improved due to the combined elfect of N and Ta atoms in the films. The
effect of nitrogen flow rate on the anisotropy field, HK,is plotted in Fig. lb. HK
increases from 7 to 12 Oe with nitrogen flow in the as-deposited state. Annealing
in a 200 Oe field has a much larger effect on HK than on Hc. Following the
annealing an HK of 4-5 Oe is found which is basically insensitive to nitrogen flow
rate (in the range examined here). The decrease of Hk after annealing is probably
related to the ease of nitrogen diffusiorn and the relaxation of the film stress.

Figure 2a illustrates the dependence of saturation magnetization, Ms, on N2
flow rate. Note that in the as-deposited state Ms consistently exceeds that
expected for pure Fe (-1710 emu/cc). This effect has been observed repeatedly
and may be associated with expansion of the Fe lattice[I]. Uncertainty in film
thickness and film area measurement can lead to a maximum error in Ms of + or -
10%. After annealing the magnetization is reduced but still exceeds 1650 emu/cc
for the 15 and 20 sccm nitrogen flow rates. The initial permeability and f5 0 , the
frequency at which initial permeability drops to 50% of its low frequency value is
plotted in Figure 2b. The permeability at high N2 flow rate is strongly influenced by

annealing. There is a trend of increasing pi with nitrogen flow rate for annealed
samples reaching a maximum of 4800 for 20 sccm N2 . The frequency response of
permeability can not be fully explained by the classical eddy current model, which
is probably due to domain wall movement process. f50 for the best film is 160 MHZ.
We have recently reported on the magnetostriction, ks, of FeTaN films in a separate
paper(9] and therefore only summarize the trends observed for this set of films. This
issue is also addressed in a companion paper in these proceedings[10]. In as-

deposited films ks increases roughly linearly with nitrogen flow from -3 x 10-6 (at 0

sccm N2O to + 8 x 10.6 (at 20 sccm N2 ). Unfortunately, near zero Xs occurs at lower
flow rates (-5 sccm) than those needed for optimization of other soft magnetic
properties. -s is surprisingly insensitive to annealing at temperatures up to
-400oC.
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Figure 1. Magnetic properties of FeTaN films as a function of N2 flow rate in as-
deposited and annealed states; a) coercivity, Hc, and b) anisotropy field, HK.
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3,2. Structure

Representative 6-20 XRD scans for annealed FeTa (0 sccm N2) and FeTaN
(20 sccm N2 ) are plotted in Fig. 3a and 3b, respectively. Without nitrogen (Fig. 3a)
FeTa films exhibit strong (110) growth texture. The films are single phase bcc with
Ta oissolved substitutionally in the aL-Fe lattice. Note that 3.2 % Ta exceeds the
equilibrium stability of less than 1 %, but this is not unusual in sputtered films. No
evidence was found for Fe-Ta compounds. In the insert of Fig. 3a a texture
analysis (TA) scan(11] is plotted which quantifies the degree of (110) texture by
measuring the angular distribution of (110) crystallite poles about the normal to the
substrate. A scan with 20 fixed on the (211) peak while the incidence angle a is
varied is used in this experiment. The width of the observed 'peak' indicates that
most of the textured FeTa crystallites are oriented within -80 of the ideal position
(expected at a = 10.20). When nitrogen is added to the films (Fig. 3b) the (110)
peak shifts to lower angles (due to lattice expansion) and decreases in intensity
and broadens (attributed primarily to a decrease in grain size). No evidence is
found for Fe-Ta, Fe-N, or Ta-N compounds despite the annealing treatment at
4000C. The insert in Fig. 3b shows very little evidence of (110) texture. Also, the
position of the shallow 'peak' in the TA scan is far from the expected maximum at
10.80. XRD analyses at intermediate N2 flow rates show a systematic decrease in
(110) growth texture with increasing N2 flow.

0
0i (a)o TA scan

; - E.

S~20 (dog)

40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85
20 (deg)

LI• TA scan

0

40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85
20 (deg)

Figure 3. 0-20 XRD patterns and texture analysis scans (inserts); a) annealed FeTa
film (no nitrogen), and b) annealed FeTaN film (20 sccm N2 ).
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It has been found that the soft magnetic properties of Fe-based nitride films
are attributed to the decrease in the effective magnetic anisotropy caused by small
grain size and an appropriate amount of lattice strain which are correlated with the
addition of N[121. Figure 4a illustrates the dependence of the lattice spacing of

S(110) planes, d 11o, on nitrogen flow rate calculated from (110) peak positions on 0-

20 XRD scans. A roughly linear increase in d, 1o with nitrogen flow is noted, which
indicates the incorporation of nitrogen in the films. Annealing causes a systematic,
uniform reduction in lattice spacing. This contraction is most likely associated with
stress relaxation and miscellaneous defect annihilation processes. The average
grain size estimated from the FWHM of the (110) peaks is plotted as a function of
N2 flow rate in Fig. 4b. The calculated grain size should be viewed as a minimum
(i.e., all broadening is assumed to be due to grain size decrease). The grain size
of annealed samples reaches a minimum of -100A at 20 sccm. The apparent
increase in grain size on annealing is due at least in part to peak sharpening
arising from defect anihilation and stress relief and may not indicate true grain
growth.

2.075 220 0
(a) .• ase

2.07 -0- O andmd

195
/t

2.065 /

S. 2.06 170

& 145

2.05 d -

• -0- and (b)

2.04 '95 .... ,.. ...........

0 5 10 15 20 25 0 5 10 15 20 25

N2 flow rate(sccm) N2 flow rate(sccm)

Figure 4. Structure of FeTaN films as a function of N2 flow rate in as-deposited and
annealed states; a) lattice spacing of (110) planes, di10, and b) grain size.

4. CONCLUSIONS

High moment single layer FeTaN films with excellent soft magnetic
properties have been successfully grown from a hot-pressed Fe - 10 w/o Ta by
high rate reactive do magnetron sputtering onto Si(1 11) wafers precoated with 34A
of sputtered SiO 2 . Soft magnetic properties in FeTaN films depend strongly on the
nitrogen content in the films and on the annealing process. The coexistence of N
and Ta atoms play an important role in improving the soft magnetic properties and
thermal stability of FeTaN films. The best combination of properties (easy and hard
axis coercivities < 1 e, saturation magnetization > 1650 emu/cc, anisotropy field
of 5 Oe, and initial permeability of 4800) are found in films containing -3.2 a/o Ta
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and -7.5 a/o N after 4000C annealing in a 200 Oe dc field for two hours. X-ray

diffraction studies suggest that these properties are associated with a single phase,
random, nanocrystalline structure consisting of cL-Fe crystallites (grain size of -
1ooA) whose lattice is expanded by both Ta and N. Well defined magnetization
induced anisotropy as well as the smoothness of the substrate are also important
in improving the soft magnetic properties of the films.
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ABSTRACT

Magnetostriction and thin film stress have been studied in high moment
single layer FeTaN films deposited by high rate reactive dc magnetron sputtering.
Low magnetostriction ( magnitude less than 1 x 10-6) can be obtained over a fairly
large range of nitrogen flow rates during film deposition by vacuum annealing at
5000C. After annealing at 5000C for two hours, all films were found to be in a state
of tensile stress. Stress versus temperature measurements up to 4000C show film
stress in as-deposited films to be highly hysteretic during the first temperature cycle
reflecting the films' processing history. Stress-temperature cycles on annealed
samples indicate that extremely stable films are produced in an intermediate range
of nitrogen content.

1. INTRODUCTION

As coercivities in recording media increase, a growing emphasis has been
placed on developing materials with a high saturation magnetization for high
density magnetic recording heads. Potential materials must also exhibit a low
coercivity, high permeability, small magnetostriction, and suitable corrosion and
thermal properties. Because of their high moment, FeN-based materials have
been examined and show considerable potential for application in high-density I
thin film recording heads. The addition of small amounts of Ta to the FeN films has
been shown to improve the soft magnetic properties and enhance corrosion
resistance in these films[1-3].

Domain structure is extremely important in optimizing the performance of the
thin film recording head. The magnetoelastic anisotropy, which is proportional to
the product of the magnetostriction and film stress, is used to control the domain
structure in thin film heads. The interrelationship and importance of stress and
magnetostriction has recently been addressed[4]. In this paper, the dependence of
magnetostriction and film stress on deposition conditions and annealing are
examined in FeTaN films. In a companion paper[5] we report on the very
promising soft magnetic properties of a similar set of FeTaN films.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Single layer FeTaN films were deposited on glass substrates at ambient
temperature by dc magnetron reactive sputtering in a Vac-Tec Model 250 Batch
Side Sputtering System. The hot pressed Fe target contained approximately 10
w/o Ta which produced films containing 3.2 a/o Ta. The thickness of the films in
this study is -420 nm; deposition rates were 1-1.5 nm/sec. The Ar flow rate was set
at 60 sccm and the N2 flow rate varied from 0 to 25 sccm. The N content in the
films increased linearly with N2 flow rate (approximately 0.36 a/o N per sccm N2 ).
Vacuum annealing at 5000C was performed at -10-6 torr. Magnetostriction was
measured in an AC magnetostriction tester based on a design by Tam and
Scroeder[6]. Film stress was measured on a FLEXUS 2320 thin film stress
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measurement system with built in annealing capabilitites. Film structure was
studied by x-ray diffraction on a Rigaku D/Max-2BX XRD System.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Structure

Details of the structure of FeTaN films can be found in a companion paper in
these proceedings[5]. In the as-deposited state FeTaN films consist of single phase
polycrystalline cz-Fe with Ta and N in solution, which changes from (110) preferred
growth texture for FeTa films (at 0 sccm N2) to a more random, finer grained
structure as the N2 flow rate increases. An increase in the d(1 10) lattice spacing
with N2 flow rate is attributed to the incorporation of nitrogen in the films. After
annealing at 5000C for 2 hours, grain growth occurs. d(1 10) spacing decreases
due to film densification and redistribution of N atoms. Iron nitrides were observed
after annealing for films prepared at high nitrogen flow rates of 20 and 25 sccm.
Films prepared at 20 sccm consist predominantly of a-Fe with small amounts of e-
Fe2 .3N. For films prepared at 25 sccm, one diffraction peak appears (2e=44.05*)
which cannot be unequivocally associated with a particular Fe-N compound. This
peak could be attributed to partially ordered martensite. Small amounts of
amorphous TaN might also form in the annealed films which is not detected by
XRD. Fig. 1 illustrates the effect of annealing on a high nitrogen FeTaN film.

i 2100

1680

S1260 as deposited -

2 840

420

35 40 45 50 55 60

20 (deg)

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction scan of FeTaN film prepared at 25 sccm N2.
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3.2 Magnetostriction

In previous work[7], we have shown that the saturation magnetostriction in
as-deposited FeTaN films is dependent on film thickness and increases linearly
from negative to positive with increasing nitrogen content, passing through zero
magnetostriction at a nitrogen flow rate of approximately 5 sccm for films of
thickness 400 nm. Annealing at 3000C in vacuum did not affect the
magnetostriction in these films. Unfortunately, this zero point in the
magnetostriction does not coincide with the optimal conditions for coercivity which
occurs at the higher nitrogen flow rates[5]. In an effort to improve the range of low
magnetostriction, high temperature annealing at 500°C was conducted on the
FeTaN films.

The effect of the annealing on magnetostriction is shown in Fig. 2.
Magnetostriction in as-deposited films passes through zero at nitrogen flow rates of
less than 5 sccm. The range of low magnetostriction (less than I x 10.6) occurs
only over a very narrow range of nitrogen flow rates. After annealing, the
magnetostriction is shifted downwards and the slope decreased. This has the
effect of moving the zero point of magnetostriction ,o higher nitrogen flow rates and
greatly increasing the range of low magnetostriction.

The change in magnetostriction with annealing may be due to grain growth
that occurs at the higher annealing temperatures. This growth might increase the
amount of crystalline grains with (110) orientation which have an average negative
magnetostriction at the expense of randomly oriented grains and the disordered
material at the grain boundaries which has a more positive magnetostriction.
Magnetostriction could also be affected by nitrogen leaving the iron lattice during
annealing and migrating to grain boundaries or being incorporated into small
amounts of Fe-N or TaN phases that may not be detectable by x-ray
measurements. In high nitrogen flow rate samples a solid state reaction is noted
on annealing in Fig. 1.

15
i- -4--as-deposited

o 10 -O--annealed 500oC/2hrs

'.

5
.2
V
im0

~0
0

1 0 ..........
a,

0 5 10 i1s 20 25

N2 Flow Rate (sccm)

Figure 2. Magnetostriction versus nitrogen flow rate for FeTaN films (as-deposited
and annealed). Lines mark the region where the magnitude of the

magnetostriction is less than 1 x 10-6.

I-
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3.3 Film Stress

Room temperature film stress versus nitrogen flow rate in both as-deposited
and annealed FeTaN films is plotted in Fig. 3. As-deposited films gradually change
from a state of tension to compression with increasing N content. This trend is
associated with the systematic increase in lattice parameter as N is incorporated in
the Fe(Ta) lattice. Following anneal all films are in a state of tension. The change
in stress due to annealing is roughly proportional to the as-deposited nitrogen flow
rate. It has been suggested that annealing in this temperature range promotes the
formation of TaN thus removing some of the interstitial N from the Fe lattice[4].

12

E 8

. 4{

0 -4
X• Compressive.

-4 - as-deposited

-_i- 500oC/2hrs
-8 "0 5 10 15 20 25 I

N Flow Rate (sccm)
2

Figure 3. Film stress versus nitrogen flow rate for FeTaN films
(as-deposited and annealed).

3.4 Stress versus Temperature

Stress versus temperature (o-T) experiments utilize the difference in thermal
expansion between the film and substrate to study the mechanical properties of
thin films. The interpretations presented here rely on an excellent general review
of thin film mechanical properties by Nix[8]. a-T plots for as-deposited films exhibit
features which are characterist;c of the processing history of the sample (i.e., they
say as much about the effects of sputtering as about the inherent properties of the
films). In the top row of Fig. 4 the effect of N content on as-deposited oF-T cycles is
illustrated. The large stress relaxations beginning in the range 270-300oC are
related to densification (perhaps combined with plastic deformation) of the as-
deposited films. There is a notable and systematic decrease in the magnitude of
the slope da/dT on heating with increasing N. The large spike in the a-T plot for a
high N film (25 sccm) may be related to a phase transformation. Cooling of all the
as-deposited films leaves them in a state of tension,

S. . .. . .. . ...
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Figure 4. Film stress as a function of temperature for as-deposited and annealed
FeTaN films. Open circles: stress during heating. Closed circles: cooling.

By contrast, the o-T plots for pre-annealed films (bottom row) are very
different and are related more directly to the intrinsic properties of tne films. Notice
that all pre-annealed films are in a state of tension which increases with N. Without
N, simple FeTa films deform elastically on heating to -330oC. Slight yielding in
compression begins at roughly -2x10 9 dynes/cm 2 . On cooling the difference in
thermal expansion is accomodated elastically (ignoring the discontinuity at
-2400C) until strengthening occtis at -1000C. At moderate nitrogen flow rates (10
sccm) the film deforms completely elastically. This film is extremely stable. Note
that the elastic portions of the heating and cooling curves for both 0 and 10 sccm
films are parallel. For high nitrogen flows (25 sccm) very different and complex
behavior is observed. The change in slope at 2700C on heating that occurs as the
film tension is being relieved is difficult to explain. It may be related to formation of
a phase with a smaller molar volume than the rest of the film. Continued heating
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above -3300C further relieves the tensile stress. On cooling of the high nitrogen
film do/dT is very different from that found on heating, most likely reflecting a
permanent change in Young's modulus due to solid state phase change. The high
nitrogen content FeTaN film is significantly less stable than the film with a moderate
N content (10 sccm).

4. SUMMARY

The influence of nitrogen content and annealing treatment on the
magnetostriction and stress in FeTaN films has been studied. Low values of
magnetostriction over a broad nitrogen content can be achieved by annealing at
5000C. As-deposited FeTaN films exhibit highly hysteretic o-T plots which are
strongly affected by nitrogen content. Annealing at 5000C effectively stabilizes the
mechanical properties of FeTaN films with intermediate N contents. These films
exhibit essentially perfectly elastic behavior in temperature cycling to 4000C.
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ABSTRACT

Ferrimagnetic oxide films have been shown to have potential for use, as magneto-
optical information storage materials. Cobalt ferrite films are particularly interesting f r
magneto optical information storage due to their high magneto optical rotation I I)- In this
work, synthesized soluble cobalt (11) and iron (Ill) methoxyethoxides were mixed in
stoichiometric ratios for use as Co and Fe precursors in the preparation of CoFeAO,
ferrimagnetic films. The decomposition of the precursors was characteri/ed by
thermogravimetric analysis.

CoFe.O films were prepared by the dip coating technique using fused silica
substrates. These films were then heat treated at temperatures ranging from 2(K)C to 6N) C
to study the transformation from an amorphous film to a crystalline film as determined by
x-ray diffraction. The magnetic hysteresis behavior of the films as a function of heat treating
temperature and hence crystallinity was also studied. As a general trend, films having a
greater degree of crystallinity exhibited larger values of saturation magnetization and
remanent magnetization. The amorphous film was found to exhibit the highest coercive field. j
but low values of saturation and remanent magnetization. The effect of heat treating under
the influence of a magnetic field of 1.88 kOc was found to enhance crystallization only
slightly and had very little effect on the magnetic properties of the film.

INTRODUCTION

Materials generally used for magneto optical recording are amorphous ran: earth-
transition metal compounds, but these materials exhibit low polar Kerr contrast (6Kd).4

when compared to cobalt ferrite films (90•).5°) [2,31. Advantages are that oxide films have
greater corrosion resistance, are very reproducible and are typically less expensive.
Amorphous oxide films offer the additional advantage that the absence of grain boundaries
reduces media noise 121.

Ferrimagnetic thin films are of interest for a number of novel applications including.
but not limited to magneto-optical recording, spatial light modulators and magneto elastic
devices. Many deposition methods have been investigated including epitaxial growth 141.
spray pyrolysis 131, sputtering [5) and double source evaporation 161, however these methods
require expensive and elaborate equipment, continual atmosphere control and long deposition
times. NiO and CoO have recently been sputtered by Berkowitz [71 and Fe1O4 and NiO using
reactive MBE by Lind 181 with relatively high deposition rates of 2.0-2.5 A/sec. However,
these techniques are still limited to single component systems. Multicomponent systems with
controlled stoichiometry can not be easily made. Conversely, sol gel processing can
overcome many of the problems associated with the synthesis of multicomponent systems.
Sol gel processing routes offer several advantages over conventional processing routes

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. VOl. 313. -1993 Materials Research Society
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including improved homogeneity by mixing at the molecular level in solution. reduced
processing temperatures which allow for the synthesis of novel materials, and an economical
means by which to achieve films of desired composition with the added benefit of cast ol
fabrication.

In this work. sols obtained by the controlled hydrolysis and condensation of a metal
alkoxide precursor solution were used to dip coat thin films otf CoFe_0, onto fused Silica
substrates. The decomposition of the precursor was studied using t0 :rmogravimetric analysis.
In addition, the efkfcts of the application of a 1.88 kWe magnetic field during firing and
increasing the heat treating temperature from 2(X)"C to NO1) C on the crystallinity of the films
were studied using x-ray diffraction. The results of magnetic propenty measurements are
reported for these films.

EXPERIMENTAL

Co (1I) and Fe (Ill) methoxyethoxides, synthesiied and characteried in earlier work
[91, were used as the starting precursors. The metal ion concentration in the Co (11) solution
was determined by the gravimetric method deseribed by Kodama 1101. Using this method.
the Co concentration was found to be 0.(X)75 g/ml solution. Because it is more difficult to
determine Fe (111) concentration in solution via the gravimetric method, an oxidation-
reduction titration using potassium permanganate as the titrant was performed as described
by Skoog and West [I l1. The concentration of Fe (ill) in solution was found to be 0.10174
g/ml solution.

The Fe-Co coating solution was prepared by mixing the Fe and Co alkoxides in a 2:1
stoichiometric molar ratio followed by relluxing for two hours. The resulting solution, after
cooling, was stored in a tightly sealed container at room temperature and did not gel over a
3 month period. This solution was used for coating.

Films were prepared by dip coating fused silica or silicate glass slides in the solution I
with a withdrawal rate of approximately 7 cm/min. The film was dried at I 10C for I hour
after each coat and the procedure was repeated to obtain films of the desired thickness. The
films were then fired in air with a heating and cooling rate of 2"C/hour after multiple coats.
Films used in this study were dip coated a total of ten times.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the Fe and Co precursors was performed using
a Perkin Elmer thermal analysis data system. The temperature was increased from 50' C to
90(0 C at a rate of lip°C/minute.

The crystallinity of the films was determined by x-ray diffraction All spectra were
collected with a diffractometer using Cu Kcx radiation (X = 1.5418 A). The x-ray intensity
was collected for 50 seconds at steps of 0.04 degrees from 25'<20<70".

The magnetic properties of the films were measured with a Rikcn Electric Company
vibrating sample B-H curve tracer using an applied field of 5 kOe oriented parallel to the
film. All measurements were made at room temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thermal decomposition of the precursor solutions was followed using
thermogravimetric analysis. The gravimetric data indicates that the majority of solvent and
organic components are removed by 400°C as shown in Figure I. In the case of the Co-
methoxyethoxide, weight loss at approximately I 10°C corresponds to the removal of solvent.
Total weight loss for the Co-Fe precursor was approximately 25%. The weight of the
precursors is stable over the temperature range of 400'C to 800°C. At 8(X)'C a small weight
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loss is observed and is an indication of a change of oxidation state of the metal ions thereby
changing the oxygen-metal stoichiometry although measurements to confirm this have not
been made. It has been reported in the literature that changes in stoichiometry effect the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy 1121.

j0o

Fe.Meiho eth,,deo

- "75 Co-Ve Methoxxethoxotde

Co-Methok~ethuide

I0 I I" I I I t I •

60 140 220 300 380 460 540 620 700 -80 5 ,1

Temperature i°C)
Figi ," I. IGA data of precursor solutions collected using a heating raLC i W min.

Glass slides were used as substrate material initially because the thermal expansion
coefficient of CoFe,O4 (ot = 8.7 x 106 I"C) 1131 is very similar to that of slide glass (ax = e
x M6 /PC) ( 141. It was found, however, that they were not suitable substrates as the coatings
reacted with the glass during firing. Fused silica substrates were therefore used for film
crystallization studies since the precursor solution did not react with the substrate and ferrite
films were easily formed. A disadvantage to using fused silica is the difference in the
expansion coefficients of fused silica (a = 0.5 x 10 6 /C) 1151 and CoFeO,. This difference
could cause some residual stress to develop in the film which could in turn lead to cracking
during heat treating.

The films were transparent and orange-brown in color upon dipping and became dark
brown after firing, but maintained transparency. The films were homogeneous and when
examined with an optical microscope did not show signs of cracking. The film thickness was
measured to be approximately 0.4 pm.

The evolution of the film from the amorphous state to the crystalline state is shown
in Figure 2 by the collected x-ray spectra of the films. After being heat treated at
temperatures from 3{X)°C to 600"C for 1 hour in air, the films were found to be
polycrystalline, with an amorphous fraction of less than 20%. Increasing the heat treatment
temperature, but maintaining the time at I hour, resulted in increasing crystallinity. A small
peak at 20=45' in the XRD pattern of the sample heated to 6(0)0 C may indicate the presence
of carbon. Heat treating the film at 2(X) 0C for I hour resulted in an amorphous film.
however, as can be seen from Figure I, some residual organic remains in this film. The
effects of heat treating for longer times were not investigated in this study.

The effect of applying a magnetic field during heat treatment on crystalline orientation
was studied by firing samples to 4(X)°C for one hour while simultaneously applying a
magnetic field of 1.88 kOe in a solenoid. The x-ray diffraction spectrum of a film prepared
in this manner, is compared to a film prepared with the same heat treatment time and
temperature without the influence of an applied magnetic field in Figure 3. It can be seen
that the film fired in the presence of a magnetic field exhibits some enhanced crystallization,
but no enhanced orientation effects are observed.
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Magnetic hysteresis loops were obtained for the heat treated films- The values of
saturation and remanent magnetization and coercive field are shown in Table L In this table,
the values of both a, and o, were calculated from the magnetization values assuming that the
film was completely dense and was uniformly thick. The hysteresis loop of the sample
prepared at 5(X)0 C/I hour is shown in Figure 4 as an example of the hysteresis behavior of
a crystalline film. The crystalline films exhibited similar hysteresis behavior, with saturation
and rernanent magnetization values as summarized in Table I. As a general trend, increasing
the heat treating temperature, and hence the crystallinity, was accompanied by an increase in
both a, and Y,.

\4J

~ ~s~j 40m(* (b) -

~300 C'

25 35 45 55 6 , 2S 35 45 1, 65
Two Theta (degrees) Two Theta (dei.rces)

Figure 2. XRD spectra of samples fired at I !gure 3. Comparison of the XRD spectra
temperatures ranging from 200 0C to 6(V)°C for of films fired at 4(X)°C for 1 hour (a) with
I hour. Note the evolution from an amorphous and (b) without an applied magnetic field
film to an increasingly crystalline film. of 1.88 kkc.
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- -. H.(W. . H kkOe)
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vigure 4. Magnetic hysteresis loop of Figure 5. Magnetic hysteresis loop ol
crystalline film heat treated at 5(0°C amorphous film heat treated at 2(X)"C for
for I hour. I hour.
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Table 1. Summary of Magnetic Properties of CoFeO( Films
with Various Heat Treatments

Saturation Remanent

Sample Magnetization Magnetization Coercive Force
C., (emu/cc) a, (emu/cc) H, (be)}__

Single Crystal Film 131 280 Gauss --- 6 kOe

Bulk Powder 1161 198 Gauss --- 3.0)9 ke)

20C. lhr 4.24 1.79 331)

3(X0'Ci I hr 61.16 10.33 40

4(X)¶'C/lhr 92.27 4.55 20

4(W1IC/ hr w/field 81.94 1.98 20

5(X) 0C/I hr 122.87 7.98 30

6(X)C/I hr 182.54 30.75 I(1)

The measured hysteresis loop of the amorphous sample heat treated at 2W(1C for I
hour is shown in Figure 5. The amorphous film shows a slightly shifted hysteresis loop
(which is often seen with exchange biasing) with small values of (;, and 0,. but a
considerably larger value of H, when compared with the crystalline films. Despite the lack
of structural order on the microscopic scale, it is postulated that a type of "ferrimagnetic
order" exists as in the amorphous magnets of transition metal-rare earth systems 1141 such
that a spontaneous magnetization occurs.

From Table 1, it can be seen that firing the film while applying a magnetic field of
1.88 kde had little effect upon the magnetic properties of the film. A field of 1.88 kUc is
very small compared to the applied field used in obtaining the hysteresis curves and is a
value much lower that the field required to reach saturation magnetization. This may indicate
that the field strength displaces the domain boundaries in a reversible fashion, hence no large
effect was observed in the hysteresis behavior as compared to a film that had not been

exposed to this field during heat treatment. This may also explain why no preferred
crystalline orientation was observed in the diffraction spectra of the film heat treated with a
1.88 kOe applied field.

CONCLUSION

Ferrimagnetic CoFe,0 4 films prepared from metal alkoxide solutions were
characterized. X-ray diffraction studies of the films showed that increasingly crystalline films
could be obtained by heat treating at temperatures above 3( 0 °C for I hour. Films heat treated
at 200°C for 1 hour were found to be amorphous. Heat treating films under an applied field
of 1.88 k(e did not appreciably enhance crystalline orientation.

Magnetic hysteresis loops of the crystalline films demonstrated a general trend of
increasing saturation and remanent magnetization with increasing heat treatment temperature.
The amorphous film exhibited hysteresis behavior defined by low values of a, and a7, but a

relatively large value of coercive force. Heat treating of the film on a fused silica substrate
at 400'C for 1 hour under an applied field of 1.88 kOe did not appreciably enhance the
magnetic properties of the film.
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Ongoing work is directed toward the preparation of single crystal films and the study
of the effects of annealing time and atmosphere (i.e. O0) on crystal growth. Scanning
electron microscopy to observe grain sizes and morphology, and measurements to confirm
stoichiometry (i.e. SIMS) and the effects on magnetocrystalline anisotropy are planned for
future work.
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DEVELOPMENT OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC TEXTURE IN
RF SPUTTER DEPOSITED CoCrTa/Cr THIN FILMS
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Department of Materials Science and Engineering,

*Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Data Storage System Center, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213

ABSTRACT

It is well known that Cr sputtered on glass or NiP/Al substrates has either the (002) or
(110) crystallographic texture (depending on the substrate temperature) and that the Co-alloy
layers which are deposited on the Cr underlayers have either the (1120) or (1011) textures
respectively. However, the dependence of the crystallographic textures on other sputtering
parameters is not clear. We report here on the study of the dependence of crystallographic
textures of CoCrTa/Cr films on substrate bias. It is found that both Cr (110) and Cr (002)
textures can form at elevated temperature, depending on the substrate bias. The development of
the crystallographic texture is discussed with a model. It is also found that the epitaxy of
CoCrTa layer depends on the sputtering conditions of both the Cr and the CoCrTa layers. The
extrinsic magnetic properties (such as Hc, S and S*) of thin films with various textures are also
presented. By controlling the sputtering procedure, the effects of crystallographic textures on
magnetic properties were separated from the effects of film morphology.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sputtered CoCrTa thin films on Cr underlayers are one of the most promising
candidates for longitudinal recording media,1.2 due to their high in-plane coercivity and low i
recording noise.3 It is believed that the Cr underlayer enhances the magnetic properties by
facilitating the growth of Co-alloy grains with a crystallographic plane of either hcp (1120) or
(1011) parallel to the film surface,4 This causes the c-axis to lie nearly in the film surface.
Therefore, understanding the dependence of crystallographic texture of CoCrTa/ Cr thin films
on sputtering condition is of great importance.

Previous work regarding the crystallographic texture of Co-alloy/Cr has been
summarized by T. Ohno et al.5 It is well known that sputtered Cr thin films have either (110)
or (002) texture,5-7 depending on the substrate temperature. When deposited without substrate
preheating, the Cr layers have the (110) texture, while when deposited at elevated temperatures
they tend to have the (002) texture. However, the dependence of crystallographic texture on
other sputter parameters is not clear. In this work, we have studied the dependence of the
crystallographic texture of RF sputter deposited Cr underlayer on substrate bias. We find that
when it is deposited at room temperature, the Cr layer always has the (110) texture and when
"deposited at elevated temperature, the Cr layer has either the Cr (002) or the Cr (110) texture
depending on the substrate bias. The dependence of crystallographic texture of Cr on substrate
bias is discussed with a model.8

It is also well known that when Co alloys are deposited on Cr with the (110) texture,
they have the (1011) texture and when they are deposited on Cr of the (002) texture, they have
the (1120) texture.4 .5 This is believed due to grain to grain epitaxy,9 .i0 However, the effect of
various sputtering conditions on this epitaxy has not been fully studied. In this work, we find
that the epitaxy depends on the sputtering conditions of both the Cr and Co-alloy layer.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 11993 Materials Research Society
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The extrinsic magnetic properties of thin films depend on their microstructure. To
investigate the effects of each microstructural feature on the magnetic properties, it is critical to
vary each microstructural feature independently. Y. Shen et al.1 have tried to separate the
effects of substrate heating, which has been thought to cause grain boundary segregation of Ta
atoms, from the crystallographic texture effects. However, the substrate temperature also
influences the morphology of the film.1 2 In this work, the magnetic properties of films with
various crystallographic textures are studied. By controlling the sputtering procedure, we try to
separate the effects of crystallographic texture on the extrinsic magnetic properties from the
effects of other microstructural features.

I. EXPERIMENTAL

CoCrTa/Cr thin films were RF sputter deposited on Coming 7059 glass substrates in an
Leybold-Heraeus Z-400 sputtering system with a background pressure of 7.OX 10-7 Torr. The
composi:ion of the CoCrTa layers is Co- 12 at% Cr-2 at% Ta. The density of forward sputtering
power was 1.6 Watts/cm 2 and the Ar pressure was 10 mTorr during the deposition of the film.

The preheated substrate temperature, the Ar pressure and the substrate bias were varied, and
will be specified in the text. The rate of deposition was determined by step profilometry
measurements and these rates were used to calculate the various thicknesses of the films. The
crystallographic texture was studied by x-ray diffraction using Cu Ka radiation. The magnetic
properties of these films were measured using a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer.

S~Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I. The crystallographic texture of the Cr underlayer

In this work, the Cr layers were deposited with various substrate biases on glass
substrates at either room temperature or preheated to 260 'C. The films deposited at room
temperature all show the (110) texture. However, films deposited at 260 'C have either the
(002) or the (1 10) texture, depending on the substrate bias. To investigate the effects of
applying substrate bias during the RF sputtering deposition at elevated temperature, four films
were deposited, each with a 1000 A Cr underlayer and 400 A CoCrTa magnetic layer. For all
four films, the CoCrTa layer was deposited with the same sputtering conditions, (forward
sputtering power, 100 Watts; Ar pressure, 10 mTorr; preheating substrate temperature, 260 'C;
substrate bias, -150 V) but the Cr underlayer was deposited with different biasing procedures,
as listed in Table 1. Other sputtering parameters were fixed (100 Watts; 10 mTorr, 260 'C).

Table 1. Bias on the Cr underlayer o sample A, B, C and D

sample bias on the first 200 A Cr bias on the remaining 800 A
A 0V 0V

B -200 V -200 V

C 0 V -200 V

D -200 V 0 V

The X-ray diffraction spectra of these films are shown in Figure 1. In sample A, the
(002) texture is dominant in the Cr underlayer, which was deposited without applying substrate
bias, and the CoCrTa layer has the (1120) texture. This is consistent with previous work.5 7 On

I
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the other hand, in sample B, the Cr underlayer, which is deposited with -200 V substrate bias,
has the (110) texture and the CoCrTa layer has the (l11) texture correspondingly. Comparing
sample A and B, it seems that the substrate bias promotes the Cr (110) texture even at elevated
substrate temperature. However, it is interesting to note that for sample C, for which the first
200 A of Cr was deposited without applying substrate bias but the remainder 800 A Cr was
deposited with -200 V bias, the Cr underlayer has a very strong (002) texture, even stronger
than that in the sample A. Comparing sample A and C shows that applying substrate bias for the
remainder 800 A Cr, promotes the continuation of the growth of the (002) texture. On the other
hand, as seen by comparing sample A and D, applying substrate bias at the initial stage of film
formation prevents the (002) texture formation and produces films with the (110) texture.

A[ .3+- , + - , . , , , ., • - ,~
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Figure 1, X-ray diffraction spectra of samples A, B, C and D

The films form by a nucleation and growth process. Based on the minimization of
surface energy, we have proposed a model for the formation mechanism of crystallographic
texture of sputter deposited Cr films.8 From this model, the (002) and (110) textures are shown
to form by different mechanisms. The (002) texture forms at the very beginning of the film

deposition, when the "film" is composed of separated islands. Each single island prefers the
(002) orientation, due to minimization of surface energy. On the other hand, the (110) texture is
developed by a faster grain growth mechanism after the film become continuous. The higher the
concentration of nucleation centers, the sooner the films become continuous. Therefore the
(110) texture develop faster.

At room temperature, the nucleation rate is always high, so that the (110) texture always
forms very early in the growth of the film. However, heating the substrate reduces the
nucleation rate. The nucleation rate also depends on other sputtering parameters. Applying
substrate bias increases the bombardment energy of the Ar+ ions onto the substrate. At the
initial stage of deposition, the concentration of nucleation centers increases with this
bombardment because the sites of impingement will become sites for preferential nucleation. t 3

t
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Thus, applying a substrate bias at the initial stage of deposition, promotes the (110) texture. On
the other hand, applying substrate bias increases the mobility of surface atoms. When the film
becomes continuous, bias promotes surface diffusion. This helps some grains to grow faster
than others. Grains with low energy crystalline planes, such as (110) and (002), which are
parallel to the film surface, grow faster than others. Therefore, applying substrate bias after the
film become continuous promotes the growth of whichever texture is present initially.

2. The crystallographic texture of the CoCrTa layer

It is believed that Co-alloy layers grow epitaxially on the Cr underlayers. Therefore, the
crystallographic texture of the Co-alloy layer depends only on the crystallographic texture of Cr
underlayer. As shown in Figure 1, comparing spectra A and C, the intensities of the CoCrTa
(1120) peaks are proportional to the intensities of the Cr (002) peaks. Similarly, comparing
spectra B and D, the intensities of the CoCrTa (1011) peaks are seen to be proportional to the
intensities of the Cr (002) peaks. However, these relationships are not always observed. For
example, as shown in Figure 2, three films in which the Cr underlayer have similar
crystallographic texture, have different crystallographic texture in their CoCrTa layers. The
sputtering conditions of these films are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Sputtering conditions of samples E, F and G
sample Cr layer CoCrTa layer

Ts (CC) P (Wan) Ar (mT) Vb (V) Ts (QC) P (Wait) Ar (mT) Vb (V)
E R.T 100 2 0 R.T 100 10 -150

F R.T 100 10 -200 R.T 100 10 -150
G 260 100 10 -200 2600C 100 10 -150

Ts--substrate temperature, P--Sputtering power, Ar--Ar pressure, Vb--Substrate bias

I~ I I
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G
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Figure 2, X-ray diffraction spectra of samples E, F and G

Comparing samples E and F, their CoCrTa layers were deposited with the same
conditions, but the Cr underlayer of sample E was deposited without applying substrate bias
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and the Cr underlayer of sample F was deposited with -200 V substrate bias. As shown in
Figure 2, the spectrum E does not show clearly any peaks from the CoCrTa layer, while in the
spectrum F does show the (1011) and (1010) peaks from CoCrTa layer, even though spectra E
and F show similar Cr (110) textures. The (1041 ) texture is believed due to the epitaxial growth
of Co-alloy on the Cr (110) plane, but it is not clear how the (1010) texture develops. 4

Comparing samples F and G, both of which were deposited with the same conditions except for
the substrate temperature, it can be seen that sample G, which was deposited at elevated

temperature, shows stronger (1011) texture and less (1010) texture than F. This means that
epitaxial growth at elevated temperature is easier. From these results, it is seen that elevated
substrate temperature and applying substrate bias during the deposition of Cr underlayer
promotes epitaxial growth.

3. Magnetic pronerties and crystallographic tex.ure

The extrinsic magnetic properties of magnetic thin films depend on their microstructure.
The crystallographic texture describes the orientatior of the grains and the surface roughness
describes the surface morphology of the film. By applying a substrate bias, we can obtain either
the (110) or the (002) texture at the same elevated temperature. On the other hand, applying
substrate bias also changes the film morphology. Due to resputtering, when the film is
deposited with applied substrate bias, the film is denser (lesser voids between the grains) and its
surface is smoother.' 2 By controlling the sputtering process, we try to separate the effects of

j crystallographic texture from that of surface morphology. The magnetic properties and
microstructure features of samples A, B, C and D are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. The magnetic p ertoies and microstructure features of samples A, B, C and D

He (Oc) S S* Texture (CoCrTa/Cr) Roughness

A 1950 0.79 0.78 (1120)/(002) large
B 1550 0.74 0.74 (1011)/(110) small
C 1790 0.76 0.85 (1120)/(002) (strong) small
D 1570 0.72 0.76 (1011)/(110) large

Hc--Coerciverty, S--Remanence squareness, S*--Coercivity squareness

Comparing samples A and D, which have different crystallographic textures but may
have similar morphology because they were deposited with the same conditions except for the
first 200 A Cr, the Hc and S of sample A are larger than those of sample D. This is understood
because the CoCrTa layer of sample A has the (1120) texture, which brings the c-axis into the
plane of the film, while the CoCrTa layer of sample D has the (1011o) texture, for which the c-
axis is 28* out of the film surface. Similarly, comparing B and C, which may have similar
morphology but different type of texture, 'ample C, which has the (1120) texture, has the larger
Hc and S.

Comparing samples A and C, which have the same type of texture but may have
different morphologies, the Hc of sample A is larger, even though sample C has a stronger
(1120) texture. This may due to their different morphologies. The Cr layer of sample A was
deposited without applying substrate bias, therefore, the surface of the Cr layer is rougher due
to the effects of shadowing.t 2 This rough surface helps to separate the CoCrTa grains which

grow on that surface. The related smaller S* of sample A supports this argument.' 4
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IV. SUMMARY

1) The dependence of crystallographic texture of CoCrTa/Cr thin films deposited by RF

sputtering on deposition conditions has been investigated. Cr layers deposited without
preheating have the (110) texture. However, when Cr is deposited at elevated temperatures, the

texture of the Cr layer depends on the substrate bias. Either the (110) or the (002) texture can be

obtained at elevated temperature. We explain this by a simple model.

2) For the CoCrTa layers, the epitaxial growth depends on the microstructure of the Cr

layer and the deposition conditions of CoCrTa layer. Applying substrate bias during the

deposition of the Cr layer and increasing the substrate temperature during the deposition of
CoCrTa promotes epitaxial growth.

3) By controlling the sputtering procedures, the crystallographic texture and

morphology can be varied independently. The extrinsic magnetic properties depend on the

crystallographic texture and the morphology of the CoCrTa films.
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IN SITU ANALYSIS OF MAGNETIC AND STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES
OF EPITAXIAL AND POLYCRYSTALLINE NioFe-, THIN FILMS

I. Hashim and H.A. Atwater
Thomas J. Watson Laboratory of Applied Physics
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125

ABSTRACT

We have investigated structural and magnetic properties of epitaxial NisoFe2o films
grown on relaxed epitaxial Cu/Si(001) films. The crystallographic texture of these films
was analyzed in situ by reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED), and ex situ by
x-ray diffraction and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM). In particu-
lar, RHEED intensities were recorded during epitaxial growth, and intensity profiles across
Bragg rods were used to calculate the surface lattice constant, and hence, find the crit-
ical epitaxial thickness for which Ni80Fe 20 grows pseudomorphically on Cu(100). XTEM
analysis indicated that the epitaxial films had atomically-abrupt interfaces which was not
the case for polycrystalline Cu and Ni8oFe 2o film interfaces. The magnetic properties of
these epitaxial films were measured in situ using magneto-optic Kerr effect magnetometry
and were compared with those of polycrystalline films grown on SiO 2 /Si. Large H, (' 35
Oe) was observed for epitaxial NisoFe2 0 films less than 3.0 nm thick whereas for increasing
thickness, H, decreased approximately monotonically to a few Oersteds. Correlations were
made between magnetic properties of these epitaxial films, the strain in the film and the
interface roughness obtained from XTEM analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Permalloy (NisoFe20) heterostructures are of great interest for magnetoresistive de-
vices based on anomalous antiferromagnetic (AF)-coupling and giant magnetoresistance

(GMR) in NisoFe2o/Cu multilayers[1] and spin-valves[2]. To date, all investigations of such
NisoFe2o heterostructures have employed polycrystalline films with atomically rough inter-
faces where the interface roughness is of the same order as the nonmagnetic spacer layer
thickness[l, 2]. Since AF-coupling and GMR depend sensitively on NisoFe20o/Cu interface
structure and the film morphology, the magnetotransport properties of atomically-abrupt
epitaxial films should more clearly elucidate the underlying physics. Furthermore, with
atomically-abrupt film interfaces, it would be possible to fabricate thinner nonmagnetic
spacer layers without the interface roughness being the limiting factor. Finally, the growth
of epitaxial single layer NisoFe2o films on silicon is potentially of great interest for study-
ing magnetotransport and for applications to magnetoresistive devices because of reduced
interfacial and grain-boundary scattering[3].

Epitaxial NisoFe2o(100) films were grown on a relaxed Cu(001) seed layer, epitaxially
grown on Si(001). The epitaxy of Cu at room temperature on Il-terminated Si(001) has
been the object of earlier investigations[4, 5, 6] and has been successfully demonstrated to
occur in high-vacuum and UHV conditions. The mode of this epitaxy was found to take
place by occlusion of non-(100) grains by (100) grains in the Cu film[6]. The crystallo-
graphic orientation of the film is Cu(001) II Si(001) with Cu[100] II Si[ll0]. The lattice
mismatch between Cu and Si for this orientation is 6% whereas for Cu and NisoFe2o, it is
3%.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Films were grown in a custom-designed, load lock-equipped ultrahigh vacuum ion beam
sputtering system with base pressure in the mid- 10-"0 Torr regime. Prior to sample in-
sertion into the vacuum system, samples were cleaned by sequential chemical oxidation
in a 5:1:1 solution _f H20:IICI:H 20 2 at 80°C, followed by etching in a buffered 11F solu-
tion. Upon insertion into the sputtering system chamber, reflection high energy electron
diffraction (RHEED) at 15 keV was used to confirm (I x 1) surface reconstruction of tile
(001) Si that is commonly observed on HF-dipped Si (001), and which corresponds to
dihydride termination of the surface[7]. The as-inserted Si (001) substrates were heated
to T= 2000 C for approximately two hours and cooled to room temperature at a cooling
rate of 3*C/minute, prior to sputter deposition of Cu. NigoFe 20 was grown on this ('u
seed layer, which ranged in thickness from 10-300 nrm. The NisoFe20 was deposited ill
the presence of a magnetic field of 20 Oe to induce a uniaxial anisotropy[8]. The depo-
sition rate was approximately 0.10 nim/s. The film thickness, estimated during growth
using an oscillating-crystal thickness monitor, was confirmed afterwards with Rutherford
backscattering spectometry. Information about the evolution of the fimn microstructure
during growth was also obtained using in situ RIHEED measurements, which were recorded
on video tape and later analyzed using an image analysis computer program to find the
intensity profile across the Bragg rods and hence calculate the surface lattice constant.

Crystallographic texture of the NiwoFe 2o/Cu films on Si was confirmed by x-ray diffrac-
tion. Measurements were performed using a Co K0 x-ray source with fixed incident beam

angles in the range from 5*0450 in 5° intervals, along both the [1001 and [1101 azimuths of tile
Si surface. Scattered x-rays were measured using a parallel detection and data acquisition
instrument simultaneously over an angular range of 1200 with 0.050 angular resolution.
Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) analysis was performed on a
Philips EM430 microscope operating at 300 keV. TEM samples were prepared using ad-
hesives which did not require any high-temperature curing. The samples were ion-milled
using Ar+ immediately prior to electron microscopy. Magnetic properties were measured
using magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) magnetometer after sample transfer to a quartz
tube interfaced to the UHV-sputtering system. A 670 nm semiconductor diode laser beam
polarized by a Glan-Thompson polarizer was used as the incident beam, whose rotation

in polarization after reflection from the magnetic sample was detected using a Wollaston
prism and a photodiode pair. The sum and difference voltage signals from the photodiodes
were amplified and acquired on a 386 computer. The angle of incidence was approximately
700 from the normal. A pair of Helmholtz coiis were used to magnetize the sample such
that the Kerr rotation measured was longitudinal[9]. The sample holder geometry allows
rotation about the surface normal of the sample so that the in-plane easy and hard axis
Kerr loops could be measured for NiFe films down to thicknesses of 1.0 nm.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

From surface lattice constant measurements shown in Fig. 1, the NisoFe2o films were
observed to be pseudomorphic with the Cu film up to a thickness of 2.3 nm, followed by
growth of a relaxed film with bulk lattice parameter. The critical epitaxial film thickness
h, for a lattice misfit f, is obtained by solving the transcedental equation[10]:

h b I_1 - Vcos 2 ]3n( 4h, ()
=8 fcosA I + --- )( )

where 6 is the misfit dislocation Burger's vector, v is the Poisson's ratio, 3 and A are the
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Figure 1: Surface lattice constant of NiwoFe2 O film grown on Cu(100) calculated from

RHEED measurements as a function of Ni 8oFe2o film thickness.

angles that the Burger's vector makes with the dislocation line and the direction normal

to the dislocation line lying within the plane of the interface, respectively. Substituting

the lattice constant of NisoFe2o for b, A = /3 = 600 which is often the case for fcc crystals,
v of 0.31 for Ni, h, was found to be 2.1 nm from solving eq. (1), which agrees well with

the experimentally-determined critical epitaxial thickness for Ni 8oFe 2o.

Figure 2 shows an x-ray scan for e, = 300 for a NiwFewo (30 nm)/Cu(30 nm)/Si(001)

film which indicates that the (100) texture in the films is 2-3 orders of magnitude stronger

than other fcc textures, notably (111). Furthermore, the lattice constants calculated from

the diffraction spectrum confirm that the Cu and the Ni80Fe2O films are strain-relieved;

i.e., have the bulk lattice constants. XTEM was used to analyze the NisoFe2,/Cu interface

roughness, which was found to depend on the Cu seed layer thickness. For Cu thicknesses

< 100.0 nm, the interface was smooth and atomically-abrupt. Figure 3 shows XTEM image

of a NisoFe2o/Cu/Si(001) film. The NiFe/Cu interface cannot be clearly seen in Fig. 3 due

to lack of Z-contrast between NiFe and Cu. However, it is discernible in high resolution

XTEM images by the presence of Moir6 fringes and misfit dislocations to accomodate

lattice mismatch between Cu and NisWFe2o[ll]. Nevertheless, from the NiFe film surface

and the Cu/Si interface in Fig. 3, the r.m.s. roughness of the film was estimated to be

< 0.7 nm. For Cu seed layer thicknesses of 300 nm, the interface had a roughness of 9.3

nm. The development of this roughness with epitaxial Cu thickness is currently under

investigation and is probably related to film deposition conditions[11].

Magnetic properties of the epitaxial and polycrystalline NisoFe2o films, 1.5-20.0 nm

thick, were measured using MOKE magnetometry. As can be observed from Kerr loops

shown in Fig. 4, for epitaxial and polycrystalline Ni 8oFe2o films 3.0 nm thick, H, is consid-

erably higher for epitaxial films. It is plausible that dislocations generated due to misfit in

the epitaxial film cause domain wall pinning and hence, an increase in If,. No well-defined

uniaxial anisotropy was observed for epitaxial films with thicknesses < 3.0 nm, whereas

that was not the case for film thicknesses > 10.0 nm. For a 20 nm thick epitaxial NiqoFe20

film, H,, H~h, and Hk were comparable to that of a soft polycrystalline NisoFe2o film (see

Fig. 4), indicating that the 20.0 nm thick epitaxial film is relatively strain-free and devoid

of defects or pinning sites for domain walls. Figure 5 shows the variation of H, as a func-

tion of epitaxial NisoFe2o film thickness for various Cu seed layer thicknesses. Notice that

even though the film has no coherent strain for thicknesses greater than h, = 2.5 nm, H_

i
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Figure 2: Co-K. x-ray diffraction spectrum of NiFe(30ni )/Cui(30nni)/Si(00l) tiln for
beam incidence angle of 300.

Figure 3: Electron micrograph of epitaxial NiFe/Cu/Si(001) film.
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Figure 4: Kerr loops for epitaxial Nire/Cu/Si(OO1) film (a) 3.0 nim and (b) 20.0 rimi thick,

and for polycrystalline NiFe/SiO 2 /Si films (c) :3.0 rimi anid (d) 20.0 rim thick.i

is still significantly high for hIiý 4 * h,. This may Fe due to the presence of localized strain
fields caused by misfit dlislocat ion networks associated with lattice muisrmatch between Cu
and NigoFe 2o. Magnetostriction measurements were made for 20.0 rim thick polycrystalline
Ni8 uFe2o films on glass with a saturation field of 20 Ge. and was found to be +2.4 x 10-'.
The concentration for which magrietostriction is zero for (100) arid (1ll) textured YiFe
films, is XNj=O. 8 3 and xNi=0.Sl[12], respectively Therefore, it is likely that the epitaxial
(100) Ni~oFe2 o films have higher magnetostriction than the polycrystalline films on SiO 2 /Si
which generally possess (Ill1) texture[l I]. Efforts are under way to measure t lie magrie-
tostriction of epitaxial NiFe films in situ. arid observe its variation with thre muisfit strain
relaxation.

CONCLUSIONS

Epitaxial NisoFe2 o/Cu/Si( 001) films were ob~served to have atoi,iically-abrupt interfaces
arid roughness significantly less than that for polycrystallinue Ni030 Fe.2o filmis. The critical
thickness for which Ni80Fe2o grows psuedomorphically on Cin(100) was found to he 2.3 rim.
Magnetic properties of these filmis were investigated in situ andl were found to be sensitive
to the misfit strain between the Nigoree2o film arid the CU seed layer. H, was observed to be
significantly higher for less than 10 nmn thick epitaxial NiaoFe 2o( 100) films as compared with
polycrystalline films of same thickness. However. relatively strain-free epitaxial Niiije2o
films (-- 20 nnm thick) had soft magnetic properties comiparable to tho~se of polycrystalline
films, suggesting that they could be used for elpitaxial NiFe heterost ructrtires such as spun-
valves, and for studying magnetotransport in NiFe/Cu nirriltilayers.
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EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF fcc FE AND CU FILMS ON DIAMOND
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RISH, AND G.A. PRINZ
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ABSTRACT

The growth of iron and copper films and multilayers on the (100) face of diamond has been
achieved and studied by reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED), extended x-ray
absorption fine structure (EXAFS), ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), and SQUID magnetometry.
RHEED and AES studies show that 2-3 atomic layers (AL) of Fe on C(100) forms a continuous
film. The films as deposited at room temperature are disordered, and after a 350' C anneal
displays a face-centered cubic structure. Subsequent layers of Cu on this epitaxial Fe film grow
as an oriented, single crystal fcc film. FMR and SQUID signals have been observed from the Fe
films, showing that they are ferromagnetic.

INTRODUCTION

Stabilization of metastable phases of matter by epitaxial growth on lattice matched substrates

has opened an entirely new field of experimental and theoretical physics [I]. The use of diamond

substrates is appealing due to the extraordinary properties of diamond, i.e. its large band gap,
high thermal conductivity, extreme hardness, and desirable optical properties. In the past few
years there has been a strong interest in the growth and applications of thin diamond films on
various surfaceb. Characterization and optimization of the interfacial properties between diamond
and various metals is a necessary step in the development of diamond-based electronic devices. An I
understanding of the magnetic properties of transition metal films on diamond may also provide
a means of developing non-volatile magnetic storage devices based on diamond.

The epitaxial growth of transition metals on C(100) is feasible due to the close lattice match
(a=3.57 A for diamond vs. 3.59, 3.52, and 3.61 for fcc-Fe, Ni, and Cu. respectively), and the fact
that the symmetry of the (100) face of the diamond and fcc structures is the same. In fact, recent
work by Humphreys, et. al [21, has shown that it is possible to grow continuous, single crystal
films of Ni(100) on C(100) by e-beam epitaxy. Cu(100), on the other hand, is more difficult to
grow on C(100) due to its tendency to grow in a polycrystalline fashion at room temperature,
and ball up into islands upon annealing [3]. Stabilization of single crystal Cu(100) films on an
easily prepared, reusable, and insulating substrate such as diamond would be useful in that it
would then be possible to prepare Cu(100) surfaces in-situ (rather than resorting to cutting and
polishing a Cu single crystal and then rputtering and annealing in-situ). In addition, if magnetic
films are to be prepared on Cu(100), subsequent ez-situ measurements such as ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR) and magnetoresistance are more easily conducted when there is only a thin
film of Cu rather than a macroscopic single crystal substrate.

The growth of fcc-Fe at low temperature is also an important objective of this work. It is well
known that the high temperature, fcc phase (7-Fe) can be stabilized in films up to 20 A thick on
single crystal Cu substrates [4]. Due to the similarities in lattice constants of diamond and Cu,
it might also be expected that fcc-Fe could be stabilized on C(100). In this work, we show that
very thin films of Fe on C(100) exhibit an fcc-like RHEED pattern when prepared properly, and
that subsequent films of Cu on the Fe/C(100) also exhibit fcc RHEED patterns which rival the
quality of patterns obtained from a single Cu(100) crystal.

The metastable fcc-Fe is interesting from a magnetic point of view as well. While the high
temperature -y-phase of Fe is antiferromagnetic, it has been observed that under the proper growth
conditions, thin films of fcc-Fe/Cu(100) are ferromagnetic with a strong perpendicular anisotropy

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 11S3 Materials Research Society
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[5]. Theoretical calculations show that fcc-Fe may possibly occur in three different magnetic

states, either antiferromagnetic. ferromagnetic with a high moment (2 2.2pB), or ferromagnetic

with a low moment (-- I - .p5AB) [6). The fcc-Fe is predicted to go from the AFM to a FM state

as the lattice constant increases, with the transition happening very close to the lattice constant
of Cu. The energy differences between these states are small, and it is difficult to accurately

predict the true ground state even with current calculational techniques.

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION

The 3 x 3 x 2 mm C(100) substrates used in this work were cleaned by etching in an aqua
regia solution and then boiling in an H202 - NH4 OH - H20 solution. The substrate was then
loaded into a UHV chamber (base pressure < 1 x 10-10 Torr) and the surface characterized using
reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). The
only in-situ preparation of the C(100) substrate prior to growth was e-beam bombardment of the
face with the 10 keV RHEED beam. Electrical contact was made with the surface in order to
reduce charging effects while conducting the RHEED and AES studies. A typical RHEED pattern
of the C(100) face is shown in Fig. l(a). The RHEED pattern is taken along a (110] axis, and
has a low diffuse background and the symmetry expected from a (100) cubic face. We report
here that there was virtually no evidence of an oxygen peak in the AES spectrum, and therefore
conclude that any residual oxygen termination of the surface had been desorbed by the RHEED
beam.

The Fe was deposited by sublimation from an electron beam heated rod, and the pressure
stayed below 5 x 10-10 Torr during growth. The thickness was measured with a quartz crystal
monitor. During the Fe growth the C(100) substrate was left at room temperature. After Z 5S•A of Fe had been deposited, thefe was a complete loss of the C(100) RHEED pattern, and only

a bright diffuse background with a weak specular reflection was observed on the screen. This is
strong evidence that the Fe has covered the diamond in a continuous film. We also note that the
AES uptake curve up to 20 A of Fe follows a smooth exponential increase when the substrate
is held at room temperature. A fit of the room temperature, normalized Fe signal (Fe/(Fe+C))
saturates to 1 with an attenuation constant 10 A, which is again consistent with a continuous
Fe coverage. For comparison, the normalized Fe uptake curve taken with the substrate held at
3000 C during deposition satuates at 0.6, and evidence of the sharp C(100) RHEED pattern is
still evident up to 20 A coverage. These effects are characteristic of the Fe agglomerating into
islands for the high temperature growth.

Clearly, then, it is possible to obtain a disordered, continuous Fe film on C(100) by deposition
at room temperature. We grew the Fe film up to a final thickness of 10 A, gently annealed it to
350" C, and observed the formation of the fcc-like RHEED pattern shown in Fig. l(b). We also
report that for this annealing temperature there was no change in the AES Fe/C intensity ratio.
While the spots are much broader than those from the diamond substrate, the symmetry and
spacings of the two patterns are the same, and we conclud,- that the Fe has assumed a slightly
disordered fcc structure.

The Cu was evaporated from a W basket at a pressure of 1 x 10-9 Torr, and the thickness
was again measured with a quartz crystal thickness monitor. The Fe/C(100) substrate was held
at 300* C during the Cu evaporation. A RHEED pattern from the Cu after 100 A had been
deposited is shown in Fig. 1(c), and shows much sharper streaks than the underlying Fe. We
attribute the improved RHEED pattern to the high mobility of the Cu atoms, thus defects in
the Fe seed are being annealed out as the Cu film thickness increases. In addition, there are
superstructure spots appearing at approximately the 3rd order positions, which could be caused
by, e.g., a stress in the Cu film. After about 100-200 A Cu, the reconstruction spots vanish and
the quality of the RHEED pattern continues to improve. In Fig. l(d) and (e) we compare the
RHEED pattern of 1350 A of Cu to that obtained from a Cu(100) single crystal which had been
oriented to within 0.50, polished, and then sputtered and annealed in-situ. The quality of the
grown Cu(100) surface as determined by the RHEED rivals that of the bulk single crystal.

I
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a) DnjmmO100) Sh.P. e7uta

b) lo A le/Dammm(1o0) c) lO0 A Cu/ l a oao0)

d) 1s60 A Cu/l/Dmmnd(1OO) } ) Cu1LOO) d1.en crystal

Figure L:REED patterns of the samples taken in-sat. Pane)(a) shows the pattern obtained
from the C(lO03 susate, while (h) showk the pattern from en after it had been annealed
to 350c. Panls (c) and (d) show ptttt', from 10 0 and 135 Cu grown on the Fe/C(l00)
at 300*C. The RIEED patten in (e) Is a refer-ence spectrum from a single Cu rystal.
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In order to demonstrate that the Cu is
in an fcc structure, we have conducted ex-
tended x-ray absorption fine structure spec-

-- Cu/Fe/Dlamoud(tOS) troscopy (EXAFS) on the Cu K-absorption
edge. The details of the data collection and

...... -fec-C, standard analysis are presented elsewhere [7). Figure
L.--. 2 is a plot of Fourier transformed Cu EXAFS

4 • data collected from Cu/Fe/Diamond(100)
"sample and a known fcc-Cu standard. Al-

athough these data have not been corrected
for electron phase shifts and therefore do
not represent true radial distances, both

.9 sets have undergone identical analysis proce-=1. •,. dures which allow direct comparisons to be

made. Comparisons between the data sets il-
lustrate a close match in both Fourier ampli-
tude and radial distances of the near neigh-
bor and higher order peaks. It is clear that

Radial Coordinate (A) the Cu in the Cu/Fe/Diamond(100) sample
is in an fcc environment. The slight offset in
the distance of the nearest neighbor peaks is

Figure 2: Fourier transformed Cu K-edge EXAFS evidence of a small tetragonal distortion of
data for Cu/Fe/Diamond(100) and a 1350 A Cu the C01 lattice which most likely stems from
film. Both data sets have been analysed using a the lattice mismatch between the substrate

k-range of 2.5-11.5 A-' and a k'-weighting. Data and the layered structure.
have not been corrected for electron phase shifts.

Magnetic characterization

The magnetic properties of the Fe films under the thick (:1000 A) Cu cap layers were inves-
tigated ez-situ using both FMR and SQUID magnetometry. Ferromagnetic signals were observed
using both techniques, and when the techniques are used in conjuction it possible to extract the
average moment, the coercive field, the in-plane anisotropies, and the strength and sign of the
perpendicular anisotropy.
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Figure 3: The angle resolved FMR spectrum of a 20 A Fe/C(100) film taken at 35 GHz and a hysterisis

loop of the same film taken in a SQUID magnetometer. The film was capped with 1000 A Cu.
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The angle resolved FMR signal taken at 35 GHz is shown on the left side of Fig. 3. At zero

degrees, the magnetic field is aligned along the [0101 axis of the diamond substrate. This angle
could be accuritely calibrated by monitoring the splitting of the nitrogen electon spin resonance

lines. When the field is exactly along the highest symmetry axis, there will be no splitting of

the nuclear spin I = ±1 lines [8]. The miniumum resonance field was obtained at 450, indicating

that the easy axis in the plane of the film are along the [011] directions. We note here that the

easy axis of both bulk fcc-Fe/Cu(100) and bcc-Fe is along the [001] directions [9, 10]. In addition,
since there is a difference in the maxima at 0 and 90 degrees, a small uniaxial anisotropy in the
plane of the film is also present. By fitting the FMR data, therefore, the following quantities can

be extracted:

41rM' = 17.6 kG

K1 /M. = -0.106 kG

IK.,/M. = 0.022kG,

where 4rM' is the effective magnetization (including a perpendicular anisotropy field), K, is the
cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy, and Ku represents an in-plane uniaxial anisotropy.

The SQUID magnetometer data was obtained with the magnetic field applied in the plane
of the film along the [011] easy axis. A hysteresis loop taken at 100 K is shown on the right in
Fig. 3. The negative sloping background is due to a diamagnetic contribution from the nitrogen
impurities in the diamond substrate. From this data, the absolute magnetization Ms and the
coercive field H, can be obtained:

M. = 1900 ± 200
cm

3

SHc = 12+2Oe.

The error in the magnetization is primarily due to the uncertainty in the film thickness. Using
the identity 2K1

47rM' = 41rM,+---, (1)

where KL is the anistropy perpendicular to the film, and the formula for the magnetic dipole
energy ED of a thin film, we find:

ED = 2,rM.
2 = 2.3x 107 erg

cm
3

K.L = -6 x 106 erg
cm

3 "

The negative sign of the perpendicular anisotropy means that it favors a magnetization out of
the plane of the film. However, it is smaller in magnitude than the dipole energy of the film, and
the magnetization therefore lies in the plane of the film. Dividing K. by the film thickness, we
find that this would correspond to a surface anisotropy K. % 1 erg/cm 2 , which agrees roughly
with that of, e.g., Fe/Cu(100) [11].

Summary

Evidence is presented that fcc-Fe can be grown on C(100) by deposition at low temperature
and subsequent annealing to 3000 C. The Fe/C(100) is ferromagnetic, with a different in-plane
easy axis than fcc-Fe/Cu(100). The sign and magnitude of the perpendicular anisotropy of

4 these systems is comparable. Further EXAFS and angle resolved AES studies are in progress to
understand more completely the structure of the Fe films. The Fe/C(100) films were capped with
Cu, which shows single crystal quality fcc RHEED and EXAFS signals. Growth of Cu(100) in-
situ on a reusable, high resistivity substrate such as diamond will allow, for example, resonance
and transport measurements to be conducted more easily on samples grown on such Cu(100)
faces.

iI
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we have studied the dia and paramagnetic
susceptibilities of the holes in ultrathin films of dilute magnetic
materials in the presence of a quantizing magnetic field and compared
the same with that of the bulk specimens under magnetic quantization
for the purpose of relative comparison. It is found, taking Hg xMnxTe

and Cd1 4MnxSe as examples, that both the susceptibilities increase

with decreasing film thickness and increasing surface concentration
in oscillatory manners. The numerical values of the susceptibilities
in ultrathin films of dilute magnetic materials are greater than that
of the bulk and the theoretical analysis is in agreement with the
experimental data as reported elsewhere.

Introduction

The interest in epitaxial films of Cdl_xMn.Te arises from the novel

magnetic properties due to the Mn atoms and the close lattice match
and chemical compatibility with Hg1 y Cd yTe, an ideal material for long

wave length infrared detectors. It is worth remarking that the close
lattice match and chemical compatibility of CdMnTe with HgCdTe are
important because it is possible to monolithically integrate devices
such as CdTe transistors (Hg,Cd,Mn) [1,21, the heterojunction lasers
[3,51 and other optical and electronic devices with HgCdTe infrared
focal plane arrays. Recent advances in molecular beam epitaxy techniques
have made possible the controlled substitutional doping of CdTe [61,
CdMnTe [7] and CdMnTe-CdTe superlattices [8]. The combined compatibility
of controlled substitutional doping and heterostructure of dilute
magnetic materials make possible magnetically tuned lasers, magnetic
field sensor and magnetic field sensitive transistors [9). Though
considerable work has already been done never-theless it appears from
the literature that the dia and paramegnetic susceptibilities of the
holes in ultrathin films of dilute magnetic materials have yet to be
investigated. In this paper we shall study both the susceptibilities
for the more interesting case which occurs from the presence of a
quantizing magnetic field, taking Hg lxMnxTe and Cd lxMnxSe as examples.

In ultrathin films the restriction of the motion of the carriers
along the direction normnal to the film of the layer (say, the
z-direction) may be viewed as carrier confinement in a one-dimensional
potential well leading to the quantization of the wave-vector of the
carriers (known as quantum size effect) in the z-direction. In the
presence of a quantizing magnetic field along the z-direction, the free
motion parallel to the film is also quantized forming Landau level,.
and leading to diamagnetism. Moreover, the spinning motion of the
electrons leads to paramagnetism due to the spin-splitting of Landau

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 01993 Materials Research Society
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levels. In this work we shall study the doping and film thickness
dependences of both the susceptibilities of the holes in ultrathin films
of Hg1 xMnxTe and Cd 1xMnxSe respectively in the presence of broadening

of Landau levels.

Theoretical Background

The hole energy spectra in bulk specimens of dilute magnetic materials
are given by [10]

) kh2/23 2 2 2E t•2/2) [(3/4mlh + l/ 4
mhh) (kx + k y + (k/Mn)]. 3A (1)2

T- 2 2 2and E+, (k) (/2) [(1/4m1h + 3/4mhn) (kx + k 2 + (kz /mh) t A (2)
hy o

where the notations have been defined in the above reference. In the
presence of a quantizing magnetic field B along z-direction, the modified
hole dispersion laws in ultrathin films of dilute magnetic materials
of width do can be expressed as

E, 3/2;lk) = (n, + 1)kwI + ((2tJ 1 
2

/2%hhdo 2
) (3

and ZC (k) = (n+ )w 2  &2t 2 2/2ml do) (4)_-Q) 2+ 2+ 2 C h

where n. = 0,1,2 ........ i=I,2,WJ = e//m.
(M I I' iA 1h1+U Mh / hh(in 1 [ = ((3/•rnhQ 4 (I/•rhh))-1, Ul/m)} = mlh ) + ( 3

/
4

mnhh))-,

and ti = 1,2,3 .....

The free energy of the holes, including broadening, is given by

F(S) = Po F - (2ekB T/hdo) [D1 (A,+ 1 A,-) + D2(A2,+ + A2,- H (5)

where p., the total hole concentration, can be written as

PO = (2eB/,do) [D1 (tl,+ + tl,-) + D2 (t2,+ + tl,-)] (6)

n. t.imaX imax
Di = iz m, ti,+ = ai,+ (ai,+ + Cos C.1,t)/A

n = t.=lni=0 t I

a,, = exp [(k BT)- (E F-Ei+ )], kB is Boltzmann constant, EF is the
Fermi energy in the present case, E. are the roots of (3) and (4)

respectively, C i=pi, /kBT, pi,_ are the respective broadening parameters
and 2

A = 1 + (a ,+) + 2(a.i, ) (Cos C.i,±

The equation for diamagnetic susceptibility is

I I,)(d 0oF (B 7)

where o is the permeability of free space, F i(B) denotes the double
differentiation with respect to B. Thus combining (5) to (7) we can
determine 2Cd. When spin splitting is considered, the free energy can
be written as

}i
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f(B) = POEf - (2eBkBT/hdo) 01 (GI,+ + GI,.) + D2 (G2,+ + G2 _)] (8)

where Ef is the Fermi energy when spin splitting is considered and can

be determined from the equation

Po = (2eB/doytf) [(D (H, + HI,-) + D2 (H H2 , H1 (9)

Hi'± = ai,, (ai't + Cos Ci') G

a.,, = exp [kBT) (E - E )]1

E E (B 2 ) g1 and g 2 are the magnitudes of the effective
i,± + (B,2

g factors at the valence bands whose dispersion relations are
given by (3) and (4) respectively and

G, = + (i,+)2 + 2(Vi.) (Cos C

Thus using the equation Xp = -,Aof'"(B) (10)

and combining (8) and (10) we can determine the paramegnetic
susceptibility.

Results and Discussion

Using the appropriate equations and taking the parameters given
in (10] we have plotted Xd and (p versus d and no in ultrathin films

ofHg Hn Te and Cd Mn Se as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively
where tge same depenkences have also been plotted for bulk specimens
under magnetic quantization for the purpose of relative comparison.
The circular plots in Fig.2 exhibit the same dependences in accordance
with the experimental results [Il).

The influence of size quantization is immediately apparent from Fig.1
since both XP and )d in ultrathin films oscillate with d . The humps

occur when the quantum numbers change from one fixed value to another
allowed one. For the corresponding bulk materials, both the
susceptibilities are d invariant. From Fig.2 it appears that the values0

of X and Xd increases with increasing po and K d=koX where K is ap d p o

constant.

With varying magnetic field a change is reflected in Xp and Xd through

the redistribution of the holes in magnetosize quantized levels. In
the presence of broadening, the holes motion is possible in the
broadened sub-bands. In the absence of broadening, the 3D quantization
will lead to completely discrete energy levels which can produce sharp
oscillatory changes. This follows from the inherent nature of the 3D
quantization of the hole gas, since under such quantization, there remain
no free hole states between any two allowed sets of magneto-size
quantized levels, in contrast to what has been found f, the present
case considering the influence of broadening. Consequently, the crossing
of the Fermi level by the magneto-size quantized subbands would have
much greater impact on the redistribution of the holes among the allowed
sets, as found in the present case under broadening. It may be stated
that Po increases very much with the consequent rise of the Fermi level

!: i
• A -,-.-
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Fig. I Plot of X. versus do in (a) ultrathin films of Hgl xMnxTe (b)

bulk specimen of Hg1 x MnxTe (c) ultrathin film of Cd lxMnxSe and (d)

bulk specimen of Cd lx MnxSe. The plots e,f,g and h exhibit the variations

of X as functions of d in Cd Mn Se for the above cases.
p o l-x x

with respect to the bottom of the lowest Landau level resulting in the
occupation of a large number of Landau levels even under strong magnetic
quantization. Thus the magnetic quantum number becomes very large for
large po, leading to the picture assumed in the well-known Landau theory.
Finally, it may be noted that though the mixing of holes and many body
effects should be taken into account, this simple analysis exhibit the
basic qualitative features of the magnetic susceptibilities in ultrathin
films of dilute magnetic materials and theoretical results are in
agreement with the experimental data as given elsewhere [11].

i
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Fig. 2 Plot of X versus p for all the cases of Fig. I. The circular

plots exhibit the experimental results [111.
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ABSTRACT

Spin polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy (SPEELS) was
used to probe the magnetic state of Mn overlayers on Fe(100). Non-
zero exchange asymmetries are measured and found to oscillate with
a two monolayer period as the Mn overlayer thickness is varied,
proving that the surface layer of the Mn overlayers has a net
magnetic moment and that these (100) magnetic layers are aligned
antiferromagnetically. The average exchange splitting of the Mn
surface layer is found to be 2.9 eV, indicating that the Mn surface
has a magnetic moment of the order 3 u,. In addition, oxidized Mn
overlayer surfaces have been studied, and the spectral features in
the range 0 to 6 eV energy loss can be assigned to 3d-3d
transitions of MnZ. No indication of magnetic ordering of the MnO
overlayer has been oserved.

INTRODUCTION

magnetic multilayer coupling can be described by an RKKY type
interaction when the spacer layers are paramagnetic materials'.
However, a more interesting situation arises when the spacer layer
itself exhibits magnetic ordering. In the Fe/Cr/Fe(100) system
two-monolayer period oscillations were observedz. Direct
measurements of the magnetic order of Cr overlayers on an Fe(100)
surface have shown long range order both below3 and above4 the Noel
temperature of bulk Cr, with a layer-by-layer antiferromagnetic
structure similar to the near two monolayer spin density wave of
bulk Cr. In this paper we report magnetic studies of Mn overlayers
on Fe(100). Bulk Mn is a complicated system that can exist in
various structures and magnetic states. We find that Mn on Fe does
show long range magnetic order and that this order is very similar
to the Cr/Fe system.

EXPERIMENT

Spin polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy (SPEELS)
studies were used to probe the magnetic state and structure of the
Mn overlayers. The experimental arrangement is reported
elsewhere3 ,5. Clean Fe substrates were obtained by evaporating 60
to 70 X of Fe onto a Cr(100) crystal. The subsequent Mn
evaporations were performed from an A1203 crucible at sample
temperatures between 90 0C and 1450C, pressures of about 1 x 109 Torr
and rates of 0.2 to 2 xlmin. All thickness measurements were
obtained by comparing Auger peak intensities, with calibration

Mat. Res. Sac. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1913 Materials Resatrch Society
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performed using a quartz microbalance thickness monitor. Both LEED
and Auger electron spectroscopy were used to monitor sample
quality. Prolonged exposure to the base pressure during the Mn
thickness sweeps brought oxygen contaminations up to 10%, however
the spectra observed contain features that are associated with Mn
and are decidedly different than the spectra for the heavily
oxydized Mn films. The Mn spectra were sensitive to contamination,
and leaving the sample idle for 1 hour destroyed the magnetic
ordering. Thus we believe that the magnetic features observed
result from the magnetic ordering of the Mn overlayers and are not
induced by the sample contaminaton.

The SPEELS experiment performed consists of scattering
incident spin polarized electrons off the sample and collecting
scattered electrons in the off-specular (200) geometry. The
scattered electrons are then energy and spin analyzed using a 1800
hemispherical energy analyzer with an energy resolution of 300 meV
and a 100 keV Mott detector, respectively. Primary electrons of
31.5 eV generated in a GaAs photocathode were used. Both the
intensity and polarization were measured for scattered electrons
from incident beam polarizations both up and down relative to the
remanent magnetic state of the Fe substrate. One defines the
exchange asymmetry as the normalized difference between scattering
intensities for incident up and incident down electron spins.

RESULTS

The exchange asymmetry of the Mn overlayers was found to be
critically dependent on the method of sample preparation. Detailed
anneal studies reported elsewhere5 indicated that at temperatures
between 50 0 C and 1000 C an atomic smoothing of the surface occurs,
and that at 150°C intermixing begins. All data reported here are
for films grown between 90 0 C and 145*C. The measured asymmetry of
the Mn overlayers was also found to be sensitive to the temperature
during measurement. Fig. 1 shows the measured exchange asymmetry
as the temperature is varied. It is clear that long range order
exists only at lower temperatures.

Fig. 1. he exchange
asymmetry of 2 ML

Mn/Fe(100) vs meas- E
urement temperature.

0 1

-150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150
Temperature (C)

The exchange asymmetry spectra for the bare Fe film as well as
3 ML Mn/Fe are shown in Fig. 2a. The large negative values of the
Fe asymmetry are typical of a ferromagnet magnetized to
saturation6 . Since all spin polarizations are defined with respect
to the Fe majority-spin direction, the positive values of the Mn
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overlayer asymmetry indicates that the Mn surface layer is aligned
antiferromagnetically to the Fe substrate. Also shown are the
spin-flip and non-flip (spin conserving) partial scattering rates
for incident up and down electrons. Spin-flip scattering consists
of an incident electron filling a vacant state and scattering out
an electron from a filled state of opposite spin. Thus the flip
scattering cross section probes a convolution of empty states of
one spin with filled states of the opposite spin. Generally, the
energy loss of the spin-flip scattering maximum corresponds to the
average exchange splitting', which in turn correlates with the
magnetic moment with a relationship of roughly 1 eV/l u,. Thus the
location of the spin-flip scattering maximum at 2.9 eV loss
indicates that the surface of the Mn overlayer on Fe(100) has an
average exchange splitting of 2.9 eV, and this corresponds to a
magnetic moment of the order of 2.9 ue. While Mn films of
different thicknesses showed different values of the asymmetries,
all Mn films measured showed spin-flip scattering maxima at 2.9 eV
loss.

3M) LM/ Fig. 2(left). (a) The exchange

asymmetry vs electron energy
10 3ML MnIF loss for 3 ML Mn/Fe(100) for

incident electrons of spin
S0 -parallel (A) and antiparallal

EV to the Fe substrate major-
>•-10 ity spin direction.

W 20 Bore Fe

-30
30-3

w -20
b) 3ML Mn/Fe Flip

a: E

Non-Flip go-

0 0 2 l t0

- Mn Thickness (ML)

0. Fig. 3(above). The exchange
I asymmetry at 2.9 eV loss vs Mn

0 3 4 5 6 7 overlayer thickness. Statisti-
Energy Loss (eV) cal errors are contained within

the symbol size.

In order to probe the magnetic structure of these Mn
overlayers, thickness dependent data were taken with the energy
loss held constant at the Mn asymmetry peak of 2.9 eV (Fig. 3).
Since the probing depth of our experiment is only about a
monolayer, the measured asymmetry represents the magnetic state of
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the surface layer for the given thickness3 . The thickness sweeps
are very similar to the Cr/Fe(100) SPEELS studies reported earlier,
with two-monolayer oscillations providing strong evidence for
layer-by-layer antiferromagnetic ordering of the Mn overlayers.
Although substrate and sample quality did affect the measurements,
all samples showed the same features. Measurements were taken
between each successive Mn evaporation, giving a cycle time of 10
to 13 minutes per data point. Asymmetry oscillations as large as
10% (Fig. 3) and oscillations out to 21 ML Mn were observed5 .

The effects of exposure to oxygen were also observed. Fig. 4
shows the scattered beam polarization as well as the flip and non-
flip scattering intensities for a 10 ML Mn/Fe sample, exposed to
about 20 langmuirs of oxygen. The spectrum shows several loss
features, all showing an enhancement of the spin-flip type
scattering. The loss features all correspond to the energies of
Mn2" 3d-3d transitions7 "8 . Since the ground state of the Mn2 ÷ ion has
a half filled 3d-shell, S = 5/2 to S = 3/2 transitions are the only
3d-3d transitions that can be induced by electron scattering.
These transitions would involve significant spin flip components to
the scattering. Thus the energies and spin character of the loss
features of the exposed films are consistent with a surface
stoichiometry of MnO rather than Mn20 3 . The featur' locations also
correspond to recent unpolarized EELS studies of bulk MnOB. We
found no detectable exchange asymmetries in the MnO surface data,
and thus conclude that no Long range order was present.

Fig. 4. MnO SPEELS [a)
data. (a) The scat- ".
tered beam polariza- ij•{;
tion vs energy loss.
(b) The intensities 0
for spin-flip and non- b) T (
flip scattering asreS ÷(G) /_( 0
well as the total - .'E(D)
scattered intensity.
Statistical errors are ~ ei

contained within the ' ,(F)

symbol size. The 
Tt

corresponding 3d-3d -fip
MnZ. transitions are
shown. fli

1 Z 3 4 5 6 7
Energy loss (eV)

DISCUSSION

The magnetism of Mn is complicated. As the structure of Mn is
varied, the magnetic structure predicted from calculations runs
through paramagnetic, ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic states9 .
Additionally, the crystal structure of Mn is by itself a very
complicated system. Room temperature bulk Mn forms a complex
structure with a unit cell of 58 atoms 1 0 . Epitaxial Mn layers on
Fe(100) 11 have been found to grow in a face centered tetragonal
(fct) structure with c 3.3 & and the in plane spacing of the Fe

Sm ml m m m m m m m ~ m m m mmI
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substrate, a = 2.87 I. This structure can be regarded as either
bct with c/a - 1.15 or fct with c/a = 0.81.

While many calculations have been performed for various bulk
structures of Mn, none have been performed for the particular
structure of Mn overlayers on Fe(100). Calculations for the
correct atomic volume but a bcc structure predict a moment of 2.6
us , while calculations for the fct structure but slightly smaller
atomic volume predict moments of 2.3 to 2.5 u, for various c/a
ratios, including 0.8112. Additionally, the spin dependent density
of state curves shown with these calculations show apparent average
exchange splittings of 2.9 to 3.3 el9 12 , 13 . These values are
remarkably close to our measured value of 2.9 eV.

It is interesting to compare our thickness dependent
measurements with previous results for the Cr/Fe, Fe/Cr/Fe ana
Fe/Mn/Fe systems. In the case of the Fe/Cr system, for Cr
thicknesses greater than 5 ML, it has been established both
experimentally2 -4 and theoreti 17ally4 that the C- overlayers form
ferromagnetic (100) sheets aligned antiferromagnetically and that
Fe/Cr/Fe sandwiches show two monolayer coupling oscillations as the
Cr thickness is varied, implying that the Fe coupling is mediated
by the magnetic state of the Cr spacer layer. For Mn films thicker
than 5 ML we find that the Mn overlayers form ferromagnetic (100)
sheets aligned antiferromagnetically, as the Cr overlayers do.
Since the Mn overlayers on Fe form a layer-by-layer antiferromagnet
very similar to the Cr overlayers, one would expect that the
Fe/Mn/Fe system would oscillate just as in the Fe/Cr/Fe system.
However, this is in contradiction with the recent studies of
Purcell et al., who observed only antiferromagnetic couplings for
Mn thicknesses greater than 4 to 7 ML, with oscillatory modulations
in the coupling strength"1 .

We believe that this discrepancy results from differences in
sample growth temperatures and measurement temperatures. Our
previously reported anneal studies5 showed that annealing above 500C
provided smoother films and an enhancement of the magnetic signal
by a factor of 3. Additionally, temperature studies clearly show
(Fig. 1) that measurements at low temperatures provide a magnetic
signal much larger than room temperature measurements. The
Fe/Mn/Fe samples of Purcell et al. were grown at 50 0C and measured
at room temperature. These films would have reduced magnetic
ordering due to increased surface roughness and higher temperatures
of measurement. If the Fe-Fe coupling is mediated by the Mn
layers, then one would expect that the reduced ordering of the Mn
layers would reduce the superlattice coupling between the Fe
layers. Since the dipole interactions of the Fe films would favor
an antiferromagnetic alignment, a reduction in the coupling
strength would provide precisely the results of the Purcell group:
a dipole dominated antiferromagnetic alignment with two monolayer
coupling strength oscillations due to the Mn magnetic effects.
Thus one would expect that smoother films with low temperature
measurements would provide coupling oscillations in the Fe/Mn
multilayers.

CONCLUSION

We have performed detailed SPEELS studies of the surface layer
of Mn overlayers on Fe(l00) and found the value of the average

j
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exchange splitting to be 2.9 eV. This value corresponds to a
surface magnetic moment of the order 2.9 u., comparing well with
calculated values. The exchange asymmetry on the surface of Mn
overlayers on Fe(100) was measured, providing strong evidence for
a layer-by-layer antiferromagnetic structure coupled to the Fe
substrate. The magnetic ordering of the Mn is found to be
temperature dependent, indicating that Fe/Mn superlattices should
show two monolayer period coupling oscillations at low
temperatures. Oxidized Mn overlayers show several loss features
that are consistent with a MnO surface, although no evidence for
long range magnetic order was found.

This project was supported by the NSF through grant No. DMR
9119815.
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ABSTRACT

We have investigated structural and magnetic properties of CoPt alloy films with
strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in the thickness range between IO0A and
400A. From a detailed x-ray analysis we find highly (1ll)-textured CoPt microcrystal-
lites in all samples. STM studies reveal a granular topography with grain diameters of
up to 250A. Measurements of hysteresis loops yield a saturation field which increases
with thickness, and which is consistent with a freely mobile domain model. Brillouin
light scattering measurements o; the frequencies of the surface and standing spin wave
modes yield a bulk exchange constant, which is strongly dependent on the Pt content.

INTRODUCTION

Polycrystalline Col Ptx alloy films have recently been demonstrated as attractive
media for magneto-optical storage applications [1-41. All magnetic parameters are
strongly dependent on the film composition, the film thickness and the growth
conditions. For alloys evaporated in high-vacuum at , 200°C a perpendicular easy
magnetization axis has been reported in a broad composition range of 50-90 at.% Pt [1.

From the application viewpoint, alloy films have several advantages compared to
corresponding Co/Pt multilayers of the same composition ratio. Their fabrication is
easier and the Kerr effect is larger, particularly in the UV region, which makes them
particularly attractive for future magneto-optical storage applications [2,41.

The microstructure of CoPt alloy films is mainly determined by granular growth and
its importance for magnetic properties has been recognized. For instance, Kitada and
Shimizu [5] reported for sputtered Co Ptx alloys (x=0-50at.%) a linear correlation
between grain sizes and the coercive fieldstrength. The exchange interaction, which is
strongly related to the particular microstructure, was identified as one of the most
important factors in controlling magnetic properties [6,7]. Murayama et al. [8]
measured the exchange interaction in sputtered Co1 _Ptx alloy films (x=0-14at.%) and
showed that magnetic inhomogeneities caused by the distribution of grain size and their
separation are closely related to the Pt content [8]. For sputtered CoNiPt alloy films
the exchange constant was found to be strongly reduced compared to evaporated
CoNiPt films [9].

In this paper we present for the first time data on the bulk exchange interaction
constant, Aex , for perpendicularly magnetized alloy films investigated by Brillouin light
scattering experiments. A structural analysis yields data on the (vertical and lateral)
average grain size and the texture of Co2,.Pt7 . alloy films. We discuss the thickness
dependence of hysteresis properties within -hearamework of a stripe domain model [10],
and present evidence for a correlation between the domain wall mobility and the
average grain size.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The investigated alloy films were ce-beam evaporated in a 10"8 mbar vacuum system
on polished Si (100) substrates covered with an etched SiNx buffer layer (see Ref, 1111).
For some samples (see further below), an additional 40A Pt buffer layer was used. The
deposition temperature was : 220"C and subatomic layering or coevaporation of Co and
Pt was employed in order to obtain large values for the perpendicular anisotropy, Ku.
The composition was measured with x-ray fluorescence (XRF), and structural informna-
tion was investigated by x-ray diffraction (XRD). The hysteresis loops were obtained
with the polar Kerr effect and the Brillouin light scattering experiments were performed
using a computer-controlled Sandercock-type (3+3)-pass tandem Fabry-Perot interfero-
meter in backscattering geometry [12].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Since magnetic properties depend strongly on the microstructure, (i.e., grain sizes
and their orientation, defect structure) an analysis of the latter is eminently important.
Here we briefly review some of the main results obtained by x-ray diffraction and
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).

The film structure is of cubic symmetry with the fcc (111) lattice planes
preferentially oriented parallel to the film plane. Strong texturing is indicated by a

weak fcc (200) reflection, which is only about 3% of the (111) reflection, and the degree
of texturing increases if a Pt buffer is introduced (see below) [1]. From the width of the
CoPt(1ll) reflection in the 0-20 XRD geometry we infer average vertical grain sizes of
goA, 140A and 160A for film thicknesses d = 100, 200 and 300A, respectively. These
studies were complemented by STM surface topography measurements. The granular
structure is clearly resolved. The lateral grain size is similar in all samples and shows a
variation typically of the order of 100 to 250A.

Magnetic hysteresis properties were characterized with polar Kerr loops. For all I
samples 'he remanence is 100% and the coercivity Hc is independent on d. Films with
d=100A show almost perfect square loops. With increasing film thickness the hysteresis
loops are sheared and the perpendicular saturation field, H. , at which magnetization
reaches saturation, increases strongly.

Draaisma et al. 110] calculated the shape and the properties of perpendicular mag-
netization curves of single magnetic layers and multilayers with strong perpendicular
anisotropies within the framework of a stripe domain model. The model assumes freely
mobile domain walls (no coercivity) and is based on minimizing the total free energy of
the system taking into account field, wall and demagnetization energy contributions.
For details see also the work of Kooy and Enz [13]. Within this model the dependence
of H. on the film thickness can be calculated with the domain wall mobility, character-
ized by a characteristic length, r = a, /Fn, as a fit parameter. Here aw is the domain
wall energy density and FD = p 0 Ms2/•2 is the demagnetizing energy.

Fig. 1 shows the dependence of H. on the reduced film thickness d/r (solid line) for
a single magnetic layer using the model of Draaisma et al. 110]. The circles are the
measured values of H. for Co 25 Pt7 1 alloy films with thicknesses as indicated. The ex-
perimental data can be well reproduced by choosing a value for r of 120 ± 15 A. For
smaller film thicknesses only stripe domains were observed in auxiliary Kerr microscopy
investigations [14].
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The experimental value of r = 120A can be compared to an estimate obtained from the
domain wall energy orw. With ow 4 Aex1Ku and with the exchange constant Aex =
0.43.10-1 J/m, the stturation magnetization M, = 370kA/m and the uniaxial aniso-
tropy Ku = 0.2MJ/m , we obtain a value of r = 320A which is of the same order of
magnitude as the experimental value. Here we used values for Aex , MN and Ku
obtained by Brillouin light scattering as discussed below. We would like to point out

that for both cases r is of the order of the grain siz,"s. Magnetic inhomogeneities at the
grain boundaries (see below) might therefore determine the domain wall mobility
(coercivity) in these films.

We now turn to the determination of the exchange interaction in the alloy films.
For a detailed study we prepared three additional sets of Col xPtx alloy films with
x = 45, 60, 74at.% and of thicknesses d= 100, 200, 300 and 400A each. Contrary to the
samples discussed so far (x=75at.%), the new sample sets have a 40A Pt buffer layer in
between the etched SiNx buffer layer and the alloy film and were deposited by
coevaporation rather than subatomic layering.

The exchange interaction is obtained by measuring the frequencies of inelastically
scattered light from spin waves using the Brillouin light scattering technique [15-18].
Two types of spin wave modes contribute to the scattering cross section. First, the
Damon-Eshbach (DE) mode, which is a dipolar mode localized at the film surface, and
which is sensitive to the magnetization and anisotropy contributions. Second, the so-
called standing spin wave (SSW) modes, which are in addition sensitive to the bulk ex-
change constant, A, Apart from the crossing regime with the Damon-Eshbach mode
the standing spin waves are characterized by a wavevector q = n~r/d with n the integer
mode order; their frequency v is given by 27rv/-y = D q2 with -y the gyromagnetic ratio
and D = 2Aex/Ms the spin-wave stiffness constant. The magnetic properties are
obtained by a fit of a suitable model [18], which contains all details of the spin-wave
dispersion, to the experimentally obtained spin wave dispersion properties. Here we
used the saturation magnetization, M. , the uniaxial anisotropy constant, Ku , and the
exchange constant, Aex , as fit parameters [15,18]. The results for Ms and Aex are listed
in Table I.

All measured alloy films show well-defined spin wave spectra, i.e., the Damon-
Eshbach mode and the first standing spin wave of the film. The width of the observed
modes is much broader than the experimental resolution which is indicative of large
magnetic inhomogeneities caused by the granular structure [9,8].

The standing spin waves were identified by their characteristic 1/d 2 dependence on
the film thickness, d. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The measured (squares) and
fitted (full lines) spin wave frequencies are shown for C0 55 Pt 45 alloy films as a function
of the film thickness in an applied field of 20 kOe. The results of Ax and D for all four
sets of samples are listed in Table I.

$

V
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Table I:
Ezchange constant Aex and spin wave stiffness constant D for the present Cot_,Pt" alloy
films (#1-4) obtained by a least-squares fit to the measured spin wave frequencies. For
comparison literature data of a sputtered Co86 Pt1 41 film and bulk hcp Co are given.

# Pt content Pt buffer Ms Aex D

[at.%] [A] [kA/mj [10 11J/mn [1017Vs]

1 75 0 370 0.43 2.32
2 74 40 390 0.77 3.95
3 60 40 580 0.99 3.41
4 43 40 780 1.38 3.54

Ref.[] 14 0 1060 1.59 3.0
bulk Co 0 1400 2.85 4.07

3
1 10 ..

SSW I SSW 2 SSW 3

S70 7

S50 DE Co 5 5 Pt 45  0-
c ~H=20 kOe

r. 3 0 .0. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

0 100 200 300 400 500 0 20 40 60 80 100

d (A') Pt content x (,)

Fig. 2.: Fig. 3:
Measured (squares) and calculated (solid Bulk exchange constant Aex as a
line) spin wave frequencies for Co5 5 Pt 45  function of the Pt content of
alloy films of up to 500,4 thickness in an CojxPtx alloys. The full dots (square)
applied magnetic field of 20 kOe. The denote data of alloy films with (without) a
parameters for the calculation are: M4=780 40A-thick Pt buffer layer. The value for
kAia, Aexzý 1.33- ;i J/n , z-O .' '.cp Co) u,..- a If-
Ku=O. IMJ/m 3 . The Damon-Eshbach Ref. [19]. The triangle represents
mode (DE) and the standing .4pin wave a sputtered Co86 Pt1 .1 film [8].
modes (SSW) are indicated.

The results for the exchange constant, Ae,, are plotted in Fig. 3 as a finction of
the Pt content. The full dots denote the values for Co1 Pt, alloy films with a 40A Pt
buffer. The value for x-z0 is the vahw nf hulk hcp Co, wbaich 2.853 10-1J/m. Clearly a
strong dependence of Aex on the Pt content is observed. We would lke to montion thi.
the observed dependence is mainly due to the reduction of the saturation magnetization
with '-creasing Pt content [1]. The obtained values for the spin-wave stiffness constant,
D, do not vary as a function of Pt content within the error bars of ± Svc (see Tab. I).
This might be indicative of a structurally uniform growth of the system independent of
the Pt content. For comparison, the obtained exchange constant for a Co. 5 Pt7 5 alloy
film without a Pt buffer layer is shown in Fig. 3 as a square. This value is reduced by
almost a factor of 2 compared to the same sample with a Pt buffer layer. It is likely
that this finding is due to the reduced degree of (111) texturing in the films without Pt
buffer layer. As already pointed out by Murayama et al. [81 for sputtered Col xPtx
films (x = 0-14at.%) of 250A thickness, any reduction in the degree of texture
improves the formation of grain separations by non magnetic Pt. which, in turn. will
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reduce the inter-grain exchange coupling and thus the effective exchange parameter ofthe film as tested by the standing spin waves.

CONCLUSIONS

The exchange interaction in Col Ptx alloy films with large perpendicular anisotro-pies was measured with Brillouin ligat scattering experiments. A, 5 rapidly decreaseswith increasing Pt content and is strongly dependent on the degree of (IlI) texture ofthe films. Microstructural properties of Co2 5 Pt 7 5 alloy films have been studied withXRD and STM methods. The observed grain sizes were found to be independent ri thefilm thickness and of the order of 100 to 250 A. The perpendicular saturation fields ofthe samples, as determined by polar Kerr measurements, increase strongly withthickness. The observed behavior is consistent with a stripe domain model yielding acharacteristic length describing the domain wall mobility, r, of 120A which is of theorder of the grain sizes of the ilm. This result corroborates the importance of granulargrowth on the magnetic properties of the films.
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MAGNETORFSISTANCE AND STRUCTURE OF GRANULAR Co/Ag THIN
FILMS

* 1ARY BETH STEARNS AND YUANDA CHENG*
Arizona State University. Department of Physics and Astronomy, Tempe. Arizona, 85287

ABSTRACT

Several series of Co1Ag, - granular thin films (-.X30(•) were fabricated by coevapora-
tion of Co and Ag in a dual e-beam UHV deposition system at varying substrate temperatures.
These films have low field magnetoresistance values as large as 31% at room temperature and
65% at liquid N2 temperature. The structure of the films was determined using magnetization
measurements as well as x-ray and various electron microscopy techniques. The composition
was determined using Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy. The magnetoresistance was
measured at both room and liquid N2 temperatures.

We deduce from the magnetization and RBS measurements that the films consist of Co
globules embedded in a Ag matrix and that there is no appreciable mixing of the Co and Ag
atoms in the films deposited at substrate temperatures Ž> 400'K. The size of the Co globules is
seen to increase with increasing Co concentration and the maximum magnetoresistance occurs
in those films having the smallest Ag thickness which provides magnetic isolation of the Co
globules.

We suggest that the large magnetoresistance of these films arises from the same
mechanism which causes the low field magnetoresistance in pure ferromagnets, namely, the
scattering of the highly polarized d conduction electrons of the Co at magnetic boundaries. The
large increase in the room temperature magnetoresistance of the Co/Ag films as compared to
those of pure 3d ferromagnetic films is due to the distance between the magnetic boundaries
being reduced to a few nanometers. because of the small size of the single domain Co globules. I
as compared to a few microns in 3d ferromagnets.

INTRODUCTION

Recently it has been found that granular as well as layered structures have a large
magnetoresistance, MR, at room temperature'- 2. In particular the CoAgi., system' was
found to have MR values of -30% at room temperature. It is known that Co and Ag are
immiscible and the surface free energy of Co (2.71 J/m 2) is more than twice that of Ag (1.30
Jim2 ). We find that the films deposited at substrate temperatures which are high enough so that
the adatoms have appreciable mobility are completely segregated. The CoCut_- system is
much less favorable for complete segregation since the surface free energy of Cu (1.93 J/m2 ) is
closer to that of Co.

Here we study the correlation between the microstructure and magnetic and resistive
properties of Co/Ag granular films. Because of the simpler structure, the magnetoresistance
behavior of the well segregated Co/Ag granular structures are more amenable to modeling than
the ccmplex structure of multilayers. TEM micrographs of many multilayer systems have
shown that usually only the first few bilayers are of good quality with strong columnar growth
and severe intermixing occurring in the layers further from the substrate.

We consider that the magnetoresistance in the Co/Ag granular films is due to the same
mechanism causing magnetoresistance in pure ferromagnets, namely, scattering of the highly
polarized d conduction electrons of the Co r nagnetic boundaries. In the granular structures
the room temperature magnetoresistance is . ich larger than that of the pure ferromagnets
because the domain size has been greatly reduced from the micron range, typical of pure
ferromagnets, into the nanometer range. This small domain size is achieved in the CoAg,.,

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. '1993 Materials Research Society
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system because there is essentially complete segregation of the Co and Ag and at Co
concentration of <37 at.% Co the single domain Co globules are magnetically isolated by the
non-magnetic Ag mamx.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Several series of CoýAgj . and pure element films were prepared by evaporation of Co
and A in a dual e-beam gun UHV deposition system. The nominal thickness of the films was
-3000A. High purity single crystal Si wafers with an oxidized surface layer were used as the
substrates. The deposited samples consisted of a square of -2 cm on a side and a dumbbell
pattern with a small neck of -0.2mm x 5mm for resistance measurements. In order to study
changes in the microstructure the substrate temperature, T,. was varied from room temperature
(RT) to 500'K . The deposition rate of Co was kept constant at 0.6 A/sec while the Ag rate
was varied from 0.5 to 2 A/sec in order to change the composition of the films.

A Rigaku D/Max-HIB x-ray diffractometer with CuKc radiation was used to study the
grain size and crystal orientation of the films. The Co and Ag were found to be fcc with
preferential growth in the <1Il> direction. Studies of the morphology of the films were made.
and are still in progress. using cross-sectional electron microscopy as well as a number of other
electron microscopy techniques. The atomic compositions were determined using RutherfordBackscattering (RBS).

The magnetization curves were measured on a small rectangle using a vibrating sample
magnetometer whose maximum field was 10 KOe. The magnetoresistance was measured on
the dumbbell shaped samples using the four-probe method in a field varying up to 14 KOe.
The four probes were gold plated stop balls which were connected to a digital voltmeter which
supplied a constant current of 10 mA through the sample. The resistivity was found to be
independent of the size of the current. Resistance measurements were made at both room and
liquid N2 temperatures. The magnetoresistance (MR) measurements were made for the applied
field, H, in-plane and perpendicular to the film and with the current both transverse (TMR) and
parallel (LMR) to the field.

MAGNETIZATION MEASUREMENTS

For each series of films, made at a fixed T., those with less than - 35 at.% Co were
superparamagnetic indicating that the Co atoms are clustered together into magneticaily isolated
globules. The magnetization curves began to open up near zero field for compositions between
35-40 at.% Co. With increased Co concentration the non-reversible hysteresis loop continued
to grow and the coercive fields of the films increased. The average moment, _V, and number
of the Co globules, Ng, were obtained from fitting the magnetization curves to a Langevin
function using Kaleidagraph.

M = Nglt 1ctnh(p HAkT) - 1/(0 HRkT)], (1)

where Ms- N p. Assuming that each Co atom in the globules has a full RT moment, VaCo=
1.72 p1B. we obtained the number of Co atoms per globule, Nco = V /lCo. If we know the
average volume per Co atom, VCo. we can then obtain the average volume of the globules.
Vg= NCo VCo.

We found that the VCo values are quite different from the bulk value. They were
obtained in the following way: On measuring the magnetization curves of pure Co films
deposited at the various substrate temperatures we found that the saturation magnetizations
were about 75 -80% that of the bulk value. We attributed this to voids in the films and from
the measured Ms values calculated VCo of the Co atoms in the films. This assumption was
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confirmed by RBS measurements in two ways: Using RBS we determined the atomic
fractions of Co and Ag and number of atoms per cm 2, N,, of each film. The average volume
for each atom could be deduced from the known film thicknesses (from profilimeter
measurements) and the N, values; again assuming that any variation from the bulk values was
due to voids. The average volumes could also be deduced from the measured atomic volumes
and the volume fractions known from the deposition rates. Both of these determinations
agreed well with the values obtained from the pure Co films. Upon viewing the granular films
with cross-sectional TEM micrographs we indeed saw that they contain voids as well as
spherically shaped Co particles. For the granular films near optimum conditions the saturation
magnetizations were the same as in the pure Co films indicating that the Co and Ag have a
negligible fraction of mixed regions.

The volume fractions, fv, of the granular films were also obtained from fv= NgVg.
These agreed well with those obtain from the deposition rates and RBS. Taking the globules to
be spherical, as seen by XTEM, we obtained the average radius of the Co spheres, ro. These
values are shown plotted as a function of Co at.% in Fig. Ia. The Co globules in the films
deposited at 400'K and above are seen to have average radii of 23-26A. The average volume
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of a cell containing a Co globule and its surrounding Ag matrix is given by Vc=V / f.
Assuming that this volume is in the shape of a cube we can obtain the average cube sie, D.
These values are shown in Fig. lb. We see that for the better films these are in the range of
55-65A. Thus we conclude that the Co/Ag granular films deposited at Ts > 400'K consist of
segregated Co globules embedded in a matrix of pure Ag. From previous experience of
observing XTEM micrographs of the structure of metallic films of many different materials
which are deposited by evaporization at various substrate temperatures we know that usually
the films deposited at RT are of very poor quality4 . This is due to the small surface mobility of
the adatoms at RT so that the crysiallites are small and jagged. The quality of the films
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improves greatly for films deposited at 400'K and above. The x-ray spectra confirm this
behavior.

A quantity of interest in determining the magnitude of the MR effect is the average
minimum thickness of the Ag, tAg = D - 2ro. between the Co globules. These values are
shown in Fig. Ic. It is significant that the appearance of the non-reversible open hysteresis
loop sets in at tAg ~.iOA for all the series with T, -> 400'K and that at all Co concentrations tAg
is the smallest at the optimum substrate temperature, Ts =4500K.

MAGNETORESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS

The resistance variation with applied field, H, was measured at RT and liquid NT with
H both in-plane and perpendicular to the films. For the superparamagnetic films the transverse
magnetoresistance (TMR) was independent of the orientation of the field with respect to the
film. For an in-plane field the longitudinal magnetoresistance, LMR (the current and H in the
same direction) was slightly different than the TMR in agreement with there being an increase
in resistance with H due to the anisotropic shape of the electronic cloud of the d electrons being
visible because of spin-orbit coupling 6 . . For these granular films the anisotropic
magnetoresistance, AMR=LMR-TMR, was found to have a maximum value of about the same
as for pure Co films; i.e., -1%.

In the rest of this paper we will consider only the TMR. The magnetoresistance is
defined here to be MR= R(H) -Rmin/Rmin = p(H) -Pmin /Pmin Ap IPmin. Since for many of
the samples our maximum field, 14KOe, is not quite sufficient to reach Rmin we determined its
value by fitting the magnetoresistance curves with two Lorentzian functions using
KaleidaGraph. Typical fits to both the magnetization and the magnetoresistance curves are
shown in Fig. 2. The dashed curves through the data points are the fitted curves. In this way
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Fig. 2. Typical fits to the magnetization and the magnetoresistance curves are shown for 37
at.% Co film deposited at 4500K.

we determined Rmax'Rmin or the more fundamental quantity APmax. Its variation with % Co is
shown in Fig. 3a. We see that for each substrate temperature above 300'K Apmax increases
with at.% Co up to where tAg -1/A where the films start developing some coupling between
the Co globules. This coupling was also strikingly evident in the relaxation behavior of these
films. In measuring the magnetoresistance curves it was observed that at fields near the
coercive field and in the open magnetization loop it took extraordinarily long times for the
resistance to come to equilibrium; --in some films several minutes.

We show the variation of Pmin with % Co in Fig. 3b It is seen to be quite independent
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of at.% Co and decreases with increased substrate temperatures. Thus increasing the amount
of the higher resistivity element Co does not increase the resistivity of the films. The poorer
quality 300'K films are seen to have significantly higher resistivity. In Fig. 3c we show the
variation of the maximrm TMR with %Co. It is seen that 450*K is the optimum substrate
temperature giving the largest TMR value of 31% at RT. The TMR of the optimum 37 at.%-
450°K film at 77°K was 65% with Ap increasing from 4.2 pf2-cm to 6.6 V(2-cm and Pmin
decreasing from 13.6 ltil-cm to 10.2 jiQ2-cm.

A quantity of interest for device development is the full-width at half-maximum,
FWHM, of the MR curves. Its value is -4000 Oe for the optimum films. This large value
occurs because the small size of the Co globules requires a rather high field to align the single
particle domains. These FWHM values would decrease if the superparamagnetic Co globules
could be increased in size.

Annealing studies were made for the optimum film of 37 at.% Co -450'K and two of
the poorer films, 32at.% -3000 K and 41 at.% -3000 K. They were annealed for 30 min. at
300'C. Upon the first anneal 6Pmax decreased for all three samples. For the optimum films,
Pmin decreases in the same ratio leaving the TMR unchanged. However for the poorer films.
annealing increased the quality of the films as evidenced by a large drop in Pmin A APmax also
decreased but not as much as for Pmin so that the TMR values increased. The second anneal
however had the net effect of decreasing the TMR of the 32-300 film from 26 to 21% but
leaving the 41-300 film the same, at 16%.

It has long been observed that the TMR decreases less rapidly than the magnetization
approaches saturation 7. We find that for these films the variation of the relative TMR with the
relative magnetization MfMs does not follow the functional form (1-IM/Msl)n very well.
However, if forced to fit this functional form the best fits were with n-1.4-1.6. Since M is a
measure of the net projected volume of domains oriented in a particular direction and the TMR
is a measure of the scattering from magnetic boundaries and depends on their shape it is
expected that the two quantities can have quite different functional forms with no simple
relation between them.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We first consider the behavior of room temperature Pmin. For the 450'K series its
value is -13 pl-cm and it is essentially independent of Co concentration. There are three main
contributions to Pmin: (1) One is due mainly to phonons and, to a lesser extent, magnons, pph.
Assuming that the decrease in pirin in going to LN temperature is mainly due to this term and
that it varies inversely with temperature we estimate its value to be -4.6 pgi-cm. This is
reasonable value since the RT resistivities of the pure elements are 5.8 and 1.6 jaI-cm
respectively for Co and Ag. We would expect that the value of this term would increase
slightly with increasing %Co. (2) A second contribution is due to the interfacial scattering, pit,
of the electrons because of the step potential seen by the conduction electrons at a Ag/Co
interface. The conduction electrons of pure Ag have about 77% sp-like and 23% d-like
character 8 with a Fermi energy of EF -6.0 eV and Fermi wave-vector of kF -1.2 Al-. The
Fermi energy of the it. ity electrons for Co is -3-4 eV so the step potential at a Co/Ag
interface can be estimate,. -ive a resistivity comparable to that of Pph. As seen from the
variation of the values of ro ai.d the number of globules/cm 3, Ng in Fig. 2 for any given series
the interfacial area increases with % Co. Thus we expect that this resistivity should also
increase with % Co. (3) The third contribution to the resistivityPvoid, comes from the large
fraction of voids in the films. It is expected that the fraction of voids is rather constant since
the pure Co films have about the same fraction as the granular films so this contribution should
be independent of the % Co. Thus the constancy of Prmin with % Co is not understood. The
magnitude of Pvoid of is seen to be about the same as pph and Pif.

The magnetization and RBS measurements show that the Co and Ag atoms in the films
deposited at substrate temperatures _Ž 400'K are essentially completely segregated. Thus any
explanation of the large MR effect as being due to the spin dependent scattering from Ag solute
atoms in Co is not applicable to these films. We suggest that the MR effect in these granular
films is due to the same scattering mechanism that gives rise to the MR effect in pure 3d
ferromagnets. Namely the scattering of the highly polarized d conduction electrons of the 3d
magnetic material at magnetic boundaries 5. It was shown that the magnitude of Apmax varies
inversely with the distance between magnetic boundaries, Apma. -I/D. When there is a spatial
gap between the sequential domains each of the other scattering mechanism decreases the
number of electrons that retain their memory of the magnetization orientation between the
domains. Thus the optimum geometry for a large Apmax is that of a small cell size with the
largest globules which still remain isolated from adjacent cells. We see from Figs. 2 and 4a
that indeed the largest Aprnax values are obtained for the smallest cell size having the largest
non-touching globules. Once they touch, as indicated by the appearance of a hysteresis loop or
coercive field, the domain size increases causing Apmnax to decrease rapidly as seen in Fig. 4a.
The magnitude of Apmax in the granular films agrees well with that obtained from the derived
expression for APirax in pure Fe with each of the above three scattering mechanism, Pph, Pif
and Pvoid attenuating the Apma of pure Fe by about 30%.

We wish to thank C.H. Lee for measuring the magnetization curves of these films.
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ABSTRACT

We report the observation of giant magnctoresistance in granular systems prepared by either
melt-spinning or sputtering. For melt-spun CoCulI alloys, with x varying between 5 and •0%.
magntcoresitance amplitudes of 20% in 50 kOc at 5 K were obtained. similar to those reported for the
same alloys prepared by sputtering. For sputtered (Ni,0Fe 20) 5AgItx alloys, three different contributions
to the magnetoresistance have been clearly identified: The spin-valve (or giant) ntagnetoresistance,
scatiering on magnetic fluctuations, and anmsotropic magnetorcststance. These three contributions have
their own dependences on the size of the magnetic particles, on the degree of intermixing between NiFe
and Ag, and on the temperature. In the third series of samples. sputtered (Co-,,Fe 30 ),Ag1 x, very large
magnetoresistance amplitude has been observed (ARIR as high as 20% at room temperature in 10 koc and
60% at I0 K).

INTRODUCTION

Recently, giant magnetoresistance (GMR) has been reported in heterogeneous
alloys (CoCu -1 1,.21. Co5 Agl.,x131, NiFeAgl_,l41) prepared by sputtering and also by
melt-spinuiingl5l. These alloys comprise two immiscible metallic components, one
magnetic. the other non-magnetic. For sputtered samples, depending oil the substrate
temperature during deposition, the samples are homogeneous metastable alloys (if
deposited at liquid nitrogen temperature) or granular alloys consisting of single domain
ferromagnetic particles embedded in a metallic matrix. The size of the magnetic
particles can be increased by subsequent annealings. By melt-spinning, the size of the
particles is obviously much larger than in sputtered samples (especially for samples
prepared at LN- 'emperature), However, this size is smaller than the optimal size of
grains required it r largest MR.

The physical origin of GMR in granular alloys is the same as in multilavers.
namely interplay between neighboring magnetic grains of spin dependent scattering of
conduction electrons occurring at interfaces between ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic
regions or in the bulk of the single domain magnetic regions. In most cases. electrons
having spins antiparallel to the magnetizatiotn of the ferromagnetic regions are more
strongly scattered than those having spins parallel to the magnetization. So, at low
magnetic fields, since the ferromagnetic regions are randomly oriented both spin
orientations should experience strong scattering. However, at high magnetic fields, the
ferromagnetic regions are aligned parallel to the direction of the applied field. Electrons
with spins parallel to the magnetization do not experience the strong scattering at the
interfaces or in the bulk of the ferromagnetic regions resulting in a low resistance for
this spin orientation. Since the two types of electrons (spins T or ,) carry the current in
parallel, the low resistance dominates at high magnetic fields, leading to GMR effect.
For each couple of magnetic/non-magnetic materials, the largest possible MR is not
easily predictable since a large number of parameters such as grain sizes, shapes and
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distances between magnetic grains are broadly distributed and influence its amplitude.
From the point of view of fundamental physics the transport properties of these alloys
are much more complex and difficult to interpret quantitatively than in multilayers.
However, from the point of view of applied physics, these alloys are quite interesting
since their magnetoresistance amplitude may be potentially larger than in multilayers in
the usual in-plane currentl6l (CIP) geometry. Moreover they are easier to prepare and
have good thermal stability (annealed samples).

In this paper, we give an overview of our recent results on giant
magnetoresistance in as-quenched and annealed heterogeneous alloys prepared by
sputtering or melt-spinning. Three series of alloys have been investigated : melt-spun
CoxCul-,, sputtered NiFexAgi,5 and sputtered (Co.oFe 30 )xAgl.x alloys with x
varying between 5 and 40%.

MELT-SPUN SAMPLES

The melt-spun samples are prepared in an argon amlospherel51 . They consist of

granular CoCuI., alloys in the form of long ribbons 5mm wide, 50 prm thick, tens of
meters long. In the as-quenched ribbons. X-ray spectra show the formation of Co-rich
precipitates (containing about 10% of Cu) embedded in a Cu-rich matrix. The wkidth of
the line associated with the Co-rich phase corresponds to a size of magnetic particles of
about 120A. After 10 minutes annealing at 950K, this size has increased tip to 250A.
Fig. I shows the magnetoresistance of a melt-spun ribbon of composition Cot. 2 Cu0.8
at 4K after 10 minutes annealing at various temperatures. The amplitude of the
magnetoresistance goes through a maximum for the samples annealed at 480°C. The
saturation field decreases with increasing annealing temperature which is consistent
with an increase of the size of the magnetic grains. The results of figure I can be
directly compared with previously published results on sputtered Coo.2Cu.,X
alloysl1,21. The amplitude of the GMR is as large (almost 2(1% at 4K in 50kOc in the
present melt-spun ribbon as in the sputtered samples. This method of preparation
opens the prospect of new applications of GMR at high currents in electrical
engineetiing or electrotechnique.
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Figure I :Magnetoresistance of incl-spun ('Co.2 Cu 01. m tcallic ribbon, at 4K alter ,ucc,,. I,
annealings for 0I0 minutes at various teImnparture,
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SPUTTERED SAMPLES

The sputtered (Nio, 81 Feo. 19 )xAgj.1 alloys were prepared at room or t.N2
temperatures. The X-ray analysis shows that the samples consist of NiFe rich precipitates
embedded in a Ag matrix. Some alloying formation between the NiFe and Ag has been
observed which results in a ramified gradient of concentration from the Ag matrix to the
inner part of NiFe grains. So NiFe particles consist of a ferromagnetic core surrounded
by a ramified paramagnetic envelope, the thickness of which decreases with temperature
(gradient of magnetic ordering temperature associated with the gradient of concentration).
We carried out a detailed study of structural, transport and magnetic properties of these
alloys1 61. Fig.2a, b, c show the observed magnetoresistance curves of three as-deposited
alloys prepared at R.T. with NiFe concentration of 20, 30 and 40% respectively. These
curves are quite different. Their analysis point out the existence of three main physical
contributions to the MR in these systems as will be discussed below.

Fig.2a shows the MR curves in the low NiFe concentration limit
(NiFeo.25 Ag. 75 ). The grains are in large proportion paramagnetic down to I IOK[ 6 1. A
ferromagnetic order within the grains appears below I I(K. The magnetoresistance is
consequently dominated by the scattering on paramagnetic fluctuations above I ]OK
(round shaped MR(H) curve) as in bulk ferromagnets (D)e Gennes-Friedel,1958)"Il.
Below 1 IOK, the MR curves exhibit a singularity around zero field, reflecting the change
in the magnetic behavior. The steep decrease of the MR in relatively low fields is due to
the onset of spin-valve MR (rotation of the magnetic moments of individual grains)
resulting from the decreasing spin-flip scattering on magnetic fluctuations. The amplitude
of this MR contribution increases with decreasing temperature. The long MR tail at high
fields (the amplitude of which decreases with decreasing temperature ill contrast to the
spin-valve contribution) is still associated with scattering on magnetic flutuations.

250K

... ... . . * ,. -

-4 "

"250K k 190K 1341K 711 Ik
2.1111, 0 1711k I Ill1K 1 k111

2 1k to *1 Sl I"'•~~ ~~~ K II* •I ' 90I1%• "• Illl

.5 to I it I q

II (kOe)
Figure 2a Magnetoresistivity of as-sputtercd NiFe-t. 2 5 Ag 0 .75 al various temperatures.

In the opposite limit of high concentration (NiFeO.4toAgo.60. Fig 2b). two points
must be underlined. Firstly, the MR curve also exhibits a reversible shape characterized
by two symetrical maxima. Secondly, in contrast to the the low concentration limit, the
MR is maximum at room temperature and not at 4K. Since we are here at 40 at.% of
NiFe, the GMR hardly plays any role at this concentration because of strong
ferromagnetic coupling between magnetic grains. It should be pointed out that the MR
measurements have been carried out with current parallel to the applied field. In this
geometry, as the field is increased from 0 Oe, the anisotropic MR (AMR), determined by
the average cosine square of the angle between the magnetizations of the NiFe grains and
current, leads to an increase in resistivity. In contrast, the scattering on magnetic-
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fluctuations decreases as the field is increased resulting in a negative MR. In low fields
(between 0 and about 3WX Ge) the AMR dominates the decreasing scattering on magnetic
flutuations leading to a positive MR. At higher fields, the miagnetici moments of tile grains
do not rotate any more (satuiation of the ferromnagnetic part of the magnetization) leading
to a saturation of the AMR. As a result only the scattering on magnetic fluctuations still
contributes to the MR. The MR is then negative as observed in Fig.2a. Furthermore the
fact that the amplitude of the MR decreases as the temperature is decreased, is consistent
with a reduction of the magnetic fluctuations in the magnetic grains since the Curie
temperature of the magnetic grains in this alloy is above room temperature) 6 l.
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Figure 2b: Magnetnrcesistivity oi as-sputtcft'1 NiFC. 4(1AgO.(i) at %arious tempeiratures.

Fig.2c corresponds to an intermediate NiFe concentration (3017,). Three
successive behaviors are observed in this case as the temperature is decreased. Above
2(XK the envelope of the NiFe grains is paranmagnetic. The MR has a round shape as in
the low concentration limit (see Fig 2a above I1(1K). Below 2(XK, the envelopes of thle
magnetic grains begin to order ferromagnetically. The anisotropic magnetoresistance
(AMR) is still small. The main contribuitions to the MR are still scattering on magnetic
fluctuations and rising spin-valve MR. This leads to at! angular MR shape aroLtnd zero
field (as in Fig.2a below I1(1K). Below 1501K, the AMR has significantly increased so
that a double maximium appears as, in the previous, case.
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Figure 2c: Magnectoresistivity of as-spu~ttrcd NiFc-( 30AgO.70 at various temperaturcs-
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During annealing, demixing between NiFe and Ag takes place as observed
by X-ray diffraction. As a result, the relative role of the three contributions to the MR
change dramatically. The Curie temperature of the magnetic grains raises much above
room temperature leading to a decrease of the role of scattering on magnetic fluctuations.
The increase in the size of magnetic grains and the improved interfaces sharpness result in
a large enhancement of the role of the GMR (up to an optimal grain size related to the
mean free paths in the magnetic grains). The AMR also increases with grain size. Fige.
shows a comparison of magnetoresistance in an as-sputtered and annealed sample of
composition NiFe0 .3 5Ag 0 .6 5 .The shape and temperature dependence of the MR before
and after annealing are quite different as a result of the increase of GMR upon annealing.
In this series of NiFeAg alloys, we have obtained MR amplitudes as large as 50% at 5K
in 5kOe after annealing at 550'C for 20 minutes (maximum for NiFe concentration of
25%) which is comparable to the results of ref 4.

As-deposilcd Ater 4nnea. ln

* .. ... . ... . . I

. .4j

v 2 4 f ft I 2 0 2 a C
If i k 1I 114l kO,• i

Figure 3 Comparison of inagnctoresi stance in as-sputtered and annealed NIFc0.35Ago., 5 alhos' at
various tCmperatures (annealed at 550'C in" I1l minutes).

The third series of granular systems investigated was sputtered
(Co0.70Fc0.30)xAgl_x alloys. The samples were prepared at room or LN, temperatures
with composition varying between 20 and 47 at% of CoFe. Fig.4a shows the measured
GMR at room temperature as a function of CoFe concentration in the as deposited
samples. The GMR shows a maximum for 38 at.% of CoFe, with MR amplitudes of 15
and 10 % for samples prepared at room and LN 2 temperatures respectively- This
difference of MR amplitudes reflects the difference :n the nanostructure of the samples
due to different substrate temperature during growth. It is interesting to note that the
position of the maximum occurs at relatively high magnetic concentration (38 at.q Cole)
in comparison to other granular alloys (closer to 25% in NiFeAg. CoCu or CoAg
alloyst1-41). The decrease of MR at large magnetic concentration is mainly due to the
increase in ferromagneti2 coupling between magnetic grains preventing a change with
applied field in the relative orientation of the magnetic moment:; of neighboring grains.
The onset of ferromagnetic coupling only at 38 at.% of magnetic element in
(Coo.7()Feg .30)x Agl- suggests that the grains have more compact shapes than in other
alloys 11-41 (may be due to a difference in structure between the bcc magnetic grains and
the fcc matrix) or that antiferromagnetic couplings between magnetic grains through Ag
exist in these alloys.

Regarding the MR amplitude in this series, we observed one of the largest
magnetoresistance ever reported at room temperature in these granular materials ( 18% at
room temperature in 10 kOe after annealing at 6(X)K for 10 rin.), see Fig.4b. This MR is
larger than in Cox AgI_x at room temperaturel 91 . It is interesting to note that in Co/Ag
multilayers, in CIP geometry, the MR does not exceed 30% at low temperaturelg5

-- t
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compared to 84% in CoAg granular alloys141. Trhe larger MR ohserved in CoAg alloys
than in Co/Ag multilayers with current flowing in the plane of the layers indicates th
potential very large MR amplitude that one can expect from granular systems (without
considering the values of saturation fields).

Ag.Cok, Fe, *d~pusiled at 77 K

20
H -=16 kOe

t6 depoied at 77K 
0

th

OC 12 *aa-eoie

S-20

4 o~ Cocnrto aC kv

Figure 4: a) R~oom icnipe)ratulre inaictoresrcistaIme at 16k()c of ('ofcAi! % Cr~ll L01I:cIII)Ihalt1 (1 COI

(I) Magiietoresistance of Cof-c) 3A8A90.62 as-detx)ýitLc at 77K and alicr ,tncii.ang at 6100K dtingr InI

mi ue .To our point of view, this lairger M R in granu kar s ysten is re -stilts fro nt the reLatis e
geometry of the current lines in the system and of the imagnetic inhomogeneities (grains
or layer,, which give rise to tile GMR. The situmtion of granular systems is in faci
intermediate between the situation of mll)Itilavers with current flow ing in the plane of the
layers (layers in parallel) and multilayers with current perpendiculair to the interfatces
(layers in series)' 6) Orle max'j therefore exspect imagnetores i stnce a implit udes fin grninukiar
alloys intermediae hetween the mlaglletoresistattce ofnmutihila ers with current flow ing in)
the plane or perpendicular to the layers.
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ABSTRACT
We have observed giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in NisiFes,/Ag granular structures

synthesized by the annealing of artificial multilayers made by sputtering. The size and
morphology of the magnetic precipitates can be controlled by adjusting the magnetic layer
thickness in the initial stage. Magnetoresistance as large as 30% was found at 4.2 K with
a rather small saturation field. Giant magnetoresistance in this alloy system essentially
depends on the magnetic precipitate size, annealing temperature and the NislFeig concen-
tration. The temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance in these films is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
The recent discovery of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) for ferromagnetic granules in

a non-magnetic metal matrix [1,21 adds a new dimension to the phenomenon of GMR in
magnetic multilayer[3[. Substantial MR of these immiscible granular alloy systems, such
as Co-Cufl,2], and Co-Ag[4], have increased our fundamental understanding of GMR
"effects, as well as increased their potential for applications. However, to be useful as for
magnetoresistive sensor devices, thin film materials require much lower saturation field
HS then have hitherto been found.

In this paper we report the synthesis of Nis1 Fe1s/Ag granular films based on the heat
treatment of the multilayered samples containing ultrathin NiFe layers. The permal-
loy/Ag system was chosen because of the relative insolubility of the two components over
a wide composition range[5], thus guaranteeing a phase separated granular alloy. The ex-
traordinary soft magnetic properties of Nis Felg combined with the large electronic mean
free path in Ag, should lead to small saturation fields and enhanced MR. Also, the mag-
netic concentration and particle size can be controlled by adjusting the permalloy layer
thickness during the sputtering process. We will show that giant magnetoresistances are
observed in these alloy films with significantly lower saturation fields than in other similar
systems, leading to relatively high field sensitivity.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The NigsFelg/Ag multilayers with individual NiFe layers ranging from 4A to 7A and

Ag layers of 20A to 22A were prepared by dc magnetron sputtering from separate targets
of Nis Fes, alloy and Ag onto glass substrates at room temperature. The background pres-
sure was <2x 10- 7 torr. With a sputtering pressure of 7.5 mtorr of argon, the deposition
rates (determined from the measured thicknesses of single films by low-angle x-ray reflec-
tivity measurements) were 1.4 A/s for Nis8 Fe1 9 and 1.6 A/s for Ag. The individual layer
thicknesses of NiasFe1a and Ag were adjusted to yield films of composition between 20
and 45 at.% NiFe. Total film thicknesses were 600-1000A. All the samples were examined

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. '1993 Materials Research Society
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both before and after heat treatment under a vacuum of < 2x 10-' Torr.
The structural characterization of the samples was performed by low and high angle

x-ray diffraction using Cu-K. radiation [6] and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The film compositions, as determined by electron microprobe measurements, were found
to be within 4% of the nominal values. The magnetoresistance measurements were carried
out using a four-terminal geometry and a high-resolution ac bridge[7]. The current was
in the plane of the film with the magnetic field either in or perpendicular to the plane.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The low-angle x-ray reflectivity spectra reveal sharp superlattice peaks for all the as-

deposited samples down to a bilayer thickness of A=26A (with a 4 A layer of NislFejs),
indicating a well-defined composition modulation along the growth direction. The corre-
sponding high-angle x-ray diffraction and electron diffraction for these samples show thai
the multilayer films have coherent interfaces and a highly textured structure with (111)
orientations normal to the film plane (Fig.l(a)). However, after annealing the samples
at 450 °C for 20 minutes, both low and high-angle x-ray results show that the superlat-
tice structures were washed out, indicating significant interdiffusion during the annealing

i • I i I i I I i I

(b) 24at. %
(a) 4X/22A ()2a.7 NiFe

5X/22X 26t
IDI

61/22A

S~33at.%.

"33a.7

30 34 38 42 46 50 30 34 38 42 46 50

Figure 1. High-angle x-ray diffraction measurements for the as-deposited multilayers
(a) and annealed (450 OC, 20 minutes) NiFe/Ag alloy films (b), for different NiFe-
compositions. The vertical lines indicate the position of permalloy (111) peak.
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stage. Highly (111) textured structures can still be seen in the annealed samples as
demonstrated by the two peaks in fig.1 (b) for the annealed samples, which are indexed
as Ag(111) and NiFe(111), respectively. It is to be noted that the intensity of the smaller
peak at 20=44.4* in Fig.1(b) increases and becomes sharper as the NiFe concentration
is increased from 20 at.% to 37 at.% NiFe, confirming the assignment of the (111) peak
to NiFe. The NiFe particle sizes, observed from TEM images, were 60 to 100A at this
annealing temperature depending on the original thickness of the NiFe layers. Fig.2(a)
shows high-angle x-ray diffraction scans for one sample at different annealing tempera-
tures during which it transforms from a superlattice structure to a phase separated alloy.
As the annealing temperature is increased, the superlattice coherence is lost and the peak
intensity at 20=44.4* increases and becomes sharper with the growth of NiFe precipitates.

I 1 30

4•/20A (a) 20 (b) as deposited"
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Fi-;ure 2. (a) High angle x-ray scans for the NiFe(4.k)/Ag(20k-) alloy as-deposited
and after 30 minute annealings at 300 °C, 400 °C, 450 0C and 600 °C; (b) magne-
toresistance curves measured at 4.2 K after each annealing listed in (a).
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Magnetoresistance measurements were performed between 4.2 and 300 K in magnetic
fields of up to 10 kOe. Fig.2(b) shows the MR values measured at 4.2 K for the 24 at.%
NiFe sample as-deposited and after successive annealings. The as-deposited multilayer
has a small MR values of less than 10% at 4.2 K and less than 2% at 300 K, with no
evidence of antiparallel spin alignment between the NiFe layers across the Ag spacer. Upon
annealing an appreciable increase of Ap(= P(8=o) - P(Jsu,)) up to 85% was observed;
the resistivity p, however, decreases by about a factor of 1.25 to 4.6 Ohm-m , giving an
even large enhancement in Ap/p after heat-treatment. An MR value as large as 30% was
found for the sample annealed at 300 *C. It is also noted that the high temperature (>
450 *C) annealing substantially decreased the MR, this may be due to the extreme growth
of NiFe grains or a decrease in surface to volume ratio. However, the important property
of our alloy films is the small saturation fields, as shown in Fig.2(b). A saturation field
of 2-2.5 kOe can be deduced which is about 5-10 times smaller than those found in co-
sputtered Co/Cu[ll and Co/Ag[4] granular alloy systems. The small Hs in this system
may be ascribed to the shape anisotropy of the magnetic particles. The MR curves, in
fact, are broader for the field perpendicular to the film plane and narrower for the field
in the plane of the film, implying the existence of some plate-like particles.

Selecting and controlling the structural parameters in order to maximize MR and
minimize Hs are important aspects for producing granular alloy systems. Fig.3 shows
the composition dependence of the MR and the saturation field HS for several annealed
alloys at 4.2 K. Ap/p increases from low NiFe concentration to such a maximum at
about 24 at.% NiFe and then gradually decreases. Hs decreases more rapidly with NiFe

concentration before reaching a constant value for concentrations above 33 at.% NiFe.
Ap versus composition shows a similar behavior, a maximum found at 24 at.% NiFe.
At a certain annealing temperature below 450 *C, low magnetic concentrations imply
small particle sizes and a large surface/volume ratio. It has been suggested[8] that the
spin dependent scattering in this case is dominated by the scattering at the interface
rather than bulk and that this is the reason for the GMR. As particle sizes become

comparable with the mean free path, the effective surface/volume ratio is reduced lowering
the contribution of the spin dependent interfacial scattering, and the MR is reduced. The

2 
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Figure 3. Magnetoresistance and saturation field, measured at 4.2 K, as a function
of NiFe concentration, (NiFe)xAgi-x.
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small value of the MR at NiFe concentrations below 20 at.%, however, may simply reflect

the diminished level of magnetic particles. The saturation field Hs, as shown in Fig.3

is also related to the concentration of the magnetic alloy. Saturation fields less than 1

kOe for NiFe concentrations above 35 at.% are found. The temperature dependences

of Ap/p, Ap and p for alloy films annealed at 450 °C for 30 minutes are presented in

Fig.4. For samples with NiFe concentrations above 30 at.%, Ap/p decreases linearly with

temperature, while for samples with NiFe below 24 at.% both Ap/p and Ap decrease

more rapidly at low temperatures. The sheet resistivities p, however, show a nearly linear

decrease with the temperature for all the samples at this annealing temperature. The fact

that Ap changes by a factor of 4.8 between 300 K and 4.2 K, for the sample with 24 at.%

NiFe, compared to Ap changes of 2.5 times for NiFe concentrations above 30 at.%, indicate

that the contributions to GMR for the first sample arises mainly from the increased Ap

at low temperature, while for the second it is due mainlyto the reduced sheet resistivity.

As the temperature increases, inelastic scattering events from phonons and magnons give

rise[8] to a decrease in Ap and an increase in p. In addition, the interface, which gives the

most important contribution to the MR, may have a considerably lower effective Curie
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4. Figure 4, Temperature dependences of (a) ApIp, (b) Ap and (c) p for three NiFe
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temperature due to the so-called softening of the magnetization at the interface[9] The
large temperature dependence of MR at low magnetic concentration samples may also
be attributed to superparamagnetism. As the magnetic anisotropy of the particles is

proportional to their size, thermal activation will cause a spontaneous rotation of the
magnetic moments for small particles[10]. The rather moderate temperature behavior
of high magnetic concentration samples has been shown to be more magnetically stable.
However, the relatively strong temperature dependence of MR in a granular alloy system

may prevent its technological application.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have synthesized phase separated NissFess/Ag alloy films by annealing of the mul-

tilayered structures containing ultrathin NiFe layers. The magnetic concentration and
precipitate size can be controlled by adjusting the NiFe layer thickness in the deposition
stage as well as by subsequent heat-treatment. The alloy films display giant magnetore-
sistance with a maximum value of 30% at 4.2 K for NiFe concentration near 24 at.%, and
a relatively small saturation field of 2 kOe. The strong temperature dependence of MR
is shown to be related to the composition, size and thermal stability of the magnetic par-
ticles. Even lower saturation fields should be possible by varying the NiFe concentration
and the annealing temperature.
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ABSTRACT
Giant magnetoresistancc, GMR, in thin metal films elicits attention due to

its technological potential as well as its relevance to theory of exchange coupling.
Epitaxial, phase-segregated ferromagnet/paramagnet mixtures have been grown by
UHV evaporation. Such films show spontaneous formation of ferromagnetic clusters,
leading to large values of GMR (40% at room temperature) as grown. The growth
of Co-Cu, Co-Ag, Fe-Ag and Permalloy-Ag films are described. Structural analysis
by grazing-incidence small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) provides a measure of
cluster size and characteristic spacing. Effects of growth temperature and
subsequent annealing on GMR and film structure are described. Preliminary results
of TEM examination of (001) Fe-Ag and Co-Ag granular films are presented for the
first time.

1. INTRODUCTION
Following active research in GMR of multilayer material systems, important

GMR effects have been reported for phase-segregated films of Co-Cu [1,2] and
Co-Ag [2] prepared by magnetron sputtering. Because of mutual immiscibility of
components, Co-Cu, Co-Ag, Ni-Ag and Fe-Ag alloy films are presumed to contain
small magnetic particles embedded in a nonmagnetic host matrix. To achieve a high
magnetoresistance (MR) for sputtered alloy films, post-growth annealing was
necessary to induce this phase segregation. In contrast, we report large values of
magnetoresistance for as-deposited films of (I 1) and predominantly (001) oriented
Co-Cu and Co-Ag grown at ý-, 250 *C as well as for Fe-Ag, NiFe-Ag and
NiFeCo-Ag. By selecting optimal growth temperature, epitaxial films with
considerably larger GMR than that of comparable sputtered films can be realized,
without additional annealing steps[3].

Both Co-Cu and Co-Ag are mutually insoluble (solubility <0.01 %) with even
lower solubility for Fe and Ni in Ag at temperatures below "-'400"C. Under UHV
conditions there should be ample surface diffusion to permit phase segregation
during epitaxy. The characteristic size and separation of ferromagnetic clusters are
controlling parameters in the GMR of phase-segregated metals [1,2,4,5] and a better
understanding of GMR in phase-segregated materials requires analysis of
microstructure in these systems. Additionally, one needs to identify underlying
mechanisms of GMR, including the relative importance of interfacial and volume
spin dependent electron scattering in these materials. This work examines the effects
of alloy composition, post-growth anneal and growth temperature on GMR and
relates these to structural determination by TEM and GISAXS.
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2. EPITAXY AND CHARACTERIZATION
The crystalline films were grown in a VG80M (V.G. Semicon) molecular

beam epitaxy (MBE) system equipped with LEED and RHEED. Electron-beam
sources, with feedback control of flux, were used for Co, Fe and NiFe (permalloy)
and temperature-stabilized effusion cells were used for Cu and Ag. Typical growth
rates were - 0.05 to 0.3 A/s.

Films with (11l) orientation and uniform composition could be prepared up
to seven at a time on one inch diameter sapphire (0001) disks. Multiple sample runs
of this type provided consistent nucleation and growth conditions for comparative
studies of the relationship between anneal temperature, ferromagnetic cluster size
and GMR. For surveys of the effect of composition on GMR, special, 50mm-long
(0001) sapphire strips were employed. By growing on these without substrate
rotation, the growth geometry resulted in a nearly linear variation in composition
along the strip. After growth the pre-scribed strip was cleaved into samples of
appropriate size for MR measurements.

The (Ill) crystalline orientation was nucleated by thin Pt seed layers, -30A
thick, which were deposited at 600"C. The Pt seed layer grows epitaxially on
sapphire with[6] Pt(l11) II A120 3(0001) and Pt(l10)11 A120 3(10]0). Two twin
orientations of Pt, differing by a rotation of 180" about the [111] axis, were
observed. A final capping film of 30 A Pt was deposited on most samples. Samples
intended primarily for X-ray analysis were capped by 20 A of Cu.

Films with (100) orientation were grown directly onto air-cleaved NaCI wafers
(12x12 mm in size), which were cleaned before growth by heating to 300"C in UHV.
During growth the temperature was held at 250"C.

GISAXS involves intensity measurements near the specularly reflected beam.
The use of this technique to characterize Co cluster size in a Cu matrix is described
in detail in reference [4]. In this study, five films (800A of Co*16Cu.s 4(ll1)) were
grown simultaneously at 200"C. After growth, one sample was removed from the
MBE chamber and the remaining samples were annealed in ultra high vacuum for
10 minutes at maximum temperatures of 250"C. The removal/anneal sequence was
repeated at successive temperatures of 350"C, 450"C, and 550"C. To minimize
oxidation, the samples were always maintained in UHV or in inert gas (except during
brief transfers) throughout the anneal sequence and during subsequent GISAXS
measurements.

The crystallographic order of these films was later studied by X-ray
diffraction using a laboratory X-ray source. This confirmed the films to be epitaxial
with -0.5* surface normal and in-plane mosaics. There was little effect of post
growth anneal on the crystal coherence length. The inverse half width at half
maximum of the (11) peaks range from 150A (550"C film) to 200A (250"C film).

Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) showed, for Co-Ag
films, two distinct diffraction patterns; one set of streaks corresponding to the Ag
lattice and a second set of elongated spots to a lattice constant close to, but - 2%
larger than that of bulk fcc Co. These observations are consistent with spontaneous
phase separation during growth and suggest that the Co islands are strained.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The dependence of saturation magnetoresistance, AR/R as a function of

composition for Co-Cu and Co-Ag films has been reported elsewhere[3] To
summarize, for films grown at 250"C, the GMR shows a broad peak near 25% Co
for Co-Cu and 30% Co for Co-Ag. The respective peak GMR values are 50%
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(4.2K), 21%(300K) for Co-Cu and 71% (4.2K), 38% (300K) for Co-Ag. On
annealing Co-Cu films sequentially to 550 0C, the GMR decreased. However, for
films grown at 80"C, the GMR increased with sequential annealing, to 550°C, as
shown in Figure 1. It is interesting to note that this property of the Co-Cu films
grown at lower temperature is similar to the effect of post-growth annealing on
sputter-deposited films. Co-Cu films grown at •-80 *C showed almost no magnetic
anisotropy either before or after annealing. Co-Ag films grown at 250"C exhibited
significant anisotropy as we have described earlier[3]. When measured at 4.2K these
films exhibited perpendicular anisotropy with perpendicular remanence.

The size of Co clusters and their distribution were investigated using GISAXS
on Co-Cu films grown on sapphire (0001) at 200"C. From a fit of the GISAXS data
one can extract an accurate measure of both the characteristic Co cluster size and the
Co-Co cluster nearest neighbor separation. The data are presented elsewhere[3,4];
here we simply note that a theory relating characteristic cluster size and separation
with GMR has been proposed by Zhang et al[5]. We find[4] that our data are in
reasonable agreement with the theory when it is assumed that interfacial,
spin-dependent electron scattering is the predominant scattering mechanism
responsible for GMR.

Epitaxial Co-Cu, Co-Ag and Fe-Ag films were grown on (001) NaCl for both
GMR and TEM studies. A motivation for this was that (unlike the films on
sapphire) films grown on NaC1 were rather easily removed for TEM studies.
500A-thick films of composition Co0.15Cu0.8 5 and Co0.21Ag0.79 displayed room
temperature saturation magnetoresistance values of ý--7 % and m 21 %, respectively.
Figures 2(a) and (b) show the 4.2K GMR of epitaxial Fe-Ag films (-29 atomic %
Fe) nucleated on sapphire and on NaCI. Two striking results are evident for this
system. The magnitude of the GMR is equivalent for the two growth orientations.
Also this system shows substantial anisotropy, the largest we have observed for any
phase-segregated system grown by UHV co-evaporation.

We have also examined films of Ni.8 7Fe.1 3 particles in Ag grown in a (111)
orientation. Room- and helium temperature measurements of GMR show 14% and
35% respectively. The addition of l10% cobalt to the ferromagnet regions results in
some reduction of the saturation field (to about 15 kOe) but has little effect on
GMR.

Transmission electron microscopy studies have been carried out on the Fe-Ag
and Co-Ag films grown onto NaCI substrates. Here we report preliminary results
and a full analysis will be reported elsewhere. Figure 3(a) shows a bright-field image
from the Fe-Ag film. The mesostructure shows two regions, light and dark grey with
some internal structure. The light regions are Fe-rich with about 10 at% Ag and are
preferentially thinned during TEM sample preparation. The grey region is Ag-rich
and contains about 25% Fe. In some regions there are pure Ag particles. The
internal structure seen in the grey region (Figure 3(a)) actually arises from Ag twins
formed during the growth of the film. The electron diffraction pattern from the light
regions do not show any additional reflections. This indicates that bcc Fe is formed
with (001) parallel to Ag(001). In this setting, the bcc spots replicate the Ag(001)
spots. This assertion is under further investigation to examine the nature of the
microstructure from the Fe-rich region.

Figures 3 (b) and (c) show selected-area diffraction patterns from the grey
region of the mesostructure. In (b) the electron beam is along the film normal i.e.
Ag[00 I. In (c) the beam is close to the [112] direction of the Ag-rich grey region.
One can see extra spots (indicated) due to Ag twins. There are 4 variants of the (I11)
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50 nm

Figure 4(a). Bright-field image of an 500A-thick film of (001) Co0 .2 1Ag0.7 9 after
removal from the NaCl substrate and removal of the Pt overlayer by ion milling.

Figure 4(b) shows the corresponding transmission electron diffraction pattern. The
pattern is a superposition of patterns from fcc Co(001) and fcc Ag(001), with Co
(100) parallel to Ag (100) i.e. no relative rotation of the two unit cells. The splitting
of the (220)-type spots is clearly seen, confirming phase separation.
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twins of Ag present in the film, which is typical of fcc metal films grown on rocksalt.
The dark-field image shown in Figure 3(d) is formed using these spots and
orthogonal orientations of twins, each consisting of two variants, are present.

Figure 4(a) shows a bright-field image of a = 500 A- thick film of (001)
Co0 .2 1Ag0 .79 after removal from the NaCI substrate and removal of the Pt overlayer
by ion milling. The mesostructure is quite similar to the Fe-Ag film. The light
regions are Co-rich and the grey regions are Ag-rich with 10-15 at% Co. The
structure in the grey region also shows the growth twins observed for the Fe-Ag film.
The electron diffraction pattern from the film (Figure 4(b) shows that the Co is
stabilized in the fcc form. The pattern is a superposition of patterns from fcc Co
(001) and fcc Ag(001), with Co(100) parallel to Ag(100). Splitting of the (220)-type

reflections confirms phase separation.

4. CONCLUSIONS
GMR, as a function of Co concentration has been studied in a series of

crystalline epitaxial structures. Large values of GMR are reported for the as-grown
films. For Co-Cu films deposited at 80"C, the GMR increased with subsequent
annealing, as for sputtered films.
GISAXS studies of Co-Cu films have given a characteristic size and separation of
Co clusters. A relationship between cluster size and GMR has been observed. For
example, with progressive annealing, the Co cluster diameter increased from -20A
to -250A with a concomitant drop in the 4.2K GMR from -35% to 1/6.
The best fit of these data to phenomenological theory indicates that interfacial spin
dependent electron scattering is the predominant scattering mechanism affecting the
GMR for cluster diameters up to -250A.

Magnetic anisotropy in Co-Cu, Co-Ag and Fe-Ag alloys "s discussed and
preliminary TEM studies of the Fe-Ag and Co-Ag films are described.
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GIANT MAGNETORESISTANCE IN SINGLE LAYER
AND MULTILAYER PHASE SEPARATING ALLOY FILMS

S. HOSSAIN*, A. WAKNIS", D. SEALE, M. TAN**, M.R. PARKER*. and J.A.
BARNARD"
The University of Alabama, *Department of Electrical Engineering and -Department of
Metallurgical and Materials Engineering,
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ABSTRACT

The phenomenon of giant magnetoresistance (GMR), previously measured only
in multilayer films comprising ferromagnetic layers separated by nonmagnetic spacers,
has recently been observed in single layer 'granular' alloy thin films prepared by co-
sputtering a ferromagnet and a nonmagnet which tend to phase separate (cluster)
under equilibrium conditions. We have systematically studied the magnetoresistance
of two new phase separating GMR systems (Ni 6 6 Fei 6 Co18 -Ag and CogoFelo-Ag) both
of which exhibit large room temperature GMR (>11% and >14%, respectively). We
have also attempted to influence the details of the field dependence of the
magnetoresistance in the previously studied Co-Ag system by employing novel
processing methods including interrupted sputtering and layering of the Co-Ag alloy
with Cu spacers.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last year, remarkably large GMR ratios have been unexpectedly observed
(both in our lab [1-3] and elsewhere [e.g., 4-61) in single layer films variously described
as 'granular', 'metastable alloys', and 'heterogeneous', but which are, in every case so
far reported, prepared by co-sputtering a ferromagnet and a nonmagnet which phase
separate (cluster) under equilibrium conditions (e.g., Co-Cu, Co-Ag). Single layer
GMR is apparently restricted to those alloy systems which exhibit extremely small
mutual solid solubilities at equilibrium. The occurrence of GMR is associated with a
microstructure which can be crudely described as consisting of very small
ferromagnetic clusters in a 'nonmagnetic' matrix. There is evidence[1,2], however, that
a rapid quench process such as sputtering can suppress complete phase separation
leaving the matrix in a supersaturated metastable solid solution alloy state. Based on
the condition that only strongly phase separating metal-metal systems containing a
ferromagnet will exhibit GMR, a very limited number of binary systems are available for
study. We have reviewed the equilibrium binary temperature - composition phase
diagrams containing Co, Fe, and Ni and have found that Ag, Au, and Cu are the only
elements yielding immiscible binary phase diagrams (Cu-Ni is an exception). It is also
interesting to examine the possibility of alloying the magnetic components, i.e., Co-Fe,
Co-Ni, and Fe-Ni. Co-Fe and Co-Ni are both miscible systems while Fe and Ni are
completely miscible at high temperature but exhibit compound formation (FeNi3 ) at
lower temperatures. In Fig. 1 the characteristics of the binary phase diagrams of
interest in single layer GMR are summarized.

Both the magnitude of the magnetoresistance ratio and the details of the
magnetic field dependence of the resistivity in single layer GMR materials are
extremely sensitive to 'metallurgical' factors (composition, annealing treatments,
growth parameters, microstructural features, texture, etc.). These factors influence the
size distribution, shape, number density, and relative orientation of the ferromagnetic
clusters, the composition of the matrix, as well as the nature of the interface between
the clusters and the matrix. Here we survey our recent experimental results on GMR in
new materials systems and report on the effects of novel processing of 'granular' GMR
alloy systems.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. ;1993 Materials Research Society
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Co Fe Ni Ag Au

Ag I I I I - immiscible

Au I I I M M - completely miscible

Cu I I M E C C - compounds

Co M M E - eutectic

Fe C

Figure 1. Characteristics of the temperature-composition binary phase diagrams
of interest in single layer GMR.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS

All of the films discussed below were grown on Corning 7059 glass or thermally
oxidized Si waters at ambient temperature by dc magnetron sputtering (Vac-Tec Model
250 Sputtering System). Magnetic properties were measured with a Digital
Measurement Systems VSM Model 880. Composition was determined with a JEOL
8600 Electron Probe Microanalyser. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on a
Rigaku D/Max-26X XRD System. MR measurements were made by 4-point probe with
both current and field in the film plane but perpendicular to each o,her. All
measurements were made at room temperature. To obtain a broad range of
compositions under identical conditions a split target assembly described in detail
elsewhere[I] was used in making all of the alloy systems discussed.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. New materials systems: Ni66Fe._•Oj-Ag and CoFeio-AAg

The soft magnetic alloy permalloy-Co has recently yielded promising GMR
properties in the multilayer geometry[7]. It thus seemed sensible to explore the use of
this alloy in a granular format. Ni66 Fel 6Co 1 8-Ag alloy films were prepared over a
broad range of Ag compositions (the Ni/Fe/Co ratio is fixed) and sputtering conditions.
This system yields comparatively large room temperature MR ratios which are sensitive
to annealing at modest temperatures. In Fig. 2 the MR ratio versus magnetic field for
as-deposited and annealed films with Ag content of 64 a/o is plotted. The increase in
the magnitude of the MR ratio with post-deposition annealing may be the result of both
Co clusters approaching an optimal size and an overall decrease in film resistivity
presumably due to elimination of defects and diffusion of Co remaining in the
essentially Ag matrix to the Co clusters. The sharpening of the field dependence of the
MR ratio is most logically related to larger, more easily saturated Co clusters which
have grown on annealing. Note that the films are far from saturation in the
modest fields available in our lab. The difficulty in saturating granular GMR films
is a generic but not well understood feature of these materials. In an extreme
case 20T was found insufficient in the Co-Au system[8]. In the insert of Fig. 2 the
compositional dependence of the MR ratio in this system is plotted. Again, the films
are not fully saturated. The peak in the MR ratio near 65 a/o non-magnetic matrix
element has also been observed in as-deposited Co-Ag[1] and may be most

£I
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Figure 3. Magnetoresistance in granular Co9OFejo-Ag films.

logically related to a type of percolation limit. CogoFejo has also received recent
attention in the multilayer format[9l. Co9OFeio-Ag alloy films were prepared, once
again, over a broad range of Ag compositions and sputtering conditions. Very large
room temperature ratios were found in this system. Representative MR loops as a
function of composition are plotted in Fig. 3 for as deposited samples.
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Figure 4. Magnetoresistance of 'layered' Co-Ag granular films
prepared by interrupted sputtering (see text)

As the proportion of the ferromagnetic component increases so should the
average cluster diameter (for similar growth conditions). This is reflected in the shape
of the MR loops. Small clusters at relatively low number densities yield a broad, difficult
to saturate MR plot. As the proportion of ferromagnet increases an optimum cluster size
and spacing is reached which gives a maximum MR ratio. At even higher
concentrations the magnitude of the MR ratio is reduced although the peak is
comparatively sharp due to the presence of more easily saturated larger clusters. The
precise position of the maximum in the MR ratio as a function of composition is likely to
depend somewhat on the maximum field at which the measurements were made. The
general trend, however, should remain. The structural features of both of the new
systems are similar to those found previously for Co-Ag[1,2]. These films are
nanocrystalline and exhibit strong (111) crystallographic growth texture. A systematic
change in the lattice parameter is observed which is consistent with metastable solid
solution behavior.

3.2. The Effect of 'Layering' on Co-Ag Granular Films

The largest MR ratios found in granular films have been in the Co-Ag system
(-28% at room temperature for Co 38 Ag 6 2[2]). In order to try to reduce the field required
to saturate the samples (i.e., to increase the MR sensitivity) by influencing the cluster
shape a growth method involving pseudo-layering by systematically interrupted
sputtering has been undertaken in this alloy system. Six samples were grown with a
total thickness of -1200A. Each sample, however, was 'layered' by pausing the
sputtering periodically for -5 seconds. In this way samples with N = 1, 2, 3, 5. 10, and
20 'layers' were prepared. The thickness of each 'layer' is given by 1200A/N. All other
conditions are identical (e.g., sputtering parameters, composition). A remarkable effect
on the MR loops has been observed and plotted in Fig. 4 for a representative
composition of - 30 a/o Co. Quite clearly GMR is systematically enhanced by this
specialized growth method, i.e., the MR ratio increases with the number of 'layers'
(which is, of course, inversely related to 'layer' thickness). However, the MR sensitivity

I
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declines with increasing N. The thinner layers also exhibit a low field structure in their
MR loops which may be related to the presence of perpendicular anisotropy. There is
no evidence of anisotropic magneboresistance. Pausing the sputtering may allow time
for surface rearrangements to occur by surface diffusion while also lowering the
average substrate temperature in comparison with continuous growth. Although no
direct evidence for contamination during the pause has been found, it cannot be ruled
out. The details of the structure and growth mode of these films are under
investigation. Preliminary studies show no substantial difference in XRD patterns with
increasing layer number.

3.3 Co-Ag Granular Films Layered with Cu

In order to more directly influence the Co cluster shape and to explore very thin
granular layers, a set of periodic multilayer films of the form (20A Co-Ag granular
alloy/17A Cu)xlo were grown with variable Co-Ag composition. Representative MR
loops from this experiment (as-deposited films) are plotted in Fig. 5. Unlike single layer
Co-Ag films(21 which exhibit an onset of coercivity for films with > -30 a/o Co. these MR
loops indicate no appreciable coercivity in the composition range studied (-30-55 a/o
Co in the Co-Ag alloy layers) even for the most Co-rich sample (the uppermost curve).
A gradual increase in both the magnitude of the MR ratio and the sharpness of the field
response (as measured by the change in MR % per 1000 Oe in the linear portion of the
curve which increases from 0.21 to 3.20) is noted. The low field MR sensitivity of the
most Co-rich sample is better than that previously reported in as-deposited single layer
Co-Ag films[l]. It should be pointed out that part of the MR effect is lost in this system
because of the shunting of current through the Cu spacer. However, this effect may be
reduced by using a Cu spacer of optimum thickness or by choosing a better spacer
material. Although this granular alloy has been placed in a 'layered' geometry, there is
no evidence that conventional multilayer GMR is contributing to the observed behavior.
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Figure 5. Magnetoresistance in Co-Ag/Cu multilayers
(20A Co-granular alloy/1 7A Cu)x io.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

GMR in single layers appears to be restricted to those alloy systems which exhibit
extremely small mutual solid solubilities. We have identified and reported on two new
granular GMR systems, Ni6 6 Fe 1 6 CO18 -Ag and CegoFelo-Ag whose ferromagnetic
components are immiscible in Ag at equilibrium. New growth methods including
pseudo-layering of Co-Ag alloy by interrupted sputtering and growth of Co-Ag/Cu
multilayers have been studied. Pseudo-layering of Co-Ag dramatically increases the
magnitude of the MR but does not improve field sensitivity. Co-Ag/Cu multilayers do
exhibit increased MR sensitivity in the low field regime (<1000 Oe) when compared
with single layer Co-Ag[l]. Clearly, novel processing which influences the
ferromagnetic cluster size, shape, and distribution in granular materials can
dramatically affect the field dependence of the magnetoresistance.
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A Microstructural Study of Iron Carbides Formed by Plasma-Enhanced
Chemical Vapor Deposition (50-800 nm thick)

H. Siriwardane," W.J James,' O.A. Pringle* and J.W. Newkirk'

Departments of *Physics, *Chemistry, and 'Metallurgical Engineering and the 'Graduate
Center for Materials Research, University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 65401 (U.S.A.)

Thin mirror-like iron carbide films were prepared by introducing iron pentacarbonyl
[Fe(CO),] and hydrogen [H2] into a glow discharge. The deposition temperatures were varied
from 200-500C. The iron to carbon ratios of the resulting films were controlled by adjusting
the gas flow ratios. The microstructure and phase transformations occurring in these films
were studied before and after annealing at 400'C for four hrs. Characterization techniques
used included x-ray diffraction, electron diffraction, Auger spectroscopy and atomic force
microscopy.

X-ray diffraction data of plasma-deposited films on glass substrates maintained at 400DC
showed the presence of only FeC. However, the x-ray diffraction data of films on carbon
coated glass, and transmission electron microscopy selected area diffraction patterns of films
on carbon coated copper grids indicated the presence of a second phase, the closely related
metastable Fe1C3, as well as small amounts of FeO 4. Atomic force microscopy of crystallites
on the surface of films deposited at 400'C and annealed at 400°C for four hours revealed a
periodic structure of oblate spheroids. The measured spacings and angle, when compared to
projected models of high reticular density planes, suggested the surface to have a structure
corresponding to that of bulk Fe3C or Fe7C3. However the data were not of sufficient quality
to unambiguously determine such.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thin iron-carbide films of Fe7C3 and Fe3C are readily deposited in a cold plasma by
introducing the vapor of iron pentacarbonyl and H2 into a glow discharge.'' Possible
applications of these films are in wear and corrosion resistant coatings, and magnetic
storage.3 The conventional bulk forms of these phases are produced at pressures of thousands
of atmospheres and temperatures of thousands of degrees centigrade.' On the other hand, the
plasma-formed analogues are produced at low temperatures and low pressures, typically 200'-
4000C and 50-100 milliTorr. To exploit the potential uses of plasma deposited films, it is
necessary to understand how the film microstructure, atomic structure, and magnetic structure
relate to its properties. The aim of the present study is to understand the microstructure of
these Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposited (PECVD) films.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The FeC3 and Fe3C films were prepared by introducing iron pentacarbonyl [Fe(CO)5], and
H2 vapor into an inductively coupled glow discharge tubular reactor. The reactor system was
the same as that used by Lin et al.' The starting materials were, iron pentacarbonyl from the
Alpha division of Morton Thiokol Inc., and H2 from the Matheson Gas Group Inc.. Iron
pentacarbonyl was degassed prior to use. Films discussed in this paper were grown on
microscope glass slides, carbon coated glass, and carbon coated copper grids, at elevated
temperatures (200-500'C). Substrates were put on a heater plate which was located in the
reactor with its leading edge 2 cm from the vapor inlet. The distance from the vapor inlet
to the leading edge of the substrate was approximately 5 cm. Iron pentacarbonyl vapor and

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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H 2 gas were introduced into the reactor simultaneously, by carefully adjusting metering valves
to the desired flow rates. Films were deposited using pre-determined gas flow rates, substrate
temperatures, substrate locations, and rf power.

6

Films deposited on the above mentioned substrates at different temperatures, and their in-
situ annealed counterparts were collected, and their microstructures were characterized. The
annealing temperature and time were 400"C and 4 hrs. respectively. Film compositions were
analyzed by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). The microstructure and crystallinity of the
films were analyzed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and x-ray diffraction (XRD).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 TEM. AES and XRD Characterization.
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of iron carbide films Figure2. XRD patterns of iron carbide films
deposited on glass substrates at 300° & 400*C. deposited on carbon coated glass substrates.

The XRD patterns from PECVD iron carbide films grown on glass substrates evidenced
single phases of FeC 3 and Fe3C at substrate temperatures of 300' and 4001C, respectively
(see Fig. 1). The XRD of films grown on carbon coated glass showed the presence of Fe7C3
at 300"C, and both Fe7C3 and Fe3C at 4001C (see Fig. 2). The presence of a carbide phase
in these films was confirmed by the AES Cls carbon satellite peaks. The presence of the
carbon-rich metastable Fe7C3 deposited at 400'C on carbon coated glass (not evidenced on
glass at the same deposition temperature) probably results from the carbon provided by the
carbon support film on the copper grids. The annealed films, deposited under identical
experimental conditions showed the same phases as their un-annealed counterparts. The only
noticeable effect of annealing was a decrease in the line widths of the x-ray spectra, due to
grain growth and stress release. 6 The grain growth of these films was also observed by
SEM,TEM and AFM. The SEM micrographs shown in Figure 3 clearly indicate grain
growth due to annealing. The TEM samples were prepared using the same plasma operating
parameters as the films grown on glass, except they were grown on carbon coated copper
grids. Deposition times for these films were only 20-30 minutes in order to obtain films
sufficiently thin (- 500A) for examination by TEM. Selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns
(see Figure 4) of these films showed the presence of both Fe3C and Fe-,C 3 at substrate
temperatures of both 300" and 400"C in accord with the XRD results obtained from the
carbon coated glass substrates. The presence of some Fe,0 4 was also seen in the SAD
patterns. The AES data (obtained from the films deposited on glass and carbon coated grids)
showed the amount of oxygen present in these films to be less than one atomic % after two
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minutes of sputtering at 35 A/min. This indicates that the amount of Fe3O4 present in these
films is small. The in-situ annealed grid samples evidenced spottier diffraction rings, once
again indicating the presence of larger grains in the annealed samples.'

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . ., TEm

400

a SEMS300 /1AF.

1 200

0 .o ....-.-i --- -- --

SF--O -- a)

200 300 400 500
Substrate Temperature, Tc

Figure 3. (a) A SEM micrograph of a PECVD Fe7C3 film before annealing. (b) A SEM
micrograph of 3(a) after annealing at 400(C for 4 hrs. (c) The grain size of carbide films
as a function of substrate temperature.

Figure 4. A TEM micrograph and its SAD pattern of (a) a film deposited at 300'C, (b)

a film deposited at 400°C. The substrates were carbon coated copper grids.

3.2 AFM Characterization.

Both un-annealed and annealed films deposited on glass were investigated on an atomic
scale using AFM. These films were argon ion etched for 30 minutes in a glow discharge
plasma with an input power of 50 W (S.W.R. - 1), in order to clean the surface prior to
observations. All physorbed contaminants (CO2 ,H2O) on the surface of these films were
expected to sputter away during this process. When observed in the AFM, none of these
films showed periodicities on an atomic scale. These films gave pronounced XRD peaks as
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shown in Figure 1, indicating their bulk to be well ordered. This indicates that either the
surfaces of PECVD iron carbide films were not ordered enough to see their periodicities by
the AFM, or else the nanocrystalline size grains could be the reason for not seeing the
periodicities in the AFM. The measured grain sizes of the PECVD iron carbide films, as a
function of substrate temperature, are shown in Figure 3c. The grains may be too small for
the AFM tip to focus on and scan a sufficient area before it sees the effects of the
surrounding grains. Upon annealing these films, the grain size increased and the surface
became more ordered, providing larger grains for the AFM study.i' 9

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5. (a) An AFM image of a PECVD carbide film deposited at 400'C and annealed
at 400'C for 4 hrs. (b) A 3D AFM image of Fig. 5a, at a higher magnification.
(c) A Fourier spectrum of image 5b,

An AFM micrograph of an annealed film is shown in Figure Sa, and its 3D image after
filtering its high frequencies is shown in Figure 5b. The observed periodicities in these
images, at an atomic scale level remained fixed at different magnifications, which led us to
further pursue investigations of these data. Knowing that the AFM system is capable of
producing false structure on images due to time-domain instabilities of the microscope and
its environment and also due to the scan tip, it was decided that these images should be
analyzed more carefully.
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Direct measurements made on the surface structure gave approximate periodicities of 5.5A
and 6. IA, and an interplanar angle of 56P. In order to verify the zone axis, the periodicities
of Fe7C,. and FeC were modeled"' 3 along the first six highest reticular density planes. The
crystal systems for both carbides are orthorhombic.' 4 The obtained spacings and interplanar
angles along the highest reticular density planes are listed in Table I. Figures 6a and 6b show
how the values given in Table I were obtained. The obtained spacings and the angles from
modeling did not match well with the measured AFM data, although some data did
correspond to the reticular density planes of both Fe3C and FeC 3.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. (a) A projection of the bulk structure of Fe7C3 along the <110> zone. (b)
A single crystal diffraction pattern of Fig.6(a).

Table I. The High Reticular density plane spacings & interplanar angles for Fe7C 3 and Fe3C.

Fe7C3  FeC
zone L._IL 9-zon L DAA9
<001 > (3.74,6.09) 127 <011> (4.06,3.05) 41
<011> (4.19,3.62) 31 <100> (3.94,3.35) 54
< 100> (5.94,3.64) 54 <111> (4.06,3.35) 58
< 110> (6.09,4.33) 101 <010> (3.35,2.68) 36
<111> (6.09,3.44) 31 <021 > (2.79,2.39) 32
<101> (6.38,3.62) 35 <211> (4.06,3.01) 77

Since a mixture of phases was observed in the TEM specimens, an attempt was made to
match the obtained spacings and the angle with any of the possible phases. This was done
by using a crystallographic matching program "SX.5"".' The spacings obtained by AFM did
not match well with any of the phases known to exist in these films.

!.

i -
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It was then decided to determine the spacings from the Fourier spectrum of the AFM
micrographs. A Fourier spectrimi obtained from an imagc similar to Figure 5b is sho,,n in
Figurt xc. Every combination of spacings and angles obtained from the peaks in the Fourier
spectrum were compared to the modeled data in Table I, and were re-examined using the
"SX" program. On the basis of the measured spacings and the angles, when compared to the
projected models of high reticular density planes, we were unable to unambiguously
determine the surface structure of the carbide films. This could be a direct result of the time-
domain instabilities of the microscope and its environment and the tip structure which we
generally refer to as * tip noise " dominating over the structure of the PECVD films."t

4. CONCLUSIONS

X-ray diffraction data of plasma-deposited films on glass substrates deposited at 300W(2 and
400"C showed the presence of only FeC, and FeC respectively. However, XRD data

obtained on films on carbon coated glass substrates at 400"C indicated the presence of Fe7C3
and Fe3C. The TEM SAD patterns of films deposited on carbon coated copper grids at 3000C
and 400"C indicated the presence of a mixture of metastable Fe7C 3, Fe 3C and a small
amounts of Fe 3O4 . These results indicate that, at high substrate temperatures carbon
containing substrates favor the deposition i" the metastable Fe7C3 over Fe.C.

Atomic force microscopy of a single crystallite on the surface of a film deposited at 4000 C
and annealed at 400*C for 4 hours revealed a periodic structure of oblate spheroids. The
measured spacings and angle, when compared to projected models of high reticular density
planes, suggested the surface to have a structure corresponding to either that of bulk Fe3C or
Fe7C3. However the large contributions of noise to the AFM Fourier spectrum resulted in
data, which were not of sufficient quality to unambiguously determine the surface structure
of the carbide films.
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DYNAMICAL SCATTERING OF POLARIZED NEUTRONS
BY THIN MAGNETIC FILMS

V. NUNEZ*, C.F. MAJKRZAK AND N.F. BERK
NIST, Gaithersburg, MD 20899.
*and University of Maryland, College Park. MD 20742

ABSTRACT

Using Larmor precession as a clock, BUttiker' identified theoretical times for the scattering of
particles from an opaque slab coincident with a magnetic field. The subsequent model generated
interesting predictions for the influence of opaque regions on the magnetic polarization of the
transmitted and reflected beams. Previous attempts to verify these predictions were unable to do
so unambiguously 2 . Here. Btittiker's formulae are extended to more general geometries. An
experiment has been devised to test the theory by measuring neutron beam polarization in both
reflection from and transmission through magnetic films below the critical angle for external
reflection.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the notion of tunneling time: the amount
of time particles spend in classically inaccessible regions of space. Biirtiker introduced the idea of
the Larmor clock to determine quantities that he called transmission (traversal). reflection and
dwell time. Very little experimental work has been done to verify these controversial ideas.
Indeed, only two attempts to produce a 1.srmor clock have been recorded&,. However. the theory
remains to be verified.

In order to investigate the Larmor clock, there are two aspects to be considered. The first is
how the polarization of particles changes as they tunnel through a potential barrier (as shown in
Fig. I), and the second is how this change in polarization is related to time (if at all). Here. we
concentrate on the first of these, in particular, the interesting predictions for the influence of
opaque regions on the magnetic polarization of the transmitted and reflected beams, and the
method for verifying them.

THE LARMOR CLOCK

In the Larmor clock, a particle moves along some axis (z in Fig. 1). The particle has kinetic
energy E=h 2k2/2m. spin S = 1/2 and is polarized (along x in Fig. 1). The particle interacts with a
potential barrier of height V. =h 2k,2/2m and width d. in which there is a magnetic field. B_.
directed along y. As the particle tunnels through the barrier its polarization changes. Baz 5 and
Rybachenko 6 believed this change to be a precession of the polarization around the field
direction. They used this precession angle o to define a traversal time T given by 0 = •o,•.

Fig. I Schematic diagram
of Buttiker's Larmor t i

clock. Particles move W
along z with polarization
"along x. The field in the
potential barrier is along
y. Polarization of the
transmitted particles P
precesses about the field
and also has a component
along the field. P
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However, Bittiker realised that in addition to the precession there would be a component of
polarization along the field direction. This can be considered as a retation of polarization towards
the field or as a partial alignment with the field. He then used the three orthogonal components of
polarization of the transmitted beam of particles to define 'times' T.. i and x, in terms of the
Larmor frequency " (11" =2upB) such that

<S> - <S,>-- = AWLCy <S> = A (I - w2-r/2). (1)

Using the above, Buittiker then defined the following process times:
o traversal time, TT (reflection time, TR) - the time during which a particle interacts with the

potential barrier if it is finally transmitted (reflected) through the bamer:
*dwell time, Td - the average time during which a particle interacts with the barrier regardless

of whether the particle is reflected or transmitted by the barrier.
Subsequently, for an opaque barrier (kod>>l) he obtained (to first order in k)

md
'T--- "Y hk

k h h FE
dtz INV . VT

T= 2 - (2)

Attempts to verify the theory have been inconclusive 2 . possibly because they have
concentrated on electron tunneling, where theory and experiment are complicated by strong
charge-dependent interactions. Bdttiker mentioned using neutrons, but to our knowledge. no
such experiments have been performed.

NEUTRON TUNNELING

In neutron reflectometry, a beam of particles impinges at grazing incidence on a thin film
sample which, in our case, is ferromagnetic. Both the transmitted and reflected beams can be
measured and the polarization of the neutrons before and after the sample can be analyzed. For
specular scattering, the experimental arrangement can be considered equivalent to a I-
dimensional potential barrier along the direction of the momentum transfer (z in Fig. 2). The
barrier is the sum of nuclear and magnetic potentials, where the latter results from the Zeeman
interaction of the neutron with the film magnetization. Thus, one may consider a particle moving
along z with kinetic energy E=h2q212m where q = (kf- k,)/2 = ksine is the magnitude of the
component of momentum transfer perpendicular to the film (see Fig. 2). The incident particles
have polarization P, and the field B in the sample is restricted to the plane of the film (x-y plane
in Fig. 2),

z

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of specular scattering, showing the directions of
incident, reflected and transmitted neutrons and the vector of momentum transfer
Q for a beam of neutrons incident at some grazing angle 0 to a thin film.
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Following BUttiker, we treat the scattering as a steady state problem described by the time-
independent Schrodinger equation. This is solved using standard transfer matrix techniques
"which have been generalized to the case of magnetic scattering7T. Thus, one must solve the
equation

T.1  r I+R I

i (3)

iqT [iql -RJ

where T± and R, are the transmission and reflection amplitudes for the ±spin states along the
axis of quantization (z) and A is a 4 x 4 matrix, the elements of which depend on quantities s, and
S2 which are related to the refractive indices for the spin states

sj=(41tNb - q 2 + 41cNp)i1 2

s 2=(4xtNb - q 2 
- 4irNp)U2  (4)

where N is the number density of scattering centres per unit volume. b is the average coherent

nuclear scattering amplitude and p is the magnetic scattering amplitude (2Wrh2 Np/m = - PJBI).

To obtain analytical formulae, we replace s, and S2 by the small field approximations

sl=s0+a s2=s,,- (5)

where s.2 = 4nNb - q2 and a = 21tNp/s,.
Ih general, the nuclear scattering amplitude b is complex. the imaginary component

representing absorption. Consequently, s. is also complex. In the absence of absorption, so, is
purely real below and purely imaginary above the critical angle for reflection.

Note: these approximations require the magnetic scattering amplitude to be small enough that

41rNp << 4nNb - q
2  

(6)

which prevents one from applying the resulting formulae in the immediate vicinity of the critical
angle. (However, we have numerical solutions for all values of the model parameters8.)

Using the above, the transmission coefficients T. and T- are calculated, from which the
polarization components for the transmitted neutrons are obtained using:

p=2Re(TT_ ) p. 21m(T'T _T÷
2-1T- 2

+ ~ ~ ~ 2 Im T. -

"T+I;! +1 TI4 IT T +ITI I T-12 +1 T (

The polarization components for the reflected neutrons are obtained from similar expressions
in terms of the reflection coefficients.

Thus, one finds the compact result

Pi -CB+cI.P xB (8PC ~ i = (8)

where Pi = (Px,PYPZ), B= (B ,B .0) and the coefficients ci and c2 are functions of s,. d and q.
(The coefficients are complicatedand cannot be shown here because of space limitations).

Equation (8) is exact to first order in the field (except at the critical angle) and generalizes
Buttiker's calculations to arbitrary directions of Pi and B (B in plane of film). Three aspects

• ,.

,74
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should be emphasized:
(i) if the coefficient cl is non-zero, the potential barrier is a transmission polarizer;
(ii) if the polarization of the incident neutrons is parallel to the field. the polarization v ill be
unchanged upon transmission of neutrons through the barrier:
(iii) for non-zero cl and c2. the polarization of the transmitted beam L:hangcs in tv•o i,.. 1:

has a component in the field direction as well as a component wvhich is the result (t
precession about the field direction.

Equation (8) gives rise to interesting predictions for the polarizatitn in difterent limits (some
of these are displayed in the appendix). but here we concentrate on the case discussed by
Buittiker.

que LUmit

In the opaque limit, s,,d >>l (and q-4)). the polarization of the transmitted neutrons becomes

Pf = P, -cjd B-c 2q P, xB (9)
I-cldP, B

where c', and c'2 depend only on s,, (s,, = -i/-4Nb) and where the surviving d- and q-
dependence has been made explicit. In Biittiker's geometry (Blly. P, lIx)

Pt = P, - c'd B - C2q P, x B I0)

or, looking at the individuai cunp 'nents,

"Pl = R,

md _(2p, _ E 0
( n = - B WE

2m 2( h V. - V

It follows that Pf, and Pr, lead to Blittiker's T, and T, using his prescription. t,=P/wj Oj=y.z).
However, his definition of t, is inconsistent with the calculated changes in polarization to first
order in the field. Note that Btittiker's definition oft, was previously criticized by other authors".

Regardless of imposing a Larmor clock interpretation on the polarization of transmitted and
reflected beams, the implications of these results are interesting in themselves. In equations ( I I ).
the component Pf describes rotation or alignment of the polarization towards the field direction.
and depends on the barrier width d. The component Pt, describes precession of the polarization
about the field and-contrary to classical precession-is independent of the barrier width. As noted
in the appendix, classical behaviour is retrieved in the high-q limit where equation (8) becomes
equivalent to the gyromagnetic equation. The alignment tendency is arguably an intuitive
consequence of Zeeman splitting by the field in the barrier, but the remarkable change in the
precession accompanying opacity seems more difficult to rationalize on familiar grounds.
Evidently, the non-oscillatory (or 'overdamped') nature of the spatial part of the wave function in
an opaque barrier has a profound effect on the response of the beam polarization to the uniform
field confined there. Clearly, information is required for the Larmor clock idea which is based on
the behaviour of the polarization in the tunneling regime. If rneasurements were to disagree with
equation (8), the fundamental model assumed for the physical system would apparently need re-
examination. Below, we describe a method to test these polarization predictions experimentally.

I', - -
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EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experimental arrrangement developed at NIST is described in Fig. 3. The sample is a
thin film of an ordered remnant ferromagnet set in a zero field region. The geometry of the
zample is such that return fi-!ds (ut-,:.& the pla-, of the sample are negligible. Polarized neutrons
are incident at grazing angles to the sample and the reflected and transmitted neutrons are
measured. The incident beam can have its polarization set to any required direction and the
polarizations of the transmitted and reflected beams are analyzed. From these, the angles of
rotation and precession of the polarization can be cbtained. To verify equation (8) and the
complete numerical predictions, this must be done as a function of incident energy (i.e.. by
varying the angle of incidence), sample thickness and nuclear potential magnitude.

S{Zero Field
" • region

i Fig. 3 Schematic. diagram of experimental arrangement. The sample is a thmn tilm
of remanent ferromagnet placed in a zero-field region The polarization of the

S~incident neutrons is set to any chosen direction and the polarization of the
transmitted neutrons is analyzed.

zt

* CONCLUSION

With polarized neutrons it is po,•sihle to interpret quantum mechanical tunnelling theory in a
relatively uncomplicated formalism from whiL~i predictions fo~r po~larization vectors of transmitted
and reflected neutrons can be made as functions of' the barrier potential and field and the incident
neutron polarization and energy. Since these predictions are verifiable by experiment, polarized
neutrons can be used to test the tirst part of Biittiker's theory of tunnelling times while avoiding
the problematical interpretive layer of time itself. Moreover, as emphasized above, the effects of
opacity on polarization are intrinsically interesting. To verify the part which relates these
polarization changes to tunneling times, it will be necessary to compare the 'times' calculated
from the polari.zation with direct measurements of the time of passage of neutrons through
ferromagnetic .samples. Thus polarized neutrons may aid to resolve the controversial issue of
tunnelling time and the 'Larmor clock.

APPENDIX

Ferromagneticimi

In the high-q limit, the alignment term in equation (8) vanishes, and the transmitted
Spolarization becomes

P1  • -- ,xB (Al)

In this limit, one can consid the neutrons to be travelling with momentum my = aq.

?A I
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Combining this with (AlI) one obtains the gyromagnetic equation for classical precession of the
polarization vector in a uniform magnetic field

wherey- 2p

Reflectin

For reflected neutrons, the polarization is given by

P, = P, + C') B - C'2 OR, x B) i A3)I + c'1 P, B

where the coefficients cl) and c'2 are not provided here due to space limitations. To first order in
4. C', = (I So

Pf = P,- CA'2(, X B) (A4)

This leads to the results of Baz". Rybachenko6( and 13uttiker for the reflected particles.

Pure absorption

Alloys can be made in which the real part of the nuclear scattering amplitude is zero. lea% ing
only the imaginary component describing absorption. For this special absorption-only case, the

* polarization of the transmitted neutrons P1 is given by

P-=P -' cd B c',d P; x B Ai
I- c'1dPB 8A~

where now the polarization precession angle is equal to the rotation angle and the co~etticielnt C'
ad. where a=2,tNp/s,, and d is the barrier width.
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ABSTRACT

High-resolution tlectron microscopy has been used to characterize the microstructure of
thin Co/Cu metallic multilayers grown on Si(100) substrates by dc magnetron sputtering. The
nature of the buffer ayer between the silicon wafer and the multilayer had a significant effect
on the structural integrity of the multilayer. An increase in grain size was observed as a
function of Cu layer thickness, with grain sizes typically being at least 3-4 times the bilayer
period. A high degree of structural ordering was observed in superlattices comprised of thicker
Cu layers with large grains often spanning the complete multilayer stack. Complementary
magnetic measurements enabled the microstructure to be related to the oscillatory exchange
coupling and large magnetoresistance exhibited by these thin magnetic films.

INTRODUCTION

Metallic multilayer structures consisting of 16•c•mating magnetic and non-magnetic thin films
exhibit long-range oscillatory coupling and giant magnetoresistance (GMR) behavior that is
intimately related to the occurrence of antiferromagnetic coupling between layers. The GMR
effect was first reported in epitaxial, single-crystal Fe/Cr multilayers I 1 I but it was later also
discovered in sputtered, polycrystalline Fe/Cr films [2), and eventually established as a

* widespread property common to many transition metals 13).

* Various theoretical models have been proposed to explain the GMR effect as it relates to
these artificially layered structures: better differentiation between (some of) the models is
simplified with assistance from electron micrographs that compare microstructural features of
the respective thin films. The high-resolution electron microscope (HREM) is nowadays
capable of providing atomic-level structural information [41: it thus represents an excellent tool
for characterizing the morphology of magnetic multilayers where layer dimensions and other
features of interest approach this scale. In this paper, we describe our recent HREM
observations of a variety of Co/Cu metallic superlattices grown on Cu, Fe and Ru buffer
layers. Particular attention is given to the relationship between microstructure and magnetic
properties, especially the crucial role played by the buffer layers deposited upon the silicon
substrate before growth of the multilayer.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The Co/Cu multilayer samples were deposited on polished and chemically etched Si(100)
wafers using a computer-controlled dc magnetron sputtering system having a base pressure of
-2x10- 9 Tort. Samples for electron microscopy were prepared in cross-section in the standard
manner [5] by mechanical polishing, dimpling and ionmilling to perforation using 5 keV argon
ions with the sample in a liquid-nitrogen milling stage. Electron microscope observations
utilized a JEM-4000EX HREM operated at 400 keV. The standard double-tilt specimen holder
was used to orient the Si substrate into a [1101 projection, with the substrate normal aligned
perpendicular to the incident beam direction so that the multilayer stack could be observed in an
edge-on configuration. Variations in micro-tructure as a function of distance from the substrate
could then be established, Images were recorded at both the optimum defocus (- -48nm), and
at a substantial underfocussing condition (- -200nm), with typical electron-optical
magnifications of 500,000 times. The former defocus provided standard high-resolution
micrographs, while the latter defocus enabled better differentiation to be made between the Cu
and Co layers. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns provided details about the
extent and development of local texturing in the thin films.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I. Influence of buffer layer.

Our initial electron microscopy observations compared Co/Cu multilayer samples that had
5nm buffer layers of either Fe or Cu interspersed between the Si substrate and the multilayer
stack, with the same metals also being used as capping layersl61. GMR values at room
temperature were found to exceed 45% for the Fe buffer but barely reached 20% for the Cu
buffer, and later magnetic measurements for an optimised 10.8nm Co/ 0.83nm CUL multilayer,
with Fe buffer layer and Cu capping layer, demonstrated GMR values of greater than 65% at
room temperature and 115% at 4.2K. Representative, low-magnification electron micrographs
of two Co/Cu multilayers, deliberately underfocussed to heighten contrast differences between
the Cu and Co layers, are shown in Fig. I It is clear that the Cu buffer layer (Fig.la) has
reacted with the Si substrate to depths of greater than 5nm, but there is no indication of any
similar reaction for the Fe buffer layer (Fig. Ib). Residual diffraction contrast, which is more
apparent in low-resolution images and also confirmed in high-resolution lattice images recorded
at optimum defocus, suggests the existence of extensive columnar growth extending through
several bilayers. It is also interesting to compare the considerable layer buckling that occurs for
the Cu buffer layer sample with the comparatively smooth and flat layers observed for the Fe
buffer. The disparity in magnetic behavior between these samples has been attributed to these
morphological differences that originate from the buffer materials. For example, the layer
buckling could result in only partial ferromagnetic alignment of adjacent Co layers, and
variations in Cu spacer layer thickness will affect the extent and nature of the magnetic coupling
between layers which is known to be very thickness-sensitive 171.

Fig. I. Cross-sectional electron micrographs of I .Onm Co/0.9nmCu] multilayers: (a) 5.Onm
Cu buffer layer/5.Onm Fe capping layer; (b) 5.0nm Fe buffer layer/5.Onm Cu capping
layer. Micrographs recorded at - -200nm to enhance contrast between Co and Cu layers.
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2. Effect of Cu layer thickness

Oscillatory exchange coupling has been observed for Co/Cu multilayers grown on Si
substrates as the Cu layer thickness is increased, with an oscillation period of - lnm 17J. The
oscillations dampen out after -5nm and the related GMR then decays inversely as the Cu spacer
layer thickness 181. We have observed a series of Co/Cu samples with Ru buffer and capping
layers, Co magnetic layers of constant I.Onm thickness, and Cu layer thicknesses varying from
1.0 to 40nm (91. Compositional contrast was still difficult to achieve in optimum defocus
images because of the proximity of Co and Cu in the Periodic Table but images recorded at
large underfocus values could again be utilized to provide details of the multilayer topography.

Si

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional electron micrograph of 1. l nm Co/l 7.Onm Cul muliilayer recorded at
large underfocus value (- -200nm).

As an example, Fig.2 shows an underfocussed image from the sample of nominal structure
Si( 100)/Ru(5.0nm)[Co(l. I nm)/Cu(I 7.0nm)lx6/Ru(1.5nm). The positions of the Co magnetic
layers within the Cu spacer layers are easily discerned on the basis of contrast differences that
are accentuated by Fresnel diffraction effects. The "waviness" of the Fresnel fringes, which
increases further away from the substrate, serves as an indication that the flatness of the Co
layer is also decreasing but there is no obvious direct bridging between consecutive magnetic
layers. An overview of a compendium of micrographs confirms that similar observations are
applicable to the entire series. Basically, the multilayers have polycrystalline structure, with
grain sizes that generally increase with increasing Cu layer thickness. The predominant grain
morphology is columnar, with grains usually extending over three or more bilayer periods.
Measurements from high-resolution (optimum defocus) images enable the sizes of individual
grains to be accurately estimated: the results are summarized in Table I.

Table I

Variation in average grain size with Cu spacer layer thickness

tcu(nm) Grain size (nm)

0.9 3-5

4.3 10-20

8.5 20-40

17.0 80-100

34.0 200-300
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Fig. 3. Schematic drawing to illustrate the variation in multilayer morphology with increasing
Cu spacer layer thickness.

Based on these observations, the morphology of the multilayers can be represented
schematically as a function of the Cu spacer layer thickness, as shown in Fig.3. It is also clear
from careful study of the high-resolution images, and confirmed by the strong texturing seen in
the SAED patterns, that many of these columnar grains have Cu (I I Il (close-packed) planes
parallel, or nearly parallel (to within - 1-2'), to the substrate surface. An example taken from
the sample with a nominal Cu Lhickness of 17.Onm is shown in Fig.4. Overall, most of the
grains appear to be well-ordered, although stacking faults and twin boundaries are sometimes
seen, and strain contrast associated with the presence of the Co layers is often visible in
multilayers with thick Cu spacer layers. Grains of other orientation were also observed but
these did not appear to have any well-defined crystallographic relationship with the substrate.

It is not difficult to reconcile these structural characteristics with the corresponding
magnetic behavior, particularly in view of the fact that the GMR effect occurs only for
structures containing at least two Co layers but not for structures with single Co layers
sandwiched between thick Cu layers [8]. Thus, the occurrence of GMR must be related to
propagation of conduction electrons from Co layers through Cu layers to adjacent Co layers. It
is also clear that GMR must be dependent upon layer smoothness, interlayer bridging,
interface roughness, crystal orientation and the presence of defects. The occurrence of large
grains in the Co/Cu multilayers implies reduced grain boundary scattering with the primary
microstructural feature being the compositional layerinj. Theoretically, the microstructure
could be considered as approaching a single, large Cu grain with periodically interspersed,
compositionally different layers (Co). The inverse thickness dependence of the GMR that is
observed for large spacer thickness can be explained in terms of its dependence on scattering at
Co/Cu interfaces [10]. Thus, the pronounced crystallinity and the strong Co layering
effectively mean that there is a dilution of the interfacial scattering effect as the spacer layer
thickness is increased. Finally, the crystalline perfection of the individual Cu grains justifies a
value for the electron scattering length (- 30nm) that is close to the bulk mean free path within
Cu, as predicted solely on the basis of the falloff of GMR with increasing Cu thickness [8].
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Fig. 4. High-resolution electron micrograph from the [I.lnm Co/17.Onm Cu] multilayer
including part of large Cu grain with I I l I] planes parallel to plane of substrate.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of our electron microscopy observations of sputtered Co/Cu metallic
superlattices, particularly at high resolution, a number of useful correlations have been made
between the magnetic behavior and the microstructure. For thin Cu spacer layers, the quality of
the initial buffer layer controlled the subsequent growth of flat Co and Cu layers. with Fe being
far superior to Cu both in terms of structural quality and desired magnetic properties. The
deposited films had a polycrystalline, columnar structure extending through several bilayer
periods but the positions of the Co layers were observed to remain well-defined. It was
apparent that grain sizes increased with increasing Cu spacer layer thickness and they were
usually at least 3 to 4 times the bilayer period. Those multilayers grown with thicker Cu layers,
(t > 10nm) had preferred I I I lI grain orientations that imparted a pronouaced texture to
selected area diffraction patterns. These structural characteristics implied that conduction
electron scattering at grain boundaries should not play a significant role in developing models
for the observed thickness dependence of GMR. Overall, it cani be concluded that the
microstructural information about the Co/Cu multilayers provided by the electron microscopy
enabled better insights to be gained about their magnetic behavior.
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ABSTRACT

The nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr-effect (NMOKE) has been proven to be an ultrafast
spectroscopic probe of the magnetic and electronic properties of ferromagnetic surfaces.
Extending our previous theory we calculate the linear and nonlinear magneto-optical
Kerr-spectra of Fe. The results for the nonlinear Kerr spectra are compared with recent
experiments on a Fe( 110) surface. We derive and discuss general features of the nonlinear
Kerr-effect, especially the details of its dependence on exchange interaction and Fermi-
level crossings in the Stoner picture and beyond, frequency, and spin-orbit interaction.
Furthermore we demonstrate how various electronic material properties, such as d-band
width, s-d hybridization or band narrowing due to electronic correlations or caused by
geometry (reduced coordination number in thin films), can be extracted from the spec-
tra. As an example, we compare the linear and nonlinear Kerr-spectra of Fe to those
of Ni. The extension of our theory to the Kerr spectra of thin magnetic films films as
well as of hidden magnetic interfaces occurring in sandwiches and multilayers is discussed.

} INTRODUCTION

The nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr-effect (NOLIMOKE) describes the rotation of the
polarization plane for second harmonic generation (SHG) in reflection from a ferromag-
netic sample surface. This effect reflects the symmetry of the surface and allows for the
study of two-dimensional ferromagnetic structures at surfaces, interfaces, in thin mag-

netic films and multilayers. In combination with optical "pump and probe" techniques
the nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr-effect allows a time-dependent investigation of 2D-

magnetism on the pico- through femtosecond time scale. Since it seems conceivable to
apply NOLIMOKE for layer-by-layer magneto-optical recording this effect is interesting
for the development of magneto-optical storage media. Note that in contrast to non-
optical studies the nonlinear Kerr-effect is destructionless and not restricted to the study
of remanent magnetization. As NOLIMOKE is caused by the interplay of spin-orbit and
exchange interaction it becomes important for the determination of the spin-orbit induced
magnetocrystalline anisotropy.

Motivated by theoretical studies on NOLIMOKE in Ni [1, 21 first experiments on Fe
were performed in 1991 (Reif et at. [31).

Besides comparing with these experiments it is of general interest to analyse theoret-
ically the differences between the Kerr-spectra of Fe and Ni. The differences regarding
the magnetic properties like exchange splitting, magnetic moments and crystal structure
require an extension of our previous theory. For Fe one expects a reduction of electronic
many-body effects and at the same time an increase of geometric structure effects. Fur-

thermore, by varying different characteristics of the bandstructure (d-band width, s-band
position, exchange splitting), we expect a more-detailed understanding of the parameters
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controlling the features of the spectrum. This will be also useful for a systematic under-
standing of the nonlinear Kerr-effect in different ferromagnetic transition metals and for
an extension of our theory to interfaces, thin magnetic films, and magnetic alloys.

THEORY

The linear Kerr susceptibility (bulk effect) is given by the familar expression (M I
surface, incident electric photon field I1 fl

XM (qw, M) = e2 [k + q, l'o.y.klo.(klaizjk - q, l'a)

f(Ek+q,'V) - f(Ekjo)

Ek+q.,1' - E - h- + ilE 1 .(

The nonlinear magneto-optical surface susceptibility resulting from theory[2] is

(2• eaQIla As,
Xý',)(2q1, 2 w,M) = -e----' .E E

(k + 2%l, l"a,rl!rkla)(klajzjk + qjj,/Po,)(k + qlj, Patrzlk + 2%l, l"a).
, l(£k÷ql~i,,•'Y(Ek~q~l,•) f(Ek+q|..-(l.

i E~k÷2qlI,t.j,-Ek+qj.vo-lhý+ih~j Ek+q%,tl.-E(2)+ho

Ek+2qj,•, Ekt -- 2h + Mi+(2)

Here, the following symbols are used: The photon wave vector parallel to the surface is
denoted by q%1, A._. is the spin-orbit coupling constant, Iklcr) = -•Ukl eikr are Bloch
states of wave vector k and spin o in the /th band, Eki,, is the bandstructure of the
irradiated material and a1 is the experimental resolution. fQ refers to the volume and
a is the lattice constant. For a detailed derivation see [1, 2). The tensors j,)(q,w, M)

and xizý(2qjl, 2w, M) are tensors of rank two and three, respectively. In centro-symmetric
media, XX(2)Z(2qjl, 2w, M) vanishes exactly due to the product of three parity-changing

dipole matrix elements, except for the surface where the crystal symmetry is broken. The

photons of frequency w induce oscillating dipole moments leading to a surface charge of

frequency w which in turn interacts with the incoming photons and becomes the source
of the frequency-doubled reflected light. This holds also in the presence of a finite mag-
netization M.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We calculate the nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr-susceptibility X(2 )(w) in Fe in order to

compare directly with experiment. In order to include the influence of many-body effects,
especially the narrowing of the s and d bands due to electronic correlations, we make
the following changes of the bandstructure parameters given in ref. [4]: (i) All hopping
parameters are reduced to 60 % of their values. This corresponds to the reduction of the
d-band width. (ii) The energy of the F-point is changed from 1.47 eV to 2.5 eV. Thus,
the occupied portion of the s bands is narrowed. All other parameters are taken from ref.
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[4], except for the exchange coupling constant J 1.7 eV and the spin-orbit coupling A....
0.05 eV.

20

------- .- .. .....to

P H P N r PH N

Figure 1: Spin-polarized bandstructure of iron. Solid (dashed) curves refer
to the majority- (minority-) spin bands.

To demonstrate the validity of the electronic structure used in our calculations of

XtM(w) and Xt21(w), we show in Fig. 1 the resulting ferromagnetic band structure of Fe.
It is obvious that the d-band width becomes smaller by the reduction of the tight-binding
hopping parameters Ai (i = 1, ... ,7). The points a, b, and c indicate the shift of the
respective pure d-like or sd-hybridized high-symmetry points. Similarly, the modification
of the energies fl of the r-point leads to a shift of the s-like symmetry points.

S Fe - tordnme F nnr,- . . .. . . . . .,

o d-d transttionx

fl 0.84

e ho .ppin P tm 9 e bottom of s-bend

0 2 4 6 8nrgy t. (.V)ngy h. (.v)

Figure 2: Nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr Figure 3: Frequency dependence of the
susceptibility of Fe for different d-band nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr suscep-
widths as a function of frequency. tibility of Fe for shifted s bands.

In Fig. 2 we show the nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr-spectra for different values of the
Fletcher-Wohlfahrt hopping parameters. For the dotted curves, we use the values of the
hopping parameters Ai (i=1 ,..,7) given in ref. 14]. The dashed and solid curves correspond
to a reduction of all Ai to 80 % and 60 % of these values, respectively. This reduction
of the d-d hopping leads to a narrowing of the d band (see Fig. 1). Due to electron-
electron correlations the probability of transitions with lower energies is increased. This
essentially leads to a shift of the first structures in the linear and nonlinear Kerr-spectra
to lower energies and to a simultaneous reduction of their heights. The shift of the second
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F, structures is due to transitions between the d band and s-like or sd-hybridized bands and
is therefore always smaller than the shift of the first structures which predominantly result
"from transitions between d-like bands close to the Fermi level. The modifications of the
third structure in the spectra increasingly correspond to bands far from the Fermi-level
and do not show a clear dependence on the d-d hopping elements. Thus, in summary,
we may conclude that changes in the d-band width affect different parts of the spectra
differently. We expect then such a behavior also with respect to changes in the position
of the s band as can be seen in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows the nonlinear magneto-optical spectrum for different values of the bottom
of the s band (F-point). The position f of the energy at the U-point is increased from
1.47 eV via 2.0 eV and 2.5 eV to 3.0 eV. Changing 0 affects in particular the first peak
of the nonlinear spectrum. It is shifted to smaller energies. The peaks at large energies
(above 8 eV) however, are shifted to larger frequencies since the top of the s band lies at
increasingly higher energies (high above thp Fermi-level). Note that the first strucutre of
the nonlinear Kerr-spectrum is mainly independent of 6 which is in agreement with our

previous observation (see Fig. 2) that this peak involves mostly d-d transitions.

Figure 4: Dependence of the non-
..... linear magneto-optical Kerr

Z' 0 ---- susceptibility of Fe on magnetization
"----- .... ' -. 1 sas characterized by the exchange

0._--. The inset shows the height of the
0.8 first structure (at 2 eV.. .3 eV)
i.2 , as a function of splitting.

0 2 4 6 8
Energy hu (eV)

In Fig. 4, we show the dependence of the nonlinear Kerr-spectra on the exchange
coupling constant J. We find for the nonlinear spectrum (at least for energies below 7
eV) a monotonic increase of the structure heights with increasing J. As is shown in the

inset, this increase starts linearly in J. For larger values of the exchange interaction, the

dependence tends to saturate.
In view of our results it is possible to understand more about the differences in the

Kerr-spectrum expected for different ferromagnetic metals.
First, the dependence on J may be understood as follows. The increase of J has basi-

cally three effects: (i) Starting with small values of J the difference of allowed majority-
and minority-electron dipole transitions at a certain frequency increases linearly in J, see

illustration Fig. 5 for an atomic picture. For large J, however, this difference saturates,
since the self-consistently determined Fermi-level b•xomes pinned and moves rigidly upon
further increase of J. (ii) As long as the increase of J and the subsequent self-consistent

readjustment of the Fermi-level do not cause bands to cross the Fermi-energy, the overall
shape and peak structure of the spectrum remains unaltered. As soon as Fermi-level
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crossings occur (either gradually for relatively steep bands or more abruptly for rather
flat bands), the occupation character of the bands is changed. As a consequence, one
may get drastic changes in the structure of the Kerr-spectra. Although the value of J in
ferromagnetic Fe is quite large (1.776 eV) this possibility occurs only for energies larger
than 7 eV and for a value J = 2Mo. Otherwise the features of the spectra appear to be very
robust. (iii) As is shown in detail in the Appendix, the increase of J leads also to a small
shift of the peak energies to larger values. The reason is that the exchange splitting of
the d-like bands affect differently the s-like and sd-hybridized states via sd-hybridization.

Fe - linear

band transitions in Fe in an
atomic picture. eF, 1A,, AN,,denote Fermi-energy, magneticmoment, number of transitions,
and difference of transitions
in minority and majority spin

Nt, 6 6 4 6 0 4 bands, respectively.
AN ,  0 2 4

I 0 2ps. 4A9

Secondly, concerning the dependence of the spectra on spin-orbit coupling one should
note the following: The nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr-spectrum depends linearly on j
spin-orbit coupling. This does not only hold for our perturbational treatment of spin-orbit

interaction, but is also true if this interaction is included in the diagonal and off-diagonal

matrix elements of the Hamiltonian[5, 61.
These general features of the theory are of interest for a systematic understanding of

the Kerr-effect in the transition-metal series and will also be useful for the comparison of
the Kerr-spectra of Ni and Fe.

Next, we compare the calculated nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr-spectra of Fe with
those obtained previously for Ni. Of course, it matters that the electronic structure of
bcc-Fe and fcc-Ni are different. We obtain for Fe and Ni for the structure at 2 eV to
3 eV a height ratio PEL of 2.5. Note, the height ratio is not simply given by the ratio
of the exchange couplings (4.5), or that of the magnetic moments (3.8), but also by the
difference of spin-orbit coupling which enhances relatively the height of the Ni spectra
(A,.[Fe) = 50 meV and ),.o.[Ni] = 70 meV). The larger minima and maxima in the
nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr-spectrum of Fe compared with Ni result mainly for two
reasons: (i) The exchange splitting is larger in Fe by a factor of 4.5. (ii) The filling of the
3d bands is different. Fe is much closer to half-filling which leads to a larger number of
d-d transitions. Furthermore, the peaks and minima in the optical region of Fe are shifted
to higher energies compared to Ni because of the larger width of the Fe d band. This
discussion shows how the Kerr-spectra change from transition metal to transition metal.

Finally, we should remark on using constant matrix elements for Fe in contrast to Ni.
It is more physical to perform the calculations for iron using constant matrix elements to
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obtain peak widths in accordance with the experimental peaks.
We use now the previous general theoretical considerations for the comparison of the

theory with the experiment of Reif et ai.13] . The main experimental results obtained for
only one frequency (h&&, = 2.33 eV) can be summarized as follows: Upon reversing the
direction of the in-plane surface magnetization by the external magnetic field a pronounced
change of 6 = I(M) - I(-M) is observed, where I refers to the SHG intensity and M
to the in-plane magnetization at the surface. Using I - P 2 P = X(-2 E 2 and X2')

Xn=
2) " x~ g. one may rewrite

6 •(2)

Thus, one finds from experiment a value of 25 % for . Also experiment supports

sensitivity of the nonlinear Kerr-effect for surface magnetization, since h disappears ex-
ponentially with time and since X.. 9. ; const. upon CO-chemisorption.

Using our results for Fe we find for

(2) (2)

.(2) ý ( )Ni• F = 7%. 2.5 = 17.5%,
•1nnm ap. Xnoma.a PNi

where 7 % refers to the corresponding value for Ni[7, 31. The surface sensitivity of the
nonlinear Kerr-effect is in accordance with the theoretical prediction (SHG occurs only for
a few atomic layers at the surface where inversion symmetry is broken). Finally, theory
"permits a nonlinear Kerr-effect in principle also for coated surfaces and for interfaces and.
furthermore, does not require saturated magnetization.

In summary, we have presented a theory which may be used for a systematic under-
standing of the nonlinear magneto-optical Kerr-effect in transition metals. In particular,
we have given results for the dependence of the nonlinear Kerr-spectrum on s- and d-band
width, sd-hybridization, exchange interaction, spin-orbit coupling, and crystal structure
(fcc-Ni vs. bcc-Fe). The theory is used to analyse recent NOLIMOKE experiments in Fe.
The theory may be extended to thin films.
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ABSTRACT

With spin polarized electron spectroscopies, we have investigated ordered (d(0001)
films deposited on W(1l0). The photoemission features of the gadolinium 5d surface
state, the 4f levels, and the background exhibit considerable spin polarization along t he
same direction in the plane of the ."Am, indicative of ferrorn.gre!c ctuopling be- wceI the
surface and the bulk. The 4f spin polarized photoemission data provides st rong evidence
that the surface 4f polarization differs from the bulk 4f polarization for (;d(00(11). Our
temperature dependent measurements with spin polarized secondary electron splct rosc,,py
conclusively establishes that the surface of clean Gd(0001) possesses a perpendicular po-
larization component which persists to an enhanced surface Curie temperature. Strall
amounts of contamination at the surface result in the disappearance of the perpe ohi-inr
component and, therefore, a more perfect ferromagnetic coupling between the surface ajd
the bulk.

INTRODUCTION

The issues of surface magnetic anisotropy and the magnetic coupling between the
surface and the bulk have attracted considerable attention. The Gd(0001) surface appears
to exhibit enhanced magnetic order, i.e., higher Curie temperature at the surface tha,
in the bulk [1]. It is seen to be able to maintain an in-plane remanent inagleli7atio,
[1, 2, 3,41, although there is indication that an perpendicular anisotropy exists for till ralhin
Gd films[4]. Calculations [5) supported the altered exchange coupling in the surface layer.
and the postulate p1,* forward earlier on the basis of experiment [1? that the surface is
antiferromagnetically coupled with the bulk. In this paper, we provide evidence that
the surface is not antiferromagnetically coupled with the bulk but rather an imperfect
ferromagnetic coupling exists between the surface and the bulk as a result of a sizable
perpendicular polarization of the surface layer, consistent with earlier work 13. 6. 71. Thi
effect undoubtedly results in phenomena consistent with the earlier experiment II! bil
challenges the simpler models of perfect antiferromagnetic [1, 51 or perfect ferrornagnetlc
[8] coupling between the surface and the bulk.

Our recent photoemission studies [9, 10, 111 of the Gd(0001) band structure have
demonstrated the existence of a surface state at r consistent with the theorelical band
structure[5J. The surface state is well localized at the surfacell 1, 12], and is therefore a
unique probe of the surface magnetic order without requiring the complex task of separat-
ing surface and bulk signals. In addition, the temperature dependence of both the parallel

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. ©1993 Materials Research Society
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and perpendicular components can be measured explicitly.

EXPERIMENTAL

The photoemission experiments were undertaken at the U5 beamline at the Natioial
Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS). The spectra were taken at low photon energies (lYically
43 eV in this work) using a low energy spin polarimeter (described in detail elsewherel 13,
14)) attached to a commercial angle-resolved hemispherical analyzer. The light polarization
of the incident light was perpendicular to the applied field and a mixture of s- asd p-
polarized light (55' incidence angle). All photoelectrons were collected normal to the

surface since the Gd surface state is centered at P [5, 9, 10, It, 121. The co,,iabined
energy resolution of the spectra was 300 meV. Spin polarized secondary electron emission
experiments were conducted in a separate UHV system(151 equipped with two medimn-
energy retarding field Mott polarimeters capable of measuring all three components of the
spin polarization vector. The secondary electrons were collected around jiornial emissionl
with the sample negatively biased at -30 V. All spin polarization measurements were
performed on remanantly magnetized samples.

The gadolinium films were evaporated from a tungsten basket, or crucible, at a rate
of 0.5 - 2 A/min. onto single crystal W(l10), following well established procedtires that
are known to give coherent ordered dean gadolinium films(l 1, 16). Following I he deposi-
tion onto the room temperature substrate to allow layer-by-layer growth, the filmis were
annealed at 450-550'C to reduce the number of defects [17, 18). The films prepared in t his
way are fiat and yield better remanent magnetization, in contrast to the "island" films
grown at the elevated temperature of 450'C. The thickness of the films used in t his w,,rk
was typically 200 - 500 A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As seen in Figure 1, the 5d surface state near the Fermi energy is highly spin polarized
as is the photoemission background and the Gd 4f levels for Gd(0001) films at 100K (tfie
bulk Curie temperature is 293 K). The polarization for these films is 33 it, 52% in the
plane of the film. The polarization of both the surface state near E, which contains
only the surface contribution and the 4f photoemission feature with strong contribimtioms
from the gadolinium bulk are nearly constant at around 33%. The spin polarization of
the 4f feature does not change much (±10%) with photon energy of 43 100 eV. while
the surface sensitivity changes because the electron mean free path changes with elect ronn
kinetic energy. These facts exclude any possibility that the surface is antiferromagnetically
coupled to the bulk. These results are consistent with the previously reported results from
spin polarized photoemission of the shallow 4f gadolinium core levels and the spin polarized
secondary electrons[3, 71.

The "in plane" 4f spin-polarized spectra for clean, well ordered gadolinium films have a
maximum for the spin minority peak at a binding energy 300 to 400 meV greater than that
of the spin majority peak for gadolinium films at 100K (as seen in Fig. I & 2). This binding
energy difference diminishes with the adsorption of a very small amount of cont aminavtion
as seen in Fig. 2. Continued adsorption of contamination leads to a decrease in Ihe net
polarization and a diminution of the surface state intensity.

It has been well established that there exists a surface to bulk core level shift for
gadolinium[19, 20]. For the 4f photoemission feature the surface component has a binding
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Figure 3: Temperature dependence of the spin polarization of 2 eV secondary electrons
from a 400 AGd(0001) film grown at 300K annealed to 825K for 3.5 mifinutes. 'T. and T.,
indicate the surface and bulk magnetic ordering temperatures, respectively.

energy at least 0.37-0.02 eV greater than the bulk[19]. The different surface layer and
bulk contributions to the Gd 4f photoemission signal can be easily seen from the difference
spectrum between the spectrum obtained for a I monolayer films and the spectra obtained
for thicker gadolinium films as seen in insert to Fig. 2. As can be seen from the ins'rt to Fig.
2, the intensity and binding energy of the surface (I monolayer film) contribution to the If
levels closely resembles the intensity and peak position of the spin minority con' rihut ion to
the spin resolved photoemission spectra for gadolinium films at 100K (T/T, =0.31). W11 ile
the level of polarization (>30%) and the spin majority polarization of the surface state
excludes antiferromagnetic coupling between the surface and the bulk as noted alovc,
this apparently slightly greater binding energy of the in-plane spin minority gadolinium
4f peak indicates that, for the films that are free of contaminations, the su rface is slightly
less polarized in the plane of the film when compared to the bulk. The Gd 4f moment may
be safely assumed to be the same for the surface and the bulk as they are large localized
moments [51 Our results, therefore, suggest that there exists a surface magnetic moment
component normal to the surface.

The existence of a perpendicular component in the surface magnetization is clear'y
shown in the temperature dependent secondary electron polarization date in Fig. 3. The
secondary electrons are highly polarized due to significant contributions from I he 4f core
electrons[3, 71, and clearly show both perpendicular and in-plane polarization. Since the
perpendicular component persists to a critical temperature well above (- 41) K) tIle bulk
Curie temperature (TcB), it can only be identified with the surface polarization, as is the
non-vanishing in-plane component above TCB. The complete insensitivity of the perpen-
dicular magnetization to the bulk magnetic transition suggests that the Gd(0001) surface
behaves as an independent magnetic entity. We further note that, as best revealed in
the perpendicular component, the surface magnetic transition is extremely abrupt, rem-
iniscent of a two-dimensional system or possibly even a first order phase transitionl2l1.
It is important to stress, however, that in the present experiment the sample was left
in its remanent state throughout the entire temperature sween. whereas in the previous
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SPLEED[l] experiment the sample was remagnetized at each temperature step. There
fore, the present data contains, in the sign of the polarization, the added information ol

the relative directions of the in-plane polarizations above and below TIM. The lack of a
sign reversal on going through TCn shows that the in-plane surface and bulk moments are
ferromagnetically coupled.

The presence of a normal component of the surface magnetization are substatilially
altered by contamination. Very small amounts of contamination result in a reduction of
the out of plane component of magnetization in the surface. As seen in Fig. 2, the binding
energies for the spin minority and spin majority contributions to the Gd 4f signal differ l1y
350±50 meV for a clean Gd film but differ by less than 100 meV following the adsorption of
contamination. We noted that the surface state still exists with the level of contamination
that results in near perfect ferromagnetic ordering. So this perpendicular component of
the magnetization at the surface is more sensitive to surface conditions than the surface
state.

CONCLUSION

With spin-polarized spectroscopies, we have shown that the 5d surface state lear r, is
a magnetic surface state. The surface magnetization of clean Gd(0001) is canted out of tle
plane, with its in-plane component ferromagnetically coupled with the bulk magnet ization.
The existence of a perpendicular component in the surface magnetization indicates an
altered surface-bulk coupling and possibly a strong surface anisotropy.
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ABSTRACT

We have characterized magnetization loops of epitaxially grown Gd(0001)
films on W(110) in the temperature range 145<T<300K. This was accomplished
by measuring magneto-optical Kerr loops in UHV, in the transverse geometry,
using a 2x10 4 deg sensitivity differential detector and He-Ne laser light.
Films grown in the Stranski-Krastanov (SK) mode (growth temperature 4000C)
and films grown in a Frank-van-der-Merwe (FM) like mode (growth temperature
201C) behave significantly lifferently. While the room temperature grown films
(FM) show square hysteresis behavior only after an annealing cycle to at least
3000 C, the higher growth temperature (SK) leads to highly remanent films in the
as grown state.
The hysteresis behavior of these films is most important in conjunction with
recently reported spin-polarized photoemission results, which showed that the
growth temperature and therefore the film morphology has a strong influence on
the surface magnetic reconstruction of Gd(0001) [I1].

1. INTRODUCTION

Gd is a simple ferromagnet with localized magnetic (4f) moments and a
relatively high Curie temperature of -293K. This has made it an ideal model
system for the investigation of bulk Heisenberg magnetism. Temperature dependent
magnetization and coercivity properties of bulk Gd specimens can be found in the
work of Belov et al. [2]. Gd thin films have become of particular interest, as they
revealed new surface magnetism phenomena which had been predicted in theory
in 1971 [3] and have recently been confirmed in several experiments. In 1983,
Rau et al. [4, 5] reported an enhanced surface Curie temperature on
polycrystalline Gd films as revealed by electron capture spectroscopy. In 1985,
Weller et al. demonstrated by spin-polarized low-energy electron diffraction
(SPLEED) remanent, ferromagnetic Gd(0001) films on W(110) [6] with a surface
Curie temperature of TcS-315K, 22K above TCB=293K and proposed AF
surface coupling J based on the observation of a compensation feature in both
temperature dependent SPLEED and low temperature 4f-photoemission data [7].
In 1991, Wu et al. [8] confirmed the possibility of AF surface coupling in FLAPW
ab-initio bandstructure calculations, This work also gave theoretical support to the
existence of a localized 5d surface state, which had been previously observed by
Li et al. in photoemission experiments [9-11]. In 1992, Mulhollan et al. [12]
claimed that the surface magnetic coupling in Gd was purely ferromagnetic;
however they reported a much reduced spin-polarization of only -50% at lOOK.
Tang et al. [13] had earlier reported 50% spin-polarization at 150K and
subsequently showed that clean Gd(0001) surfaces can exhibit the phenomenon
of surface spin canting by direct observation of an out-of-plane spin-polarization
in resonant spin-resolved 4f-photoemission and spin-polarized secondary electron
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spectroscopy [1, 13, 14]. The latter result was confirmed by Li et al. [15, 16],
who also pointed out the sensitivity to surface contamination. Despite the ongoing
interest in surface magnetic properties of epitaxial Gd(0001) films, relatively little
work has been devoted to the study of bulk properties, and in particular the
hysteresis properties of Gd(0001) films, which provide the basis for the
interpretation of photoemission or other (low energy) electron spectroscopic data.
The bulk Curie temperature was previously measured using in-situ MOKE
[7, 17] and the magnetization reversal in Gd(0001) has just recently been
discussed on the basis of biased initial susceptibility and MOKE butterfly loops
in UHV, however, at low temperature only [18]. Farle et al. finally discussed in
detail the dependence of the Curie temperature on both the Gd film thickness and
the film deposition conditions [19].
Here we report bulk properties of the same films which showed the spin-canting
phenomenon discussed first by Tang et al. [1], using a high sensitivity in-situ
MOKE apparatus. In particular, we discuss the preparation sensitivity of the
hysteresis properties and report an interesting feature in the temperature dependent
coercivity measurements near T which we interpret in conjunction with the
surface spin orientation of these flms.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Gd(0001) films of 300-400 A thickness were deposited in ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) on W(1 10) substrates, which were kept either at 300K to promote coherent,
layer-by-layer film growth or at 725K to induce Stranski-Krastanov (SK) type
growth (see [6, 17]). We have consistently used growth rates of -0.7Aisec, which
resulted in a pressure increase from 2 x 10- 0 to - I x 10-1 Torr during film
growth. The films deposited at 300K were subsequently annealed at 650K or
higher for -3min. LEED patterns of such thick films are only observed after
annealing. They reveal the typical hexagonal basal-plane structure of Gd(0001)
films as reported before [17, 20]. Only films of at least 300A thickness were
investigated in order to avoid

HeNe• W01ollso Prism

(+/- 210O ) .. _ _.

Fig. 1: Transverse Kerr arrangement used in the present experiment. The sample was
placed near the top of a single UHV compatible magnetic field coil, which provided
fields up to ±210 Oe.

the coalescense regime in SK type films, which is between 50 and 100 A [6, 17].
Thinner films and films grown at lower growth rates can have significantly
different properties, especially with respect to their morphology and surface
topography (roughness). Furthermore, the films were kept in an in-plane magnetic
field of -100 Oe during cooling from the deposition/annealing temperature down
to the measurement temperatures. This procedure also reportedly has a significant
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influence on the surface magnetic properties [21]. Details of the apparatus for
UHV growth and characterization have been published elsewhere.[l, 14]

The in-situ MOKE apparatus is shown schematically in Fig.l. We use the
transverse geometry, with the magnetic field axis perpendicular to the plane of
incidence of the linearly polarized He-Ne laser light beam. The polarization change
occurring upon reflection from the sample is transferred into a net rotation using
a Wollaston prism and two silicon photodiodes. A low noise difference and sum
amplifier yields the output signal (11 - 12)/(1, + 12), which is subsequently converted
into the Kerr signal, using a calibration constant determined from the angular
sensitivity of the system in the linear regime around the II = 12 setting. A slope of
0.35V/deg was found in a range of 01- ± 5 deg and with an electronic noise floor
of :<0.1mV we obtained a maximum sensitivity of 0.2mdeg in Kerr rotation. Note
that the Kerr effect at the present wavelength of 633nm has a probing depth of
,-,500A and that therefore the whole sample volume within the laser spot size of
-, imm2 is being probed.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 shows the result of an annealing study of a 300A thick Gd(000l) film
which was grown at room temperature (FM mode).

0.06 I (b)
ST = 210 K T = 2[32 K

"0.04 RT Growth 470 K AnnC 0
0

-0.04

S-0.06 Fig. 2: Transverse Kerr- 0.0 8 . . . . . l o o p s , m e a s u r e d i n
0.58 UHV on a 300A thick

d) 2Gd(0001) film, which
S0.04 57o0 KAnn 670 KAnn was subjected to three

different
C 0 annealing'cooling
? cycles as indicated in
.. -0.04 the figure. Annealing

to at least 670K
-0.0 produces "square"

-200 -100 0 100 200 -100 0 100 200 loops with high (100%)
Field [Oe] Field [Oe] remarence.

The measurements were carried out at a temperature of 200K after the initial
deposition and subsequently after each annealing cycle to temperatures of 460K,
570K and 670K, respectively, at which the sample was kept for 3min each time.
Evidently, the as prepared film cannot be magnetized with the available field of
±210Oe and only the reversible initial susceptibility is observed. The loops become
hysteretic after the 460K anneal although they still cannot be saturated. Further
anneal decreases the coercivity, increases the squareness and reduces the
paramagnetic slope, clearly visible in all but the 670K case. Annealing to 670K

:,:, finally results in a loop, which is indicative of single domain behavior with
essentially 100% remanence.

In Fig. 3, we compare loops obtained on two films of 400A thickness grown
under different conditions. The top part of the figure (a & b) shows results for
a FM type film grown at room temperature and post-annealed in UHV for 3min
at 825K (550°C). The film was cooled in the presence of an in-plane field of
-.-100e to the first measurement temperature of -150K and Kerr loops were
taken while stepping the temperature up to above room temperature (-310K).
Representative loops are shown for T 182K and 288K. The main observation is

i_ 4

""N r r ~ 
~~-
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that these films show essentially square loops with high remanence even close to
the Curie temperature TC 8 =293K. A similar procedure was used for a film grown
at an elevated substrate temperature of 675K (400°C), which results in the well
known SK growth mode. Subsequent cooling again was carried out in the presence
of a 100Oe in-plane field. The low temperature loop (c) looks similar to the one
discussed above (a), only the coercivity is somewhat smaller, 200e for the SK film
as opposed to 280e for the FM type film. More drastic differences are apparent
near the Curie point (d). A distinct slope is observed, suggestive of paramagnetic
or hard axis behavior. The remanence is reduced by at least 40% of its saturation
value. (The maximum available field, 210 (e, was insufficient to yield complete
saturation.) Lastly, in this temperature range the coercivity is now larger for the
SK film than for the FM film. The differences between SK and FM films become
clearer if we compare temperature dependences.

0.08

C 0
S-0.04 Fig. 3: Transverse Kerr

loops of 400A thick-0.0a I ;:::••:•: Gd(0001) films grown
o.05 under different

T r K T-- r288 X condition and at two
o SK O-r•wh SK G1h• .• temperatures far below-(2 T and near T : (a)

Sfilm at T=c182K,i - 0 
( b ) s a m e film a t 2 8 8 K ,

,.~-0.04 _ (c) SK type film at
-• - * 184K and (d) same film_00 ..os ., at 288K. Note the

-80 -40 0 40 80-oD -- , 0 ,0 so differences especially at
F'ied (0e] Field [0el 288K.

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the remanent Kerr rotations (MR) and Fig.
5 a comparison of the coercivities (Hc) of the SK and FM films. In both cases
we have fitted the low temperature regime (0-225K) to a T3 

2 law, according to

3

MR(T) =M 0(1 - C7_2) (1)

and
3

nc(7) =Hco( _ CTT) (2)

respectively.

The fit parameters C, M0 and HC 0 are indicated in the figures. Note that C is

essentially equal (a) for both the Kerr signal and the coercivity measurements and
(b) for both types of films (SK and FM). The main differences in the films are
the extrapolated OK values M 0 and Hc 0 and especially the coercivity behavior
around T . We do not attach any paiticular physical meaning to the slightly
Sreduced 40 in the case of the annealed film: a thickness difference, the different
film morphology etc. could cause this effect. On the other hand, the drastic
"differences near the Curie temperature certainly deserve attention.

The phenomena of dramatically increased coercivity, reduced remanence
and loss of squareness of the SK film loops, relative to those of the FM films
within -10 K below TcB, clearly point to a fundamental change in the
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magnetization reversal process. We believe that these differences are related to the
degree of surface roughness of the two film types, and propose the following
explanation, based on our previously reported experimental findings [1] of (i) an
out-of-plane surface magnetization component, (ii) a strongly enhanced surface
Curie temperature and (iii) ferromagnetic coupling to the subsurface layers. We
assume, in addition, that the 300-400A thick SK type Gd films have greater
surface roughness than the corresponding FM films. (This is reasonable, although
we haven't carried out surface characterization, e.g. with in-situ STM, which could
proof this point.) Briefly, we suggest that the combination of roughness and
enhanced perpendicular surface magnetization leads to an inhomogeneous
out-of-plane moment.

150
400A Gd(0001)

"SK
EA Mo= 102 mdeg N"
.100

FM mg
S Mo=93mdeg

Go 50 Fig. 4: Temperature dependent
c Kerr signals of the FM and SK
E type films discussed in Fig. 3. The

0= .. low temperature regime can be
fitted to a T3'2 law according to
eq.(i). The parameters C and M00 100 200 30 are indicated in the figure.

60
400A Gd(0001)

SK
0 . Hco=33 Oe

40 N

0 FM
0 Hci0= 45 (e

20 Fig. 5: Temperature dependent
coercivity of the FM and SK type
"films discussed in Fig. 3. The low

C=1.45x10T4 deg-' 2" temperature regime can be fitted
to a T3'2 law according to eq.(2).

0 The parameters C and He,0 are
0 100 200 300 indicated in the figure.

T [K]
To elaborate on this picture, recall that surface roughness in general leads to a
reduction of the in-plane dipolar (shape) anisotropy near the surface of a (thick)
film [22]. Thus an out-of-plane contribution, i.e. that due to the modified
electronic structure of the Gd surface with respect to the bulk, becomes an
important consideration in the energy balance. At temperatures well below Tc ,
where the bulk magnetization is large, the shape anisotropy will dominate to
maintain in-plane alignment. Near the Curie temperature, the bulk magnetization
is reduced, and now the enhanced surface component dominates to yield an
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out-of-plane component extending further away from the surface. This may be
viewed as a 90 degree domain wall parallel to the film plane and is sometimes
referred to as perpendicular surface pinning of the magnetization. Analogous
behaviour e.g. is found in the the case of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
induced by interface/surface anisotropy in ultrathin films and multilayers. In the
absence of roughness the shape anisotropy is not reduced and the energy balance
will shift towards in-plane alignment. Moreover, the magnetization near a smooth
surface is expected to be more homogeneous, so that coherent rotation about the
surface normal can be achieved with minimal cost in anisotropy and exchange
energy.
This effect of spin-reorientation as the temperature is swept through the bulk Curie
temperature is reflected in the hysteresis properties: as the magnetization rotates
increasingly out of the plane, the in-plane remanence is reduced; the squareness
of the loop is destroyed as the applied field competes with the net out-of-plane
anisotropy; and the coercivity increases as the inhomogeneous surface
magnetization pins that of the bulk. These are the phenonema demonstated in Fig.
3(d).

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured in UHV Kerr loops of epitaxial Gd(0001) films grown
on W(l 10) substrates in two deposition modes, the continuous Frank-van-der
Merwe (FM) type mode and the more cluster like Stranski-Krastanov (SK) type.
For films grown at low temperature (FM), only post annealing to at least 670K
establishes rectangular magnetization loops with high remanence. In contrast, films
grown at 675K do show this type of loop in the as-grown state. Significant
differences in the temperature dependences of the two types of film are observed.
The appearance of a coercivity peak near the Curie temperature in the SK film
has been related to the recently observed phenomenon of surface spin-canting in
these films [1].
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MODIFICATION OF MAGNETIC COUPLING IN
ANTIFERROMAGNETICALLY COUPLED BILAYERS DUE TO TIlE

EXISTENCE OF FERROMAGNETIC PIN HOLES.

J.F. BOBO, H. FISCHER AND M. PIECUCH
Laboratoire mixte CNRS St Gobain BP 104 54704 Pont a Mousson Cedex France.

ABSTRACT
We have calculated numerical simulations and analytical solutions of the influence of a pin

hole on the magnetization curves of multilayer systems. The magnetization curves we obtained
can be described by a biquadratic coupling model and are close to the experimental curves.

INTRODUCTION

The growing interest in magnetic coupling between magnetic layers through non magnetic
spacers has led in the recent years to several unexpected discoveries like giant
magnetoresistance effect 11,21 and biquadratic coupling 13,41. The question of the origin of
this biquadratic coupling remains an open question. Several successful explanations have been
proposed for this biquadratic coupling like interface defect 151 or intrinsic band structure effect
16,71. More recently following the initial remark by Parkin 181 some groups have observed by
transmission electron microscopy 19,101 the existence of partial contact between successive
magnetic layers, the so called "pin holes". However a detailed study of the magnetic behavior
of multilayers or bilayers with this kind of defects is actually lacking, this is the purpose of this
paper where we investigate the magnetic properties of bilayers with pin holes.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The system we studied is a trilayer consisting of two magnetic layers of thickness tm
separated by a non magnetic layer of thickness tnm. We have considered that the magnetization
is the same at each z inside the ferromagnetic layers and that the pinholes are not able to give a
perpendicular component of the magnetization and then,that the field is in the plane ol the
layers. 0t and 02 are the angles of the magnetizations in the two magnetic layers with respect
to H _ (in plane applied field). Since the solution is inhomogeneous, 0, and 0, are function
of r, IM: position in the plane of the layer.

The magnetic energy in each layer is the sum of the Zeeman energy and of the exchange
energy (We have neglected the anisotropy energy). The next term is the coupling energy
between the two layers. At a particular point r, the sum of these energies can be written:

E(r) = Atm(V0) 2 + At,(V0 2).2 H(cos0t(r) + cos0 2(r)) - J(r) cos(0 1(r)-02 (r)) (la)

A is the usual exchange stiffness parameter. H= H M t I H is the external applied
field, M is the saturation magnetization (per unit volunaiVe) anhJ(r)je value of the mnagnetic
coupling between the two layers at r, J(r) = -J (intrinsic antiferromagnetic coupling) at the
normal sites and J(r) = Jh at the pinholes (Jh = A/t ). We assume a svmmetric solution for
the two layers , = -,02 = 0. Then, the total energy ot't~e system can be written as:

E= 2J(Atr(V0)2 -1(r) cos20(r)-Hcos0(r))d2r (0b)

The demagnetizing and field energy inside the pinhole have been neglected and then
equation ( lb) is strictly valid for a vanishing concentration of pinholes (but, since the exchange
is strong, this approximation is relatively good).

Equation (lb) is difficult to solve and we have slightly modified the problem. We have
assumed point like pin holes, writing:
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1(r) It J8 1 r (r-r h) (2)

h

Where 8(r-r h is the Dirac delta function and h. is the size of the pinhole This expression
for the coupling constant leads to nearly the same energy integral as the initial one. The
minimization of E with this expression for the coupling constant gives the Eultr eq.uation:

2At 20(r) = -2Ji sin6(r)cos8(r)+ HsinO(r) (3a)

With the limiting conditions at each pinhole,

-2J I rhjVO(rh) I+ 2j . Cosohsinoh+ I-sin6 h (3b1

VO(rhItis the value of the gradient in the hj direction and J I= All,,/ rh' Near thc pinhole the
gradient ol0 is not a continuous function.

The rest of the paper will be divided in two rarts. in the first part we have deried all
analytical solution for a simplified version of the problem to give some physical insight of the
phenomena and in the second part we have solved the problem by numerical simulations on a
discrete lattice.

ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

In I dimension (and% with a reguilar l att ice of linear pinholes distant ol d from eachI other i, a
first integral of the Euler equation li3a0 is immediatels, obtained:

2 d62 1
- I- I-, ) + cos-0 -2hcos6 = C (4a)

Here: I~ -y and h=, 2-Jb)

Iý is the length scale of the problem. C is a constant (C<l). C =cos,,'f - 2h:oso W if
cos6mis the minimum value of co-A3 where the derivative of 0 is zero. The soluIltion of (41 is:

(1 -tab)dn(y) + (

do is the delta amplitude Jacobian elliptic function of parameter li. 4a
(a +b) 2

d 21 i
y-y and ilh (25T2

I tI L. c)2h 2

a c -i-c-h I--2= oO 1b- = I + c +h aind c= h2+(' Lo8, h)' (5:

Equation (3b) is used for the determiination of the remaining constant c (or C). this gives
(with the use of (4a)):

c= (coso 5-hV _ k1 sin,2 0h (cose h 4(
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h~tX1 =Jy h i inJ i ri i i
wit X Th1 hih rh , toýh h(II6)

cose is the value of cosO at the pinhole. The true solution oif the problem is the solution 0f

(6a) which has the lowest energy. One may wri!e the energy per unit surface e as

e = (I -c h)e layer + chepi (7a)

e il=- ( 20 h -I )Cos 20 h + 8. 1hco.,(j 1 +- 2.1 *C) (7 h)

e layer 4*li (<M 2> - 2'h<M>) - 2Jico-sO 2)n+ 4J IhCosOn (7c)

C h is the concentration of pinhole's 'c -rh/d. Formula 7c) clearly shows thle physics of the
calculations: we have the energy of' t e magnetic moro -w, in the field, -4. 1 h<M>. the
antiferromiagnetic coupling energy, 231<M-> and the energy difference bctmeen the exi'lting
solution and a constant solution corresponding to the misinvim angle: Xe 2J¾ -<

coOSIi) -I 4Jh(<M> - cosOrn which is the exchainge energy itl the lawcrs.

0 05- -

0 04 FFerro

0 03

0 02 A F

001hInlioniogeiieous /
0 00, -- --- __

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 * 7
J (eirg/cnnl'

Figure 1: Phase (liagrami for r1  2A. i111 = 4A and t~ 1 3A.

Equation (6a) always has two basic solut0ions:
a) c =I -h, which gives p =0 and dn(v= I= for all] y. (cosh - cosO =1 This is thle

ferromnagnetic solution of energy:h

e = 2J i(1-ch) ) 2
hch - Vih )

b) c=O, which gives p = I and 0his given by:

(COSO h- h) -
2 sin 2

0 h(COSH, = 0h C'))

T[his solution corresponds to infinitely separated pinholes for \s lich cosOn, = ht. In this case
cosO is expressed simply in terms (if hyperbolic function,,.
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These solutions can be compared for h={O. In that case, equation (9) has two solutions (if h
is not zero, equation (9) has only one solution). These solutions are either cos0h = (0 or inOh
=1/X. The first solution gives e=0 (this is the nortnal antiferromagnetic solution), The energy
of the other solution can also be calculated analytically and one may derive the concentration of
pinholes where the various solutions are stable. Then, one obta't:-.r- pha:e drigrim he•reen J
and ch at h--4) for the stability of these three phases if the size of the pinholes and the different
thicknesses are fixed (we have five parameters for the problem but only three are unknown, J.
the intrinsic antiferromagnetic coupling, c the concentration of pinholes and rh their size).
Such a diagram is depicted in figure 1. This diagram is a good starting point for the
understanding of the solutions under field. The situation is trivial if the ferromagnetic solution
is stable (low J. or high ch) since in that case the ferromagnetic solution is obviously the most
stable also under applied field. The situation is also relatively simple in the c;-se when the
inhomogeneous solution is stable at zero field (low J- and low Ch), since the exact solution
under field is also obtained for a very low c and is reYativeiy close to the c=(O solution. The
situation is a little bit more complicated for the case when the stable solution in zero field is the
antiferromagnetic one (high Ji and low ch) since this solutton is no longer valid at non zero
field. But, there exists, in that case. a solution with finite c which tends to the
antiferromagnetic solution at h=O and this solution remain the lowest energy solution. The
magnetization curves can be calculated and are relatively different in the two later cases. Some
calculated magnetization curves are presented in figure 2 for the phase diagram of figure I. One
can see the different behaviors of the curves according to the location of the points in the phase
diagram. When the inhomogeneous solution is stable at zero field we have a magnetization
which starts at a non zero value and tends to I at a field lower than the theoretical saturation
field (curves a and b of figure 2). When the antiferromagnetic solution remains stable at zero
field the magnetization starts at zero and then has at marked curvature with the field and finally
saturates slowly (curves c aind d of figure 2).

Two others interesting points can be emphasized: First, one can alw, ays fit the curves 'A ith a
biquadratic coupling model. Some exatnple,; of such fits are presented in figure 3. The fits are
rather good but the fitted values of J are always lower than the real ones, this can be one of the
reasons of the low values of J deduced from the experiments. Second, as there exists different
solutions for the spatial distribution of the magnetic moments some hysteresis is expected.

08 "

0 2

0 02 04 06 08 I

Figure 2: Magnetization curves with the following parameters:

rh = 2 t, lnm =4A and tm=I 3A.
a) ch=.()2 J=4 b) ch=0.1)=3 C) Ch=0.02 J=6 d) ch=O.0l J.=6

j
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06

H/H. Fit a) H= t.4 J=4-3 etg/C12

0 5
Fit b) B=0.59 J=(|98 crg/cri

0 4

0 2 .. *
0 1

0 0 2 04 06 08 1

<C6 >

Figure 3: Biquadratic coupling fits of 2 theoretical curves.:

rh = 2A, tn =4A and tm=13A.

a) ch =0.0 2 J=6 b) ch=0 .0 2 J=3

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The continuous formula (I b) can be discretized by a finite element method as:

E _ ,0 cos<0 -0 , C,2c()- . <. i l,
S-2J 0 , 1 csO- 0j) +~2J 1 cos C.,2 0i 2 h C5h- . 2H cos0i (10)

ii i*h h

S is the surface of the unit cell in the finite element lattic, (the size of the pinholes must be
greater than the size of the mesh). The i sites are the ordinary sites where an antiferromagnetic
interaction is present and the h sites are the pinholes. J0 is the ferromagnetic exchange
interaction in the layers (J0=Atm/S). Numerical simulations have been carri- I out using
equations (10). We have taken, again, a periodic repartition of pinholes with a square 2
dimensional lattice. We have used the relaxation method, as described by Arrot et al.I Il1 to
reach the equilibrium configuration. Such a configuration is shown in figure 4 where the pin
holes are represented by grey columns. These calculations give simple magnetization curves.
Some of them are shown in figure 5, where we have used the same parameters as in the phase
diagram of figure 1. One can see that the results qualitatively agree with the simple one
dimensional model.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that a simple model ot ferromagnetic coupling through pin holes can
give a qualitative description of the observed magnetization curves in multilayers. The
competition of the local ferromagnetic coupling and of the normal antiferromagnetic coupling
leads to inhomogeneous repartitions of the magnetic moments when the concentration of pin
holes is weak and can give ferromagnetic alignment when the concentration of such defects is
high. The existence of these defects tends also to reduce the apparent value of the
antiferromagnetic coupling constant and may be one of the reasons of the discrepancy between
theoretical and experimental values of the coupling constant.
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Figure 4: Spatial distribution of the magnetic moments at zero field for one typical case.
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Figure 5: Magnetization curves deduced from the numerical simulations.
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ABSTRACT:

In this paper, the synthesis of a new structure of iron in (1(X)) Felr superlattices grown by
Molecular Beam Epitaxy is reported. Two-dimensional growth up to 4 planes at 40)K occurs,
as shown by RHEED oscillations. Electron diffraction also gives evidence that the Fe lattice is
pseudomorphic to the Ir one during the 2D-growth, and relaxes to the hec lattice for thicker
deposits. An X-Ray analysis shows that the Fe structure is a body centered tetragonal one with
a c/a ratio close to 1.25. This phase is observed to be non-magnetic at room temperature, as a
weak ferromagnetic behaviour is observed at low temperatures, except at small Ir thicknesses.
This is the evidence of the existence of a low spin phase which seems to undergo a second order
phase transition with the atomic volume of iron.

INTRODUCTION:

The heteroepitaxy of metals is now usually realised using the Molecular Beam Epitaxy
(MBE) technique. The synthesis of 3d metals in new crystallographic structures is thus
possible. This opens a new field: the experimental study of the correlation between the structure
and the magnetic behavior. Indeed, a comparison of the structures between 3d (magnetic) and
4d or 5d (non-magnetic) metals indicates that the magnetic behavior is probably responsible for
the anomalous structures in the 3d series. Between the systems which have been studied up to
now, the epitaxy of 3d metals on square lattices seems to be particularly interesting since the
grewth of tetragonal stuctures is possible. Indoed. in (O(X)) Co/Cu Il1, Cu/Pd 121 and Mn/Pd
131, the mismatch between the interatomic distances leads to body centered tetragonal (bet)
structures with c/a ratio different from I (bcc) and ',2 (fcc). In the case of Fe, three systems
were studied ((I(X)) FeCu 141, FePd 151 and FeNi 161) but a largely tetragonized structure was
only observed for the FeNi one. The magnetic properties are thus difficult to carry out since Ni
is also magnetic. The main goal of this study is to synthesized Fe in a bet phase and to
determine its magnetic properties. We want to travel along the Bain path in order to see if there
exists some magnetic transition versus the iron volume and (or) the c/a ratio. The choice of Ir as
a substrate is motivated by the fact that its distance between first neighbours in the (I(X)) plane
(2.715A) is located between those of bcc (2.866A) and fcc (around 2.5A at RT) Fe. We thus
expect to be able to vary the volume and c/a ratio and to record the existence and the nature of
the magnetic transition.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:

The epitaxies are perfomred in a MBE chamber with vacuum in the range of 10.10 torr. An Ir
buffer layer of 2(X)A is firstly realised at 5(X)°C on (1(X)) MgO substrates. Ir is evaporated by an
e-gun at 0.5 A/s, and Fe using a Knudsen cell heated uIp to 1350'C at around 0.1 A/s. RHEED
oscillations are thus recorded during the Fe growth, but not during the Ir one since the magnets
of the e-gun disturb the e-beam of the RHEED apparatus. The FeIr superlattices (SL) are
realised at I(X)'C in order to avoid inlterdiffLusion. The Fe and Ir thicknesses varied from 2 to
30A. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 171 is also used to determine the quality of the
SL. A 2-circles 0-20 X-Ray diffraction apparatus (XRD) is used to determine the period of the
SL and the average distance betwccn planes.

SQUID measurements are perfornmed from 5 to 3(X)K with applied fields from (0 to 4( kOe.
As the MgO substrates are found to be paramagnetic, the total system MgO+SL is firstly
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measured, and a second measurement is performed on the same MgO substrate after the
elimination of the SL by HCI The difference between both measurements gives the M(T)
diagram of the SL.

The surface of the Ir buffer layer grown on MgO is arranged in a 5x I reconstruction, typical
of a bulk like material with a flat and clean surface 171, as confirmed by TEM. This
superstructure disappears after Fe deposition, and does not reappear during the growth of the
SL. A square surface lattice is observed and remains for unlimited Fe thickness. RHEED
oscillations are observed up to more than 10 planes at around 250K and 4 planes at 400K 181.
These oscillations are commonly understood via a layer by layer growth. The growth of Fe on
Ir (100) is thus two-dimensional (2D), without interdiffusion since the period of the oscillations
is constant. The measurement of the distance between streaks on RHEED pattern shows that Fe
is firstly pseudomorphic to the Jr lattice up to around 5 planes at RT and rapidly relaxed to its
bcc structure. This shows that several kinds of SL can be obtained 181, but here we are only
interested by the pseudomorphic regime.

The distance dFe between Fe planes in the growth direction can be easily obtained uing
thickness calibration and RHEED oscillations. The Fe thickness divided by the number of
oscillations directly gives dFc=1.70 ± 0.05 A (if we consider a monoatomic layer by layer
growth). This value is confirmed by XRD. Indeed, the principal SL peak corresponds to an
average distance <d> between Ir and Fe planes as (eFc is the Fe thickness):

<d> = eFedFe + etrdlr
dFe + dir

Assuming in a first approximation that the distances between planes dFc and dtr do not vary
with eFe and etr, i.e. are constant from one SL to another, these distances can thus be simply
determined using the technique described in ref.9. We find dFc= 1.70 ± .05k in total agreement
with the RHEED determination. As the in plane distance given by RHEED is close to the
2.715A Ir distance, and the in plane structure is a square lattice, the Fe structure is a bt one
with a c/a ratio close to 1.25. Moreover, assuming that Jr is infinitely rigid (not strained by Fe)
and a uniform in plane stress without out of plane one, the in and out of plane strains c,, and c,,
are related by :

2V(-2v ~r'Cz2 Exx i.e. d _ 1 1 (2)

where a is the in plane distance, an and d0 the parameters of the oriainal unstrained cubic Fe
phase. As the poisson ratio is always close to 0,3, the equation (2) gives a bcc parameter of
3.08A and a fcc one of 3.6A. This clearly shows that the obtained bet Fe phase is a distorsion
of the fcc Fe one.

A more realistic elastic modeling can however be proposed. We now consider that the whole
SL is in elastic equilibrium, i.e. Fe and Ir are strained by each other. We thus assume that the in
plane parameter is constant all over a SL but is not equal to Ir one since Ir is not infinitely rigid.
We neglect the influence of the substrate (at the end of the buffer epitaxy. Ir is actually relaxed).
The total elastic energy is the sum of the buffer, N Fe and N Ir layers contributions as

2 2
En = (A.C xx)lr(eb + Nelr) + (A.-xx)Fe.(NeFe) (3)

where ei is the thickness of i (buffer, ir or Fe layers) and A=E/(I-v) with E the Young
modulus. The in plane parameter is thus calculated by minimizing this energy. The out of plane
dFe and dtr distances are thus calculated using equation (2) and <d>th using equation (I). As
shown on the figure 1, the calculated and experimental values are in very good agreement using
a parameter of the original fcc Fe phase of 3.55k,

-j
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Figure : experimental and theoritical values of the average parameter in the superlattices.

The magnetic hysteresis loops show that this bct Fe structure is not magnetic at RT. A small
moment was detected in preliminar experiments (81 but probably comes from magnetic
impurities in the MgO substrates. Ferromagnetic loops appears at room temperature when the
Fe thickness is greater than 4 planes corresponding to the relaxation in the bcc structure 181.

SQUID measurements are thus performed on a series of SL with CFC=4ML. Typical
ferromagnetic M(T) curves (Fig.2) are measured except for the small Ir thickness (3A) where a
C/T law is observed with C=O. 18 + .05 K (Fig,.3). Moreover, the moment extrapolated at OK
varies with the iridium thickness and is small (from 0 to 0.8 pB). Consequently, we have used
the equation of states of a weak itinerant feromragnet to fit tile experimental results. The results
of the magnetization measurements and of the fits are sumarized in table I. Tc and n) are deduced
from the weak itinerant ferromagnetic fits, p, from the magnetization at 5K. 0 is deduced from
the paramagnetic fit above rc, and Pc from the corresponding Curie constant. M(H) curves at
I00K are also shown on figure 5.
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M/MO e 0 22.5A
fq I r . 5.5A
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A A 14A
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0.3 'S0

0 100 200 300 400i I i i 
I i i i , I , , , , m 

T ( K )

Figure 2: Theniomagnetic curves for several superlattices with a constant iron thickness
of 4 ML and various iridium thickness
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Irthick. Fe atomic 3 c/a m Ps PC T.
(A) volume (A3) Bohr mag. Bohr mag. Bohr mag. KK

3 11.87 1.28 0 0.02 2.3 0 0

5.5 11.91 1.26 0.20±+0.02 0.25 2.5 125±43 170

8.5 11.95 1.25 0.36±0.02 0.38 3.5 155±40 185

14 11.98 1.23 0.28±0.04 0.41 2.5 85±38 160

122.5 12.00 1.23 10'71±0"03 0.82 2 1145±35 160

Table I: Magnetic properties of the measured superlattices (see text).
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DISCUSSION

Several comments can be made on these results. The first one is that the ratio of the iron
moment deduced from the Curie constant of the susceptibilitie p, and of the iron saturation
magnetic moment ps is large, as expected from the universal Rhodes Wolhfarnh correlation 1 01,
However, the agreement between the experimental data and the weak itinerant ferromagnetic fits
is rather poor (which explains the large incertaincy on T.) and a better dctcmtination of T, and
Pc is necessary to compare our results with Rhodes Wolhfarth curve. Moreover. the Curie
temperature do not follow a regular law with the iridium thickness and calculated iron volumes,
which may be due to the interlayer coupling which oscillate relatively fast in iridium I 11.
Moreover, an increase of ps (magnetic moment at zero temperature) is observed when the Ir
thickness is increased. The natural explanation of this increase is the increasing stress imposed
by Ir. In that way, dFe varies with the Ir thickness. On figure 6 is plotted the value of the iron
magnetic moment versus the atomic volume of iron calculated using the elastic modeling
presented before.
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itre6: Variation of the average magnetic moment per Fe atom with the theoretical
Fe volume calculated using the elastic modeling.
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This is the central result of this paper and the first evidence of a real low %pill phase
corresponding to a second order phase transition when the iron Volume increases. The Value oif
the iron atomic volume corresponding to this transition is close to the theoritical predictions
where the critical atomic volume is around 1 2A3. However, the phase transition is predicted to
be first order and two phases may exist with an iron nmagnetic moment between 0.02 and 01. 1
Bohr magnetons for the first one and between 0.5 and 1.2 Bohr magnetons for the second
onell12,13 1.

CON CLUS ION

In conclusion, we have for the first time synthesized a weak ferromagnetic bet Fe structure
with a c/a ratio close to 1.25. Such a low spin ferromagnetic Fe state is predicted by theorists
It11,121 but has rarely been observed. It is also demonstrated that this bct structure does not
result from an elastic deformation of the bee phase, but rather from the fcc one. tioweser. a
paradox appears :if this bet phase is the strained fcc one. \vhy does Fe relax to the bcc
structure'? Finally, this bet phase is a typical weak itinerant fe rromagne t at loss tempera tutre.
except at small Ir thickness. The variation of the iron magrwtie mtotment \A. iih the iron atomic
volutme seems to indicate a second order transition.
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ABSTRACT

We present a calculation of spin waves in coupled multilayered structures which is based

on exact evaluation of both exchange and dioolar fields. The ground state spin configuration

in antiferromagnetically coupled multilaýers can differ significantly from the uniformly canted

ground state usually assumed. This non-uniform ground state is found to radically alter the

character of the spin wave modes and sometimes lead to a strong localization of the wave to

the outermost magnetic films of the multilayer.

I. INTRODUCT")N

The discovery o0 antiferromagnetic coupling between ferromagnetic films across

nonmagnetic layers [1] has raised several important questions and resulted in a number of

exciting potential applications. Even though the actual spin configuration often plays a very

important role in the most interesting properties of these systems [2-4], to date theoretica.

investigations [5-7] of giant magnetoresistance and dynamic response of antiferromagnetically

coupled systems have assumed orly the simplest possible magnetic ground states.

In a recent paper [8], we showed that multilayered systems of antiferromagnetically

coupled films will have complicated groundstates that are strongly field dependent. Some of

these groundstates are quite different from the groundstate assumed by previous theoretical

studies of these systems. In the present work we discuss the effects of the correct groundstate

on the linear dynamic magnetic behavior of multilayer systems.

In this paper we present a microscopic calculation of spin wave frequencies in magnetic

multilayer structures which makes no restrictions on the allowed ground state magnetic

configurations. We will use this model to discuss the effects of complicated ground states on

spin wave frequencies and characteristics.

II. THEORY

The geometry of the multilayer is shown in Fig. 1. The axis of the multilayer lies along

the y direction, an external applied magnetic field Ho is directed along the z axis and the

magnetizations in each layer lie in the xz plane some angle a from the z axis. The magnetic

layers are identified by the integer n and the angle ac for the magnetization of each layer by the

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. A1993 Materials Research Society
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subscript n. The number of atomic layers in each magnetic film is N and there are a total of L
magnetic layers in the multilayer. The number of atomic layers in each non-magnetic film is

Ns. For simplicity we assume that the lattice is simple cubic with spacing a. For future

reference, we also define a wavevector q that lies in the xz plane at an angle 0 from the z axis.
We now review the important features of the ground state configurations. If Ictnl were

independent of position then the magnetization of each film would be canted away from the

applied field direction by an amount cc given by

cosci = -g9tBLNHo/4(LI)Ji (1)

Here Ji is the interlayer exchange energy, g is the g factor and ý,B is the Bohr magnetron. The
strength of this field decreases when the thickness, or number of atomic layers N, of the

magnetic films is increased. Note that the sign convention is such that a negative Ji denotes

aLtiferromagnetic coupling. In the remainder of this paper we refer to this angle a as the

"bulk" canting angle. This ground state configuration is sketched in Fig. 2a. The arrows

represent the net magnetization in each magnetic film. Here the magnetization of each film is

canted away from the direction of the field by the angle a calculated according to Eq. (1).

A canted state where every canting angle is given by Eq. (1) is not stable for a finite

multilayer [8]. The reason is that in a finite multilayer the outermost films experience only half

the interlayer exchange coupling compared to a film inside the multilayer. Because of

competition between antiferromagnetic exchange and Zceman energies, it is energetic-ally

favorable to rotate the outermost magnetizations away from the bulk angle given by Eq. (1) in

such a way as to lower the net Zeeman energy for the entire structure.

The lowest energy stable states are somewhat complicated and strongly dependent on the

HO N~a ~ Izz•

Figure 1. Geometry for the multilayer. Figure 2. Spin configurations. The
uniform "bulk" state is depicted in (a).
Nonuniform canted states are shown
for low fields in (b) and high fields in (c).
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magnitude of the external applied field- These states are depicted in Fig. 2b for small field

strengths and in Fig. 2c for larger field strengths. The dotted lines are the bulk a given by Eq.
1 for large L. At high fields, the angles (n of the outermost spins are less than the bulk ci.

For low fields, the size of the angles alternate with respect to the bulk a from layer to layer.
Note that the equilibrium magnetizations all lie in the field direction for fields greater than
4 J/glB.

The largest angular deviations from the bulk value occurs for magnetizations in the
outermost layers. We find that modes which are localized to the outermost layers are the most
strongly affected by the nonuniform canting (9].

We now examine the magnetostatic spin waves for the groundstates shown in Fig. 2.
Our theory includes both dipolar and exchange interactions. As in the above discussion, all
layer dependent variables are indexed by the integer n. The spins are treated as point dipoles
arranged in a cubic lattice structure within each film. A Heisenberg exchange interactron is
assumed and the spins are also coupled via dipolar interactions. The dipolar interaction
appears in the Hamiltonian as a sum over all lattices sites r:

This interaction is long ranged and the sum includes operators S for all spins in the mulilaver

system.
The equations of motion are calculated from the complete Hamiltonian including a Zeeman

energy term due to an external magnetic field Ho. The long wavelength region is
consideredwhere the spin operators can be treated as classical vectors. We are interested in

small amplitude excitations so we first linearize the equations of motion. This is accomplished
by separating the spin variables into a static part S (r), and a dynamic part s (r,t). Terms of
second order in s (r,t) are then neglected in the equations of motion. Plane wave solutions are
assumed for s(r,t) and the static part is written as Sn. The particular choice of groundstate
enters through the angle cn as

S. =iSsin a. + .Scos cc. (3)

The resultant linearized equations of motion for spins within a film are:
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-jihi)S =

x 2'•e iHo+1i:)+4Jý. +,, . +J.-÷lS.,

+9. x/g/a4 h.(q}+2J?, (cosq~a +cosq,a) + ... _,§o_,+J...g ,,

(4)
Here a is the lattice spacing within a film. The exchange constant Jn,m is defined as Jn,m = J
when n and m are in the same magnetic film; Jn,m = Ji when n and m are the outermost layers

of neighboring magnetic films; 'n,m = 0 when n or m is an outermost layer of the multilayer.

The dipolar terms are contained in H s and h(q). Fields which are independent of q are written

in Hs and q dependent dipolar fields are written in h(q). Both of these fields can be written

in terms of s n and S n as rapidly convergent sums (10].

The complete set of coupled equations of motion define a large but straightforward

eigenvalue problem. The calculational procedure is as follows: Low temperatures are
assumed and the ground state is found using a numerical mean field approach which gives the

angles a•n 8 ]. Next the eigenvalue problem is solved for the eigenfrequencies co and

eigenvectors.

III. RESULTS

The general features of the allowed spin wave modes are most simply illustrated by first

examining spin wave propagation assuming the uniform groundstate defined by Eq. (1).
Unless otherwise specified, we use the following parameters in all the examples presented in

this paper: NINs=2, L=10, J=10 J cm 2 , Ji-0.001 j cm 2 , qa=0.001 and 0=900. The results

are given in terms of unitless variables Q and h which are proportional to the frequency and

applied field strength.

The uniform ground state is not stable and some spin wave modes will soften at certain
applied field strengths. This can be seen in Fig. 3 where the lowest ten spin wave frequencies

are shown as functions of applied field assuming a uniform canted ground state. The spins are

canted for fields less than h=l and aligned in the field direction for fields above h=l. In Fig. 3
we see that a mode softens for an h near 0.85 and reappears at h=l. This gap where the mode

disappears indicates that the uniform groundstate is not stable for h values near 1. Finally, the

mode labeled 10 is the Damon-Eshbach mode for this structure.

Spin wave frequencies are shown in Fig. 4 as functions of applied field for the stable

groundstates shown in Fig. 2b and 2c. Propagation is again perpendicular to the field. At

small fields, the groundstate is similar to that of Fig. 2b and at fields near h=1.0 the ground

state is similar to that of Fig. 2c. For h>l, all the spins are aligned in the direction of the field.
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Figure 3. Spin wave freque Figure 4. Spin wave frequencies as
functions of field for the unifort functions of field for the nonuniform
state of Fig. 2(a). canted states of Fig. 2(b,c).

The main difference between the spin wave frequencies in the nonuniform groundstate and
those in the uniform ground state is that there is a great deal of mode mixing. This is cleariy
seen in Fig. 4 for h near 0.5 where the Damon-Eshbach mode passes through the band of bulk

modes. The reason for this is that the symmetry of the structure has been significantly

lowered. For example it is no longer possible to define a small unit cell for a groundstate

configuration. Here the entire structure is the unit cell. As a result, modes which were I
orthogonal to one another in the uniform structure are now mixed and mode repulsion is

observed. Note that with the correct ground state there is a mode softening at h=l where the
magnetization changes from perfectly aligned to canted.

A dramatic example of how the finite structure induces mode mixing is found when the

frequencies are studied as functions of wavevector q. In Fig. 5, the uniform ground state is

assumed and the frequencies are shown as functions of q. Propagation is perpendicular to the
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Figure 5. Spin wave frequencies as Figure 6. Spin wave frequencies as
functions of q for the uniform canted state functions of q for the nonuniform canted
of Fig. 2(a). states of Fig. 2(b,c).
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field (0 =900). The applied field is h--0.5 so that the spins are canted away from the applied

field direction. The Damon-Eshback mode is the most strongly dispersive of the spin wave

modes and rises through the band of bulk modes with increasing q. Note that there are no

mode repulsions visible on this scale.

In Fig. 6, the frequencies are again shown as functions of wavevector but with the

groundstates shown in Fig. 2b and 2c. The appiied field is h=0.5 as in Fig. 5. Here there are

large repulsions as the Damon-Eshbach mode crosses through the spin wave band. This is

due to the mixing of modes caused by the nonuniform groundstate.

In conclusion, we have studied the allowed spin wave modes of a finite multilayer with a

non-periodic spin configuration. The nonuniform ground states lower the symmetry of the

magnetic structure and lead to a large mixdng of modes. This mixing appears as gaps in the

spin wave dispersions as the Damon-Eshbach mode crosses through the spin wave band.
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ABSTRACT

The lattice reconstructed bee Ni(001) in Fe/Ni(001) ultrathin layers allows one to engineer
films in which the in-plane 4-fold anisorropies and coercive fields can be varied and adjusted
according to specific requirements. Magnetization reversals have been studied in layered
structures of Fe/Ag/Fe/Ni(001). For Ag(001) interlayers thicker than 13 ML magnetization
reversal can proceed in two steps. In these samples the minor loops switch the magnetization of
the Fe(00 1) layer from the parallel to the antiparallel configurations with respect to the magnetic
moment of the Fe/Ni film. Such minor loops exhibit a rectangular behavior with switching fields
of 15-25 Oe. The lattice transformed Fe/Ni layers could be useful in spin-valve structures.

INTRODUCTION

Ni can be grown epitaxially on Fe(00 I). The first 3 monolayers (ML) follow the bee stacking
with the same lateral spacingt and the same vertical relaxation 2 as is observed for Fe(00I). After
reaching a critical thickness, 3-5 ML, the Ni overlayers transform gradually into a more
complicated strtcture2 ,3.4 . The transformed "bce Ni" exhibits the same main features of the
Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) patterns along the (1001 and (110)
azimuths as the Fe(001), but the RHEED patterns corresponding to {110) azimuths show in
addition a weak diffraction streak. The additional superlattice streaks are also visible for azimuths
away from the (100) and (110) directions. Their complicated angular dependence and
SEX AFS5 studies by Jiang et al. indicate that the Ni transformation is a rather severe distortion
of the basic bec Ni(O01) structure. "bee Ni" overlayers grown on Fe(001) form a unique
structure having magnetic properties which are truly different from those observed for bee
Fe((X)I) and pure bec Ni(001).

FMR measurements played a crucial role in determining the magnetic properties of both the
pure bcc and lattice transformed Fe/Ni(00 I) bilayers 2. 6. The magnetic moment in Fe/Ni bilayers
measured by FMR was significantly greater than that of the Fe layer whether the added layer was
the pure bcc Ni(001) or the lattice transformed "bee Ni". The saturation magnetizations of both
forms of bec Ni, -5 kG, are nearly as large as in fcc Ni 6 . This is in agreement with calculations
by Moruzzi and Marcus 7 . The presence of pure bcc Ni does not affect the 4-fold in-plane
anisotropy of the Fe(001) layer. However, the lattice transformed "bce Ni" showed remarkable
magnetic properties 2 ,4,6 . The 4-fold anisotropies observed in lattice transformed Fe/Ni bilayers
far exceeded those observed in regular 3d transition metals and tneir alloys; e.g.,
2KI/M 5=2.33 kOe in a bilayer with 6 ML of Fe and 15 ML of Ni (6Fe/l5Ni) compared with
0.55 kOe for bulk Fe.

A clue as to the origin of the large in-plane anisotropies was found from measurements of the
angular dependence of the FMR linewidth 3. AH exhibited a linear dependence on microwave
frequency with a zero frequency offset AH(0), as is usual3 . The linear slope corresponding to the
intrinsic Gilbert damping was found to be isotropic, as it is in all 3d transition metals, but the
AHll(l) term was found to have a strong angular dependence. The zero-frequency FMR linewidth
AH(0) is caused by crystallographic faults generated, in this case, during the Ni overlayer
transformation. The angular dependences of the in-plane resonance field and the FMR linewidth
follow each other very closely3 .This strongly indicates that they have a common origin.

-The crystallographic defects created during the Ni layer transformation likely form a network
which satisfies the observed in-plane 4-fold symmetry. The electron orbital momentum is
quenched in cubic structures and therefore the contribution of the spin-orbit interaction is weak.
The situation changes along crystallographic defects where the orbital quenching is lifted. This
results in an enhanced spin-orbit interaction and consequently an increased magnetic anisotropy.

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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It is remarkable that the crystallographic defects triggered by the lattice transformation of
metastable bcc Ni can result in well defined 4-fold anisotropies and can be used to engineer new
types of magnetic materials.

The defect structure which leads to an increased value of the 4-fold in-plane anisotropy also
increases the coercive field of Fe/Ni films. By changing the ratio between the Fe and Ni
thicknesses, the coercive field can be adjusted over the range of 2-300 Oe. This feature can be
employed in ultrathin trilayers which consist of two magnetic layers separated by a nonmagnetic
layer. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that by a suitable choice of the individual Fe
and Ni layer thicknesses one can create ultrathin structures in which the switching from the
parallel to the antiparallel configuration occurs in low magnetic fields. In this paper only results
for Fe/Ag/Fe/Ni structures are presented

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fe/Ni layers were formed by covering a 6 ML Fe(001) film on a Ag(001) substrate with one
of several thichnesses (10-18 ML) of lattice transformed "bcc Nir. The hysteresis loops,
observed using the longitudinal Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect (MOKE), see details in ref. 181,
were rectangular as shown in Fig. I for the field along an easy 11,0) axis. The coercivities were
much larger than those of single layers of Fe. Single layers of 10 ML of Fe show quite
rectangular loops with coercivities of only a few Oe (1-3 Ge).

Sandwiches of Fe, Ag and Fe/Ni were formed by starting with a single 10 ML Fe film
grown on a Ag(001) bulk substrate. Then a non-magnetic interlayer of Ag(001) using one of
several thicknesses between 10 and 18 ML were grown epitaxially on the Fe. The second
ferromagnetic layer, Fe/Ni, was formed next by depositing a 6 ML Fe(001) film which was
covered by lattice transformed bcc Ni(001) of a chosen thickness between 10 and 18 ML. All
structures were covered by a 20 ML epitaxial Au(001) layer for protection.

For very weakly coupled Fe and Fe/Ni layers one would expect that the magnetization
reversal starts in the Fe layer at a slightly negative field which is close to its coercive field. At this
field the magnetic moment of the Fe/Ni layer would maintain the direction of the previously
applied positive field. The reversal of the magnetic moment in the Fe/Ni layer (complete
magnetization reversal) is then expected to occur at a field which is close to the coercive field oi
the Fe/Ni layer.The magnetization reversal in Fe/Ag/Fe/Ni films depends strongly on the
individual layer thicknesses, e.g., the samples showed only simple rectangular magnetization
loops for the thinner Ag(001) interlayers. In such cases the coupling between layers is
sufficiently strong that the magnetic moments in Fe and Fe/Ni layers maintain their orientation
parallel to each other during the process of magnetization reversal. They reverse ti-eir orientation
together at a field which is between the Fe and Fe/Ni coercive fields. The measured coercive
field, 40 Oe, is almost independent of the Ag interlayer thickness between 10 and 13 ML for the

structures with a lOFe layer and a 6Fe/13Ni layer, see Fig.2.

o Fig. 1. Hysteresis loop for a 6Fe/15Ni
C, sample along the easy axis (10). The
• =integers before the elements indicate the

number of monolayers (ML).
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Fig. 2. Hysteresis loops for (a) lOFe/13Ag/GFe/13Ni and (b) lOFe/lOAg/6Fe/13Ni.

The exchange coupling between Fe layers separated by Ag(001) interlayers thicker than
7 ML, when grown at 3M() K, is no more than 0.004 ergs/cm 2 as deduced from FMR 9. This is
too small to account for a 40 Oe coercivity. Therefore the interlayer coupling between Fe and
Fe/Ni layers in these samples is not due to the exchange coupling alone but it is caused by the
magnetostatic interactions, most likely originating in the lattice defects and the interface
roughness of the Fe/Ni and the interface roughness of the Fe layers.

For strong coupling between the Fe and the Fe/Ni layers, the measured coercivity can be
related to the coercivity of the individual layers by

Hc = MFe Hpe F+ MFeNi HcFe/Ni (1)
MFe + MFe/Ni

where MFe and MFe/Ni represent the total magnetic moments in the Fe and Fe/Ni layers,
respectively, and HcFe and HcFe/Ni are their respective coercive fields. If one assumes 3 that the
magnetic moment per Ni atom is 0.5 913 then putting the measured value of Hc=40 Oe for
lOFe/l3Ag/6Fe/l3Ni, see Fig.2, in Eq. 1 gives HcFe/Ni= 8 0 Oe. This value is reasonably close
to the coercive field for a single 6Fe/l3Ni film, Hc=100 Oe, found by interpolation. This shows
that the coercivity of the Fe/Ni layer is not changed appreciably by inclusion in the sandwich.

For thicker Ag(001) interlayers one can obtain magnetization loops in which the magne-
tization reversal proceeds in several steps. The crossover from simple hysteresis loops
(exhibiting one single magnetization reversal) to more complicated magnetization reversals which
involves several distinct steps depends very strongly on the thickness of the Ni layer. Samples
with 18 ML Ni (10Fe/l3Ag/6Fe/lSNi) show a well defined two step magnetization reversal, see
Fig. 3, while samples with 13 ML Ni (otherwise identical structure) show a simple magnetization
reversal, see Fig. 2. Films with 13 ML Ni in the Fe/Ni layer require at least 15 ML of Ag(001) to
exhibit a multistep magnetization reversal, see Fig. 4.
At this point one would like to identify the process in which the magnetic moments reverse their
orientation in reverse applied fields. For the two step magnetization process one expects that the
reversal proceeds in very simple manner. At the first critical field, Hc1=20 Oe, the Fe layer
orients antiparallel to the Fe/Ni magnetic moment, see Fig. 3. It takes then a larger field, the
second critical field Hc2, to reverse the magnetic moment of the Fe/Ni layer. The total magnetic
moment after the first magnetization reversal process, atHcl, should be given by the difference
MFe/Ni-MFe. The magnetic moments in IOFe/13Ag/6Fe/l8Ni are expected to be close,
MFe=MFe/Ni~22 I.tB (per row of atoms). Therefore one expects to observe a nearly zero magnetic
moment at Hc1. Fig. 3 shows that the total moment after the first jump at Hcl is only 1/10 of the
fully saturated sample. This is close to zero. In fact one should expect a slightly positive magnetic
moment at Hcl since the Kerr effect signal of the Fe layer is partly attenuated by the Ag and Fe/Ni
layers.

I

I
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Fig, 3. Magnetization reversal for a Fig. 4. Magnetization reversal for a
1OFe/13Ag/6Fe/18Ni sample. The minor lOFe/15Ag/6Fe/l3Ni sample. Note two
loop is shown in the dashed frame. Note jumps at Hc-I and Hc2. Only after the
that below Hct and above Hc2 the total second jump the total magnetic moment is
magnetic moment is close to zero. close to zero.

The critical field Het = 20 Oe is larger than the coercivity of the Fe layer. This is the effect of
the coupling between the Fe layer and the Fe/Ni layer, which one can estimate using the formula

JAB Hcl Ms d. (2)

where JAB is the effective layer-layer coupling per unit area, Ms is the magnetization of Fe and

d is the thickness of the Fe layer. This leads to JAB-0.00 5 ergs/cm2 which is close to that

deduced from FMR in Fe/Ag/Fe(001) structures9 with comparable Ag thicknesses.
Minor loops, see Fig. 3, show that one can reverse the magnetic moment of the Fe layer with

respect to that of the Fe/Ni layer by cycling a small applied field of -18 Qe. This is larger than
the coercive field of the individual 10 ML Fe layer. This difference is caused, most likely, by

pinning effects of the magnetostatic fields from the Fe/Ni layers. .I
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Fig. 5. Magnetization loop of a Fig. 6. Magnetization loop of a
l0Fe/l8Ag/6Fe/l3Ni sample. The minor loop 10Fe/15Ag/6Fe/l8Ni. Note that only after the
is shown in the dashed frame. Note that after second magnetization reversal step at Hc2 the
the first magnetization reversal (Hcl) the total MOKE measurement shows the total magnetic
magnetic moment is well above zero. moment to be close to zero.
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Even in the case of a two step magnetization reversal process, the magnetic moment in the Fe
layer does not have to be oriented entirely in the direction antiparalle] to the Fe/Ni magnetic
moment, see Fig. 5. The total magnetic moment at Hcl in Fig. 5 is not close to zero. Here the
magnetic moment at Hcl was expected to be negative because MFe/Ni-MFe~- 2 AB (per row of
atoms). The large positive magnetic moment at l-cHI indicates that only some parts of the Fe layer
reversed their magnetic moments with respect to the Fe/Ni layer. In fact many samples exhibited
three step magnetization reversal processes, see Fig. 6. It is the second magnetization reversal
step at H.2, see Fig. 6, which leads to the total magnetic moment close to zero.

By using high resolution Kerr microscopy 10, the formation of magnetic domains at various
applied fields could be observed, see Fig. 7. The measured contrast allowed identification of all
three important magneti., configurations. The two extreme shades correspond to fully saturated
regions in which the magnetic moments in the Fe and Fe.Nt layers are rnarallel. The white regions
show domains oriented parallel to the forward applied magnetic field; the dark regions show
domains oriented parallel to the reversed magnetic field. In the grey regions the magnetic moment
of the Fe layer is antiparallel to the magnetic moment of the Fe/Ni layer. Fig. 7a shows that at the
first critical field Hc I (the first step in magnetization reversal) a large portion of the Fe layer
remains parallel to the moment of the Fe/Ni layer. At the second critical field, He2, only a small
fraction of the Fe layer remains parallel to the Fe/Ni magnetic moment. Thus in this sample the
interlayer coupling is mostly distributed around two values which determine the critical fields H!c

i

I

Fig. 7. High resolution Kerr micrographs of a
1OFe/15Ag/6Fe/I8Ni sample. (White regions (c) 1 20 L'M
correspond to magnetic moments in both
layers oriented in the forward direction. Gray )
regions correspond to magnetic moments in
opposite directions in the two layers. Black

regions correspond to magnetic moments in
both layers oriented in the reverse direction.)
a. The distribution of magnetic domains at the
field A in Fig. 6. Only the fully saturated
domains and the domains with the magnetic "
moments antiparallel are visible.
b. The domain distribution at the field B in
Fig. 6. Note that in this case only a small
fraction of the studied area has both magnetic
moments oriented in the forward direction
(white).

c. The Kerr micrograph for the field C in Fig. 6. The dark domains correspond to completely
reversed magnetic moments. Note that some small regions of the sample are still oriented in the
forward direction.
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and Hc2. Figs. 7b and 7c show that even at the fields between Hc3 and He2 some small regions
(5-10 g.m wide) are still oriented along the Fe/Ni layer. The interlayer coupling is varying from
place to place; small parts of this sample exhibit appreciable spread in its strength.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that Fe/Ag/Fe/Ni(001) ultrathin structures can exhibit well-defined
magnetization loops in which the magnetization reversal starts in the Fe layer only. Several
distinct hysteresis loops were identified. Domain wall nucleation and subsequent domain wall
propagation plays an important role in the magnetization reversal of the Fe layer. Fe/Ag/Fe/Ni
structures exhibit interlayer coupling that arises partially from magnetostatic interactions between
the Fe/Ni and Fe layers. This coupling is comparable in strength to exchange couplings seen in
Fe/Ag/Fe structures. Variations in the effective coupling from region to region result in multistep
magnetization reversals. The Kerr micrographs show that these variations are on the lateral scale
of 10-100 gm. One can obtain also samples in which the Fe layer magnetic moment can be
reversed in a single step. In these samples the magnetic moment of the Fe layer can be switched
from the parallel to the antiparallel configuration with respect to the magnetic moment of Fe/Ni
layer by cycling applied fields of the order of 15 to 25 Oe. The low switching fields in these
structures should make these films (when grown on semi-insulating substrates) attractive in
applications using the Giant Magnetoresistance effect.
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Magneto Optical Kerr Spectroscopy as a Probe of
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Abstract

We demonstrate that the photon energy dependence of the polar Kerr effect (can be
used as a sensitive probe of chemical ordering effects in binary intermietallic alloys.
We demonstrate this effect in the Cos 0 Pt50 alloy, which is known to have a LI0 phase
(critical temperature -825°C). Kerr spectra of the ordered and disordered phases of
the Cos0 Pts 0 alloy composition differ drastically from each other and the ordered phase
shows an unprecedented, new peak at 2.2eV photon energy. The intensity of this new
peak correlates with the degree of chemical ordering and the magnetic anisotropy in
these films.

1 Introduction

Magneto-optical spectroscopy has attracted renewed attention as a powerful spin-
polarized electronic structure probe in magnetic thin film research. Some of these
recent developments include the detection of quantum well states in ultrathin Fe films
and multilayers [1] and the observation of chemical environmeLt effects in annealed
CoPt alloy films [2]. While other electronic structure probes like. spin-polarized photoe-
mission spectroscopy or X-ray magnetic circular dichroism probe more directly either
the initial, occupied electron density of states or (even element specifically) the final,
unoccupied electronic levels, magneto-optical techniques due to their smaller transition
energies (0.5-5.5eV) in general probe a convolution of initial and final states within
the valence bands of a material which usually complicates the interpretation of these
spectra. On the other hand, neither (ultra-) high vacuum conditions nor syn'hrokron
radiation are required, when measuring magneto-optical spectra, which makes this
technique versatile and convenient to use.

In this article, we extend our previous work on the structure dependence of magneto-
optical spectra in the Co-Pt intermeta"ic alloy system [21 and show for the first time
that chemical ordering can lead to the development of new "electronic" features in the
Kerr spectrum. Near the CoPt composition range, there exists a chemically ordered
phase with an order-disorder phase transition temperature of about 850'C. This phase
has a site structure corresponding to a tetragonally distorted fcc crystal, where mono-
layers of pure Co are separated by monolayers of pure Pt along the (001) direction.
It is well known that this "natural superlattice" of CoPt has a very large magnetic
anisotropy[3l, with the (001) axis being the easy axis of magnetization. This moti-
vated our choice of the CoPt system since it is hoped that we might acquire insight to

electronic structural origins of magnetic anisotropy.

The other key finding is that we demonstrate how molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
growth of alloys provides a direct method for the production of chemically ordered

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Pyoc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials ReSearch Society
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alloy phases in their thermodynamically equilibrium state. 'This is because atomic
diffusion rates at the growing film st~rface are higher for a given temperature than bla,
interdiffusion rates. Thus, stable alloy phases Ahich are difficult to achieve in the bulk
because of kinetic limitations can be fabricated quickly by MBE. In this way. MBE
provides a means for the study of a new class of low temperature ordered alloy phases.

Finally we point out that the present work was strongly motivated by the potential
use of Co-Pt intermetallic alloys as short wavelength magneto-optical recording [nate-
rials because of suitable Curie temperatures, large perpendicular n.cgnetic anisotropies
and appropriate hysteresis properties in the CoPt[4] and CoPt 3 [5, 61 composition range.

2 Experimental

1000IA thick Cos 2Pt 48 films, were simultaneously deposited onto both sapphire(0J01)
and MgO(001) substiates at 300(-', 500 *C and 700 0 (', following the growth of - 150A Pt
buffer layers at 706 C. This procedure leads to high quality (11) or (001) epitaxial
films of the CoPt alloys. Here we shall concentrate c , the depositions made in the
(001) orientation at 300°C and 500°C. and defer discussion of the other depositions to
a future article ij. The IOOOA alloy thickness was chosen to avoid effects of a possi-
ble buffer layer/alloy intermixing zone and/or interference with the substrate itself on
the magneto-optical spectra. The deposition chamber was maintained at a p,essure
< 4 x 10- 0 mbar throughout growth. Electron gun sources were used for both Co
and Pt, with deposition rates in the range of 0.05- 0.2A/s. The energy dependence of
the polar Kerr effect was measured in the presence of saturating magnetic fields using
a fully automated, zeroing spectrometer described elsewhere[8], it) the photon energy
range 0.8-5.3eV at room temperature.

3 Results

Chemical ordering in thin films of CoPt was studied in 1974 by Treves et. l. using
co-deposition by a sputtering technique followed by post-growth annealing[41. Such
samples had a (111) texture (using fct miller index designations), so that the CoPt
c-axis was tilted 550 from the surface normal, and thus the films had reduced out
of plane magnetic anisotropy. This method of sputtering followed Ly post-growth
anneal has been recently revisited by Lairson et. al.[91, where instead of an alloy
filn, the starting material was a Co/Pt multilayer. The multilayers were deposited
on MgO(001) in an attempt to align the c-axis of CoPt .-ith the surface normal and
to generate perpendicular magneti' alisotropy. Here we have made a similar attempt
to generate CoPt(001) on MgO(00l). But in the present case we deposit the films by
molecular beam epataxy (MBE) at elevated temperature, and grow the films directly in
the ordered phase. Thus, no post-growth annealing is required. The latter technique
insures sarr, -s of very high quality with regard to crystalline perfection and degree of
chemical ordering.

Figure 1 displays a comparison of the specular X-ray diffraction intensity for the
CoPt alloys deposited on MgO(001) substrates at 500*C and 300°C. There are distinct
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differences between their diffracted intensities, which are associated with the presence
of chemical ordering in the 500*C film, but not in the 300*C film. In particular, at
-24' and -77', we see the (001) and (003) diffraction features. These are forbidden

for a disordered fcc alloy but are present in ordered CoPt. These features are present
strongly in the 500'C sample but are 2-3 orders of magnitude wetker in the sample
deposited at 300'C. At 3000 'C, the (002) feature at about 490 is split, indicating a
superposition of ordered and disordered CoPt. Regarding the extent of tlhe chemical

ordering, we estimate that in the 500'C sample the (nominally) pure ('o planes of the
perfect structure consist of no more than 10% Pt, and vice versa. In contrast to this,

we estimate that the 300'C sample contains <3% of the ordered phase in) a disordered

matrix. Moreover, for 300*C growth, the (001) and (003) features are shifted slightly
to lower angle, relative to the more perfect structure at 500 0C. We take this as further
evidence of imperfect ordering, that is, the tetragonal distortion which accompanies

cheniical ordering is not saturated due to intermixing of the Co and Pt layers.

There are a number of other structures which need be identified in these X-ray

spectra. For both 300°C and 500'C growth, the MgO(002) and Pt(002) features are
strongly evident at ý 430 and - 470, respectively. In the 3000C spectrum, however.

the MgO(002) feature shows weaker structures at slightly lower angles. We believe

that these structures arise from regions of the substrate which deviate from the 1:1
stoichiomietry of MgO. Such features are visible in all MgO substrates (note weak

shoulder iii the 500'C sample), but with variable intensity, Nucleation on these deviant

regions sometimes gives rise to other Pt (and CoPt) orientations such as Pt( I I l ) or

(110), and these secondary orientations give rise to scattering features visible ii the

300(°' sample: Pt(Ill) and Pt(222) at -39' and -8.5' and Pt(220) at -66'.

The Kerr spectra from these two films are displayed in figure 2. (Changes in elec-
tronic structure upon ordering give rise to significant changes in the Kerr spectra

between these two samples. Firstly we find the uv Kerr rotation strongly enhanced in

the ordered phase, which we can take as evidence for the predominant contributions of

spin-)polarized Pt atoms to the magneto-optical transitions in that spectral range. al'

effect which is due to the modified Pt-Co coordination in the ordered vs. disordered

phase (for details see ref. [21). The other striking, and so far unprecedented effect is

the appearance of a new feature at 2.2e%' in the spectrum of the ordered (001) film[10].

This feature has never before been observed in Co-Pt alloys, and we find generally that

it is correlated with chemical ordering in CoPt.

We note that neither reflectivity nor direct optical constant measurements indicated

the prescnce of features correlating with the enhanced Kerr rotation around 2.2eV

and attribute the observed feature to an enhanced 'magneto-optical activity" or,,. A

possible explanation could be a stronger confinement of Co and/or Pt related nI-states
in the quasi two dimensional superlattice environment, which then accordingly can lead

to a large oscillator strength at a transition energy, which in the present case appears

to be 2.2eV. Such states should be visible as "localized" d-states, e.g. in photoenission
experiments, which could direct ly confirm this hypothesis.
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changes in the local chemical environment in binary alloys.
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4 Discussion

This work is distinguished from previous work oil CoPt by two important differences.
The first is the method of growth, and the second is by the chaacterization tech-
niques applied. Conventional preparation of chemically ordered alloys involves high
temperature annealing to induce bulk diffusion and phase separation. However, high
temperatures also lead to alloy disorder, even below the order disorder transition. On
the other hand, when one lowers the temperature to promote the chemically ordered
phase, the rate of diffusion decreases exponentially, so that some ordered phases (e.g.
NiFe[l 11) may require extremely low cooling rates on cosmological time scales (-lVil
106 years) for chemical ordering and phase separation below the order-disorder teiii-
perature of 320'C.

MBE deposition therefore has an advantage over -bulk" methods in that there is
an extra degree' of freedom at the developing filh surface during growth. Becaube sur-
face diffusion rates can exceed bulk diffusion rates by orders of magnitude, chemically
ordered phases may be established much more easily by MBE than by post-growth
annealing techniques. Another advantage of MBE growth is that the surface also in-
troduces an anisotropy axis in the growth of CoPt which is not present in a bulk
material. Beginning with a disordered (although crystalline) CoPt alloy, chemical or-
dering may occur with the c-axis aligned along any one of three equivalent axes in the
disordered fcc crystal: (100), (010), or (001). Howeser, during MBE growth the (001)
axis (surface normal) is clearly inequivalent to the (100) and (010) axes, generating a
uniaxial alignment of the c-axis in the ordered CoPt phase.

The second important contribution of this work is the demonstration that Kerr
spectroscopy is sufficiently sensitive to probe changes in the spin-polarized band struc-
ture that accompany chemical ordering and that such changes can be conveniently
detected with its use. As mentioned above, Kerr spectroscopy has the advantage of
being an ex-situ technique, and moreover is no less sensitive to polycrystalline samples
than to single crystalline samples (as is e.g. X-ray diffraction).

The Kerr spectrum is directly related to the spin-orbit coupling in electron states in-
volved in the magneto-optical transitions. Likewise is the magneto-crystalline anisotropy
a spin-orbit interaction effect and correlations between both measurements have been
reported recently[12]. Thus, the energy dependent saturation Kerr rotation may as well
give us a window into the important electronic structures which give rise to magnetic
anisotropy. We mention that indeed the new structure in the Kerr spectrum at 2.2eV
in CoPt is directly correlated with the onset of magnetic anisotropy in this system, and
we shall discuss this point in more detail in a forthcoming publication. In order to bet-
ter understand the microscopic mechanisms which lead to the observed drastic changes
in the magneto-optical spectra, first principles band structure and magneto-optical
calculations are currently being pursued[13, 141.

5 Conclusion

We have fabricated CoPt films in the (001) orientation on MgO(001) at various temper-
atures. We find that growth at 500°C leads to highly chemically ordered (>90%) films

C
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of the Lio phase with the c-axis perpendicular to the film surface. Growth of a similar
film at 300"C gives rise to a film which is almost completely disordered. The saturation
polar Kerr rotation was measured as a function of photon energy and shows significant
differences for these two films. In particular, a new feature at 2.2eV was observed in the
chemically ordered CoPt film. Thus changes in spin-polarized band structure which
occur upon chemical ordering can be tracked using Kerr spectroscopy. Drawing and
analogy with the field of semiconductors, we believe that Kerr spectroscopy can play
a crucial role in magnetic film characterization similar to that of photoluminescence
spectroscopy of semiconductor films. Both techniques are exquisitely sensitive to both
short and long range ordering, as well as to defects and impurities.

Acknowledgments: The authors gratefully acknowledge R. Swope for technical as-
sistance, and H. Brindle for helpful conversations regarding the Kerr spectroscopic
r,. -urements.
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ABSTRACT

The magneto-optical Kerr effect of CoPt3 ordered compounds and alloys is
investigated experimentally and analyzed theoretically using first principles band
structure calculations.
The calculations confirm the experimental results and allow for the first time a
detailed, bandstructure based interpretation of the electronic transitions leading to
the well known strong uv peak at around 4eV. This feature can be unambiguously
attributed to magneto-optical transitions within the Pt p and d bands.

1. INTRODUCTION

CoPt alloys near the CoPt 3 composition have recently been demonstrated
as perspective magneto-optical recording materials [1-4]. In particular, their
excellent static read-out signal as well as their recording performance at short
wavelengths make these new materials attractive alternatives to TbFeCo, which
suffers from degrading read-out performance at short wavelengths and has a poor
chemical stability.
The reason for the good performance of CoPt alloys as well as respective
multilayers [5] rests in the large Kerr rotation, which typically peaks to values
up to 0.Sdeg at room temperature near photon energies of 4eV, i.e. in the uv
spectral range [6-8]. It's microscopic origin though, has been discussed somewhat
controversially in the recent literature. Based on a strong density of an (initial)
states feature near 4eV binding energy in X-ray photoemission experiments, Weller
et al. [7] argued that Pt 5d band transitions were mainly responsible.
Spin-resolved photoemission work by Weber et al. [9], however, did not provide
evidence for a spin-splitting of the occupied Pt 5d levels in Pt/Co sandwiches and
it was argued that interface states might contribute. On the other hand, it is well
known that Pt carries a substantial, exchange-induced magnetic moment in these
structures and its participation in magneto-optical transitions is undisputed. In
particular it was found, that the 4eV peak in CoPt alloys is about 3x larger than
a respective feature in CoPd and a linear correlation with the spin-orbit coupling
parameters of Pt and Pd, respectively, was pointed out [2]. Linearity of the Kerr
effect in the spin-orbit coupling strength is expected in theory as pointed out first
by Misemer [10] and recently by Oppeneer et al. [i1] in first-principles band
structure calculations.
Such ab-initio bandstructure and MO calculations have successfully been applied
to systems like Fe, Ni and FeCo [I I]. They arz particularly useful in providing
microscopic insight into the electronic nature of the Kerr effect and could define
the tuning parameters for high Kerr rotations [12].
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We show here that bandstructure calculations can indeed describe the CoPt system
quite well and will, in particular, exploit the linear relationship between Kerr effect
and spin-orbit coupling to determine the electronic origin of the uv peak in CoPt.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The films used for the present comparison with theory were deposited in
ultrahigh vacuum on sapphire or SiN5 coated Si(II) substrates. All films were
at least 1000A thick and standard x-ray diffraction and x-ray fluorescence
characterization was performed to study their structure and composition. Polar
Kerr spectra, in the presence of saturating fields up to 28kOe were measured in
the photon energy range 0.8-5.3eV with a fully automatic spectrometer described
elsewhere [13]. Annealing below the disorder-order temperature of CoPt 3
(-7500 C) in UHV led to partial chemical ordering of the films and the Kerr effect
was tracked as function of the annealing time.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first address the effect of chemical ordering on the Kerr spectra in the
CoPt 3 composition range, as the present calculations are restricted to ordered
compounds only. In a previous study, it was shown that only minor changes occur
in the spectral features of CoPt 3: mainly, the room temperature Kerr spectra scale
uniformly with the magnetization MS, which drops toward zero as an increased
amount of the ordered phase is produced by annealing [14]. Fig. I shows this
experimental result.

0.00 . I

-0.10

S-0.20 41h h

Fig.l: Polar Kerr spectra at room
c -0.30 temperature of a Co2 Pt7o film

17h which was grown at 600'C on
basal plane sapphire and

--0.40 subsequently annealed for 17, 41
and 53 hours, respectively, at
680 0 C in UHV. The strong uv

S-0.50 COPt3  peak shifts to slightly higher
growr A 60000 Oh energy as the amount of

-0.60 -chemically ordered CoPt 3 (LI 2)
-- 0.60phase is increased by annealing.

annealed at 6u;"3C The overall drop of the Kerr

-0.70 1 rotation is due to a respective
reduction of the room0 1 2 3 4 5 6 temperature magnetization.

Photon Energy [eV]

By performing a self-consistent spin-polarized band structure calculation
[15] for CoPt3 in the ordered AuCu, structure with a lattice constant of
a=3.847A we obtain the partial densities of states as sh'iwn in Fig. 2. The
3d-states on the Co sites form a 4 eV broad band where the majority states are
fully occupied in contrast to the minority states which show a huge density of
states at the Fermi energy. This leads to a magnetic moment on the Co sites of
JCott = I 71/u and an exchange splitting of about 1.6 eV for the Co-d states.
The bandwidth of the Pt-5d st -1 - which are shown in Fig. 2(b) is about 8 eV.
A small but significant admixture o, ,p-states to the 5d-states on the Pt sites is
obvious. Furthermore we obtain a strong hybridization between Co-3d and Pt-5d

1

i
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states close to the Fermi energy shown by van Hove singularities in the densities
of states for the different sites. Especially the singularities at 1 eV below the Fermi
energy for the spin-up state and about I eV above for the other spin direction
support this result. The induced magnetic moment on the Pt atoms is
J Pin=0.25puB adding up to a total moment of pt01=0.3 0p8 if the orbital
contribution is included. These results are in general agreement with the
calculations reported by Kootte et al. [16].

3.0 1.0

Co i Pt
1.5 0.5

S0.0 0.0 "

-1.5 - d-states -0.5
-- p-states 4

___' __ __ _ (a) _ _ _ _ _ __ (b)

-3.0 - -1.0
-10 -5 0 5 -10 -5 0 5

"Energy [eV] Energy [eV]

Fig.2: Spin-up and spin-down p- and d- density-of-states curves calculated from first
principles for (a) Co sites (3d and 4 p) and (b) Pt sites (5d and 6p) in CoPt 3 in the
ordered AuCu 3 structure (a= 3.847A). Van Hove singularities are observed at -leV
above and below the Fermi energy, indicative of strong hybridization of Pt and Co
d-states in that energy range. These results agree with those reported by Kootte et
al. [16].

The exchange splitting of the Pt-d states is found to be 0.16 eV, i.e. one order
of magnitude smaller than for the Co-d states. By calculating the macroscopic
conductivity tensor a we are able to determine the Kerr rotation spectra from first
principles according to:

(=OK+ i'K= , (1)

Here j, and &,, denote the complex diagonal and off-diagonal parts of the
conductivity tensor and ,- is th mplex index of refraction, which relates to the
diagonal conductivity as ii = JI + Ana,/to . The conducticity tensor itself can
be related to microscopic optical transitions using the Kubo formula (for details
see Wang and Callaway [17]). For the interband contributions to this tensor we
obtain [11]:

iet 2  
occ unro- nk +(k)+ 2

M~h(k I cu=~) a ZZZ~k + -i- (a +(2)Ik +
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2 0CC UYocC x

/e I-n•(k]+i• + }I. 1 (3)m~h ojI~k)+ iS + cu,(k) + ib
with .i being a phenomenological lifetime parameter, and wri the energy difference

between an occupied and an unoccupied state.

0.0 1,

CoPt 3 cal.
-0.2 C020 72 (xl.5)

C -0.4 Fig. 3: Calculated (-- and
. experimental (*) polar Kerr

rotation as function of photon
0 oenergy of CoPtN. The

rcc -0.6 experimental data were obtained
_ from a 1000A thick.

polycrystalline and disordered
Co Pt7. film, UHV grown at

-0.8 3W C on SiNx buffered Si(lll).
Good agreement is obtained by
multiplying the spectrum by a
scaling factor of 1.5 to take into

1.0 account the reduced room
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 temperature magnetization at this

Photon Energy [eV] Co-Pt composition.

The summations are carried out over all occupied and unoccupied states I and n.
respectively, within the Brillouin zone. n are the matrix elements of the
momentum operator. Additional intraband contributions to the conductivity tensor
are omitted in this paper.
Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the calculated and experimental Kerr rotation as a
function of the photon energy. The lifetime parameter in the calculations was
chosen to S= 0.2 eV. We find two maxima in agreement with the experiment,
one in the ir region and the other one in the uv region, which shows a Kerr
rotation up to 0.80. The result agrees well with the experimental data (dots in
Fig. 3), especially in view of the various parameters that enter both the experiment
and the calculation. The ir region, in particular, is expected to be affected by
intraband contributions, which are omitted in the present ab-initio calculations as
stated above. This might explain the blueshift in the theoretical data. The shift
in the uv region is most likely due to imperfect chemical ordering of the present
sample. The experimental data were multiplied by a constant factor of 1.5, to take
into account the temperature dependence of the magnetization, which at the
present composition is already considerably reduced at room temperature as
compared to low temperatures, where the ground state calculations were carried
out.
To study the origin of the maxima we make use of the scaling property of the
Kerr rotation with the spin orbit coupling parameter ý (ref. Oppeneer et al.[12]).
This value will normally be determined self-consistently, however, by using the
Atomic Sphere Approximation (ASA), we are able to multiply the parameter ý
by a constant factor separately for each atomic site. The result for the Kerr
rotation with different spin-orbit coupling parameters for Co and Pt are shown in
Fig.4. On the left hand side (Fig.4(a)) we have increased ýCo by a factor of two
keeping ýpt constant, whereas the right hand picture (Fig.4(b)) represents the
opposite situation. In the ir region (up to 3 eV) we observe for both cases only a

4
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moderate change in the Kerr rotation. This result can be explained by the strong
hybridization of Co-d and Pt-d states close to the Fermi energy, so that a non-zero
value of the lifetime parameter will wipe out the scaling properties of the Kerr
rotation. In the uv region (around 4.5 eV) it is clearly seen that increasing the
spin-orbit coupling parameter on the Pt sites leads to an increase of the Kerr
rotation, roughly proportional to ýs It! The Co atoms show no significant
contribution in this energy region. Whether the maximum at 4.5 eV has its origin
from transitions of occupied Pt-d to unoccupied Pt-p states or vice versa cannot
yet be determined from the present analysis.

0.0 1 10.0
Co effect (a) ', Pt effect (b)

-0.3 -0.3

(D -0.6 -0.6

o .2
0
o00
d: -0.9 CoPt3  i: -0.9 - CPt3

(L1 2) z (L12)

-1.2 ( • x' -1.2 - ( x1 '

(- -)SOr=x2 (- -)SOp,=x
2  ,

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Photor Energy [eV] Photon Energy [eV]

Fig.4: Calculated Kerr rotation spectra of CoPt in the ordered AuCu 3 structure. I
Compared to Fig.2 we used a smaller number of k-points for the integration. The
spin-orbit coupling parameter was selectively enhanced by a factor of 2 for Co sites
(a) and Pt sites (b), respectively, to study the scaling behavior with cso and the
origin of the strong uv peak in the Kerr spectra.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The calculated Kerr rotation of CoPt 3 shows excellent agreement with
experimental data. We have shown, that the Kerr spectra in the uv region are
dominated by transitions on the Pt sites. Strong hybridization of Pt and Co
d-states near the Fermi level are obvious from density of states calculations,
however, no spin-splitting is seen at binding energies around 4eV in agreement
with recent spin-polarized photoemission results [9].
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ABSTRACT

We have successfully grown thermodynamically stable ferromagnetic MlnxGat-x
(x=0.55-0.60) thin films with thicknesses ranging from 3 nm to 60 nm on GaAs substrates by
molecular beam epitaxy. The c-axis of the tetragonal structure of the MnGa film is shown to be
aligned perpendicular to the substrate. Both magnetization measurements and extraordinary Hall
effect measurements indicate perpendicular magnetization of the MnGa films, exhibiting square-
like hysteresis characteristics. Furthermore, we have investigated the effect of Ni additions as a
substitution for Mn in (Mn6.yNiy)Ga4o alloy thin films with y=O - 30 at% Ni. With increasing
Ni, the perpendicular component of the magnetization becomes smaller up to y=18 where the
magnetization is in-plane. At 3=30, the magnetization is again perpendicular.

INTRODUCTION

Epitaxial growth of ferromagnetic thin films on III-V semiconductors can lead to the
integration of magnetic effects with high speed II1-V electronics/photonics I lJ, offering a wide
range of possibilities for producing new devices such as non-volatile memory coupled with
underlying III-V circuitry. Although most of the magnetic thin films so far obtained have in-
plane magnetization due to the shape anisotropy [21, many potential applications of ferromagnetic I
films require magnetization perpendicular to the substrate, both to allow higher storage density in
magnetic storage applications and to allow the use of extraordinary Hall effect (EHE) and
magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE).

Recently, we have explored the growth of metastable rMnAl on GaAs substrates by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), and found that heteroepitaxy helps to align the magnetization
direction of the MnAl film, which lies along the c-axis of the tetragonal unit cell of r phase, in an
orientation perpendicular to the substrate [3][4]. In this paper, we present our study of the MBE
growth of MnxGal-x (x--0.55 - 0.60), the stable ferromagnetic Ga-based phase, compatible with
GaAs substrates in epitaxy due to the shared group III atom in the MnGa/GaAs couple. It is
shown that the MBE-grown MnGa films indeed have perpendicular magnetization, square-like
EHE hysteresis characteristics, and a high value of remanent magnetization, making them a
promising candidate for applications in certain non-volatile magnetic memory coupled with III-V
optical and/or electronic devices. Furthermore, we have investigated the MBE growth of (Mnt0-
yNi)Ga40 alloy films with y=O - 30 at % Ni and the dependence of the magnetic properties on

MBE GROWTH

Unlike metastable rMnAl, MnxGai-x with x--0.55 - 0.60 is a thermodynamically stable
ferromagnetic phase in the bulk Mn-Ga system [5116]. In the bulk, the single phase region was
found to extend from 54.5 to 60.0 at% Mn at 4500C [6]. The crystal structure of the MnGa is
tetragonal, analogous to that of TMnAI, with an ordered crystal structure of the CuAu type. The
Mn-Mn spacing in the basal plane (ao) is 0.274nm, independent of the Mn content, and along the
c-axis (co) is 0.365nm at 56% Mn and 0.369 nm at 59% Mn, respectively. The easy
magnetization direction is along the c-axis. Since ao is close to half of the lattice constant of
GaAs (0.283nm) with a lattice mismatch of only 3.8%, the orientation relationship with the c-
axis of the MnGa parallel to the surface normal of the (001) GaAs substrates is expected, as

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. '1993 Materials Research Society
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CAs Mn6oGa 40 film on GaAs.

ao/2 = 0.283 nm

shown in Fig. 1 (a).
The growth of MnGa on (001) GaAs was performed with a conventional Ill-V MBE

machine (Riber-2300) with effusion cells for Mn, Ni, Ga and As, using the multistep technique
analogous to that employed in the growth of WMnAl/AlAs/GaAs [31141. Since the details of the
growth have been reported previously 171, we briefly summarize the growth procedure here.
After a 10Onm-thick GaAs buffer layer was grown at 5800C under conventional Ill-V growth
conditions, the substrate temperatuit was cooled to 20 - 400C while completely eliminating the
As flux. Then a thin (about 0.9nm-thick) amorphous MnGa template was deposited at 20 -
400C. The amorphous template was next heated up to 200 - 250°C to form a monocrystalline
template by solid phase epitaxy. After the template with the desired epitaxial relation was thus
established, Mn and Ga were subsequently codeposited at 150 - 2000C at a growth rate of
0.05•tn/hr, to a final Mn5Gal., thickness of 3 - 60nm. The Mn content x was set to 55% - 60%
in the present study. Finally, postgrowth annealing was performed at 300 - 4100C for 2
minutes. Such annealing at a temperature Ta of at least 3000C was found to be necessary in
order to improve the structural and magnetic properties of the MnGa film.

STRUCTURAL AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF MnGa THIN FILMS

The epitaxial MnGa with its c-axis aligned normal to the substrate was confirmed first by in
situ reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and also by cioss sectional transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). Figure 1 (b) shows a <110> TEM lattice image of the 10nm-thick
Mn60Ga40 film grown on GaAs, indicating that a monocrystalline MnGa layer was indeecu 1,rown
with the c-axis properly oriented perpendicular to the GaAs substrate. The interface between the
MnGa and the GaAs is found to be very smooth and abrupt, and no interfacial transition layer
was observed. The horizontal lattice fringes with a spacing of 0.31 nm correspond to the (001)
planes of the tetragonal structure of the MnGa. This value of the c parameter in the present
epitaxial MnGa film is significantly smaller than that of bulk MnGa (0.36-0.37nm) 151161 and a
MBE-grown MnGa film (0.35nm) with greater (30nm) thickness 181. Although the reason for
the reduced tetragonality is not yet clear, the explanation may be that the present MBE film is
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composed of an intermediate phase between the tetragonal phase and cubic phase, stabilized by
the coherent epitaxy, as has been shown in the case of MnNiA1 1911101.

To investigate the magnetic properties of the epitaxial MnGa films, we performed vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM) measurements as a function of magnetic field perpendicular to the
substrate at room temperature. Fairly square hysteresis loops were observed at room temperature
[71, offering direct evidence of the desired perpendicular magnetization. Similar results were
obtained in all the samples of MnGa with Mn content rnging from 55% to 60%. The remanent
magnetization M, along the c-axis was estimated to be 113 - 225 emu/cm 3 , and the coercive field
Hc was 0.85 - 3.15 kOe.

The Hall effect measured in a ferromagnetic film is known to have an "extraordinary-
component resulting from the asymmetric scattering of carriers with magnetic atoms I l I. The
extraordinary Hall effect (EHE) is very useful in this case because the Hall rtListivity measured
in a patterned Hall bar in the MnGa films is proportional to the magnetic moment perpendicular to
the film plane. Figure 2 shows an example of Hail resistance Ry vs. perpendicular magnetic
field measured at room temperature on a 200()m-wide Hall bar fabricated in a lOnm-thick
Mn5 8Ga42 film prepared with Ta = 300"C. One can see a fairly square hysteresis loop with
nearly 100% remanence, Hall resistance Rxy of 3.5 o (corresponding Hall resistivity Pxv of 3.5
gilcm) and Hc of 1.46 kOe. Similar square-like hysteresis loops were observed in the EItE
measurements in all the present MnGa samples, indicating a large component of perpendicular
magnetization, consistent with the VSM measurement results. The EHE resistivity Px, was
found to vary from 0.1 pi.Qcm to 4 pa•cm, depending on the growth parameters.

The magnetic and magnetotransport properties of the MBE-grown MnGa films, such as
remanent magnetization M, saturation magnetization M., coercive field 11, . Hall resistance R.,
and Hall resistivity Pxy, depend on the various growth parameters such as growth temperature
Tg, postgrowth annealing temperature Ta, Mn composition x, and thickness of the MnGa film t.
Here, we briefly describe the change in the properties of Mn60Ga 4 0 films gro, .n at T,=200"C

and at Ta = 3500C when the thickness t was varied from 3 nm to 60 nm. Over the entire range of
the thickness explored here, perpendicular magnetization was evidenced by both VSM and EHE
measurements and electrical continuity in each of the films was confirmed. Figure 3 shows a set
of plots of Hall resistance as a function of perpendicular magnetic field at room temperature on
the Mn 6 0Ga 4 0 films with t=3nm (a), 10nm (b), and 60nm (c). With the change of film
thickness, the value ofRxy (=pxy/t) changes drastically, from about 2 a to 0.07 u. The value of
coercive field Hc was maximum (3.15 kOe) at t=10nm, and minimum (0.85 kOe) at t=6Onm.
The VSM measurement showed that the saturation magnetization M, of the 6Onm-thick film was
394 emu/cm3 , as high as the bulk value of 390emu/cm 3 161, indicating the high quality of the
MBE film. This growth parameter dependence can allow us to control the magnetic properties in
these MBE-grown films.
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Ni ADDITIONS: (Mn 6o.yNiy)Ga 4o ALLOY THIN FILMS

The addition of Ni to the MnGa films is expected to lead to the reduction of the tetragonality
of the lattice. This should in turn decrease the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, resulting in a
change in magnetic properties, as in the case of MnNiAI thin films 191. In order to explore the
effect of Ni additions on the structural and magnetic properties, we have fabricated a series of
(MnNi)Ga samples where Ni was substituted for Mn in Mn 6 0Ga4 0 films over the range of 4% to
30% atomic fraction of Ni. The growth procedures and conditions in the MnNiGa films are the
same as in the case of MnGa, except that the growth temperature was 200 - 220oC, a little higher
than that of MnGa.

Figtre 4 shows a series of RHEED patterns along the 1 I 10> azimuth taken from the 10nm-
thick (Mn 6 o-yNiy)Ga4o films with various Ni content (y= 4 , 8, 18 and 30 at% Ni), both for as-
grown surfaces and for the surfaces after the postgrowth annealing at 3000C for 2 minutes.
These streaky patterns suggest that monocrystalline epitaxial films are obtained with vet) smooth
surface, over the entire range explored here. The postgrowth annealing was fouad to be
effective in improving the R-EED quality. As the value of y increases, the RHEED pattern
becomes more streaky and sharper. For the MnNiGa with y= 3 0, one can see a (4x4)
reconstruction on the as grown surface which changed into a sharp (2x2) reconstruction after the
annealing, while (2x2) reconstructions are seen for the MnNiGa with y<30.
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To investigate the magnetic properties, we performed VSM and EItE measurements at room
temperature. The results are summarized in Fig. 5, where the EHE characteristics are plotted as a
function of magnetic field applied perpendicular to the film plane. The Mr values and the
magnetization directions measured by VSM are also shown in the figures. It was found that the
perpendicular magnetization decreases and the EHE hysteresis loop becomes smaller with
increasing Ni content (y varing from 0 to 18), as shown in Fig. 2 and Figs. 5 (a), (b) and (c).
The VSM measurements revealed that the MnNiGa films with y=4 and y=8 have smaller values
of Mr (87 emu/cm 3 and 24 emu/cm 3, respectively), along the perpendicular direction, than the
Mr (> 110 emu/cm 3) of MnGa. However, it was found that the MnNiGa film with y=8 has
some in-plane component of magnetization though the dominant component is perpendicular. It
was also found that the MnNiGa film with y=18 has almost no perpendicular magnetization, but
rather a dominantly in-plane magnetization. This result suggests that the epitaxial relationship of
Fig. 1 (a) may not be realized in the Mn42NilgGa4C/GaAs heterostructure, and the c-axis of the
MnNiGa may instead be aligned in the (001) plane of GaAs. Alternatively, the magneto-
crystalline anisotropy may be overcome by the shape anisotropy, yielding in-plane
magnetization. This could result from the reduced tetragonality of the MnNiGa with such a high
Ni content, though a more detailed structural analysis is necessary. Furthermore, it was found
that when we further increase the Ni addition up to y=30, the MnNiGa shows perpendicular
magnetization and a square-like EHE hysteresis loop again, as shown in Fig. 5 (d), though both
the values of M, and Pxy are significantly smaller than those of MnGa. Thus the Ni content
dependence of the magnetic properties of the MnNiGa alloy films was found to be more complex
than that of MnNiAI alloy films 191.

CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully grown ferromagnetic MnGa films on GaAs by MBE. The long axis
(c-axis) of the tetragonal structure of the MnGa film is aligned perpendicular to the substrate.
Both VSM and EHE measurements confirm this perpendicular magnetization, and exhibit square-
like hysteresis loops in our MnGa films with thicknesses ranging from 3nm to 60nm at room
temperature. The growth and magnetic properties of Mn6o-yNiyGa4o alloy films on GaAs were
also explored. With increasing Ni, the perpendicular component of the magnetization becomes
smaller and the alloy film at y=18 shows in-plane magnetization, while the film at y=30 shows
perpendicular magnetization.
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STUDIES OF MAGNETO-OPTICAL RECORDING
IN MULTI-MAGNETIC-LAYER DISK

BY ANALYTIC AND SIMULATING APPROACHES

YOSIIIYUKI KAWAZOE, XIAO HU AND SHIGERU IIONMA
Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University,
2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980, Japan

ABSTRACT

The effect of magnetic coupling in multi-layer system is discussed by all analytic
approach and computer simulation. The dependence of the enhancement of external field
on the magnetic properties of the relevant materials is studied. Comparison between the
theoretical estimate, simulation result and experimental observations are presented,

INTRODUCTION

It is found by experiments that the strength of external field for complete recording
in a disk with a recording film capped with ant in-plane magnetized film is one-tenth of
that for the conventional magneto-optical (MO) disk which consists of single magnetic
filn)l]. The mechanism of this effect is revealed theoretically first by lN et al. [21. The
purpose of the present study is to investigate the dependence of the capping effect ou the
magnetic properties of the relevant materials which is very important in practical point
of view such as the field-modulation recording in MO disk.

DEFINITION AND FORMALISM
z Ai

KolA20

Kj 2

-b

Figure 1: Double-film system studied in the present work[2].

We study a magnetic double-film system, where the easy-axis of the capping film
(film-I) is horizontal whereas vertical in the recording film (film-2). We take :-axis per-
pendicular to the films and its origin at the interface as shown in Fig. I. The angle from
the negative direction of z-axis is used to describe the configuration of riagnetizatiotis
and it is considered to be uniform in x and y directions.

Table 1: Magnetic Constants and Film Dimensions[2]

Quantity film-I film-2
Material TbFeCo PtCo
M,[emu/, cl 32.,4 10.0
A[erg/cm] 1.3x 10-8 9.2x 10-"
/Kjerg/cc] 3.3 x 10' 9.2 x 10'

Thickness[AjI 200 350

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrnp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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The total magnetic energy per unit area is 00 do
-y = f[A(ý )2+K co52 p•+M,, H,, cos ý]dz+J [A( )')+K2 sin2' + M,2H,,t, cos 0 dz

(1)
with A1( 2) and K/( 2) standing for the stiffness constant and the anisotropy constant,
which consists of the uniaxial anisotropy part and the demagnetization part, for tire
capping(recording) film. The direction of the magnetization is supposed to be continuous
at the interface between the films within the present continuous approximation. The
recording field H,, is taken positive if it is applied in the positive direction of z-axis.

In terms of the variational method to the energy (1) we can derive differential equat ions
for the function so(z). We have found that the magnetic coupling between the film can
be regarded as a local magnetic field on the magnetizations of the recording film:

Aj(doldz)2  
(2)

Af 2 cos(
and explicitly

-1. s rn~ I K L 3

w h e r E .22 ( / 2 
=,~ 

( 3)1, 
/ '

where E:. = Mf.~1/Aj,!_2J. The direction of the magnetization ýO(z) is deterriined
by a single non-linrc<r equation including Jacobian elliptic functions with tile magnetic
constants, ttw thickness of the films and the external field as parameters. In other words,
the magnetizations in the recording film feels an additional field to the external one from
the magnetic coupling with the capping film with horizontal easy-axis.

FIELD ENHANCEMENT

In the present section the field enhancement H1ap is investigated quantitatively with
emphasis on its profile in the recording film and its dependence on tile thickness of the
capping film, temperature and the external field.

Configuration of magnetization

90

60

30

0,
-300 -200 -100 0 100 200

Z (A)

Figure 2: Configuration of magnetizations under the external field of Ht,, = 500e and
temperature of T = 160"C[2].

Typical configuration of the magnetization is shown in Fig.2. It is found that the
direction of magnetization decays very quickly to zero inside the recording film. This
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corresponds to the fact that memory can be recorded firmly in the recording film even
with an additional film capped on.

Comparison with experiments

Let us first evaluate Hfp at typical conditions of experiments and miake smne (,011-
parison between the present theoretical result with experimental observations. Let us
study the case of external field H,, = 50Oe since this is the minimum external field for
complete recording in such system[l]. The field enhancement is tI - .187.00P.

500 -- -

400 /

'F 
3 0 0

i

"M 200

1004 /

0'-
-200 -100 0Z (A)

Figure 3: Profile of field enhancement under the same conditions for Fig.2[2].

Under the uniform external field of H,., = 500e, the magnetizations at the interface
experience an effective field of about 550Oe. The last digit is near to the ininimum field
H,, - 600 0 e for complete recording in a conventional disk with single magnetic-filhli[31
Since the field enhancement assumes its maximum at the interface and drops very quickly
inside the recording film as seen in Fig.3, nucleation of the reversal magnetization takes I
place at the interface with the highest probability. As the magnetizations at the interface

(z = 0) are reversed, the locus where the maximum field enhancement is assumed shifts
inside the recording film. It in turn results in magnetization reversal at a deeper part of the
recording film. Putting it in other words, nucleation occurred at the interface is followed
by a movement of magnetic wall. Therefore, the coincidence between our theoretical
estimate of field enhancement and the experimental observations provides a numerical
evidence for the nucleation and .followed by wall-movement mechanism of magnetization
reversal in magneto-optical recording.

Dependence on the thickness of the capping film

We have found tha, .ch! rield enhancement shows a strong non-linear dependence on
the thickness of the capf.o-g film[21: There is a minimum thickness of the capping film so
as to show capping effect; the field enhancement saturates at large film thickness. The
behavior at the temperature of T = 160"C and the external field of H_, = 500e is shown
in Fig.4.

We have found theoretically that minimum thickness corresponds to the bifurcation
point of differential equation discussed in the preceding section: below the minimum
thickness there is only a trivial solution p = 0 in the whole system where no capping
effect exists while above it there appears a non-uniform solution as shown in Fig.2. The
analytic expression for the minimum thickness is[2]:

/ •/~A2 K.2(I - E2/2 )
a.= VAu/K,.,(I + E,/2)tan-'VA2 K''(1 --E-/) (4)

AK.,(I + E./2)

- '-......
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The critical thickness is about a,,, = 94.8A for the system described in label 1. The
critical behavior is of the following form:

600 -q--- -.... .. .

500 . .

C 4001

S3001

200

100

50 tOO al 200 250

Figure 4: Field enhancement vs thickness of the capping film under the external field
H,ý, = 500e and temperature of T = 300C[21.

Dependence on temperature and external field

150

1Heap
[kOe)

Hext I I
tO~l TI 'Cl

450

Figure 5: Field enhancement as function of the temperature and the external field for the
thickness of the capping film a = 200A.

It is found that the enhancement of the external field by the capping film drops as
the temperature increases. It is because the Curie point of the capping film is about
170'C[2]. Above this temperature no magnetic coupling is present and no capping effect
can be expected.

Simulation

Computer simulation is performed in order to study the capping effect in real-time
recording process and the final recorded mark. The dimensions of the region for simulation
are 121pm in the rotating direction and 8pm in the radius direction. By dividing space into
nearly 270 thousand a2 = 0.Ipm x 0.1pm meshes and the recording period into 2.Snsec
time steps, we have solved the thermal diffusion equation with a specifically developed

4

.-.---.
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computer language DEQSOL (Differential EQuation SOlver Language) and determined
the temperatures at each mesh point at each time step.

We perform magnetic reversals according to the balance between magnetic forces based
on the isotherms and the magnetic configuration. There are four forces on the magne-tization at a mesh point, namely the Zeeman force HJt from the external field, the
demagnetizing force Hd from other dipoles, a force H. corresponding to the wall energy
if a boundary of opposite magnetizations locates at one side of the mesh under study
and finally the magnetic coupling with the capping film, namely the enhancement 01 Lite,external field H,•P discussed theoretically in the preceding sections. Dynamical process of

magnetizations in the capping film is neglected and the effect of the magnetic coupling be-
tween the magnetizations in the two films is approximated by the temperature-dependent
Hcap derived in the preceding section. We notice that this treatment is the roughest
approximation for computer simulation.

The mesh points where the following inequality is satisfied[3]

I HRt + Hcap +lid - H. I> 14 (6)

are candidates for magnetic reversals. After the investigation of the above magnetic
balances over all the meshes we reverse the magnetizations in the marked meshes simul-
taneously to produce a new configuration. The simulated recording process is shown in
Fig.6.

20k-

501*-

I Mý

14ý

Figure 6: Simulated recording process in the system of Tb 2sFe6OCoj,/PtCo. The condi-
tions for recording are as follows: power P = 9roW, laser pulse duration I4t0nsec, linear
velocity 22.5m/sec, external field 2000e.

The comparison between the recorded mark in the double-film system and the single
film system is essential to test our theoretical discussions. It is read from Fig.7 that the
mark circumference is considerably improved in the double-filn system. It is the first
observation, by computer simulation, of the capping effect in the magneto-optical record-
ing. In contrast, most of the inner part seems to remain unchanged and sonie additional
unreversed domains appear in the inner part of the mark in the double-filni system. The
reason is of three-fold: First, as is seen in Fig.5 the enhancement of the external field
H-P is Nory small and vanishes as the temperature exceeds the Curie temperature of tlhe

-------------------------------------------------

I
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capping film; Secondly, since the recording process is simulated by discrete time ~equenrce.
phenomena take place within a time scale less than the time step c annot be grasp~ed by'
the present simulation. Thirdly, the demagnetization field is overestimrated in thle approx-
imnationi for the present simulation since it is already taken into ac~ juit partly in the field
enhancemnent, Ho,, Therefore, the unreversed domain in both (a) and (b) of Fig.7 at thre
locus, where laser pulse is cut off aid thus the tem perature drops very quickly, may. he
fictitious.

(a) Nb

F igu re 7: (a) Rlecorded mark in single hI rin system of Ti r,,Fe,;0)Co,, unrder thle condi it ion
in Fig.6; That in the system of (a) cap~ped on PtCo filmn.

SUMMARY

WVe have studied theoretically magnet ic-coiilledl doultle-lilrri systemis. The enhlanice-
mi ent of thre ext ernrol field by thle ca ppin riglin i is investigated in teCrmis of thre m agnietic
prop~erties of tilie relevant materials. We have simulated the roagretor-ojtical recordinrg,
process iii double-film sYstemi by incorporating thre enhanicemrent of tire external field into
the magnetic force balance equ at ion. We h ave fouinrd thiat conrsideIcrable iniiprovce rleii iii
the mark circumference is achieved by the capping effect.
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GROWTH, STRUCTURE AND MAGNETISM OF COBALT-PLATINUM
ULTRATHIN FILMS AND SANDWICHES

J.P. DEVILLE, A. BARBIER, C. BOEGLIN AND B. CARRIERE
I.P.C.M.S. Groupe "Surfaces-Interfaces" - UMR 046 du CNRS
4, rue Blaise Pascal, F-67070 STRASBOURG Cedex, France

ABSTRACT

Cobalt-platinum alloys and multilayers are now well known for their potentialities in
magneto-optical recording media. The growth of ultrathin layers and sandwiches is thought
to be useful to find the relationship between the structural and magnetic properties at an
atomic level. Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) and Auger spectroscopy (AES) are
used here to study the crystallography and the growth modes of Pt on Co(0001) surfaces.
Co/Pt/Co sandwiches are also built and investigated by the same methods. At room
temperature we show the evidence of a good epitaxy of platinum on the Co(0001) surface
leading to the possibility of obtaining ordered Co/Pt/Co sandwiches. Annealings at
moderate temperatures lead to an epitaxial alloy formation. Auger results show that alloying
indeed induces a magnetic moment on platinum atoms. This could explain the magnetic
properties already observed in Co/Pt (011) multilayers.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade multilayers based on the Co-Pt system have become of interest as
potential candidates for magneto-optical perpendicular recording media hoping to take
advantage of the large magnetic anisotropy which is well lukown in the LI0 structure of the
PtCo alloy. This magnetic anisotropy could be due to the strong hybridation between the
Co3d and Pt5d levels and the large spin-orbit coupling [1. Lee et al. 12] have indeed
studied multilayers based on this system: they concluded that the magnetic anisotropy was
dependent on the growth direction and they showed that the argument given earlier by Neel
[3], based on broken symmetry effects, was not sufficient to explain satisfactorily the
observed magnetic anisotropies in the multilayers.

More recently, multilayers based on alloys have been investigated [4,5]. They show a
larger static signal level than multilayers based on the alternance of Co and Pt layers, Curie
temperatures around 200'C (for Co 22 Pt78) and a good chemical stability. Annealing
processes on ultrathin Pt/Co layers and sandwiches built at different temperatures allow one
to get a good model to study the alloy formation and its influence on the magnetic
properties of the samples.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

All experiments were performed in a conventional ULHV chamber with a base
pressure better than 5. 10- Torr. Auger spectra used to check the substrate cleanliness and
to establish growth kinetics were obtained with a MAC2 RIBER analyzer working in the
derivative mode. The LEED structural studies were done with an OMICRON Spectaleed
optics allowing us to measure precise surface parameters. The cobalt single crystal surfaces
were cleaned with conventional argon-ion bombardments at 300°C followed by a final
annealing process at temperatures not higher than 350'C to avoid the martensitic phase
transition. Platinum was then evaporated from a Joule heated Pt wire at a very slow rate (
I monolaver/20 minutes)

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 11993 Materials Research Society
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3. GROWTH MODE AND STRUCTURE OF PLATINUM ULTRATHIN LAYERS

3. 1. Growth mode at room temperature of platinum on Co(OOO1)

It is now well established [61 that Auger Electron Spectroscopy allows one to
determine the growth mode of binary systems. A careful analysis of the substrate and
adsorbate Auger peak intensities may indeed discriminate between the different growth
modes which can occur without diffusion either at equilibium : - Frank-Van der Merwe
(FM : layer by layer), Stranski-Krastanov (SK layer(s) followed by islands), Volmer-
Weber (VW : islands) - or out of equilibrium - simultaneous multilayers (SM) -. The
corresponding analytical expressions for the Auger adsorbate and/or substravu intensities can
be easily derived [6]. As we did in a previous study on the Pt/Co(10.0) interface [71 we use
systematically several graphs (intensity v. time, adsorbate/substrate ratio ýs time, intensity
of substrate vs intensity of adsorbate) to interpret the experimental Auger data. This is
necessary because of the large number of non independent parameters and one avoids
misinterpretations due to wrong values of the inelastic mean free paths (IMFP's). Taking
into account the possible growth processes with diffusion needs a further analytical step in
which many parameters have to be considered. This part is beyond the scope of this paper.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the
cobalt substrate Auger peaks (CoMVV at Pt on Co(0001) at RT
low kinetic energy and CoLVV at high -

kinetic energy) and the platinum adsorbate (A,o,) experimental data

Auger peaks (PtN 67VV) vs coverage t

(equiv. ML). The crossed lines correspond ',V
to a layer by layer growth model derived - n oAeiwith the IMFP's used for these lines in " \kk"iV,:

Ref. 7. Even when using other sets of P " .. vyakdal, rn ,modl
representations or other values for the k - - a

IMFP's. there is no agreement for a FM "
growth mode, at least for coverages f Ismaller than 4ML. One should point out .' -
that the IMFP of the CoLVV transition is -
rather large ( = I IA) and thus, this peak is . "
not sensitive to small changes in the [
growth mode. The straight lines
correspond to the growth of a high density 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 NIL
of pyramidal islands with small spatial
extension. They coalesce for a high of 4
layers. The agreement is fairly good in the Figure 1 Co and Pt Auger inrensities as a
first stages of growth. Than one could function of platinum equivalent coverage.
imagine that the accumulated stress is
relaxed by island formation.
After 4ML the coalescence of the film is fully completed and the growth mode is similar to
a Frank - van der Merwe one.

3.2. Structure of platinum on Co(00l) for rom tem rure de osition

The LEED patterns remain always well contrasted during platinum deposition except
a small background increase with coverage. We never observed any superstructures, i.e. the
repulsive energy for Pi-Pt bonds must be very small in regard to the attractive one in Co-Pt
bonds. For all thicknesses we ob-erve a sixfold syntmetrt" of the pattrin over tbe whole

i
t
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observed energy range (0 - 1000 eV). This indicates either a hcp stacking of platinum or a
two-domain twinned fcc structure. The peaks in the so-called I-V curves, shown in figure 2
for the (0,0) spot, can only be indexed for a hep stacking and they are clearly located at
different energies than for the clean fcc Pt(l11l) surface described by Stair et a]. [8J.
However, due to the coherence length of low energy electrons (< 50 nm), the addition of
smaller domains with different foe stackings (such as ABABabc + ABABcba...) are not
ruled out, Such stacking sequences have recently been clearly demonstrated for the
Co/Cu(l I ) system wich exhibits, also, a six-fold LEED pattern[9]. Work is in progress to
perform a complete LEED dynamical calculation on the Co/Pt system.

The in-plane parameters have been measured on the IEED patterns and the parameter
along the normal to the surface has been determined through the I-V curves. These results
are summarized in the left-hand side in figure 3. No relaxation in the c direction has been
observed although the observed interplane distance (2.04 A) is smaller than the Pt-Pt
distance along the (111) direction (2.26 A). For room temperature deposited layers and up
to 4 ML. Pt fully accomodates the Co lattice. This is very surprising since the lattice
mismatch between the two metals is about 10% leading to a very large strain in the layer.
Relaxation is only observed for layer thicknesses larger than 4 ML. This is in agreement
with the Auger results: in the first stages of growth, small and well ordered Pt crystallites
in epitaxy with the substrate having a small lattice parameter store a large amount of the
elastic energy induced by the strain. A full platinum layer with these parameters is in fact
energetically very unstable. However superdensification of (111) surfaces of noble metals
has been demonstrated, the stress being accomodated by interface dislocations. So. after
4ML, coalescence occurs with an increasing in-plane relaxation of the layer, allowing the
spreading of the overlayer.

Indeed, after 6 ML Pt deposition, the film is not
fully relaxed to the Pt (l l) fcc parameter. This is
only the case after a short annealing at 650K
during several minutes (Fig. 3, middle).

3.8 ,bi

3.3 C0Pt deposition (Co deposition

CkE r 2 4 .2; 6.Z4 2 4 S
- ( .,b.It .An,,&, kd

I~ ~ P 
I Ier' 

C., h,(1~.i (oaer
0 SO0 100 ISO 200 2S0 100 350 400 450 %00 SSC

Elcctron cnergy (eV)

Figure 2 : I-V curves of the (0,0) spot Figure 3 Evolution of the lattice parameters a
for various Pt and Co + Pt coverages and c of the layers as determined by LEED

i
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3.3. Temperature effect on the RT deposited film

In order to check the possibility to obtain better ordered films by heat treatments, we
performed annealings for several layer thicknesses varying the temperature and the
annealing time. We present in figure 4 the effect of annealing on I and 6 ML Pt deposited
on Co(000l). Annealings up to 300°C do not improve drastically the LEED pattern, this is
only the case for higher annealing temperatures. They induce a relaxation of the in-plane
parameter reaching finally the Pt one (Fig. 3, right-hand side).

In the monolayer range (Fig. 4a), annealing at 200°C and 350'C during several
minutes induces an increase of the Pt Auger signal. This means that the apparent surface
coverage in platinum increases : this can be explained by a progressive spreading of the
islands as already described in section 3.1. Under 350°C and for small platinum deposits
there is neither diffusion nor alloy formation, unlike to what is observed for tlhicker layers.

For these thicker layers (more than 4ML) no decrease of the CoMVV/PtNVV ratio
has been observed under 300'C. In this case, the island spreading does not occur anymore
since coalescence has already took place and a FM growth is now started. For annealings at
350*C, the LEED pattern improves, the six-fold symmetry remains over the whole range of
energy and one observes an increase of the CoMVV/PtNVV ratio. This is characteristic of
the formation of an ordered compound or of a surface alloy, the composition of which
being still not well determined since AES by itself does not allow to evaluate the
concentration profile within these layers. Fig. 4b shows that the alloy is rich in Pt and we
see also that during the alloy formation the N7 VV/N 6VV ratio increases up to the maximal
observed ratio during the growth. This should indicate a hcp alloy in which Pt shows a
magnetic moment as it will be seen in section 5.

Pt on Co(0001) : annealed Pt on Co(OOO0) annealed

>e
> z..-

d C

b

(0) [ 350°C. 5min id) '•,"C. :ýi

(c0 V 200°C, 5mrin
(b) a ItML Pi/Co((K0 ) 10 .-'0.

V (a [WU Co(O001) O.O I )I

35 50 65 80 CV 35 50 ('5 SO eV

a b

Figure 4 : Evolution of the CoMVV, PtN6VV and PtN7VV Auger transitions for various
annealings of (a) I Pt ML on Co(00011(, (b)N 6 Pt ML on Co(OOO1)
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4. Co/Pt/Co SANDWICH FORMATION

As discussed in section 3 the growth of thick platinum layers on Co(0001) is well
described : the Pt overlayer :s flat and has well defined epitaxial relationships with the
substrate. Thus it wý, interesting in this case to investigate the formation of Co/Pt/Co
sandwiches. As a matter of fact the growth of cobalt on a relaxed Pt layer (i.e. annealed at
650K) can be coridered as a symmetrical situation to the one where platinum is deposited
on Co(0001). Ot course such a surface cannot be compared with a single crystal Pt(l 11)
substrate. Because of the greater corrugation of the surface there is no reason that the
growth would ',e the same as the one observed on Pt(111)[10]. In our case the influence of
the substrate is not known and could be determing. Here the misfit is again about 10%, but
with an opposite strain. So we may expect that the cobalt layer will be expanded in the
same manner as the platinum one was contracted.

In figure 3 (right-hand side) we show the results obtained for a fractional deposition
of Co on a relaxed 6.25 ML Pt overlayer. It has been verified by AES that no cobalt
diffusion towards the surface had occured. We see effectively that the parameter of the thin
cobalt layers (up to 2 ML) is expanded and equal to the platinum one. The full relaxation of
the cobalt layer is obtained for a 4 ML deposit. For this thickness the PtN6 7W Auger
peak is undistinguishable fr-,n the background and, from escape depth arguments, we can
conclude that the cobalt laer is continuous. No further relaxation has been observed for
thicker layers.

All along the cobalt deposition the LEED pattern has the six-fold symmetry,
characteristic for a hcp or twinned fcc stacking. The adsorbate (now Co) accomodates the
substrate lattice (now Pt).

The final situation, obtained for a Co(bML)/Pt(6ML)/Co(0001) sandwich, is more
probably hcp and epitaxial. Its in-plane parameter is the same as in the case of the 2ML Pt
on Co(0001), and the corresponding LEED I-V curves are also identical. These two
i, k-J..rs are evidently the same but one with Co on top and the other with Pt on top.

5. AES AS A LOCAL PROBE FOR MAGNETISM ?

To clarify the relationship between the spin polarization of the Pt valence band.
which has been recently confirmed by spin polarized photoemission [II], and the relative
behaviour of the intensities of the N•,VV and N7VV Auger lines, a very simple approach
based on the spin dependent transition probabilities of the Auger process can be used. It
allows to show that the PItN 6 7 VV behaviour is a valence band effect due to the induced
ny.!gnetic moment on Pt atoms

In the L-S coupling scheme one can finally find the following Auger probabilities P1
(initial excited electron "up") and P. (initial excited electron "down")

P't = 2,r/h. (D - E) 2 116 nl,(E)f + n,(E)I}
PI = 2,//h. (D - E)2 116 n,(E)f + n,(E)d}

where D and E are respectively the coulombian and exchange matrix el ,,, its, and n 1,4 ¶tE)f
the spin dependent electronic state densities at the Fermi level.

This calculation must be taken with some ,aution since, except the "s" levels, the
other levels are not pure spin ones. They are only spin polarized. In all cases for a
ferromagnet the transition probability from the minority spin level should be always the
largest for any given level. So the transition piobability depends essentially on the number
of spin-down electrons in the level. Since the N, level has more spin-down electrons than
the N6 one, a progressive magnetization of the Pt adatoms should induce a relative increase
of the N7VV/NyVV ratio.

!i I
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In fact this effect is illustrated 'W .
in figure 5 where the normalized
N7 VV and N6VV Auger intensities
are plotted. The maximum difference
between the intensities of the two
Auger N7VV and N 6VV lines occurs ! "N~'VV I Pt.VV

between the first and the second Pt
laye.s. The first platinum layer bears
an induced magnetic moment and for
the following layers this is no longer :1' IPIN1VV1IhNý,VV

the case. This phenomenon is also
observed for annealed platinum7
layers. Fig. 5 shows clearly an
evolution of the N7VV/N 6VV ratio. 1 - 5 6M
This demonstrates that interdiffusion
at temperatures higher than 300*C Figure 5 Evolution of the intensity of the
leads to an alloy where the platinum platinum N67 VV Auger ILies (normalized to
atoms bear a magnetic moment. bulk Pt) as a function of Pt coverage.

6. CONCLUSION

At room temperature, the growth mode of ultrathin layers of platinum on Co(0001)
can be characterized by the progressive coalescence of small islands which is completed for
4 monolayers. Platinum is in epitaxy on Co(0001) and accomodates the substrate lattice
parameters up to a 4 ML coverage and then relaxes to its own in-plane parameter. The
LEED patterns show that platinum is in a hcp -stacking. Annealings at 650K induce a better
crystallisatien of the platinum overlayer with somre initerdiffusion of cobalt leading to the
formation of an interfacial Co-Pt alloy. On top of these annealed layers. it is possible to
grow epitaxially cobalt overlayers, and to realize well structurally defined Co/Pt/Co

anwce.In both cases (ultrathin platinum layers, and sandwiches) it is possible to
evidence, through modifications of the transition probabilities of .he N, VV Auger lines.,
that the platinum atoms bear a magnetic moment.
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ABSTRACT

Magnetic properties and roughness of sputter-deposited Pt/Co films
strongly depend on preparation conditions such as rf-input power,
underlayers and their etching. Large coercivity was obtained by using

suitable underlayers such as ZnO and adjusting input power higher for Co and

lower for Pt. The coercivity in Pt/Co films seems to depend on the roughness
of the surface and/or the layer interface as well as the perpendicular
anisotropy.

INTRODUCTION

The relationship between the magnetic properties and the structure is
always a very attractive problem in magnetic thin films. In particular,

multilayered films such as Pt/Co will present a new idea since they consist
of columnar crystallites with multilayered structure which is essential to the
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy [1][2]. Therefore, the magnetic properties

of the multilayered films have been considered to be much influenced by the
surface roughness and the film morphology [3][4][5]. It is well known that

Pt/Co films with large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and enhanced Kerr
effect at the shorter wavelength [61 are one of the promising materials for a
high density magneto-optical recording medium. However, since lower media
noise as well as higher stability of the recorded domains are required for

such materials, it is still important for Pt/Co films to achieve both higher
coercivity and better surface flatness [7].

Since the (111) orientation as well as the layer interface are important

for the perpendicular anisotropy of Pt/Co films t8], it is of much interest to

investigate the relationship between the structures and the magnetic

properties. We have already reported that the sputter etching of SiN
underlayers flatten the film surface [91 and that the hcp(002) orientation of
ZnO underlayers enhance the fcc(lll) orientation of Pt/Co films [10]. It was

also reported that in the reactive sputtering of ZnO with Ar+0 2 gas and a

ZnO target, the crystal orientation depended on the 02 pressure[ll.
According to these facts, we further tried to control the structures of Pt/Co
films, namely, the roughness of the film surface and interface and the crystal
orientation, by adjusling preparation parameters in the etching of
underlayers, the reactive sputtering of ZnO underlayers and the sputtering

of Pt/Co films.
In this paper, we report that the magnetic and structural properties of

the Pt/Co sputtered films strongly depend on the properties of underlayers

and on the input powers for Pt and Co targets, and discuss the relationship
between the structure and the magnetic properties of the films.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. '1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Pt/Co films consisting of (17A Pt/5A Co)x9 bilayers were prepared by rf

magnetron sputtering onto glass substrates placed on a rotating table.
The sputtering system has a transfer table and shutters controlled by a
microcomputer, and is able to prepare the films with varying input power
for Pt and Co targets, independently cf eaph other. Pt and Co were
sputtered with an input power in the range of 20-200 W, which resulted in a
deposition rate of 0.1-2.1 A/sec for Pt and 0.1-2.0 A/sec for Co. SiN and ZnO
underlayers (800A thick) were prepared by the rf sputtering from SIN and
ZnO targets using Ar and (Ar+0 2 ), respectively. The pressures of the Ar and
(Ar+O2) were kept at 5 mTorr throughout the sputtering process.

The coercivity Hc and effective perpendicular anisotropy Keff were
measured with a Kerr loop tracer and a torque magnetometer, re'pectively.
The structure of the films was examined with X-ray diffractometry (XRD), and
the surface roughness (rms) was estimated from scanning tunneling
microscope using DI NanoScope II with a mechanical polished Pt-lr tip.

RESULTS

Etching of SiN underlayers

As previously reported [9][12], the sputter etching of dielectric

underlayers prior to the Pt/Co deposition improves the magnetic properties
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of the films. Figure 1 shows Hc and Keff of Pt/Co films with SiN underlayers
as a function of the etching time of the underlayers. The SiN underlayers
were etched by back sputtering at an rf power of 300 W, which resulted in
an etching rate of 5 A/min. Keff increased remarkably with the etching time
and became saturated at around 10 min, while Hc increased at the beginning
of the etching and exhibited the maximum value at several minutes.

From the XRD results, the Pt/Co films with etched underlayers showed
much stronger XRD intensity for both the low-angle 1st peak and the high
angle Pt/Co(1I1) peak [9]. This indicates that the underlayer etching
improves the flatness of the layer interface and the (111) orientation.
Figure 2 shows surface roughness Ra and half width 

8 50 of rocking curve
for Pt/Co(111) as a function of the etching time of the underlayers. Surface
roughness Ra lowered with the sputter etching and half width 850 also
decreased slightly. These results consistent with the previous ones, showing
that the underlayer etching improves the flatness of the film surface and
layer interface, as well as the (111) orientation of crystallites.

ZnO underlayer

We have found that Pt/Co films prepared on ZnO underlayers exhibit a

large perpendicular anisotropy because of the epitaxial growth of Pt/Co(1l1)
on ZnO(002) [101. On the other hand, it is known that, in the reactive
sputtering of ZnO with Ar+02 , the crystal orientation changes depending on
the partial pressure of 02 [111. Thus, we expect that the preferred
orientation of Pt/Co(l11) as well as ZnO(002) can be achieved by adjusting
various sputtering conditions.

Figure 3 shows surface roughness Ra and half width 850 of rocking
curve fox Pt/Co(11l) in the films prepared on ZnO underlayers as a function
of the partial pressure of 02 during the preparation of ZnO layer. Both
surface roughness Ra and half width 850 show the minimum values at around

a partial 02 pressure of 5%. The rocking curves for ZnO(002) behaved in the
same manner as those for Pt/Co(lll).
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Figure 4 shows coercivity H. and effective perpendicular anisotropy Keff
as a function of partial pressure of 02. Both H. and Keff changed slightly
with increasing 02 pressure, showing a small minimum in Hc at 02 ratio of
15 % and a maximum in Keff at 02 ratio of 5 to 10 %.

Input power dependence

Since the interface between Pt and Co layers are essential to the

perpendicular anisotropy [1], we tried to change the interface roughness and

magnetic properties by varying Pt and Co input power, independent of each
other.
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Fig.. 5 Coercivity H., and perpendicular magnetic anisotropy Keff as a
function of (a) Pt input power and (b) Co input power, where Co i nput
power was 100 W and Pt 50 W, respectively.
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Fig. 6 Roughness RHa and Ist order peak intensity of low-angle XRD as

a function of (a) Pt input power and (b) Co input power, where Co
input power was 100 W and Pt 50 W, respectively.
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Figures 5(a) and (b) show (a) Pt and (b) Co input power dependence of
Hc and Keff, where Co and Pt input powers are 100 W and 50 W for (a) and
(b), respectively. Both Hc and Keff decreased considerably with increasing Pt

. input power but increased with increasing Co input powers. The Pt/Co films
showed large Hc when they prepared with lower input power for Co but
higher input power for Pt. The anisotropy changed also in the same manner

* as the Hc.
Figure 6(a) and (b) show surface roughness Ra and 1st peak intensity of

low-angle XRD as a functiuii of (a) Pt and (b) Co input power, respectively.
The surface of Pt/Co films sputtered with lower Pt input power was smoother
than that of films with higher Pt input power. The Ist peak intensity that
becomes higher for lower Pt input power indicates the improvement of the
multilayered structural order. On the other hand, with lowering Co input
power, the surface roughness did not change but the 1st peak intensity
drastically decreased.

According to the results of Figs 5 and 6, both the flatness of the films
and well defined multilayered structure are thought to be important for large
anisotropy as well as for high coercivity. Lower input power for Pt and
higher input power for Co are favorable to obtain such structures.

DISCUSSION

As seen in the previous sections, the magnetic properties and the
roughness of Pt/Co films strongly depended on preparation conditions such
as input power, underlayers and their etching.

In the case of the SiN underlayer etching, the coercivity Hc was
proportional to the perpendicular anisotropy Keff at the beginning of the
etching. However, the Hc saturated earlier than the Keff. On the other hand,
the surface roughness lowered gradually with increasing etching time. We
speculate that, in the beginning of the etching, the coercivity is related to
the anisotropy field Hk = 2

Keff/Ms or the nucleation field Hn of the reverse
domains which is closely related to the anisotropy. If we assume that the wall
is pinned at the defects generated from the surface roughness, the Hc will
saturate and decrease again with prolonged etching, because the films with a
smoother surface might have less defects, and the wall motion will becume
easier. Thus, although, the smooth surface and interface with the etching
may bring the large anisotropy to the films [9], it will be difficult to obtain
a high coercivity that is proportional to the large anisotropy.

For the filW with ZnO underlayers, the anisotropy Keff was obtained as
large as 2.Ox1O erg/cc which was two times larger than the films with SiN
underlayers, while the coercivity Hc was nearly the same. Judging from the
results of Figs 3 and 4, the coercivity is determined by neither the
anisotropy nor the surface roughness. Since the films with ZnO underlayers
have distinct column boundaries and fine layered structures [10], the wall
might be pinned at the position of the boundaries. So the surface roughness

*: Ra does not seem to be so important to the Hc as in the case of SiN
underlayers.

As for the rf power dependence, the largest coercivity was obtained at a
lower Pt input power of 20 W and a higher Co input power of 200 W. Lower
Pt input power improves the Pt/Co(111) orientation and makes the surface
smoother. As a result, the films exhibit higher anisotropy. On the other hand,
higher Co input power enhanues the anisotropy and the coercivity. Comparing
Fig. 6(b) with Fig. 5(b), the coercivity is seen to change parallel to the 1st
peak intensity but not always to the anisotropy. The reasons for the higher
coercivity in films with the higher Co input power are not clear but they
may be related to the wall pinning at the interface between Pt and Co layers.

As described above, the coercivity seems to depend often on the
roughness of the film surface and the interface rather than the anisotropy.
For the application to the magnetooptical recording materials, smoother
surface, higher coercivity and larger anisotropy are required. Then, for the

i
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Pt/Co films, it seems to be important to achieve both the smooth surface and
the well defined interface as well as the (111) preferred orientation. These
futures can be achieved by optimizing preparation conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

The magnetic properties and the roughness of Pt/Co films strongly
depended on the preparation conditions such as input power, underlayers
and their etching. Large coercivity was obtained by using suitable
underlayers such as ZnO and adjusting input powers higher for Co and lower
for Pt. However, the films with large perpendicular anisotropy did not always
show large coercivity. The coercivity in Pt/Co films seemed to depend
strongly on the roughness of the film surface and the interfaces. The smooth
surface and interface seem to be important for good recording properties.
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ABSTRACT

We have used in situ polar Kerr effect measurements to study the magnetic coercivity and
anisotropy of MBE-grown Pd(lll)/Co/X and Au(lll)/Co/X trilayers, where X is the non-
magnetic noble or transition metal overlayer Ag, Cu or Pd. Polar hysteresis curves were
measured in situ for systematically varied Co and overlayer thicknesses 2 A < t_: <_20 A and
0 A•!5 t, < 50 o A. We find the coercivity and total anisotropy display a strongly peaked
perpendicular contribution at -1 atomic layer (2 A) non-magnetic metal coverage. For Cu,
where the effect is strongest, the total anisotropy energy rapidly decreases by a factor of 3
from its peak value after a total coverage of -2 atomic layers (4 A) of Cu.

INTRODUCTION

Multilayers of Pd/Co and Pt/Co are potential material systems for magneto-optical data
storage applications, since they can be produced with an easy-axis of magnetization oriented
perpendicular to the film plane. This perpendicular anisotropy is thought to arise from the
interfaces between Co and the non-magnetic metal layers. For sufficiently thin Co layers this
interface anisotropy dominates the in-plane shape anisotropy of the Co film resulting in a
perpendicular magnetization.

In this paper we describe studies of this interface anisotropy using in situ Kerr effect
measurements in our molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system. We have studied the evolution
of the magnetic behavior of ultra-thin Co films during the progressive formation of interfaces
with the three different non-magnetic overlayers, Ag, Cu and Pd. The Co films were
epitaxially grown on Pd(111) and Au(111) surfaces and the structural and magnetic behavior
systematically studied as a function of overlayer coverage and material species.

EXPERIMENT

The results reported here are for Co films in the thickness range 2 A < t, -s 20 A deposited
on 600 A thick buffer layers of both Pd (111) and Au(111). The buffer layers were grown on
suitably prepared Co-seeded GaAs (110) substrates.' We used effusion cells for Ag and Pd
deposition at 0.1 A/s and 0.15 A/s respectively, and optical-feedback--controlled electron-
beam evaporators to deposit the Au (0.1 A/s), Co (0.25 A/s) and Cu (0.1 A/s). All
deposition rates were determined from Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) analysis
of thick calibration films. The background pressure during deposition was 5 5 x 10`o torr
and consisted mostly of hydrogen. The crystalline quality of the films was monitored during
growth with Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED). The RHEED images were
captured with a digital camera system capable of resolving changes in surface lattice spacings

A sample can be transferred between the deposition chamber of our MBE system and
another connected ultra-high vacuum chamber (P < 2 x 10" tort) where it is aligned between
the poles of an external electro-magnet for in situ Kerr effect measurements. The magnetic
field is applied along the sample normal with a maximum field of ± 2.2 kOe. We use a 50 2
kHz photo-elastic modulator and lock-in amplifier based detection scheme with a HeNe-laser
to measure the polar Kerr ellipticity of the sample as a function of applied field. Measuring

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 01993 MaterIals Research Society
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the ellipticity rather than the Kerr rotation eliminates the background Faraday rotation from
the quartz vacuum window. Optical access is provided by a hole along the axis of one of
the magnet poles. The sample can be moved repeatedly between the measurement and the
deposition chambers without need for optical realignment.

After deposition of the thick Pd or Au buffer layer and ultra-thin Co film, in situ polar Kerr
hysteresis curves were measured from the initially uncovered sample. Kerr measurements
were then repeated after each of the many overlayer depositions spanning the coverage range
0 -< tx < 50 A in small 1-10 A steps. The entire deposition/measurement cycle for each
coverage step required less than ten minutes in a pressure P < 2 x 1010 torr. Therefore,
surface contamination was insignificant.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Coercivity Measurements

The perpendicular hysteresis curves of the uncovered Co grown on Pd buffer layers are
nearly square for t, < 6 A with coercive fields of H, < 200 Oe. In contrast, the Co films
grown on Au surfaces show nearly square curves for tv, - 12 A. Above these thicknesses,
the easy-axis becomes in-plane with a resulting linear hysteresis curve when measured in the
perpendicular direction. The difference in perpendicular anisotropy observed for the Pd and
Au buffer layers is likely dominated by differences in the quality of Co growth on these two
surfaces. However, for a particular range of Co film thicknesses where the initial easy-axis
is strongly in-plane, deposition of approximately one atomic monolayer (ML = 2 A ) of any
of the metals Ag, Cu, or Pd results in strongly perpendicular square hysteresis loops.. This
surprising phenomenon indicates that a large change in the perpendicular anisotropy results
from a very small amount of overlayer material.

To investigate the influence of the overlayer interface as it is piogressively formed, we
measured hysteresis curves as a function of overlayer coverage. Figure 1 is a plot of the
coercive field I-H, versus Cu coverage of a 6 A Co film deposited on Pd (I11). The most
striking feature is the pronounced peak in the coercivity at - 2 A coverage which, to within
our resolution and control, is located at - I ML. For slightly higher coverage, the coercivity
rapidly drops to a minimum by - 5 A. We have measured the coercive field H, versus Cu

700

*• 50o0 .,-
Soo

400

300

200 0 5 10 15 20

t, (A)
Figure 1 Coercive field H, vs. Cu overlaver coverage t., of a 6 A Co film
deposited on Pd (111). The pronounced peak at 2 A is at one monolayer
coverage to within our resolution..
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overlayer coverage for four different Co thicknesses 4, 6, 8, and 10 A. The pronounced peak
with overlayer coverage is evident for all four Co thicknesses and is located at the same 2 A
coverage, However, the peak-to-valley change of the coercivity varies somewhat, increasing
with Co thickness. The behavior of Ag overlayers is very similar to that of Cu.

700 • ~'' -- •

X ,m
40

0 10 15 20

tpd (A)
Figure 2 Coercive field, Ht vs. Pd overlayer coverage tpu of an 8 A Co film
deposited on Pd (111). The peak near one monolayer coverage is less
pronounced than for Ag or Cu.

Figure 2 is a plot of the coercive field H, versus Pd coverage of an 8 A Co film deposited
on Pd (111). The behavior is similar to that observed for the Cu overlayers. However, Pd
overlayers do not display such a prominent coercivity peak as shown in Figure 2. Deposition
of 2 A of Pd greatly increases the coercivity of the Co film compared to that of the bare Co.
However, above 2 A Pd coverage, the coercivity decreases much less than for Cu and Ag
overlayers.

We have simultaneously measured the remanent ellipticity cK to search for any change in
the total magnetic moment coincident with the large observed change in coercivity. Figure 3
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Figure 3 Remanent Kerr ellipticity, FK, vs. Cu coverage, t_,, of the 6 A Co
film from Figure 1. The ellipticity does not show any anomalous behavior
near one monolayer coverage.
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is a plot of ellipticity versus Cu coverage for the 6 A Co on Pd sample of Figure 1. In
contrast to the coercivity, CK is constant near 1 ML and hence there is no abrupt change in
magnetization with Cu coverage.

There is also no evidence from our simultaneously measured RHEED data of any large
discontinuous structural changes for any of the overlayer materials. We cannot, however,
rule out any subtle structural changes below our -1% resolution. In addition, RHEED

measures only the in-plane lattice spacing and is not sensitive to any changes in the
perpendicular atomic spacings.

•Anisotrop~y Measurements

The pronounced peak in the perpendicular coercivity we observe at -1 ML suggests a large
change in anisotropy with overlayer coverage. However, coercivity is the result of the
interaction of several parameters rather than being a fundamental magnetic quantity. For
this reason we have directly measured the uniaxial anisotropy of Co films in situ as a
function of metal coverage. To accomplish this, we measured hard-axis magnetization curves
and deduced the anisotropy field by extrapolating the linear curves to saturation. Because
our MBE system is equipped with only a 2.2 kOe perpendicular magnetic field, we are
limited to making these measurements on films with in-plane easy-axes of moderate
anisotropy strength. However, we can create films of this type by selecting the proper Co
film thickness that we grow on the Pd or Au buffer layers. Using this idea of designing
samples which balance the relatively strong shape and interface anisotropies against each
other allows us to very easily observe small changes in the total anisotropy energy due to
overlayer deposition. Figure 4 is a schematic of this measurement technique.

LASER

H --

H

Figure 4 Schematic of the in situ anisotropy energy measurement. The
magnetization m lies in the plane of the sample while the applied field H is
perpendicular to the film plane.

The properly chosen Co thickness allows saturation of the magnetization by our 2.2 kOe
field after overlayer coverage, while still maintaining an in-plane easy-axis. In this way we
can directly determine the anisotropy field from extrapolation of the hard-axis curves to
saturation and calculate the total anisotropy energy from the relation

K, = HKM./2 (1)

where MK = 1422 emu/cm3 is the bulk saturation magnetization of Co. To assure the validity
of this technique, after completing our complete set of in situ measurements we removed
representative samples and verified the bulk magnetization behavior of the Co with a

7 1
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vibrating sample magnetometer. We also verified the saturation ellipticity F, with an ex situ
Kerr measurement to 10 KOe.

Figure 5 is a plot of the anisotropy constant K, vs. Cu coverage for 12 A Co on Pd( 11) and
18 A Co on Au(111), respectively. The total anisotropy energy displays the same peaked
behavior with Cu coverage we observed in the coercivity of the perpendicular films
discussed earlier. The overall negative anisotropy values of Figure 5 indicate an in-plane
easy-axis was maintained throughout the coverage range. Here we have adopted the
convention used by many researchers, where a positive K, indicates perpendicular
anisotropy.

-2
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Figure 5 The total anisotropy energy K, vs. Cu overlayer coverage of 12 A
Co on Pd(111) and 18 A Co on Au(1ll).

In Figure 5, the initial total anisotropies of the two uncovered Co films are strong and in-
plane, but with different magnitudes for the Pd and Au buffer layers. As the Cu coverage
is increased from 0 to 2 A, the magnitude of this anisotropy energy rapidly approaches zero,
indicating the presence of an increasing perpendicular contribution. This large increase in
perpendicular anisotropy after Cu coverage is surprising in light of the very weak interface
anisotropy displayed in Co/Cu multilayers.2 One possibility is the existence of a large, in-
plane Co/vacuum interface anisotropy that is being replaced by a perpendicular contribution
from the forming Co/Cu interface. Such a large in-plane vacuum interface anisotropy has
recently been observed in fcc Co (100) films.3 However, this picture is not entirely consistent
with our data since there is a large behavioral difference between Co grown on Pd and Au
buffer layers. More work is needed to separate the substrate and morphological effects on
the anisotropy in this low coverage regime.

Above 2 ACu coverage, the total anisotropy becomes increasingly negative indicating a
reduction of the perpendicular contribution. A possible explanation of this phenomenon is
the existence of a structural change in the Co film due to the overlayer. However, there is
no evidence from our simultaneously measured RHEED data of any abrupt in-plane
structural changes within our resolution of -1%. The RHEED streak spacings change
continuously from those of the Co surface to those of bulk Cu (-2% difference) by 6 A Cu
coverage. Unfortunately, we cannot say at present whether the Cu grows in a layer-by-layer
mode, and hence it is difficult to uniquely determine the presence of strain at the interface.
However, as discussed earlier, the behavior of Ag and Cu overlayers on Co is very similar.
These overlayers have very different lattice mismatches with Co (-14% for Ag and -2% for Cu)
and hence it is unlikely that the presence of localized strain at the interface can entirely
explain the observed behavior.

Another possibility is that the magnetic interface anisotropy is very sensitive to details of
the electronic band-structure.4 Recent photoemission measurements"' of Cu monolayers
deposited on ferromagnetic metals have found electronic states that deviate significantly from



bulk behavior. This variation of the overlayer electronic structure in the monolayer limit may
be related to our observed peak in perpendicular anisotropy at 1 ML coverage..

SUMMARY AND CONC'.USIONS

In conclusion, we have used in situ polar Kerr effect measurements to study the
perpendicular magnetic behavior of MBE-grown Pd/Co/X and Au/Co/X sandwich
structures where X = Ag, Cu, and Pd. For these overlayers, we find an enhanced
perpendicular contribution to the coercivity and total anisotropy peaked at a coverage of -I
ML. The coverage dependence reported here will provide a rigorous test for theoretical
explanations of the magnetic anisotropy at interfaces and in layered metallic systems.
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ABSTRACT

In the exciting field of low dimensional magnetic systems including surfaces, interfaces and

thin-filmns, local spin density (LSD) functional ab initio electronic strucuture calculations have

played a key role by not only providing a clearer understanding of the experimnental obsrvia-
tions but also predicting new systems with desired properties. Our extensive calculated resuilt.,

demonstrate that: (i) magnetic clean surfaces or interfaces with inert substrates untdecgo strcong
ma gnet ic moment enhancements; (ii) thIe strong interaction withI nonmroagntetic transit ion tidal

diminishes (completely in some cases) the ferrontagnetismn and usually stabilizes thle antiiferrotinag-

tictic contfiguration. By includinig spitm-orbit coutplintg as a perturtiatioui. (i) reliable results forth

tiiagtietoccyst allitte antisotrcopy of tilt ra- thiti films can be obtaineil] usintg thle state- I cicki iig p roe.'
(lit re, alIt houghi the atnisotropy energy is a few tenthtIs of a toe%; (ii) spectIra of It lie tina gntto- opt calI

Kerr effects atid magtnetic circular dicliroism i ti thle soft x- ray region can be det ertinited.

INTRODUCTION

Duritng the course of the last decade, low-dimrensiotial magnetism of surfaces, interfaces atid
thinl-filmus has matured into a vna~or branch of modera condenised oxattey plhysics antI is likelyN
to open vast vistas for practical applications. [1, 2] The abrupt tertminatiotn of the lattice or

composition in these systetms leads to a variety of exotic phienometna such as localized elect rcitic
states. tnagnetic momenit enhiancemenett, perpendicular ttiagtieto-cr .N.stallitie anuisotropy I NItA I.

comiplex tmagtnetic orderitig, etc. Fortutnately today, it is possible to s .tit litesi,.. atid] st ud.ý thin,
filmts with either s,able or metastable phases, atnd this has dramatically atid importatntly itncreased

the ratige of tinaterials t hat are magnetic and hence the challetnges for tunderstatdiintg tmagnetistm

ILI lose diminetsional systetms.
It is kntown that ab jntuiio nitnerical energy band methods (maittly. thle full-potential litieari7,'d

augmented plane wave FIFAP\V) tmethiod) based onl local spiti density (L.SD) futnctionmal t lieorv%
have pla ' ed a very impiortant role in the developttent of lower- d i ctisional tuiagnet isin. [:1] rI'ol-

oretical calcuilations predicted thle large enhtancetment of thle magtietic muometnt for 3d tratisit ion
mietal (TM%) surfaces or TMN ultrathtin films deposited ott itnert suibst rates, [1] atni possible ttiag-

tietisttu in some normoally tion-tmagnetic miaterials [51; some of these prediictiiots have bteeni alreadly

verified experitment ally. [6, 7]. Stable moagtnetic structures, especially sotme atitifecroutiagtieic

(AFNhl cotnfiguratiotis, canl nowy be predicted by comparing total energies atii, iii the satine iva 'y,
equilibriutt atomic geometries and lattice relaxation (ittcluding suirface atid interface) c-ati also

lie det-,mtnied. Very recently, we proposed and inmplemented a state-trackittg procedure to treat

tie eli-u(s of spin-orbit couiplitig (SOC) into oit. FLAPW method. As a result, we cati obltaitn W
reliable NI('A energies ( although it is as small as, a few tenthtIs of atm titeV/atotit) for real cotmplex

s ' stetits aid Iii) m agtieto-opt cal Kerr elfect ( M () E) an t mltagtiet ic soft x-ray- circcutla r diclirois it

(M\CD). Mocdel analyses have bseen shown to provide a clear physical piictutce for these ittulotalit

lhniieti nita purevioutsly thoiughit to lie very complex.
Resuilt s surveyed htere inicltude ptredtictetd sutrface antd inuterfacial elffects oitt the tmtagttet ic tlo-

tineltu tiiagtetic ordleritng aid( the effects of SOC' ott NICA. NlOlX- antd MCI).

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vot. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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Figure 1: The calculated magnetic moment of 3d transition metals in their bulk, surfaces and
monolayers. Open (filled) circles denote the ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) ground state.

MAGNETIC MOMENT ENHANCEMENT IN LOW-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS

Surprisingly, early studies [8] reported that Ni, Fe and Co surface layers were magnetically

"dead" (later investigations traced these results to surface contamination). Now it is well recog-

nized that, as expected, environments with few rearest neighbors and hence weaker interatomic
hybridization are conducive to enhanced magnetization. [3] As shown in Fig. 1, a general trend is I
clearly demonstrated that the magnetic moment of 3d transition metals increases with decreasing
dimensionality of the system from bulk, surface to monolayer according to the first principles
calculations.

When first found, the prediction of enhanced magnetism at transition metal surfaces was
thought to be unusual. Wimmer et al. [9] attributed the large surface magnetic enhancement

(23%) for Ni(001) to two additive effects: (i) sp - d dehybridization at the surface and (ii)
electrostatic shifts required to maintain layer-by-layer neutrality. Since the magnetism of Ni is
determined by the number of 3d holes and thus by the sp-d charge transfer, it reacts very strongly
to changes in the environment due to the large spatial extension of the sp wave functions. For
the Ni monolayer, s,p states become more occupied in the vacuum region to lower the kinetic
energy, which creates more minority spin 3d holes and thus enhances the magnetic moment to
1.02 PB. The same amount of change for the magnetic moment is expected for Co and Fe. Indeed,
as shown in Fig. 1, the three curves become almost parallel for Co and Ni (top two curves for
Fe, Co and Ni). For Fe bulk, it is known that part of antibonding majority spin band becomes

unoccupied which, of course, diminishes the magnetic moment drastically (reflected also by a
large percentage of magnetic moment enhancement on Fe surfaces). [10]

Still today, few directly measured magnetic moment exist. A technique to obtain surface M
by fitting SPLEED "rocking curves" [6] has been developed recently but there still exists some
uncertainty because the results were deduced from only one spectral feature. For example, the
reported magnetic enhancement for Fe(l10) [6] is 36%-40%, which is about two times larger than

our theoretical result (19%). For Ni(001), the experimental value is definitely lower than that
predicted theoretically; good agreement was found, however, for Ni(111) [11].



Note that non-magnetic elements, namely Ti and V, also possess magnetism in their mono-
layers with sizable magnetic moments (1.7 pB and 2.9 AB, respectively) due to tile reduced
coordination number. Physically, the narrowed 3d band width results in a giant density of states

at the Fermi level for the paramagnetic (PM) case, and thus induces much stronger Stoner mag-
netic instability in the lowered dimensions. For example, the Stoner factor for the PM V(001)

surface layer is 0.68, a value still far from 1.0 (a critical value for a PM to FM phase transition),
thus, V(001) is magnetically "dead." For the V monolayer, with only 4 second neighboring atoms,

the Stoner factor increases to 2.19. This induced ferromagnetism in a free standing monolayer

geometry has also been predicted for some 4d elements as Pd, Rh and Ru etc. (with magnetic

moments of 0.35 UB, 1.45 1sBand 2.12 pB, respectively). [131 The density of states at EF of PM

Ru and Rh monolayers are found to increase by 450% over their corresponding bulk values, which
results in a large Stoner factor (1.45 and 1.89 for Ru and Rh monolayers, respectively) and thus
a Stoner instability.

INTERFACIAL EFFECTS

An important development in the last decade is the ability to study 2D (monolayer) magnetism
by the synthesis of ultrathin magnetic films on various kinds of substrates. The lively interplay
of theory and experiment has already yielded unusual results. [31 In general, interfacial effects
with inert substrates (noble metals and ceramics) do not affect significantly the magnetism of free

monolayers (except Ni), while strong d band interaction with transition metal substrates (except
Pd) diminishes the overlayer ferromagnetism substantially and usually leads to some kind of AFM
configuration.

3d Overlavers On Inert Substrates

In Fig. 2, the calculated magnetic moment for 3d metal monolayers on Ag(001) and Cu(001)
substrates are presented. For Fe and Co, the Ag substrate reduces their free monolayer magnetic
moment only negligibly, by 0.1-0.2 PB. This is expected since Ag lacks electronic states at
the Fermi energy, which minimizes the overlayer-substrate hybridization and thus enhances the
overlayer magnetism. By comparison, Cu(001) exhibits stronger proximity effects since, as shown
in Fig. 2, the overlayer magnetic moments on Cu(001) are 0.3 PB smaller than on Ag(001).
Physically, the reduction of the overlayer magnetic moment results from (i) less (more) occupation
in the 3d band for majority (minority) spin due to the overlayer-substrate d-band hybridization
and (ii) the feedback of sp electrons into the overlayer region (also explained as a charge transfer
from the substrate [14]) which usually give a negative contribution to that from d electrons.
The proximity effects are especially important for Ni because of its small magnetic moment. As
shown in Fig. 2, the Ni magnetic moment decreases by 0.5 AB in Ni/Ag(001) and 0.7 pB in
Ni/Cu(001) - about 50% or more of the value for the free standing monolayer, 1.02 PB. It is not
surprising that, as predicted in FLAPW calculations [15] and also confirmed in experiments [16],
Ni monlayer becomes truly magnetically dead when sandwiched by Ag.

Mn and Cr monolayers exhibit AFM coupling of their giant magnetic moments for both
the isolated and adsorbed cases. Surprisingly, the greatly enhanced moment of Cr/Au is only
moderately reduced when Cr is itself covered by an additional Au layer. [17] The Cr magnetic
moment is as large as 2.90 PB, and a stable in-plane AFM coupling occurs for a Au/Cr/Au(001)
superlattice.

Whereas an isolated V monolayer is ferromagnetically ordered, the coupling changes dramat-
ically to antiferromagnetic ordering when deposited on a Ag(001) substrate. As revealed in our
recent studies, this phase transition can be attributed primarily to interfacial sp - d hybridization
(with a charge transfer from both Ag and V sites to the interfacial region). While most of the re-
cent experiments failed to detect unambiguous manifestations of ferromagnetism in V/Ag(001),
[18] one group claims to have done so. [19] The reason for this difference is still a point of
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Figure 2: The calculated magnetic moment of 3d transition metal monolayers on the Ag(001)
and Cu(001) substrates. Open (filled) circles denote the ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) ground
state.

controversy.

3d Overlavers On Transition Metal Substrates

Due to the strong interfacial d band hybridization between magnetic overlayers and transition
metal substrates, large overlayer relaxations and their strong interplay with the magnetism have
been found for these systems. As illustration, we cite here two examples (i) Fe/Ru(0001) and (ii)
Fe/W(001).

The Fe(lll)n/Ru(0001) overlayer system [20] and the hcp Fen/Ru- [21] superlattice were
reported to be "magnetically dead" when the number "n" of Fe layers is less than 2 (on the
surface) or 4 (in the superlattice). Strikingly, the ferromagnetism of the first 2 (4) Fe layers
can not be activated by deposition of successive FM Fe layers, as deduced from a thickness-
dependent extrapolation. [20] The calculated total energy difference and the magnetic moment
for the Fe/Ru(0001) system (using the FLAPW method) [22] are plotted in Fig. 3 with respect
to the nearest Fe-Ru distance. Obviously, (i) the in-plane AFM state lies lowest in energy and
thus becomes the stable ground state for Fe(111)/Ru(0001) - which explains the origin of the
observed "magnetically dead layers"; [20, 21] (ii) the magnetization affects the overlayer relaxation
strongly, from a 6% contraction for PM case to a 1% expansion for the FM and AFM cases; and
(iii) the magnetic moment becomes a strong function of the Fe-Ru distance, especially for the FM
phase. At the equilibrium position, the local magnetic moment of Al M Fe/Ru(0001) is 2.2 PB -
about reduced 30% from that of the free standing Fe monolayer (with the same pseudomorphic
geometry), 2.9 PB. Calculations carried out for Fe./Ru, superlattices [23] found that Fe is
magnetically dead when n=l. For thicker Fe films, the antiferromagnetic coupling through the
intervening Ru layers becomes more favorable.

By contrast, the interfacial interaction for Fe/W(001) is even stronger because of the roughness
of the bcc W(001) surface. Our FLAPW calculation results indicated that, although the free Fe
monolayer shows strong ferromagnetism with a large magnetic moment (3.1 PB), Fe/W(001) has
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Figure 3: The calculated total energy difference (solid lines) and magnetic moment (dashed lines)
for Fe/Ru(0001). Circles, squares and triangles represent results for paramagnetic, ferromagneticI
and antiferromagnetic states, respectively.

no stable or even metastable FM state. More importantly, the AFM state, with a magnetic
moment of 0.7 uBat the equilibrium position, is about 0.01 eV/cell lower than the PM state.
As was also the case for Fe/Ru(0001), [22] we found that a strong overlayer-substrate d band
hybridization usually leads to AFM coupling. Very interestingly, the FM of the previous "dead" Fe
layer can be activated by an additional Fe overlayer and the moments in the interface and surface
layers increase to 1.68 JUB and 2.43 JAB, respectively. Therefore, the observation of magnetism in
Fe/W(001) should vary dramatically between one and two layers.

Possibility of Magnetism in Non-magnetic 4d Elements

Since the 4d wave function is more spatially extended compared to the 3d's, their magnetic
properties are expected to be more sensitive to any small change of the environment. Indeed,
Pd(001) and Pd(ll) are predicted to be magnetically dead despite the expectation of magnetic
moment enhancement at the surface. A Pd monolayer was found to lose its magnetism on the
Ag(001) surface and even on MgO(001), which is found to be an almost perfect substrate (no
chemical interaction) for Fe overlayer magnetism. [24]

Strikingly, the magnetism of the free Rh monolayer is found to remain on the Ag(001) and
Au(001) substrates. [131 However, verification experiments failed to find any evidence of ferro-
magnetism in Rh/Ag(001) at temperatures down to 40 K. [25) To verify this discrepancy, FLAPW
calculations, including total energy determinations of the overlayer relaxation, were carried out
for the Rh/Ag(001), Ru/Ag(001), Ag/Rh/Ag(001) and Ag/Ru/Ag(001) systems. We found that:
(i) the overlayer relaxation is less than 2% for bo~h Ru/Ag(001) and Rh/Ag(001); (ii) FM order-
ing is confirmed to be the ground state for Rh/Ag(N0I) with a sizable magnetic moment of 0.96
jtB/atom, but that an additional Ag overlayer diminishes the magnetic moment to 0.46 /IB/atom.
and mor- importantly, reduces drastically the energy of magnetization from 0.039 eV/atom to al-
most zej. - explaining the lack of a FM signal in the SMOKE experiments; [25] (iii) considerable
charge redistributions for all the systems (accumulated in the interfacial region) suggests a strong

5,
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4d overlayer-substrate interaction; (iv) by contrast, the FM state lies much lower in energy than

the PM state for both Ru/Ag(001) and Ag/Ru/Ag(001) - which thus provides a more suitable
system for experimental verifications of 4d ferromagnetism than does Rh.

X-RAY MAGNETIC CIRCULAR DICHROISM

It is known that SOC induces orbital magnetic moments in magnetic materials. The calculated

orbital magnetic moment, < Lý >, was found to enhance significantly at the Ni(001) surface (0.08

PB) and in the free Ni monolayer (0.10 PB) compared to that for bulk Ni (0.036 PB). For Co
monolayer, a more drastic enhancement for L. has been found (0.16 PB vs 0.04 pB for bulk Co).

In fact, the perturbation of SOC on the wave functions is invers proportional to the band width,
thus the enhancement of < Lý > in low dimensions is expected due to the band narrowing.

Now the problem is how to isolate the small orbital contribution from the predominant spin
magnetic moment for 3d transition metal systems. The recent development of x-ray magnetic

circular dichroism (MCD) [26] sheds some light since an MCD sum rule has been proposed, [27]
which buildes up a direct connection between < L. > and the features of the MCD spectra as

fL3,+L a,.dE < L( >

fr,+L,(at+ no)dE 2NK(

Here a,,, = a+ -a- and at = a+ +•-, with &+, a- and ao representing the cross sections for left-,
right-circularly polarized and parallel polarized (along the direction of magnetization) incident

light. Compared to other techniques, the high element selectivity of MCD is especially useful for

identifying the magnetism from different specific atoms (e.g., impurity, surface or interface, etc.).

We carried out highly precise first principles calculations (based on the FLAPW method) and a

tight binding analysis and found that the MCD sum rule is valid only at high symmetry points

in the Brillouin zone (BZ). Thus, it cannot be applied to 3d transition metal systems for which i
strong interatomic hybridization is involved.

To calculate the MCD spectra from first principles theory, one actually determines the e.ergy

dependence of the difference between a+ and a-. For electric dipole transitions,

a+(E) = LI < o'jp+ti > Ij
2

(Eý - E, - E)dk (2)

Integrations of the angular and spin momentum parts result in the selection rules

A ±=1;;Am = +l;As = 0 (3)

We calculated the cross sections from both a first principles and a tight binding analytical way.
While the results obtained from these ways agree with each other and serve as a check of the

validity of the complex first principles calculations, we found that the MCD sum rule is the natural

result of our calculations for the f" point. Away from the high-symmetry k points, the LCAO wave
functions with different angular and magnetic quantum numbers are mixed up, and the validity

of the MCD sum rule becomes a question. Our highly precise FLAPW calculations indicate that
this MCD sum rule holds to within 5-10% for transition metal systems if the contributions from

the high-lying s and p states are excluded in the integrations in Eq (1). This can be done by

cutting the upper-limit of integrations for total absorption and Nh when the MCD spectrum
approaches zero (cf. Fig. 4) for both L3 and L2 peaks.

Fig. 4 presents the k-integrated at (dotted lines) and a. (solid lines) for the Ni monolayer;

of course, only the values above EF are detectable in absorption experiments. Physically, we

found that SOC plays the key role in MCD phenomena. SOC enhances (reduces) the L3 (L 2 )

absorption peak for the unoccupied states, and reduces (enhances) the L3 (L 2 ) absorption peak

for the occupied states. MCD measurements for the occupied states (spin-resolved emission

experiments) are highly desired to verify our other theoretical predictions.
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Figure 4: The k-integrated o,, (solid lines) and at (dotted lines) for a Ni(001) free standing
monolayer. The vertical EF lines separate the occupied and empty states. Arrows in panel point
out the position of side peaks.

MAGNETO-CRYSTALLINE ANISOTROPY

To determine the MCA, the SOC (H" = ff- E) must be included into the Hamiltonian.
In transition metal systems, since the SOC is much weaker compared to the crystalline field,
a perturbative (rather than self-consistent) treatment based on a force theorem [28] is usually
adopted in MCA calculations, in which the SOC induced change of total energy is given by
E" = Zo, c, - Eo fi. Now the problem is how to define the set {O'} of occupied states after
SOC is introduced. In all previous calculations, [29, 30] {O'} was defined solely by comparing
the eigen-energies, c', regardless of any information about their wave functions (Fermi filling).
This definition (i) results in a strong stochastic MCA energy distribution in the BZ and with
respect to the charge filling [30] and (ii) violates its basic assumption, i.e., minimal change of
the charge and spin densities required by the correct application of the force theorem. 128] This
is why previous first principles theoretical studies of MCA actually resulted in seemingly more
controversy than success. [30]

Very recently, we proposed a state tracking technique [31] to determine the set of occupied
states {0'1 which can ensure the stability of the calculated MCA energy with respect to the
number of k points, electron filling and even the SOC scaling factor. We treat the 1" in a second

variational way employing the eigenvalues and wave functions, TI'., obtained for the unperturbed
Hamiltonian, H', using the regular FLAPW method as basis. Whether the state q, should
be considered occupied is determined by tracking its projection onto the occupied states obj by

defining

= - q I-'12 (4)SjIe(ooo}

rather than using its energy E. Since HI' is very weak, this definition does not introduce any
ambiguity, i.e., the value of Pr' is either >99% or <1% (excluding degenerate state pairs which
have no contribution to MCA). In this sense, the newly occupied states give almost the same

' I

!/ i
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Figure 5: The calculated band structure (bottom panel, lines for minority spin states, circles for
majority spin states) and the distribution of the magneto-crystalline anisotropy energy along high
symmetry lines for the Co(001) monolayer. Numbers denote the symmetry properties of states.
The arrow points out the position of the surface pair coupling.

spatial distribution of the charge and spin densities - which ensures the correct application of
the force theorem. Furthermore, such a state-tracking procedure is done independently at each
k point; hence, the randomness in the BZ can also be removed.

We applied this state-tracking procedure to study the magnetic anisotropy of the Fe, Co
and Ni monolayers, Co/Cu(001) overlayer system and Cu/Co/Cu sandwiches. Stable calculated
results allow us to reveal important background physics and to provied general trend for the
MCA. For a simple demonstration, here we will discuss why Co (in plane) and Fe (perpendicular)
ultra thin films, favor different MCA directions.

The calculated band structure for the Co(001) monolayer is presented in the bottom panel
of Fig. 5. There are two important SOC contributions, i.e., (i) states 5 and 5" through L, and
(ii) states 1 and 5(5") through L.. As clearly shown in the top panel of Fig. 5, SOC between
5 and 5* contributes a positive MCA energy along the P direction. However, in most parts of
tLc Brilloula zone, SOC between 1 and 3 0j") becomes stronger (resulting in a negative MCA
energy) because of either the occupation of both 5 and 5* (around M) or IEl - csI < IEs - Cs.1
(along A). The calculated total MCA energy (integrated over the BZ) is -1.35 meV/atom for
the free Co monolayer - indicating an in-plane magnetization. Note that in the middle of the
r.line, states 1 and 5* become almost degenerate at EF, which results in a singularity of the
MCA energy as pointed out by an arrow. This so-called surface pair coupling requires special
treatment in some cases [31, 321. For Fe, the Fermi level shifts down by 0.5 eV. As a result, the
predominant SOC pair will be 5 - 5* (especially in the area around M) and the MCA energy
becomes positive in most of the BZ for the Fe monolayer. The calculated MCA energy for Fe
monolayer (with the same lattice constant as that for the Co(001) monolayer) is 0.42 meV/atom
- indicating a perpendicular magnetization.

le
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MAGNETO-OPTICAL EFFECTS

The surface magneto-optic Kerr effect (SMOKE) has recently been demonstrated to be a
powerful in situ characterization probe of the magnetic and magneto-optic properties of magnetic
films during the growth process. [33] Now it is well accepted that the Kerr effect results mainly
from the combined action of SOC and exchange interaction in the process of interband transitions.
[341 SOC acts as a magnetic field and thus breaks the symmetry between the absorption for left-
and right-handed circularly polarized photons. The exchange interaction, on the other hand,
separates the majority and minority spin states and allows a net rotation of the polarization
plane of the incident light. Since the Kerr effect is determined by SOC perturbations on the
wave functions (including states lying 10-20 eV above E.), a very accurate treatment of both the
semi-relativistic ground state properties (magnetic moment and band structures, etc.) and SOC
perturbation are essential to obtain correct results theoretically.

For the most important physical case of SMOKE, i.e., the polar Kerr effect, both the magne-
tization and the incident wave vector are perpendicular to the surface. Recently, we developed
an approach and a computer code to calculate Kerr effects for both bulk and thin film materials
based on the FLAPW method. Our goal is to explore the physical origin of the Kerr effects on the
microscopic level and , hopefully, to predict ultimately new magneto-optic materials. First results
obtained for the Ni(001) surface (simulated by 1, 3 and 5 layer slabs) and bulk Ni show that the
agreement between the calculated and measured curves for bulk Ni is acceptable considering that
the existing experimental values are highly scattered. [35] In addition, we found that there is
no simple (e.g., proportional) relationship between the intensity of the SMOKE signal and the
magnetic moment for a given photon energy.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, state-of-the-art ab initio LSD electronic structure calculations have achieved
great success in the exciting field of thin film magnetism, in both explaining existing phenomena
and, more importantly, in predicting the properties of new systems. Illustrative results demon-
strate that: (1) the lowered coordination number at clean metal surfaces leads to enhanced
magnetic moments; (2) inert substrates do not affect the magnetism in most cases, but show
significant effects on 4d overlayers; (3) the strong interaction (hybridization) with nonmagnetic
transition metals diminishes (entirely in some cases) the ferromagnetism and usually leads to
AFM ordering; (4) the magnetic anisotropy can be predicted correctly using the state-tracking
procedure; and (5) magneto-optical Kerr effect and magnetic circular dichroism can be exp) uned
in the framework of single particle interband transitions. In the future, electronic structure the-
ory is expected to continue play a more predictive role by considering more complex systems, by
eliminating the limitation of the local spin density approximation and developing more efficient
and precise methods.
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MECHANISM FOR THE MAGNETORESISTANCE OF PURE BULK
FERROMAGNETS AND COMPOSITE THIN FILM STRUCTURES

MARY BETH STEARNS
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Arizona State University. Tempe, Arizona, 85287

ABSTRACT

A unified explanation is given of the long-standing question of the origin of the low-
field magnetoresistance, MR. behavior in pure ferromagnetics and the large magnetoresistance
effects seen in magnetic layered and granular structures. It is shown that the main
contributions to these effects are due to the scattering that occurs at the magnetic boundaries
between non-aligned magnetic regions. This scattering occurs because the predominant
conduction electrons in 3d ferromagnetics are the highly polarized itinerant d electrons. As a
result of this polarization the majority-band d electrons are strongly reflected at an antiparallel
magnetic boundary due to a lack of available states for occupancy. The traversing electrons are
further scattered as they cross the boundary due to a discontinuity in the potential caused by the
interchange of their kinetic and exchange energies at the boundary. Expressions for the
magnetoresistance due to these scattering mechanisms are derived and shown to describe very
well the wide variety of magnetoresistance values and other features found in the literature forboth pure Fe and nano-structures of Fe or Co with non-magnetic materials. The MR

magnitude is seen to vary inversely with the domain size. Thus the domain size and sample
purity are seen to be the main factors that determine the magnitude of the MR effect in pure
ferromagnets. The large MR values seen in layered and granular magnetic structures arise from
the small effective domain size attainable in these structures. This is achieved by introducing a !
non-magnetic material into these structures which allows the effective domain size to be
decreased from the micron range of the pure ferromagnetic elements into the nanometer range.

INTRODUCTION

The low field magnetoresistance (MR) of the 3d ferromagnetic elements was
extensively studied in the 1960's and 1970's. It was found that at liquid He temperatures Fe
had huge magnetoresistance effects'- 6. For example, at 4.2K, a transverse MR effect of
magnitude 15 was reported in Ref. I and longitudinal magnitude of 7.8 along the <I I I>
direction was reported in Ref. 2. It was found' that the largest MR values were obtained in the
purest samples.

More recently several series of experiments in various laboratories have found that
sandwiches 7-11 or granular12-15 nano-structures containing magnetic and non-magnetic
materials have "large" low-field magnetoresistance values ranging up to -1. Several highly
parameterized versions of a theoretical explanation 7"16-17 based on the assumption that the
spin-up and spin-down electrons of the ferromagnet have appreciably different scattering
amplitudes for solute atoms of the non-magnetic element, have been proposed to explain these
results. However, the spin-dependent scattering rates used in these calculations for the solutes
in Fe have recently been shown'8 to be incorrect by a large factor and furthermore the
systematics of the magnitude of the measured MR effects do not correlate well with the
measured scattering rates; so these theories do not explain the experimental data well.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp, Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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The earlier MR effect in Fe had been attributed to scattering in the domain walls. e.g.
due to a spin-orbit interaction of the conduction electrons with the magnetic inhomogeneities in
the domain walls. However, no satisfactory theory was ever developed to explain the data
although one of the papers19 contained a scattering mechanism which is very similar to one of
those discussed here and previously presented elsewhere2 0 . However, in Ref. 19 it was
concluded that this mechanism would not give a large MR effec, necause the authors presumed.
in keeping with the popular belief at that time, that the conduction electrons were essentially
unpolarized s-like electrons.

Here it is shown that the MR behavior for both the pure materials and the nano-
stuctures can be explained by the scattering of the itinerant d electrons, di, as they cross
unaligned magnetic boundaries. These are the predominant conduction electrons in 3d
ferromagnetic transition metals 21.

CAUSE OF MAGNETORESISTANCE OF PURE FERROMAGNETS

The MR effect is defined as MR=[R(H)-RsatI/Rsaj where R(H) is the resistance of the
film with an applied field, H. and Rsat is the film resistance at a sufficiently high H value to
give magnetic saturation of the sample but not so high that there is an appreciable component of
the normal high-field galvomagnetoresistance. The maximum MR effect, MR', is then MR'=
(Rmax - Rmin)/Rmin. The salient features of the MR effect are that it reaches its maximum
when the net magnetization is zero, i.e., when there is the maximum amount of antiparallel
alignment in the sample. It then decreases to zero monotonically as the magnetization
increases.

A central point for understanding the MR effect is the realization that the conduction
electrons in ferromagnetic Fe are predominantly the highly polarized d-like (itinerant)
conduction electrons, di. These are the same electrons that cause the ferromagnetic coupling of
the local moments through the RKKY interaction2l. The fact that the major portion of the Fe
conduction electrons are itinerant d's is seen from the Fe band structure2 depicted in Fig. 1.
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The lowest bands are the 4sp-like electrons and the other five bands are the d electrons. It is
seen that four of the d-bands are rather flat corresponding to the localized d levels; in some
regions they have curvature due to hybridization with the 4sp-like electrons. The fifth d-band.
shown darkened for each spin. has a parabolic behavior with a curvature corresponding to an
effective mass of about that of a free electron. These are the itinerant d-like electrons. We have
labeled the orbital character of each band which crosses the Fermi level, di for the itinerant d's
and sp or s for the 4sp-like electrons. It is seen that the sp-like bands seldom cross the Fermi
level and so contribute very little to the conductivity. That this is so was strikingly seen in a
series of tunneling experiments between various ferromagnets and a superconductor by
Meservey et al. 23 which measured the spin-polarization of the tunneling electrons. It was
found that the spin polarization was proportional to the ferromagnetic moments. It was
shown24 that this proportionality occurred because the d, electrons are the main conduction
electrons. In contrast with tunneling from a normal metal, due to the d, electrons converting
their exchange energy into kinetic energy as they enter the tunneling region the values of the
Fermi level kF vectors in the ferromagnetic state explicitly appear in the expression of the
tunneling current. These kF values directly reflect the di band-splitting which is proportional to
the ferromagnetic moments.

As is well-known, the domains in a ferromagnetic material have the full magnetization;
i.e., the band splitting in all regions of a ferromagnetic material is always the full splitting.
Reduced magnetization of a sample only corresponds to the magnetization direction not being
the same for all domains. Thus. incomplete magnetization should be considered as the sample
being composed of varying amounts of parallel and antiparallel regions. This allows the use of
the simplified model for the magnetic boundaries, depicted in Figs. 2a and 2b, for derivinr.
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expressions for the resistivity arising from the scattering mechanisms discussed here.
The scattering giving rise to the MR of Fe is due to two effects. One contribution

comes from the reflection of majority electrons at an antiparallel magnetic boundary because the
occupied Fermi spheres for the spin-up and spin-down electrons differ greatly in size. This is
depicted schematically in Fig. 2a where we show a realistically scaled version of the size of the
Fermi spheres in Fe for the majority and minority di electrons. Where majority (minority) are
defined as the spins parallel (antiparaiel) to the direction of magnetization. As indicated, many
of the occupied majority states no longer exist in going from a region of parallel to antiparallel
magnetization since here the spin-up states are the minority states. Thus, as the majority di's
encounter a boundary, B. between M1 and M1L a fraction Rd are reflected. In contrast, the
spin-down electrons crossing the same boundary undergo no reflection from this effect since
there are sufficient available spin-down states in the M" region to accommodate them.
However, for Fe. Co and less so for Ni the conduction electrons are predominantly majority
spins.

Note that, in contrast to the behavior of the spin of a traversing neutron, an electron
spin does not follow the spin rotation in crossing a domain wall. This occurs for two reasons:
First, the wavelength of thermal neutrons is of the order of the atom separation while that of the
electrons at the Fermi surface is -6A for majority and -16A for minority di electrons. Second,
the transit time for thermal neutrons to cross a domain wall of 500A is -2xl0-i sec while that
the electrons at the Fermi level is ~IlxlO1 3 sec for minority electrons and -4x 10-14 sec for
majority electrons. Thus, while neutrons are able to adiabatically follow the spin direction in
the wall, the sudden approximation applies for the electrons and they do not change spin
direction in crossing a wall.

A second contribution to the scattering occurs at B for both majority and minority
electrons due to a change in the potential caused by the interchange of the kinetic and exchange
energies at the boundary as indicated in Fig. 2b and 2c. In crossing B the total energy of the
electrons remains the same but the kinetic energy, KE. of all majority spin electrons is reduced
by the amount of the exchange energy splitting, A. Thus in crossing B the majority electrons at
the Fermi level remain at EF but with a reduced kF value corresponding to that of the minority
spin. Such electrons are denoted by 1 in Fig. 2b. In a similar manner majority electrons with a I
KE = A end up at the bottom of the minority bands as they cross B. Such electrons are denoted

by 2 in Fig. 2b. All the majority electrons having a KE less than A have no states available for
occupancy as they attempt to cross B; so they are reflected at B. These states are depicted by
the darkened curves in Fig. 2b. In contrast all minority states have an increase in KE equal to
A upon crossing B. So they go into states near the top of the majority bands leaving
unoccupied lower k-value states. Corresponding minority states that traverse B at EF and the
bottom of the minority band are also labeled I and 2 respectively.

The reflectivity from the this scattering contribution due to the discontinuous potential at
an antiparallel boundary for both the majority and minority electrons is given by the well-
known expression for the reflectivity from a step potential depicted in Fig. 2c.

R, = [(I + A/•I)1/2 - 11 / I(1 + A/Il)12 + 11 (1)

Where A is the exchange splitting of the di bands antu -1 is the normal energy component of the
minority state when the incident electron is either entering or leaving the step potential.

Due to the random orientation of the domains at M=O the current which is parallel to the
domain walls in bulk Fe samples is small. Thus considerations of whether the scattering is
specular or non-specular at the magnetic boundaries is unimportant here.
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CALCULATION of MR for PURE FERROMAGNETS

The maximum resistivity occurring for complete antiparallel alignment, pl", is the sum
of the magnetic boundary scattering, PMB, and all the other types of scattering which are
present when there are no magnetic boundaries. p1T thus pTl=pMB + pTT. We assume that
the various types of scattering are independent and p 1"= Pimpurity + Pmagnon + Pphono- Thus
the maximum MR value is given by

MR'= (p•" _p1"T)/pTTl=pMB /PTT (2)

Many of the derivations made to obtain the resistivity giving rise to the low field MR
have used the Boltzmann-equation approach1 6

.
25 to justify the use of the semiclassical kinetic

free-electron expression foi the resistivity. Here we assume that this is valid, and applies well
to the parabolic bands of the di 's, so that we use the well-known expression p = m/(ne2 T) to
derive the resistivity PMB-

Let us calculate PMB for pure Fe at low temperatures where PMB is the predominant
contribution to the resistivity at M--O. Consider the hypothetical case where all adjacent
domains are aligned antiparallel, as shown in Fig. 2. Let nT and ni be the number of majority
and minority di electrons per unit volume respectively and ET-.J be the collision times
correspondin to the transit time between antiparallel magnetic boundaries. We then have
pT.4 l= m/(n't.e2TTJ,). Since here we are concerned only with the maximum MR' value

corresponding to no net magnetization, the system is completely symmetric for t and I spins.
Thus the mean-free-path, mfp, is given by X =vFlTt=v•1't. Substituting n=kF3/12n 2 for bcc
Fe, the resistivities in terms of the Fermi wave vectors are given by

plT.1= 12,r 2h/ (e2).kFl.,2)

We must now decide how the two spins channels should be added in order- to obtain
pMB. There are two extreme cases, one where the two channels are completely mixed so that
p' and p, should be added in series first and then in parallel giving

PMB = p0+ P1 = (612h/e2)Ms)(l/kF'2+l/kFt2). (3)

The other extreme is no mixing so that pT and p4 should be added in parallel, giving

PMB = ptpI/(pT+p.)= (121E2h/e2XMB)/(kF12+kFT2). (4)

Where the mfp, XMB, for scattering is the average distance traveled by the conduction electrons
between being scattered by magnetic boundaries. Note that all quantities in Eqs. 3 and 4 are
known except XMB. The degree of mixing depends on the magnitude of the reflectivity at the
boundaries.

It is of interest to comment on the difference between the two spin channel model for
this resistivity and that used to derive the spin-dependent scattering cross-sections of solute
atoms in ferromagnetic hosts18t 26 . In that case, in order to avoid effects due to the
magnetoresistance, the measurements are made in applied fields which are strong enough to
remove all the domains. The zero field resistivity values used to determine the spin-dependent

Jr

i I
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cross-sections are then obtained by extrapolating the measured resistivities back to zero field26 .
The applied field thus prevents the mixing of the spin up and down channels by the domains
and under these conditions at low temperatures the observed resistivity is due to the spin up
and down channels conducting independently in parallel.

Estmate L~hm

In order to estimate the mfp for a sample at M=O we idealize the system to be an array
of volumes with average linear dimension of D where each volume is surrounded by volumes
having antiparallel alignment. In Fig. 3 we depict the possible scattering processes for both

-T IM + T. 'R S ,I,t" R- RA, l •÷R

:G
-'-R + R41R. .R + R, Rs

L ------- - - -L -.. J

t Fig. 3. Schematic diagram for calculation of XMB.

majority and minority electrons in crossing the antiparallel boundaries of such an array. We
obtain the average mfp. XMB, by summing over all possible weighted XMB values.

Consider an electron that has just been scattered at boundary (1). At the next magnetic
boundary (2) a spin up (majority) electron has a probability of reflection of RM given by
RM=Rd + TdRs or Rs + TsRd =Rd+ Rs-RdRs while a spin down (minority) electron has a prob-
ability of reflection of Rs due only to the step potential at the boundary. T is the probability of
transmission, equal to I -R. As indicated in Fig. 3 if an electron is not reflected at a magnetic
boundary it switches roles between majority and minority in the next domain so the probability
of reflection at the next boundary (3) is Rs for a spin up electron and RM for a spin down
electron. Summing over all the possibilities the average mfp for a majority electron starting at
boundary (1) is thus given by

XM= DRM + 2DTMRs +3DTMTsRM+4DTM2TsRs+5DTM 2Ts2RM + .-

or = D(RM+ 2RsTM) X (2n- 1) (TMTs)n-I.
n=l

By expanding and dividing 1/(1 - T) 2 it is easily seen that

I
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X n Tn-l= 1/(1 - T) 2 ; also using I Tn-I /(l - T),
n=l n=1

we obtain

).m= D(RM+ 2RsTM) [2/(I-TMTs) 2 
- I/(-TMTs)]

In a similar manner it can be shown that the mfp for a minority electron starting at boundary (1)
or the majority electron starting at boundary (2) is given by

Xmo= D(Rs+ 2RMTs) X (2n-1) (TMTs)n-I
n=l

Since the mfp, XMH, for boundary scattering in a ferromagnet of with an equal number of an-
tiparallel domains of average size D is completely symmetric for majority and minority elec-
trons it is given by XMB=(XM+Xm)/ 2 so we finally get

).MB=D[3( RM + Rs)/2 -2RsRM}[2/(I-TMTs) 2 - I/(1-TMTs)I (5)

The actual magnetization of the domains in polycrystalliae Fe samples at M=- is
composed of a complex array of regions magnetized in various directions. This can be taken
into account by multiplying PMB by a factor, A, obtained by averaging (1-cosO)/2) over all
directions where 0 is the angle between the magnetization directions of two adjacent domains.
Thus A= J(1-cos0)/2) p(0)dfW41t, where p(8) is the probability distribution of 0. The value of
A is 1 for a system where all the adjacent domains are antiparallel [p(0O)--(-] and 1/2 for
completely random orientation of the domains (p(0)= 11. Thus

MR'=APMB /pT (6)

For an incompletely aligned sample having magnetization, M. less than the saturation
magnetization, Ms. the resistivity, CMB. is given by qMB = Af(M/Ms)PMB. For M<Ms in the
region of domain wall motion the size of the domains is no longer equal so the value of XMB
differs from that derived above. In general it has been found experimentally that the
magnetoresistanze varies less rapidly than M and the functional form of f(M/Ms) has been
taken to vary as I1-(IM IMsl)nJ with n>l. Since here we are only concerned with the maximum
MR values the exact dependence on M is not considered further.

For Fe at iow temperatures, where Pmagnon and Pphonon are negligible, we have MR'=
ApMB /Pimpurily- In this case MR' becomes very large for the pure samples and strongly
depends upon the purity, as observed'. At room temperature pphonon generally dominates and
is much larger than PMB so MR' is less than a percent.

to
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EVALUATIONS of MR' for Fe

We can evaluate MR' for Fe as follows. The average kFT and kF 1 values from band
calculations and de Haas-van Aiphen measurements 27 for Fe are l.IA-I and 0.42A-1 respec-
tively. This corresponds to the number of majority and minority di electrons of 0.26 and 0.015
electrons per atom respectively.

The density of states or the number of minority di states in a shell of thickness AE at
the Fermi level is -38% of the number of majority states. Thus the reflectivity due to the lack
of states for occupancy in crossing a magnetic boundary is Rd -62% . An estimate of the
reflectivity due to the step potential at a magnetic boundary, Rs, can be made using Eq. 1. The
minimum reflectivity of the electrons is obtained for incident angles perpendicular to the
boundary with E = £F1. From band calculations 22 A/EFL-3-5 for Fe so the minimum
reflectivity from the step potential at the boundary is Rs(min) -0.3-0.4. In order to calculate
the mean Rs more accurately a complex average over the incident angles and energies for the
actual domain structure must be made. However it can be seen that the from Eq. 5. that XME/D
is quite insensitive to the value of Rs. This is shown in Fig. 4 where we show the dependence
of) MB/D of the value of Rs for the values of Rd .corresponding to Fe, Co and Ni. Since XMB

5.0 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Ni.
4.0-C.'

3.0 -Feel 2.0--

1.0

.I I I I I I I
0.00 0.2 0.4 R 0.6 0.8 1

S

Fig. 4. Variation of XMB/D with Rs for values of Rd = 0.62, 0.47 and 0.38 for Fe, Co and Ni
respectively.

is not strongly dependent on Rs we assume Rs- 0.5 which gives RM- 0.81 and XMB -1.5D for
Fe. Using the Fe kF values given above we obtain for the two extreme cases of Eqs. 3 and 4

PMB= 1.6/%MB (mixed) and pMB= O.4AMB (no mixing).

Where pMB is in pla-cm and XMMB is in gim. Taking PMB to be the average of the two extreme
cases we have PMB - IAMB. The maximum magnetoresistance is thus given by

MR' -A/(1.5D pT).

¢,2

I
I,
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Defining MR' to be Ap/pTT we have Ap = A/MB To the extent that D and p(O) are temp-
erature independent, Ap is independent of temperature. However, D may vary somewhat with
temperature since at lower temperatures there may be more nucleation centers which give rise to
smaller domains.

Since at M=0 for polycrystalline Fe the domains are aligned randomly we take A= V2.
We thus get an estimate of the average domain size from the expression

Ap (lafQ-cm)-:- 1/(3Doim)).()

We now evaluate and compare the quantities derived above with data given in the
literature and summarized in Table 1. Since Ap is determined experimentally the only

Table 1. Calculated Ap and the average domain size, D, from D=I/(3Ap) for several Fe sam-
ples from the Pmin and MR' values given in the literature. W indicates that the sample was an
Fe whisker.

Size Pmin MR' Ap D(Jim) MR'(RT) Ref.
Lxw (4.2 0) (4.2 0) (4.2 0) meas calc

(mm) (lO 3PU-cm) (lO' 2 ýQl-cm) (%)

n.a. 1.76 15 2.6 19
-5x0.2w 4.85 9 4.4 11 I
25x3.1 5.0 7.2 3.6 14 6

~20x0.4w 11 0.88 1.0 50 5

-40x4 15 1.5 2.3 22 4
25x3.1 19 1.3 2.5 20 6
,-6x0.24W 22.0 1.2 2.6 19 Ž0.1 0.27 2

-6x0.3w 20.0 0.8 1.6 31 ,-0.14 0.17 2
-23xl -27 0.43 -1.2 -42 2

25x3.1a 229 0.16 3.7 14 6

25x3.Ib 429 0.07 3.0 17 6

25x3.lc 910 0.033 3.0 17 6

25x3.ld 850 0.07 6.0 8 6
25x3.1e 1600 0.038 5.7 9 6

25x3.1f 1950 0.02 3.9 13 6

a. 0.25 wt% Co c. 0.92 wt% Co e. 0.54 wt% Cr
b. 0.50 wt% Co d. 0.25 wt% Cr f. 0.70 wt% Cr

t
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undetermined quantity in our formulation is the average domain size in the samples. The
domain size for Fe samples described in the literature has been roughly estimated3-28 in the
literature to be D--101m (the domain wall thickness in Fe is - 0.05pim). As a check on the
model we derive the domain sizes to compare to the estimated size. The lengths and average
rectangular widths of a number of Fe samples are listed in the first column of Table I. The
measured values of p" and MR' at 4.2K are given in the second and third columns. The
values for Ap = MR'p'T" are listed in column four. Using these values the D values obtained
from Eq. 7 are listed in column five of Table I. We see that most of the samples have average
D values between 10-20 psm.. Considering that the samples differ widely in shape and purity,
the D values obtained are satisfactorily close to the estimated domain size. Since the Ap
values, (l-6)xl0"2 pf-cm, are similar for all the samples, we see that the MR' values at 4.2K
for these samples are mainly determined by the purity of the sample, with the purest samples
having the largest MR' values.

In two cases the MR' values were also measured at room temperature so we have calcu-
lated these values assuming that Ap is the same at RT as at 4.2K and using a room temperature
resistivity value, p77 = 9.7 I90-cm. We see that the estimated values for MR' at room
temperature are in good agreement with the measured values.

From Table I we see that the alloy samples tend to have smaller domain sizes. This
trend is expected since the solute atoms act as nucleation centers for domains and thus the do-
main sizes in the alloys should be smaller than in pure Fe. Surprisingly this is a small effect
here which may be due to segregation of the solute atoms at grain boundaries. However, it is
seen that the solute atoms strongly increase the pTT values which causes the MR' values to de-
crease rapidly with the increasing solute concentration. Thus the two mechanisms causing
magnetic boundary scattering of the highly polarized di electrons account very well for the wide
variety of behavior seen for the magnetoresistance of pure Fe.

For device application it is of great interest to maximize tlhc MR effect at room
temperature. We now see that the way to do this is by decreasing the domain size, or distance
between magnetic boundaries. If it were possible to decrease the effective domain size to a
distance of 10 nm for pure Fe we would have Ap -33 jQ-cm or an achievable MR' value of
the order of -3 at room temperature. We will see that the layered and especially the granular
structures are favorable structures in which this occurs.

MR of LAYERED OR GRANULAR NANO-STRUCTURES

We make the reasonable assumption that the mechanism of the MR effect is the same in
these structures as in pure Fe, namely the existence of magnetic boundaries between unaligned
magnetic regions in the structures. However here the magnetic regions are also be separated by
non-magnetic regions. The non-alignment in these structures can be caused by a variety of
mechanisms besides domain boundaries, such as: exchange coupling between neighboring
magnetic layers which are separated by non-magnetic layers, different coercive fields in nearby
regions which give rise to complex hysteresis loops of the sample, and random orientation of
non-interacting magnetic globules as in granular structures. In real films, especially the multi-
layer structures, the MR effect is often a combination of these mechanisms and thus they are
"-ery difficult to analyze. Moreover, upon viewing many of these structures with high
resolution cross-section transmission electron microscopy it has been found that the multilayer
films are often of very poor structural quality. They frequently appear to be more a granular
rather than a layered structure; especially after the first few layers.

The CoxAgl-x granular structures are an ideal prototypical system for the model
presented here. The Co and Ag are immiscible since the surface free energy of Co is about
twice that of Ag29 and the Co and Ag are poorly lattice matched. Thus the Co atoms ai e found
to form single domain particles which are embedded in a Ag matrix. Recent experiments,
which are reported elsewhere in this conference, have shown that for this system all the Co

11
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atoms have essentially the full moment of 1.7 Bohr magnetons and reside in pure Co single
domain globules At Co concentrations lower than -37 at.% the Co particles are magnetically
isolated and the films are superparamagnetic. The average size of the single domain globules is
determined independently from the superparamagnetic behavior and found to have radii of -23-
26A. The globules are embedded in volumes of -60A on a side. The same model as used to
describe the pure ferromagnetic magnetoresistance, modified only to take into account the
additional scattering due to a potential step at the Co-Ag interfaces and in the non-magnetic
regions, fits the data excellently. Due to the small distance between magnetic boundaries,
-60A, the MR' values are large; e.g.. 31% at RT and 65% at NT for a film with 37 at.% Co.
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Spin Polarized Zlectron spectroscopies of 3d and 4f Systems
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Department of Physics and Institute for Surface and Interface
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Abstract

Recent results from spin polarized electron spectroscopic
studies of surfaces and ultrathin films are presented. The mag-
netic coupling of 3d transition metals (Cr,Kn) to the Fe(100)
surface is studied by spin polarized electron energy loss
spectroscopy. The first atomic layer of Cr and Mn aligns an-
tiparallel to the Fe. For larger thicknesses we find evidence
for layer-by-layer antiferromagnetic order. In the range of 1-6
atomic layers the behavior is more complex with the surface of
the Cr films showing preferential ferromagnetic alignment while
the Mn surface aligns antiparallel to the Fe substrate.
Secondary electrons from Gd(O001) surfaces are shown to be
highly spin polarized. However, no enhancement mechanism at low
kinetic energy as in the 3d transition metals is observed in-
dicating the absence of strongly spin dependent inelastic scat-
tering in Gd. Temperature dependent spin polarized 4f photoemis-
sion results show almost complete polarization demonstrating
ferromagnetic surface coupling. However, a perpendicular surface
magnetization component is found indicating surface spin
canting. A large enhancement of the surface Curie temperature is
also present.

I. Introductiom

Spin polarized electron spectroscopies have played a major role
in the studies of magnetism of surfaces and ultrathin films(l].
One of the main advantages of electron spectroscopies is their
intrinsic surface sensitivity due to the short mean free path of
low-energy electrons in solids.
This paper reviews recent results using three different spin
polarized electron techniques. Spin polarized electron energy
loss spectroscopy (SPEELS) was used to study the magnetic struc-
ture of ultrathin epitaxial 3d transition metal layers (Cr and
Mn) on Fe(100) substrates. The intriguing magnetic properties of
the Gd(0001) surface were studied by spin polarized secondary
electron emission spectroscopy (SPSEES) and spin polarized
photoemission spectroscopy (SPPES) on thick epitaxial Gd films
on W(ll0).

11. The magnetic order of 34 transition metal overlayers on
Fe(LO) studied by SPEXLS

In spin polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy (SPEELS) a
polarized electron beam is scattered off a surface and the in-
tensity and polarization of the scattered electrons are measured
as a function of energy loss. In the case of a ferromagnetic
surface the scattering intensity depends on the alignment be-
tween the surface majority-spin direction and the incident beam
polarization. One defines a scattering asymmetry A as the nor-
malized difference between scattering intensities for beam

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. •193 Materials Research Society
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polarization parallel and antiparallel to the sample majorily
spin direction: A=(l/Po)( -Ii4)/(It+IW)
SPEELS experiments on elemental 3 ferromagnetic surfaces
(Ni,Fe,Co) have shown large negative asymmetries in the range of
small energy losses[2-4]. This means that spin-down electrons
undergo inelastic scattering with a higher probability than
spin-up electrons. Although the absolute values of the scatter-
ing asymmetries cannot be directly interpreted e.g. in terms of
surface magnetization (for instance Ni shows a larger scattering
asymmetry than Fe) the existence of non-zero scattering asym-
metries reveals the presence of a net surface magnetic moment.
The scattering asymmetries in SPEELS have been shown to be
caused mainly by spin-flip scattering of incoming spin-down
electrons (spin-down flip processes). Spin polarization analysis
of the scattered electrons allows one to directly determine the
individual spin resolved scattering rates, in terms of flip and
non-flip processes.
For the study of magnetic properties the flip-down scattering
processes (i.e. incoming spin-down, scattered spin-up electron)
are the most interesting ones. The mechanism (proceeding via ex-
change scattering) is indicated in a schematic exchange-split
density of states in Fig. 1. The incoming spin- down electron
falls into an empty minority-spin state above E7 and a spin-up
electron from an occupied level is emitted. Experiments have
shown rather broad spin-flip energy loss spectra on the fer-
romagnetic metals with the maximum of the flip-down energy loss
spectrum corresponding to the average exchange splitting. Thus
one can approximately correlate the maximum of the flip-down in-
tensity spectrum with the surface exchange splitting and thereby
get an indirect estimate of the the surface magnetic moments.

Zn our experiments the polarized
electron beam is derived from a
GaAs source which provides spin

E polarizations in the range of
P0 -25%. A transversely polarized
beam is created by deflecting the
emitted electrons electrostatically
by 900. The spin polarization can

AE be easily switched between up and
.. down by changing the helicity cf

the exciting light from a AlGaAs
laser diode between left and right
circular polarization by a Pockels
cell. The kinetic energy of the

E electron beam for the SPEELS ex-
PI tF periment is usually set at around

30 eV. At these low energies ex-
change effects are large leading to
large spin-flip scattering
intensities. The scattered
electrons are energy analyzed in a
1800 hemispherical analyzer and
their polarization is then measured

Fig. 1 in a 100 kV Mott detector. The to-
Schematic of the flip tal energy resolution is about 300
process for a spin-down meV. The total scattering angle in
electron the experiment is fixed at 900.

I
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SPEELS data are taken in off-
specular geometry (200) in

Exchange Asymmetry order to suppress the spin
independent dipole scattering

40 events which dominate the

loss spectrum in specular
direction[5].

20 The magnetic coupling of Cr
tMLCr IMLCr to Fe has been of particular

0 ._3. interest as a model system
0 due to the maqnetoresistance

effects encountered in
20 MLCr Fe/Cr/Fe sandwiches and

-20 superlattices. Two-monolayer
period oscillations were
found in the magnetic cou--40r Fe • , piing in well-prepared

epitaxial Fe/Cr/Fe sandwich
0 I 2 3 structures[6,7]. This be-

Energy Lost (eV) havior suggests that the Cr
films exhibit ferromagnetic

Fig. 2 (100) sheets with subsequent
Asymmetry spectra for various layers aligned antiferromag-
Cr layer thicknesses on Fe(100) netically (as in the bulk

magnetic structure of Cr)
with the moments pinned at the Fe interface. We therefore
decided to study the surface of free Cr films deposited on
Fe(100). The coupling of Cr monolayers on Fe(100) had been
studied before by spin polarized core level photoemission
spectroscopy and was shown to be antiferromagnetically aligned
to the Fe moments[8]. In our experiments we followed the evolu-
tion of the spin dependence in the SPEELS measurements as the
thickness of the Cr layers was slowly increased in sub-monolayer
increments. The Cr films were evaporated onto an Fe(100) surface

which was itself an
epitaxial film grown

on a bulk Cr(100)
Cr/Fe(IO0) crystal. The thick Fe

-30 film (30-50 layers)
could be magnetized
remanently in-plane

---0 -4 by a current pulse
through a magnetizing

- coil below the
r_,o -2 sample. The films

were evaporated at
"' 2000 and the SPEELS

S0measurements were
VV V taken at lower tem-

* peratures (around
L L - 50o C) . Sample

0 2 4 * .0 . 4 quality was checked
Cr Thicknes (ML) by LEED and Augerspectroscopy. For

Fig. 3 more details on the
Thickness dependence of the asym- preparation process
metry at 1.9 eV energy loss see Ref. 9). Fig. 2

I
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shows a few representative asymmetry spectra starting with the
bare Fe(lO0) surface. The large negative asymmetry values on the
bare Fe prove that the Fe films are magnetized to saturation.
With the addition of a monolayer Cr the asymmetries change sign
and the spectral distribution changes dramatically (see below)
with the asymmetry maximum shifting to smaller energy losses
around 1.9 eV. The change in sign directly demonstrates the an-
tiferromagnetic alignment of the Cr monolayer in agreement with
the polarized photoemission results. We followed the evolution
of the scattering asymmetries as a function of Cr thickness by
tuning the spectrometer to 1.9 eV energy loss and adding Cr in
submonolayer quantities. The asymmetries are shown in Fig. 3.
One clearly sees a two-monolayer period oscillation in the data
demonstrating the layer-by-layer antiferromagnetic structure of
the Cr films. However, in the thickness range of 1-6 layers the

behavior is more complex. This might
SPEELS I be due to changes in the electronicstructure for these very thin films:etO0) •o which are not yet described by the•bulk electronic structure. One has

to stress also that the SPEELS ex-
periment is sensitive to the surface

S--magnetization only.Non-fl0 [The asymmetry maximum around 1.9 eV
energy loss is caused mainly by
spin-flip excitations as shown in
Fig. 4 where we show a few repre-
sentative spin resolved energy loss

Mspectra. The flip channel shows an
intensity maximum around 1.9 eV
energy loss. In accordance with the
general picture we interpret this as n
the average exchange splitting at

Non -fo the surface of the Cr film. From
4Nft (unpolarized) photoemission spectra

on bulk Cr(100) surfaces a surface
moment of 2.4 ju was deducedClO] in

c agreement with theoretical predict-
'Iions of a greatly enhanced surface

- ML Cr/Fo(IOO) FlI0 moment of 2 .5-3 Ai as compared to
the maximum of 0.5 U, in the bulk.
The calculations show an average
surface exchange splitting on the
order of 3 eVll]. Thus, while our

Non-flip data qualitatively support an en-
hanced surface moment the magnitude
of our measured exchange splitting
points to a value somewhat lower
than the calculations.

1-________., As a first step toward a systematic
0 1 2 3 study of the coupling of other 3d

Energy Loss (eV) metals to Fe we investigated the
magnetic structure of Mn films on
Fe(100) in a similar manner. Bulk

Fig. 4 manganese has a complicated magnetic
Spin resolved energy loss structure. Fe/Mn/Fe sandwiches have
spectra for Cr on FelOO) recently been studied by Purcell et

A$
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al.[12] who found antiferromag-
netic Fe-Fe coupling for Mn in-

SPEELS terlayers thicker than 6-8
C¢) layers. The coupling strength

was reported to show two-layer
oscillation period, however. We
grew Mn films on Fe(lOO) at
about 1000 C. The Mn grows in a
tetragonally distorted bcc

1structure (bct). For details of
the sample preparation and
characterization see Ref. 13.
The SPEELS spectra taken at

-30 -100 0 C are shown in Fig. 5
~ for a three monolayer film. We

see a strong spin-flip struc-
Sb) 3ML Mn/Fe F,, ture around 2.9 eV energy loss.

For this thickness the asym-
a metry is opposite to the bare

So Fe asymmetry, showing the an-
tiferromagnetic alignment of
the Mn surface moments. The

aCP average exchange splitting of
2.9 eV compares well with

4 •theoretical electronic struc-
ture calculations which yield
magnetic moments of 2.5-3 1uBQ. and exchange splittings of 2.5-

0 2 3 4 5 T 3 eV for Mn structures similar
Energy Loss (eV) to the ones encountered in the I

present films (for more details
Fig. 5 see Refs. 13 and 14.
Asymmetry (a) and spin re- The thickness dependence of the
solved SPEELS spectra (b) asymmetry at 2.9 eV energy
for three atomic layers of loss is shown in Fig. 6
Mn on Fe(100) over the range 0-10 layers. As

in the case of Cr, the Mn
monolayer couples antiferio-

*-0 magnetically. Two-layer oscil-
lations are clearly visible
suggesting a layered antifer-

Sromagnetic structure.
Interestingly, the very thin
layers again behave dif-

E ferently. In the case of Mn the
E surface moments are aligned
* .4 0 preferentially .antiarallel to

the Fe substrate in the range
up to 5 layers while the Cr

10 surface showed parallel
alignment.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10 We want to stress here that the
Mn Thickness (M) presence of non-zero asym-

Fig. 6 metries proves the existence of
Thickness dependence of the a acrosconic net magnetic
scattering asymmetry for Mn moment over the diameter of the
on Fe(100) at -1 0 00 C electron beam which is a few mm

!I
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wide. Another interesting point is the sensitivity to the over-
layer thickness in the SPEELS experiment compared to other
electron spectroscopic techniques. Obviously a high surface sen-
sitivity is required in order not to average out the signal over
perpendicular layers. Unguris et al. [15] were able to detect
the surface magnetic moments in wedge shaped Cr films on Fe(lO0)
whiskers using scanning electron microscopy with polarization
analysis (SEMPA). The accepted probing depth (exponential decay
function) in secondary electron emission spectroscopy on 3d
transition metals is about 3 atomic layers. This is consistent
with tt-ir reported decay of the spin polarization as Cr is
deposit-d on the Fe substrate. From the decay of the SPEELS
asymmetry in Fig. 4 an exponential probing depth of only about
one layer is apparent. We attribute this extremely short probing
depth to the fact tfat in SPEELS the scattered electrons have to
penetrate into and •x'lt from the sample while for secondary
electrons the probing depth is determined by the attenuation
length of the outgoing electrons only. In addition, in SPEELS
the electrons enter and exit at an angle (about 450) to the sur-
face normal whereas secondary electrons are usually collected
for normal emission. Thus, these two factors explain the dif-
ference in the eficctive probing depth of SPEELS and SEMPA.
Photoemission is expected to have a surface sensitivity similar
to SEMPA. The failure to observe the layered antiferromagnetic
ordering in polarized core level spectroscopy (83 might have
been due to insufficient surface sensitivity. A probing depth of
one layer in SPEELS has also been reported by Zhang et al. in
experiments on Mo/Cu(100)[16].

III. Spin polarised secondary electron emissi" spectrum from
Gd(O001) I
Low energy secondary electrons are emitted from a -. lid surface
upon the bombardment by energetic electrons. The spin polariza-
tion of the low-energy secondary electrons has been used to
study the magnetism of surfaces and thin films of 3d transition
metals. As in SPEELS, a direct interpretation of the magnitude
of the measured polarization in terms of the surface magnetiza-
tion is difficult for two reasons. First, the polarization is an
average over the probing depth (three atomic layers in the 3d
transition metals). Second, the low-energy electron spin
polarization is in general = equal to the net magnetization.
Instead, it is wall established that the poLgrization from fer-
romagnetic 3d transition metal surfaces is enhanced over the 3d
band polarization by a significant amount (2-3 times) at very
low secondary electron energies (<10 eV). Only at higher
energies (10-20 eV) does the polarization gradually approach the
net magnetization value. The polarization enhancement is at-
tributed to spin d*pendent inelastic scattering due to Stoner
excitations (spin flip scattering). While this model gives a
qualitative account of the observed spin polarization in all the
3d metals the situation is less clear for other systems, e.g.
the rare earth. Paul et al. [17] showed that secondary electrons
from Gd are indeed spin polarized.
We have studied the spin polarization spectrum from the Gd(0001)
surface. The first question of interest was how much do the 4f
levels, which carry the bulk of the magnetic moment, but are
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well below (8 eV) the Fermi level, actually contribute to the
secondary electron emission. The second question concerns the
presence and magnitude of possible polarization enhancement
mechanisms. Due to the very different electronic structure of
the rare earths compared to the 3d metals one might expect very
different scattering mechanisms to be at work in these
materials.
Our studies were carried out on thick (400 1) epitaxial Gd(O001)
films grown on W(110). The studies were performed in a UHV sys-
tem previously used in the studies of the magnetic reorientation
transition in ultrathin Fe films on Cu(100) and Aq(lO0)(18]. The
secondary electrons were excited by an unpolarized 1 keV primary
electron beam impinging on the surface at an angle of about 450.
Secondary electrons are extracted in normal emission geometry by
applying a negative bias voltage to the sample. After energy
analysis in a 900 spherical electrostatic energy analyzer spin
polarizations are measured in a medium-energy (25-30 kV)
retarding-field Mott detector. The Gd films were grown in UHV on
a W(110) substrate by evaporation from a W crucible. The films
were remanently magnetized in-plane by a magnetic field pulse.
The growth mode of Gd on W is critically dependent on the growth
conditions. At elevated temperature the films grow in a three
dimensional Stranski-Krastanov mode. While these films show
sharp LEED patterns it is believed that they exhibit a sig-
nificant amount of surface roughness. The other growth method
which is believed to yield smoother surfaces is to deposit the
film at room temperature and then anneal to 630 K for a few
minutes. It was found that the room temperature grown films show
higher spin polarizations than the high temperature films[19].

Therefore, we are concerned
only with the "better" low tom-

Gd0O0O1 perature grown films for the
moment. The hysteretic
properties of the films was
studied by in-situ magneto-

o optical Kerr loops to ensure
full remanence[20].
Fig. 7 shows a spectrum of the

C secondary electron intensity
and the spin polarization as a

40 i function of kinetic energy at a
.sample temperature of 150 K.
The intensity shows the typical

C distribution with the strong
SJ maximum at low energies. The
ZO spin polarization is almost

constant at a value of 30-32%
'0 jin the energy range 1.5-7 eV.

At lower energies, however, the
00 polarization drops

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 significantly. This polariza-
EK (ev) tion behavior is drastically

different from that of the 3d
Fig. 7 transition metals. First, the
Intensity and polarization constancy of the polarization
spectrum of secondary suggests that no significant
electrors from Gd(0001) enhancement mechanism due to

f
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spin dependent inelastic scattering
is at work. In the absence of

C d polarization enhancement the
polarization should then reflect the
surface magnetization. The magnetic
moment of Gd at zero temperature is
7.6 uB of which 7 /uB is carried by
the 4f shell and 0.6 uB is due to

4f° conduction band polarization. A
schematic of the electronic structure
of Gd is shown in Fig. 8. The conduc-

Er tion band polarization is 20%. The
.2 8 expected secondary electron polariza-

tion then depends on the relative
contributions from the 4f states and

4f? the conduction bands. The observed
value of 32% at 150 K extrapolates
into about 45% at zero temperature
(21]. This implies that there is a
significant contribution to the

P1 Pt secondary yield from the 4f levels.
Fig. 8 The drop of the spin polarization
Schematic of the elec- below 1.5 eV kinetic energy is
tronic structure of Gd attributld to the presence of hne

empty 4f state of minority spin
character which is located just above the vacuum level. The
proposed mechanism ýs indicated in Fig. 8. Excited electrons
scatter into the 4f, states from which they are emitted into
vacuum. This scattering channel is available only for minority
spin electrons and therefore leads to the observed reduced
polarizations just above EVac.

IV. Magnetia reconatruotion of the 04(0001) surface

The discussion of the spin polarization from Gd in the previous
section assumed that the magnetic moments at the Gd(0001) sur-
face are all ferromagnetically aligned. However, the magnetic
structule df the Gd(O001) surface has been of interest for a
long time since the observation of an enhanced surface ordering
temperaturse22] and the proposal of an antiferromagnetically
aligned surface layer(23]. An antiferromagnetic surface layer
was also favored in recent ab-2 nitio electronic structure
calculations(24]. The existence of a surface state was also pre-
dicted by the calculations, in agreement with (spin integrated)
photoemission spectra[25]. However, recent spin polarized
photoemission spectroscopy on Gd(0001) found the surface state
to be of majority-spin character(26,27], as opposed to the pre-
dicted minority-spin character. Spin polarized photoemission
spectrortcopy from the 4f levels found spin polarizations of
about 50% at 100K [26] which was interpreted as evidence for a
ferromagnetic surface structure. The reduced polarization from
the expected complete polarization for fully aligned 4f moments
was attributed to depolarization of the photoelectrons due to
spin flip scattering.
We have performed temperature dependent measurements of the 4f
polarization using a photon energy of 149 ev at an undulator
beam line at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory. At

II
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this energy the photoemission

100 ~process proceeds mainly through
300' K, grow h a 4d-4f resonance which yields

7 .- 000 K goth an order of magnitude increase
g Gd(7 0001)/W( 10) in the 4f intensity, thus ena-
0 bling us to perform complete
S50 •-plane temperature sweeps between 150 K
a

T_ and the Curie temperature in one"25 hour. It was experimentally
0 verified that the spin polarize-a a0F tions obtained in the resonant

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 emission process are identical
Temperature (K) to the polarizations obtained in

direct (non-resonant)
Fig. 9 photoemission. Again, here we
Temperature dependence of only report data on Gd films
the 4f spin polarization which were grown at room

temperature and were then
annealed, since they yield higher polarization values. The tem-
perature dependence of the 4f polarization is shown in Fig. 9.
In these experiments we measured the in-plane polarization com-
ponent only. The bulk Curie temperature TCB (293 K) is clearly
visible in the data. There is however a small non-zero spin
polarization component that persists above TCB and vanishes only
at much higher surface Curie temperature TCS of about 350 K. We
found that the surface Curie temperature depends critically on
the surface conditions. Also we see a kink in the data at 187 K.
We interpret this as being connected to the spin reorientation
transition which occurs at 225 K in bulk Gd. In order to get an
estimate of the zero temperature polarization we _extrapolated
the low temperature polarization to T=0 using a T3 /2 law. The
polarization reaches values of about 90% which is within the ac-
curacy of the polarization measurements (estimated to be +/-5%) j

al1m o st c o m plet e
polarization. Thus, this

clearly proves the
S30 predominant ferromagnetic

in-plane surface alignment.
We further investigated
the surface transition by

"" Gd(OOO1) performing temperature de-
S pendent spin polarized

CL Ta secondary electron
T 10 Te measurements. The secon-

10 perpendiulr % dary electron energy was
S, set to 2 eV for these

V experiments. In these ex-
I_ periments we also measured

the spin polarization com-
I ponent perpendicular to

150 200 250 300 360 the film plane. The
Temperature (K) results are shown in Fig.

10. Again, we see a
Fig. 10 clearly non-vanishing spin
Temperature dependence of polarization persisting
secondary electron polarization above the bulk TC.
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In addition, there is a significant perpendicular polarization
component which is constant until it rather abruptly vanishes at
TCS. Thus, even though the surface is clearly couipled mainly
ferromagnetically as seen from the large in-plane 4f polariza-
tions we propose that the magnetic state of Gd(0001) is a canted
spin configuration. We attribute the spin canting to an intrin-
sic surface anisotropy. The temperature dependence of the per-
pendicular component is characteristic of a two-dimensional
phase transition. Thus, it appears that the surface acts as al-
most decoupled from the bulk. It is interesting to note that the
perpendicular component is more readily detected in secondary
electron spectroscopy than in the photo-emission data. This
points to a very small electron mean free path in Gd at low
energies.

V. Conclusions

We have shown that spin polarized electron spectroscopies can be
used to yield information on the magnetic structure and the
electronic structure of surfaces of novel magnetic systems. Spin
polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy was shown to be able
to detect the surface magnetization on epitaxial films of Cr and
Mn on Fe(100). An estimate of the average surface exchange
splitting is derived from the spin-flip energy loss spectrum.
Spin polarized photoemission from the 4f levels from Gd(0001)
surfaces shows almost complete polarization. A perpendicular
spin polarization component of secondary electrons from Gd(0001)
suggests a canted spin state at this surface.

This work was performed in collaboration with S.F. Alvarado, C.
Chappert, D.S. Dessau, A.W. Pang, D.P. Pappas, J.C. Scott, H.
Tang, T.G. Walker, and D. Weller. Support from the National
Science Foundation and IBM Almaden Research Center is gratefully
acknowledged. The photoemission experiments were performed at
the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory.
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PROBING THE SURFACE-VACUUM INTERFACE WITH SPIN-SENSITIVE
METASTABLE ATOM DEEXCITATION, ELECTRON CAPTURE

AND ELECTRON EMISSION SPECTROSCOPIES

G. K. WALTERS AND C. RAU
Physics Department and Rice Quantum Institute, Rice University, Houston, TX 77251-1892

ABSTRACT

Spin-Polarized Metastable Atom Deexcitation (SPMDS) and Electron Capture (ECS)
Spectroscopies probe the exponential tails of electronic wavefunctions extending from the
surface into the vacuum, and are consequently extremely sensitive to the surface-vacuum
interface. The use of SPMDS to probe the near-surface vacuum magnetization of Ni(l 10) and
Fe(l 10) and the dramatic changes that result upon exposure to ambient gases is discussed, as is
the use of ECS and Spin-Polarized Electron Emission Spectroscopy (SPEES) to determine the
ferromagnetic and critical behavior of surfaces and ultra-thin epitaxial systems.

INTRODUCTION

Particle (atoms, ions)-surface scattering experiments provide a powerful means to study the
topmost surface-layer electronic and magnetic properties of magnetic materials. This can be
achieved by keeping the energy component E_1 of the incident particles normal to the probed
surface below 10 - 20 eV, thus preventing their penetration into the surface and assuring top
layer specificity in their interaction with target surfaces. Spin-polarized metastable (atom)
deexcitation spectroscopy (SPMDS), electron capture spe..troscopy (ECS), and spin-polarized
electron emission spectroscopy (SPEES) have emerged as extremely surface specific probes of
magnetic properties at the surface-vacuum interface.1 The physical processes underlying each
of these spectroscopies are briefly described below aad selected experimental results are
presented to illustrate the insights into surface magnetic behavior that they provide.

SPIN-POLARIZED METASTABLE DEEXCITATION SPECTROSCOPY (SPMDS)

In SPMDS surface electronic and magnetic structure and the near-surface magnetic
environment are probed by investigating spin dependences in the interaction of thermal-energy
(-0.03 eV) electron-spin-polarized He(2 3 S) metastable atoms with a magnetized surface. The
energy distributions and polarization of electrons ejected from the surface as a result of
metastable-atom deexcitation are measured as is (for a magnetized surface) any spin dependence
in the total ejected-electron signal. 2'3

The apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. I and is described in detail elsewhere.2 4
Briefly, a fraction of the atoms contained in a ground-state helium atom beam are collisionally
excited to the 21,3S levels by a coaxial electron beam. The 21S atoms are removed from the
beam by illuminating it with 2.06-gim radiation from a helium discharge which excites 21S -

21P -- I1S transitions. A weak (-0.5 G) magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the beam to
preserve a well-defined quantization axis. Circularly polarized 1.08-i4m 23S -) 23 p resonance
radiation from a high-power rf-excited helium lamp is incident along the magnetic field
direction and is used to optically pump the 23S atoms to increase the relative populations in the
Mj(MS) = +1 or-I magnetic sublevels. The resultant beam polarization is defined as

. F+ -F_
PH=F++ F0 +F (I)

Mal. Res. Soc. Syrnp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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VACUUM ENERGY
MULTICHANNEL WALL ANALYZER TO
ARRAY Z'S REMOVAL ASTERN-GERLACH
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the SPMDS apparatus.

where F+, F0, and F_ are the fluxes of He(2 3S) atoms with MS = +1, 0 and -1, respectively. The
beam polarization, PHe -0.4, is measured by a Stern-Gerlach analyzer4 and can be simply
reversed (PHe -+ -PHe) by changing the sense of circular polarization of the optical pumping
radiation.

The energy distribution of the electrons ejected from the target surface is measured using a
simple retarding grid energy analyzer, and those electrons with sufficient energy to overcome
the retarding potential barrier are detected by a channeltron. The number of electrons with
energies in some particular interval is determined by switching the potential applied to the
retarding grid between the appropriate limits and observing the resultant change in the detected
electron signal. The energy analyzer is also used to investigate spin dependences in the total
number of electrons ejected with energies greater than the cut off determined by the potential V
applied to the retarding grid. Such spin dependences are characterized by an asymmetry I
parameter A(V) defined as

A(V) (2)

where 1+ and L are the ejected electron currents observed with the incident beam polarized
parallel and antiparallel, respectively, to the majority spin direction in the (magnetized) target.

A second independent experimental parameter, the polarization of the ejected electrons, can
also be measured. This is accomplished using a compact Mott polarimeter equipped with a
retarding potential energy analyzer.5 The average polarization of those ejected electrons with
energies greater than the cut off set by the retarding potential V applied in the energy analyzer is
determined by measuring the asymmetry in the count rates of electrons quasielastically scattered
(at 20 keV) through ±120* at a gold target. The electron polarization, which depends both on
the helium atom polarization and the retarding potential, is defined by

P .(PH .,V) = IP - I A(3
Ip + IA(3

where Ip and 1A are the currents of electrons ejected with spins parallel and antiparallel,
respectively, to the majority spin direction in the target.

Values of the asymmetry A(V) measured for an atomically clean Ni( 110) surface2 and for
an Fe(l 10) surface with residual carbon (-9%) and oxygen (-4%)3 -- the cleanest achievable
and henceforth referred to as the "clean" Fe surface -- are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 3 also

t-
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Fig. 2. Polarization asymmetry A as a function of "
retarding potential for a clean, magnetized L -005 (
Ni(110) sample at -130*C. Theinsetshowsthe d 005

measured secondary-electron energy distribution.
0.05 (e)

0 a t•:'

shows the changes in A(V) that result when 0

the Fe(l 10) surface is exposed to oxygen.
The ejected electron energy distributions for 0

the clean surfaces, and for Fe(I 10) following 0 o g)
8 L exposure to oxygen, are shown in insets. 0

Fig. 3 also includes values of the asymmetry -0.05 i

expected for an atomically clean Fe(l10) -0o10,
surface obtained by linear extrapolation of 0 2 4 6 8 10 ,2
the asymmetries measured at different RETARDING POTENTIAL (volts)
oxygen coverages as inferred from Auger
analysis. (Tests revealed that the presence
of small amounts of carbon on the surface Fig. 3. Values of the asymmety A(V) for (a) an

had a negligible effect on the measured atomically clean Fe(100) surface (obtained by

asymmetries.) extrapolation, see text); (b) a sputtered and

The asymmetries shown in Figs. 2 and 3 annealed Fe(1 10) surface; and (c), (d), (e), (f), and

can be interpreted in terms of the theory of (g) an Fe(l 10) surface following exposure to 1, 2,

spin polarized metastable atom deexcitation 4, S. and 16 L of oxygen, respectively. The insetSshows the ejected electroni-energy distributions for
at magnetic surfaces recently developed by
Penn and Apell (PA). 6 A He(2 3S) atom a clean Fe(l 10) surface (---)and following an

incident upon a clean, relatively high-work- S-L exposure to oxygen (

function surface such as Ni(l 10) or Fe(1 10)
first undergoes resonance ionization (RI) in
which the excited 2s electron tunnels into an
unfilled level above the Fermi surface. The resulting He+ ion continues toward the surface
where it undergoes Auger neutralization (AN) in which a conduction electron from the metal
tunnels into the Is hole, the released energy being communicated to a second (Auger)
conduction electron which may escape from the metal. The energy available to the escaping
electron depends on the energy of the He+ Is hole and this decreases as the ion approaches the

issurface due to the He+ image potential. Thus the farther from the surface that the AN event
occurs, the greater the energy (on the average) of the escaping electron. PA show that the

S"

i li i ,I
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measured asymmetries arise as a consequence of a non-zero magnetization in the vacuum well
outside the surface where AN occurs.

The AN rate at some distance z from the target surface is proportional to the number
density of conduction electrons at z that are available to fill the He Is hole. For incident
He(23 S) atoms, and hence He+ ions, with positive (negative) polarizations (i.e., spins parallel
(antiparallel) to the majority spin direction in the magnetized target) neutralization can only
occur with minority (majority) conduction electrons (the helium ground state is a spin singlet).
Thus the average distance at which AN occurs, and hence the average energy available to the
Auger electron, will depend on the spin orientation of the incident He(2 3S) atoms because the
majority and minority spin densities in the vacuum are in general unequal for a ferromagnetic
target.

Using this model, PA have shown that the sign of the asymmetry parameter A(V) will be
positive (negative) if the conduction electron density in the vacuum outside the target surface is
predominantly minority (majority). Their analysis of the Ni(110) asymmetry yields a
magnetization of - -20% at the Fermi energy and 4.5 A from the surface. 6 The negative
magnetization in the vacuum is consistent with band calculations of Wimmer et al. who show
that the nickel s-p electrons, which through s-d hybridization are polarized oppositely from the d
electrons that dominate the total magnetic moment in the bulk, spill out into the vacuum region
and are dominant beyond -2.5 A.7 Negative magnetization in the vacuum above Ni(l10) has
also been reported by Rau, based on electron capture experiments. 8 Exposure of the Ni(l 10)
surface to 4 Langmuirs of CO reduces the measured asymmetry to zero, suggesting that the
vacuum magnetization is quenched to < ±2% within experimental uncertainty. 2

The data in Figure 3 show that A(V) > 0 for a clean Fe(! 10) surface, requiring on the basis
"of the PA theory that, as for Ni(l 10), minority electrons are dominant at distances -3-5 A
outside the surface where AN occurs. However, the measured asymmetry is extremely sensitive
to the presence of oxygen on the surface, reversing sign and becoming strongly negative for
exposures above about 4 L. According to the PA theory this requires that the vacuum
magnetization at distances where AN occurs change from negative to positive upon oxygen
adsorption. This result is consistent with subsequent ab initio electronic structure calculations
by Wu and Freeman, which reveal that the Fe(i 10) vacuum magnetization at distances where
AN occurs is indeed negative, strongly so for states near the Fermi energy that are responsible
for the large asymmetry observed at the highest ejected electron energies.9 The calculations
also agree with experiment in showing that the vacuum magnetization is positive for the
O/Fe(I10) surface.

The polarizations Pe(Pfe,V) of electrons ejected from clean and oxygen-exposed Fe( 110)
surfaces were also measured. The data are summarized in Table I for several values of the
retarding potential V. Table I includes data obtained using an unpolarized incident beam, and
an incident beam polarized either parallel or antiparallel to the majority spin direction in the
(magnetized) sample. Since the polarizations of both the incident He(2 3S) atoms and ejected
electrons are defined relative to the target majority spin direction, the measured values of Pe
should remain unchanged upon reversal of the magnetization of the target (MT -- MI), as is
observed. In contrast to the marked sensitivity of the asymmetry A(V) to oxygen exposure,
both the ejected-electron energy distribution and polarization of electrons ejected by an
unpolarized incident He(2 3S) beam are essentially unchanged by oxygen exposure.

The data in Table I also reveal a significant spin correlation favoring the ejection of
electrons with the same spin orientation as the incident metastable atoms. This spin correlation,
which amounts to -20%, i.e., the change in polarization of the ejected electrons is -20% that of
the incident atoms, is similar to that observed from paramagnetic targets t 0 for which it has been
demonstrated that metastable deexcitation occurs via RI+AN exclusively.'I Indeed, this
unexpected Z 20% spin correlation in Auger neutralization of He+ ions at surfaces has been
observed for every target investigated, both paramagnetic and ferromagnetic.

The ejected electron polarizations resulting from the deexcitation of an unpolarized
He(2 3S) beam at both a clean Fe(1 10) surface, and following oxygen exposure, are positive, i.e.,
the ejected electron polarization is parallel to the majority spin direction and reflects the
conduction band polarization. This requires that, on average, the ejected electrons originate

!
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TABLEI. Measured spin polarization P,(V) of electrons ejected by both unpolarized HeI2
3
S) atoms

and by He(2
3
S) atoms polarized parallel and antiparallel to the majority-spin direction in the target.

Data for the clean Fei 10) surface after reversing the target magnetization (M t -M L) are included.
The majority-spin direction in the target is taken to be the direction of positive Pi and P,(V). The un-
certainty in each measured value of P, is - ±0.03.

Mt MI

Pit. Pik.
-0.40 0 +0.40 -0.40 0 +0.40

V P,(V) P,(V)

(a) Clean Fe(lO1 0 0.07 0.12 0.21 0.004 0.10 0.21
3 0.02 0.08 0.18 0.04 0.09 0.15
6 -0.01 0.07 0.14 0.02 0.04 0.19
9 -0.06 0.10 0.22 0.02 0.11 0.21

(b) O/Fe(llO) (8-L exposure) 0 0.04 0.10 0.15
3 -0.03 0.07 0.14
6 -0.02 0.09 0.15
9 -0.03 0.09 0.21

deeply enough within the target surface that their polarizations are not significantly affected by
the presence of an oxygen adlayer. Photoemission12 and electron bombardment1 3 studies of
nr•. ntized iron surfaces also have shown that the ejected electron polarization mirrors the band
polarization, but the measured polarizations are much greater than observed in the present work.
The present data are, however, in reasonable agreement with the results of Kirschner et al. who
studied the polarization of electrons ejected (by potential ejection) when I keV He+ or Ar+ ions
are neutralized at a magnetized Fe(ll0) surface.1 4  They attribute the generally low
polarizations of the ejected electrons to a reduction in the band polarization in the near surface I
region, where the ejected electrons originate, because of the spill-out of negatively polarized s-p
electrons above the surface. Alternately, matrix element effects favoring Auger ejection from
the s-p band could account for the low measured polarizations.

In summary, measurements and analysis of asymmetry and spin-polarization of electrons
ejected from magnetic surfaces by He(2 3 S) metastable-atom deexcitation demonstrate that
SPMDS is an extraordinarily sensitive probe of the surface magnetic environment and the
pronounced changes that can result upon exposure to ambient gases.

ELECTRON CAPTURE AND SPIN-POLARIZED ELECTRON EMISSION SPECTRO-
SCOPIES

Electron capture spectroscopy (ECS) and spin-polarized electron emission spectroscopy
(SPEES) utilize captice and emission of spin-polarized electrons during grazing-angle surface
reflection of fast ions at magnetic surfaces. These spectroscopies provide a powerful means for
study of two-dimensional (2D) magnetic properties (critical behavior, element-specific
ferromagnetic order, magnetic anisotropies, etc.) both of bulk surfaces and of ultra-thin films,
with unprecedented surface sensitivity. 15,16

The fundamental physical process in ECS is the capture of one or two spin-polarized
electrons during small-angle surface reflection of fast ions, enabling the study of both long-
range and short-range order at surfaces of ferromagnetic materials. 17,18 For 150 keV deuterons
and for an ion angle of incidence of 0.20 the distance of closest approach of the ions to the
reflecting surface is about 0.1 nm (see Fig. 4, full line). Therefore, the ions probe spin-polarized
local electron densities of state at the topmost surface layer. For the measurement of long-range
surface ferromagnetic order, one electron capture processes (D+ + e- = D0 ) are exploited by
determining the spin polarization of the captured electrons; details are presented elsewhere. For
the measurement of short-range ferromagnetic order, protons or deuterons are used to study

eV
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two-electron capture processes (e.g., D+ + 2e =
D").17 The only stable bound state of H- or D-
is the Is 2 IS state. Therefore, stable 1- or D-
ions can only be forme-d by capture of two
electrons with oppositely oriented spins. In the
ESP experiments reported here, 25 keV protons - -
or 150 keV deuterons are used. For this energy -

range, the distance within which 2 electrons are (tos
captured by a single ion is in the range 0.5-2 nm. '-,,t -

Thus, two-electron capture processes are
sensitive to short-range ferromagnetic order

existing within a range of only a few atomic
neighbors. It is obvious that two-electron
capture will be strongly suppressed by the
presence of short-range ferromagnetic order Fig. 4. Scheme illustrating ion trajectories for
where predominantly electrons with parallel various scattering angles, the emission of ion-
oriented spins are available for capture by a induced electrons and the surface ptxential plotted
/nle ion. The reduction in the r-f/Hecor D on a plane perpendicular to the reflecting surface.

IDratio measured after beam reflection at the
surface of a magnetic sample, relative to that for
a nonmagnetic target such as Cu, provides a
direct measure of the short-range ESP at a
magnetic surface.

In angle- and energy-resolved, spin-polarized electron emission spectroscopy (SPEES),
small angle surface scattering of energetic (5 - 150 keV) ions (H+, He+ or Ne+) is used to study
the emission of spin-polarized electrons as a measure of long-range surface ferromagnetic order.
Fig. I illustrates ion trajectories for various scattering angles, the ion-induced emission of
electrons, and the surface potential plotted on a plane perpendicular to the reflecting surface.
Varying the ion scattering angle from 0.20 up to 450 results in an increase of the probing depth
of the incident ions from the topmost surface layer to interface and deeper layers. Electrons
emitted along the surface normal (emission cone angle 80) of a nonmagnetic or remanently I
magnetized target are both energy- and spin analyzed.

Ultra-thin magnetic films are deposited by electron beam evaporation. The thickness of the
films is determined with a calibrated quartz oscillator, calibrated Auger electron signals and
with RHEED oscillations. The island-free growth of the films is checked by monitoring the ion
reflectivity and the energy distribution of the specularly reflected deuterons. At the surface of
all films studied so far, the reflectivity is not reduced from its initial value of 95% measured at
the carefully prepared substrate surfaces which have been shown by scanning tunneling
microscopy to be atomically flat over distances of 150 - 200 nm. Furthermore, the presence of
islands would yield an additional energy loss of the deuterons caused by penetration of the ions
through islands by planar channeling, which is not observed.

Ultra-thin (5 nm) hcp Tb(0001) films which are epitaxially and homogeneously deposited
at 300 K on bcc W(I 10) substrates provide a striking example of the use of ECS for studies of
long-range ferromagnetic order with top layer specificity.1 9 The electron spin polarization
(ESP) of the captured electrons is measured. Their polarization

=n,- n- (4)

is defined relative to the direction of the magnetic field H applied at the target, and n+ and n- are
the numbers of majority-and minority-spin electrons detected. 17 In the case of rare-earth metals
such as Tb and Gd, the measured polarization P is attributed to the polarization of the 5d-6s
surface electrons17 which is proportional to the surface magnetization of the localized 4f

0'
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Fig. 5 Electron spin polarization P(%) of the Fig. 6. aecwo spin polarizaton P/Po as function
topmost surface layer of 5 nm thin of T/TC5 for the surface of a 2 ML thin bct
Tb(0001)/W(il0) films as function of Fe(100)p(lxl)/Pd(100) film. The solid and
temperature. TCb denotes the bulk Curie dashed lines represent, respectively, the exact
temperature, and TNb denotes the bulk Neel solution of the 2D Ising model and the power law
temperature of 1b. approximation for T -. TC0 .

electrons, the predominant carriers of the magnetization. P is measured in magnetic fields
ranging between 25 and 600 Oc, the samples being magnetized along the W[ 100] direction and
the temperature being kept constant within 0.020. Such applied fields have been shown to have
a negligible effect on the electron spin polarization in the investigated temperature range.20

In Fig. 5, the temperature dependence of P at Tb(0001)/W(1 10) surfaces is shown for H=
250 Oe. H was varied between 25 Oe and 600 Oe, and no significant influence on the
polarization data was detected. Nonzero P values establish that the surfaces of the films are I
ferromagnetically ordered up to 248 K, which lies above both the bulk Curie and Niel
temperatures, TCb and TNb as indicated in Fig. 5. With increasing temperature, P decreases
from 22% at 146 K, reachirg a value of 7% at about 240 K, which lies slightly above TCb and
TNb. As T increases further, P increases very steeply to 21% at 243 K, then drops suddenly to
zero at a surface Curie temperature TCs = 249.96 K. In more recent ECS experiments, it has
been found that the short-range ESP extends up to temperatures of about 300 K.

From the measured temperature variation of P the critical exponent B is determined
simultaneously with TCs by a linear least-square fit. For (TCs -T)/Tcs ranging between 2 x 10-2
and 10-4, a value 8 = 0.348 ± 0.01 is obtained.

Previous magnetic studies of surface critical behavior have been restricted to the case TCs =
TCb, for which 3 has been measured to be 0.75 ±-0.0521 for several systems. The only other
experimental determination of B for the case TCs larger than TCb was for ultra-thin films of
V(100) on Ag(100) substrates,22 for which TCb = 0. For that system ECS measurements
yielded J3 = 0.125, a value identical to that of the two-dimensional Ising ferromagnet. In the
present case, Tcs lies close to TCb, and one does not expect 2D Ising critical behavior. The fact
that TCs * TCb indicates that the magnetic couplings between the surface spins ate strongly
anisotropic, which may explain why the measured 13 = 0.348 is much smaller than the value 13 =
0.75 expected in the absence of anisotropy. 23

In other ECS experiments, ultra-thin (1-4 ML) bct Fe(100) films were deposited on
atomically flat Pd(100) substrates. For a substrate temperature of 293 K and an evaporation rate
of 0.002 nm/s, homogeneous and island-free growth of the Fe films is obtained. 24 The samples
are magnetized in fields up to 75 Oe, the temperature of the samples being kept constant within
0.05'. Such applied fields have a negligible effect on the ESP in the investigated temperature
range and it was found that, within experimental errors, the remanent magnetization is equal to
the saturation magnetization. Fig. 6 shows the normalized long-range electron spin polarization

!I
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P/Po at the surface of a 2 ML Fe(100) film on
Pd(100), as a function of T/TCs, with TCs = 640 a)-
613.1 K being the measured surface Curie 4

temperature and P. = -33% the calculated electron % 20

spin polarization at T= 0. The full line in Fig. 6
represents the temperature dependence of the 1_
magnetization as predicted by Yang for the 2D = .
Ising model,25 and the dashed line gives the best fit
in the asymptotic power law approximation with 13 -

= 0.125. It is obvious that the experimental data
are precisely described by the exact solution of the -

2D Ibing model given by Yang.
For the SPEES experiments discussed here, 2 z -

surface scattering of 25 keV Ne+ ions was used to
study the emission of spin-polarized electrons 0 4 8 J2 6 2
produced as a consequence of the particle-surface ELECTRON ENERGY (eV!
interaction. Figure "7a shows for an angle of _ _o0_

incidence a = 1V the energy distribution (relative to
the vacuum level) and the ESP of electrons emitted 4o- b)
along the surface normal from clean (solid line) o -2- -
and 0-covered (dashed line) polycrystalline Fe .
surfaces.19 At this incidence angle the Ne+ ions
ave specularly reflected and do not penetrate the Fe t o
surfaces. For both clean Fe and O/Fe, the energy , /
distribution of the emitted electrons peaks at • 8 /
around 4 eV. However at O/Fe a strong increase in • 6
the intensity of emitted electrons is found as Z 1

"compared to that of clean Fe. 4 .
The ESP of electrons emitted from the \

topmost surface layer of clean Fe is P=(33+2)% for Z

E=IO eV but increases to P=(48±2)% for E=4 eV. 0 4

These values are far above the 28% average bulk 0 4 8 12 ,6 2C
magnetization value of Fe. For Fe surfaces with ELECTRON ENERGY (ev)

one monolayer of 0, the average ESP of electrons 460
at E=10 eV remains nearly unchanged (32±2)%, 40 .c)-
but for electrons with E=4 eV the ESP drops from
(48±2)% to -(14±2)% eV indicating the presence 20

of a magnetically active surface layer. .
It is of considerable interest to determine

whether the measured ESP of the emitted electrons
reflects the layer-dependent net magnetization of a a" \
material. From ion- 16 ,2 5 ,26 and electron-induced
electron spectra, 2 7 there is evidence that the ESP of I I/
electrons emitted at high energies (-10 eV above 4

the vacuum level) scales roughly with the average 2

net magnetization.
For a = 80, Ej is 32.8 eV, and the ions can o

penetrate the topmost surface layer and excite 0 4 a 12 i5 2.0

electrons from the second layer. The shape of the

energy distributions of the emitted electrons
are similar to those of Fig. 7a with the peak Fig. 7. Energy distribution and ESP as function of
maximum shifted upwards to about 5 eV (see the energy E of electrons emitted from clean
Fig. 7b). In this case the average ESP of (solid line) and 0-covered (dashed line) Fe

the electrons emitted from clean Fe increases from surfaces by incident 25 keV Ne+ ions and with

P=29% at E=10 eV to P=50% at E=4 eV. For the incidence angles of I° (a), 81 (b) 450 (c).
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O/Fe surface the average ESP of electrons with E=10 eV remains unchanged (32±2%), whereas
for electrons with E=4 eV the ESP decreases from (50±2)% to (14±2)% eV.

Fig. 7c shows for the energy distributions and the ESP's of electrons emitted from clean
(solid line) and O/Fe (dashed line) surfaces for a = 450. For this incidence angle E1 is 12.5 keV
and the ions can penetrate deeply into the solid and excite electrons from bulk layers. Ir this
case the energy distributions of clean and O-covered Fe surfaces are similar to those obtain :d in
electron-induced secondary electron emission experiments, 26-28 peaking at 2 eV. For O/Fe
surfaces, however, a strong increase in the intensity of the emitted electrons is again observed.
For electrons excited in bulk layers electron cascading and multiple scattering are the dominant
processes occurring during electron transport to the surface, which causes the well-known 2 eV
peak in electron- or ion-induced electron spectra. This is consistent with the data for X= 10 and
ct=8* where the energy distributions of the emitted electrons peak at higher energies (around 4-5
eV) showing that electron cascading and multiple scattering processes are less pronounced. As
regards the average ESP of the electrons emitted from clean Fe, an increase from P=(25±2)%
for E=10 eV to P=(45±2)% for E=4 eV is observed. For the O/Fe surface, the average ESP of
electrons with E=10 eV remains unchanged (25±2%), whereas for electrons with E=4 eV the
ESP drops to (15±2)% eV.

Changing a from 450 to 1', which corresponds to a reduction in the probing depth from
deep lying layers, where bulk physical properties are probed, to the topmost surface layer,
results in an increase in the ESP of "high-energy" electrons from 25% to 33%. This would
imply that for polycrystalline Fe surfaces the net magnetization increases in going from the bulk
to the surface. Assuming that the ESP of electrons emitted at high energies (=10 eV) scales
roughly with the average net magnetization, it is tempting to interpret this surface enhancement
of the ESP in terms of theoretically predicted magnetic surface states which cause
enhancements of the magnetization at Fe(100) and Fe(l 10) surfaces.29,30

For low emitted electron energies, the measured ESP's from clean Fe are substantially
enhanced above the bulk polarization values, as has been observed also for electron- and ion-
induced emission. This enhancement can be attributed to Stoner excitations across the
ferromagnetic exchange gap which occur during inelastic exchange scattering of minority
electrons. 3 1'3 2 The fact that the enhancements are observed to be approximately the same for
electrons emitted from the surface layer (a = 1V) and from subsurface and deeper layers (a = 80
and 450) suggests that the mean free path for Stoner excitation is of order one monolayer or less.

Finally, the substantial polarizations of electrons emitted from O/Fe, and the pronounced
dependence of the ESP at low energies on the incidence angle of the ion beam clearly
demonstrate the absence of a magnetically dead layer at the surface and are consistent with the
existence of spin-split electronic bands in the occupied and unoccupied parts of the band
structure of O/Fe surfaces. 33

In conclusion, the experiments discussed here provide clear evidence that ECS and SPEES
are powerful techniques for the study of topmost and interface layer magnetic properties.

This work was supported by the National Science Foundation, the Department of Energy,

the Welch Foundation and the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board.
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SPIN-RESOLVED PHOTOEMISSION STUDY OF n = 2 CORE LEVELS OF IRON

L.E. KLEBANOFF*, D.G. VAN CAMPEN, and R.J. POULIOT
Lehigh University, Department of Chemistry and Zettlemoyer Center for Surface
Siudies, Sinclair Laboratory, 7 Asa Drive, Bethlehem, PA 18015

ABSTRACT

The first spin-resolved x-ray photoelectron spectroscuop (SPXPS) study of the n =
2 core levels of ferromagnetic Fe are reported. The 2P312 , 2p, 1 2 and 2s core levels
all display interesting spin-dependent structures and splittings. The spectral
complexity predicted by a purely atomic picture is not observed in the data. The
results indicate that theories incorporating the delocalization of the 3d valence band
are more applicable to the description of core-level photoemission in iron.

Introduction

Spin-resolved photoemission has played an important role in elucidating the nature
of interface magnetism. The majority of such studies have been spin-resolved
ultra-violet photoemission (SRUPS) investigations of the valence-band structure of
metallic surfaces [1-4]. These studies have provided a wealth of information
concerning the valence electronic structure of ferromagnetic metals. SRUPS has also
been used to measure the spin dependence of the rather shallow 3s and 3p core levels
of Fe [5-8] and the 3p level of Co [11. A disadvantage of using SRUPS for core-level
study is that the low-energy ultra-violet radiation can photoionize only very shallow
core levels, leaving the more tightly bound n = 2 levels of the 3d ferromagnets
inaccessible. While SRUPS is ideal for valence-band study, valence-band investiga-
tions do not usually afford the element specificity that is often required to investigate
heterogeneous magnetic interfaces.

We present here the first spin-resolved photoemission study employing a high
photon energy (1253.6 eV) often used in x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
studies of core levels. Spin-resolved XPS (SRXPS) results for the Fe 2P3/ 2 , 2p,/ 2 , and
2s levels are reported. The results show that intra-atomic exchange effects are
important for these tightly bound levels, despite their small radial extent. The SRXPS
data also clarify the nature of core-level initial states involved in soft x-ray magnetic
circular dichroism (MCD) spectroscopic studies [9-11] of Fe.

Exoerimental

Our Fe sample was a thin film prepared by evaporating high-purity Fe in ultra-high
vacuum onto the surface of a sputter-cleaned cobalt-based ferromagnetic metallic
glass of composition Co 6 6 Fe 4 NilB 1 4 Si1 5 [121. The glass substrate consisted of a loop
that was easily magnetized to saturation by passing current through coils wrapped
around the legs of the loop. This arrangement allowed the preparation of high-purity
polycrystalline Fe films with thicknesses of 20-30A with very little oxygen contamina-
tion [131. The ferromagnetic exchange coupling between the Co metallic glass
substrate and the Fe thin film conveniently leads to an in-plane magnetically saturated
Fe film (with negligible stray magnetic field) that is required for SRXPS study. A fresh
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Fe film was prepared every 12-24 hours as needed. The very surface sensitive 30 eV
secondary electron spin polarization of Fe showed excellent reproducibility and
stability throughout all measurements.

Our SRXPS spectrometer combines a VG Mkll hemispherical electron energy
analyzer with an electron spin detector based on the low-energy diffuse scattering
method 1141. The photon source is an unmonochromatized MgKa (hu = 1253.6 eV)
x-ray source operating at 510W power. The instrumental energy resolution was 1.6
eV full width at half maximum. The spectrometer vacuum during measurement was
5 x 10-10 Torr.

Results

The spin-resolved data were collected into four channels N 7 ,N - and N+ ,N -. Here,
NL represents the number of electrons diffusely scattered to the left (L) from the Au
target in the spin detector when the sample magnetization is positive ( +). N - is the
number of electrons scattered to the right (R) from the Au target when the sample
magnetization has been reversed to the negative (-H direction. The electron beam
polarization ,P, can then be expressed as 115]:

where S is the analyzing power of the spin detector, known as the Sherman Function.
The value of S for our measurements was 0,04. SRXPS measurements using both (+)
and (-) magnetizations (Eq.11)) removes from the polarization data apparatus
asymmetry effects unrelated to the spin of the electron beam [15]. Figure 1 displays
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Fig. 1. A hysteresis curve for the Fe film Fig. 2. Separate Nt and N 4 SRXPS spectra
generated by measuring the spin polariza- for the Fe 2P312 majority-spin (A) and minor-
tion of the x-ray-excited 30 eV Fe sec- ity-spin (w) photoelectrons, respectively.
ondary electrons as a function of the The lines through the data are the result of
magnetic field applied to the metallic a simplex fit to each spin component using a
glass substrate. single Doniach-Sunjic lineshape convoluted

with a Gaussian of 1.6 eV FWHM.
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a hysteresis curve acquired with x-ray excited spin-polarized 30 eV secondary
electrons. The hysteresis loop is quite sharp, with a 30 eV spin polarization (P =
0.27) consistent with the known Fe magnetic moment of 2.2 p". Count rates
(summed over both detectors) for the 2P 312 , 2 P112 , and 2s levels were approximately
2700 s"1, 2290 s-1, and 1560 s-' [161.

The polarization data can be separated into individual Nf and N4 SRXPS spectra
for the majority-spin (t -spin) and minority-spin (1-spin) photoelectrons, respectively
[171. The Nf and N4 components for the Fe 2P312 level are shown in Fig. 2. The
lines through the raw data are simplex fits to the individual N f and N 4 spectra using
a single Doniach-Sunjic (DS) lineshape 1181 convoluted with a 1.6 eV FWHM Gaussian
representing the instrumental response.

The N t and N 4 Fe 2p 3 ,2 spectra are both fitted very well with a single DS line. The
Nt DS component has a binding energy of 706.69±0.03 eV [191; the N4 Fe 2P3/2
DS component has binding energy of 706.21 ±0.03 eV. Thus an apparent "exchange
splitting" of 0.48 ±0.05 eV is observed. Baumgarten and coworkers [9), using the
photoemission MCD technique to probe the Fe 2P 312 level, estimated a splitting of
0.5 ±0.2 eV, with the majority-spin component possessing the higher binding energy.
The two measurements are therefore in excellent agreement for the Fe 2P3/ 2 level.
The Nt and N4 SRXPS DS lineshapes have very similar values for the singularity

index a: 0.46±0.05 and 0.42±0.05 , respectively. The Nt 2P3/2 component has
a larger FWHM Lorentzian broadening (0.56±0.04 eV) than the N4 component
(0.44 ± 0.04 eV). The N t/N & Fe 2P3/ 2 integrated intensity ratio is 0.77:± 0.05.

It should be noted that the DS lineshape, which has found considerable success in
describing core-level XPS lineshapes in metals requires that the true binding energy
of the photoelectron peak (i.e., the peak position in the absence of intrinsic Fermi sea
excitations) differs from the spectral peak maximum when Lorentzian broadening and
intrinsic Fermi sea excitations are present [181. Since the singularity index, a ,
accounting for these low-energy electron-hole pair excitations is sizeable for the Fe
core levels, and the core holes are naturally lifetime (Lorentzian) broadened, the
reported DS binding energies appropriately lie to somewhat lower binding energy than
the apparent peak maxima. The spectral peak maximum is not a reliable indicator of
peak binding energy for these metallic XPS lineshapes (181.

Figure 3 presents N t and N 4 SRXPS spectra for the Fe 2p1, 2 level. Neither the N t
2p,/ 2 component nor the N4 2p1, 2 component can be reasonably fit with a single DS
line. The N 4 component seems to consist of a main peak accompanied by a broad
shoulder on the high binding energy side. The spectral complexity of the 2p 112 SRXPS
spectra makes it difficult to view the Fe 2 P112 level as simply an exchange-split
doublet. The interpretation [9,101 of photoemission MCD measurements of the Fe
2p,/ 2 level suggests a 2pl/ 2 N?, N1 doublet split in energy by 0.3±0.2 eV.
However, the SRXPS results for the 2p1, 2 level suggest additional spectral complexity
not resolvable in the photoemission MCD studies.

The Fe 2s SRXPS data are shown in Fig. 4. The Fe 2s level is a challenging SRXPS
measurement because the 2s line is quite broad and lies on a large spectral
background. The 2s Nt and N4 components are adequately fit by single DS
lineshapes. The Fe 2s N t peak is located at 843.0 ± 0.1 eV with a Lorentzian width
of 7.4±0.3 eV and a singularity index of a = 0.65±0.05. The Fe 2s N4 component
has a binding energy of 841.8±0.1 eV, with a = 0.56±0.05 and a Lorentzian width
of 5.8±0.3 eV. Thus a 2s "exchange splitting" of 1.2±0.2 eV is observed.
Although the N? component has a larger singularity index and lifetime broadening
than the N 4 component, the two Fe 2s spin-resolved components have very similar
lineshapes. This is in contrast to the Fe 3s level, which displays drastically different
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Fig. 3. Separate Nt and N4 SRXPS spec- Fig. 4. NI (A) and N4 (v) spectra for the
tra for the Fe 2p,1 2 majority-spin (A) and Fe 2s peak. The lines through the data
minority-spin (v) photoelectrons, respec- are the result of a simplex fit to each spin
tively. The graph lines connect the ex- component using a single Doniach-Sunjic
perimental data points. lineshape convoluted with % Gaussian of

1.6 eV FWHM.

lineshapes for the Nt and N4 components 151. It may be that a form of intra-shell
electron correlation [20] is responsible for the unusual Fe 3s lineshapes. Electron
correlation should affect the 2s level to a much smaller degree due to the increased
radial separation of the 2s and 3d orbitals. The Fe 2s Nf/N4 intensity ratio is
1.0±0.1.

Discussion

The SRXPS data for the n = 2 core levels are particularly revealing in regard to the
nature of core-valence coupling in metallic Fe. Intra-atomic core-valence exchange is
clearly important despite the small radial extent of the n = 2 levels. If one were to
qualitatively describe the 2P 312, 2p 112 SRXPS data from a purely atomic viewpoint,
one could start by considering a hypothetical 4s 2 3d 6 Fe atom with two unpaired
electrons in a 3 H ground state (i.e., a 2pa Fe atom). In a pair coupling (jK coupling)
scheme [21), the 2p electron spin is coupled first to its own orbital angular
momentum to form a resultant 2p total angular momentum j with quantum number
j = 3/2, 1/2. The spin-orbit splitting into 2P3/2 and 2p 1 /2 states is the strongest inter-
action. The total 2p angular momentum J can then couple to the orbital angular
momentum of the valence shell L to form a resultant total momentum K (Q + L = K),
which can in turn be coupled to the electron spin S in the valence shell to form a
resultant total angular momentum J (K + S = J) with quantum number J. This
atomic picture predicts a 2 P3 /2 manifold composed of 12 discrete states and a 2 P,/2
manifold composed of 6 discrete states. Within each manifold the states would be
separated in energy according to the J. Atomic calculations suggests that such
separations would be sizeable, up to a few electron volts 1221.

The level of complexity predicted by this purely atomic view is inconsistent with the
relative spectral simplicity of the SRXPS data. For example, the finding that the Fe
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2P3/ 2 Nt and N4 components are both reasonaoly fit by single-component DS
lineshapes strongly suggest that an atomic complexity does not exist in the data, even
when one takes into consideration the nonzero energy resolution of the SRXPS
measurement. The jK cnipling estimate above is also a lower limit of atomic
complexity, because only a single final-state valence configuration has been assumed.
The 2s and 3s [51 N t /N 4 intensity ratios found experimentally are inconsistent with
an atomic view that would suggest a ratio of S/IS + 1) [231. Thus, we do not believe
the SRXPS data for metallic Fe can be successfully interpreted by atomic theories that
consider the 3d valence shell to be purely atomic-like, or by solid-state theories [111
that consider valence spin polarization to be localized rather than itinerant.

Kakehashi and coworkers [231 have developed a theory that attempts to describe
core-level photoemission while interpolating between the purely atomic and purely
delocalized valence limits. They predict that photoemission of an t -spin core electron
produces a singlet final state; photoemission of a 4,-spin core electron produces a
triplet final state. The energy splitting between the singlet and triplet final states is
theoretically proportional to the valence magnetization. The intensity ratio between
the two components is thought to depend on the degree of valence-band delocaliza-
tion. These theoretical predictions are in qualitative accord with the SRXPS data. The
experimentally observed Nt/N4 intensity ratios suggest a rather delocalized 3d
valence-band limit. The assumptions inherent in the theory preclude a quantitative
comparison to experiment.

These results suggest that SRXPS studies of the deep core levels will provide a
wealth of information regarding surface, interface and thin-film magnetism. SRXPS
measurements of the 2P3/2 level of the 3d transition metals should be particularly
useful. Such measurements are highly element-specific due to the large energy
differences between 2P3/2 binding energies in the 3d transition series. The 2P3 /2
peaks are the most intense in the XPS spectrum, and the kinetic energies of the 2 P3 /2
photoelectrons endow them with a good level of surface sensitivity. Further
experimental and theoretical work is required to reveal the extent to which quantita-
tive information regarding the atomic magnetic moment can be extracted from the
2P3/ 2 SRXPS spectra. However, the facts that the spin-orbit interaction is large (and
easily identified) for the 2p spectra, that the N t and N 4 2P3/ 2 components have a
large exchange splitting, and that the N t and N 4 lineshapes are single componentt
all suggest that a quantitative interpretation will be possible.

In summary, the first SRXPS study of the deep core levels in Fe is presented. The
results clarify the nature of the core-level initial states often involved in MCD spectros-
copies. The relative simplicity of the SRXPS spectra indicates that a purely atomic
picture is incapable of describing the SRXPS data, and that theories incorporating the
delocalization of the 3d valence band are more applicable.
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ABSTRACT

The origin of the Rh polarization at the interface with Fe is discussed within a self-
consistent mean-field parameterized tight-binding model. Since experimentally it is not
yet known how Rh grows on Fe(O01), in this paper we consider both fcc and bec
growth. When Rh grows in the fcc structure, it expands its lattice parameter and a
polarization is present up to 3 layers, whereas in the bcc case only the Rh atoms at the
interface are polarized. The results obtained are compared to recent spin- ann angle-
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy experiments. Gootd agreement with experiment is
obtained in the case of a fcc Rh configuration.

INTRODUCTION

Kachel et al. I I I have recently shown through spin-resolved valence-band and core
level spectroscopy that very thin films of Rh coated on Fe(0OI ) are ferromagnetically
ordered at room temperature. Through ab-initio calculation, using the full-potential linear
augmented-plane wave (FLAPW) method I II they found that a perfect Rh monolayer is
polarized ferromagnetically with Fe with a magnetic moment of 0.82 lti. Nothing is said
however, in this calculation, about the spin-polarization of a small number of Rh layers
grown on Fe. Therefore it is difficult to say 'a-priori', as suggested in the paper by
Kachel et al.l 11, that the Rh overlayers are ferromagnetically ordered at room
temperature. In fact, as discussed recently by different authors, Rh may present some
antiferromagnetic (AF) polarization near the ((Ml) surface 121, in thick Rh films (3 to 6
layers) 131 or as Rh clusters adsorbed on Ag(001) 141. The origin of this AF-like
coupling is unclear. Heine and Samson 151 have discussed the type of magnetism which
may appear in the transition-metal series and proved that AF coupling is favored in the
middle of the series whereas ferromagnetic (F) coupling can be present at the beginning
and the end. However oniy 3D systems were studied in their work. For thin films, the
geometry of the problem has a great influence on the spin-polarization.

There are in fact two possible reasons for the onset of magnetism in Rh films coated
on Fe((X)I ). The first reason is a purely d-d hybridization s% hcre the d-band splitting of
Fe induces a polarization in the d-bands of Rh. This is usually a short-range effect and
has been observed in the case of Pdn/Fc((X)l) 161 : the Pd atoms in the film are found to
be polarized in contrast with Pd atoms and Pd bulk crystals where no magnetic moments
are present. The second reason is related to the so-called coordination effect which
relates the magnetic moment of a given atom to the number of its nearest-neighbor (n.n.)
atoms: the lower the number of n.n. atoms, the higher the magnetic moment. For
example, a perfect monolayer of Rh on Ag(0) I) has been found to be ferromagnetically
coupled in all calculations 17-101. For sake of simplicity this contribution will be called
henceforth "inrinsic" magnetism. Indeed. because bulk Rh is non-magnetic, there must
exist a transition between the ferromagnetic monolayer and the bulk paramagnet. In this
paper we will show that there is no smooth decrease of the magnetic moment versus the
thickness of the slab but an oscillatory behavior of the polarization. We propose a
mcthod which can discriminate b"-- •en the d-d interface hybridization and the thickness
effect. To determine the polarized Local Density of States (LDOSI. %-e use a self-
consistent tight-binding derivation of the Hubbard Hamiltonian in the unrestricted
Hartree-Fock approximation. In this work we study the magnetic moment versus the
exchange integral of Rh, allowing us to discuss clearly the physical origins of the Rh
polarization. For a precise discussion on the value of the magnetic moment of Rh thin
films, a value of 0.50 eV is taken for the Rh exchange integral. This value is deduced
from a LMTO derivation I 111 taking into account that a calculation using the Local
Density Approximation, as in ref il I 1, overestimates the final value by 20% 1121.
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The difference,, between the free-standing Rh3 film and the 3 layer slabs of Rh oil
I-e((X)I ) are the following if the "intrinsic" miagnetism appears for smaller v alues Of Jkh
in the case of the interface with Fe; ii) the paramagnetic (11) - F transition is first-order for
the free-standing film whereas it is second order in RhvFeCOX)i) :this i~s due to the d-d
hybridization: ini) for large values of iph, there is a faster saturation of' the miagnetic
moment in the case of Rh, films because thie coordination inumber k~ lower comlpared to
the Rhj,1Ie((X)I case.

In Table I we report the results (for JRh = 0.50 eV) concerning the magnetization of
n = I to 6 layers, of Rh in the fcc phase on t-e((X0l). Our results (for the fcc phase) are in
agreemetnt with the FLAPW results and the experimental re-sults for the Rh mionolayer onl
Fe((XII I :the Rh atomns bear a mtagnetic mion ent of 0.90) pB which is ferromnagnetically
coupled to its Fe neighbors. The polarization of the fcc-like Rhn/Fe0X1l Idecreases
strongly for n > 3 as show-n experimlentallv; a noticeable polarization remains only ntear
the inte~rface % ith Fe artid near the free-surfIace of Rh. However, contrary ito the claim of
Kachel et al.1 11. the polarization of the Rh layers riser Fe(X~l I Idoes, not seem,, to present
a ferromnagnetic polarization but an oscillators one.

_____II___ RhI RhlIt t Rht,-2 Rh 1, 3 Rht, 4  Rht,5

Rhj/Fetl(lt I 2.0M 2.1 t ( IiX)

Rh/F1III1 2.22 2,0 0 (12 -0.811

R h4 /t<,:iXlf I 2.2o 2w1 11(1 -o18.3 11.11 (1.4."

Rh 5/F-eil)t 2.201 2 0)5 11 0-145 -11. 045 I

Rh(VFK-11(Xt I 2 19 2 US- 11 0 -1311.ý!12 108 1 02.(41

T.&hk I Ntagimci MOMrk i d~ith~biiioi; ),fr h Ikc Rh,1 iý 1~.2, .6), lisers .ufortxd on t-c(ll ior

JRI,=o.5ff Q%, -nc Iak- tiul siakrr alollo a ai,*l R10-c iniiriaýCL

In Table 2. we report the miafnetic mioment distibution for the bcc phaise. We restrict
ourselves to it = I to ',becausje the decrease of the macnetic momlents versus the
thickness of the slab is much mnore rapid than for the fcc-like Rb film. Clearly the b:c-
like Rh onl Fed(X) I I doe,, not present any long ranve maginetic order. The main difference
between fcc-like and hcc- like filit ks the distance between nearest-fleighty~rs Rh atomls
for bec-like. this (distance is too smiall to has-c an onset Ot- "intrinsic" ntlagentisill.

FeI Fl Rh1  Rht,t Rhl, 2

Rh EBMIIi 2.32 1.68 0 137

Rh/-clIf1 2.47 2 25 1)23 -011 3

R/Fllt 2.11 12.2 1)135 01.00 ().(X

T'able 2 Mla L!,Cttk lioicitrIinutonl or Iic-likc Rhil in= 1.2. inl 31 layers ailsirbed on lce(IX)I

lor J
1
H1=

t
-
11
.5 eV Ind,:\ t itand, 1or aimls ýathe1 Rh/Fe tiirlaclie
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RESULTS

Experimentally, it is not yet possible to discriminate between fcc and bcc growth of
Rh on Fe((XI ) [ 11. Therefore we will present results for both geometries. Fcc and bcc
epitaxial growth of Rh on Fe(O1) are considered The distance between the Rh
monolayer in the tcc phase and the Fel(ll) substrate is higher than in the bcc growth.
The distances are given by: dicc = WaF + aRh(fcc))/2 and dbcc: = ( a,, + aRh(bcc))/2,
where the a's are given by aRhtcc) = T2 aF and akhtbcc) = aF,. As in 113 ., we restrict
this calculation to -ocal neutrality for the determination of the magnetic moments versus
the exchange integral Jh , the exchange integral JFe being adjusted in order to recover
the Fe bulk magnetic moment. In the case of the fcc monolayer of Rh on F:e(()I), a
magnetic moment of 0.90 lpB is obtained for Jkh= 0.50 eV, in agreement with the
FLAPW calculation of the perfect Rh monolayer on Fe((X)l) I .

In Figures 1 we report the results obtained for 3 layers of Rh on Fe(l)0I). Fig Ia
displays the polarization for Rh in an f,%c configuration whereas Fig. l b concems Rh in a
bcc configuration. The difference is obvious: for JRh > 0.40 eV the three layers of Rh
are polarized for the fcc phase whereas in the b'c configuration only the interface Rh
layer remains polarized. These results can be easily explained because the Rh-Rh
distance is much smaller in the bcc phase 1141. At first sight the polarization of the Rh
layers is very striking because there appears an AF-like coupling between the interface
Rh layer and the subsurface Rh layer. However, these results are in line with previous
calculations 12-41.

In the fcc phase, the two contributions to the magnetism i.e. the d-d hybridization and
the thickness of the film can be easily separated if we consider the result concerning the
polarization of a 3 layer Rh slab (Figure 2) with the same lattice parameter as the Rh
films on Fe(O01 ). The d-d hybridization can be assumed to give a slowly increasing
nearly linear contribution. For Rh IFe((X) I ), the thickness effect or the "intrinsic"
magnetism appears for a value of JRh equal to 0.40 eV. Magnetization in Rh3 free-
standing film appears only for a value of JRh roughly equal to 0.55 eV.

3

2 i--i ... . f--~-1 - - -

E

Fe I

-2 Rh÷ I

-- •---Rh+2

-3 ' _" I I I I I I .

t). 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0-7 "0,8
Exchange Integral Jmh (eV)

Figure Ia: Magnetic moment per atom (IVB) for 3 layers of rcc-like Rh
adsorbed on Fe((X)I) versus the exchange integral of Rh.
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Figure I b: Magnetic moment per atom (laB) for 3 layers bcc-like Rh adsorbed
on Fe((X)1) versus the exchange integral of Rh.'
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Let us consider the fcc-Rh/Fe system. Clearly our results indicate that the d-d
hybridization at the interface is short ranged: mainly the Rh atoms near the interface, over
3 planes, are affected. Moreover the value of this magnetic moment at the interface is
lower than the magnetic moment at the free surface for n •_ 5. Thus the final magnetic
moment distribution of the Rh film can be related to some boundary conditions (possibly
giving a polarization) and a central part which tends to have no magnetic moment. These
boundary conditions are not symmetric: a clear trend exists to give a magnetic moment
0.35 pB at the fcc-Rh/Fe interface independently of the Rh thickness, whereas for I =
0.50 eV. the ((0)1) Rh surface will not display a magnetic order. Thus the boundary
condition for the free surface is a function of the thickness.

CONCLUSION

In this short communication we have obtained results for the Rhn/Fe(t)l ) systems that
are consistent with both FLAPW jfor the Rh monolayer on Fe(001)) and with
experimental results when we consider the epitaxial growth of fcc Rh on Fe(0) I). A new
effect is observed: it Rh overlayers on Fe((X)I) are not ferromagnetically ordered but
present an oscillatory polarization which is short ranged. There remains however some
long-range polarization for n > 3 but the magnetic moments are much lower than for n <
4. Let us recall that our calculation has been performed at T = OK. Nevertheless, some
unresolved problems remain because the LEED results of Kachel et al. I II revealed layer
by layer but non-epitaxial overlayer growth. Another difficulty is the fact that we have
considered fcc and bcc epitaxial growth which increases (fcc) or decreases (bcc) the
atomic volume of Rh. Therefore, it appears to be of interest to extend this calculation to
fct and bct configurations in order to keep a constant atomic volume in the growth
process of Rh. 1"he polarization Of such configurations is presently under investigation.
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ABSTRACT

We determine the initial growth mode of Co and Fe on Cu(001). In the monolayer range
Co and Fe present a clear trend to form clusters on Cu ((XI1). Supposing a perfect epitaxy
and fcc lattice, the magnetic moment distribution is determined by using a tight binding
Hubbard-like Hamiltonian. The influence of the temperature is taken into account in order to
compare the theoretical predictions with experimental results.

INTRODUCTION

The skill of elaboration process and the development of experimental techniques have
revealed the complexity of epitaxially grown transition metal systems. In this work we
concentrate on the magnetic properties of very thin Co and Fe films on a Cu((X)I) substrate.
These systems show controversial experimental results. At room temperature for a Co
monolayer on Cu((X)I), Pescia et al.[ lI found a long range ferromagnetic order, while
Schneider et al.I21 have shown that the Curie temperature is below 50K. For Iron
conflicting results have been reported 131. The key quantity is the preparation temperature:
for low preparation temperature, five monolayers of fcc-Fe(001) show a large magnetic
moment, while after annealing at temperatures above 5(X)K a transition to state with a low
moment is observed 141.

Concerning the growth mode of Co on Cu((X)I) substrate, A.Schmid151 showed by
using STM that roughly 30% of the Cu surface is still not covered by the first layer of Co
when 10% of the second layer is already present on top of the first layer islands, in
agreement with the results of Li and Tonner 16). For the Fe/Cu system, the situation is
confusing . Layer by layer growth mode has been found 17,81, whereas Chambers et al. 191
observed that at room temperature the first monolayer of Fe does not adsorb unifomiely, but
forms two-layer thick clusters. At 300K Thomassen et al. 1101 have observed a layer by
layer growth mode for thickness above 5 ML, but below this thickness the film is
characterized by iron agglomeration.

In this short paper we intend to study the growth mode of Fe, Co, and Ni on Cu(001(),
and to discuss the influence of the temperature on the magnetic behavior of these systems. A
more complete discussion of the magnetic properties of Co and Fe layers on Cu(0X) I) is in
progress and will reported elsewhere.

INITIAL GROWTH MODE OF Co AND Fe ON Cu(001).

The initial growth mode of Co and Fe on Cu(001) can be estimated with a simple
approach. Consider in the monolayer range, on top of the Cu(001) semi-infinite crystal, a
binary alloy (adsorbed atoms and vacancies) on a square lattice: Similarly to the bulk alloy
phase stability studies 111 this alloy problem can be transformed to a two-dimensional
"lsing-like" problem. Hence, each lattice site p is associated with a pseudo-spin variable a
taking the values +1 (if an adsorbate occupies the site p), -1 (if the site p is not occupied).
Any configuration on the lattice can be specified by a N-dimensional vector ={ol• 02..
..ON}. Thus any function of configuration f(o) can be expanded in terms of an orthonormal
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set of cluster functions. In particular, the internal energy can be expanded in terms of
Effective Cluster Interactions (ECI's):

E = Vo +0 ,XVo

where VaE are the ECl's for a given cluster a with nu sites . Vo is the empty cluster, and c

are the correlation functions, given by the ensemble average:

E, = < (Fl.02 ... Oiota>

This model has been used successfully to determine the phase stability in the substitutional
alloys 111,121, and more recently to calculate the surface segregation phenomena 13,141.
It has been shown that few ECI's are necessary to get satisfactory convergence: pairs and
triples are generally sufficient.

In general. there are two different averaging schemes to determine the ECI's. In the
canonical model the ECI's depend explicitly on the concentration of the adsorbed atoms,
while for the grand-canonical averaging they do not depend on it. In our calculations, we
have considered only the later scheme which correspond to a concentration c = 50 r/ of the
adsorbate atoms. In this paper, the ECI's are calculated by the method of direct
configurational averaging (DCA) 1151, within the framework of Linearized-Muffin-Tin-
Orbital (LMTO) Hamiltonian cast into tight-binding form. Some of the advantages of the
DCA method are that it avoids the CPA (Coherent Potential Approximation), permits ,a
calculation in the real space (using the recursion method), and allows to take into account s.
p and d orbitals on the same footing. Knowledge the values of ECI's allows to search for
the minimum of the energy with respect to variation in the Ising-model configurations.
These ECI's have been determined from the electronic structure by averaging over 20
randomly selected configurations, and using 10 levels in the continued fraction.

In the present work we have computed Effective-Pair-Interactions (EPI's) and Fffectie-
Triplet-Interactions (ETI's), supposing a paramagnetic state for Fe, Co and Ni. Ni has also
been considered in order to check the existence of a general trend. For all these cases the
trends are very clear: table I shows that the nearest-neighbor (n.n) EPI is strongly attractive.
Thus all these metals will form clusters on Cu((X)0). Furthermore by checking the ETI's, the
linear one is found to be repulsive: the Fe, Co and Ni atoms will form compact clusters, as
observed experimentally 15,101.

Metal V I V2  01 02 L

Fe -0.5572 -0.0040 0.0023 -0.0016 0.0394

Co -0.4816 -0.0M52 0(.00()3 -0.000(4 0.0253

Ni -0.3961 -0.0054 0.0005 0.0001 0.0066

Table I : Effective Cluster Interactions for 2D Co. Fe and Ni submono-
layer film on Cu((X)l). Viand V2 are the nearest neighbors (n.n) and
next-nearest-neighbor (n.n.n.) Effective Pair Interactions, O 1 and 02 are

the Effective Cluster Interactions corresponding to a triangle with two nn
and two nnn bounds, L corresponds to linear ETI's.
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MAGNETIC ORDER

First the ground state (T = OK) for Co and Fe on Cu(0OI) is determined. We suppose a
perfect epitaxy of Co and Fe on Cu(001) and a perfect fcc lattice for Co and Fe, neglecting
any relaxation or reconstruction [161. We use a self-consistent tight-binding Hubbard-type
Hamiltonian in the unrestricted Hartree-Fock approximation including v- p and d electrons-
The calculations are performed in real space by means of the recursion method. Since the Co
bulk magnetic moment is known, the value of the exchange integral JCO can be deduced,
whereas for the fcc Fe the situation is more delicate. The bulk magnetic moment versus JFe
(or equivalently the lattice parameter) presents a first order transition. In this work we have
taken JFe= 1.10 eV, and we found an A.F bulk ground-state for fcc Fe with a magnetic
moment of 1.89 9B, in agreement with the calculation of Freeman et al.l 17J. This value of
JFe can be considered as an upper limit, but a systematical study has shown 1181 that the
general trends for thin Fe films are rather insensitive to the value of JFe- Similar behavior is
also observed for J= 1.00 eV, but for this value the bulk fcc-Fe ground state is paramagnetic.

For a perfect monolayer of Co on Cu(001) we obtain 1.80 .tB, whereas on a 6x6 square
cluster, the inequivalent magnetic moments are found to increase slightly when the
coordination number decreases as shown in figure 1. For 2 ML Co on Cu (0X0I), the surface
(interface) magnetic moment is 1.80 PB (1.62 pg). For thicker film, the values of magnetic
moment tend fastly to the bulk values, with the exception of the surface magnetic moment

wich is around 1.75 g13.

adsorbed Co atoms Magnetic moment

O 1.89 I-8

O 1.90 PR

01.92 pH

O 1.94 PAB

0 1.95 Pii

S2.10 pB

Q Cu substrate atoms

Figure 1 Magnetic moment distribution for the non equivalent atoms in the 6X6

Co cluster on Cu(001) substrate.
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The ground state of the Fe monolayer on Cu(001) is clearly ferromagnetic, with a large

magnetic moment 3 .00g.a. For the 2ML Fe/Cu(O01) we found two solutions, the

ferromagnetic solution has the suface and interface magnetic moment, respectively, 2.62 P.'R

and 2 .9 39Be, and the antiferromagentic one has a magnetic moment 2.40 gB and -2.84 p
1B

for interface and surface respectively. These values are in accordance with the ab-initio
calculation carried out by C. L. Fu and i. Freeman [171. We can note that the surface
magnetic moment of one monolayer and two layers with the ferromagnetic interplane
coupling is the same in the both cases. For thicker film, we obtain multiple solutions for the
local magnetic moment (table 2). Let us note the comparable magnetization on the surface
layer for the different solutions and for different thickness, and the large values of the other
magnetic moments are obtained when only ferromagnetic coupling is present. An
antiferromagnetic coupling induces a decrease of local magnetic moments. These trends
seem to be quite general. However, a full calculation is needed to obtain quantitative results.
Finally we should like to mention that for a two- and three- layer film of fcc-Fe on Cu (0(1)
we obtain all possible combinations of different couplings between planes parallel to the
((X)1) direction. For a four- layer Fe film on Cu (001), two possibilties of coupling do not
exist. In a general manner for n- layer Fe film, 2n- 1 solutions exist a priori.

System li (8) O(B) p((S-l) (p&) pI(S-2) (•R) g(S-3) (uB) Tc/lc(butk)

Fe l/Cu(0() I) 3.00 0.46

Fe2/Cu(001) 2.93 2.62 1.35

-2.84 2.40 1.20

Fe3 /Cu((X)l) 2.88 -1.60 2.50 1.03

-2.84 2.10 2.60 1.28

-2.95 -2.22 2.46 1.35

2.94 2.44 2.61 1.49

.: 4Cu(O01 ) 2.94 2.39 2.38 2.59 1.50
-2.94 -2.22 2.13 2.58 1.35

-2.89 1.68 -1.85 2.49 1.04

-2.92 -2.36 -2.06 2.46 1.38

2.94 2.22 -1.86 2.47 1.28

2.86 1 -1.73 2.17 2158 1.16

Table 2 : Magnetic moment per atom in unit of Bohr inmgneton of fcc
Fen/Cu((X)0) film; 2nl solutions are obtained. It i, also reported the ordering
temperature (Tc) in units of thc bulk critical temperature. (S) denotes the free
' srtace. whereas the index (S-n+l) denotes the Fe plane at the Cu interface.

4
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In a recent study, the temperature effects has been described in a mean-field approach
by considering Ising- or Heisenberg-type spins and thermal fluctuations 1191. A perfect
layer-by-layer growth mode is found to exhibit a ferromagnetic order for a coverage of one
ML. By considering non perfect layer-by-layer growth as observed experimentally, the
onset of a long-range ferromagnetic order is obtained for Co at coverage larger than one
monolayer in agreement with refl21. Stampanoni et al.1201 have reported the thickness
dependence of the Curie temperature for fcc Fe film on Cu ((X)1). A maximumn for Tc is
found in the range of 2-3 ML (500 K), then Tc decreases to 3(X)K till 15 ML, when the
transition to bce phase occurs. According to our calculation reported in table 2, this behavior
corresponds to the ferromagnetic solution.

In the monolayer range, another problem arises. For finite systems like magnetic islands
a sharp transition from an ordered to a disordered state no longer exists. In this case an
internal ordering temperature Teini can be defined giving a rough estimate whether the finite
system is ordered or not. This case leads to an ensemble of superparamagnetic particles. By
increasing the magnetic atoms coverage, the whole film becomes coherently ordered.
Generally in this case a sharp phase transition at an extented ordering temperature Tcc>t
exists. For almost complete layer these two temperatures should merge, otherwise TcCet is
lower than Tclt.

The determination of the magnetic moment distribution is not easy. The ordering
temperature corresponding to the onset of a long-range magnetic order is the relevant
quantity which allows to compare experimental results and theoritical predictions.

A way to test this approach is to determine Tc at given thickness for a different
preparation temperature. As shown before for increasing preparation temperature in the
monolayer range, Co forms more compact clusters. Then the experimental ordering
temperature decreases, corresponding to a decrease of TcCt. This behavior has clearly
observed by M. T. Kief et al.1211.

In conclusion, in this short communication, we have detemained the initial growth mode
of Co, Fe and Ni on Cu (001). In agreement with experimental results, these atoms tend to
form clusters. The influence of the temperature has been taken into account. The
determination of the ordering temperature allows a comparison with experimental results.
The importance of the preparation temperature have been also emphasized. For Co on
Cu(X)I ) a clear description can be proposed. However, for Fe/Cu(001 ), the sttuation is
much more complex. A complete study should include relaxation and reconstructions.
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SPIN POLARIZED PHOTOEMISSION STUDIES OF QUANTUM WELL STATES IN THIN FILMS

P.D. JOHNSON, N.B. BROCK(ES,t Y. CHANG, and K. GARRISON
Physics Dept., Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973.

ABSTRACT

Spin polarized photoemission is used to study the electronic structure of noble metals
deposited on ferromagnetic substrates. Studies of Ag deposited on an Fe(001) substrate reveal
a series of minority spin interface or quantum well states with binding energies dependent on
the thickness of the silver. Similar behavior is observed for Cu films deposited on a fcc
Co(001) substrate. Tight.binding modeling reproduces many of the observations and shows
that hybridization of the sp-bands with the noble metal d-bands cannot be ignored.

INTRODUCTION

Surfaces, thin films and multilayers may all display unique and interesting magnetic
properties.t11 Theoretical studies indicate that enhanced magnetic moments may exist both in
the surface and in the interface region between two elemental systems.[21 Magnetic
multilayers display oscillatory exchange coupling which is currently the subject of a large
amount of research. Dependent on the thickness of some intervening non-magnetic layer,
adjacent ferromagnetic layers may align either ferromagnetically or
antiterromagnetically.13) Straightforward application of RKKY theory with a period length X
given by it/kF, where kF is the free electron Fermi wave vector, has been shown not to be
applicable to these systems. Indeed if we consider copper as the intervening layer, RKKY
theory would predict a period length of between one and two atomic layers. In reality the
period length is often found to be of the order of 5-6 monolayers. Theoretical studies have
shown that a more realistic description of the oscillation periods may be obtained by
consideration of Fermi surface spanning vectors that reflect the correct nearly free electron
Fermi surface of copper.144 These theories consider the intervening layer in terms of the
bulk band structure and predict oscillation periods given by 2x/q where q is effectively 2kF-G
with G the appropriate reciprocal lattice vector.

The finite dimensions of a thin film will lead to a quantizat')n of the bulk band
structure in the direction normal to the film. This results in the observation of a series
discrete states with binding energies dependent on the thickness of the film rather than the
continuum of states characterizing the bulk. In experimental studies the observed discrete
states have been termed interface states in the ultrathin regimef5] and quantum well states in
the case of thicker films.t61 In the latter study it has been observed that the states cross the
Fermi level with a periodicity comparable to that found for the period length of the exchange
coupling in the multilayers. This observation lead to the suggestion that these states are in
fact involved in the coupling between adjacent terromagnetic layers, which is not
unreasonable because the states effectively define the Fermi surface which is invoked in the
RKKY like theories of the coupling.441

Photoemission studies of these different systems are limited by the mean free path or
escape depth of the photoelectrons. It is therefore not possible to study the electronic
structure of the multilayer systems directly. However it is possible to explore the properties
of thin films and extrapolate the observations from those systems to the multilayer problem.
In this paper we use spin polarized photoemission to study the electronic structure of the
noble metals Ag and Cu deposited on the ferromagnetic substrates, Fe(001) and fcc Co(001)
respectively. For both systems we observe quantum well states that display the finite size
effects. Our spin polarization measurements indicate that in all cases the states show

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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minority spin polarization. Tight-binding calculations provide similar results to these
observations and show that the states have sp and d character. The spin polarization observed
for the states is also shown to reflect the hybridization in the interface.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental studies in this paper were carried out on a spin polarized
photoemission facility developed on beamline U5 at the National Synchrotron Light Source
(NSLS).[7] This system exploits the large photon flux provided by a UV undulator source.
The spin polarization is measured with a low energy spin detector described in detail
elsewhere.[8] Briefly the photoemitted electrons pass through a commercial hemispherical
analyzer before scattering of a polycrystalline gold surface at an incident energy of 150 eV.
An asymmetry in the scattering provides a measure of the spin polarization of the electrons.
The experimental facility was also equipped with Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) and Low
Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) for monitoring chemical composition and
crystallographic order respectively.

The silver films were grown by evaporating silver onto -" ir:n picture frame cut in
the <001> direction. The copper films were grown by evaporation onto a fcc Co(001)
substrate previously grown on a Cu(001) substrate. Elsewhere it has been shown that Co
films grown in this manner have a tetragonal distortion perpendicular to the film.[91
Evaporation rates were monitored both by AES and quartz crystal monitors. LEED studies
indicated that for silver deposition on Fe(001) it was possible to grow a good p(lxl)
structure out to several layers. LEED studies also indicated that for both Co growth on the
Cu(001) substrate and the subsequent growth of Cu on the Co substrate the structure was
again a p(lxl). This observation confirms earlier structural studies of this system.J9,101

Spin polarized photoemission studies of the Co(001) film, grown to a thickness of the
order of 20 monolayers, confirmed the spectra found in earlier studies and also confirmed the
bulk ferromagnetic band structures calculated for this material.11 I As a secondary check on
the thickness of the copper thin films, a second Co film was deposited on the outside of the
copper film. The exchange coupling between the two cobalt layers was then measured by
monitoring the spin polarization in the photoemission from the outer layer. These latter
measurements found similar results to those found in an earlier surface magneto-optic Kerr-
effect study of the coupling in Cu/Co multilayers.[101

RESULTS

Photoemission studies of the silver overlayers deposited on Fe(001) reveal a series of
states that have discrete binding energies dependent on the thickness of the silver film.[5,12]
As shown in fig. 1, these states are observed to step up towards and through the Fermi level at
a film thickness of the order of three or four monolayers. The zero coverage or clean surface
spectrum shows a minority spin feature at a binding energy of 2.4 eV that has previously been
shown to be a surface state.[13] Inverse photoem~ssion studies of this same system indicate
that this trend continues with the states having passed through the Fermi level eventually
converging on the X4' critical point, characteristic of bulk Ag.[14] Also shown in fig. 1, spin
polarization measurements indicate that these states carry minority spin polarization at all
thicknesses measured.[5]

Similar behavior is found in studies of copper films deposited on Co(001).[15] Shown
in fig. 2, a series of states is again observed in the vicinity betwee.i the copper 3d bands and
the Fermi level. The incident light was p-polarized with an energy of 24 eV for these spectra.
Spin polarized pholoemission measurements show that in all cases the quantum well states
again carry minority spin polarization. A comparison of the Fermi surface crossing for these
states, fig. 3, confirms the observation of Himpsel and co-workers[6,14] that the crossings
occur with a frequency, 5-6 monolayers, comparable to that observed for the oscillatory
exchange coupling in the magnetic multilayers.[10]

The frequency of Fermi surface crossings for the quantum well states may simply be
derived within the context of a phase model.[16-18] Here the states are considered to be
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Fig. 1. The photoemission spectra (left panel) and spin polarization (right panel) measured
from silver films deposited on Fe(001) as a function of silver thickness. The spectra show
interface or quantum well states stepping up to the Fermi level. The incident photons are p-
polarized with an incident photon energy of 52 eV.

confined within the quantum well defined by the metal-metal interface on one side and the
solid-vacuum interface on the other. If the total phase change on :eflection at the solid-solid
interface and at the solid-vacuum interface is given by o, the binding energy of the different
states will be given by

0 + 2kma = 2nn, n=1,2,3 ....... (1)

where k describes the wavevector of the state, m is the number of layers in the film, a is the
interlayer thickness and n takes integer values. With each new layer the series of states given
by equation (1) is redefined through the addition of an extra 2nr to the right hand side,
reflecting the presence of the additional layer. If we consider the phase changes appropriate to
the Fermi level, then it is easy to show that two successive states with the same spin will
cross the Fermi level at a separation in layers Am given by

AM_=_ = kez (2)
ic-kFa kez-kF.

Here, the zone boundary wave vector kBz is given by it/a. Recognizing again that kBz-kF is
equal to q/2, with q the zone boundary Fermi surface spanning vector, equation (2) reduces to
a period length ama equal to 21t/q, i.e. the same as that found in the RKKY like theories
discussed earlier.J41
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CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

In order to better understand the results presented in the previous section, we have
developed a spin dependent tight-binding scheme in a slab formulation that allows us to
calculate the electronic structure of the different thin film systems. These tight-binding
calculations were carried out using an approach based on the use of a Hubbard Hamiltonian.
Thus

H =- , E(k)nk + U.N nk.nklk N .nk~n' •

where the first term reflects the paramagnetic bandstructure and the second term represents
the modification clue to an on-site spin dependent potential, U. This "exchange " potential leads
to a spin dependent splitting of the electronic states with the resulting formation of local
moments. We associate U with the effective Stoner parameter for the different elements. It
has been demonstrated elsewhere that the latter parameter is essentially an atomic property
showing little variation from one environment to another. 191

Our approach is to assume in the case of the transition metals, that the moments are
carried almost entirely by the more localized d electrons. Thus we take the parameters
associated with a tight-binding fit to the appropriate paramagnetic or non-magnetic band
structure, split the on-site spin dependent energies for the d-blocks by an amount A and, in
the case of a non-orihogonai fit, make appropriate adjustments to the associated off-diagonal
elements. We then integrate the spin-dependent densities of states up to the Fermi-level to
obtain the resulting layer dependent moments. A self-consistent solution is sought such that
for each layer

Al = UJm1  (4)

where Ajis the layer dependent splitting introduced into the d-block, U, the layer dependent
Stoner parameter and m, the calculated moment for each layer.

l6W~
Fig. 2. The photon emission spectra
recorded from copper films deposited on
an Co(001) substrate. The spectra

bands and the Fermi level as a function
of the copper thickness as indicated. The
incident photon energy is 24 eV.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of observed binding energies for quantum welt states of the Cu/Co(001) system
from the present experiment (o,', an earlier pholoemission study (e) (ret. 13) and the extrapolation of
ines modelling inverse photoemission observations of the same states above the Fernmi level, (dashed
lines) (ret. 13). The copper thickness is given in atomic layers.

Initially a small ferromagnetic moment is applied to every site to move away from the
trivial solution m,=0. Charge neutrality for the system as a whole is maintained throughout
the calculation. Two center tight binding parameters are taken from the compilation of
Papaconstanlopoulos[20] and values for U were taken from Local Spin Density calculations of
the susceptibility and related Stoner parameters.4211 The total density of states was
calculated for each overlayer system by summing over 28 k-points evenly distributed
throughout the irreducible surlace Brillouin zone.

Applying this method to the growth of thin films, we consider first a Ag film grown on
the Fe(001) substrate. The silver-iron interaction parameters were taken as the mean of the
silver and iron parameters. Where required the scaling s-,heme of Anderson and coworkers
was used.4221 The on-site energies were adjusteo to align the Fermi levels of the two metals.
The lattice constants were taken as the bulk values and for the interfacial separation the mean
of the two elemental interlayer spacings was used.

As noted earlier, the presence of finite boundary conditions in a thin film will result in
a quantization of the bands in the direction perpendicular to the film. We illustrate this in fig.
4 by examining the calculated eigenvalues with eigenvectors of predominantly spz symmetry
in the region of the Fermi level for silver slabs of different thicknesses. As the thickness of
the slab increases the eigenvalues, indicated by the dashed lines, will converge because we
sample the sp band with increasing frequency.

We also show in the same figure our spin dependent calculations of these same states for
1,2 and 3 monolayers of silver placed on a Fe(001) substrate. The states now display
magnetic character with both minority and majority spin states appearing in the calculation.
A first principles FLAPW calculation of the monolayer Ag/Fe(001) system also finds both
majority and minority spin interface states.[231 In agreement with the results of the same
calculation our model predicts that deposition of the initial monolayer reduces the surface
moments of the iron from 2.94 pB to 2.5 gB. With
subsequent deposition of silver layers aiie Fe surface moments show little change in our
calculation.

The experimental observations from the spin polarized pholoemission study of the
interface stales[5] and the results of an Inverse Photoemission study[13] of the same states

I
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observed above the Fermi level are also shown in fig. 4. Examination of the figure shows that
reasonable agreement is obtained between both sets of experimental observations and the
results of the calculation. In particular we note the good agreement between the calculated
minority spin states and the experimental observations in the low coverage regime. Both the
experiment and the model suggest that the minority spin states cross the Fermi level at a
coverage of between three and four layers of silver.

The minority spin states dominate the experimental spectrum with only the smallest
indication of a possible majority state for the silver monolayer coverage. An examination of
the eigenvectorý, in our tight-binding model suggests that the minority spin states are more
localized in the interface region than the majority spin states which display weight back into
the bulk of the Fe. This result is not inconsistent with the idea discussed elsewhere that the
presence of a band gap at EF in the rven symmetry states of minority spin character for the Fe
substrate should produce a dominance of minority spin polarization for the states in the
silver.(13]

We now apply the same method to the Cu/Co(001) system. However now, rather than
plotting the layer dependent eigenvalues and in order to make a more direct comparison with
the photoemission spectra recorded along the surface normal, we show in figure 5, the
calculated density of states in a narrow ;egicn around r, the Brillouin Zone center. The layer
dependent charge densities, corresponding to the different eigenvalues are weighted by factors
reflecting the relative pholoionization cross-sections for copper and cobalt[24] and for the
mean free path of the photoemitted electrons. For the present calculations a representative
mean free path of 6.5 A was used. The figure shows both majority and minority spin "spectra"
as a function of copper thickness. For both spin components, peaks corresponding to the main
copper d bands are observed at a binding energy of 2.75 eV. However the minority spin
spectra also show peaks moving up to and through the Fermi level wi"' a frequency
comparable to that observed in the experiment. Similar structure is apparent in the majority
spin channel but at a much reduced intensity. Indeed in the experiment no clearly defined
majority spin peaks are observed.

10.0-

• " 7..5 . . . . . . . .

5.0

a) 2.5"
r_------------O0 0 0 0 0 o 01 0

0.0-

S -2.o- - " -

S -5.0-

-7-51
0 2 4 6 8 10

Ag Thickness (AL)

Fig. 4. Calculated states of sp symmetry for silver slabs of different thicknesses (dashed
lines). Calculated minority spin states (A) and majority spin states (x) for silver layers
deposited on an Fe(001) substrate. Experimentally observed minority spin states observed
in photoemission studies (0) (ref. 5) and the same states (o) observed above the Fermi level
in an Inverse Photoemission study (ref. 13)
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Fig. 5. Calculated "photoemission spectra" as a function of copper thickness for copper layers
deposited on a fcc Co substrate. The spectra on the left hand side correspond to minority spin
densities of states and those on the right hand side to majority spin states. The spectra are
calculated for two to six monolayers of copper running from bottom to top of each panel in
steps of one monolayer.

Examination of the eigenvectors or charge densities associated with the eigenvalues
calculated for the Cu/Co(0O01) system reveals two important observations. First, the states
contain a substantial copper d-component as well as sp-component reflecting hybridization
between the copper sp and d bands. This hybridization occurs throughout the Brillouin zone,
up to and through the Fermi level. Secondly the minority spin states all show a significant
interfacial component with a large substrate d-component. Indeed because atomic
photoionization cross-sections were used in the modeling, the spectra in fig. 5 essentially
represent thickness dependent d band density of states for the system.

The layer by layer charge densities of d symmetry for a minority spin state calculated
to be at the center of the zone for six layers of Cu deposited on a cobalt substrate are shown in
fig. 6(a). The figure clearly shows the peaking in the interface and the rapid decay into the
bulk of the Co. This localization in the surface region reflects the presence of an even
symmetry band gap for the substrate at this particular binding energy. For comparison we
show in fig. 6(b) the same charge densities but now for a state calculated again at the center of
the zone for six layers of copper sandwiched between two Co films ferromagnetically aligned
with respect to each other. Again we observe the same peaking in the interface with strong
localization in the surface region of the Co layers. The binding energies calculated for these
two states are 1.19 eV and 1.17 eV with respect to the Fermi level respectively.

ii
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SUMMARY

Our spin polarized photoemission studies of the noble metals Ag and Cu deposited on an
Fe(001) and Co(001) substrate respectively, show that quantum well s!ales exist for both
systems and that certainly in the latter case, they pass through the Fermi level with a
periodicity comparable to the oscillatory exchange coupling observed for the equivalent
multilayer systems. Our observation that they are highly polarized and that they also show a
localized spin polarization in the interface region offers strong support to idea that they
mediate the coupling between adjacent ferromagnetic layers. Finally we would comment that
our experiment clearly shows vhe presence of spin polarized states associated with the copper
crossing through the Fermi level. This observation suggests that the copper atoms will carry
a small magrptic moment. However the use of angle resolved photoemission will not provide
us with sufficient information for a determination of the magnitude of the moment. Further
our calculation probably does not have the sophistication required to accurately predict the
magnitude of a small moment.
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ABSTRAICT

Her is r•pore observation of magnetic circular dichroism in both x-ray absorption and core-
level photwenission of ultra thin magnetic flms using circularly polarized x-rays. Iror filns (1-4
ML) grown on a Cu(001) substrate at 150 K and magnetized perpendicular to the surface show
dmamal changes in the LZ3 absorption branching ratio for different x-ray polarizations. For
linearly-polarized x-rays perpendicular to the magnetic axis of the sample the branching ratio was
0.75. For films z 2 ML, this ratio varied lorn 0.64 to 0.85 for photon spin parallel and anti-
parallel, respectively, to the magnetic axis. This effect was observed either by changing the x-ray
helicity for a fixed magnetic axis. or by reversing the magnetic axis for a fixed x-ray helicity. Our
observation can be analyzed within a simple one-electron picture, if the raw branching ratios are
normalized so that the linear value becomes statisticaL Furthermore, warming the films to -300 K
eliminated this effect, indicating a loss of magnetization in the film over a temperature range of
-30 K. Finally, reversing the relative orientation of the photon spin and the magnetic axis from
parallel to anti-parallel allowed measurement with photoemission of the exchange splitting of the
Fe 2p and 3p core levels which were found to be 03 eV and 0.2 eV, respectively. These results
are consistent with earlier studies, but the use of off-plane circularly-polarized x-rays from a
bending magnet monochromator offers -2 orders of magnitude greater intensity than typical spin-
polarization measurements. Finally, we have performed preliminary x-ray absorption studies of
UFe2.demonstrating the feasibilty of MCD measurements in 5f as well as 3d materials.

One of the basic thrusts of the investigation of nanoscale magnetic structures, whether it
be ultrah;n monolayer films, multilayers, or clusters, is the establishment of structure-property
relatioR'S•,43. (For examples of this in the case of Fe/Cu(001), see references 1-4 and references
therein... "I .e more specific, the determination of the interconnections between geometric,
electronic, ýad magnetic structure is the fundamentally important but intermediate goal, with an
eye towards the ultimate manipulation and application of this understanding. Ordinarily, efforts
to measure nanoscale magnetic properties in conjunction with atomistic geometric and electronic
structures runs headlong into the same problem: The magnetic perturbation tends to be a small
component of the overall effect. In contrast to this, here we report giant circular dichroism in the
near-edge core-level x-ray absorption of a near-monolayer metal film. An example of our data4-5
is shown in Fig. 1. The essential effect is the relative amplification of the 2p1I2 peak where the
magnetization and helicity are parallel, regardless of whether the magnetization is into or out of
the surface plane. (Because the magnetization and x-ray incidence are normal to the surface, we
call it perpendicular dichroism.) This is a direct measurement of the spin polarization and the
density of the unoccupied states near EF in a ferromagnetic system.
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2 ML Fe/CutOO). NEXAFS 2 ML Fe/Cu(OO1) NEXAFS
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Figure 1. The near-edge x-ray absorption fine smucture (NEXAFS) dichroism of 2ML of Fe/Cu(001). These are
plots of absorption versus photon energy. The left panel shows the effect of reversing the magnetization while
maintaining the left-handed helicity of x-rays. Similarly. for the right panel and right-handed helicity x-rays.
Samples are perpendicularly magnetized either into (pos. mag.) or out of (neg. mag.) the surface. The symbol +(-)
means that helicity and magnetization are parallel (anti-parallel). The 

2
p3/

2 
peak is at the LIII edge and the 2pl/2

peak is at the LI edge. The specra were normalized to each other by equating the pre-edge intensity, at energies
below approximately 700 eV.

The temperature dependence of the perpendicular magnetization can also be followed
with this technique. Figure 2 illustrates the behavior for 4 ML of Fe/Cu(001). Here, we are
using branching ratio (BR) as a measure of the dichroism. BR is defined in Eq. (1). 1 is the
integrated intensity of the white line peak at each edge jump.

BR = I(2p3/ 2 ) / [I(2p.. 2) + I(2p 1/2)] (1)

We have developed a simple, one-electron picture to analyze our results, which can be

summarized into the closed form analytic expression shown in Eq. (2).

BR =3+ 2(-)+ 2(l-)a= 2 _(tXP_ (2)
6 3 6

Previously4 , we expressed this equation in terms of and P. cL is the spin down alignment
of the unoccupied 3d states and P is the degree of right circular polarization. We have now
derived a more compact form, using the classical definitions of polarization. See Table I for
details.

To use a one-electron picture, it is necessary to "normalize-out" the non-statistical (e.g.,
many-body effects). To do this we multiply all BR values by 2/3/BRExp(lin). This allows us to
concentrate upon the effects of helicity variation. The results of our analysis, assuming 2gEWFe
atom (a = 25% and 75%) is shown in Table IM

I!--...
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Branching Ratio vs. Temperature

1 0.76

0.74

0.72

140 160 ISO 200 220 240 200 280

Temperature (K)

Figure 2, The temperatwe dependence of the magnetization of 4 ML Fe/Cu(00l) using NEXAFS magnetic circular
dichroism as the probe. Because of the imperfect placement of the thermocouple on the sample plate, the sample
temperaure may be slightly highe than that shown. Error bars of aplxoximacely ± 1% are included for comparison
but the true time error estimate is probably higher (about 4%). A branching ratio near 0.72 corresponds to an
unmagnetized sample.

Ernoty Valgnce States
Pure Down Pure Up Random

NI 1.0 0.0 0.5

N1o Nt 2a-- 1c1.0 -1.0 0.0

Photon Helicitv

Pure Right Circular Pure Left Circular Linear

1.0 0.0 0.5I,+ I,

P, = JL = 2 5-1 1.0 -1.0 0.0
+It + -1

Table I: NUNOCC is the number of empty d valence states. The symbols T and I. denote spin
up and down, respectively, a is the spin alignment of the d valence states. Pe is the polarization
of the d valence states. 0 is the degree of right circular helicity of the x-rays. Phv is the circular
polarization of the x-rays. IR(L) is the intensity of the right (left) circularly-polarized
component of the x-ray beam.
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Table a.
P versus M BREXP BR'EXp BRTH

+ 0.645 0.585 0.60
0.83 0.75 0.73

lin 0.74 0.67 0.67

P . polarization
M m magnetization direction
P vs M: relative directions of helicity and magnetization
+ = parallel
- = anti-parallel
BR = branching ratio
BRgyP = raw experimental results
BR'Xp - experimental results. normalized to the linear statistical prediction
BRTH - atomic theory prediction, 2gB/Fe atom, a = 25%, 75% and 0 = 10%. 90% pol.

We have also used MCD with core-level photoemission to measure the exchange
splitting of the 2p3/2 and 2pl/2 peaks of 4ML of Fe/Cu(001) 6 

as well as the Fe3p peak of 2 ML
of Fe/Cu(001). The spectra are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The exchange splitting of 2p3/2 peak
is 0.22 ± 0.10 eV. The apparent change in the spin-orbit splitting between the two peaks is 0.33
± 0.14 eV. The exchange splitting of the Fe3p is approximately 0.2 eV. There are less than
those observed in the bulk (see Reference 6 and references therein). It should be noted that these
measurements are complicated by broadening of the individual components which compose the
internal structure of each observed peak. All measurements were made in remanence and with
perpendicular magnetization.

4 ML Fe/Cu(001) Fe 2p

•-• Polarization

i ____Parallel

S..... Antiparallel

700 705 710 715 720 726 73
Binding Energy (eV)

Figure 3 Fe 2p spectra taken with by = 900 eV and positive photon helicity. The solid lines are for parallel
orientation of photon spin and sample magnetization and the broken lines for an anti-parallel orientation. The two
orientations were achieved by fixing the photon belicity and reversing the magnetization of the sample. The spectra
are as collected and show the differences in binding energy for the 

2
p

3
/
2 

and 2pl/2 levels for the two heficity and
magnetization orientamio.
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2 ML FeJCu(001)

-o (B) Valence Bands

E

-C

0-

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4
Binding Energy (eV)

Figure 4 Magnetic circular dichroism in photoemission of the fcc-Fe 3p core level. The bottom panel shows the
alignment of the Fermi edge, which allows for a direct comparison of the 3p binding energies in the top panel. The
sample was 2 ML Fe/Cu(001). with perpendicular magnetization.

X-ray absorption of UFs

" 1kj Fe 2p" , U J.q d

UFe2 near-edge structure

SIFe 2p -- 3d
U 4d- 5f

700 720 740 760 780 800
Photon energy (OV)

Figure 5 The near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectrum of UFe 2, taken with linearly-polarized
x-rays, is shown here. Note the strong transitions for both the Fe2p and U4d states.

Recently we began a series of experiments using near-edge-x-ray-absorption-fine
structure (NEXAFS) looking for magnetic-circular-dichroism (MCD) in the magnetic actinide
materials UFe2 and U-S. These and our previous experiments were performed at SSRL using
the University of California/National Laboratories PRT beamline 8-27. This SGM beamline
permits us to access the 2p -- 3d transition of Fe (BF = 707, 720 eV) and the 4Q -- 5f transition
of U (3F = 736, 778 eV). Absorption experiments with circularly-polarized x-rays should allow
direct, elementally-specific interrogation of the magnetic and related electronic structure of these
materials, in analogy with the results from magnetic x-ray scatteringe. Our initial experiments
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utilized NEXAFS , but in the future they will also be expanded to include core-level
photoemission as well.We expect that the orders-of-magnitude improvement in brightness at the
ALS will open the door for an unprecedented opportunity for both basic science using 5f
elements, as wel] as improving the overall understanding of the physical and chemical properties
of uranium compound materials.

We have performed magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) experiments upon Fe/Cu(001),
using both core-level photoemission and near-edge absorption fine snr:. ture. A simple, one
electron picture worked well to explain normalized branching ratio mezi-:. rments. We plan to
continue and expand this work, including pursuing the measuremeil of MCD effects in 5f
systems.
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ABSTRACT

Magnetic circular x-ray dichroism measurements on Co/Cu and Fe/Cu multilayers at the K
edge of copper show that the 4p -states of copper are significantly spin-polarized by the
adjacent magnetic layers. In relation to the phase opposition of the copper thickness-
dependent magnetoresistance of Co/Cu and Fe/Cu multilayers it is of prime importance to
notice that the polarization of the conduction electrons of copper follows specifically the
polarization of the conduction electrons of the adjacent magnetic element.

INTRODUCTION

Fe/Cu and Co/Cu multilayers are extensively studied because of the oscillatory dependence
(AF-FM-AF) of the magnetic coupling between magnetic layers as a function of the thickness
of the copper spacer [ 1,2]. The period of the oscillations (I 2A) is roughly the same in the two
systems but the phases are opposite. The magnetoresistance corresponding to the first AF peak
is much larger for Co/Cu than for Fe/Cu multilayers (78% vs. 12%, [21.

The interpretation of the oscillatory coupling in terms of RKKY oscillations equivalent to
those found in rare-earths materials, fails to predict the right periods (=2A for most transition
metals). A variety of more complex models, which in addition take into account the properties
of the Fermi surface of the spacer, are able to predict at least the periods of the coupling
oscillations [3,61. In particular, the treatment by Edwards (41 which deals with the confinement
of d electrons in the spacer layer by the exchange potential, leads to size-quantization of
electron energies. Using the analogy with the de Haas-van Alphen effect the authors explain
the periodic oscillations and the temperature dependence of the exchange coupling.

To explain the oscillatory magnetic coupling and their phase difference in Fe/Cu and Co/Cu
multilayers, an analog model, but based on the confinement of the conduction electron, has
been recently developed by Ortega and Himpsel [7]. Again for spacer's thicknesses
corresponding to resonant conditions, each spacer acts as a "quantum well" for only one of the
spin components of the conduction (sp ) electrons of the spacer, leading to a thickness-
dependent oscillations of the density of states close to the Fermi level. The results of inverse
photoemission show that layers thicknesses giving maxima of the density of states correspond
to the maxima of the AF coupling between the magnetic layers.

It is now clear that the conduction electrons of the spacer metal (Cu) have an essential role
in the transport of the magnetic polarization across the ferromagnetic layers. This paper
presents a direct experimental proof of the essential role of the spin-polarization of the
conduction electrons for the magnetic coupling in Co/Cu and Fe/Cu multilayers.

To experimentally demonstrate the presence of spin polarization of the p-bands of copper we
have performed magnetic circular x-ray dichroism (MCXD) measurements at the Cu K edge.

MCXD is the difference between the absorption of right (lt+)and left (p-) circularly
polarized photons of a ferro (ferri) magnetic material. In a model simplified to a one-electron
picture, MCXD can be viewed as the result of the emission of a spin-polarized and angular-
moment polarized photoelcctron into an outer shell, acting as a spin or angular-mornent
resolving detector [8]. If no angular moment is involved, the MCXD signal, defined as tc =
(g+ - g.-)/ (g+ + Ig-) , can be expressed by:

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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PC= PE PC Ap/p

where PE is the spin-polarization of the photoelectron, PC is the rate of circular polarization
of the incident x-ray beam,

Ap=pT-p4, and p=pT+p$.J

This picture is rather mis;eading since the MCXD signal requires the presence not only of
exchange splitting in the valence band, but also of spin-orbit interaction either in the excited
core level or of the host band of the photoelectron, both in the final state. The absence of spin-
orbit interaction in the Is core level leads to a smaller spin-polarization and therefore much
smaller MCXD signals for K-edge absorption, compared with L and M edges. However K-
edge absorption spectroscopy presents the following advantages: (i) it probes directly the
conduction electrons which are expected to mediate the magnetic interactions in Co/Cu
multilayers and (ii) it avoids the limitation brought by soft x-rays whose sensitivity is restricted
to a few layers close to the surface.

The amplitude of K-edge MCXD signals is not, in general, proportional to the magnetic
moment of the ferromagnetic sample [9]. This is the case of Fe, Co and Ni. In the case of Co
however, Stiihler er al. have shown that the MCXD signal is correlated to the p-moment.
Theoretical evaluations by Schwartz et al. [101 have shown that p and d moments have
opposite signs for Fe and Co and estimated the p component to be of the order of 0.05laB.

The information obtained from MCXD measurements benefits from the double selectivity of
x-ray absorption spectroscopy: (i) thanks to the atom selectivity, the signal can be probed
independently for each chemical species in the sample (ii) the electric dipole selection rules
determine the symmetry of the final state. Measurements at both the K and L 2,3 edges allow
the spin-polarization of p-like electrons (sp bands) and d-like electrons to be obtained
independently.

In the following we will show the results of K-edge MCXD measurements on a series of
sputtered Co/Cu multilayers [11]. These will be discussed along with the results obtained for
L2,3 edge MCXD measurements which will be presented in a future paper [ 121.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS

The Co/Cu and Fe/Cu multilayers were prepared by magnetron sputtering. CogACu.A,
CoioACu9A , CoIoACuI3A, CoI2ACu8A and FeI2ACusA multilayers (total thickness 700A)
were prepared starting from a 50A Fe buffer deposited on a 7itm thick kapton substratc.The
samples are polycrystalline and untextured and have good interface quality [131. The
crystallographic structure of the multilayers is fcc for Co/Cu and bcc for Fe/Cu. All the
samples present oscillatory coupling and a,,-.. magi,,:twe.,istau,,c. TX,& .. agnetoresistance of
the kapton-deposited samples is smaller than that of the Si-deposited samples (6% vs 45% for
the sample with nominal composition 50A Fe - (Co9ACusA)38 -12A Cu).

K-edge MCXD measurements were carried out at LURE-DCI synchrotron radiation source,
at the energy dispersive x-ray absorption beam-line. Right circularly polarized light was
selected by using a slit positioned at about 0.3 radians below the orbital plane of the storage
ring. The multilayer samples were positioned in grazing geometry (100) with respect to the
propagation direction of the x-rays. X-ray absorption spectra were measured in an applied
magnetic field of 0.3 T, whose direction was alternatively switched from parallel to anti-
parallel to that of the x-ray beam. The details of the experimental methods are described

elsewhere [141. Spectra with good statistics at the Cu K-edge (S/N =105 ) were obtained with
acquisition times of about 8 hours. The S/N ratio for the MCXD data is of the order of 10 since
the difference (gi+ - p'-) is as small as 10-4.

The Cu K-edge MCXD spectra measured for a series of Co/Cu multilayers is presented in
Fig. 1. The spectra are normalized to an absorption edge step equal to 1.

The MCXD signal is present as a negative peak in the vicinity of the Cu K edge absorption
edge (the zero energy in the figure corresponds to the first maximum of the derivative the
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rising edge of copper). To confirm that thL signal is not a result of artefacts or spurious
signals, we have shown that the spectrum of pure copper metal, measured in the same
experimental conditions, does not show any MCXD signal. As expected. no signal is obtained
when the same spectrum is measured without inversion of the magnetic field.

The Cu K edge MCXD spectrum of the Col2ACu8A multilaver. which was measured with a
better statistics than the spectra shown in Fig. I (about 12hrs of acquisition time and a thicker
sample), is presented in Fig. 2 where it is compared with the Co K edge measured for the same
sample. The Co K edge spectrum is typical of close-packed bulk cobalt even if some details,
and in particular the presence of a positive peak before the main negative peak, would have to
be confirmed with higher quality data. The Cu K and Fe-K edge MCXD spectra of the
FeI2ACu8A multilayer are shown in Fig. 3.

Cu bulk

CuoACo9A

" (B const)

S Cu8ACo9A

Cu3ACol oA

T.
5' 10 Cu13AcoioA

I I I I 1

-40 -20 0 20 40

E- E, (eV)

Figure 1: Cu K-edge MCXD signal for a series of sputtered Co/Cu multilavers. These are
compared with the spectrum obtained for Cu metal and the spectrum measured for the
Co9ACuSA multilayer without inverting the magnetic field, for which the MCXD signal is
zero.

DISCUSSION

The presence of a MCXD at the K-edge and at L2, 3 -edges of copper in the Co/Cu
multilayers is the indication of spin-polarization respectively of p- and d-like states in copper.

Figure I shows that the amplitude of the Cu K-edge MCXD signal is thickness dependent
and decreases as the copper thickness increases. This behaviour suggests that the signal mainly
derives from copper atoms close to the interface, i.e. in the vicinity of cobalt atoms.

Figure 2 shows the comparison betmeen Co K-edge and Cu K-edge data in the Co I2ACuSA
multilayer. The Co K-edge spectrum is similar to that typical of cobalt metal, both in shape
and in amplitude. This shows that the cobalt layer is fully polarized and that the coupling

',-,, mm~mmm~lmmm mmmm mmlml mmm
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5etween layers is ferromagnetic. The Cu K-edge MCXD spectrum is narrower than the Co K-
edge and exhibits a small positive contribution before the main negative peak

The physical nature of this positive structure is still the subject of speculat )n. Our study of
Co-Fe alloys [15] and the results of Refs. 9 and 16 for Fe-Ni alloys indicate that the
appearence of a positive peak in K-edge MCXD spectra corresponds to the transition from a
strong to a weak ferromagnet i.e. to the availability of holes in majority spin bands. Theoretical
explanations [ 171 invoke the presence of p-d hybridization to explain the difference between
the K-edge MCXD spectrum of iron, which presents a positive and a negative peak, and the
spectra of cobalt and nickel, which only show a negative peak.

0

3x0 -

0 40 80

E - E0 (eV)

Figure 2: Cu K-edge and Co-K edge MCXD spectra of the Co1 2ACu8A multilayer. The
Cu K edge signal has been multiplied by 3.

The maximum and integrated amplitudes of the main negative peak of the Cu K-edge
MCXD spectrum are respectively 1/3 and 1/5 of those of the Co K-edge. If we admit that the
amplitude of the MCXD signal is proportional to the p-like magnetic moment on the probed
atomic species, as Staher et al. have demonstrated in the case of cobalt, we could then
conclude that the p-like moment on copper, averaged over the copper thickness (4ML). is
about one fifth of the p-moment on cobalt. The sign of the copper K edge signal, which is the
same as in cobalt, indicates that the p-moments on copper and cobalt are aligned. If we assume
that only the copper layer in contact with cobalt is spin-nolarized, tht relevant p-moment of
this copper interface layer amounts to 40% of that of cobat ( =- 0 .0 2lAB).

The results of the L2. 3 edges of Co and Cu on a similar multilayer can be summarized as
follows ( 121:

(i) holes are present in the d-band of copper.
(ii) the copper L2 .3 MCXD signals are weak with respect to cobalt. According to the sum

rules proposed by Carra et al. 1181 the orbital contribution of the Cu d-band is almost zero.
This is consistent with the branching ratio of the total absorption cross section which is close
to 2.

(iii) the quantitative interpretation of the individual L2 and L3 MCXD signals in terms of d
moments is still rather unsure. A possible estimation, which unfortunalely relies on an
estimation of the number of copper d-holes, could be obtained by comparison with the Co
L2,3-edge data. This will be the subject of a forthcoming paper 1121.

(iv) the signs of the Co and Cu L 2.3 MCXD signals are consistent with a parallel alignement
of d-moments in Cu and Co.

In conclusion, the spin-polarization of the a-band of copper appears to be extremely small
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compared with that of cobalt. On the other hand the spin-polarization of each of the two p-
bands appears to of the same order of magnitude.

Whether the net moment of copper will be dominated by the contribution of the conduction
electrons (4 p and 4s) or by the 3d contribution is still an open question which requires a
refined analysis and theoretical support. Since the p-moment is relatively strong and the d-
moment is weak and of opposite direction, the net polarization is left very weak.

The presence of a positive pre-peak in the K edge MCXD of copper is consistent with a
weak polarization of the almost full d-band of copper containing d holes with both spin
polarizations. The small relative size of the positive peak indicates that fewer holes are present
in the majority band. The polarization of the conduction electrons of the Cu layer is due to the
adjacent layer since the polarization of thc Cu 3d bands is very small.

10 ' I V I I -

-0.5

-1.5

-2.0

-2.5x10"3 1 1 1
0 40 80

E - E0 (eV)

Figure 3: Cu K-edge and Fe-K edge MCXD spectra of the Fe l2ACO,8A multilayer. The Cu
K edge signal has been multiplied by 3.

When copper is sandwiched between iron layers in the Fe I2ACu8A multilayer (Fig. 3) the
shape of the Cu K edge MCXD spectrum is very similar to that of Fe and its amplitude is three
times smaller. The reduction of the width of the negative peak is analoguous to that observed
for the CoI2ACu8A multilayer.

In the Col2ACu8A multilayer the maximum amplitude is reduced by three and, due to the
narrowing of the signal, the total area is five times smaller than the Co K data. In the
FeI2ACu8A, multilayer the integrated positive area of the Cu MCXD signal dominates the
integrated negative area. In line with the present understanding of the K-edge, this indicates
that copper layers Are weak ferromagnetic with a significant p-polarization. By comparison
with Fe and Co K-edge MCXD signals, one can see that in Co/Cu and Fe/Cu multilayers the
p-bands of copper have spin polarization of opposite character.

The dependence of the Cu-MCXD signal on the crystallographic structure (bcc/fcc) cannot
be at the origin of this behaviour. The weak ferromagnetic behaviour is not systemaLically
related to the bcc structure, as seen in fcc Fe-Ni alloys where the Fe-K edge MCXD signal still
exhibits the characteristic structure with a positive and a negative peak [ 161.

The dependence of the spin-polarization of copper on the nature of the ferromagnetic atom
may be useful to help the understanding of the phase difference in the magnetic oscillations of
Co/Cu and Fe/Cu multilavers. Within the model developed by Ortega and Himpsel [71 the
phase of the magnetic oscillations is determined exclusively by the nature of the magnetic
material.
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ABSTRACT

We have imaged the magnetic domain structure on the surface of Fe(100) single crystals
using energy resolved photoemission microscopy with circularly polarized soft x-rays. The
conthast between different domains arises due to magneto-dichroic effects in the emitted Auger
electrons. This new approach offers a surface sensitive way to combine chemical and magnetic
information on a microscopic scale.

INTRODUCTION

Within the last decades photoelectron spectroscopy has matured into a powerful tool in sur-
face science. Even the photoelectron spin has been successfully made accessible to experimental
investigations on both non-magnetic and ferromagnetic materials [I]. Spin-split electronic states
in ferromagnets may be studied in great detail either by an explicit analysis of the photoelectron
spin (21, or by means of the recently reported magnetic circular dichroism in photoemission
(MCDAD) [3]. Both approaches add magnetic sensitivity to conventional photoelectron spec-
troscopy. The present photoemission experiments are usually hampered by sampling a rather
large surface area (-mm2 ), as determined by the size of the illuminated spot and the characteris-
tics of the electron optics. The investigation of electronic and magnetic microstructures, how-
ever, requires lateral resolution capabilities. The combination of lateral resolution and magrnetic
sensitivity in photoemission techniques can be used in two ways: magnetic sensitive spec-
troscopy on well-defined areas on the surface (micro-spectroscopy), and imaging of magnetic
domains with electrons of a selected kinetic energy (spectro-microscopy).

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Our experimental approach to the problem employed a so-called ESCASCOPE, which has
been described in detail by Coxon et al. [4]. Briefly, the set-up features a hemispherical energy
analyzer (HMA) in combination with an electrostatic input lens system. The instrument can be
operated either in a spectroscopic mode as a conventional electron spectrometer, or in an imaging
mode. The latter allows the acquisition of photoelectron images with a spatial resolution
Ad< 10tm, using electrons of a well defined kinetic energy. Our experiments were performed in a
UHV system (base pressure lxlO-10 mbar) at the German storage ring BESSY, using elliptically
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polarized off-plane radiation dispersed by the SX-700-3 monochromator [51. The light was inci-
dent at 650 with respect to the surface normal of the specimen. The photoemitted electrons were
collected perpendicular to the photon beam within the plane of incidence. The experiments were
performed on several Fe(100) whiskers and an Fe(100) single crystal. The latter was mounted
onto a soft iron yoke equipped with a wire coil, which allowed us to bring the crystal into a de-
fined state of magnetization.

MAGNETIC CIRCULAR DICHROISM IN AUGER ELECTRON EMISSION

In order to introduce magnetic sensitivity into the imaging process, we exploited the effect of
x-ray magnetic circular dichroism in the emitted photoelectrons (MCDAD). In MCDAD, mag-
netic samples exhibit a difference in the intensity spectra recorded with circularly polarized light
of opposite helicities. The specific form and structure of the energy distribution curve depends on
the relative orientation of the sample magnetization M with respect to the direction of the inci-
dent light (or equivalently, the photon spin a) and the wavevector of the emitted photoelectrons
[6]. The dichroic signal is calculated from intensity spectra I(E) taken at opposite M or a as the
so-called intensity asymmetry A

A(E) =P+(E)I-/-(E) (1)
I+(E)+I-(E)

Domains with different orientation relative to the incoming photon beam will thus give rise to a
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Ei- Magnetic circular dichrois,.i in the Fe L3M23V Auger electrons as a function
of photon energy. Constant final state spectra (upper panels) as taken with circularly
polarized light for opposite sample magnetizations (M=- 1) and (M=+ 1). The intensity
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spatial variation of the energy resolved photocurrent. This contrast may be optimized by tuning
the energy filter to the maximum value of A. Maximum experimental asymmetries for photo-
emission from the Fe 2p levels range frorn 2% to 10%, depending on the geometry [7]. A further
important finding is that magneto-dichroic effects are not limited to the direct photoelectrons, but
also appear in true secondaries such as Auger electrons. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2, display-
ing the intensity of the L3M7.3V Auger transition in Fe as a function of photon energy. The
ESCASCOPE was operated in the spectroscopy mode and tuned to an electron energy of 648eV
with a bandwidth AE-2eV. The two peaks at 708 (A) and 720 eV photon energy (B) correspond
to the photoexcitation thresholds of the 2p3t2 and 2pj/2 core levels, respectively. Magnetic circu-
lar dichroism causes the peak height of the spectral features to depend strongly on the direction
of the Fe crystal's remanent magnetization M with respect to the photon spin •. For negative he-
licity (Fig. 2a), M=- I (shaded curve) corresponds to a magnetization direction with a large com-
ponent antiparallel to a, whereas M=I (solid curve) has a large component along ji. The intensity
differences give rise to pronounced features in the asymmetry function (Fig. 2, lower panels).
The dichroic signal A(E) has approximately the same size, but an opposite sign for the excitation
with 708 and 720 eV photons, yielding a peak-to-peak asymmetry of -20%. Switching the helic-
ity of the light leads to a sign reversal in the asymmetry function (Fig. 2b). A qualitatively simi-
lar situation is observed at kinetic energies of 598eV and 703eV, corresponding to the L3M23M23
and L3VV Auger transitions in iron, respectively.
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IMAGING OF MAGNETIC DOMAINS

The intensity asymmetry A(E) observed in electron spectroscopy forms the basis of a magnetic
contrast in photoelectron images taken from magnetic surfaces. It will cause magnetic domains,
which are oriented parallel and antiparallel to the photon spin, to appear with different intensities,
i.e. with different grey levels in an grey scale representation. Fig. 3a shows an image of the
Fe(100) surface taken from an area close to the edge of the crystal. The image has been acquired
(aquisition time -5min) with electrons of 648eV kinetic energy, corresponding to the Fe L3M23V
Auger transition. Prior to the measurement, the Fe crystal has been demagnetized by driving the
coil with an ac current, which was then gradually reduced to zero. The photon energy was tuned
to 708eV, corresponding to the 2p3r2 excitation resonance (peak A), the light having positive he-
licity. The image will therefore be referred to as A+. The raw data in A+ contain a combination
of magnetic and chemical/topographic contrast. The latter is responsible for the number of dark
spots which are scattered across the surface. As a local XPS analysis of these spots excluded the
contrast to be of chemical origin, it is tentatively attributed to the surface topography. It is well
known that transition metal single crystals, which have undergone an extensive sputter cleaning
and annealing procedure, usually exhibit a large number of small pits and hillocks on the surface.
The magnetic contribution to the contrast appears in Fig. 3a as a pattern of differently shaded ar-
eas. In order to separate magnetic and topographical/chemical information in the image, a second
image with inverse magnetic contrast is needed. This image can be obtained, for instance, by
switching the helicity of the light (Ai). Yet, the photon energy dependence of the contrast (Fig.
2) suggests a more elegant solution to the problem. Since the asymmetry A(E) at the 2P312
(hv=708eV) and 2 p1/2 (hv=720eV) resonances is essentially of the same magnitude, but of oppo-
site sign, images taken hv=720eV (B+) contain an inverted magnetic contrast. The asymmetry
image AE(X,y) is then calculated from the original images A+ and B+ in analogy to eq. (I) as

AE(x,y) = A' (2)

The result of this operation is displayed in Fig. 3b, showing the domain structure of the Fe( 100)
crystal. Essentially only three grey levels are observed: the black (white) areas correspond to
domains with their magnetization vector parallel (antiparallel) to the direction of light incidence.
Domains with M oriented perpendicular to the photon spin show up in a medium grey level. The
domains are found to be rather small, i.e. considerably less than 1001tm. in agreement with
observations by scanning electron microscopy with spin-polarization analysis (SEMPA) 181.
Only in the region close to the edge, some larger domains are located. These are presumably de-
termined by defects at the crystal edge. Performing the operation in eq. (2) with images A+ and
A-, instead of A+ and B+, yields the same domain pattern as shown in Fig. 3b. Thus, the experi-
ment proves our approach in eq. (2) to be equivalent to a change of the light helicity. It must be
noted, however, that this equivalence follows from the particular photon energy dependence of
the asymmetry in iron. For other materials, the corresponding "working points" may be estab-
lished by further spectroscopic investigations.

Similar experiments as described above have been carried out on Fe(100) whiskers. These
crystals usually have very well defined domain structures, which are determined mostly by the
shape of the sample. The ideal domain pattern in a long narrow whisker, for instance, consists of
only two domains separated by a 180' wall, and closure domains with 90' walls at each end of
the specimen [9]. The domain image displayed in Fig. 4 has been obtained from an "L"-shaped
sample, using L3VV Auger electrons (703 eV kinetic energy). Again three distinct grey levels.
corresponding to the four magnetization directions in Fe(100) are observed. The image shows the
elbow region of the whisker, which exhibits a relatively complicated domain pattern. In fact, the
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Eig-L Spectro-microscopy from an Fe(100) surface using L 3M2 3 V Auger electrons.
(a) raw image recorded with left hand circularly polarized light of hv=708eV. (b)
magnetic domain pattern obtained by forming the asymmetry (eq. 2) from images
taken at hv=7C0'.V and hv=720eV.

horizontal leg, which extends to the right border of the image, exhibits a domain distribution
close to the case described above. The two oppositely oriented domains are both perpendicular to
the incoming light and thus indistinguishable. This leads to the extendend area of a medium grey
level in the right hand part of the image. Only a small rotation of the sample is required to pro-
duce a sizable projection of the magnetization along the photon spin, causing these domains to
show up with a different contrast. The devitations from the ideal domain pattern in the elbow re-
gion are very likely due to some defects along the lower edge of the crystal. These may give rise
to local demagnetizing fields, and thus to a complex pattern of closure domains. Furthermore, the
whisker may be subject to residual strain due to its fixation to the specimen holder, which is also
likely to influence the formation of domains. Similar domain images as in Fig. 4 have been
recorded with the directly emitted photoelectrons of the 2p and 3p core levels.

Fig, Domain image from an "L-shaped Fe(100) whisker using L 3VV Auger
electrons (703 eV kinetic energy). Photon energies and helicity as in Fig. 3. Arrows
mark the orientation of magnetization in individual domains.



CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have imaged magnetic domains on various Fe(100) surfaces by means of magneto-
dichroic effects in the emitted Auger electrons. With its presently limited spatial resolution, this
experimental approach does not intend to compete with other well-established domain imaging
techniques, such as SEMPA or optical Kerr microscopy. It should rather be seen as a comple-
mentary method, with its main advantage being the unique combination of spectroscopic (i.e. el-
emental and chemical specificity) and magnetic information on a microscopic scale. Compared
to a very recent experiment, in which magnetic domains were imaged by photo-emission mi-
croscopy using the total electron yield [10], the above energy-resolved approach has several ad-
vantages. First, it can exploit magneto-dichroic effects in the direct photoemission channel as
well as in the emitted secondary electrons. By tuning the electron energy from direct photoelec-
trons through Auger excitations down to low-energy secondary electrons, one obtains a very de-
tailed picture of the individual contributions to the magnetism. Secondly, the different angular
dependences of MCDAD and MCD can be used to compensate for possible geometrical restric-
tions of the experimental set-up. Thirdly, one may intentionally introduce a depth selectivity into
the measurements by analyzing electrons of very different kinetic energy. These virtues suggest
that magnetic spectro-microscopy on the basis of magneto-dichroic phenomena will become an
interesting and versatile new tool in surface and thin film magnetism.

We are indepted to Drs. B. Heinrich and Z. Celinski for providing us with the iron whiskers. This
work was supported by the Bundesminister f. Forschung u. Technologie through grants Nos. 05 5
EFAA 1 5 and FKZ 055VHFX I. C.M.S. acknowledges financial support of the Deutscher Aka-
demischer Austauschdienst (No. 516-401-514-3) during his stay at Simon Fraser University.
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ABSTRACT

Circular Dichroic X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy (CDXPS) experiments have
been performed on the 2p core level spectra of polycrystalline Fe film which was
magnetized by a low excitation field. The ability to perform the CDXPS experiments in a
non remanent mode at a photon energy of 2100 eV opens new and interesting possibilities
for the MCD technique in the study of surface and interface magnetism. Our work on this
polycrystalline iron gives some new insights into the understanding of the MCD
mechanism. First results show a similar angular variation for the measured asymmetry, as
those observed on a Fe bec (100) single crystal remanently magnetized in the [1001
direction. Our results make clear that the parameters governing the behaviour of the
asymmetry factor (A) are not completely described by the relative direction of the
magnetization (M) with the polarization vector of the incident beam (q) and the direction of
detection of the photoelectrons (z). The specific outcoming of this work is to clearly show
that this bchaviour of A is not connected to the crystalline structure of the film for our
geometries.

INTRODUCTION.

Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) is now widely used to study the local magnetic
properties of atoms in any magnetic materials. If the absorption experiments are now rather
well described for localized and itinerant magnetic systems [I - 6], the MCD effect
observed by photoemission is to first order explained by a simple extended "absorption
model" [3] where the emission direction is not explicited.
Recently new experiments showed interesting results on a Fe(I 10) single crystal face since a
magnetic asymmetry was observed on the Fe2p levels in a "forbidden geometry"
considering absorption measurements [7]. On the contrary to absorption experiments, where
the electrons produced by the absorption process are not analysed, photoemission
experiments involve the detection of photoelectrons with a well-defined direction with
respect to the magnetization M, the surface normal and the wave vector q of the photon.
Thus, the asymmetry factor A=[I(-M)-I(+M)]I[I(-M)+I(+M)] can be shown to be
strongly dependent on the detection angle (7.8,121.
Recently, a CDXPS experiment has been performed on the Ni 3p core level from a Ni(110)
surface [91: the importance of the orbital magnetic moment on the surface layer has been
invoked in order to explain the large discrepancy concerning the magnitude of the
asymmetry, within the above mentioned model.
Analytical calculations [13] has shown that the asymmetry A is dependent on both, the rate
of the circularly polarized light and the rate of the linearly polarized light.
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For this reason we choose in this paper to discuss differences of the photoemission intensity
I(-M) - I( + M) where the linear term is suppressed. Therefore we are able to compare them
Lu dithe jietA %ay cakiiatcJ differences for various collection angles

We also demonstrate in this paper, that our results on a thick polycrystalline Fe film
(100 A) deposited on a Ni3 Fe (u-metal) substrate reproduce fairly well those obtained on
Fe(100) single crystal [81. and we conclude about the absence of influence on the
measur-ments stemming from the crystallographic state of the surface.

A limittion of CDXPS is related with the fact that in principle such experiments
have to be done in the renianent mode, i.e. the magnetic field has to be switched off during
the experiments in order to avoid any disturbance of the photoelectron itself by the
excitation field. Obviously this limits its use to those cases where the sample has a strong
remanence at H=0. This is not the general situation encountered in strface and interface
magnetism. Thus, it seemed important to us to investigate the possibility to use CDXPS in a
less restrictive case, i.e. when the remarient induction is zero and when the sample is

polycrystalline.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS.

The experiments weie performed at the LURE - SuperACO synchrotron ring using
the circularly polarized light produced by an asymmetric Wiggler. Monochromatic light
was obtained from a Si(ll1) two crystal monochromator. The data were obtained using a
constant photon energy of 2100 eV and recorded with a high resolution hemispherical
energy analyzer. (The experimental resolution was estimated to be 0.4eV (HWHM) in the
present work). Fe2p photoelectrons (EB - 700eV) are therefore detected with a high

kinetic energy; this is of interest both for the data processing (the background, due to
secondary electrons is significantly reduced) and also for the smaller influence of stray
magnetic field on the photoelectron.

Obviously, our experimental conditions are less favorable than those used in
previous CDXPS experiments. The use of a two-crystal monochromator, instead of a
grating optics, is really penalizing for flux consideration and especially for the loss in the
circular polarization rate (r < 0.3). Nevertheless it presents several advantages related with
the fact that almost all core-level spectra (for instance the 3d5 12 , 3d3/2 of the rare earth)
may be studied. Moreover, the fact that the kinetic energy of the photoelectron can be
changed significantly may be of trivial interest for the study of surface magnetism, via the
well known dependence of the mean free path of the photoelectron with its kinetic energy.

As seen in fig. 1, a yoke made of p-metal insured a closed guide for magnetic field,
and the polished side of the yoke plays the role of substrate for the iron evaporated film.
The iron film (thickness - 100 A) was evaporated after a careful in situ cleaning of the p-
metal by argon sputtering at room temperature.
At least 8 hours were necessary to collect the XPS data for each direction of the
magnetization. The experiments were done under UHV conditions (P - 5.10"I0hPa) and the
sample cleanliness was periodically checked by monitoring the OIS and the CIS XPS
spectra (recorded using a conventional Al Ka X-ray source).
For this experiment we need to maintain the magnetic field (a few mTeslas for the

excitation field) during the measurements. In fact no remanence persists in the evaporated
iron film as seen by the absence of any dichroic signal. This is coherent with the fact that
the film is polycrystalline. The external magnetic field provided in the iron film a
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Fig. 1: Experimental condition: The iron film is
directly evaporated on a flat side of the yoke,
made of p-metal. The in-plane excitation field of
H - 10 Gauss lies in the incidence plane and is

It switched on during the data aquisition. Different
WhV emission angles are obtained by a rotation of the

sample around the Z axis (The sample normal
lies in the incidence plane).

magnetization direction lying in the incidence plane. The angle between the incident photon
beam and the analyzer was fixed to 500. Instead of changing the helicity (which implies to
move up and down the optics by 0.6 mrad) we simply change the direction of the
magnetization M for a given helicity to extract the Fe2p asymmetry.
This procedure is widely used and is equivalent to the one used by Baumgarten 18] where
an angular analysis has been performed on Fe(100) single crystal within an equivalent
experimental geometry.

Magnetic circular dichroism obtained by reversing the applied magnetic field with
fixed helicity has been followed for different incidence (and emission) angles. The most
important problem to solve for variable geometry is the energy shift of the photoelectron
lines when M is changtx; this shift is strongly emission angle dependent and is due to the
distribution of the stray field around the sample. For each emission angle the value of the
shift to introduce has been measured on the Fe2p lines be reversing the magnetization
direction using linearly polarized light (where the magnetic stray fields are the unique origin
of the shifts). This value never exced 50meV. The resolution of the spectra allows us to fix
the shift with a total incertitude better than 10meV. Looking for 100meV to 200n,'""
"exchange shifted Fe2p3/2 peaks this seems to be a reasonable way to extract correct valuu.
of asymmetry.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

In fig.2 we present the difference spectra 1(+M) - l{-M) obtained for different
geometry R(a) normal emission, (b) 150 off-normal and (c) 250 off normal] when circularly
polarized light of negative helicity is used. The energy step of the data shown in fig.2 is
0.24eV.

The two photoemission spectra are compared after an adjustement of their
backgrounds which have to match on both sides of the pair feature by averaging over
several data points.
As shown in this figure, there is a significant dependence of the asymmetry factor with the
emission angle.
The dependence of this difference on the experimental geometry can be given by [71:

0+ - a- r J .4q.M - 6 (z.q) (z.M)] (I)
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100 Fig. 2: Evolution of the intensity difference
N-nalmmlo -d- (-M) - (+M) for different angles when

circularly polarized light of negative helicity is
I. used. (a) Data for the normal emission geometry

0 with an incidence angle of a=40* with respect
to the magnetization vector M. (b) Data for the
15° off normal emission angle with an incidence

(a) angle of a= 55. (cW Data for the 25 off normal

o100 . emission angle with an incidence angle of
15 deg. a=65*.

S " "where z, q and M are the unit vectors
, ,respectively of the direction of the photoelectron

(b) emission, the photon polarization vector and the

too magnetization. Whereas r is the rate of

25 deg circularly polarized light:

. _ .. . (l(eft 'right) "(left + 'right) =
0

In our experiment the polarization rate is
estimated to 20%. For the three different

W() experimental geometries of fig.2 the predicted
values using (1) are : 0.61 for the normal

1370 1380 1390 1400 emission geometry (a), 0.65 for the 15* off
KmdeEne W(eV) normal (b), and 0.67 for the 25* off normal

emission geometry.
The smooth evolution toward higher values of this calculated values is in clear opposition
with our experimental data. If we scale our value on fig.2a (measured on the 2p3/2 line)

with 0.61, we obtain in the case (b) 0.71 and for case (cW 0.51 . The evolution of the
experimental value is not coherent with the calculated ones and could not have his origin in
a surface related component because of the high kinetic energies of the detected
photoelectrons.
The same specific behaviour has been measured on Fe(100) single crystal [8], which

demonstrates that the crystalline state is not the origin of the effect.
Our results make clear that the parameters governing the behaviour of the

asymmetry factor are not completely described by the relative direction of the magnetization

M with the polarization vector of the incident beam q and the direction of detection of the
photoelectrons z.

In order to compare our data with those of Baumgarten [8] we substract the
background from the photoemission spectra as seen in fig.3 and normalize them to a signal
to background ratio of 2. Below the total photoelectron spectrum (sum of two spectra
tacken with +M and -M) we display in fig.3b the normalized intensity asymmetry
(I+-r)I(l+ +r). The same normalization of the photoemission spectra has been made by
Baumgarten 181. This allows to compare the asymmetry values for both systems.
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-. 900 Fig. 3: (a) Normalized spectra after background
2pI/2 2 p 3/2  subsraction (for details see text), average for

0 +M and -M magnetization direction, when
circularly polarized light of negative helicity is

used. (b) The normalized intensity asymmetry

"• 300 A = ( +-)/(l + + 1-) after the above mentionned
S correction on the pholoemission spectra. This
S(a) value can directly be compared to ref.8.

0
3 NORMAL EM•4SJON

2 . The data presented in fig.3 were recorded when
I "circularly polarized light of negative helicity is

0 oused in the geometry where the angle of
incidence for the light is 50° with respect to the

-2 Jsurface normal (or a=400 in fig.l) and

-3 (b) consequently the emission is along the sample
-4 normal. The obtained peak to peak value for the

1370 1380 1390 1400 2p3 12 asymmetry is about 3.5%. Previous data
Kinetic Energy (eV) of Baumgarten for Fe(100) taken in the same

geometry shows a 12% asymmetry on the 2p3 /2

line.
Our value is clearly reduced by a factor 3. The values for the 15* off normal emission
(a=55*) and for the 25ý off normal emission (a=651) are respectively 6% and 4.5%.
Also for these two angles the data of Baumgarten for Fe(100) are corresponding by a factor
3 (respectivelly 19% and 13%).
This difference can not be caused by an imperfectly magnetized sample since we estimate
the applied field to be 10 times the saturation field for metal. The presented data have been
recorded with a resolution of 0.4eV to minimize the reduction of the asymmetry due to/1ine
broadening. This excludes an artificial reduction of our data to be the origin of the sWller
values found.
This difference originates simply from the lower circular polarization rate in our experiment
( - 20%) as compared to that obtained with a grating optics in ref. 8 ( -, 70%). In fact. the
evolution observed presents qualitatively the same angular dependence of the asymmetry as
in ref.8 for a Fe(100) single crystal. The angular variation of the asymmetry is therefore
independent of the crystalline state of the magnetic material (implicit in formule (I)).

The origin of the strange behaviour of the asymmetry can be coreleted to a crystal
field effect, which could be superimposed to the classical effect. A detailed analysis of the
photolines shows an intensity difference for the 2p3/2 lines taken for + M and -M, in
addition to the observed shift which is in our case of 150meV. This observation is clearly
connected with the difference in intensity (in the opposite direction) energetically located
between the 2pI/2 and 2p312 lines and is obviously connected to the angular dependence as
observed on our data. Considering that the total integrated signal for the 2 p3 /2
photoelectron intensity has to be constant by reversing the magnetic field, the loss of
intensity at 1391 eV is compensated by an enhancement at higher binding energies. In the
framework of the atomic picture 110,11], Imada and Jo introduced crystal field and
Coulomb interaction which give rise to a multiplet structure selectively excited by circularly
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polarized light. The crystal field related photoelectron lines are energetically located
between the 2p3/2 and 2pi/2 line.
This multiplet structure induced terms in the MCD signal could be partially responsible for
our observed angular dependence, especially on the left part of the 2p3/2 MCD signal.

In order to draw definitive conclusions about the mechanism responsible for this
angular variations, it is necessary to improve the data quality in order to discuss the fine
structure of the MCD signal.

CONCLUSION.

The CDXPS results presented in this paper demonstrate the possibility to carry out
such experiments on polycrystalline componds in the non-remanent mode. The experimental
results for Fe films are almost identical to those obtained in the remanent mode on Fe(100)
single crystal. Such a similarity of the data shows that it is possible to overcome the
difficulty, related with the presence of stray magnetic field during the experiments, and
opens the possibility to study all the systems where the remanent magnetization is zero.
In parltici'lar we show that the variations of the asymmetry are not related to the crystalline
state of the sample as suggested in [7]. Nevertherless the angular variation of the CDXPS
asymmetry still remains poorly understood and requires further experimental and theoritical
studies.
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STRONG MAGNETIC CIRCULAR DICHROISM
IN 4F PHOTOEMISSION

KAI STARKE, E. NAVAS, L. BAUMGARTEN, AND G. KAINDL
Institut fir Experimentalphysik, Freie Universitit Berlin, Amimallee 14,
W- 1000 Berlin 33, Germany

ABSTRACT

We report on strong magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) in 4f photoemission (PE)
from magnetized Gd(0001)/W(I10) films. The shape of the 4tl--7 Fj final-state PE
multiplet depends on the relative orientation between photon spin and sample
magnetization and can be described within an atomic model. The spectra rule out
antiferromagnetic alignment of the (0001) surface layer and the bulk of Gd. This MCD in
4f-PE from rare-earth materials opens new perspectives in the analysis of surface and thin-
film magnetism and as a sensor for circular polarization of soft x-rays.

The availability of intense circularly polarized x-ray beams has recently led to a number
(f studies of magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) in photoabsorption and photoemiss-
ion 1 "7 of ferromagnetic materials. In case of MCD, the photoabsorption and
photoemission (PE) processes depend on the relative orientation between photon spin and
sample magnetization. MCD in PE was first observed in 2p core-level spectra from
ferromagnetic Fe(l 10)1 and was explained in terms of spin-selective dipolar transitions in
the presence of spin-orbit coupling 1 .2 . Several theoretical treatments of the observed
MCD effects in PE have been given 2 ,6 ,7 .

In the present contribution we report on the observation of MCD in 4f PE from
magnetized Gd(000]) films grown epitaxially on W(1 10). The shape of the 4f6- 7Fj final-
state PE multiplet exhibits a strong dependence on the relative orientation between photon
spin and sample magnetization. Even with the circular polarization of the synchrotron
radiation beam amounting to only 55%, a 30-% MCD effect has been observed. Due to
the localized nature of the 4f states in Gd, this MCD in PE can be explained within an
atomic model making use of the dipole-selection rules. From MCD spectra recorded with
high surface sensitivity at hv=48 eV, antiferromagnetic alignment of the (0001) surface
layer and the bulk of Gd can be ruled out8 .This strong MCD in 4f PE carries a substantial
potential as an analytical tool in surface and thin-film magnetism and for an absolute
determination of the degree of circular polarization of soft x-rays.

The experiments were performed with circularly polarized soft x-rays from two
different monochromators at the Berliner Elektronenspeicherring ftir Synchro-
trons:rahlung (BESSY): the plane-grating SX700/11I at a bending magnet9 and the U2-
FSGM at the crossed undulator10 .

Epitaxial Gd(0001) films with a thickness of 80±10 A were prepared by vapor
deposition of Gd onto a clean and well-ordered W(1 10) substrate at room temperature
(base pressure <8. 1011 mbar); this results in a layer-by-layer growth of the first few layers
of Gd 8 ,11 . As confirmed by LEED, a well-ordered Gd film was obtained by a subsequent
brief annealing at 870 K 11 . The thickness of the film was monitored by a quartz micro
balance and calibrated via the relative intensities of the 4f PE lines from Gd and W.
Chemical cleanliness was checked by monitoring the O-2p PE intensity, which has been
found to be sensitive to 02 exposures as low as 0.01 L. Gd(0001) films are known to be
magnetized entirely in plane 12 with only few magnetic domains, which was checked in
situ by magnetooptical Kerr-effect (MOKE). The PE spectra were taken with the
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Gd(000l) film remanently magnetized in the plane of incidence of the photon beam,
achieved by magnetizing pulses of H,,ax=360 A/cm applied through a closeby solenoid.
The circularly polarized light was incident at an angle of 150 with respect to the film plane
and the photoelectrons were collected around the surface normal using a hemispherical
electron-energy analyzer with moderate angular resolution (± 100); the experimental

m , geometry is given in the inset
Gd of Fig. I

Gd metal 6y Fig. 1(a) shows Gd-4f PE
00 1 spectra obtained with circu-

T= 5K lady polarized light from theQ 00T .,0K/o_ n SX700/Ill for a remanently
hv= 200 eV P i5s 0 hv magnetized Gd(000l )/W(l 10)

)IIV film at =50 K for parallel
"(open dots) and antiparallel

(a) c, parallel (full dots) orientation of pho-

S9. . antip. ton spin and sample magneti-
zation, respectively. For both

4f.Fj orientations, the spectral
""I shapes deviate markedly from

10 - the well-known shape of the
paramagnetic 4f6-7Fj final-
state multiplet8 . For parallel

S0 orientation, the 4f spectrum

E 9(open dots) yields a sharp "fir-
E tree-like" structure, which

)-10 (b) changes to a broad and
rounded structure (filled dots)

upon reversal of magnetiza-

-20 1 k I tion. The asymmetry (IT1 -IT)
I 1 10 9 8 7 6 5 / (ITT + 1%, ), calculated from

Binding Energy (eV) the raw experimental data, is
plotted in (b); it amounts to

FIG. I. (a) Gd-4t PE spectra (hv=200 eV) of a remanently =30%, which is by far the
magnetized Gd(OOOt)/W(1 10) film. The open (filled) dots are strongest MCD effect in PE
for parallel (antiparallel) orientation of photon spin and observed so far.
sample magnetization. (b) Asymmetry (OT- 11",,)/(I1"!+ ITV,)
calculated from the raw experimental spectra in (a). The inset Due to the localized nature
gives schematically the cxperime,|tal geometry. of the 4f states in Gd, the 4f

PE process can be described
within an atomic model mak-

ing use of the dipole selection rules, AJ=0, ± I and AMj=± I, that connect the fully mag-

netized ground state, 8 S7 /2 IJ=7/2, Mj=-7/ 2 ), with final states IJ', M'j); the latter are
formed by coupling the angular momenta of the PE final states (7F, multiplet) with those
of the detected photoelectron. For the photoelectron only 4f -g transitions were consid-
ered since contributions from 4f--ed are estimated to be negligibly small in the present
context.

The results of this atomic calculation for the relative contributions of the 7 Fj multiplet
components are presented graphically in Fig. 2(a) for parallel orientation (AMj=+I) and in
Fig. 2(b) for antiparallel orientation (AMj=-I). The energy spacings between the multiplet
sublevels were chosen according to the Landd-interval rule. Also shown in Fig. 2 are the
experimental spectra from Fig. 1, however, normalized to 100% circular polarization of
the photon beam in order to facilitate a comparison with the theoretical multiplets. Note
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the good qualitative agreement of the peak shapes of the normalized spectra with the
theoretical multiplet shapes.

I . . . // , , I, For a quantitative

(a) parallel (W) antiparalle' description of the ex-
..60-perimental spectra,

60three points must be

"40- considered: (1) The
Gd-4f PE spectra

S20" contain intensity from

L bulk and surface at-
o ,- 4 0J,6 54.. oms, with the surface

9 9 8 contribution shifted
Binding Energy WeV) to higher binding en-

ergies (surface core-
Fig. 2. Calculated relative intensities of the 4f6-7 Fj final-state PE level shift, SCSo3).

multiplet components for (a) parallel (AMJ=+I) and (b) antiparallel (2) Recent spin-re-

(AMJ=-I) orientation between photon spin and sample magnetization. solved PE gives evi-
For comparison, the experimental spectra from Fig. i. normalized co
100% circular polarization. are also given. dence of ferromag-

netic coupling of the

(0001) surface of Gd and the bulk14 . (3) The circular polarization of the photon beams
used was incomplete: the residual light is linearly polarized in the storage-ring plane in

case of the SX700/III positioned
at a bending magnet9 , while it is
unpolarized in case of the

Gd metal hv =48 V crossed undulator
10 .

1O T= 200 K

(a) parallel
5 0 -\

15 0 FIG. 3. Gd-4f PE spectra taken with
0 circularly polarized 48-eV photons

S"-from the crossed undulator at BESSY.

10 The (0001) surface layer (grey-shaded
components) is ferromagnetically
aligned to the bulk of Gd (solid

(b) antiparallel subspectra). The dashed components,
5 which are identical in spectra (a) and

(b), represent the sum of the
paramagnetic bulk and surface signals
due to unpolarized light and the finite

0 ----------- sample temperature. The solid curves
0 . . ... .. _ _ _ _ _ _through the peaks displaced vertically
I 10 9 8 7 represent the best fit results for

Binding Energy (eV) hypolhetical antiferromagnctic
alignment of surface layer and bulk.

In this way the spectra of Fig. 1(a) can be simultaneously least-squares fitted with a

common parameter set assuming theoretical relative intensitic; of the 7Fj multiplet lines
for parallel and antiparallel orientation and Doniach-Sunjic line shapes; due to the finite



angle between the light-propagation direction and the surface plane of the sample, the
magnetization has a non-vanishing component MY parallel to the linear polarization vector
(see inset in Fig. 1), which leads to weak transitions with AMj--O. In addition, bulk PE
contributions with opposite AMj were included in each case, caused by the incomplete
circular polarization of the photon beam, as well as surface core-level shifted components
from a ferromagnetically aligned outermost surface layer. Significantly worse fits were
obtained when an antiferromagnetically aligned or a paramagnetic outermost surface layer
was assumed. For reasons of space, these fits of the MCD PE spectra taken at the
SX700/11I are not shown1 5 .

In order to enhance the surface contribution. MCD PE spectra were also taken at
hvb48 eV (see Fig. 3). In this case circularly polarized light from the crossed undulator
was employed to avoid AMj=0 contributions to the spectra. The two spectra for parallel
and antiparallel orientation exhibit clearly visible shoulders on the high binding-energy
sides, which are a consequence of relatively strong surface contributions (surface-to-bulk
intensity ratio =_ about 1. 1 to 1); such shoulders have not been resolved with unpolari-izd
light8,1 3 ,14 .

The subspectra in Fig. 3 are again the results of a simultaneous fit of the two spe A

with a common parameter set. assuming ferromagnetic alignment of the (0001) sunace
layer and the Bulk of Gd.

Antiferromagnetic coupling, as shown in the vertically displaced peaks in Fig. 3, led to
significantly larger misfits; similarly large misfits were obtained under the assumption of a
paramagnetic surface layer (results not shown here). Thus MCD in 4f PE provides a
further strong evidence for ferromagnetic alignment of the (000' 1 surface layer of Gd and
the bulk.

Due to the strength of the observed effect MCD in 4f-PE from Gd - and also from
other rare-earth elements - will enable studies of surface and thin-film magnetism with the
ease of conventional PE measurements. The possibility to exploit 3d--4f and 4d--4f
resonant PE allows studies with substantially increased sensitivity as well as in an element
specific way. In addition. the magnitude of the 4f-PE MCD effect offers particularly
attractive perspectives for magnetic imaging applications.

The atomic description of the observed MCD effect in 4f PE provides a way to
quantitatively measure the degree of circular polarization in the soft x-ray region over a

wide range of photon energies from about 40 eV up to well beyond the 3d--4f threshold
(at =_ 1190 eV for Gd). Further work in this direction, both with different Gd systems and
with other rare-earth elements, is in progress in our laboratory.
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MAGNETIC AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
OF ULTRA-THIN MAGNETIC FILMS, MULTILAYERS, AND

SUPERLATIICES BY MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY

J. FREELAND, D. KEAVNEY, D. STORM, AND J. CALVIN WALKER
Johns Hopkins University, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Baltimore,
Maryland 21218

In the study of thin films and surfaces as well as the examination of
superlattices, the careful characterization of these systems including their structural,
magnetic, transport, and other properties has been absolutely crucial to the
advancement of the field. As means of sample preparation have progressed,
t~echniques for evaluating the flatness, continuity, crystallinity, etc. of thin films and
surfaces have become ever more necessary to understand the resulting magnetic and
electronic properties. Because iron is often a constituent of magnetic thin films and
because the isotope "7Fe shows a strong Mossbauer Effect over a wide temperature
range the technique of Mossbauer Spectroscopy offers much to the study of surfaces,
thin films, and superlattices.

Mossbauer spectroscopy depends on the achievement in a very special way of
nuclear resonance fluorescence. In the case of nuclear transitions, photon energies
are typically in the range from tens of thousands to millions of electron volts.
Typically recoil energies in both the emission and absorption processes are greater
than linewidths and very little resonance fluorescence takes place. Mossbauer was
studying this unlikely phenomenon when he made his discovery: when nuclear
photon energies aren't too high (-10-100 keV) and the atom containing the excited
nucleus is firmly bound in a stiff solid at moderate-to-low temperatures, there is a
significant probability that the only lattice-vibrational normal mode excited as a
result of the photon emission is the zero-frequency (wo•0) mode. This implies that the
recoil momentum is taken up by the entire lattice, not just the recoiling nucleus. In
this case there is negligible recoil energy loss. The same process can also occur in
resonance absorption. An additional bonus - very important for Mossbauer
spectroscopy - is the fact that the first order doppler line-broadening caused by
thermal vibration of the emitting nucleus disappears in the Mossbauer Effect.

For "7Fe, with a 14.4 keV nuclear transition energy to the ground state, a
recoil-free fraction of gamma emissions in Fe metal is .81 at room temperature. This
high fraction can be attributed to the rather low nuclear transition energy and to the
significant lattice stiffness associated with Fe metal.

As mentioned above, the doppler-broadening of the emitted or absorbed gamma
line-width cancels out to first order in v 1c. Here v is speed of the emitting or
absorbing nucleus associated with thermal vibrations. This eliminates the major
source of gamma line-broadening and for a high quality crystalline source and
absorber the gamma line width will be close to the value given by the uncertainty
principle, Using the 100ns lifetime of the 14.4 keV level of ' 7Fe as the measurement
time uncertainty: E - 10"eV. This implies a resolution E/AE of about 1012 which
offers an explanation for the efficacy of Mossbauer spectroscopy for looking in small
energy shifts associated with solid-state systems.

Misssbauer spectroscopy makes use of gamma ray emission from an excited
nucleus bound in a solid. As the gamma transitions are usually very short-lived,
("7Fe is long at 100ns.) the excited nuclear state which normally decays to the nuclear
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ground state is usually fed by a conveniently long-lived beta-emitting state which
decays to the relevant gamma emitting state. In the case of "7Fe the beta-emitting
parent, "7Co, decays primarily to the 136 keV state of "?Fe (Figure 1). This second
excited state decays very rapidly primarily to the 14.4 keV first excited state with the
emission of a 122 keV gamma ray. The subsequent decay of the 14.4 keV state
provides the gamma rays used for Mossbauer spectroscopy in "7Fe. It should be noted
that only 2.17% of natural Fe is "lFe. The rest of the Fe, consisting mainly of "Fe,
shows no Mossbauer effect. This can be exploited in a very interesting way as we
demonstrate below.

57

7 Co
2 270 days

55

2

23 keV

3

1 •14.4 keV
1
2

Figure 1. Decay scheme for 7Co to 7Fe

In the case of 5"Fe the 14.4 keV transition is from a J = 3/2 nuclear level to a

J =12 ground state. The nuclear moments, magnetic and electric quadrupole,
associated with these levels interact with magnetic and electric fields at the nucleus
to produce a hyperfine splitting of the nuclear levels. Because these moments are

independently known, a determination of the hyperfine splittings for a particular
sample determines the magnetic field and electric field gradient at the nucleus. Both
of these quantities provide very useful information when studying thin films,
surfaces, or superlattices. The magnetic hyperfme interaction produces a nuclear
Zeeman effect with equal spacing of the magnetic sublevels of the J = 3/2 excited
state (Figure 2).



To obtain maximum information about a magnetic system using Mbssbauer
spectroscopy requires the ability to take spectra with the sample kept accurately at
temperatures ranging from 4.2 (normal liquid He) to 600-700 K (temperatures above
which irreversible changes in thin film or superlattice systems can occur.) Various
techniques have been devised to deal with this matter. Flow cryostats with
resistance heaters, thermal sensors, and electronic temperature controllers can hold
temperatures to *0.1K indefinitely at significant cost for liquid coolants (particularly
at the lower temperatures). We have found the most satisfactory solution in a helium
gas refrigerator system' that requires no liquid coolants and includes temperature
control as good or better than flow cryostats. Refrigerator systems can have vibration
problems due to vigorous motion of the displacer piston in the cooling head. This can
cause serious line-broadening in the M6ssbauer spectra. Modern commercial units
have overcome this completely by isolating the cooling station from the mechanical
part of the system and conducting heat away from the station using cold helium gas.
No mechanical connection means no line broadening in the system and the operator
can easily stabilize any temperatures between 10K and 400K. For higher
temperatures a specialized temperature-controlled oven is used.

Information Obtainable From Mossbauer Spectra

A typical Mbssbauer spectrum shown in Figure 2 contains a great deal of
information. The nuclear transition from the j = '/, 14.4keV excited state to the
j = /2 ground state is an MI (magnetic dipole) transition with selection rules m = 0,
±1. In the case in which a magnetic splitting of the '/2 level into m = ± `/2 and
m = ± V/2 levels and the V/2 level into m = ± V/2 levels occurs, six of the possible eight
transitions are allowed. This shows in the spectrum as six lines. The transitions
included by magnetic dipole selection rules m = +3/-.m = -1/. and m = -'.m = + '/, do
not appear. The relative intensities of the transitions are also very interesting. The
transition probabilities are the squares of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients appropriate to
these angular momentum states. They depend not only on the j and m values but
also on the angle between the direction of the detected gamma ray and the direction
of the magnetic field producing the Zeeman splitting of the nuclear levels. For an
unmagnetized Fe absorber in which the direction of the magnetic field at the nucleus
is random (due to domains) the six lines have intensity ratios 3:2:1:1:2:3. Of course
the unmagnetized Fe is still magnetically ordered within a domain so that the
nucleus still "sees" a net magnetic hyperfine field produced by the surrounding
electrons. Bulk Fe shows this magnetic order below the Curie temperature of 1040K.

Our thin films and superlattices usually involve magnetized films of Fe thinner
than 100 layers which have single domains and in the absence of significant surface
anisotropy are magnetized in-plane. In this case the ratios of Mossbauer spectral
lines are 3:4:1:1:4:3. When large surface anisotropy effects overcome the dipolar
shape effects and lead to a magnetization perpendicular to the film surface (and
therefore parallel to the gamma ray direction in a transmission Mdssbauer
measurement) the transition probabilities for the +'/2 -- +/2 and _ Am=0
transitions become zero. In this interesting case the line intensities become
3:0:1:1:0:3.

In general the line intensity relation is given by:

3:x:1:1:x:3 x = 4 sin 2/(1+cos 2O)
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where iw the angle between the gamma ray and the direction of the magnetization
M. In purn bulk Fe the magnetic hyperfine field is 341 kilo-oersteds at 4.2K and 333
k ee at 295KL Because the magnetic moments of the nuclear 3/, and Y, levels
are independently known, the M~ssbauer spectrum shown in Figure 2 yields values
for the hyperfine fields from an appropriate least-squares fit to the spectrum.

(a) i
+ 3/2

I
+ 1/2

3/2
- 1/2

- 3/2

- -1/2
1/2

+ 1/2

I I I I I"

(b) d

0 0o

0 0

ii

- I , I I

-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8

Velocity (mmns)

Figure 2. (a) Magnetic hyperfine splittings of the ground state and first excited state of '"Fe.
The six allowed MI transitions are indicated. A typical absorption spectrum from transmission
M6ssbauer spectroscopy is shown in (b).
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The magnetic hyperfine field at the nucleus depends in a complicated way on
the magnetic properties of host lattice. In a paramagnetic metal or alloy the
hyperfine field at the nucleus rapidly relaxes in spatial direction due to the spin-spin
relaxation associated with the thermal lattice energy kT. This results in no net
magnetic field at the nucleus over the time comparable to the Larmor precession
period of the nuclear moment in the (non-static) magnetic field produced by the
electrons around the nucleus. In making a STCo radioactive source for obtaining the
initial resonant gamma rays for M6ssbauer spectroscopy this is used to produce a
magnetically "unsplit" single line gamma source. Typically '"Co is diffused into
Rhodium. The resulting paramagnetic alloy also has cubic symmetry so that the
source line is "unsplit" either by magnetic or electric quadrupole hyperfine
interactions.

Conversion Electron Mossbauer Spectroscopy - CEMS

In this variant of conventional transmission Mossbauer spectroscopy,
advantage is taken of the fact that nature provides a means of de-excitation of the
14.4 keV nuclear excited state of 57Fe other than photon emission. An excited nucleus
may de-excite by transferring its energy to one of the inner electrons which have
some appreciable density at the nucleus (typically s-electrons). In the case of 57Fe
this "internal conversion" occurs nine times more often than emission of a 14.4 keV
photon.

This forms the basis for Mossbauer spectroscopy in cases in which the thin film
or superlattice system is not transparent to 14.4 keV gammas. This occurs, for
example wiLJh very dense or thick single crystal substrates surb as tungsten or GaAs.
A scattering geometry is appropriate with 14.4 keV gammas from a "7Co source
incident on the Mossbauer scatterer which is often much smaller than a transmission
geometry absorber. When the source is doppler-shifted into resonance with the
scatterer, a recoilless Mossbauer absorption takes place, temporarily leaving some
"57Fe nuclei in the scatterer in an excited state. These nuclei de-excite primarily by
"internal conversion" which results in the ejection of a K-electron of about 7 keV
energy. The resulting excited atom with a K-shell hole will de-excite by emitting a
6.4 keV x-ray or (about 50% of the time) by emitting a number of outer-shell electrons
by the Auger process. The spectrum of electrons from these processes is not sharply
defined in energy, but tends to have lower energy than "noise" electrons from
photoelectric or Compton processes. More sophisticated Conversion Electron
M6ssbauer Spectrometers (CEMS) pass these electrons through a rather broad-band
electron spectrometer before they are detected by a channeltron or other suitable
electron detector. The signal-to-noise ratio for such a sophisticated system can be
very high, although dense substrates such as tungsten can produce significant noise
problems. The high sensitivity and large signal-to-noise ratios have permitted
Mossbauer spectroscopy of Fe films of mono-layer thickness, while the thinnest films
for which transmission spectra are reported are about two monolayers. Because
electrons in this energy range are not very penetrating, the entire spectrometer must
be evacuated, while transmission experiments don't usually require vacuum except
as part of the absorber cooling system. The need for a vacuum for CEMS has been
turned to advantage by some groups by having the film production inside the same
vacuum system as the Mossbauer spectrometer. In principle this might mean that
no protective covering layer would have to be put over the Fe before Mossbauer
measurements. In practice a great deal of time (-15 hrs.) must elapse before enough
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counts are recorded to provide a Mtssbauer spectrum with good counting statistics.
It is not possible to keep a bare Fe surface free of contamination during such a time.

Because one is counting electrons which cannot escape from very deep in the
sample, CEMS is more surface sensitive than transmission experiments. In practice,
however, surface sensitivity is achieved by making Fe films from isotopically pure
"Fe which shows no Messbauer effect and then depositing one or two atomic layers
of isotopically pure "lFe at or near the Fe film surface.' In this way genuine surface
sensitivity is achieved by both Mtssbauer spectroscopy geometries.

Example of Mossbauer Spectroscopv Applied to the Study of Magnetic Thin Films.
Surfaces. and Superlattices

We conclude our discussion of M~issbauer spectroscopy applied to the study of
magnetic thin films, superlattices, and surfaces with a discussion of our experiment
in which Mdssbauer spectroscopy provided the critical information about the
interlayer coupling in Fe(l10)YAg(l11) multilayers grown by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE). Previous work by this group has shown the existence of interlayer coupling
in this multilayer system.? In that work, the existence of interlayer coupling was
inferred from the observation of a dimensional crossover in the spin-wave spectrum
of 3 ML Fe(110) layers from quasi 2-D to 3-D as the Ag(I1Il) interlayer thickness
decreased. Because of that dimensional crossover, it was not possible to detect
oscillations in coupling strength. To see such oscillations, it is necessary to compare
samples which exhibit the same dimensionality in their spin-wave behavior.

In this experiment we have used the surface sensitive technique to detect
interlayer exchange coupling of thick Fe layers through the nonmagnetic Ag layers.
To do so we use the fact that the spin wave spectrum exhibited by an interfacial Fe
atom is different from that of a bulk Fe atom. Since Fe atoms at the interface have
a lower coordination number, it is easier for thermal fluctuations to deflect their
spins, resulting in a softer spin wave spectrum. This is observable in the
temperature dependence of the hyperfine magnetic field. As long as one stays within
the spin wave regime (typically 0.3 T,), the hyperfine fields at both the interface and
the bulk will follow the Bloch (1-BT1) form very closely. The interfacial Fe atoms
will have a larger T`P prefactor than the bulk, and the hyperfine field at the interface
will fall off faster. Mills and Maradudin' have shown that the value of B, called the
spin wave stiffness parameter, at a free ferromagnetic surface is twice that of the
bulk. For the case of an Fe/Ag multilayer, the interfacial Fe atoms will experience
a bulk exchange J, with nearest neighbors within an Fe bilayer component, and a
weaker interaction J, with Fe atoms in adjacent Fe bilayers. The strength of that
interlayer exchange can then be investigated by the surface sensitive technique
described above.

In this work all the films were grown by MBE on a thick, single-crystal Ag( 111)
substrate which was grown in situ on a mica substrate. The Fe bilayer thickness was
kept fixed at 22 ML, and the Ag interlayer thickness was varied between 0 and 40
ML. Of the 22 ML Fe layers, 20 ML were composed of natural Fe, and the 2 ML at
the interface was composed of 95.7% enriched "7Fe. Given the relative abundance of7
1Fe in natural Fe, and assuming no interdiffusion, this results in 92% of the 1

7TFe in
the sample being separated to the interface. We have found that when the 2 ML
probe layer is placed at a "free" Fe/Ag interface, the measured spin-wave spectrum
at the probe layer follows a surface spin-wave spectrum very closely. This indicates
that the interdiffusion of "5 Fe into the 20 ML natural Fe layer is negligible.

4I
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Therefore the Mossbauer spectra obtained from such samples correspond to the
interface region. In this way we can measure the spin wave spectrum only at the
interface. It is worthwhile to note that this technique does not require the presence
of an external field, which makes it a very powerful technique for studying weak
antiferromagnetic interactions between Fe layers. In addition, traditional
magnetometry techniques would provide no information on coupling strength in
ferronmagnetically coupled layers.

All the samples discussed in this paper followed the B' nh law very closely, as
would be expected for a 22 ML Fe film. The temperature dependent hyperfine fields
were then fit to a (1-B'13) form. The results of these fits are shown in Figure 3
(dashed line) and indicate clear oscillations with a period of 6 ML in the surface spin-
wave stiffness parameter B(y) superimposed upon the expected increase from the
bulk value B(O) to twice B(O). Also shown in Figure 3 is a prediction of B(y) based
on the RKKY model of ref. 4, with a period of 6 ML (solid line). The lines in this
figure are meant only as guides to the eye to show that at every dip in the data, the
prediction has a corresponding dip. This oscillating behavior can be understood in
the framework of an oscillating J, and a J, which remains fixed. Using this model,
Green's function calculations can be performed in the spin-wave approximation to
obtain B(y) from J,(y).' As J, passes through zero, B(y) must increase to its free
interface value, and as J, reaches an extremum, the Fe spins at the interface become
more "bulk-like", resulting in a drop in B(y) toward the bulk value. It is this feature
which makes this technique very sensitive to weak oscillations in coupling strength.
The observed periodicity of 6 ML compares very favorably with the prediction of 5.94
ML for Ag(11l) from recent theoretical efforts.' It should be pointed out that the
magnitude of the oscillations predicted by the RKKY theory does not match the
observations very closely. This can be very sensitive to the overall quality of the
interface, with reduced oscillation amplitudes resulting from interfacial roughness.
Since the RKKY theory used above does not account for any roughness, the real test
should be whether the oscillation periods are accurately predicted.
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Figure 3. Spin-wave stiffness parameter for Fe(l10)/Ag(1l1) multilayers.
Oscilations show variations in interlayer coupling strangth J1. The dashed
line is experimental data, and the solid line is a fit based on the extended
RKKY model.
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ABSTRACT

The role of the final-state character of the emitted ele, tron in Auger electron
diffraction (AED) and x-ray photoelectron diffraction (XPD) is examined with
respect to magnetic materials. Single scattering cluster calculations with the
inclusion of the spherical wave character and the final-state character of the
emitted electron (both angular momentum quantum number and magnetic
quantum number) show that selective emission from different rn-levels,
generated by a non-statistical distribution of initial mn-levels or by an rn-selective
excitation process, results in distinctly different emission patterns.

INTRODUCTION

X-ray photoelectron diffraction (XPD) and Auger electron diffraction (AED)
have been used extensively over the last decade to determine the structure of
ultra-thin films'- 4 . At high electron kinetic energies (>-300 eV), these closely
related techniques have found successful application for ultra-thin films and
overlayers in determining the complete structure (in-plane and out-of-plane
lattice constants)1- 4, the film growth mode5 ,6 , and even to resolve surface
reconstructions 7 . The measured experimental spectra can be accurately
reproduced by quantum mechanical electron scattering theories14 . Complete
angular intensity mappings can also be successfully Fourier transformed under
appropriate conditions to form electron holograms8 -1 '.

One of the early successes ol XPD was the investigation of the growth and
structure of Fe/Cu(001)12,1 3 lending insight into the complicated and
controversial magnetic behavior of the Fe overlayers 14. Many subsequent studies
havw demonstrated the utility of itigh energy AED and XPD in resolving
structural problems which inmpact thin film magnetic properties. For example,
AED studies have confirmed the single-crystal growth of buth bcc Fe/GaAs and
bcc Co/GaAs' 5 , and have provided convincing evidence for the body-centered
tetragonal (bct) phase of Mn/Ag16, thought to be responsible for the absence of
ferromagnetism in the Mn 17 ,18 . A growth mode determination for the
Ni/Cu(001) system6 confirmed the layer-by-layer growth of the Ni required for an
understanding of the thickness dependent curie temperature19 . Most AED and
XPD studies on magnetic systems have focussed on the structural and
morphological aspects of the magnetic thin films, inferring implications for their
observed magnetic behavior.

A recent development in the understanding of AED and XPD, which has
ramifications for magnetic thin films, is the recognition of the importance of the
wa% e-function character of thi, emitted electron. Early works demonstrated the

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrnp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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importance of including the spherical nature of the outgoing electron in the
scattering process 20 . After the inclusion of the spherical wave, calculations
showed that the angular momentum character of the emitted electron plays a
significant role in the scattering process, especially at lower electron kinetic
energies21,22. In mapping the intensity of low energy Auger electrons fome a
variety of materials, Frank et al.23 experimentally found angular distributions in
stark contrast to the "forward scattering" picture applicable to high energies.
Instead of intensity maxima along inter-nuclear directions, they detected
intensity minima. To describe these minima, they proposed a ph)sical model
utilizing a more classical approach of electron attenuation. In this 'blocking"
model, atoms lying between the detector and the atomic site of the electron
emission block transmission of the electron. The angular intensity pattern
consists of "silhouettes" of atoms, "back-lit" by the electron emission.

This model was counter to the widely accepted forward scattering picture,
especially at higher energies, and produced strong objections 24. To investigate
this apparent controversy, Terminello and Barton 22 examined isoenergetic
Auger electrons and photoelectrons in an attempt to isolate the source of the
phenomena observed by Frank et al. Interestingly, they found that the angular
distribution pattern for the M 2 3 M 45 M 4 5 Auger electron and the Cu 3p3/2
photoelectron, taken from a Cu(001) substrate at nearly the same energy (56.6 eV),
were strikingly different: The Auger emission showed an intensity minimum in
the surface normal direction while the photoemission showed an intensity
maximum. It has since been determined by a variety of investigatorsl. 21, 22,2s,27

that the reason for these different angular distributions is the different character
(final-state) of the emitted electron.

In this report, we continue to examine the role of final-state effects and how
they relate to the intensity patterns from magnetic materials. We demonstrate
that not only is the angular momentum quantum number, t, important in the
understanding of the scattering, but the magnetic quantum number, m, is also
(in some cases, dominating the influence on the intensity patterns).

DATA REPRESENTATION

Although only calculated results are reported here, it is useful to describe the
typical data acquisition and data representation of the angular dependence of the
emitted electron intensities. Typically the data is acquired as single line scans

either in the polar (0) or azimuthal (0) configuration, although display analyzers
are also in use2s Although the line scans are sufficient for determining crystal
structure parameters, significantly more information can be displayed and
understood using a full 2x-hemispherical intensity plot. There are many
projections available for displaying a hemispherical intensity pattern as a flat
display using a gray-scale or false-color28' 29. The two used regularly in the AED
and XPD literature are the azimuthal equidistant polar projection (used in this
work), where equal increments in the polar angle (0) are represented by equal
increments in the radial direction (see figure la-b) and the stereographic

projection (see figure 1c) where the radial distance is equal to 2xtan(0/2) 29. The
azimuthal equidistant polar projection accurately reproduces the center of the

intensity pattern, but enhances the displayed area around the border of the
pattern. The stereographic projection is a more balanced representation at the
loss of direct correspondence with the line scans.
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FIGURE 1: Data representation. (a) 2x hemispherical representation
of data, equivalent to an azimuthal equidistant polar projection (b)
where radial distances are equivalent to the 9-value. (c) Stereographic
projection where the radial distances are equivalent to 2xtan(0/2).

FINAL-STATE EFFECTS

To investigate the role of final-state effects in the AED and XPD spectra, we
have separately calculated the full 2x emission patterns for each electron
emission character (e and m). The calculational scheme employed is the well
developed and successful single scattering cluster (SSC) method'o2 with the
inclusion of spherical wave corrections 20 . The calculations use the Rehr-Albers
formalism30 , which is a general electron scattering formalism beginning with the
separable free-electron Green's-function propagator. The formalism has been
encoded by Friedman and Fadley23 for monoenergetic, single scattering electrons.
The program has been altered to allow for the separate calculation of the
intensity pattern for each electron emission character, e and m, for either photon
excitation (of various polarizations) or electron excitation (for electron induced
AED).

The importance of the character of the final-state on the intensity distribution
patterns for low energy electron emission has been demonstrated by ourselves
and others 11

,
21

,
22 ,26,27. The most insightful example is obtained from the

calculated angle-dependent intensity map for low energy emission from Pt(l1)
and Cu(001) 26, the systems studied by Frank and by Terminello. In figure 2a and
2b we compare the 56.6 eV 3p3/2 photoelectron intensity mapping (where both

=-0 and t=2 final-state momenta contribute equally) with the calculated 56.6 eV,
M 3M45M 45 Auger electron intensity profile (where we determine the final-state
angular momentum to be mostly f-character, W=3). In this case, we have
summed over each of the allowed m-levels equally. The photoemission
selection rules dictate that the allowed magnetic sublevels are mf-=mi (assuming
the quantization axis is along the incident photon polarization vector) for the
e-2 Cu 3p photoemission. For the Auger transition, all of the 2e+1 magnetic
sublevels contribute equally (m=+3 to -3 for the e=3 Auger emission). For the
photoemission calculation, the unpolarized photons are represented by two
polarization vectors, one along the detector direction and one orthogonal
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Figure 2: Calculated angle-dependent 56.6 eV electron intensity profiles for
(a) Cu 3p photoemission (with e=O and 2) and (b) M3 M 45M 45 Cu Auger
emission (with t--3) for Cu(001). (c) N67 0 4 5 0 45 Pt Auger emission (65 eV)
from Pt(llI) with e=3. Sample orientation is indicated by the arrows.

and within the surface plane. As discussed earlier, the inclusion of the
appropriate angular momentum character of the electron source accounts for the
striking differences experimentally observed by Terminello and Barton. For the
Cu 3p photoemission (final-state character e=0,2) there is an intensity maximum
in the surface normal direction, whereas for Cu Auger emission of the same
energy (final-state character t-3) there is an intensity minimurn. Shown in
figure 2c is the calculated intensity pattern for the 65 eV N670 45 0 45 Pt Auger
emission from a Pt(lll) single crystal. In this case, we again calculate that the
emission character is dominated by e=3 (90% f-character, e=3, with the remainder
being p-character, e=1). Again, the pattern is in excellent agreement with the
measured spectra of Frank et al.

MAGNETIC MATERIALS

When magnetic materials are examined by AED and XPD, there are two
additional aspects present in including final-state effects. The global magnetic
moment defines a natural quantization axis for the expansion of the spherical
harmonics, and, due to spin-orbit and exchange interactions, the magnetic
quantum number, m, is not equally populated for all m values. When
examining the final-state effects on the intensity patterns from non-magnetic
materials, all 2e+l magnetic sublevels are equally populated in the initial state,
and the quantization axis could be arbitrarily defined (usually aligned with the
incident photon polarization direction so that mf=m). In magnetic materials
with an orbital contribution to the total moment, all of the magnetic sublevels
are not equally populated, so that there will be an angular dependence to the
electron emission from the source, proscribed by the local magnetization
direction. For magnetic materials, not only will the scattering depend on the t
and m value, but the electron emission now has a strong angular character.

The angular dependence of the emission is most easily seen from the intensity
patterns calculated for a single atom (shown in figures 3 and 4). To simplify the
discussion, we will examine only two quantization directions corresponding to
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=0 m=O • =2 m=0

'=1 m=O =2 m=l
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High
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Figure 3: Single atom emission patterns for particular final states with the

quantization direction along the z-axis (perpendicular). Angular

momentum value, ,, and magnetic quantum number, m, as indicated.
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t =0 m=O =2 m=O

C=1 m=0 =2 m=I

t'=1 m=1 = 2 m=2

Low High
intensity Intensity

Figure 4: Single atom emission patterns for particular final states with the
quantization direction along the x-axis (in-plane). Angular momentum
value, £, and magnetic quantum number, m, as indicated.
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x- quantization axis z- quantization axis

g= 2  m=O e =2 m=O

S=2 m=1 e =2 m=l

=2 m=2 C =2 m=2

SFigure 5: Calculated angle-resolved intensity patterns for electron
emission from bcc Fe(0O1) at 47 eV for particular final-states. The
quantization axis for an in-plane moment is along the <100> direction (x-
axis) and for a perpendicular moment along the <001> direction (z-axis).

Only the non-negative m-sublevels for the t=2 state are shown. Intensity
patterns for negative m-sublevels can be obtained from the corresponding
positive m patterns by allowing 4 -- >

A'r



the z-axis, <001> direction, and the x-axis, <100> direction. In thin films, this
will correspond to a perpendicular remnant moment and an in-plane remnant
moment, respectively. More complex magnetic orientations and structures can
also be considered. The patterns in figures 3 and 4 simply represent the spherical
harmonic as viewed on-end (z-axis) where the quantization axis is parallel to the
surface normal, or on-side (x-axis) where the quantization axis is perpendicular
to the surface normal.

The emission from the t=0, m-0 state is spherically symmetric as is the
emission from the summation over all equally populated m-sublevels of a given
S. Already, some interesting features are apparent. For the z-axis emission
patterns, only the m-0 state contributet to emission in the surface normal
direction, and the large I ml values contribute to emission at the exterior. For
the in-plane quantization axis (x-axis) the reverse occurs. These emission
patterns are independent of the electron energy.

It is interesting to see how this emission character is reflected in the electron
intensity patterns for an atom imbedded in a crystal structure when the electron
is allowed to scatter off the surrounding atoms. For these calculations, we have
used a -1500 atom bcc Fe(001) duster (10 ML slab) with the bulk Fe lattice spacing
of 2.86 A. The calculations are performed at low energies (referenced to outside
the material) corresponding to the low energy Auger transition at 47 eV. The
quantization axis was chosen to be either the <100> or the <001> direction. The
resulting intensity patterns for 47 eV electrons emitted with d-character (e=2) are
shown in figure 5. (Note that for later comparison, we have used e=2 even
though we have determined that tf=3 dominates for the Fe Auger emission.)
Only spectra for positive magnetic quantum numbers are shown. The spectra for
the negative m-levels can be obtained by letting * --> (-$). The angular
dependence of the source emission is clearly reflected in the intensity patterns.
In addition to the gross features from the angular dependence of the source
emission, there are also distinct features due solely to scattering of the emitted
electron. For the x-axis data, there is a distinct asymmetry for features above and
below the centerline representing the quantization axis. Similarly, in the z-axis
data, a distinct chirality of the spectra is evident. (Changing m to -m results in a
reversal of the asymmetries.) As in the case of the angular momentum final-
state effects, the features in the magnetic final-state are due to the relative phase
difference of the scattered and directly emitted waves.

There is clear evidence that the intensity pattern for a given m has unique
features. But these features are only present if there is a non-statistical
distribution in m-levels of the emitted electron. This non-statistical distribution
of emitted m-levels can be generated by a number of mechanisms. If the initial-
state m-levels are non-statistical, then the final-state m-levels will reflect the
non-statistical weighting of the initial state. The redistribution of initial state m-
levels can be magnetic in origin, or arise from chemical bonding at an interface,
or, as we have suggested 31 , from the direct and secondary excitation process. The
case of magnetic systems is particularly interesting because of the possibility of
determining from the measured intensity patterns, the m-level populations, and
therefore the magnetic state of the thin film (direction and moment).

In figure 6 we show the anticipated emission pattern for three m-level
populations for both perpendicular and in-plane magnetization directions. For
equal m-level populations (the first set of patterns), the pattern is symmetric and
equal for the two quantization directions, as expected. This would correspond to
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m= (-2,-1,0,1,2) m (-2,-1,0,1,2)
pop = (1,1,1,1,1) pop = (1,1,1,1,1)

m ;(-2,-1,03,2) m =(-2,-1,0,1,2)
pop =(l,.9,.8,.7,.6) pop =(l,.9,.8,.7,.6)

m = (-2,-1,0,1,2) m = (-2,-1,0,1,2)

pop = (1,1,.5,0,0) pop = (1,1,.5,0,0)

Figure 6: Calculated angle-resolved intensity pattern for electron emission

with d-character (e=2) from bcc Fe(001) at 47 eV. The m-sublevel
populations are shown below each figure for both in-plane (x-axis) and
perpendicular (z-axis) moments. (TOP) is an equal population of all m-
sublevels, (MIDDLE) is a realistic spin-orbit re-population of the m-
sublevels, and (BOTTOM) corresponds to a severe spin-orbit re-
population.



In-plane Moment (x-axis) Perpendicular Moment

equal m equal m

pos. heicity pos. helicity

neg. helicity neg. helicity

Figure 7: Calculated angle-resolved intensity pattern for photoelectron
emission with d-character (e=2) from bcc Fe(001) at 47 eV using circularly
polarized photons incident along either the in-plane (x-axis) or
perpendicular (z-axis) moment direction. (TOP) equal emission from all
2e+1 m-sublevels, (MIDDLE) emission from 100% positive helicity light,
and (BOTTOM) emission from 100% negative helicity light.

bI
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the emission pattern for bcc Fe(001) with no orbital moment. Because all m-
levels are equally populated, the emission is spherically symmetric and the
quantization axis is irrelevant. As we turn on the spin-orbit interaction and
populate the lower lying rn-levels more strongly, slight, but measurable
differences are observed in the patterns. (A realistic m-level population is
shown in the middle set of patterns.) For the x-axis spectra, there is an increasing
top-bottom asymmetry. For the z-axis, a chirality of the spectra develops. These
asymmetries, of order 10-20%, are small but measurable. For a severely distorted
m-level population (shown in the bottom set), the asymmetries are very distinct.

Instead of relying on a non-statistical population of initial-state m-levels,
these magnetic final-state effects can also be generated by using an excitation
source which preferentially excites particular m-levels. One method for
generating electron emission from selected m-sublevels is photoemission using
circularly polarized light. For a circularly polarized photon incident along the
remnant magnetization direction, in addition to the typical dipole selection rule
(A=+±1) for the angular momentum quantum number, there is a selection rule
for the m-sublevels (Am=±-), depending on the helicity of the circularly
polarized light. For the photo-excitation of p-levels (initial m-sublevels m=0,±l),
the transition is dominated by transitions to states with d-character (e=2). For

positive helicity light, the selection rule (Am=+)) dictates that only electrons
with magnetic quantum numbers m=0, 1, and 2 will be emitted. For negative
helicity light, the selection rule (Am=q-) dictates that only electrons with
magnetic quantum numbers n--0, -1, and -2 will be emitted. Figure 7 shows the
calculated intensity pattern for electron emission with the allowed m-sublevels
equally represented in the emission; photoemission from positive helicity light,
and photoemission from negative helicity light for both in-plane and
perpendicular remnant moment directions. The emission patterns are
dramatically different, showing 70% intensity variations upon helicity reversal.
This has serious implication for angle-resolved photoemission using circularly
polarized light, termed magnetic circular dichroism (MCD).

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the final-state character of the emitted electron plays an
important role in the AED and XPD angle-resolved intensity distributions.
Inclusion of the final-state angular momentum of the emitted electron in single
scattering cluster (SSC) calculations reproduces the experimentally observed
patterns. Extension to magnetic systems shows that similar, large effects in the
angle-resolved intensity patterns can be expected for systems with non-statistical
m-sublevel populations, or when an excitation source which is m-selective is
employed (eg. photoemission using circularly polarized light).
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PERPENDICLLAR MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY
IN ULTRATHIN Fe(1I0) FILMS O% Cr(II0)

HELMUT FRITZSCHL AND ULRICH GRADMANN
Physikalisches Institut, Technische Universitat Clausthal, D 3392 Clausthal-/ellerfeld,
Germany.

ABSTRACT

In contrast to Fe(I 10)-films on W( 110), which are magnetized always in the plane as a
result of easy-plane magnetic surface anisotropies (MSA), Fe( 110)-films on Cr( 110) show
perpendicular magnetization up to a thickness of roughly 3 monolayers, as a result of a
perpendicular MSA of the Fe(110)/Cr/(110) interface. Acoordingly, Fe(1 10)-films on
W(110), covered with Cr(l10), show asymmetric MSA, the easy-plane MSA of the
W(I 10)/Fe(l 10)-interface opposing the perpendicular one of the Fe(I 10)/Cr( 10)-interface.
It turns out that MSA is asymmetric too in Fe( 110) films on W( 110) covered by Cu. Ag.
Au or UHV.

INTRODUCTION

Extended experimental work on (out-of-plane) magnetic surface anisotropy (MSA) of
bcc a-Fe (1-61 shows perpendicular MSA for Fe(100)-interfaces with Ag, Au and UHV II-
51, but easy-plane MSA in Fe(l 10)-films on W(1 10), covered with Ag, Au, Cu and UHV
161. Surprisingly, despite of the extraordinary interest in the Fe/Cr-system in connexion
with indirect coupling phenomena observed in it 17-11l, experimental work on MSA of
Fe/Cr-interfaces is missing. The present work will close part of this gap. Following the
examples given above, one might guess that the sign of MSA is determined by the
ferromagnetic film itself (its material and its orientation) and is independent on the
nonmagnetic substrate or coverage material. An inspection of Ni(I I), which shows always
easy plane MSA for Cu, Ag, Pd and UHV coverages 1121, and of Co(O 1I), which shows
always perpendicular MSA 113-151 for interfaces with Ag, Au, Cu, Ir, Mo, Pd and Pt,
apparently confirms this rule that the sign of MSA is independent on the contact material
(for a general review of ultrathin magnetic films and MSA in them see 1161). We were
surprised to find that this rule is broken by Fe(! 10) on Cr( 110), which shows perpendicular
MSA in contrast to the easy-plane MSA of Fe(I10) on W(I10). Even more, MSA is of
perpendicular type for all known interfaces of Fe( 110), with the only exception of the
Fe(ll0)/W(l10)-interface, which shows easy-plane MSA with an exceedingly large
magnitude of 1.7 mJ/M 2 which dominates in all films prepared on W(I 10) and makes them
easy plane. All Fe(1l0)-films on W(l10) therefore show an asymmetric MSA,
perpendicular in one interface and easy plane in the other one, a phenomenon which has not
been reported before.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Pror. Vol. 313. - 1993 Materials Research Society
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PREPARATION

Experiments were done using sandwiches of type W(J10)IFe(1l O)X and
W(l 10)/Cr(l lO)/Fe(l 10)/X, X representing a final Cr-coverage or UHV. The films were

prepared in UHV by evaporation (p < 10-10 Torr) onto atomically smooth and clean
W( 110)-surfaces, with growth rates of the order of 0,5 ML/min, at substrate temperatures
of 300 K, except for Cr base la~ers, which were prepared with temperatures raising up to
570 K. Growth modes and surface defect structures were tested by Auger clectron
spectroscopy (AES) and low-energy electron diffraction with high angular resolution spot-
profile analysis (SPA-LEED, see [171): details will be published elsewhere 1181. The main
defects of the interfaces consist of atomic steps along 10011 with mean distances of about 10
and 30 atomic rows on Fe and Cr, respectively. As estimated from a previous analysis of
step anisotropies 1171, this causes only minor corrections to the MSA determined below.
Film thickness was measured using quartz-crystal oscillators with a resolution of 5% and
checked both , the completion of the pseudomorphic monolayer, sensitively detected by
SPA-LEED, and using magnetometry of thick films.

MAGNETOMETRY

Torsion oscillation magnetometry (TOM, 119,201) was done in situ immediately after or
even during evaporation. Only room temperature magnetometry is reported in the present
paper. The advantage of our TOM is to provide both magnetic moments znd anisotropies
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Figur 1: Magnetization loops R/H versus H (see Equ. 1) for Fe/Cr epitaxial films on
W(110). The external field is along lITO. (a) Easy-axis in-plane ioop for a sample
W(l 10)/l2Fe/5Cr (film thickness by monolayers). (b) Hard-axis in-plane loop for a sample
W(I10)/20Fe/UHV. (c) and (d) Easy axis perpendicular loops for W(l 10)/2Fe/UHV and
W(110)/1.5Fe/UHV, respectively.
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with submonolayer resolution from one combined measurement in situ in UHV. We
measure the period of torsion oscillations of the sample, suspended in a magnetic field H.
The dependence of this period on H is expressed by a torque constant R = - dT/do (torque
T per angle 4(). We represent magnetic anisotropy by the leading terms of the free energy F

pt: volume V, F/V = L-cos26 + Kp-sin 26.cos2-p, where 0 is the polar angle of the
magnetization direction with respect to the surface normal and P an in-plane azimuth with
respect to 10011. L and Kp are out-of-plane and in-plane anisotropy constants, respectively.
The magnetic ficid is applied along I 1101. For the case of magnetic saturation in the plane

6P = 90"), we analyse small amplitude oscillations near an equilibrium with the film plane
parallel to the field. R s then connected with the saturation moment m = JV and with the
anisotropy field 1-L = 2L/Js by

R/H = JsV-[HL/(H + HL)I (1)

Figure 1 shows magnetization loops of the quasi-moment R/H versus H for three
samples. Figure la is taken from a sample W/12Fe/5Cr, consisting of 12 atomic layers of
Fe(I10) on W(110). covered by 5 atomic layers of Cr; it shows an easy axis loop,
indicating Kp > 0, in which 1iV/H follows the saturation hyperbola of equation (I) down to
zero field, with a low coercive field < 2 mTesla (not resolved). JsV and HL can easily be
determined. For compaurison, Figure lb shows the hard-axis loop of the sample
W/12Cr/2OFe/UHV. with magnetic saturation for 1t,,H _> 0.2 Tesla only: HL and JsV result
as before from the saturation branch; Kp, which is now negative, results in the usual way
from the initial slope. The deviations from linearity indicat igher order terms of the in
plane anisotropy which will be discussed elsewhere. We were surprised to observe that 2
monolayers Fe on Cr( 110) oriented themselves spontaneously a' 'ght angles to the field,
that means that they showed perpendicular magnetization (L < 0). For this case, the
appropriate mode of TOM is to observe torsion oscillations near the new equilibrium with
the film at right angles to the field: easy axis loops of this type are shown in Figure Ic and
d, respectively.

EV ALUATION OF MAGNETIC SURFACE ANISOTROPIES

For the anisotropies determined from standard loops as in Figure 1. the separation of
volume and surface contributions was done as usual by plotting total film anisotropy fields
Hi = 21 /J1 versus liD, the inverse of the number of atomic layers in the ferromagnetic
component, D = t/d (film thickness t, distance of atomic layers d. Assuming kLHL to be
a superposition o a volume contribution e T + t.,,H'.), composed of shape anisotropy J, and
a crystalline volume component j4.Hv., znd of a surface contribution I1/D) (jA,.H,'1 ' +
•i.H<-i) with surface anisotropy fields H,-1,1' which can be thought of acting on the topmost
magnetic layer onl, in both interfaces, we make the usual Ansatz

,Hi = (Js + ,,.H%) + +lD)(1 ,,Ht, /A,,H,'2). (2)

The surface anisotropv fields H,', are connected with the usual surface anisotropy

constants b) K -, I I/2)J,4l-,)d. Note that we use, as in previous papers 16, 12. 16. 171.

the original Neel notation a K,-cos2 0. which differs in sign of K, from part of the
literature. Figure 2 shows a plot of HL Versus I/D for sample-series of type
W;1-elIJHV. vF/-e,(r, W ('r/FeJJHV and W/Cr/Fe/Cr. respectively, all containing D
atomic layers of Fet I lO1 in di'tereiit surroundings. rhe st aieht fitting lines for the first
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Figure 2: Total out-of-plane anistropy-fields M.oHL versus lI/D, for film series W/Fe/Cr,
W/Fe/UHV, W/Cr/Fe/Cr and W/Cr/Fe/UHV, and W/Cr/Fe/UHV, all containing D atomic
layers of Fe(l 10) in different environments.

Table 1: Single interface MSA constants Ks of Fe( 110)-interfaces. The first three values are
determined from the measurements of the present paper, the following three using previous
work on W/Fe/X-films 161. All data are for room temperature, except the last one. Fe/Au",
which comes from low-temperature at 10 K of Au(l II)/Fe(t 10)/Au sandwiches [211,

unstable at room temperature. The error is generally of the order 0. 1 m/m-2 .

Interface Fe/UHV Fe/Cr Fe/W Fe/Cu Fe/Ag Fe/Au Fe/Au*

KdmJm-- -0.51 -0.35 + 1.70 -0.24 -0.60 -0.53 -0.69

three series confirm the existence of surface anisotropies. For W/Cr/Fe/Cr, a strong in-
plane anisotropy with 10011 as an easy axis prevented the saturation hyperbola, see Figure
I b. and therefore the determination of HL for the thinner films; we abstain from a linear fit
to the three remaining points. Instead, we include the dotted line, the slope of which results
from the MSA determined from the other series. It fits well to the W/Cr/DFe/Cr data. Note
that the straight line for W/Cr/Fe/UHV connects data from samples with HL > 0 which
oscillated near parallelity to the external field with data from samples with HL < 0 which
oscillated near perpendicular orientation. The good linear fit connecting these quite different
situations of measurement confirms the concept of our analysis. From the total surface
anisotropies for the three series, resulting from the slopes of the full lines, the anisotropies
of the three involved single interfaces could be determined. They are collected in Table I.
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Data for Fe(I 10)-interfaces with Cu. Ag and Au are included which were obtained using
total film surface anisotropies from previous work 161. Obviously, all interface .
are negative (perpendicular) except Kl, 'F which is positive and exceedingly large. We
found surprisingly good agreement of our room temperature value for K.F, A1 with the low-
temperature value of Lugert and Bayreuther 1211.

DISCUSSION

In Figure 2, the remarkable agreement of the axial sections which represent volume type
anisotropies, for series with quite different slopes, which in turn represent surface
anisotropies, confirm the MSA concept. The common volume anisotropy of the series
W/Fe/UHV and W/Cr/Fe/UHV, (Js + WHH,) = 1.75 Testa, can be compared with the
standard bulk value of (Is - 2jc.Ki/Js) = 2.10 Testa (standard 4th order crystalline
anisotropy Ki). The difference of 0.35 Testa is not unreasonable and can roughly be
explained by an effective size-effect-type reduction of Js by about 0.2 Testa and a strain
contribution of 0.15 Testa corresponding to a residual strain of 1% 161, which in turn is not
unreasonable for the film thicknesses used and the misfit fFww = - 9.6%. We note that the
subsequent coverage by Cr rather changes the axial section than the slope. Apparently, the
Cr-coverage induces a transition between two neighbouring coincidence structures with
resulting minor changes of volume type strain anisotropy. Second order in-plane anisotropy
fields Hp could be determined from the initial slope of hard axis loops (like Figure Ib); they
are reported elsewhere 1221.

What is the origin of the exceptional sign and magnitude of K(w Fv? One might suppose
a surface-type contribution of residual epitaxial strain anisotropies. However, this is of
wrong sign, as can be seen qualitatively from Figure 2: Residual strain anisotropy is
negative, and its magnitude certainly increases with increasing IVD, so its surface

contribution is negative, too. Clemens et al. 1221 recently made this argument more
quantitative in a magnetoelastic analysis of interface misfit dislocation relaxation in
Mo(l II )/Fe( 110)-samples (because of the negligible difference of 0.001 nm of the W and
Mo lattice parameters, the result can be applied to the present case). They obtain a strain
contribution to Ks of - 0.36"mJ/M 2. The inclusion of this contribution would even increase
the true interface MSA to + 2.1 -m/m 2. One might further suggest that the broken
symmetry in the misfit dislocation cores could be the origin of an additional contribution to
MSA, specific for the misfitting W/Fe-interface and th.,refore missing for the other
interfaces. This is improbable in view of the out-of-plane anisotropy of the pseudomorphic
monolayer W( 110)/l Fe/Ag 1231, ,oHL = + 5 Testa (at 220K), which is not far away from
the + 7 Testa which result from the data of Table I in a certainly very simple model of the
pseudomorphic monolayer as a system with a W/Fe and a Fe/Ag-interface, and a reduced
shape anisotropy of about I Tesla. Because dislocations are absent in the pseudomorphic
monolayer, this argument contradicts the idea of misfit dislocation cores as origin of the
outstanding interface anisotropy. We conclude that KJk/w is of intrinsic electronic nature
and should be accessible to first principles calculations.

In conclusion, we have shown that iron-films on Cr( 110) are magnetized
perpendicularly, up to roughly 3 monolayers. Fe-films on W(l 10), with free surface or
covered by Cu, Ag, Au or Cr, are asymmetric with respect to their out-of-plane MSA,
which is easy plane and of outstanding magnitude for the W/Fe-interface but perpendicular
for the other interfaces. For coverage with Cr, the films are asymmetric with respect to the
in-plane MSA, too. New static and dynamic magnetic properties cQ'n be expected for such
films with asymmetric MSA. The magnitude of MSA in the W/Fe-interface, KwIc = 1.7
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mi/m 2 
. exceeds all values of MSA reported before. Apparentl), it is of electronic origin. It

is a challenge for firs principles calculations and may be a clue in the search for strong
interface anisotropies in general.
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MICROSTRUCTURAL DEPENDENCE OF THE PERPENDICULAR
MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY IN Co-Pt ALLOYS

E. E. Marinero, R. F. C. Farrow, G. R. Harp, R. H. Geisa, IBM Research Division,
Almaden Research Center, 650 Harry Road, San Jose, CA 95120-6099;
J. A. Balin and B. Ckleens, Department of Materials Science and Engineerlng,
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305.

ABSTRACT
To establish the structural origins of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

in Co-Pt alloys, a variety of magnetic and structural characterization techniques
have been utilized. We have determined that the development of out-of-plane
magnetization in these alloys, strongly depends on growth temperature and in
contrast to Co/Pt multilayers, the highest anisotropies and coercivities are observed
in polycrystalline alloys with negligible preferred crystallographic orientation.
Lattice strain measurements, surface roughness determination and crystal growth
studies indicate that contributiorn.i from magnetostrictive and magnetostatic
contributions to the perpendicular anisotropy in these alloys are not significant.
HRTEM and synchrotron-based x-ray diffraction experiments, on the other hand,
confirm the existence of ordered CoPt 3 at elevated temperatures. We suggest that the
strong temperature dependence of the perpendicular anisotropy is correlated to the
onset of spontaneous chemical ordering during the growth which results in
anisotropic pair ordering. A tentative model explaining this strong temperature
dependence is described.

I. INTRODUCTION
The presence of perpendicular anisotropy in Co-Pt alloys was first

demonstrated by Treves et alt'). In their work they demonstrated that the formation
of the tetragonally ordered Co1Ptt-LI 0 phase was key to the development of
perpendicular anisotropy. Ordering was obtained by annealing at 6000C
their-sputter depo)sited alloy films. More recently, Lin and Gorman(2 ) reported
perpendicular anisotropy in evaporated Co,-,Pt, near the 1:3 composition. In their
work, they found that fcc [I11] texturing promoted by growing the alloys on Pt
buffer layers at growth temperatures of around 200'C was required. Further studies
by Weller et al 3) on the magnetic and magneto-optical properties of these alloys
indicates that the intrinsic Kerr rotation of said alloys at short waxelcngths is
considerably higher than equivalent multilayers containing the same volume content
of Co atoms. This makes this class of materials extremely attractive for high density
magneto-optical recording.

To study the origins of the perpendicular anisotropy, we have utilized in this work,
MBE growth of CoPt,.. (x-0.25) alloy filins depx)sited onto substrates of
amorphous carbon, amorphous SiN and fused silica at temperatures ranging from
30) to 50(0C. The results are compared with those for highly [I I I ] oriented epitaxial
alloy films grown onto basal-plane sapphire substrates under identical conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
The films wecre grown in a MBE system (VO Semicon-Fisons VG XOM) in a

background pressure of below 2x10'- Torr. Co-evaporation from electron beam
sources for Co and Pt was used and the respective growth rates were •0.034,/s for

Mat. Ras. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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Co and ,0. IIA/s for Pt. Films of -200A thick were deposited onto a variety of
amorphous substrates including amorphous carbon films (- 100A thick) on mica and
SiN films on amorphous carbon on mica. Foils for transmission electron microscopy
were formed by simply detaching the carbon films from mica. This method worked
for a wide range of substrate temperatures from 30 to 500°C permitting the
structural examination of alloy films grown within this temperature range.
Additionally, films were grown directly onto silica, carbon on silica, SiN on silica,
carbon on silicon -Ill], silicon [111], SiN on basal-plane sapphire, basal-plane
sapphire and basal-plane sapphire that was subjected to Ar+-ion etching prior to the
Co-Pt alloy deposition in order to amorphize the topmost layers of the substrate.
The magnetic properties of the films were studied using polar Kerr magnetometry,
VSM and torque magnetometry. Transmission electron microscopy was carried out
using JEOL 4000EX (400keV) and Akashi (200keV) electron microscopes. Surface
morphology and roughness were examined by atomic force microscopy (AFM).
X-ray diffraction studies were carried out utilizing both a Siemens diffractomcter for
0-20 scans and synchrotron radiation. The latter were performed on beamline 7-2
at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL). A Huber 4-circle
diffractometer was used in symmetric, asymmetric and grazing incidence modes.

Photon energies of 9987 cV were used. The in-plane lattice parameter measurements
were performed in the grazing incidence modet4). Out of plane lattice parameters and
rocking curves were measured in the standard symmetric geometry.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The strong influence of the growth temperature on magnetic properties is

shown in Figure 1, which presents polar Kerr loops (measured at 633nm), rotation

and coercivities from a series of films of composition xý0.24 , 200A thick grown at
different growth temperatures onto carbon on mica. There is a progressive increase
in perpendicular anisotropy and coercivity from 30 to 300"C. Above this temperature
the perpendicular anisotropy and coercivity collapse and the anisotropy is in-plane
at 500 0C. This trend was also found for films grown directly onto basal-plane
sapphire substrates. In the latter case the films were highly oriented with [I I I] as
the growth axis.
Following our work on Co/Pt multilayers which established the strong influence of
growth orientation on the perpendicular anisotropyt~s, we investigated the influence
of growth orientation on Co2.Pt 7N alloys grown at 300°C. Growth on basal-plane

["000j sapphire yielded [111] oriented alloys, whereas [110] SrTiO3 and [001]
NaCI substrates were selected to orient the alloys along the [110] and [001] axes.
In all cases the alloys exhibited perpendicular anisotropy and the only significant

difference was the magnitude of the cocrcivity and the squareness of the loops. A full
report on the magnetic and structural properties of these epitaxial alloys grown along
different cystallographic orientations will be published elsewheret ('). Growth at the
same temperature on amorphous substrates such as silica resulted in even higher
values of the coercive force and the highest magnitude of the anisotropy.

The temperature dependence of the coercivity for epitaxial and polycrystalline films
is shown in Figure 2. It is clearly seen that the coercivity peaks at a growth
temperature of •300'C for both sets of films, however, the maximum value of the
cpitaxial films is significantly lower. The magnitude of the perpendicular anisotropy
in both sets of films displays the same behavior. To further study the effect of textureand orientation on anisotropy. another series of alloys were grown at 3M)0*C
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simultaneously on the following substrates: basal-plane sapphire, amorphized
sapphire (by Ar'-ion etching), sapphire with an overlaycr of amorphous SiN (40 nm
thick), and silica also with an overlayer of SiN. Note that we use "quartz" as a
synonym for fused silica elsewhere in this paper.

Figure 3, gives the magnitude of the perpendicular anisotropy for these alloys of
identical stochiometry and growth history. The mcetsurcments were performed in
fields up to 20 kGauss and the anisotropy values were obtained by extrapolating to
infinite field using the 45' method of Miyajima c* al(7). It is evident that the
maximum anisotropy is observed for ion-epitaxial alloys grown on amorphous SiN
underlayers. The data gives the total anisotropy and includes the demagnetizing
energy. Background substraction for both substrate and the holder arrangement has
been performed. The error bars correspond to uncertainties in the estimate of the
sample volume. Note that the corresponding room temperature coercivities for these
samples were measured to be: 1.3 kOe, 4.7 kOc, 5.2 kOe and 5.4 for the structures
grown on basal-plane sapphire, etched sapphire. SiN/sapphire and SiN/quartz
respectively. In all cases the hysterisis loops showed 100% remanence at room
temperature.

In Figure 4, the corresponding rocking curves for these alloys -rc given. These were
taken around the symmetric [111] reflection. The FWHM of these curves are
correlated with the anisotropy values. For the sample on sapphire, the FWIIM is
0.5*, whereas the etched-sapphire sample exhibits a FWIIM of g.5.. The two
samples grown on the SiN underlayers, display no obvious single maxima to which
a peak can be fitted but they clearly have even a larger distribution of directions and
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Figure 4. X-ray rocking curves for the symmetric [I I I] reflection from the alloy peak.
The FWHM for the epitaxial alloy is 0.50. The samples with highest anisotropy show
FWilM in excess of 200.

the FWIH M exceeds 20*. Note that the lattice constant of CoPt3 (3.929A) is only 2%
smaller than the in-plane spacing of hollow sites in the surface of sapphire. This
geometric fit leads to highly oriented [l ] growth of CoPt 3 on sapphire. In fact, the
film grows with a 180* twinning of Pt about the [I11l] axis.
The polycrystalline films have a much greater room temperaturc coercivity than
epitaxial ones: 5.4 kOe for growth on SiN/quartz vs. 1.3 kOc for direct growth on
sapphire. This behaviour contrasts with that for Co/Pt multilayers(5 ) where for films
without [ill] texture the magnetic anisotropy was in-plane for Co thicknesses
Z5A.

Transmission electron microscopy studies were carried out on alloy films grown onto
carbon on mica at 30, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 5000C. In addition, films grown onto
SiN on carbon at 300"C were also examined. It was found that the grain size of the
films increased smoothly with temperature but that Ihere was a greater spread in
grain size for the films grown above 300°C. These results are described in Reference
(8) and the most salient result for films grown above 300'C, is the observation of
extra diffraction spots in addition to the alloy diffraction rings, which correspond to
superstructure diffraction from the chemically ordered LI2 phase. As discussed in
our TEM studyt81 , isolated clusters of this phase were observed in films grown at
500'C. At 400'C the clusters are more dispersed whilst at 300°C they are barely
detectable by TEM diffraction or imaging. However, recent synchrotron X-ray
diffraction studies(9 ) has confirmed that chemical ordering is present in both
polycrystalline and epitaxial alloy films grown at 3000C. The coherence length for
chemical ordering at 300"C is, however, very short (<8A).
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Figure 5. Percentage strain in the alloys of figure 4. The values were obtained from
neasurenents of in-and-out-of-plane lattice parameters.

Surface roughness measurements were made by atomic force microscopy (AFM)
measurements of the difference between the highest and lowest points within the
studied area (500nm x 50Onm) yielded: 4.8 nm, 2.7 nm, 4.3 nm and 5.3 nm for
growth on sapphire, etched-sapphire, SiN/sapphire and SiN/quartz respectively. The
grain size in all cases is comparable and there appears to be no apparent correlation
with the magnitude of the total perpendicular anisotropy here reported.

DISCUSSION
Similarities in grain size and roughness for the alloys with high out-of-plane

anisotropy indicates that magnetostatic contributions on account of intergrain
exchange interactions is not the driving mechanism for the origin and the strong
growth-temperature dependence of the magnetic anisotropy in these alloys. At
-300 0 C, the alloys are essentially disordered fcc structures with grain sizes ranging
from 7.5 nm to 20 nm. To check whether lattice strain induced by grain growth
could, via magnetostriction, induce the large perpendicular anisotropy,
measurements of lattice strain were conducted. Both in-plane and out-of-plane
lattice parameters were deduced. The results are presented in Figure 5 and are given
as percentage of strain for the alloys of identical stoichiometry and growth hiFtory.
It is evident from the figure that the degree of strain is small and does not follow the
magnetic behavior here reported.

The development of perpendicular anisotropy may be related to the onset of partial
chemical ordering(10 ) in the film at -300"C. At this temperature a dispersion of the
ordered phase exists(9) and the coherence length of this phase may be anisotropic. If
the ordered regions are lamellar and parallel to the film plane then more Co-Co pairs
will exist along the film normal since the ordered phase contains no Co-Co nearest
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neighbors. This could give the uniaxial anisotropy observed. At tcmperatLres, below
300°C there is negligiblc ordering whilst at tenperatures aboe 3(X)°C the ordered
regions may become condensed into clusters, via both lateral and \ertical diffusion.
The anisotropy in coherence length will then be suppressed leading to a peak in
perpendicular anisotropy with substratc temperature, as we observe. This idea is
tentative and we are conducting further structural studies t) determine whether
indeed macroscopic structural anisotropy exists in these alloys. EXAFS
measurements with the Q-,cctor in and out of plane of the %ample surfaces arc
planned to establish this mechanism as the origin of the perpendicular anisotropy in
these alloys.

CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the structura! origins of the laige perpendicular

anisotropy in Co-Pt alloys near the 1:3 composition utilizing a %ariety of sti uctural
and magnetic probes. We have established that larger anisotropies and room
temperature coercivities are derived when the alloys are grown on amorphous
underl".yers or sahstrates. This results in non-oriented polycrystalline films and the
largest values of anisotropy and coercivity arc measured in Films grown at -3(X)'C.
Our experimental results indicate that contributions from magnetostatic and
magnetostrictive contributions are small and do not constitute the main -.ource of the
anisotropy in these alloys. TEM and synchrotron-diffraction data indicates that the
onset of chemical ordering combined to changes in the growth mode of these films
at different temperatures, may be the source of this anisotropy.
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HYPERFINE FIELJD IN ULTRATHIN Fe AND FeAu ALLOY FILMS ON Au(ll1)
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UniversitAt Regensburg, Institut fur Angewandte Physik,
Universititsstraile 31, D-8400 Regensburg, Germany

ABSTRACT

Magnetic properties of ultrathin Fe and FewAu4o alloy films on Au(I I) were studied by
SQUID magnetometry and conversion electron Mbssbauer spectroscopy. In order to get
information on the influence of interdiffusion, iron films with thin alloy zones at the inter-
faces to Au have been prepared by co-evaporation of iron and gold and compared with iron
films with presumably sharp interfaces. It was found that the presence of an 0.5 ML (mass
coverage in monolayer) alloy zone reduces the effective magnetic interface anisotropy field
and affects the growth mode of a subsequently deposited iron film such that the film is more
sensitive to annealing. Groundstate magnetic moments and hyperfine fields are significantly
enhanced in Fe/Au(lll) (IF. < 4 ML) and FeAut4o films, compared to bulk Fe.

1. INTrRODUCrION

Ultrathin epitaxial Fe films grown on Au(1 11) show remarkable magnetic properties like
enhanced groundstate magnetic moments and a pronounced magnetic interface anisotropy
with the easy axis perpendicular to the film plane'. While for an iron thickness tF, > 10 ML
it is well known that iron grows in a bcc lattice with the Fe(110) plane parallel to the
Au(l 11) plane, the lattice structure for films with t, < 10 ML is controversial. Some
authors state that Fe grows in the bcc(l 10) phase from the fir',t layer un2, while others find
a pseudomorphic growth of fcc Fe up to 3-4 ML where a transition to the bcc phase sets in3.
In any case it is to be expected that the growth mode is affected by the preparation conditions
and should manifest itself in the magnetic properties of the sample.

In our Fe/Au(l 11) films we found a significant dependence of the effective magnetic
surface anisotropy field, Hj, on the substrate temperature during film growth, T.. In epitaxial
films grown at Ts = 310 K we observe the largest value of 1H15 = 40 t 3 kOe. This value
is large enough to turn the magnetization perpendicular to the film plane if the thickness is
smaller than 3 ML. For Ts = 450 K we obtain IH5 I = 13 ± 5 kOe. This reduction of the
effective magnetic interface anisotropy field can be explained in terms of an interdiffusion of
Fe and Au at the interface or by a more three dimensional growth mode at higher substrate
temperatures. In order to study the influence of interdiffusion on the magnetic properties we
prepared epitaxial ultrathin iron films with thin (0.5 or 2 ML) FeAu alloy zones at the
interfaces by co-deposition of Fe and Au. We found IH, -= 17 ± 5 kOe (for T. = 310 K).
In addition, for the identification of an alloy component and its contribution to the magnetic
behaviour of the film pure FeAu alloy films have also been investigated. SQUID magneto-
metry was used to determine integral magnetic properties (average magnetic moment and

dMat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materlals Research Society
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magnetic anisotropy) and M~ssbauer spectroscopy to get information about local variations
of magnetic order via the hyperfine field.

2. EXEIMN

Three types of films were prepared by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (p < lI 10' Pa; iron
enriched to more than 95% in 57Fe): ultrathin Fe films (t., s 4 ML), Fe6,Ause alloy films
(tFýA. ft 60 ML) and Fe films (t., S 4 ML) with thin FeoAu4, alloy zones at the interfaces.
All films were deposited on a 400 ML Au(lll) substrate film, which in turn was grown on
a very smooth fused quartz substrate, and covered by a protective layer of Au (t - 50 ML).
The alloy zones have a nominal thickness of either 0.5 ML or 2ML at each interface. The
preparation of alloy films and alloy zones was done by controlled co-evaporation of Fe and
Au. All thickness values are to be understood as mass coverage (determined in situ by
quartz crystal monitors and ex situ by X-ray fluorescence) assuming bulk density.

Spontaneous groundstate average magnetic moments (JA) and the effective magnetic
interface anisotropy field, H,, were determined by SQUID magnetometry (4K !5 T _• 400K;
-50kOe S H < 50kOe). The CEMS spectra were measured with a cryogenic proportional
counter. By automatic control of He gas flow, pressure, temperature and gas gain, it allows
measurements in a temperature range from 77 K to 300 K.

3. RamSLTS AND DiSCUSSION

Fitting the spectra

A typical FesoAuo alloy spectrum is shown in figure 1. The spectrum is the sum of a
broad doublet (dotted line) and an asymmetri-
cally broadend sextet (dashed line). Each of 1
these subspectra itself is a superposition of E T-300K
several subspectra with different values for t50 ML F*Au.
the hyperfine interactions (isomer shift 61ý ,
magnetic hyperfine field H,.l and quadrupol
splitting Al) corresponding to varying local u
environments. We could fit the spectra with ,
good precision using the simple alloy model • -"
of Billard and Chamberod4 for the sextet sub- -
spectra (alloy-sextet), assuming a purely ran- VELOCITY (m/s

dom alloy. The model takes into account

isotropic (8, for the isomer shift and h, for
the magnetic hyperfine field) and anisotropic Typical alloy spectrum. Subspectra used for
(A for the electric field gradient and h2 for the the fit: broad doublet (dotted line), asym-
magnetic field) contributions from nearest metrically broadend sextet (dashed line),
neighbour (NN) atoms. For a random alloy generated by a random alloy model
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with N nearest neighbour lattice sites the anisotropic contributions lead to an effective line
broadening of N subspectra for which the local isomer shift 6, and the local magnetic
hyperfine field H, depend on the number zF. (0 S zF, S N ) of iron atoms on the NN lattice
sites:

8•= 60÷z,,"b (1)

Hi "H0 +z ,," h,

Fits were performed both for bcc (N = 8) and fcc (N= 12) lattices. For the fcc lattice we
obtain 6: = -0.02 ... -0.05 mmls and h, = 0.7 ... 1.2 Tesla. For the bcc lattice these
numbers have to be multiplied with a factor of 3/2. The signs of 6 and h, mean that if on a
NN lattice site an Fe atom is replaced by a Au atom the isomer shift is increased (by reduc-
tion of the s-electron density) and the magnetic hyperfine field is decreased. The values we
found for 6, are in accordance with Window's M6ssbauer studyý of FeAu1 ,- alloys (x = 0.02
... 0.4).

For fitting the spectra of the ultrathin iron films (with and without alloy zones at the
interfaces) we used the same subspectra (doublet, alloy-sextet) as for the alloy spectra, plus
another symmetrical sextet in order to take into account the higher number of iron atoms with
mostly iron nearest neighbours.

Anneainp

Annealing the films for one hour at 400 K causes an increase of the relative intensity of
the doublet in the CEMS-spectra of the alloy films and the Fe films with alloy zones at the
interfaces. At the same time no significant changes can be observed in the parameters of the
sextet subspectra (except for their relative intensity).

For 58 ML FewAu4o the doublet intensity is 12% both in spectra measured at 77 K and
300 K prior to annealing. After annealing it is 30% at 77 K and 45% at 300 K. In a 4 ML
Fe film with 2x0.5 ML alloy zone at the interfaces we find an increase from 11% before to
20% after annealing. Since the doublet line width decreases with increasing temperature (in
case of the alloy film from 1.33 + 0.04 mm/s at 77 K to 0.74 + 0.01 mm/s at 300 K) we
attribute the doublet to small superparamagnetic particles. Then, annealing must cause a
structural change in a way that more superparamagnetic particles are formed. This is consi-
stent with our observation that annealing does not alter the groundstate average magnetic
moment of the alloy films.

Influence of the alloy zone on subseouently grown iron

The presence of 0.5 ML alloy zone at the interfaces reduces the magnetic interface
anisotropy field JIHl from 40±3 kOe to 17+5 kOe. Expanding the thickness of the alloy
zone from 0.5 ML to 2 ML does not cause a further reduction of IJHS. Similarly, in M6ss-
bauer spectra measured after annealing the films for one hour at 400 K the presence of the

II
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alloy zone is indicated by a significant increase
(a) T- K of the relative intensity, Iv, of the doublet.

Figure 2 shows spectra of films with a total
S• *iron thickness (iron contained in the iron- and

alloy-layers) of about 4 ML and varying alloy
zone thickness. For the 4 ML Fe film with

z ----------- sharp interfaces (fig. 2a) we obtain a doublet
G (b) intensity of ID = 4%. For a 4 ML film with an

2 • x.5 MLr-af alloy zone thickness of 0.5 ML (fig. 2b) it is
" .. .19% while only 11% of the total iron in this
"W C)film is contained in the alloy zone. On the

other hand in a 2.2 ML Fe film with 2 ML
-_j thick alloy zones (fig. 2c) 1D is still 20%,
W (c) 2. Z2MLFt 0 though in that case almost 50% of the iron is

2x2MLF-u within the alloy zone. This means that I, is not
proportional to the alloy zone thickness. Thus
there is no one-to-one correspondence of the
doublet intensity and the amount of iron in the

-'_ _ __ _ _ alloy zone. Instead, the alloy zone affcct3 the
-4 0 4 growth mode of the Fe film in a way that the
VELOCITY (mm/s) iron layers themselves contribute to the doublet

intensity. It is possible that interdiffusion bet-

Fig. 2: Spectra of uhtrathin Fe films ween the substrate and protective Au layers and
containing approximately 4 ML iron and the iron film is enhanced by a higher concen-
alloy zones of varying thickness tration of lattice defects due to the alloy zone.

Temperature deplndence of the average niag•etic hyprfine field

For a 4 ML Fe film, a 58 ML FeAu4 film and a 2.2 ML Fe film with 2 ML alloy zones
we determined the average values (Hf) of the effective magnetic hyperfine field H,, at
various temperatures between 77 and 300 K.
The values are plotted in figure 3. Table I
presents the result of fitting relation (2) to .,> fr"l8)

the data, with the groundstate average ma- 3s

gnetic hyperfine field Hff-(0), the spinwave 36 46., f '

parameter B and the exponent x as the fit 34,
variables. 32- SWL FAAu

30 4MLFe

<Haf(T)> = <Hf(0)>'[ I - B "Tx1 (2) 28!
26.
24 0.gML Fe + 2x2ML FeAu

From table I it can be seen, that Hf clearly 226 s- 160 is i0 260 a3 T0 ()

shows a T32-dependence (within the uncer-
tainty of the fit), and that for all films M, 3 temperature dependence of the
(0) and B are considerably increased compa- average hyperfine field (Hff) of thin FeAu
red to the values of bulk iron. alloy films and Fe films with and without

The enhancement of the spinwave para- alloy zones at the Fe/Au interfaces
meter is caused by a reduction of the aver-
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Table I

Groundstate value HI,(0), spinwave parameter B, and exronent x for the temperature
dependence of the effective hyperfine field in thin Fe and FeAu alloy films on Au(lll)

in comparison with bulk a-iron.

film H,•,(O) in Tesla B in 1O0 K 3'2  x

1 ML Fe + 2x2 ML FeAu 35.5 ± 0.1 5.6 ± 0.1 1.52 ± 0.01

4 ML Fe 37.2 ± 0.2 4.0 ± 0.5 1.46 ± 0.06

58 ML FeoAuo 36.4 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.1

bulk a-iron 33.9 0.5 3/2

age exchange energy per iron atom which is (for a Heisenberg ferromagnet) approximately
proportional to the average number, (z,,), of iron atoms on nearest neighbour lattice sites.
First, (zr) is reduced by occupatio:. of NN sites w-.1h Au atoms in the alloy and second, it is
reduced further due to the Au interfaces as the film thickness is decreased.

Along with the groundstate average hyperfine fields, enhanced average magnetic moments
are found. For the 58 ML alloy film we find (At) = 2.8 ± 0.3 u,. This can be understood
considering Felsch 's work". He studied Fe.Aul.. alloy films (x = 0 ... 1) by XRD and
magnetometry. In films with bcc structure (x > 0.6) he found groundstate magnetic moments
close to the bulk value, whereas for lower Fe concentrations (0.45 < x < 0.6) he found f.
structure and moments of about 2.9 jB. Thus, the high magnetic moment indicates that the
structure of the alloy film is fcc, which is also compatible with the nominal composition of
60at% Fe and 40at% Au. Furthermore the subspectra used in our fit do not include a spec-
trum which would correspond to bulk iron (zero isomer shift and H,, = 33.9 Tesla and
33.0 Tesla at 77 K and 300 K respectively). Indeed each subspectrum (including the doublet)
has an isomer shift of more than 0.1 mm/s with respect to a-iron. We conclude that no larger
a-iron precipitates are contained in the alloy film and that in this sense the alloy may be
considered 'homogenous'.

It should be pointed out that groundstate magnetic moments ind hyperfine fields are not
enhanced equally. (ju) is increased by 27% compared to the bulk value of 2.2 jug, while the
Hr is enhanced by only 7%. This can be explained by the fact that there are several contribu-
tions to the magnetic hyperfine field: H,, = Hq + H,, + H,1,, where Ha,, H,, and H,, are the
contributions from core polarization, conduction electrons and magnetic dipole fields, re-
spectively. While HP is proportional to the local magnetic moment, H,,, H, and thus H,8, will
also strongly depend on the configuration of neighbour atoms and, hence, not be proportional
to the moment.

For the I ML iron film with 2 ML alloy zones (H0O)) is smaller than in the 58 ML
alloy film, while for the magnetic moment we still obtain 2.8 ± 0.3 #,. This can be under-
stood in the light of the alloy model (see equ. 1) where, for a given structure, (H,, depends
linearly on the average number, (zF,), of iron atoms on nearest neighbour lattice sites if we
assume H, to be constant. If during annealing an interdiffusion between the Au of substrate
and covering layer and the film takes place this will result in a smaller (z,,), thereby reducing

(. ... . .

I
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For the 4 ML Fe film, the value of (H,J0)) 37.2 Tesla results from large hyperfine
fields in both the interface and the center layers (assuming a smooth continuous film).
Determining the groundstate values for the hyperfine fields of the two sextets which we
attribute to interface (6 = 0.24±0.01 mim/s) and center layers (8 = 0.11 ±0.01 mrm/s), we
obtain 36.9 ± 0.2 Tesla for the interface and 37.5 + 0.2 Tesla for the center layers. Isomer
shift and hyperfine field of both sextets definitly differ from those of an a-iron sextet what
may be evidence for the presence of an fcc Fe phase. This is somewhat unexpected, since it
is in contrast to the results for an Fe( 1l0)/Ag(l I 1) film7 , where the two center layers could
be identified as a-iron, and (H,,0)) is enhanced only for the interface layers. It seems also
to be in contrast to the interpretation of our earlier magnetometer measurements', where,
varying the iron thickness from t, < I ML (where we might have fcc iron) to 'f, > 50 ML
(where we certainly have bcc Fe(I 10)/Au(l 11)) no discontinuity in the magnetic moments or
the magnetic anisotropy could be found, which would be expected for a switch from a fcc to
a bcc phase. In order to clarify to what extent slightly differing preparation condition can
result in different film structure, more detailed experiments combining LEED, MEED,
CEMS, STM are under way.

4. StUMMkRV

Using SQUID magnetometry and CEMS we studied magnetic and structural properties of
epitaxial ultrathin Fe films on Au(I 11), thin Few.oAu40 alloy films and ultrathin Fe films with
alloy zones at the Fe/Au interfaces. The alloy zone thicknesses were either 0.5 ML or 2 ML.

FeAu alloy films and iron films with or without alloy zones at the interfaces show
ferromagnetic ordering with a T3'2 temperature dependence of the effective magnetic hyperfi-
ne field. Groundstate magnetic moments, groundstate hyperfine fields and spinwave excitation
are significantly enhanced in comparison with bulk iron.

In alloy films and Fe films with alloy zones, annealing at 400 K causes a structural
modification which has no influence on the magnetic moment but is indicated by a doublet in
the M6ssbauer spectra and interpreted by formation of small superparamagnetic particles.

Compared to Fe films with smooth interfaces, Fe films with alloy zones at the interfaces
show a reduced magnetic surface anisotropy field I Hs and a much stronger doublet intensity.
Since there is no significant difference in the properties of films with 0.5 ML and 2 ML alloy
zones, we conclude that the presence of only 0.5 ML alloy zone critically affects the growth
mode of subsequently deposited iron, leading to a structure which is less stable under annea-
ling than in Fe films with sharp interfaces.
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THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF FeC 3 FORMED AT 3000 C BY PLASMA
ENHANCED CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION (PECVD)

H. Siriwardane,* P. Fraundorf," J.W. Newkirk,* 0.A. Pringle,' and W.J.James'

Departments of "Physics, *Metallurgical Engineering, and 'Chemistry and the Graduate
Center for Material Research, University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 65401 (U.S.A.).

"Deparrment of Physics, University of Missouri-St. Louis, St. Louis, MO 63121 (U.S.A.).

Thin iron carbide films were prepared by introducing iron penta carbonyl (FeCO,) and
hydrogen (H2) into a glow discharge. Tl:e films are of potential interest in corrosion and
wear resistant applications. X-ray diffraction data of films (- 7000 A thick) deposited on
glass at 300"C evidenced only Fe7C 3. Thinner films were required for examination by
analytical and high resolution transmission electron microscopy. Therefore, two sets of films
("thin" < 200 A and "thick" - 800 A) were plasma-deposited on carbon or holey carbon
films supported on copper grids. The thin TEM specimens exhibited a fine texture and gave
rise to ring diffraction patterns, whereas the thick TEM specimens evidenced two types of
structure: (i) half-micron sized grains separated from one another by 1-2 microns on the
support, although sometimes interconnected by single crystal platelets and (ii) 300 A grape-
like clumps of 100-200 A crystals, each individually surrounded by a 50 A non-crystalline
coating. The latter structure may result from a post-formation oxidation process which expels
carbon from the iron phase into grain boundaries.

1. INTRODUCTION

Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) has been widely used in recent years
to form thin films"6 and to modify surfaces of materials. Bulk Fe7 C3 is usually formed under
very high temperatures and pressures. We have been successful in preparing Fe1C3 films by
PECVD, using iron pentacarbonyl and hydrogen as a scavenging gas. Thin films of Fe7C3
are produced at temperatures around 300'C and pressures of 50-100 millitorr. This is
possible because of the high electron temperatures of the glow discharge plasma, which
trigger chemical reactions at moderately low temperatures, and the non-equilibrium nature
of the glow discharge."' 2 The usefulness of Fe7 C3 as magnetic recording media has been
investigated.' 3 They have a high magnetic saturation,' 3 and show evidenced of magnetic
hardness as well as prefered orientation of their magnetic moments normal to the plane of the
film.' 4 The magnetic applications of these films depend on the microstructure, crystal
structure and the magnetic structure. The objective of this study is to investigate the
microstructure of iron carbide films deposited at 300"C.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A cylindrical glow discharge reactor, identical to that described by Li et al." was used to
prepare the films. Operating parameters for the preparation of Fe-C1 films are identical to
those described in ref. 10. Pre-cleaned glass slides, carbon coated glass slides, carbon, and
holey carbon support films on copper grids were used as substrates for film deposition. For
all substrates, argon ion cleaning in an r.f. glow discharge was performed for 30 minutes
before film deposition. Iron pentacarbonyl, Fe(CO)5 , was introduced along with H2 into a
glow discharge. H2 serves as a scavenger gas for oxygen.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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An Auger analysis was performed on more than fifty films deposited at 300'C on glass
microscope slides, and eight films deposited on carbon support films and prepared under the
same experimental conditions. The Auger data of the above samples were collected at argon
ion sputtering rates between 18-35 A/minute. The depth profiling commenced after - one
minute of argon ion sputtering to remove the physorbed CO2 and H20. The film
compositions at an approximate depth of 600 A were 60-70 atomic percent iron, 23-35 atomic
percent carbon, and 1-4 atomic percent of oxygen, indicating the formation of the Fe7C 3
phase. If it is assumed that all of the oxygen is bonded to iron in the form of Fe3O4 , then
there is a slight excess of carbon present in the films. The carbide satellite peaks were
clearly seen on every sample subjected to Auger analysis (see Fig. 1).

8'C

EýE-'ýCN ~ ~ ,_• , F-: NEG

Figure 1. The Auger depth profiling data of films deposited at 300*C, showing carbon
satellite peaks which indicate the presence of a carbide phase. The substrates are: (a)
glass (b) carbon coated glass (c) carbon support films on grids.

To determine the microstructural details, TEM, x-ray, and electron diftraction techniques
were used. The XRD spectra of films of different thicknesses were collected by using a
SCINTAG 2000 XRD diffractometer. The step sizes and preset times varied between 0.01-
0.03 degrees and 3.0-12.0 seconds, depending on the quality of the data required from the
patterns. The XRD spectra of films grown on glass evidenced low-intensity broadened peaks
(see Figure. 2). The experimentally determined interplanar spacing agreed with the JCPDS
interplanar spacings of the Fe7 C3 phase. The quality of the XRD patterns improved with
increasing film thickness. Films grown on support films (holey carbon or carbon) under
identical experimental conditions were too thin to produce XRD patterns. As a consequence,
the XRD spectra of grid samples are not known.

For TEM characterization, two sets of films (thin < 200 A and thick - 800 A) were
deposited on carbon or holey support films on copper grids. These films were grown under
identical experimental conditions as the films grown on glass, except that their deposition
times were much shorter in order to produce films thin enough to be examined by the TEM.
The principle idea behind using the holey support films on copper grids as substrates was to
deposit thin films and observe crystals at the edges of holes.

iI
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Figure 2. XRD pattern of a PECVD carbide film deposited at 300C on a glass
substrate.

In this TEM study, six thick (- 800 A) films and three thin films (< 200 A) made under
identical experimental conditions were used to collect data. The latter three samples were
deposited for approximately three minutes, whereas the thick films were deposited for twenty
minutes on six different occasions in order to check the reproducibility. The camera constant
used in the analysis of the TEM data was obtained by using aluminum standards. By finding
the camera constant for the Phillips 430 EM electron microscope, and measuring the
diameters of the rings on the negatives with a ruler, the interplanar spacings were calculated.
Four measurements were made on each ring and the average value was taken as the true
diameter of each ring. The obtained d-spacings were then compared to the JCPDS card file
d-spacings of Fe3O4, FeTC 3, and Fe3C. A comparison was made with only Fe3O4 , Fe7C3, and
Fe3C because the XRD patterns of films deposited on glass at 2000, 3000 and 400*C evidenced
only the above three phases, respectively. 9 The possibility of the presence of c-Fe was ruled
out by investigating the spacings and the angles of single crystal Fourier spectra obtained
from HRTEM images."

The thin specimens (< 200 A) deposited at 3001C on carbon or holey films exhibited a fine
texture and produced ring diffraction patterns on photographic films (see Figure 3a). The
rings that contained spots corresponded to both Fe3O4 and Fe7C3.

The electron diffraction patterns obtained from thick (- 800 A) samples gave rise to ring
diffraction patterns, single crystal and convergent beam diffraction patterns. The obtained
d-spacings from the ring patterns were also compared with Fe7C3, Fe3C and Fe 3O4 phases.
The d-spacings of these phases were also profiled by azimuthal averaging of the intensities
in these patterns (see Fig. 3b).12.-1 The single crystal and convergent beam diffraction data
were also analyzed by using the crystallographic program "SX" .16 At this point in our study
we have been unable to correlate the thick film morphologies with individual phases.

The thick specimens (- 800 A thick) evidenced two types of morphologies. Morphology
type I consists of half-micron platelets separated from one another by 1-2 microns on the

support, although sometimes interconnected by grains of 0.1-0.2 microns (see Figs. 4a, 4b
and 5a). These grains are capable of producing single crystal diffraction patterns and
converging beam patterns, which could be indexed with either Fe7C 3 or Fe 3C (see Fig 5b).
Morphology type II consists of 300 A grape-like clumps of 100-200 A crystals, each
individually surrounded by 50 A non-crystalline coatings (see Fig. 6). The above two

morphologies were seen in all thick TEM samples.
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Fe3Q4

FeC 3

a

Figure 3. (a) A TEM micrograph and its SAD pattern of a PECVD thin (< 200 A)
carbide film deposited at 300TC on a holey carbon grid. (b) A TEM diffraction pattern
of a thick (- 800 A) PECVD film deposited at 300C on a carbon support film.

(i) MorhAology 1ye I
Figures 4 and 5 show morphology type I, which is seen in continuous-film regions of the

800 A films.

Figure 4.(a) Bright field image of morphology type I grains, showing small 0.1 pm grains
in clumps separated by 0.3 tin distances. The center of the image shows a half-micron
platelet connecting a number of clumps together. (b) Dark field image of a platelet,
showing its single crystal character. This platelet could be indexed only with Fe3C.
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m [~3

Figure 5. (a) Bright field image of morphology type I crystals, showing bend extinction
contours in two half-micron platelets. (b) A converging beam diffraction pattern
obtained from a large platelet which could be indexed only with Fe7C3.

(ii) MoIRholory OtNe !1
The second type of morphology observed in these thick films consists of 300 A grape-like

clumps of 100-200 A crystals, each individually surrounded by a 50 A non-crystalline coating
which appears as curved fringes around the crystals. This morphology is mostly seen at the
edges of the carbon support films. The peaks and the interplanar angles obtained from the
Fourier spectra of the crystals can be indexed with Fe1C3 planes. The coating gives rise to
a variable d-spacing, which looks like a birds foot in the Fourier spectra, indicating the non-
crystalline nature of the coating. The d-spacings for the coating ranged from 3.2-4.1 A.
This behavior and the obtained range of spacings are typical for poorly crystalline
graphite. 7,18

SpI

Figure 6. (a,b) Grape-like clumps, showing 50 A non-crystalline coatings covering 100-
200 AL crystals. The outlines of the grain boundaries have been artificially enhanced in
(b). (c) An enlarged image of crystal which has a non-crystalline coating. (d) The
Fourier spectrum of Fig. 5c.
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3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Iron carbide films were produced by PECVD, at temperatures of 300TC and pressures of
50-100 millitorr. The primary phase deposited is Fe7C3. The electron diffraction data
obtained on - 800 A thick films and thin films (< 200 A) stiowed the presence of Fe3O4,
Fe 3C and Fe1 C3. Fe3O4 and Fe3C were not seen on 7000 A PECVD films deposited at 300(1C
on glass and carbon coated glass substrates due to the small quantities of these phases present.
The ability to observe Fe30 4 and Fe3C by electron diffraction may be due to the large surface
to volume ratio of the specimens thin enough for the TEM study.

The electron diffraction ring patterns of the - 800 A films had more spots and more
intense rings than the diffraction patterns of the < 200 A films, presumably because of the
larger size and number of crystals in the thicker films. The diffuse rings observed in these
diffraction patterns correspond to Fe3O4, and the spotty rings correspond to Fe3 C and Fe1 C3,
indicating that the grains of the carbide phases are larger than the the grains of the oxide
phase. This is a direct result of the deposition atmosphere, which is highly reducing, and
favors the formation of the carbide phases.

The carbide rings in the electron diffraction patterns of the - 800 A films are composed
largely of spots of varying sizes along with some continuous intensity. This indicates that
both small and large coherent diffracting grains consisting of FeC 3 and Fe3C are present in
these - 800 A thick films.

The half-micron sized platelets observed in the morphology type I were always seen in
continuous film regions. The columnar microstructure observed in some PECVD iron
carbide films" 9 may be a result of the preferential growth of the platelets, which are
surrounded by 1000-2000 A size grains.

The unusual 50 A non-crystalline mantles, which surround the 100-200 A iron carbide
crystals, exhibited curved fringes in the high resolution TEM images, characteristic of poorly
crystal1ine graohite with d-spacings of 3.2-4.1 A.' 7'8 There are two possible mechanisms that
could explain the formation of these coatings: (i) a post formation oxidation process, which
expels carbon into the grain boundaries; or (ii) the diffusion of carbon from the support film
into the grain boundaries, made possible by a high diffusion gradient between the heated
substrate and the depositing plasma species.
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ABSTRACT

MnFe/NiFe exchange structures have been prepared in an ultra-high vacuum sputtering/
surface analysis system. Controlled introduction of residual gas impurities such as 02 and
H20 at the MnFe/NiFe interface is studied by in-situ x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
and the exchange structures are magnetically characterized. Due to the extreme reactivity of
the NiFe surface towards 02, the exchange coupling is severely degraded by only small expo-
sures of this molecule to the NiFe surface. In contrast, H20 does not oxidize the NiFe surface
and therefore can be tolerated in greater quantities in the sputtering chamber without detri-
mental loss of exchange. This understanding of the basic surface chemistry of the MnFe and
NiFe surfaces can lead to improved sputtering practices in actual manufacturing applications.

INTRODUCTION

The antiferromagnetic/ ferromagnetic MnFe/NiFe exchange structure has received consid-
erable attention due to its importance as a means for supression of domain switching
(Barkhausen noise) in NiFe based magnetoresistive sensors.l1-41 The MnFe/NiFe exchange
interaction is believed to require growth of the antiferromagnetic fcc y MnFe phase on the fcc
NiFe substrate. Although the fcc y MnFe phase is the stable phase in bulk form at room
temperature, 15-91, thin film samples of MnFe deposited on amorphous substrates crystalliie
in the 0( MnFe (A12 a Mn) structure [10-121. Thus intimate contact between tht MnFe and
the fcc NiFe substrate is required in order to make the MnFe film conform to the desired fcc
structure. Since this is an interfacial effect, impurity incorporation at the MnFc/NiFe interface
can be quite detrimental to the magnetic performance of these structures.[ 121

The goal of this study is to systematically understand the factors which lead to interfacial
impurity contamination and to determine the effect of these impurities on the magnitude of
the exchange coupling across the MnFe/NiFe interface. These experiments were performed in
an ultra high vacuum (UHV) sputtering/ analysis system which has been previously described
[131; the UHV conditions prevent unintentional contamination of the NiFe surface thus
making it possible to independently control the impurity level at the MnFe/NiFe interface.
The clean NiFe surface has been intentionally exposed to both H20 and OQ, prior to MnFc
deposition. The correlation between in-situ surface analysis using X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS) and ex-situ magnetic measurements suggests that while 02 adsorption at
the MnFe/NiFe interface is quite detrimental to the exchange coupling, this interface is signif-
icantly more tolerant to the presence of H20 vapor in the vacuum system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Oxyen Introduction at the MnFe/NiFe Interface

An air exposed NiFe substrate is covered with a thin (10-15A) oxide composed of NiO
and Fe" oxides/ hydroxides.[ 13, 141 Prior to MnFe deposition, this NiFe surface was cleaned

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materlesa Research Society
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by in-situ ion beam sputtering so as to produce a surface characteristic of only Fe and Ni
metal as shown in Figure I. A series of MnFe/NiFe exchange structures were then prepared
by exposing the clean NiFe surface to controlled amounts of 02 followed by MnFe deposition.
XPS spectra of these 02 dosed NiFe surfaces before MnFe deposition are shown in Figure I.

In the XPS data in Figure I, the angle between the surface plane and the axis of the ana-
lyzer is 190; in this configuration the measurement is sensitive to predominantly the top 6 A
of the NiFe surface. Exposing the NiFe surface to I Langmuir (L) of O. (I L = I x 10-1
torr-sec). causes the surface oxygen coverage to increase to 0.3 monolayers, although no
oxidation of either the Ni or the Fe metal is observed. (Oxygen coverages, 0, are estimated
using known values of the photoionization cross section 1151, electron escape depth, and ana-
:yzer transmission function and are similar to published result, on NiFe single crystals. 1161)
The surface oxygen coverage increases further after a 6L exposure to 0 - 0.5 monolayer; the
surface is still predominantly metallic, however the shape of the Fe 2p line indicates that a
small amount of Fe has been oxidized. Exposure of the NiFe surface to 4OL 02 (0 - 1.0
monolayer) leads to complete preferential oxidation of the Fe to Fe- while the Ni is still
mainly metallic. These results are all consistent with the observations of Brundle and
coworkers 1161 on single crystal Ni, e surfaces. Continued 02 exposure up to several hundred
Langmuir (not shown) leads to saturation of the surface oxidation at 0 - 3 monolayer,
[13, 161 at which point the surface is composed of predominantly FeO, , and NiO.

02 Chemisorption on NiFe

Ni 2p 19* Fe 2p 19" 0,ls 19"

0I

6 L-- 40L

0 I LE
0

1 , IIEN I - IA,

-875 -85 -3 -845 -725 -715 -705 -534 -530 -526

Binding Energy (eV)

Figure 1. Mg Kot XPS of 02 chemisorption on NiFe surface prior to MnFe deposition. In
this experimental geometry the XPS spectra are most sensitive to the top 6k of the NiFe
surface.

|f
II
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Exchange structures were fabricated by MnFe deposition on these oxygen covered NiVe
surfaces and the measured exchange coupling as a function of oxygen coverage is illutrated
in Figure 2. The unidirectional exchange anisotropy, H_, is approximately 30 Oersteads iOc)
for MnFe deposition on a clean 400A NiFe film. There is clearly, however, a decrease in H_
as the oxygen content at the interface increases. For the NiFe surfaces covered with approxi-
mately 0.3 to 0.5 monolavers of chemisorbeJ oxygen atoms, the magnitude of H_ has
dropped by greater than 50 % relatve to the structure prepared with a clean NiFe surface.
However, in this coverage range, even though the magnitude of H_ has decreased, the cou-
pling between layers is not completely eliminated.

By an oxygen coverage of 0 = 1.0 monolayer, the MnFe film is no longer magnetically
coupled to the NiFe surface below, (H,,_ = 0 Oc.). The XPS data in Figure I. indicate that at
this coverage, complete oxidation of the surface Fe has occurred. It is interesting to note that
in the NiFe single crystal oxidation study 1161, a LEED pattern attributed to chemisorbed
oxygen on Ni is still maintained for coverages of approximately 1.0 monolayer (and greater),
even though significant oxidation of the Fe is observed. Thus, distinct patches of FeO and
ordered O/Ni metal coexist on the oxidized single crystal NiFe surface in this coverage
regime. Although the NiFe surfaces used for our studies are polý crystalline, the similarity of
the XPS spectra suggests that a similar situation may occur on these surfaces. Thus by 0 =
1.0 monolayer, although some areas correspond to chemnisorbed oxygen on surface Ni atoms,

there are also coexisting patches of Fe'0O. Thus, it is not necessary to have complete surface
oxidation in order to completel, eliminate the exchange coupling across the MnFe/NiFe inter-
face.

Water Introduction at the MnFe/NiFe Interface

Since H20 is the most common residual gas in most sputtering chambers, it is important
to understand the effect of HWO adsorption at the MnFe/NiFe interface and to compare this to
the effects of 02 as discussed above. Our results indicate that the reactivity of H20 towards
the NiFe surface is significantly less than is observed for equivalent 02 exposures. This is
consistent with results obtained on Ni 117, 181 Fe [191 and MnFe 1131 surfaces, where the
sticking coefficient for H20 is significantly less than for molecular oxygen. For H12O expo-
sures of up to 44,000 L there is no oxidation of either the Ni or the Fe on the NiFe surface,
even though XPS analysis shows evidence for the dissociative adsorption of H20 into OH
fragments: an 0 Is peak at - 529.6 eV is observed with an intensity that corresponds to
approximately 0 = 0.3 monolayer.

The lower reactivity of H20 relative to 02 for the NiFe surface translates into a greater
tolerance of the MnFeINiFe exchange structure to H20 exposure, as illustrated in Figure 3. A
series of MnFe/NiFe exchange structures were prepared in which the NiFe surface was dosed
with 1200L - 44,OOOL H20 before MnFe deposition. (These exposures are much greater than
generally experienced under normal processing conditions. For example in a sputter chamber
with a partial pressure of H20 equal to I x 10-1 torr, if the NiFe surface is exposed for 2
minutes this would correspond to a 12L exposure.) After 1200- 44.OOOL the measured
exchange value decreased by approximately 40% relative to a film prepared without HO at
the interface. This should be contrasted to the effect observed for significantly lower expo-
sures of Oz. Due to the rapid oxidation of the NiFe surface, a 40L O2 exposure on NiFe is
sufficient to completely destroy the exchange coupling. Thus, for equivalent exposures of 02
and H20 at the interface, the exchange coupling will degrade significantly less .itth exposure
to H20 due to the lower reactivity of water vapor for the NiFe surface.
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Implications to MnFe/ NiFe Sputtering Tools

It is important to understand the role of residual gas chemisorption on clean MnFe films
since the MnFe coated chamber walls and MnFe target are exposed to the residual gas envi-
ronment in the chamber. While these exposed surfaces can act as high surface areas to getter
contaminants from the sputtering atmosphere, contaminants adsorbed on the MnFe walls can
also potentially be driven back onto the NiFe surface causing degradatio of exchange cou-
pling.

Both 02 and H20 react with the MnI-e surface to form a surface oxide layer; [131 the
reaction with 02 quickly leads to formation of a thick (35 A) oxide composed of predomi-
nantly MnO and Fe20 3. [131 The interaction with H20 is more sluggish, giving approximately
5 A of a Mn" oxide/hydroxide after a 34,000 L H20 exposure. The high reactivity of 02 with
MnFe surfaces 113] means that immediately after MnFe sputtering, the walls of the chamber
will be an excellent getter for this impurity if any is present in the vacuum system. Thus a
MnFe presputter step prior to NiFe surface cleaning is worthwhile so as to minimize 02 expo-
sure to the clean NiFe surface. If a significant amount of HzO is present in the vacuum
system (which is often the case for o-ring sealed vacuum systems), although it will not react
with and form an oxide on the NiFe surface, it will react and form a thin oxide film on the
MnFe coated chamber walls and MnFe target. Thus, when the MnFe deposition process
begins, surface Mn oxides and adsorbed impurities will likely be sputtered or desorbed off the
walls and target onto the clean NiFe surface. The plasma environment during deposition
likely enhances the reactivity of gas phase H20 molecules through dissociation and/or
ionization thus increasing the possibility of reaction with the NiFe surface.

Thus, if the process chamber has been exposed to significant amounts of residual gases
in between the NiFe surface cleaning and MnFe deposition, the final exchange coupling will
be much higher if the NiFe surface is protected by a shutter when the MnFe sputtering begins.
To test this, a NiFe surface was exposed to 7500 L H2 0 and deposition was initiated without
shuttering the NiFe surface: no exchange coupling across the MnFe/NiFe interface was meas-
ured as indicated by the point in Figure 3. Thus, exposure of the clean NiFe surface to this
reactive plasma environment in the presence of impurities can severely degrade the integrity
of the MnFeINiFe interface.

In summary, as long as good standard sputtering practices are followed, preparation of
MnFe/NiFe should be possible and quite reproducible in most sputtering systems. However.
since 0, reacts extremely quickly to oxidize the NiFe surface, the presence of a significant air
leak or impure sputtering gases can severely limit the exchange coupling. On the other hand,
due to the lower reactivity of H20 for the NiFe surface, high pressures of H20 vapor can be
tolerated in the sputtering system. Presputtering of the MnFe target while the NiFe surface is
shuttered, is critical to the successful exchange coupling. This practice serves to remove resi-
dual gases adsorbed on the walls of the chamber and react them into the depositing MnFe
film and it cleans the MnFe target of any oxide which has formed on the surface. Thus line
of sight reactions of these reactive species with the clean NiFe surface is prevented.

Use of a residual gas analyzer for continuous monitoring of these impurity gases during
the the pumpdown, chamber conditioning (presputtering), and deposition process can lead to
improved magnetic performance and maximum throughput of the sputtering tool. On a
related note, while this work shows that interfacial impurities have a detrimental effect on the
MnFe/ NiFe exchange interaction, a recent study has shown that controlled impurity incorpo-
ration away from the NiFeIMnFe interface is actually beneficial. 1201
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Figure 2. Degradation in exchange coupling due to oxygen adsorption on the NiFe surface.
The unit of gas exposure is I Langmuir (L) which is equal to I X 10-6 torr-sec.
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Figure 3. Effect of H20 adsorption at the NiFe interface on exchange coupling; while water
exposure leads to adsorption of - 0.3 monolayer of surface OH groups, this does not prevent
magnetic coupling across the MnFeINiFe interface. The unit of gas exposure is I Langmuir
(L) which is equal to I x 10-1 torr-sec.
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ABSTRACT

The performance of a wide range of modem magnetic thin-film materials for information
storage is found to depend dramatically on grain nucleation and coherence at interfaces. Three
such systems, Fe/Pt multilayers, Co/Pt multilayers, and CoCrTa/Cr bilayers are considered
here. High-resolution electron microscopy (HREM) shows that ordered CoPt and FePt Llo
structures can be formed and oriented, using coherence with the substrate, with their
magnetically easy c-axes perpendicular to the film plane. This orientation results in the
perpendicular magnetization required for magneto-optic recording media. Different sputtering
gases used in producing Co/Pt multilayers result in varying degrees of interfacial intermixing,
which is shown to strongly affect the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy energy. The required
high in-plane coercivity of longitudinal recording media is also correlated with the observed
interface coherence and the resulting oriented growth of CoCrTa with the magnetically hard
<11 0> axis perpendicular to the film plane. Many features of the microstructure can be
observed directly at the atomic level by HREM, and so the usefulness of this technique is
emphasized in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

The microstructural components which make up contemporary magnetic thin films are
rapidly approaching the atomic level. For example magnetic multilayers may be comprised of
metal films only a few monolayers thick. The crystal sizes of recording media are often 10-20
nm in lateral dimension. Accordingly the interface structure plays an important role in
determining the properties, and higher resolution techniques are required to study the important
microstructural features. High-resolution electron microscopy (HREM) can now reveal atomic
arrangements even in close-packed metals and so is well-suited to this endeavor. This paper
descrilx 'ome of our recent work using HREM, drawing on examples from multilayer systems
(e.g., Co,='t. Fe/Pt) and from longitudinal recording media (e.g. CoCrTa alloy).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The magnetic thin films were made by sputtering techniques. They are examined in cross-
section and through-foil geometries in a Philips EM430 (300 kV) transmission electron
microscope which has about 0.19 nm resolution. Additional characterization is performed using
standard bright and dark field imaging, selected area and microdiffraction, elongated probe
microdiffraction and x-ray energy dispersive microanalysis [ 11. Bulk studies are also carried out
by x-ray diffraction, vibrating sample magnetomen-y, magneto-optic Kerr rotation and torque
magnetometry.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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RESULTS

CoPt and FePt (001I Annealed Films

There has been significant interest lately in magnetic aijoys with perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy, with possible applications in magneto-optic recording. Promising magnetic and
magneto-optic properties have been found in Col.,Ptx[2] and Fel.Ptx[31 disordered alloy films
as well as ordered FePt alloy films and multilayers[4). Our investigation has centered upon
producing perpendicular magnetization using crystallographically oriented, ordered alloys,
focusing on the tetragonal compounds CoPt and FePt Both compounds adopt the LI1 structure
and have a magnetic easy axis along the unique (c) direction.

Accordingly, c-axis oriented CoPt and FePt thin films would be expected to possess
perpendicular anisotropy. The formation of these (001) oriented phases in thin film form has
been accomplished by annealing epitaxial multilayers that are stacked along 10011 15,61. The
films are produced by DC magnetron sputtering in argon onto MgO (001) polished single crystal
substrates. The as-deposited structure of a (13 A Co/19 A P0)32 multilayer is shown in Figure 1,

Figure 1. High resolution cross-section image of a (13A Co/ 19A Pt02 multilayer
deposited onto (001) oriented single crystal MgO, taken in the MgO I [11 orientataon
with the growth direction vertical in the picture. The lattice fringes are consistent with the
I110] projection of an fcc material throughout.
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Figure 2. High resolution cross-section image of the film shown in Figure I after
annealing at 675 *C for 14 hours. The orientation is again MgO [1101 and the growth
direction is vertical in the picture. The fringes are due to CoPt (001) and (110) planes,
with 3.7A and 2.7A spacings, respectively. These fringes are indicative of the presence
of ordered CoPt.

which is a high resolution cross-section image taken in the MgO 11101 orientation, with the
growth direction vertical. The lattice fringes in both the Co and Pt layers are consistent with a
[ 1101 zone axis image of an FCC material, indicating that the film is fcc throughout. This film
exhibited an in-plane magnetic easy axis before annealing.

After annealing at 675°C for 14 hours, the magetic easy axis switched to out-of-plane with
a net perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of 1.9xIO1 erg/cm-5, and a magneto-optic Kerr rotation
of 0.40 at saturation, for a wavelength of 633 nm. This dramatic change in magnetic properties
was a direct result of the formation of c-axis oriented CoPt upon annealing. Figure 2 shows a
high resolution cross section image of the same film shown in Figure 1, after annealing. The
zone axis is again MgO [110] and the growth direction is vertical. In this case the fringes seen in
the image are due to the (001) and (110) planes in the ordered structure, with spacings of
approximately 3.7A and 2.7A, respectively. These planes are forbidden for any of the
constituent materials in the film and will only appear as a result of ordering, so the image shown
in Figure 2, as well as extensive x-ray diffraction measurements, conclusively demonstrate the
presence of a significant amount of the ordered phase. Similar results have been obtained for
FePt films stacked along 1001], which show a dramatic improvement in magnetic properties upon
annealing to form c-axis oriented FePt[6,71. It is worthwhile noting that HREM easily
distinguishes the ordered LIo phase from the fcc disordered alloy. Thus we can say that there is
no evidence of ordering as the as-deposited Co-Pt interfaces in our images. It will be of interest
to determine the extent that ordering can be detected in such images by computer simulation (e.g.
[8]) and this work is currently underway.

iI
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ECUM&l ar AnisM uy in P/C Multayn

Pt/C multilayers oriented along the I 111 out-of-plane direction present the most promising
magneto-optic recording properties in the blue-range wavelengths [9]. These multilayers have
been shown to display large magnetic coercivities and perpendicular magnetocrystalline
anisotropies and have remanent perpendicular magnetization of about 100% [2, 9-111. In spite of
this, there has not been a large scale effort co characterize these structures by TEM and correlate
the relevant magneto-optic properties with microstructural features. The most promising
combination of properties in the Pt/Co multilayer structures is achieved when the individual Co
layer thicknesses corresponds to the stacking of two close-packed planes and the Pt layer
thicknesses correspond to five to seven monolayers [2,9-16]. For these cases, the perpendicular
anisotropy energy, KL, is maximum. Maximizing the anisotropy energy becomes important
because it aids in the stabilization of the magnetic domains which is a critical aspect for high
density recording. It is well known that cubic symmetry does not allow for a uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy and therefore the presence of hcp Co was thought largely responsible for giving origin
to a bulk anisotropy contribution term. A NWel type symmetry breaking effect contributing to
K.L through an interface anisomtpy term is also believed important [15]. Therefore, sharp
interfaces between the Co and the Pt were thought beneficial.

In this work we contrast the magnetic properties and high resolution TEM images from two
multilayers with identical period but sputtered with different gas compositions. Figure 3 shows
the microstructure resulting from a film sputtered in a 100% Ar atmosphere while Figure 4 shows
the high resolution image from the film sputtered in an Ar/Xe mixture. The sample in Fig. 4 was
additionally annealed at 340 'C for 3.25 h. It is evident from the figures that the atomic structures
are quite different. The Ar/Xe sputtered film shows 100% fcc stacking. The composition

Figure 3. High resolution TEM micrograph from a Pt/Co muldlayer structure sputtered in

a 100% Ar ambient at 1.5 mTorr. The horizontal fringes are traces of the kl I I) close
packed planes. A large number of stacking faults are present. The stacking is mostly fcc

although hcp is also present. The composition modulation is not visible under these
imaging conditions.
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Figure 4: High resolution TEM micrograph from a Pt/Co multilayer structure sputtered in
a mixed Ar/Xe ambient at 5 mTorr. The stacking is 100% fcc and free of stacking faults.
The composition modulation is visible and indicated by arrows.

modulation can also be clearly distinguished and the interfaces do not appear to be chemically
sharp. In this regard, it is very difficult to quantify the degree of intermixing at the interfaces
from these type of images. However, Pt and Co are miscible in each other and therefore mixing
at the interfaces is expected to take place. On the other hand, the Ar sputtered film shows a
heavily faulted structure. A study of this and other micrographs indicates that the Co is in both
fcc and hcp form. These stacking faults were attributed to the presence of hcp Co but they are
often also seen within the Pt layer themselves [16].

The association of these faults with hcp Co led to the proposition that their presence might be
responsible for enhancing the uniaxial anisotropy energy 1161. Following these arguments it
would be reasonable to think that the faulted structure would yield a larger value for the
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy compared to the unfaulted one. However, torque
magnetometry indicates a value of 6 x 106 erg/cm 3 for K for the Xe/Ar sputtered sample and
1.8 x 106 erg/cm 3 for the Ar sputtered film. Our results therefore indicate that the presence of
hcp Co is not necessary to produce a highly anisotropic magnetic uniaxial film. Furthermore, the
necessity of sharp interfaces also appears to be unfounded. The origin of the large magnetic
anisotropy of the Xe/Ar sputtered sample cannot be easily explained at present. The use of TEM
techniques to study the atomic structure and correlate it to the magnetic measurements can be
instrumental in arriving at more satisfactory models to explain such behavior.

Longitudinal Recording MCeia

The magnetic performance of cobalt alloy longitudinal magnetic recording media is just as
interface dependent as that of magneto-optic multilayer media. Present-day production recording
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Figure 5. Schematic cross-section of a longitudinal recording medium.

media often consist of NiP plated aluminum substrates on which three sputtered thin films are
deposited as shown schematically in Figure 5. The ferromagnetic cobalt (Co) alloy layer is
generally preceded by a 50OA-2OOOA chromium (Cr) underlayer which forms a columnar,
crystalline microstructure on top of the amorphous plated layer as in Figure 6 (17, 181. The
morphology and crystallography at the top surface of the Cr layer can, however, depend
dramatically on sputtering parameters such as temperature, morphology and bias of the substrate,
chamber argon pressure, and sputtering time and power [19, 201. The details of the Co alloy
microstructure and the resulting magnetic properties of the complete recording media ame then a
strong function of both the detailed microstructure of the Cr template and of the nucleation,
growth and coherence level at the Co alloy/Cr interface, which can be observed in the CoCrTa/Cr
sample (Figure 7) [21, 22].

Figure 6. Cross-section HRTEM image of Figure 7. Cross-section HRTEM image of the
the Cr/NiP interface showing the formation CoCrTa/Cr interface showing the semicoherent
of crystalline Cr on the amorphous substrate. interface which controls the crystallographic

orientation of the Co alloy layer.
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Figure 8. Plan-view HRTEM image of the CoCrTa layer showing in-plane c-axis orientation of
the hcp grains, stacking faults and intcergranular separation as labeled.
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For example, the medium in Figures 6 and 7 was deposited at 250'C, and has a high
coercivity of 1300 Oe. An identical CoCrTa film deposited without a Cr underlayer is not
oriented, and has a much lower coercivity of about 600 Oe. A room temperature deposited
CoQTa/Cr medium, otherwise identical to that shown in Figures 6 and 7, also has a coercivity of
about 600 Oe. Under such low mobility conditions the films are incoherent, and again the
preferred orientation is lost. High values of coercivity (the magnetic field required to change the
sign of the magnetization) are desired for low noise and to avoid accidental overwrite of
neighboring bits.

The effect of the interface structure on the resulting Co alloy grain structure can be observed
by plan-view HRTEM of the CoCrTa layer (Figure 8) 1231. Observed changes in the
intergranular separation, orientation, predominance of the hcp Co alloy phase and the stacking
fault density can all affect magnetic performance and are all controlled in large by the initial
growth of Cr at the substrate interface and of the cobalt alloy at the Co alloy/Cr interface.

CONCLUSIONS

HREM can play an extremely important illuminating role in characterizing the structure,
especially at interfaces in magnetic thin films. Examples of stud:cs on Co/Pt and Fe/Pt
multilayers, and Co-alloy based recording media, illustrate the type of information which is
readily available. More detailed analysis is possible as the range of applicability becomes
increasingly sophisticated.
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We would also like to thank Bruce Lairson, Toyo Konno, Tom Yamashita and Rajiv Ranjan for
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INITIAL GROWTH AND MORPHOLO(;Y OF ULTRATIIIN MAGNETI(" FILMS
STJDIED USING SCANNING TI INNFILING MICROSCOPY.

DAVID I). CIIAMBI.ISS, K.F. JOIINSON, K. KAI.KI, S. HIIIAN(G AND RJ.WII.SON
IBM Research Division, Almaden Research Center, 654 I larry Road,
San .lose, California 95120-6099

ABSTRACT

The room-temperature growth of Fe on (u( 100) has been studied using the scanning
tunneling microscope (STM) to determine low-covcragc growth mode and local structures
related to the FCC-ncC structural transformation. Results for submonolayer deposition
demonstrate an initial interchange of deposited Fe atoms with substrate Cu. This leads to a
highly tough Fe-Cu interface and growth characteristics that for different experimental
techniques can resemble 3-1) island growth or layer-by-layer growth. For a thickness -14
monolayers, the FCC-BCC transition is observed to occur via the formation of fairly large
martensitic grains, rather than by a change in atomic aggregation. The implications of the
instability of icc-Fe, as evident in both low- and high-coverage data, are considered.

INTRODUCTION

A great deal of effort is being devoted to understanding the magnetic properties of
ultrathin metal films and layered structures, with layers typically less than 10 atoms thick. A
serious hindrance to the complete understanding of these properties has been uncertainty
about the actual structure of the films. Of obvious importance is the film morphology, since
films of a uniform thickness can differ markedly in magnetic properties from films whose
thickness varies by only a few atomic diameters over length scales of several nanometers.
Equally interesting are local or global variations in atomic structure in the films such as
strain and defects. In recent years it has become increasingly clear that the scanning
tunneling microscope (STM) is an excellent tool for investigating these questions.

Fe grown epitaxially on Cu(100), which is the subject of this paper, is a magsetically
important system that illustrates the richness or structural variation possible in these very
thin films. This is ironic, since early hopes were that one could determine the physics of a
simple monolayer of face-centered cubic Fe readily. Soon after (he growth of face-centered
cubic (Fcc) Fe on Cu(100) was reported,' contradictions began to appear in the literature
regarding its room-temperature growth mode. Auger electron spectroscopy (AF.S)
breakpoints were interpreted initially as indicating layer-by-layer 2 and later as
bilayer-by-bilayer growth. Anisotropies of AFS and x-ray photoemission (XPS) intensities
indicated that a significant fraction of Fe atoms in a submonolayer dcposit were buried
beneath other atoms, which seemed to indicate the growth of bilayer or 3-1) islands.4, 5 The
variations in diffracted intensity observed using reflection high-energy electron diffraction
(RIIEED)6, medium-energy electron diffraction (MIý:Ii)) 7 , and helium atom scattering
(IIAS)5 , 9 have been interpreted as indicating an initial 3-1) growth followed by island
coalescence. This appears in conflict with SiM observatious of only monolayer-high islands
for low-coverage (<0.2 monolayer (MI.)) Fe deposits.t0 An additional complication, and
indeed an essential element for understanding the actual structure and resolving -hese
contradictions, is the intermixing of Cu atoms with the deposited Fe first observed using
XPSS and examined in more detail with SUM .l

These disparate conclusions about the structure of Fe on Cu(100) are sometimes
dismissed as differenmes in sample preparation, since the structure could prove anomalously
sensitive to variations in substrate quality, vacwn cleanliness, and deposition conditions.
We note, however, that different groups using essentially similar techniques (e.g., AIFS or
XPS forward scattering; or various topography-sensitive diffraction methods) have usually
found very similar data, these lab-to-lab variations notwithstanding. It seems instead that
differences in interpretation have arisen be( use each technique measures only a few
characteristics of the growth, and these arc insufficient to characterize behavior that lies
outside our conventionally accepted modes. Indeed, tie extensive STM results described
here (and presented more thoroughly elsewhere2. 12) demonostrate a nmode that can hc
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described as "intermixing-controlled nucleation," the res•lts of which can appear similar to
either a layer-by-layer mode or 3-1) growth, depending on thie nieasitrenits made

(A further source of confusion is the inconsistent ,,sc ui growth-mode terminology. I lie
onset of second- and higher-layer growth before thc First laye" is complete can occur because
of kinetic limitations, such as an energy barrier that keeps atoms from crossing atomic steps.
Depending on the amount of the higher-layer growth, we -all this "ncatiy layer-by layer" or
"simultaneous multilaycr" growth. In the SIM this is easily distinguished from true 34)
growth, which occurs when there is both a thermodynamic driving force anu sufficient
step-crossing mobility for deposited atoms to F'rm 3-I) clusters that mminiize their surface
energy. For many experimental techniques, however, these will yield similar results.)

With further deposition (>4 Mi.) there is more agreement about the growth mode,
which becomes nearly layer-by-layer

7 
anti presumably yields a film of good F(c(: Fe. 1 his

continues until the Fe fi-m converts to its bulk-stable hody-centered cubic (8cc) structure, at
a thickness of -14MI., a value that can depend on contamination and temperature.t

3

Transmission electron microscopy
t 4 

and more recently low-energy electron diffraction
(LEED) and STM15 

have been used to show that the B1CC Fe exists in the Pitsch
orientational relationshipf'i in which [I lO]acc lies parallel to th LI00], cc surface normal, and
the close-packed directions (II fl)w:c and (01 I>r,.c are parallel. This yields four different grain
orientations, generated by reflections through (01 1) anti (01i) mirror planes of the substrate.
As one expects, the structural transition changes measurable properties such as magnon
dispersions. 1 

Little has been known about the processes and forces responsible for the
FCC-BCC transformation in these films, however. In the second section of this paper we
show that STM can reveal a great deal about this structur"il transition. The results show a
martensitic transformation that occurs locally in the "bulk" of the thin film.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were performed in a multi-chamber ultra-high-vacuum (VIlV)
systeml8 in which samples were prepared, characterized, and examined with the STM in the
same UlIIV environment. Single-crystal Cu(100) substrates were cleaned by repeated Ar-ion
bombardment and brief 600°C anneals. A cooling time of > I hour after the final annealing
step left the sample at nominal room temperature (RT), 295K < T < 310K, during
deposition. For some experiments the sample holder for deposition was cooled with liquid
nitrogen or heated with an embedded resistive heater. Fe deposition was from a coiled Imm
wire of 99.998% Fe -50cm from the sample, heated by electron bombardment to yield a
typical rate of I ML/80s. Evaporator operation caused a rise in backgrotnd pressure of
- 7 x 10- 10Torr, and a small carbon peak was usually seen in AIVS tpectra after deposition,
Deposition rate was usually monitored using an ion gauge exposed to part of the evaporated
Fe flux, which measured 3 x 10 ,Torr at our standard deposition rate. As suggested by
Egelhoff,1

9 
the difference between this ion-gauge reading and the background pressure was

integrated to determine the total Fe dose. Total deposited artiounts were determined with
the STM by measuring the volume of aggregated material (islands plus deposits at steps);
care was taken to choose representative areas and to minimize errors due to the broadening
of island images by the finite STM tip. For depositions of <2M I., these STM measurements
agreed with tite ion-gauge estimates of Fe (lose to within 5%. This not only confirms the
accuracy of the ion-gauge method but also verifies a one-to-one correspondence between
deposited material and apparent aggregates on the surface. Thicker deposits constoned
enough of the total Fe charge to change the spatial distribution of Fe vapor and thus the
gauge calibration, so coverages in the second section of the paper are estimates based on
Auger electron intensity ratios and on other reports of the I t(-n(It trarsition in tihe
literature.7. tS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: INITIAL GROWTII

STM measurements show that, for depositions up to 0.7M L, most island aica is only
I atomic layer high (fig. I(a)). Incident atoms that land atop an islatnd that has already
formed arc therefore able to contribute to first-layer aggregation, either by stepping over the
island edge or by some atomic interchange. While the topography rules out a true bilay'r or
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Figure I. layer growth in Fe deposited on Cu(100) m 300K. (a) STM image of 0.66N1L Fc
deposited on Cu(100). This coverage is just below the first-layer percolation threshold, so
first-layer islands have coalesced into fairly large but still separate aggregates. A large number of
second-layer islands accounts for 10% of the surface area; most of the surface ir covered just IML.
deep. (b) STM image of 1.30ML Fe on Cu(100). Second-layer growth now covers 45% of the
surfatce, and 15% of layer 0 remains uncovered.

3-D island growth mode on our samples, it does not indicate ideal layer-by-layer growth.
First, it is shown below that a significant fraction of the deposited Fe atoms form inclusions
within the top layer of the Cu(100) surrace ("layer 0"), and a corresponding amount of the
first-layer aggregate consists not of Fe but of Cu atoms displaced by Fe atoms. Second,
beyond the 0.7ML threshold, the second-layer coverage (i.e., the fraction of the surface
covered by aggregates 2 or more layers thick) begins to increase rapidly. A I ML deposit
leaves -20% of the sample covered with bilayer aggregates and -20% of layer 0 (the
starting substrate surface) exposed. After 1.3M . is deposited (fig. 1(b)), 45% of the second
layer is filled, while 1 5% of layer 0 remains exposed, The rate of second-layer growth
beyond the 0.7ML threshold shows that almost every atom that lands atop a first-layer
aggregate contributes to second-layer coverage. It is surprising at first to find this fairly
abrupt change in atomic behavior, and perhaps more surprising that it coincides with the
coalescence of first-layer islands into a percolating network. But downward steps can be
highly reflective boundaries for adatoms diffusing on the upper terrace, so those adatoms
may reside atop an island for a considerable time before finally stepping down to the first
layer. Before coalescence, such adatoms are constrained atop small islands, so repeated
reflections do not change the adatoms' ultimate fate, except if enough atoms reside on the
same island long enough to nucleate a new second-layer island. After percolation, such an
adatom can travel a long distance atop the network until it finds a second-layer island that
will absorb it. In this model, the absorption of adatoms by the sccond-layer islands should
suppress the nucleation of new second-layer islands after percolation, and this is observed in
the STM data.

The change in growth behavior has an important consequence for thle interpretation of
diffraction intensity results.7 The nearly layer-by-layer aspect of the growth before the
transitton accounts very well for the sharp decrease in diffracted intensity. (We note that
true 3-D islands would cover less surface area and, at least in an antiphase kinematic
analysis, produce a much slower dropofl.) A continued layer-by-layer topography would
cause an intensity maximum when the first layer is completed, but this is suppressed by the
onset of second-layer growth. The 20%-60%-20% distribution of exposed layer heights at
I Ml. deposition corresponds to a relative kinematic intensity of (0.6 - (0.2 + 0.2))' = 0.04,
roughly consistent with experimental diffraction results. A full analysis incorporating the
length scales of the measured topography20 yields good quantitative agreemnent between
predictions from STM data and published MIiDI) results.

r
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Fe Inclusions

As is noted above, there is considerable evidence that room-temperature deposition
does not lead to simple Fe aggregation atop an undisturbed Cu(100) surface; some sort of
intermixing is clearly present. STM images indicate, directly and indirectly, how Cu atoms
are redistributed by Fe deposition. Exposure of a 0.92M1. Fe deposit to O, for example,
reveals the compositional heterogeneity of the first-layer aggregate by leaving Cu regions
unchanged but converting monolayer Fe to a hexagonal FeO layer with easily observed
atomic corrugation.It, 12 The unusual evolution of the island size distribution, discussed
below, proves that some modifications of the substrate are involved in island nucleation,
though by itself this does not demonstrate inter-mixing as the cause. The most direct picture
of intermixing, however, is round in STM images at coverage <0.2M 1, (figure 2). After
room-temperature deposition, two distinct kinds or features are always seen. True
topographic features (steps and islands) have apparent heights and shapes that are mostly
independent of bias voltage and tip condition. An island number density n = 3.5/(100.I)2 is
typical for low-coverage RT deposition at I M l/80s. Also observed are smaller (typ. <10A
wide), more numerous (n = 501(lo,.A)2.) features that may appear higher or lower than the
surrounding terrace, depending on tip condition and bias. Our initial report of these features
.concentrated on an unusual (and not easily reproduced) imaging mode that apparently
involved reversible tip changes.10 Many later measurements have shown that these patches
could be imaged fairly reliably as shallow apparent depressions in the surface. The tip- and
bias-sensitivity demonstrates that the patches differ electronically or chemically from the
surrounding Cu surface, presumably due to a composition difference. There may also be a
systematic height difference between the patches and the surrounding Cu, but that difference
must be small compared to the 1.8A height of Cu( 100) steps.

We have determined that the patches are Fe inclusions embedded in the Cu surface
(layer 0). The aggregate area of patches agrees with the total amount of Fe deposited, in
particular within 0.01 ML for a 0.11 ML sample, although area measurements of such small
patches has a fairly large relative uncertainty (15%). When no Fe is deposited the patches
are not observed, and when deposition is slowed by a factor of to to increase the amount of
contamination relative to Fe, the patch area is again the amount of deposited Fe. For this
slow deposition (fig. 2(a,b)), the spacing between patches is increased somewhat, which also
occurs when deposition is onto a sample heated to -100°C (fig. 2(c)). Fe deposited onto a
sample at 120K and subsequently annealed to RT, which in XPS studies did not exhibit
intermixing, 5 also does not exhibit patches in the SIM (fig. 2(d)). This proves that the
patches do not arise merely from the adsorption of contamination during or after deposition.
Heating the sample of fig. 2(d) to -150'C, a temperature sufficient to cause intermixing in
XPS studies, does produce Fe inclusions with a similar STM appearance to those in
room-temperature samples. While it is conceivable that contamination could in some way
facilitate the formation of Fe inclusions or, more likely, their visibility in the STM, it is
certain that the inclusions themselves are composed mostly of the deposited Fe atoms.

(a(b (C)d) (e

200 SOX 5OA 5oA

Figure 2. Fe inclusions in fe deposited on Cu(100) at 30IK. (a) Wide scan of -0.05MI. Fe
deposited slowly (IML/800s) shows both Cu islands (light spots) and more numerous Fe
inclusions (darker patches on each terrace. (b) Closer view of the same -ample shown in (a). (c)
Deposition of O.IML at 80°C yields somewhat larger patches. Appearance of most islands is
altered by patches near edge. (d) 0.2ML Fe deposited at -120K and annealed to 300K. (e)
Sample of (d) after further annealing to 420K.
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The contrast mechanism that makes Fe inclusions visible in the STM does not show a
distinction between Fe and Cu in all circumstances. In particular, the nearly pure Fe islands
produced by deposition at 120K and RT annealing do not show a bias-dependent reduced
height; these islands have a normal topographic appearance. In images of '.J deposits
above about 0.2MI., for which Fe atoms have started contributing to first-layer aggregation,
patches with appearance similar to inclusions do appear when the Fe component of the first
layer is small. The Fe-Cu boundary is not usually imaged clearly, however, when the
first-layer Fe areas are fairly large. It is easy to imagine, but diflicult to prove, that the
contrast for inclusions may arise from electronic states or preferential contaminant
adsorption that depends on the size of the Fe cluster or the detailed atomic arrangement at
the Fe-Cu boundary. Supporting this possibility is the observation that the Fe-Cu contrast
seen for inclusions is not a simple level shift but also may contain a significant edge
component, as can be seen in fig. 2 (b) and (c).

The existence of the Fe inclusions, and their response to temperature, raise interesting
questions about the surface thermodynamics of this system. The formation of segregated
inclusions rather than a random Fe-Cu alloy implies that clustering of implanted Fe atoms
reduces total energy; i.e., Fe-Cu mixing at the surface is endothermic, as in bulk. The
conversion of some Fe islands into inclusions upon moderate annealing suggests that
inclusions are energetically favorable to monolayer islands. Changing an Fe island into an
inclusion requires remo-ing an equal number of Cu atoms from the surface and making an
island with them. To the extent that a single layer of atoms can be described with
continuum surface/interface energies acting on an enclosing box, the increase in Cu surface
and in Cu-Fe interface are both equal to the decrease in Fe surface area, namely the area of
the island's outer edge. Then the surface and interface energies must be related by
yVr > yc. + VNc,, where the Fe terms are not for bulk Rcc Fe but for FCC Fe strained to
match the Cu lattice. A plausible model for inclusion formation is that Fe adatoms on
Cu(100) diffuse only a short distance at RT before undergoing an atomic exchange with a
substrate atom, like the exchange process involved in self-diffusion on some Fcc(100) metal
surfaces. 21 This is driven by atomistic energetics that correspond to the relation between
continuum surface-energies stated above: an Fe adatom on Cu(100) has a higher total
energy than a Cu adatom plus an Fe substitutional impurity. The thermodynamic force
toward Fe segregation may appear as a larger energy release and a smaller activation barrier
for Fe-Cu exchange next to other Fe atoms. After an atom exchange, the Cu adatom that is
released behaves as would a deposited Cu atom, which during early deposition stages means
it either diffuses to a step or encounters enough other Cu atoms to form an island nucleus.

With deposition beyond 0.2Ml. it becomes increasingly difficult to find Fe inclusions in
the exposed substrate, though compositional heterogeneity in first-layer growth is usually
visible, as discussed above. At these coverages the dominant growth is still confined to the
first layer, but the island nucleation and growth becomes complicated. In normal island
growth an initial nucleation stage is followed by a growth phase in which islands absorb the
available adatoms and suppress further island nucleation, so that island number density is
nearly constant and the average island si7e increases steadily. For Fe on Cu(l00), however,
new small islands continue to form even after the larger islands have begun to coalesce. The
new islands are nucleated heterogeneously by the Fe inclusions; one indication of this is that
the final spacing of these small islands is very nearly the spacing of inclusions at low
coverage. The high surface energy of Fe discussed above makes Fe inclusions favorable sites
for Fe or Cu adatom aggregation. With islands closely spaced, deposited Fe atoms more
frequently attach to these islands than exchange with Cu atoms, so little more intermixing
occurs. This behavior continues until second-layer growth becomes dominant as described
above.

The structure that results from this evolution of the aggregation behavior is shown in
Fig. 3. The low-coverage figures (b and c) illustrate the early formation of Fe inclusion and
the nucleation of islands by these inclu.;ons; the length scales are chosen to match zhose
observed in STM images. At I ML, the Fe is distributed as roughly 20%/60%/20% in layer
0 (originally Cu)/layer I/layer 2, respectively. By this point the Fc inclusions have been
covered by first-layer growth, so the portions or layer 0 that remain exposed (amounting to
20% of the surface) consist of Cu. The locations of second-layer islands in STM images
show that they tend to grow atop first-laycr Fc, leaving exposed most of the Cu atoms that
have been incorporated into the first layer by ilic Pc-'i exchange process: this accounts for
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(a)
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Figire 3. Schematic cross sections of initial Fe growth on Cu(100) (300K). Black and hatched
regions denote Pe and Cu, respectively. Arrows and heavy horizontal lines indicate original
position of substrate surface. Approximate amounts of deposited Fe are: (a) 0; (b) 0.05MI.; (c)
0.3ML; (d) L.OML (e) 2.OML. Cross sections are chosen to illustrate typical sixes and sp-cings of
islands and Fe inclusions. At low coverage these sections intersect more islands and inclusions
than would a random section, so the proportion of black regions in (h) and (c) is greater than the
ar•,ant of Fe deposited on the sample. length scales are different for horizontal and vertical
dirtctions (step heights am I.A).

another 15-20% of' the surface. Thus ahout 35-40% of the exposed atoms at this point are
Cu. The tendency for Fe atoms to bc covered in the structures described in fig. 3 explains
why these structures yield sig-als suggestive of bilayer island growth in AES and XPS. Both
integrated intensities and angular distributions measure the environment of emitting atoms
within a lateral scaie of only a few atomic spacings, qo these methods cannot identify the
vertical positions of islands relative to the original Cu surface. In fact, the true structure at
I MI is almost that of small, quasi-3-l) islands embedded in the substrate, due largely to the
high Fe surface energy that could have been expected to yield 3-1) growth. The essential
difference is that true 3-D growth will not revert to a smooth film, whereas the topography
in this system is still fairly flat (3 exposed layers account for >98% of the surface), which
allows a nearly layer-by-layer mode to return with further Fe deposition.

Some structural aspects portrayed in fig. 3 remain uncertain. The figure suggests that
Cu atoms in level I islands do not get promoted to higher levels by further Fe-Cu exchange.
This is plausible, since an Fc adatom atop an island may be absorbed at an island boundary
before undergoing exchange, particularly if the outer part, of the island consist of Fe. For
comparison, we note that Fe-Cu exchange in layer 0 is effectively suppressed after O.2MI.
has been deposited, at which point many inclusions and islands are present to absorb Fe
atoms. Islands are typically smaller than the spacing between these features, so island edges
are presumably also effective at suppressing exchange. I lowever, we have no direct evidence
to support or refute the promotion of a small amount of ('tu (a few percent of a MI.) from
level I to level 2.

It is also not known from STM results how much of the Fe in inclusions is covered by
second-layer growth after IML. is deposited, i.e., how much Fc is "doubly buried." For the
20%-60%-20% distribution of Fc atoms, this could be as great as 0.2M1. (if Ve inclusions
and layer-2 islands are somehow strongly correlated), as low as 0.OML (if completely
anticorrelated), or 0.05ML (if uncorrclatcd beyond the constraint that all Fe inclusions are
covered by first-layer growth). A weak positive correlation, with O.05-O.IOML of doubly
buried Fe, is the most likely result of the island nucleation in layers I and 2. These atoms
can be identified using AES or XPS by a forward scattering peak along the surface normal
and researchers using these diffraction methods have reported the presence•

5 
and the absence

4

of such a peak for IMI. deposited at 3ooK. Results for this peak were not expressed
quantitatively in these studies, but angular distributions for different nominal LOMI. deposits
(Fig. 3 in Ref. 4) show intensity variations along the surfacc normal that would Ie consistent
with roughly 0.0-O.IMI. of doubly buried Fe. The variability in Ref. 4, and the contradictory
finding in Ref. 5, can be explained in our model by small coverage variations, since the
amount of doubly-covered Fe rises rapidly with coverage in this range because of the
second-layer-growth threshold discussed above.
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RESULTIS AND DISCUSSION: MARTENSITE TRANSFORMATION

The structural complexity of the initial growth can be understood as resulting from
the independent motion on the surface of single atoms, with occasional atom-pair motion
required for the Fe-Cu atomic exchange. One might expect the eventual change to BcC
growth would also occur via surface processes. The change from layer growth to 3-D growth
of Au on Ag( 10), for example, can be explained by changes in local sticking coefficients for
single Au adatoms diffusing on the surface. 22, 23 For Fe on Cu(100) we find, however, that
the FCC-eCc transition occurs by the collective shear transformation of fairly large grains
(typ. 15%A wide and ?00OA long) extending deep into the Fe film. While this kind of
transformation is unusual in very thin films, these characteristics are just thosn of martensitic
transitions studied in bulk metals for decades. 24

A snapshot of the FCC-Bcc transition is seesn in STM images of a sample with nominal
Fe thickness of 14ML (Figure 4). LEED for this sample showed a coexistence of FCC(100)
and "cc(110) patterns, oriented with [I 10]".J[100],,. and <II Il>asc<(Oi i>c. Long, narrow
grains are seen as slightly raised ridges along the close-packed directions of the FCC
substrate. The islands atop these ridges have a characteristic orientation in which most
island edges make an angle of -s5* to the grain axis. This is the angle between the [I IT]
and [001] directions in the (110) plane, identifying these grains as the RCC(l 10) regions of
the film. It is a characteristic of martensitic transformations that grain boundaries between
the initial and final phases align approximately with the shared close-packed direction, since
this can be either an invariant plane for the shear transformation relating the two structures
or a low-energy slip plane. Close examination of island orientation on neighboring grains
often shows they are related by a mirror plane containing the grains' common axis. The
existence of such twin pairs is a mechanism for strain energy minimization characteristic of
bulk martensites 24 and is closely related to the long-range ordering of some surface
reconstructions.23-27

A clearer determination of BCC and FCC regions is found in the different heights of
atomic steps (fig. 4(b,c)). Accurate absolute step height measurements are not always
possible in the STM, in part because the nominal rcc surface regions have considerable
undulations (--.4.3A) that make definition of an average level difficult. Nonetheless the
difference between 8cc (2.OA) and FC-C (I.7A) steps is unambiguous. Thus in fig. 4(b),
regions (i) and (ii) are ncc(I 10) while (iii) is Fm1(100). The relationships of island structure
between these regions are worth noting. In particular, the steps that bound islands and holes
in (iii) continue across the -,1.2A height change and sloping regions that define the boundary
with (ii). Samples in which the FCc-ncc transition is incomplete show a number of such
boundaries, where islands and steps are shifted vertically, or tilted, by a constant amount in a

(a)) c)

2.o- . . . .,"-' (iin -

OIA 20|A -Ioa W•A

SIX•) A 2(1)) A

Figme 4. Martensitie acc Fe grains on Cu(100). (a) Wide scan of - 14M1, Fe deposited at 300K.
Elongated grains of ncC Fe lie along (011 >rcc directions, which are mtsted -15' clockwise from
vertical and horizontal. Dotted parallelogram marks region vcanned in (b). Parallelogram shape
of imag is result of thermal drift compensation after data acquisition is complete. (b) Closer
view of (a). Brackets and labels (i) & (ii) indicate two grains that converted to ncc at different
times, and (iii) marks a region that retains the rcc structure. Dotted lines indicate locations of
line scans graphed in (c). (c) Sections of line scans across island edges shows 2.0A step
characteristic of icc-Fc(l 10) (regions (i) and (ii)) and 1.7A step of rcc-Fe(l00) (region (iii)).
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fairly large region, and appear otherwise unchanged. Such boundaries are characteristic of a
subsurface structural change that either is very rapid compared to deposition or occurs after
deposition is complete. In other studies these have been produced after deposition by
STM-tip-induced local sample fracture.29 In this case the change is the local rcc-Bcc
conversion of the film, which produces a height change appropriate to the expected volume
change if the full 14ML film is converted. The oriented island growth atop many such grains
shows that these conversions occur rapidly during deposition, not afterwards. A bulk
martensitic transformation propagates within a grain at roughly the speed of sound in the
metal,24 which is effectively instantaneous on the time scale of deposition and aggregation.

The different island structures in (i) and (ii) may be explained by different times of the
structural transformation. The oriented islands in (i) are on average almost IML thick.
They exhibit a uniaxial structure in which steps along <00(Iscc are preferred (i.e., step
normal <I Mv>s), and substantial second-layer growth well before the first-layer islands have
coalesced (simultaneous multilayer growth). These are exactly the characteristics recently
reported for Fe growth on single-crystal acc-Fe(l 10).29 In region (ii) too little aggregation
has occurred after conversion to create islands with clear occ( 110) directionality. We point
out that in these and other regions, and also for thicker films, there does not appear to be
any true 3-D growth. Nonetheless, by most measures the surface is regarded as rough.

The FcC-scc transition begins before the film thickness of fig. 4 is reached, and
continues with further deposition. Its full evolution is beyond the scope of this paper. A
variety of different structures occur during the transformation; ultimately most of the surface
is covered with grains like those in fig. 4. At the low-thickness end of the transition, very
narrow (40A) in-plane needle-like grains are seen, with sloping surfaces indicative of tilted
FCC-BCC boundaries. When much of the surface is covered with the large grains discussed
above, there also exist some fairly small tilted grains that apparently accommodate strain
between large grains that run either parallel or perpendicular. The orientation of long grains
in fig. 4 is apparently determined by the coexistence of rcc and Oct: regions, since thicker
films exhibit a different grain shapes, though with the same relationship between rcc and
BcC lattices.

CONCLUSION

The growth of Fe on Cu(I00) has proved much more interesting structurally than was
expected. At low coverage the STM results revealed not a simple growth mode of
monolayer, bilayer, or multilayer islands, but a complex pattern of growth ultimately caused
by the very high surface energy of FcC-Fe(IO0). The model of fig. 3 explains a great deal of
the experimental data presented thus far on the structure of these films. It does not,
however, show how one can grow smooth, non-intcrmixed ultrathin films of Fe on Curi00).
While low-temperature deposition does suppress intermixing, mild annealing is not s~ricikcilt
to heal the high density of steps at island boundaries that result. It is hard to escape the
physical fact that Fcc Fe on Cu(100) is in a high-energy configuration.

The conversion of the Fe films to n(-c structure at a fairly low threshold thickness is
another demonstration of the instability of (CC(: Fe. A strong tendency toward a n1cc local
structure must be present to cause the transformation to extend deep into the film,
presumably to the Fe-Cu interface. One must suspect that this tendency may cause
structural variations or distortions even in films too thin for a large-scale transition to 01cc
structure. Indeed, the mostplausiblc models proposed for the reconstructions apparent in
I.ElD at fairly low coverage involve in-plane shear displacements almost identical to those
involved in the martensitic transformation.

The historical confusion about low-coverage Fe on Cu(l00) has shown that
area-averaging methods can yield misleading results when the full implications of
heterogeneity are not taken into account. Now that the structures at either end of the
thickness range are better understood, data on the supposedly well-behaved films of Fle on
Cu(100) should be examined critically for possible evidence of heterogeneity related to the
Fcc-ncc instability. A true understanding of the relationship of magnetism to structure in
Fe/Cu(100) will require accurate determinations of local structure that go well beyond the
many careful studies that have already been performed.
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SCANNING-ION MICROSCOPY WITH POLARIZATION ANALYSIS (SIMPA)

N. J. Zheng and C. Rau
Department of Physics and Rice Quantum Institute, Rice University, Houston, TX 77251.

ABSTRACT

We have developed a novel, high-resolution magnetic imaging technique, scanning-ion
microscopy with polarization analysis (SIMPA). In SIMPA, a highly-focused, scanning Ga- ion
beam is used to excite spin-polarized electrons at surfaces of ferromagnetic materials. By
measuring the intensity and the spin polarization of the emitted electrons usinganewly developed,
compact Mott polarimeter, topographic and magnetic images of magnetic structures are obtained.
We report on first SIMPA studies on single-crystalline Fe samples.

INTRODUCTION

Quite recently, secondary electron emission (SEE) has attracted, particularly in combination
with analysis of the electron spin polarization (ESP), broad scientific attention. This has been
shown by the implementation of secondary electron microscopy with polarization analysis
(SEMPA) [1] and of spin-polarized electron emission spectroscopy (SPEES) [2]. Electron-
and ion-induced SEE provides a high electron yield which is needed for efficient, high-
resolution topographic and spectroscopic imaging of surfaces. Besides this, there are two addition
features that show the great scientific and technological potential of the use of SEE for the
topographic and magnetic imaging of surfaces. Firstly, the ESP of low-energy electrons (< 10eV)
emitted from ferromagnetic surfaces materials is enhanced by a factor of two or three as compared
to the average magnetization of the material (valence band polarization) [3]. This, when utilized
for magnetic imaging, will enhance the image contrast by a factor of four to six. Secondly, the
inelastic mean free path of these low-energy electrons in 3d transition metals is, as recently found
[4], only of the order of one or two monolayers, which is much shorter than the values published
(3 nm - 5 nm) in the past decades. It is especially this characteristic that makes the use of SEE
very attractive for high-resolution, topographic and magnetic imaging of bulk and ultra-
thin film materials.

With growing interest in magnetism in thin film and multilayer-structured systems, especially
with respect to their potential technological applications, a deeper and more fundamental
understanding of the influence of the geometrical and chemical micro-structure on surface and
interface magnetic properties becomes an area of revived scientific research.

In this paper, we report on a novel, high-resolution magnetic imaging technique, scanning-
ion microscopy with polarization analysis (SIMPA). In SIMPA, a micro-focussed ion beam is
used to excite electrons at the surface and in deeper-lying layers of a magnetic material. As shown
in several recent publications, these ion-induced electrons are spin-polarized [2, 5, 6]. An
enhancement of the ESP of the emitted low-energy electrons is found similar to that detected in
electron-induced SEE from magnetic materials. In addition, it is found that the surface sensitivity
can be varied either by modifying the ion beam energy [5] or the incidence angle of the ions [6,7],

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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thus offering a promising way to study layer-dependent, microstructural magnetic properties at
surfaces of bulk and thin film materials.

Our motivation for the work, presented here, was to develop a new element-specific and
spin-sensitive, magnetic and nonmagnetic imaging technique which allows us to vary the probing
depth from the topmost surface to deeper layers. In addition, by varying the intensity of the
incident ions, SIMPA offers the capability to use the technique not only for imaging but also for
depth-profiling and for the etching of 3D patterns. To this, we note that the technique of secondary
ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) is already widely recognized as a reliable technique for chemical
depth profiling [8].

By measuring the ESP of emitted Auger electrons, SIMPA offers an additional attractive
feature which allows the element-specific imaging of surface magnetic properties. We note that
as regards this feature, technical constraints as regards a timely compilation of the data ha% e
to be overcome. At present, a combination of SIMPA and SIMS seems to be more advantageuL.>
than to use solely SIMPA for scanning Auger electron imaging in order to be able to understand
the effects of chemical composition on micro-structural magnetic properties.

We note that there is evidence that ion beam sputtering does not alter magnetic properties
during depth profiling. Kirschner et. al. [91 recently measured the ESP of secondary electrons
emitted from an oxidized Fe crystal as function of oxide film thickness. From the results of their
experiments, they conclude that ion beam sputtering does not modify the magnetic properties of
the Fe crystal.

EXPERIMENTAL

For our studies on topographical and magnetic surface imaging, we used an ion gun system
with a Ga÷ liquid metal (LM) ion source which is installed in an ultrahigh vacuum system with
base pressure of 5 X 10-" mbar. This system is utilized to provide a micro-focussed (minimum
beam spot size: 50 nm) Ga* ion beam for the studies presented here. The beam energy can be
varied from 7 to 30 keV. The entire experimental set-up (2 interconnected UHV systems) is
suspended by six air springs to isolate floor vibrations during imaging at high resolution. The two
interconnected UHV systems are used for sample preparation, thin film growth, sample
characterization (RHEED, AES, etc.) and for imaging studies. A 48-inch long mechanically and
magnetically coupled linear/rotary feedthrough is used for in situ sample transfer between the two
UHV chambers. This manipulator is part of a fast entry-air lock system which enables us to load
samples from ambient pressures first into a pressure stage, working at 10-7 mbar, and then into the
UHV system.

The SIMPA setup, together with a CMA Auger spectrometer and a scanning tunneling
microscope is housed in the characterization chamber as shown in Fig. 1. The samples are
mounted on a manipulator which is located at the center of the characterization chamber. For the
surface imaging, we use Ga-ions incident at an angle of 45o towards the surface to be imaged. The
ion-induced electrons emitted from the sample surface are collected using an extracting lens
system which is connected to a Mott polarimeter operating at 20 keV. At present, we are
analyzing the two in-plane components of the ESP of the collected electrons. For fast adjustment
of imaging parameters and precise location of surface areas to be imaged, we use a conventional
electron detector and collect secondary electrons which allows for the display of images on a TV
monitor at TV rates.

Using a Mott polarimeter, the ESP of electrons is determined by measuring the asymmetry
in the 1200-scattering of spin-up and spin-down electrons from a high-Z material which is due to
spin-orbit interaction. Without including instrumental asymmetry, the component P of the ESP
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Fig. 1. Schematic of SIMPA set-up.

along the direction normal to the scattering plane is determined by

S*P = (1 - A) / (I + A), (1)

where S is the Sherman function (= 0.1) and A = NR/NL is the scattering asymmetry with N. and
NL being the count rates of electrons detected in the channeltrons R and L, respectively.

The relative inefficiency of electron backscattering requires a longer acquisition time for a
magnetic image than for a topographic image. Therefore, our electron extracting lens system for
the Mott polarimeter is designed to take advantage of the high ESP and high intensity of low-
energy electrons in SEE from magnetic materials. Our lens design possesses an acceptance angle
of 1800 for electrons with energy below 6 eV and of 1400 for electrons with energy above 10 eV.
These values are determined using a computer (SIMION) program for calculation of trajectories
of charged particles. We note that the influence of strong electric fields, applied at the entrance of
the extracting lens system, has a negligible effect on the trajectories of the ions used for scanning
the surface. For spectroscopic measurements, four retarding grids are incorporated into the lens
system. The presence of these grids, however, reduces the transmisivity of the lens system to 64%.
Details and performance of the electron polarimeter will be given elsewhere.

tI
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An L-shaped, single crystalline Fe whisker is used as sample for our first SIMPA imaging
measurements. The sample surface is cleaned in situ by Ar- sputtering, and the surface cleanness
is checked using CMA AES. Residual carbon and oxygen concentrations are less than 2%.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows an intensity spectrum of electrons emitted from a polycrystalline Fe surface
as a function of applied retarding voltage (0 -30 V). From the results of this experiment, where we
used a 12 keV Ga* ion beam, it is obvious that cascading electrons with energies below 6 eV have
a major contribution to the total electron yield being used as signal for magnetic imaging. From
this, we estimate collection efficiency of our extracting lens system to be at around 60%.

The inset in Fig. 2 shows the electron yield, y•. as a function of ion energy E,. - increases from
0.5 at E, = 9 keV to 1.3 at E, = 25 keV.

For fast ESP measurements, high electron intensities are required because of the low efficiency
of the Mott polarimeter. The statistical error in the ESP is determined by

AP = (I/F N) '2 (2)
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Fig. 2. Ion-induced electron emission spectrum of an Fe surface as a function of retarding voltage
with incident beam energy of 12 keV. The inset shows the electron yield as a function of the energy
of incident ions.
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where F is the figure of merit of the spin polarimeter (- I W) and N is the number of electrons to
be analyzed. To achieve a statistical error smaller than 5%. N needs to be =101. In our present, we
use an ion beam current of less than I aA for the magnetic imagilig and record one image (256 x
256 pixels) in about 100s.

The upper section of dqgure 3 shows a magnetic (a) and a topographic (b) image of a selected
area (500 pim x 500 jim; of the surface of the L-shaped Fe whisker. The two images are obtained
simultaneou.;ly. The incident beam energy and the beam current are 15 keV and 0.5 nA.
respectively. The magnetic image clearly shows two large magnetic domains. It appears that two
small topographic defects (small black spots) displayed in Fig. 3 (b) pins the domain walls recorded
in the magnetic image which is shown in Fig. 3(a). The lower sections of Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) display
two line profiles of the magnetic signal and of the total electron intensity along the traces marked
in the upper section o, Fig. 3. From this, it is obvious that the topographic line scan displays a

1b

I

11

Fig. 3. Simultaneously-acquired SIMPA images of (a) magnetic and (b) topographic structure of
an L-shaped single crystal Fe whisker. The image size is 500 X 500 1.t

2.The bottom section shows
the line profiles of magnetic and intensity signals along the traces marked in the upper section.
respectively.

II
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smooth surface, and that the magnetic line scan displays ESP values which are abruptly changing
from -30% to +30% as expected when the ion beam scans across a magnetic domain wall. This
directly show the power and applicability of SIMPA for magnetic domain imaging.

CONCLUSION

We have presented first domain images of the surface of a single crystal Fe whisker using
a new technique for domain imaging. SIMPA is a new novel and very promising technique which
offers many potential applications suca as the use of a variable probing depth, magnetic depth
profiling, element-specific chemical and magnetic imaging, and etching of magnetic 3D patterns.
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ABSTRACT

We investigated structural and tagnetic properties of Fe/kr multilayer films using high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction and vibrating sample
magnetome. 1 . For films with wavelength (A) ; BOA, the interface region between the Fe and
Zr layers exhibits a 15-20A thick amorphous structure. The magnetization curves of these films
showed a monotonous decrease in the saturation magnetizations with A, whose trend is well
explained by a simple asymptotic pudel that assumes the interface amorphous layer to be non-
ferrmagnetic. Films with AS40A exhibit a compositionally-modulated a.iorphous structure.
The latter films are paramagnetic except for the one with A=40A, which showed a
superpmaaagnetic behavior.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding the effect of intermixed amorphous layers between a ferromagnetic and a
non-ferromagnetic metal layer on the overall magnetic properties of thin film systems is of
technological and scientific importance. Such layers between two elemental metal layers are
frequently observed in as-deposited multilayer films in which a solid-state amorphization
reaction can occur. One ex le is an FW& muitilayer, a system for which an amorphous alloy
phase is reported to develop if it is annealed 3W50C.[I] Several MOssbauer studies done on as-
deposited Fefzr multilayer films have shown that the multilayer films change from ferromagnetic
to partaagnetic below a certain value of the modulation length of the layered film, indicating that
intermixed non-ferromagnetic layers become dominant as A decreases, Williamson and
Clemens, for example, reported that Fe/Zr multilayer films become paramagnetic when each
lye is aboutyten nonolayers thick.2] From this observation, they deduced the thickness of
the itemixe layer. Lanka et al. reported that Fe/Zr mufilayer films, deposited at 120K,
showed only a weak non-maIt spectral contribution, which corresponds to one to two
intermixd atomic layers at stefr Fface3On the other hand, only a few direct observations of the interface layers exist for Fe-

based multlayer systems. Bourrt and Rouviw used high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (IEM) to probe the interface of a Fe/Ti multilayer film and found that it exhibits an
amorphous structure.[4] Krebs et al. made TEM observations on annealed FceZr multilayers in
the study of the phase separation process in amorphous Fe-Zr.[51 The purpose of the present
study is to provide a direct correlation between the interface structure of the as-deposited Fe/7r
multilayer observed by TEM and its magn properties as a function of A. Our results show
that the decrease in saturation magnetization for fths with a small modulation length, A, canwell be explried by die presence of amorphous interface layers. In addition, the susceptibility

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

We pxpared a series of Fe/Zr multilayer films by DC magneutrn sputtering on Si(100) and
glass substraes. We placed the substrates on a rotating table in a chamber, an arrangement
which has been described previously 161. The purity of the target materials was 99.99% for
both Fe and Zr. The base pressure of the chamber was less than 3x!0-7 torr, and the sputtering
was done in a Ti-gettered 3mtorr Ar atmosphere. We cleaned the Si wafers using
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Fig. I Cross-section TEM micrographs of as-deosited FelZr myltilayer films.
(a) A= 80A, (b) &-- ý0A, (C) A= 16A, and (d) A= 4A.

NH4OH+H202 and HCI+H202 solutions, but we left a thin Si oxide layer (-10A) on the Si
wafers in order to avoid a possible reaction between the Si substrate and the film. The power of
the guns and the table rotation speed were adjusted to obtain the desired modulation length and
composition. The thickness ratio of the Fe to the Zr layer, dFedzr, was held constant
(dFte/dzr-0.7) so that the composition of Fe and Zr was about equal. The modulation length, A
(A=dFp+dZr), was varied from 6 to 800A.

The structural analysis consisted of X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). We used a Philips diffractometer in the Bragg-Bratano geometry for the
XRD study. The modulation length, A, was determined from the XRD low-angle diffraction
pattern with the method proposed by Miceli et al,[71 For the TEM study, we used a Philips
430ST microscope operating at 300kV (resolution 1.9A). The TEM cross-section samples of
as-deposited films were made by the standard procedure [8]. We ion-milled the samples at
SkVx0.SmA using a liquid nitrogen stage in order to avoid any reaction during the sample
preparation. The magnetization of the samples was measured with a vibrating sample
magnetometer (VSM) in a magnetic field up to l5kOe. The background of the magnetization
was determined with a plain Si wafer. The magnetization curves are shown after background
subtraction.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. I (a) shows the high-resolution cross-section TEM images of the as-deposited FerZr
multilayer film with A=80A. The thinner, darker layer is the crystalline Fe (c-Fe) layer while
the thicker, brighter layer is the crystalline Zr (c-Zr) layer. Also clearly shown in this picture is
the interface amorphous region between the c-Fe and c-Zr layers. The thickness of this region
varies but on the average it is 15-20A. The inset normal diffraction pattern (right) shows three
partial rings in the substrate-normal direction, indicating a strong texture of the crystalline phases
in the film. The spacings of these partial rings are 2.77, 2.56 and 2.04 A, respectively. These
values can be compared with 2.798A for (10"O)hix-Zr, 2.574X for (00 2 )hx-Z, and 2.552A for
(110)bcc-Zr, and 2.027A for (I 10)cc-F.e, respectively. Note that parts of the innermost ring are
also shown 600 from the substrate-normal direction, supporting the suggestion that this ring is
(10"0 )texZr. The outermost ring, whose reciprocal spacing corresponds well to that of Fe
( 10), shows arcs 600 and 900 from the substrate-normal, as is expected: the angles between
pairs of (110) type planes are 60 and 900. An interesting observation is that the second inner
ring also shows a non-negligible intensity at 600 and 900 from the substrate normal. This
indicates that this ring is composed of (00"2)zex-7z and (I 10)bcc-Zr, suggesting that a relatively
large amount of the (110) textured bcc-Zr phase is present.

Fig. 1 (b) shows the cross-section image of the film with A-m40A. The alternating light and
dark layers of this picture indicate that this film is compositionally modulated. The inset low-
angle diffraction pattern clearly shows spots arising from the modulated structure. The normal
diffraction pattern shows a weak (O00)kex-Zr ring as well as a halo, indicating that this film
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Fig.3 (a) shows a magnetization curve obtained for the film with A=80A, with the
magnetic field parallel and perpendicular to the sample plane at room temperature. These
magnetization curves show strong anisotropy, that is, the easy-magnetization axis lies in the
plane, as expected from the strong (110) texture of c-Fe grains. We observed similar
anisotropy for the films with AMA. The in-plane magnetization curves of these films are
compared in Fig.3 (b).

As shown in the figure, the saturation magnetization (Ms) decreases as A decreases.
Asswmng that the intermixed amorphous layer is non-ferromagnetic, we can express the fraction
of ferromagnetic Fe atoms approximaely as follows.

Nfe, o NioaW - Ndad.a

=W 0'~m (- N-• t)

No (1_ 2 ddad,(1)
A

where Nferro, Ntotal and Ndead are the number of ferromagnetically-active, total, and non-
ferromagnetic Fe atoms, respectively, while dd"W is the thickness of the intermixed non-magnetic
layer. The factor, 2, in the second term in Eq. (1) arises from the fact that each Fe layer is in
contact with two intemrixed layers, which we assume to be non-ferromagnetic. Eq. (1) is only
a rough estimation since we neglected the variation of the Fe concentration in the intermixed
layers. Fig.4 shows the saturation magnetization as a function of modulation length for the
films with A=920, 180, and SoA. We fitted these points using Eq. (1). The best fit was
obtained by assuming dead'- 23.6A. This value can be compared with 15-20A. the thickness
of the interface amorphous layer observed in high-resolution TEM. Taking into account the
crudeness of the derivation, the agreement between these values is reasonably good.
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0 200 40 600 Soo 1000
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Fig. 4 Saturation magnetization of FedZr multilayers

For the films with A.40A, the magnetization decreases drastically. Fig.5 shows a series
of magnetization curves for these films. For the sake of clarity, the scale of the y-axis in the
figure is expanded by a factor of twenty. The in-plane and the perpendicular curves for these
speimens almost coincide, showing the loss of anisotropy, although a very weak anisotropy is
still observed for the fim with A=40A. Note the relatively large slope of the curve for the film
with A=4oA. The atomic susceptibility of this film is about 0.04 (cm 3/mol-Fe), which may be
compared with 1.5x10-3 , the susceptibility of paramagnetic g-Fe. This high value indicates that
this film is superparamagnetic.

Bushow and Smit reported that the Curie temperature of amorphous FexZrl-x alloys with
x-Q.8 is below room temperature. They also reported that the magnetic moment of the Fe atom
decreases considerably as the Zr content increases and that it disappears at x-0.6.191 A
decrease in the Curie temperature was also reported by Hiroyoshi and Fukamichi in a study of
ferromagnetic-to-spin glass transition.[10] We speculate that at a certain composition or
modulation length, the Fe atoms form a magnetic cluster, resulting in the superparamagnetic
character.

4.
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Fig. 5 Magnetization Curves for FeVZr multilayer films with ^4

CONCLUSION

We made FeZr multilayer films by sputtering and observed the following. For films withA2.80A, die interface region between die Fe ano Zr layers exhibits a 15-20A thick amorphous
structure. Ile magnetization curves of these films show a monotonous decrease in the
saturation magnetizations, whose trend is well explained by a simple asymptotic .model that
assumes the interface amorphous layer to be non-ferromagnetic. Films with A.940A exhibit a

compositionally-modulated amorphous structure. The latter films are paramagnetic except for
the one with A=40A, which showed a probable superparmuagnetic behavior.
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ABSTRACT

We have studied the influence of ultra-thin interfacial Fe layers on the structural and
magnetoresistance properties of Co/Cu mulilayers. Our results show that the giant

i arsm from spin dependent at the CDo'u interfaces and in the bulk
of , the interfacial contribution being predominant. We also demonstrate that the clise-
packed crystallographic structure of Co and Cu is very sensitive to the insertion of interfacial
bcc Fe layers: for small thicknesses, Co as well as Cu adopt a metastable bcc structure.

INTRODUCTION

The giant magpetwesistance (MR), first discovered in epitaxial FedCr(001) supeflattices
[1,2] has now been observed in a lar variety of ferromagnetdicon-magnetic multilayered
stuctures and very large MR have been recently reported for sputtered CoOCu multilayers [3,41.
Planar doping, ie. introducing thin interfacial layers of additional elements, is a powerful
method to experimenaly investigate the microscopic mechanisms of spin dependent scanering
and the respective roles of interfacial versus bulk scattering . In this paper, we report on the MR
of CoC•u multilayers in which thin Fe layers are inthduced at the interfaces. A structural study,
based on X-ray diffraction (XRD), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and X-ray
Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS), has also been performed.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The multilayers were prepared by rf diode sputtering in a Nordiko NS 2000 high-vacuum
automated sputter deposition system with a base pressure in the 10-8 Torr range. Chemically
etched Si(100) wafers were used as substrates and either Fe or Cr buffer layers (40A thick)
were first grown on the Si substrates. The films were then depoted at room temperature in an
Ar pressure of 5 mTorr at typical deposition rates of 0.2-1 A/s. XRD measurements were
performed in the 0-20 geometry on a two-axis spectrometer using CuKa radiation
monochromated after the sample with the (002) reflection of pyrolitic graphite. TEM
observations were made using a Topcon ABT 002B microscope operated at 200 kV. Plane
views and cross sections were prepared by polishing and dimpling followed by argon milling.
The XAS experiments were performed at the Labooire pour l'Utilisation du Rayonnement
Electromagnutique (LURE) on the DW21 synchrotron line using a Si(31 1) double crystal
monochromator installed on the DCI storage ring. The variations of the X-ray absorption
coefficient of some selected samples were measured above the K edges of Fe (7112 WV), Co
(7709 eV) and Cu (N980 eV), in the total yield mode. MR measurements were made using a
low frequency ac lock-in technique.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: STRUCTURE

Typical low angle XRD spectra observed for Co/Cu multilayers with and without thin
interfacial Fe layers are shown in Fig. 1. The Co/Cu spectrum (a) displays two well-defined
supestastice Bragg peaks and Kiessig fringes, which ensures that the multilayer stack is regular.
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Figure 1 Low angle X-ray spectra
for (Col5A/Cu20A)Io (a) and
(coIAfJFe3AI woA/F3A)1o (b) M. (b)

A4 0
20(degrees)

It can be seen from spectrum (b) that introducing 3A thick interfacial Fe layers seems to have
little effect on the overall quality of the layering. The appearance of a third order peak is
probably due to the higher X-ray contrast between Fe and Cu. High angle spec. m (no shown)
reveal that the multilayers have a weak (111) out-of-plane texture. This is in contrast with
previous work on highly (111) textured Co/Cu multilayers [3,4] prepared by dc magnetron
sputtering and emphasizes the role of sputtering parameters on the texture and microstructure
[51.

TEM observations were made on Co/Cu multilayers with thin interfacial Fe layers. Plane
views show that the samples are polycristalline with grain sizes of about 500A. Electron
diffractions reveal that the bcc and fcc contributions are predominant. The balance between the
bcc and fcc phases appears to be strongly dependent on the thickness of the interfacial Fe
layers. This can be evaluated with a comparison between the intensities of the (I I I)fcc and the
(I lO)bcc contributions. In that we can notice that the intensity of the (II )fcc contribution is
dramatically lowered relative to that of (I lO)bcc when the interfacial Fe layers thicknesses
change from 3 to 4.5k We will come back to this behaviour later. A bright field image in cross
section of a (CotSAdFe4.5AI"u20A/Fe4.5A)20 is shown in Fig. 2. It has been obtained in
strongly defocusing the microscope lending to a Fresnel fringes image which overcomes the
poor contrast expected from the close values of the atomic number of the elements. In that case
the Fresnel fringes do not represent the multilayer stacking in a straightforward manner [6].
Nevertheless, the inspection of such images is sufficient to evaluate the layers regularity and to
measure the superlattice period. The existence of the multilayer stacking is clearly visible and
confirms the low angle XRD results. The period of the multilayer as measured from the Fresnel
images are in agreement with that given by the superlattice peak spacings observed in small
angle electron diffraction. The detail of the Fresnel images can be assessed by comparison with
simulations [6]. It can be shown that the Fresnel contrast is mainly due to the scattering
coefficients of Cu, Co and Fe. Thus, because Co and Fe exhibit very close scattering
coefficients, they cannot be distinguished easily and no ready conclusions can be given
concerning the continuity and regularity of the interfacial Fe layers. Nevertheless we observe
that the Fresnel fringes are continuous, a fact which suggests that the Cu layers are continuous
too.

We will now present the results of X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) and
Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) which are element specific probes of the
local structure. The XANES spectra of Co for Iwo Col5A/Cu2OA multilayers with interfacial
Fe layers of different thicknesses (3A and 4.5A) are reported on Fig. 3 together with those of
bulk hcp Co and bulk bcc Fe. First we recall that bcc and close-packed (hcp or fcc) transition
metals display characteristic XANES profiles as can be seen for Co and Fe in Fig. 3. A
comparison of the Co XANES profiles of the samples and the references shows that one (4.3A
Fe) is clearly of the bcc type while the other (3A Fe) is more typical of the close-packed
stacking but less structured. This result underlines a very sharp transition from hcp/fcc Co to a
metastable bcc Co and it can explain the variation of the intensities of the bcc(1 10) and fcc(1 11)
rings seen in electron diffraction. More information is obtained from the E2XAFS data on two
series of samples, namely Col5A/Fe tFe/Cu2OA and CoISA/Fe tFe/Cu7A with tFe ranging
from 3 to 6 A. The results show that the stabilization of nmtastable bcc phases depends strongly
on the respectives thicknesses of Cu and Fe. For the Cu 7A series, Co but also Cu are bcc
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Figure 2. Bright field image of a (Col.5•q•e4.5]•/Cu20)•Fe4.SA)20 multilayer. The space
bar represents 100 A. Defocus = +2000A
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Figure 3. Co K-edge XANES
spectra for two (Co15•/Cu20]•)20 Co (b)
with respectively (b) 3]• and (a) 4.5•
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whatever the thickness of Fe. The Fourier transforms of the EXAFS data for CoI 5A and Cu7A
are shown in Fig.4 together with those of bulk Fe and bulk Co. In particular, the intense peak
around 4.45A, a typical feature of the bcc stcture, is observed with however a rpduced
intensity with respect to bulk Fe. For the Cu 20A series, Co and Cu are fcc for 3A thick
interfacial Fe layers whereas for 6A of Fe. Co becomes bcc and Cu stays fcc. Quantitative
analysis of the EXAFS data using a standard procedure gives the number and distances of
nearest and next nearest neighbours with an estimation of the disprder through a Debye-WaIler
factor. We found for Col5A, 8 first neighbours at 2.4"A.0.01A and 6 second neighbours at
2.83A, and for Cu7A, 8 first neighours at 2.47:0.OIA and 6 second neighbours at 2.87A.
These values are in good agreement with recent reports on bcc Co in CO/Fe multilayers [7] and
bcc Cu in FeOLu multilayers (8]. However, the Debye-Waller factors derived from our analysis
am large indicating a departure from perfect bcc smtctures.

Figure 4. Fourier transforms
of EXAFS data for Co and Cu Cin .the In mItila~yer 12 ,.•/ \•••(CoI5A/Fe3A/CuTA/F3A)20 •• , •.

The spectra for bulk Co and
Fe are also shown. The data

were taken with the
polarization of the synchrorn
beam in the plane of the
layers. o bulk Co

02 R(A) 46

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: MAGNETORESISTANCE

We present now the MR measurements on the Co/Fe/Cu/Fe multilayers. In light of the
structural results presented above, we will mainly focus on the results obtained for the Co/Fe
3A/Cu series where Co and Cu are fcc. First we note that despite the weak texturing, the "pure"
Co/CU multilayers display well defined MR oscillations with first and second peaks around 9
and 20 A as previously observed for Co/Cu(1 11) multilayers 13,4]. However the exchange
coupling is weaker and the MR smaller by about a factor of 2.5 at the first maxima. The
Co/Fe3A/Cu series displays also MR oscillations with about the same maxima as in Co/Cu but
a strongly reduced amplitude. As the MR is much smaller in Fe/Cu than in CO/Cu [91, the
interfaces between Fe and Cu are expected to present much smaller spin dependent effects than
those between Co and Cu. This is clearly demonstrated on Fig. 5 where the MR of the
Co15A/Fp/Cu20A series is plotted versus the interfacial Fe thickness. The thickness of Cu was
set to 20A (second MR maxima) to avoid artefacts related to exchange coupling. Fig. 5 shows a
steep decrease of the MR as a function of Fe and at 3A (thickness for which Co is still fcc) most
of the contribution from the Co/Cu interface has been suppressed. The very efficient spin
dependent scattering of COICu interfaces is evident from these results in agreement with recent
reports on Co, NiFe and Cu based multilayers [101.

Once the contribution from the Co/Cu interface has been suppressed the residual MR
depends on the proportion of Co and Fe in the magnetic layers. Increasing the Co layers
thicknesses, at fixed tFe, should provide information about a possible contribution of spin
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Figure S. Variation of the MR ratio in Col5AIFt/Cu2OAJFe multilayers as a function of the
thickness tFe of the interfacial Fe layers. Data were taken at 4.2 K. The line is a guide for the
eye.
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Figure 6. Variations of the MR ratio in CoIFe3AICu2OA (black dots) and Co/Cu2OA (white
dots) multilayers as a function of the ferromagnetic layers thicknesses, tM=tCo+ 2tFe and
tM--tCo respectively. Data were taken at 4.2 K. The Co/Cu 20A data are from ref. [I 1]. Notice
the different vertical scales. The dashed line is a guide for the eye.
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dependent scattering i layqr. Fig. 6 displays the MR variation with increasing Co
thickness for the CM/e= 20A series. The MR increases slightly and goes throuigh a
rounded maximum warnrd 30A for the soral thickness of the magnetic layers. befoem decreasing
at higher thickness.This is in contast with the variatioin of C40Cu multilayers without Fe (white
dots in Fig. 6), taken from ref. (IlI]. and is the typical behaviour expected for systems with
bulk spin devendent scanefing. If them was no bulk contribution, one would expect a
continuous decrease of the MR with increasing magnetic thickness. This infers that. once the
strong contributio frorn the Chu interfaces has been suppressed, one sees the non neglirbibl
bulk contribution fromn the Co layers. We emphasize that we have checked by EXAFS that the
fecc structure of Co and Cu remains practically unchanged as a functiont of Co thickness in Fig.
6, showing that the observed MR variation can not be due to structural changes.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown by EXAFS and TEM experiments that introucing thin Fe layers at the
interfaces of CooCu multilayers can change the structure and stabilize the metastable bcc phase
of Co and Cu. The Co and Cu layers, if they are not too thin, remain fcc when the thickness of
the interfacial Fe layers is of the order of 3A or less. The MR measurements on samples with
3A interfacial Fe layers show that the high MR of Co/Cu is due to a predominant contribution
from interface spin dependent scattering and to a smaller but non negligible bulk contribution.
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ABSTRACT

The resistance and magnetoresistance of Gd/W multilayers have been measured at tem, ffatures
between 300K and 4K and in fields of up to 7 Tesla. The temperature coeffictnt of resistance is
strongly influenced by the thickness of the Gd layers, becoming negative at a Gd layer
thickness of O.8nm. The magnetoresistance is dominated by the Gd below about 100K.
Multilayers which show reduced saturation magnetisation at 4K also have an unusual form of
magnetoresistance around looK. We suggest that this may be due to antiferromagnetic
alignment of the Gd and W moments at low applied fields.

PINRODUCTION

Gadolinium/tungsten (Gc/W) multilayers have been shown to have very unusual magnetic
properties at low temperature (4 Kelvin). As reported previously [ 1,21, we have observed an
enhancement of the saturation magnetisation of the multilayers, i.e. the saturation magnetisation
may be greater than that expected for the gadolinium layers alone. The -ffect is largest at small
Gd layer thicknesses and shows an interesting oscillatory dependence on W layer thickness, so
that at some W thicknesses the magnetisation is greater, and at other thicknesses less, than the
expected value for the Gd layers. In specimens with the thinnest Gd layers the measured
saturation moment is too large to be accounted for by the gadolinium, so we conclude that a
moment has been induced in the tungsten layers. This effect has never been predicted
theoretically or observed experimentally befor. To investigate the behaviour further we have
measured the low temperature resistance and magnetoresistance of Gd/W multilayers and have
found that these also show interesting and unusual features. Here we present our results for a
selection of multilayers with a range of Gd and W thicknesses.

EXPERIMENrAL

Gd/W multilayers were prepared by DC magnetron sputtering onto glass substrates in a UHV
sputtering system with base pressure below 2.10-10 torr. All specimens were deposited at
ambient temperature, in an atmosphere of 99.99% pure argon at a pressure of 4.2 10-2 torn.
Each multilayer consisted of 50 bilayers. F" .as of the pure metals 200nm thick were prepared
under the same conditions, and alloy films of Gd and W were also prepared by sputtering from
both targets simultaneously. Multilayers have been produced with bilayer thicknesses, A,
between 2.4nm and 13.5nm and with individual layer thicknesses between 0.6 and 10.9nm.
Two series of Gd/W multilayer specimens have been prepared, one in which all the specimens
had approximately the same W layer thickness (about I.7nm) but different Gd layer thicknesses
(between 0.8 and 6.4 nm), and another in which the specimens all had approximately the same
Gd thickness (about 4.3nm) and different W thicknesses (between 0.6 and 3.Onm).

The multilayers were characterised by low angle X-ray diffraction. Several orders of reflection
from the periodic multilayer stcture were observed for all the specimens. A was determined
by measuring the angles of the reflections and correcting for refraction of the X-rays in thematerial [3]. The average values of the individual layer thicknesses were dcermined by
matching the relative intensitites of the reflections to computer-sinmulated diffraction patterns of
model structures. The regularity and distinctness of the multilayer structure were confirmed for
a selection of Gd/1W specimens by high resolution electron microscopy (HREM) on cross-
sections through the multilayers. Details of these observations have been published elsewhere
[4t. HREM confi3ed the values for the average layer thicknesses detemrined by X-ray

diffraction and provided information on the structure of the materials within the layers. Even
the thinnest layers were found to be polycrystalline, rather than amorphous. The W crystals in

each layer were randomly oriented but the Gd layers showed an [00011] cystallographic
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texture. A very thin (<0.3nm) zone of interfacial mixing was observed between the layers.
Electron microscopy also revealed that in most specimens the Gd layers contained up to 5% by
volume of the face-centred cubic compound gadolinium hydride (GdH2). This compound is
commonly found in vacuum-deposited thin gadolinium layers [5]. Microanalysis with a
windowless X-ray detector also showed the presence of hydrogen and a small concentration of
argon in the Gd layers, but no odter contaminants were detected. HREM showed that the co-
sputtered alloy films of gadolinium and tungsten were non-crystalline.

Resistance measurements were carried out between room temperature and 4.2K usirng a four-
terminal direct current method with a constant current of ImA. Resistance values were recorded
alternately for both forward and reverse currents to eliminate thermal emnfs. The temperature of
the sample was monitored with a calibrated carbon-glass thermometer. Magnetoresistance
measurements were made in a field of up to 7 Tesla, using a specially designed sample holder
which allows the specimen to be rotated so that the resistance could be measured for arbitrary
angles between the current and the field. In one set of experiments the field was applied parallel
and perpendicular to the current but in the plane of the layers; in another set of experiments the
field was also applied in directions perpendicular to the plane of the specimen.

RESULTS

1. Resistance in zero field

The resistance of the multilayers, single films of W and Gd and of co-sputtered alloys of the
two elements was measured as a function of temperature in zero applied magnetic field. The
resistance of W and Gd films shows normal metallic behaviour, falling as the temperature
decreases and levelling off at a residual value. The resistance of the Gd/W multilayers depends
strikingly on the thickness of the individual Gd layers, as illustrated in Figure 1. Multilayers
with fairly thick Gd and W layers show normal metallic behaviour with an abrupt decrease in
resistance at 20K (the Neel temperature of antiferromagnetic GdH 2 [61). The high temperature
resistance is relatively independent of temperature as expected for thin, polycrystalline metallic
layers. However, specimens with thinner Gd layers (< 1.5nm) show a minimum in resistance at
fairly low temperature, followed by an increase in resistance on further cooling, with no sign of
a drop in resistance at 20K. The temperature at which the resistance minimum occurs is higher
the thinner the Gd. Both the alloy films and the multilayer with the thinnest Gd (0.8nm) show
"non-metallic" behaviour, with increasing resistance as the temperature decreases.

2. Maentoresistance

The magnetisation curves of Gd/W multilayers have been described in detail elsewhere [1.2].
Briefly, the multilayers are all extremely difficult to saturate, with saturation fields (in-plane)
greater than 7 Tesla. The in-plane coercive fields, however, are moderate (usually between 0.1
and 1 Tesla). 200nm Gd films are easier to saturate, with saturation fields of the order of 5
Tesla, but have similar coercivities. The magnetic response of the 200nm W films was below
the detection threshold of the magnetometer.

The pure W film showed the magnetoresistance expected of tungsten, with a very small,
parabolic, positive magnetoresistance (resistance increasing in increasing field). The Gd film
also showed the expected larger, negative magnetoresistance with hysteresis at low applied
fields. The magnetoresistance of Gd/W multilayers appears to be dominated by the gadolinium
layers. At 4.2K all the multilayers, even those with the thinnest Gd, show negative
magnetoresistance like that of the Gd film. When the field is applied in the specimen plane two
hysteretic peaks in res,stance are observed, corresponding to the positive and negative coercive
field, whereas if the teld is applied perpendicular to the sample plane a single, broader peak
with no hysteresis is seen, as shown in Figure 2. These observations indicate that at this
temperature the atomic moments lie in the plane of the layers.

The effect of temperature on the magnetoresistance of a multilayer with thin (I.Onm) Gd layers
is illustrated in Figure 3. Although the magnetoresistance is strongly negative at low
temperatures it decreases in magnitude as the temperature increases, becoming positive above
80K. An interesting temperature dependence of magnetoresistance has been observed in some
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specimens with moderately thick Gd and W layers, as shown in Figure 4. At temperatures
between 1OOK and 150K the resistance of these specimens increases at first and then decreases,
without measurabie hysteresis, when the field is perpendicular to the specimen plane. At higher
temperatures the initial increase disappears. This unusual behaviour is observed only in those
multilayers which show rdiuc magnetisation at 4.2K[2].

DISCUSSION

1. Resistance in zero field

The results we have obtained for the dependence of the zero-field resistance on layer
thicknesses are similar to those obtained for other multilayer systems including Nb/AI 171,
Cu/ri 181, Mo/Ni [91 and Nbi.Vu [101. As discussed in [71, a transition from metallic to non-
metallic behaviour occurs as the mean free path of the conduction electons decreases and
approaches the interatomic spacing. A negative temperature coefficent of resistance (TCR) is
thus characteristic of ah disordered metal systems with high resistivities, including bulk alloys
and amorphous metals [11,121 as well as thin films. The results in figure 1 show the expected
correlation of negative TCR with high resistivity (see figure caption). The fact that we observe
a negative TCR in amorphous GdW alloy films is also agrees with this well-established trend.

In multilayers the decreasing mean free path at small layer thicknesses is generally attributed to
an increasing contribution from interface scattering [7]. In Gd/W multilayers the interface
scattering will include a magnetic contribution, and is therefore expected to be larger than in
non-magnetic systems such as Nb/Al and thus may become important at relatively large layer
thicknesses. Although the layers are fully crystalline their interfaces are zones of chemical
disorder and as such will have a negative TCR. The interplay between bulk and interface
scattering is evident in specimens such as that shown in figure lb, where the TCR of the
specimen changes sign with falling temperature. This can be interpreted as due to a cross-over
from a high temperature regime, in which temperature-dependent phonon and magnon
scattering within the layers is dominant, to a low-temperature regime in which the mean free
path within the layers is longer than the layer thickness so that the scattering is dominated by
the negative TCR associated with the layer interfaces. As expected, the temperature at which zhe
cross-over occurs is observed to increase as the Gd layer thickness decreases.

To a first approximation, a multilayer can be regarded as two resistances in parallel, although
the validity of this simplified model depends on a number of conditions which are not
necessarily fulfilled 171. Nevertheless, this model is useful as a starting point for the
interpretation of resistance data. The absolute resistivity of pure bulk W is considerably lower
than that of bulk Gd at room temperature 1131 and a simple parallel-resistors calculation shows
that in our multilayers most of the current should be carried by the W layers. (At low
temperatures conduction in the Gd layers should become more significant, at least in specimens
with relatively thick Gd, because gadolinium has a larger TCR than tungsten.) However, if the
current is flowing mainly through the tungsten this would lead us to expect the three specimens
shown in Figure 1 to have the same resistance, since they all contain the same number of
1.7nm W layers, and this is clearly not the case. We conclude that in our multilayers the Gd
layers are carrying most of the current. This implies that the 1.7nm tungsten layers have a
resistivity considerably higher than that of bulk W whereas the resistivity of Gd layers less than
2nm in thickness is equal to, or only slightly higher than, the bulk value. The origin of the high
W resistivity in our specimens is not yet clear. It could be related to the induced magnetic
moment we have observed in the tungsten 11,21, but other possibilities, such as cross-
contamination of the tungsten with a low concentration of Gd during deposition, have not yet
been definitely ruled out. Further work is in progress to clarify this point.

2. Maenetoresistance

Our observations show that the magnetoresistance of the multilayers is dominated by the
negative magnetoresistance of gadolinium. This also suggests that the current is mainly flowing
through the Gd layers. However, any current being carried by the tungsten layers will be
influenced by the magnetic state of the Gd atoms at the interfaces, so that as the Gd moments
align in an applied field the spin-disorder contribution to the interface sca,. :ring will be
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reduced. This effect will be particularly important at low tempeatures where interface scattering
is dominant, and we believe this is why all the multilayers, both those with positive TCR and
those with negative TCR, show the same negative form of magnetoresistance at low
tempe e. T change in sign of the magnetoresistance at higher temperature, seen, for
example, in Figure 3, suggests that in this specimen the W layers am .becoming the main
conduction channel above about 80K and that their conductivity is dominated by bulk scattering
within the layers rather than by the Gd layer interfaces.

The results shown in figure 4 are extremely interesting. This specimen has relatively thick Gd
layers (4.25nm) and normal, metallic resistance like that shown in figure la, so bulk scattering
within the layers should be the main contribution to the resistance at this temperature. The
negative magnetoresistance indicates that gadolinium is controUing the magnetoresistance.
However, the magnetoresistance curve in perpendicular field is unlike anything we have
observed in pure Gd films. It bears a strong resemblance to the magnetoresistance curves of
Gd/Fe multilayers [14], in which the two components are antifenromagnetically coupled at low
fields, and since we have only observed curves of this form in multilayers with reduced
magnetisation at 4.2K [2] we believe it may be associated with antiferromagnetic alignment of
the moments in the Gd and W layers. Further experiments to investigate this are in progress.

CONCLUSIONS

The resistance and magnetoresistance of Gd/W multilayers show a number of interesting and
unusual features which appear to be correlated with the oscillatory enhancement or reduction in
saturation moment reported previously. The temperature dependence of the resistance as a
function of Gd layer thickness indicates that interface scattering is dominant at small layer
thicknesses, as has been observed in other metallic multilayers. The gadolinium layers
dominate the magnetoresistance at low temperatures while the tungsten plays an increasing role
as the temperature is increased. However, many details of the magnetoresistance remain to be
interpreted, especially in the cross-over region between these two regimes. Further experiments
on this and related multilayer systems are in progress.
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ABSTRACT:

(NiFe/Cu/CoCu) multilayers grown on (100)Si by RF sputtering have been studied by
transmission electron microscopy. The samples are found to be polycristalline and are only
weakly textured. The period of the multilayers is clearly visible by small angle electron
diffraction and Fresnel imaging. The waviness of the layers appears to be related to the columnar
structure of the samples. Experimental images with Fresnel contrast are compared with
simulations in order to assess the thickness and roughness of each individual Lyer.

INTRODUCTION:

The growth of ultrathin Metallic Multilayers (MLs) has received increasing attention in recent
years due to their novel magnetic propertiesl. 2. Various growth techniques such as Molecular
Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and sputtering have been used to produce high quality stacks. The
interpretation of the magnetic properties of films with thicknesses of a few nanometers requires a
detailed knowledge of the structural features of the structures fabricated. Thus a wide range of in-
situ and ex-situ characterization tools are generally necessary. The aim of this work is to present
a study using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) of the NisoFe 2o/Cu/Co/Cu system
grown on (100)Si by sputtering. Giant magnetoristance has been reported3. 4 in these samples
previously. We present first a detailed analysis of the microstuctural aspects of these MLs. The
effect of the thickness of the Co layers notably on the structure and texture of the layers has been
investigated. We show that conventional contrast modes, which usualy leads the usual informa-
tion on the structure and microstructure, fail to visualize the details of the multilayer stacking. We
then show that the use of Fresnel contrast is a powerful tool to image the details of the multi-
layers when they are composed of elements with close atomic number. We demonstrate that the
complicated features of the Fresnel fringe pattern can be qualitatively described using simple
simulations in order to approach the details of the MLs.

EXPERIMENTAL:

Sputtered NisoFe20/Cu/Co multilayers were prepared in a high vacuum RF diode sputtering
system with a base pressure of 5 xl0-8 Tort on chemically etched (100)Si wafers3 .4 . The
deposition rate was of the order of 0.5 A s-1. In order to improve the structural quality, a buffer
layer of 50 A of Fe were deposited on the Si substrate prior to the growth of the MLs.

Plane views and cross sections were prepared by polishing and dimpling followed by argon
milling performed using a liquid nitrogen cooled stage equiped with a sector speed control. Great
car; as taken to lower the Ar beam energy in order to reduce artefacts due to overheating. The
obstevations were performed using a Topcon ABT 002B microscope operated at 200 kV. It was
fitted with a Cs 0.4 mm pole piece. Fresnel contrast images were recorded at a magnification
of 200K with a beam divergence of about 0.5 mrid and an objective aperture giving a resolution
of 2.5 A.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 01M93 Materials Research Society
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Figure 1: Plane view observation of [NiFe(50A)/Cu(50A)/Co(1oA)/Cu(50A)]x8. a) Bright field
image. The bar represents 1000 A. b) Diffraction pattern. The arrows show the weak contribu-
tions due to a hcp phase.

MICROSTRUCTURE:

TEM observations were initially carried out on two samples with different Co layer
thicknesses in order to examine the influence of Co on the structure of the MLs. These
correspond to the following sequences:

- [NiFe(50A)/Cu(50A)/Co(1oA)/Cu(50A)J x 12
[NiFe(50A)/Cu(50A)/Co(50A)/Cu(50A)] x 8.

Figure L.a shows a plane view of the MLs. The spmple is polycrystalline with grain sizes
ranging from 500 to 2000 A. We have not observed a noticeable modification of the morphology
with the thickness of the Co layers. Electron diffractions show that the structure is predominantly
fcc despite some residual hcp contribution presumably originating from the Co layer (Figure
L.b). This hcp contribution is very weak but diffraction rings from (100), (102), (110) and (103)
planes are clearly observable on the sample with a Co thickness of 10 A. The amount of hcp
phase tends to increase with the Co thickness in agreement with Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) results4. 5.

Figure 2.a is a bright field image of a cross-section. The columnar structure of the sample is
clearly visible (see arrows in Figure 2). This structure appears to originate at the substrate surface
and develops laterally with increasing the total thickness. This columnar structure is correlated
with the appearance of a substantial roughness (-50A ) at the surface. Electron diffraction on
cross-sections show that the MLs are practically not textured. This result contrasts with previous
observations6 on similar materials fabricated by DC magnetron sputtering where a strong (I 11)
texture parallel to the growth axis is observed. Nevertheless, we observe a slight (111) texture
on samples with Co layer thicknesses of 10 A.

A detailed analysis of the small angle contribution in the electron diffraction pattern obtained
on cross-sections reveals some extra reflections on each side of the central peak (see insert of
Figure 2.a ). These are the signature of a superlattice structure in the material and demonstrate
the existence of the multilayer period. This result has been confirned by small angle X-ray

I
i
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Figure 2: Bright field images of [NiFe(50A)/Cu(50A)/Co(50A)/Cu(50A)]x8. a): Defocus=O nm,
insert: low angle electron diffraction. b): Defocus=-20 pm. The bar represent 1000A.

diffraction where similar diffraction effects are observed. Thus, although the existence of a
multilayer structure is clearly demonstrated by diffraction, this does not appear clearly in the
images in diffraction contrast (Figure 2.a). This can be readily understood: if the crystals in the
layers are not in strong diffracting condition, absorption is the predominant cause of contrast,
and since the constituent elements have extremely close Z, the absorption will be virtually
identical for all the layers (hence little or no contrast). However, the contrast can be enhanced by
defocusing the objective lens leading to the appearance of Fresnel fringes. An image of the MLs
obtained under such condition is shown in Figure 2.b. The aspect of the Fresnel contrast is not
straightforward and depends on the focus conditions. An attempt to describe these features is
presented in the next section. Nevertheless a rapid inspection of the details in the image is
sufficient to obtain informations on the stacking regularity. We notice that near the substrate, the
layers are almost flat with a roughness of about 10A. Above approximatively 500 A of thickness
an undulation of the fringes appears which leads to an increase of the roughness to about 50 A at
the top of the sample. These undulations appear to be related to the columnar structure observed
previously. However, the fringes appear continuous, suggesting that the layers are continuous
too (the continuitv of the thinnest layers, i.e. when the layer thickness is of the same order as the
Fresnel fringe thickness, has to bc verifici). A penuodic;ry is clearly visible in the system of
Fresnel fringes (Figure 2.b). Its value is a direct measurement of the period of the superlattice.
Here we find a value of 250 A in good agreement with that deduced from peaks spacing
measured in the small angle electron diffraction (inset of Figure 2.a). Furthermore the MLs
period measured on the Fresnel fringe system does not vary significantly in the sample despite
the observed waviness. This waviness appears to play an important role in the magnetotransport
properties in strongly reducing the Co coercivity. Such an effect can be dramaticaly reduced if
samples with lower total thicknesses are grown4.

Dark field imaging reveals clearly the effect of texture. Figure 3.a is a dark field image which
highlights grains with a (111) texture along the growth axis. These grains are found to be large
enough to extend through the total thickness of the MLs.
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Figure 3: a) Dark Field image with g=(l I1) parallel to the growth axis obtained on
[NiFe(50A)/Cu(5OA)/Co(iOA)/Cu(50A)]x8. b) Dark field image formed with the diffuse
scattering. The amorphous layer is shown by an arrow. The bars represent 1000 A.

A close examination of the high resolution images of the interface between the Fe buffer layer
and the Si interface reveals an amorphous or microcristalline layer of about 15 A thick. This layer
is also observable in the dark field image obtained with the diffused scattering (Figure 3.b). This
thin layer is not systematicaly observed on all the samples. Thus it is attributed preferentially to a
residual of SiO2 due to substrate preparation previous to the growth rather than to an eventual
reaction of Fe with Si.

FRESNEL CONTRAST:

Fresnel contrast is due to refraction of the electron waves at the interfaces between media
with different mean inner potentials. This technique has been widely used for the determination
of boundary layer thicknesses7 -10. An interesting feature of this method is that the contrast of the
Fresnel fringes between two materials with close atomic number can be enhanced under strong
defocusing conditions. Thus Fresnel imaging is a useful tool to study MLs composed of
elements like Fe, Ni, Co, Cu, Cr and their alloys: these materials, often produced by sputtering
techniques, are generaly not monocrystalline, and hence large angle X-ray diffraction cannot be
used to assess the regularity and period of the MLs. In practice through focal series of TEM
images are recorded and compared to simulations which assume the nature of the boundary layer
(i.e. its mean inner potential Vo), its width and diffusivity.

The detailed shape of the profiles of the Fresnel fringes cannot be directly and uniquely
interpreted in order to recognize the layers and determine the interfaces' properties. This is
because the recorded images result from the convolution of the transmitted electron wave
function by the electron optical transfert function of the instrument. Examples of the influence of
the operating conditions are shown in Figures 4. It is obvious that the contrast is totally modified
by the focusing conditions. At zero defocus (i.e. image perfectly focused) only a very weak
contrast is observed as expected. By increasing the out of focus, Fresnel contrast is generated,
but the contrast varies substantially (it can be reversed between underfocus and overfocus) and
no ready conclusions can be made excepted concerning the regularity of the layers (comparing
the sequence of the Fresnel fringes to that of the MLs). This point becomes critical when the
layer thickness and the Fresnel fringe width are similar. Thus the only way to correctly extract
information from Fresnel images is to compare them with simulations.

The main features of the Fresnel fringe system can be described with simple assumptions
concerning the interaction of the electron beam with the material. For a mean inner potential V0
and in the kinematical limit, the wave function T1 at the exit face of the sample can be written as
follows7,i0:

%P=ae-iP with ---xVo E0 E

where a is the absorption, ; the thickness of the TEM sample and E and X the energy and
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Figure 4: Comparison between experimental (right) and simulated (left) Fresnel images of
[Co(20A)/Cu(lOA)/FeNi(50)/Cu(10)]x3 at differents defoci. The bar represents 50 A, An
interface diffuseness of 8 A has been included in the simulations. a): Defocus=+400 nm.
b): In focus. Right: stacking sequence used for the simulations. c): Defocus=-400 nm.

wavelength of the electron beam. Due to the close vwiues of the atomic numbers of Cu, Co, Fe
and Ni we assume the same value for the absorption term a for ,Il the elements. Vo can be
deduced from the atomic scattering factors 7. 9 for zero scattering angle. The values used for V0are respectively 22.7, 28.5 and 29.5 eV for Cu, Nig0 Fe20 and Co. The parameters of the transfer
function of the microscope include spherical and chromatic aberrations, divergence and objective
aperture. The main limitation of this description is the kinematical limit which imposes the study
of very thin TEM foils if well oriented monocristalline materials are studied, in order to avoid
strong diffraction effects. Fortunately, in our case the MLs are polycristalline with only a very
slight texture. Thus it is possible to observe the MLs "edge on" provided that the observed zones
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ae not in Bragg condition (i.e. dhe grains we not oriented parallel to the election beam). Our aim
was in a first step to describe qualitatively the Fresnel contrast, so no attempt was made to
compare absolute intensity between calculated and recorded images. A value of 150 A for the
thickness e of the cross-section sample was assumed. This parameter does not qualitatively
affectsthe results of the calculations except for the values of absolute intensities.

Comparison between experimental and calculated images are shown in Figure 4 for samples
with different Cu thicknesses. We have simulated only the sequence
NiFe/Cu/CoCu/NWe/CuICo/Cu/NiFe shown on the right part of Figure 4.b. It should be noted
that the appearance of a reasonnable Fresnel contrast in this system is fortuitous: this is due to the
low value of Vo for Cu with respect to Co, Fe and Ni, and for example we have observed little or
no contrast at Fe/Co interfaces. If we compare the simulations with the experimental images, the
agreement is rather good. We see that the true multilayer sequence cannot be deduced directly
from the Fresnel fringes but requires the use of simulations. The calculations presented here were
performed assuming layer thicknesses given by the calibration of the sputtering machine.

A qualitative information on the interface diffuseness can be deduced from the evolution of
the contrast with the defocus value. For example, for perfectly abrupt interfaces, residual Fresnel
fringes should be observed at Zero defocus. Furthermore, the maximum value of contrast of
these fringes should be observed at about -5Onm defocus. This is not observed experimentaly.
and to obtain a reasonnable qualitative agreement, an interface diffuseness of about 8 A has to be
introduced. This value, although quite imprecise because TEM averages any details along the
electron beam axis (the thickness of the cross-section foil), agrees with NMR results obtained on
the Co/Cu interface4 .

Further improvement in the study of metallic MLs by the Fresnel method should include the
recording of the absolute intensity of the images for the purpose of direct comparisons with
calculations. Refinement in the calculation could include a less phenomenological treatment of
inelastic scattering as well as the dynamical effectsS. In that case, we can expect more accurate
information on the interface characteristics. Nevertheless, we think that the most serious
limitation of this technique arises from the intensity fluctuations observed in the experimental
images. These fluctuations may be related to sample damage created during the argon milling and
the main task we have to tackle in the future remains the reduction of the roughness and
amorphization at the surface of the cross-section samples.

CONCLUSIONS:

A detailed structural analysis of NiFe/Cu/Co/Cu multilayers grown by RF sputtering has been
presented. RF sputtering appears to give rise to samples less textured than DC magnetron
sputtering. High quality MLs stacking can be obtained provided that the total thickness of the
samples does not exceed 500 A. We show that the difficulties in imaging the layers, related to the
close atomic numbers of the consiwents, can be overcome using Fresnel imaging.

Aknowledgments: The authors would like to thank C. Chenu for her expertise in sample
preparation for the electron microscopy experiments.
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ABSTRACT

Elastic neutron scattering measurements performed at the NIST reactor have been used to
measure the staggered magnetization near the transition temperature in a thin antiferromagnetic
epitaxial film of FeF2 of thickness 0.8pm and diameter ens grown on a diamagnetic (001) ZnF2
substrate by MBE. The use of a thin film permits extinction-free Bragg intensities, something
which has proven impossible in bulk crystals. The growth techniques yield sufficient crystal quality
to obeerved resolution limited magnetic Bragg scattering peaks and to approach the transition
within a reduced temperature of Itt = 0.003. The structure quality of this sample has been
characterized using X-ray double crystal diffraction with a measured rocking curve lin ewidth
of less than 30 arc sec. The sample thickness, while small enough to eliminate extinction, is
sufficiently large to assure three-dimensional Ising model critical behavior. We indeed observe
critical behavior consistent with theoretical predictions. The success of the thin film experiments
demonstrates the possibilities of extinction-free Bragg scattering measurements in a variety of
antiferromagnetic materials, including multilayered systems.

INTRODUCTION

Neutron scattering techniques can be extremely useful in the characterization of phase tran-
sitions in antiferromagnetic materials. The fluctuation correlation length, the staggered mag-
netization, and the staggered susceptibility can, in principle, be measured from the scattering
intensity in the vicinity of the antiferromagnetic Bragg position. With the exception of the stag-
gered magnetization, this is routinely done in bulk single crystals in which phase transitions to
three-dimensional (d = 3) magnetic order take place[1].

In principle, since the order parameter is proportional to the square root of the Bragg scat-
tering intensity, one should observe the asymptotic Bragg scattering intensity

~_M.2=Mo21tl20 , (1)

where M, is the staggered magnetization, t = T/Tiv - 1, and ( is the order parameter exponent
characteristic of the universality class of the transition. In practice, however, the determination
of the critical behavior of the order parameter is often not realized for d = 3 antiferromagnetic
transitions using high quality crystals. Since the magnetic Bragg scattering occurs at points
in reciprocal space, the scattering crossection can be so large that all of the neutrons that can
scatter will do so in the first few microns of sample, a phenomenon known as extinction. As
a consequence the staggered magnetization appears to quickly saturate as the temperature is
lowered below TN. Analyzing the data assuming the power law behavior in Eq. 1 results in the
wrong value for the critical exponent P. Hence, accurate critical behavior measurements of the
d = 3 staggered magnetization in bulk samples of high quality FeF2 have not been made using
neutron scattering techniques. Instead M6ssbauer techniques[2] have been used to determine the
critical exponent l = 0.325 ± 0.005, which corresponds exceedingly well to the theoretical[3, 4]
value/3 = 0.325 ± 0.001.
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The FeF2 system is one of the most ideal and thoroughly characterized [sing systems. It is

ideal since it has only one significant exchange interaction, that between second-nearest- neighbors,
and the anisotropy is large(5], making it a particularly simple system with a large asymptotic
power law region Itl < 0.02. As well as being a model ksing system, FeF 2 can be diluted by
growing it in solution with the diamagnet ZnF2 . Any concentration can be grown and, with
care, the concentration can be made quite uniform. The mixed system Fe 5 Zn,-_F2 still can be
described exceedingly well using only the second-nearest-neighbor interaction and an ar'sotropy
that increases slightly upon dilution[6]. Fe.Znu-.F 2 is ideally suited for studying the random-
exchange king model. Upon application of a magnetic field along the easy axis, the random-field
Ising model is realized. It was in this system that the random-field d = 3 ksing phase transition
was first observed using birefringence techniques(7]. M6ssbauer measurements have yielded the
exponent 63 = 0.35 ± 0.01 for this random-exchange system[8]. The random-exchange exponent
is in excellent agreement with the theoretical value(9, 10]j = 0.349 ± 0.002. The random-field
behavior of the order parameter, which should be realized with a field applied, has so far proven

difficult to interpret in Mbssbauer experiments. Neutron scattering experiments have also failed
to yield the exponent P3, in part because the d = 3 bulk samples suffer severely from extinction.
This is unfortunate since the exponent is predicted to decrease from the random-exchange vAlue of

about 1/3 to the random-field value of 0.05 or smaller[f 1, 121 upon application of a magnetic field.

The only indication of a decrease in 6 comes somewhat indirectly from dilation experiments[13].
This large and interesting crossover from random-exchange to random-field critical behavior was

one of our motivations to develop a method for using neutron scattering in which we eliminate
the problems of extinction. The successful technique involves the epitaxial growth of a magnetic
film of the insulating antiferromagnet FeF2 on a diamagnetic insulating substrate ZnF 2. The
antiferromagnetic film is thin enough to preclude the effects of extinction.

Another equally important motivation for developing the thin film technique is that it opens
many new avenues for studying novel materials formed from the epitaxial growth of insulating
antiferromagnetic thin films. For example, multilayered samples in which each alternating layer
has a different exchange strength could be studied. One specific casefl4] would be when one type
of layer is diamagnetic ZnF2 and the other is antiferromagnetic FeF 2 . As the magnetic layer
thickness is decreased, one should observe the crossover from three to two dimensional critical
behavior. Another example is (FeF2)u(CoF2)N, a multilayer thin film which has been studied
as a function of M and N, as reported in another manuscript in these proceedings[15].

In the process of developing the thin film technique, we first fabricated pure FeF 2 films on
ZnF2 substrates. We report here the results of the first successful neutron measurements on such
a film. Since the critical behavior of the staggered magnetization has already been determined
experimentally[2] in FeF2 , the purpose of our study was not to accomplish this determination
but instead to establish the feasibility and validity of the technique of using epitaxial films to
study critical behavior studies of the staggered magnetization of d = 3 phase transitions.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The epitaxial FeF2 layer was grown by MBE techniques in a modified Varian UHV system
equipped with cyropanels to reduce pressure increases during the oxide removal and growth
processes. The base pressure ( ' the system is less than 10-9 Torn with the pressure rising no
higher than 5 x 10-9 Torn during growth. Oxide removal of the ZnF 2 substrate was first cairied
out at 450 degrees celsius for 10 minutes, after which the temperature was lowered to a growth
temperature of 300 degrees celsius. The FeF2 film was vaporized from an open pyrolized graphite
crucible at a rate of approximately 1 micron/hr. The film thickness was determined using a quartz
crystal oscillator[16].

Unlike semiconductor such as GaAs, ZnF 2 substrates are not available commercially. It was
necessary therefore, to develop substrate growth and preparation techniques. The (001) ZnF2
substrate was grown by the Bridgman method and carefully aligned with the c-axis perpendicular
to the substrate surface using an X-ray Lane Camera. The substrate was mechanically polished

S-- ,,nr
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Figure 1: The Brag scattering intensity, which is proportional to the square of the staggered
magnetization, versus temperature for a pure FeF 2 thin epitaxial film on a ZnF 2 substrate. The
solid curve is a fit to Eq. I with P = 0.32 and a constant background term. The crosses (squares)
are for increasing (decreasing) T.

using diamond paste on a custom polishing system. A combined mechanical/chemical etching
technique was used as the last polishing step in order to remove damage left by the mechanical
polishing steps. A 20% HCL solution was used in conjunction with a custom etch polishing
system. A final free etch in 20% HCL was used before loading the substrate into the high vacuum
MBE growth chamber. The necessity for such an elaborate polishing scheme for high quality
layers was established during capacitance studies on FeF2 epitaxial films[17].

The structural quality of the FeF2 epitaxial film was determined by X-ray double crystal
diffraction. The observed rocking curve linewidth may be compared to its intrinsic value as
calculated by dynamical diffraction theory. For the 0.8A FeF2 film used in this htudy, a measured
linewidth of 30 arc secs was observed compared to an intrinsic value of 22 arc sec. The rocking
curve linewidth is almost intrinsically limited indicative of extremely high quality material418].

In the present study, we have characterized the Bragg intensity of a 0.8;& epitaxial thin film
of FeF2 which has its c-axis, along which the spins order, perpendicular to the film plane. The
elastic measurements were performed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology
reactor on the BT-9 triple-axis spectrometer at an energy of 14.8meV using a pyrolyzed graphite
•uonochromator and analyzer. The collimations used in the measurements were 45 minutes of
arc before the monochromator, 20 minutes between the monochromator and sample, 20 minutes
between the sample and analyzer, and 45 minutes between the analyzer and detector. A pyrolyzed
graphite filter was employed to reduce contamination from higher energy neutrons.
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Figure 2: The logarithm of the Bragg scattering intensity versus the logarithm of the reduced
temerature for the same data as in Fig. 1, but with the constant background term subtracted.

The solid curve is a fit with 0 = 0.32.

Because the sainple is quite thin, the measurements were taken over a long period, typically
one minute per point with a six minute wait after changing the temperature. A relatively large
background signal is present in the intensity measurements[19] but is constant far above the
transition and is relatively easily determined in the fits to the data. Scattering from fluctuations

are in principle measured along with the Bragg intensity at q = 0. However, we attempted to
measure the scattering from fluctuations away from the Bragg point, q 6 0, and were unsuccessful
since the intensity from the thin film is too small. Hence, we believe that the contribution from
fluctuations is insignificant in comparison to the Bragg intensity and affect the results very little.
The sample was aligned with the film in the scattering plane. Only a minute misalignment of
the film plane fromn the a-b crystalline plane roughly by an angle 8 5 Ut/d, where bt is the film
thickness and d is the film diameter, is adequate to avoid extinction. Since the crystalline plane
of the substrate is aligned with an accuracy of about 0.1 degrees, this situation is easily satisfied.

A rocking curve indicates that the Bragg peak from the film is essentially resolution limi ed with
a half width at half maximum (HWHM) of 0.002 reciprocal lattice units.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The intensity at q = 0 versus T is shown in Fig. 1 along with a fit to Eq. 1 plus a constant
for the background. Very little rounding of the transition is evident, attesting to the hiqh quality
of the film. The data are consistent with the known critical exponent/3 - 0.325, as illustrated
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in Fig. 2, where the logarithm of the intensity with the background removed is shown versus the

logarithm of jl(. A fit to Eq. 1 is shown over the range 0.002 < (T( < 0.025.

CONCLUSIONS

We have established that the limitations of extinction which plague Bragg intensity measure-
meats in bulk antiferromagnetic insulators can be overcome by measurements on thin epitaxial
films of suitable quality. The measurements on a 0.8jgm film are consistent with measured and
calculated critical exponent 0, in Acating the absence of extinction. The way is now open for
studies of dilute magnetic system.- and in particular the elusive random-field Ising order param-
eter critical behavior. Efforts axe underway on this problem. Studies of multilayer epitaxial thin
films systems are also being conducted.
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ABSTRACT

We have used polarized neutron reflectivity to study the magnetic microstructure of two
Fe/Cr(100) superlattices grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The first film, of nominal com-
position 10.9 nm Cr/5.5 nm Fels, and atomically sharp interfaces, exhibits classical collinear
antiferromagnetic structure. The other film ([1.2 nut Cr/5.5 nm Fe]s), grown at a higher temper-
ature, shows the field-dependent non-collinear features attributed to biquadratic coupling. We
will describe these measurements and our preliminary structural analysis.

HISTORY AND MOTIVATION

The Fe/Cr system possesses a rich history and has served as the point of discovery for most
of the novel aspects of magnetic coupling in transition-metal multilayers, wedges, and films. The
observations of the antiferromagnetic coupling of iron across a chromium interlayer [11, the giant
magnetoresistive effect (2, 3], and oscillatory interlayer coupling [4, 5] preceded similar discoveries
in other systems and have spawned a large industry devoted to the study of transition-metal layers.
Recent work has maintained this trend, with the measurement of oscillations with a period of
two Cr layers [6-8] and non-collinear ("biquadratic") coupling [91. We present polarized neutron
reflectivity data from samples exhibiting both simple collinear antiferromagnetic order and non-
collinear structure. Other workers have studied the Fe/Cr system using neutrons [10-15], but
have not drawn a clear distinction between collinear and non-collinear structure.

The samples used in this study were prepared by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) on the
same GaAs/Fe/Ag substrate-buffer system described in ref. [9]. Instead of wedge structures, two
superlattices of nominal composition [z nm Cr/5.5 nm Fe]s, with z = 0.9 and 1.2 nm, were grown
at T = 293 and 523 K, respectively (see refs. (16-18] for details). In the following sections, we will
present a qualitative comparison of the two different types of structure by means of magneto-optic
Kerr effect and neutron reflectivity measurements.

POLARIZED-NEUTRON REFLECTIVITY

By measuring the specular reflectivity of neutrons, one can determine the layer-averaged,
depth-dependent chew"ica and magnetic structure of planar samples. The theory of polarized-
neut" mn reflectivity has b-en described by a number of authors [19-23], so we will simply outline
it here. Figure 1 shows a beam of neutrons of wavelength X incident onto and specularly reflected
from a flat surface. The reflectivity depends on the specular glancing angle 9 and is conventionally
described in terms of the wavevector transfer, Q = -(4v sin /A)i, where i is normal to the
surface. The incident neutrons have been polarized by Fe/Si supermirrors either parallel or anti-
parallel to a uniform field Ai applied in the plane of the film surface. The reflected neutrons are
then analyzed for their polarization state and accumulated in a 3 He proportional counter as a
function of 0 (see ref. [23] for details).

Using the arrangement outlined above, one can measure the intensity of four possible neutron
scattering processes relative to 0: incident parallel, specular parallel (++); incident parallel,

Mst. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 313. "1993 Materials Research Society
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Figure 1: Reflection geometry. A monochromatic (X) polarized neutron beam is incident at
glancing angle 0 onto the surface of a flat sample and specularly reflectedjd = -(4x sin$/A)i].
The projection of the sample magnetization 14(z) onto the quantizing field H defines the character
of the scattering. Magnetization components perpendicular to F (eSF direction) produce spin-flip
(SF) intensity, while the parallel components (iNSF) and the nuclei scatter in the non-spin-flip
(NSF) channel.

specular anti-parallel (+-); incident anti-parallel, specular parallel (-+); and incident anti-
parallel, specular anti-parallel (--). The intensity scattered into these channels depends on
the microscopic distribution of nuclear and magnetic scatterers at and below the surface of the
sample. For the purposes of this discussion, let us assume that the sample moment ff(z) is
confined to planes parallel to the surface (M(z) .L 4). The neutron-sample interactions can then
be grouped into two different classes, the spin-flip processes (SF) corresponding to the (±:F) cross
sections ano -e non-spin-flip processes (NSF) corresponding to (±i). As can be shown from
elementary quantum mechanics, the only structural features that can flip the neutron spin are
components of the magnetization perpendicular to the quantization axis, so the (±:F) intensities
depend only on .I(z) • 4F, where iSF . I A L.. The NSF channel contains all of the nuclear
scattering and the remaining magnetic intensity [-•(z) iNSFI], with eNSF ii1 A 1(. Employing a
modeling scheme similar to that used for unpolarized reflectivity [24], one can, by simultaneously
fitting the intensity in the four cross sections, extract the nuclear and magnetic density profiles
and the depth dependence of the magnetization orientation.

ANTIFERROMAGNETIC STRUCTURE

Antiferromagnetic (AF) structures possess characteristic signatures for both bulk magnetiza-
tion and neutron diffraction. Fig. 2a shows a magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) loop from a
sample of nominal composition [0.9 nm Cr/5.5 nm Fe]s, grown at 293 K. The absence of remanent
magnetization reveals that the sample is essentially completely antiferronagnetic. By means of
neutron reflectivity, one can determine the exact nature of this antiferromagnetic order. Before
being mounted on the BT-7 reflectometer at NIST, the sample was placed in a 700 Oe field par-
allel to the eventual NSF axis. This treatment was designed to induce the antiferromagnetically
coupled moments to be oriented in the spin-flop state, with the spins lying parallel to the SF
axis after removal from the magnet. The sample was then placed on the reflectometer in a 14 Oe
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Figure 2: Magneto-optic Kerr effect measurements. (a) MOKE loop from sample of composition
1(0.9 nrn Cr/5.5 nm Fe]5 that exhibits the zero remanence characteristic of simple antiferromagnetic
coupling. (b) MOXE loop from sample of composition [1.2 nm Cr/5.5 nm Fe]s showing more
complex pattern attributed to biquadratic coupling. The arrows indicate the fields at which the
data described below were taken.

quantizing field. Fig. 3 shows the reflectivity of the film in the four cross sections [(+-) and (-+)
intensities are identical and have been added to improve counting statistics]. The bilayer spacing
of the film should produce a structural superlattice peak at Q % 21r/(6.4 nm) w 1.0 nm-. Such a
peak is visible in the NSF data. Now, adjacent iron layers with parallel moments exhibit the same
periodicity as the structural modulation, but produce different intensities in the (++) and (--)
cross sections. In addition, a net magnetization over the entire thickness of the film would cause
the (++) and (--) cross sections to exhibit different critical wavevectors at Q % 0.2 nm-'. The
absence of splitting in the NSF and the absence of intensity in the SF at Q ss 1.0 nm-1 therefore
imply that there is no significant ferromagnetic order in this sample at H = 14 Oe. The large
peak in the SF at Q m 0.5 nm- 1 indicates the presence of antiferromagnetic structure: adjacent
iron layers possess oppositely aligned moments, thereby doubling the unit cell size. A similar
feature is visible in the NSF data. Preliminary analysis indicates that 85% of the sample resides
in the spin-flop state, with the remainder of the intensity (15%) being caused by AF domains
aligned parallel to d.

NON-COLLINEAR STRUCTURE

Deviations from the pure antiferromagnetic structure discussed above produce clear features
in both MOKE and neutron reflectivity. In Fig. 2b is shown the MOKE loop from a sample of
composition [1.2 UnM Cr/5.5 nm Felt, grown at 523 K. The MOKE curve bears the characteristic

signs of biquadratic coupling: remanent magnetization of about half the saturation value followed
by a gradual saturation as the spins are pulled into alignment with the field. The coexistence
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Figure 3: Neutron refiectivity from simple antiferromaguet (composition [0.9 nm Cr/5.5 um Fe]s)
in 14 Oe applied field. The non-spin-flip (NSF) cross sections, (++) and (--), exhibit the same
intensity at the chemical first-order superlattice peak IQ = 2w/(6.4 nm) ft 1.0 nm-1] and at
the total-reflection wavevector (Q ft 0.2 nm-') and therefore show no evidence of ferromagnetic
order. The spin-ftip (SF) crow sections (":k:F) have a large peak at Q st 0.5 nm-' corresponding
to the doubled antiferromM~petic unit cell. The SF data has been offset by 10-2 and is plotted
against the scale on the right axis.

of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic features characteristic of biquadratic coupling is cdearly
seen in the neutron reftectivity data (Fig. 4). The NSF cross sections show the pronounced
splitting at both the total-refiectiom wavevsctor and first-order superlattice peak characteristic
of ferromagnetic order, while the SF cross sections exhibit strong half-order intensity. This
observation of ferromagnetic order parallel to A (NSF) and antiferromagnetic order perpendicular
to it (SF) qualitatively agrees with a 90* coupling angle. We have eliminated the possibility that
the scattering is caused by a coexistence of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic domains by
observing a qualitative rotational invariance of the refectivities in a 14 Oe field (less than the
40 Oe coercive field). If ferromagnetic domains were present, upon rotat.ou or the film about
its normal (i) we would have observed a peak in the SF intensity at Q ft 1-0 nm-1. Our initial
quantitative analysis of the film reproduces the features but not the intensities of the data. We
believe this discrepancy to be related to the larger amount of disorder observed in the biqundratic
relative to the bilinear film and are attempting to model this structure.

CONCLUSION

We have shown how the depth-averaged information available in a MOKE measurement can be
resolved by the use of polarized neutron diffraction into microscopic structure and have identified
characteristic features of such data. The neutron data can be analyzed quantitatively to yield
the depth profile of the magnetization and the population of different domains (see f25] for an
example). By making use of the sensitivity of polarized neutrons to the orientation and magnitude
of in-plane magnetic moments, we have for the first time demonstrated the abilitiy to observe
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Figure 4: Neutron reflectivity from biquadratically coutpled sample (composition [1.2 nm Cr/5.5
Im Fe]s) in 300 Oe applied field. The non-spin-flip (NSF) cross sections, (++) and (--),
'early differ for all Q, indicating a net moment along the NSF axis. The spin-flip (SF) cross

sections (±:F), retain the strong half-order peak at Q s 0.5 nm- 1 corresponding to the doubled
antiferromagnetic unit cell. The SF data has been offset by 10-2 and is plotted against the scale
on the right axis.

non-collinear magnetization profiles. A combined neutron, x-ray, and MOKE study of the effect
of the structural properties and growth temperature on the coupling behavior as a function of Cr
thickness is underway.
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ABSTRACT

Indirect magnetic coupling in sputtered Ni/Ag multilayers has been
recently studied by magnetization and magnetoresistance techniques. These
experiments indicate that coupling is antiferromagnetic through 11 and
30 A of silver, and probably ferromagnetic through 20 A. We present here
direct evidence for such a magnetic coupling for all three thicknesses, as
obtained from low angle neutron scattering experiments. Multilayers in
which the Ag layer thickness is either 11 or 30 A both exhibit a supple-
mentary diffraction peak at a q value corresponding to twice the chemical
period. Its evolution with both temperature and applied field confirms its
purely magnetic origin. In order to study the coupling through 20 A of
silver, we prepared a multilayer in which the Ag layers are alternately 11
and 20 A thick. In this case, we also observe a doubling of the chemical
period. The coupling through 11 A being antiferromagnetic, this unambi-
guously shows that the coupling through 20 A is ferromagnetic.

INTRODUCTION

Antiferromagnetic coupling between ferromagnetic layers through non
magnetic ones has first been observed in Fe/Cr multilayers by Grunberg et
al. [1]. It was shown later that in fact such a coupling was an oscilla-
tory function of the thickness of the non-magnetic layer [2], and this
effect has been now evidenced in a large number of Fe-, Co- and Ni-based
multilayers [2-4].

A lot of techniques can indirectly provide information on the magne-
tic structure of such systems but neutron scattering is the natural tool
for the investigation of long range magnetic order in magnetic materials.
Information on the magnetic structure in zero field as well as its field
and temperature dependences can be easily obtained and in most cases this
information can be interpreted quite directly. This technique has been
used to detect antiferromagnetic coupling in different multilayered sys-
tems [5-10].

We present here neutron scattering results obtained on Ni/Ag multi-
layers with different thicknesses of the Ag layers. These results confirm
our previous magnetization and magnetoresistance studies [4,11] concerning
the oscillatory behaviour of the indirect coupling between Ni layers. The
coupling through 11 and 30 A of silver is found to be antiferromagnetic,
whereas coupling through 20 A of silver is found to be ferromagnetic, as
deduced from the neutron results obtained on a sample made of silver
layers alternately 11 and 20 A thick.

Met. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The samples were prepared by dc sputtering, depositing sequentially
Ag and Ni layers onto glass substrates kept at a temperature of 100 K, up
to a total thickness of 0.5 pm. The quality of the samples was checked by
low angle X ray diffraction using Co wavelength. The neutron experiments
were carried out both on G43 instrument at Laboratoire Ldon Brillouin in
Saclay and on DN3 instrument at Silod in CEN Grenoble. The magnetization
curves were measured using a SQUID magnetometer. In all these experiments
the magnetic field was applied parallel to the plane of the layers.

ANTIFERROMAGNETIC COUPLING

Recent studies of Ag/Ni multilayers have shown the existence of
antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling between the Ni layers through the Ag ones
[4,10]. Related giant magnetoresistance (MR) effects have also been seen,
the MR amplitude oscillating as a function of the Ag thickness with maxima
in the regions of AF coupling [11].

A description of this system has been proposed from magnetization
experiments and non polarized neutron scattering experiments. This system
appears to behave as a classical antiferromagnet with small anisotropy.
Under small applied field the magnetizations of adjacent nickel layers (ie
of the two sublattices) are oriented antiparallel to each other and
perpendicular to the field. When the magnetic field increases, the angle
28 between the magnetizations decreases. The net magnetization is propor-
tional to cos e and increases linearly with the applied field up to the
saturation field Hs at which cos e - 1. Above H, the magnetization is
nearly constant.

These results have been recently confirmed by polarized neutron
scattering experiments [12]. The expected polarized neutron intensities
defined with respect to the two polarization states (+ and -) before and
after scattering at the sample (I** and I- at a scattering vector q, -
2w/A, where A is the period of the multilayer, and I- at a scattering
vector q 2- q,/2) have been found to vary with the applied field accor-
ding to the above model above an anisotropy field of about 400 Oe. The
value of the magnetic moment of the nickel atoms obtained from these
experiments has been found to be equal to 0.48 P at low temperature, in
very good agreement with the value extracted from magnetization measure-
ments on samples with similar Ni layer thicknesses [13].

Figure 1: Magnetic structure in the
Ni Ag Ni Ag Ni Ag NI Ag case of alternating ferromagnetic

and antiferromagnetic couplings.
F AF F AF The magnetic periodicity /k is

twice the chemical one.

Aln
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Non polarized neutron experiments were also performed on a sample
with Ag layers 29 A thick. Antiferromagnetic coupling was confirmed for
such a thickness by the observation of a magnetic period twice the chemi-
cal one at low temperature. Accordingly, the intensity of the superstruc-
ture peak was found to decrease with increasing temperature, leading to a
transition temperature slightly above room temperature.

FERROMAGNETIC COUPLING

In the Fe-, Co- or Ni-based multilayers mentioned above, the coupling
varies in strength and sign with the thickness of the spacer layer, and
thus becomes ferromagnetic for specific thicknesses. Ferromagnetic coup-
ling between NiCo layers through Ru ones has been studied by Parkin and
Nauri [14], using spin engineered structures where one of the NiCo layers
is strongly antiferromagnetically coupled to a Co one. If the coupling
between the NiCo layers is ferromagnetic, the magnetizations of these
layers are thus both antiparallel to the field in small applied field, up
to a critical field characteristic of the ferromagnetic coupling, at which
the free NiCo layer rotates towards the direction of the field.

In neutron scattering, such a coupling is often difficult to evidence
since it does not lead to any extra scattering peak because of the iden-
tical chemical and magnetic periodicities. It can be checked from the
difference between I** and V- intensities but, since it is necessary to
apply an external field to align the domains, the possibility of no coup-
ling in zero field (or even weak antiferromagnetic coupling overcome by
the field) cannot be eliminated. With the same restrictions, one can also
measure the qo and q; critical scattering vectors of total reflection.
Their relative positions are related to the difference between the average
potentlais experienced by the + and - neutrons [9]. Another possibility
is, provided the magnetic ordering temperature is not too high, to deduce
the ferromagnetic contribution from the difference in intensities of the
chemical Bragg peak below and above T .

A more straightforward possibiiity is to prepare a sample in which,
keeping the thickness of the magnetic layers constant, one alternates the
thicknesses of the spacer layer, one leading to antiferromagnetic coupling
and the other one to the supposed ferromagnetic coupling [15]. Thus, if
the coupling is really ferromagnetic, one has in zero field the spin
configuration depicted in Figure 1. As was the case for purely antiferro-
magnetic structures, the magnetic unit cell is again twice the chemical
one and supplementary diffraction peaks will be observed.

Figure 2 presents the unpolarized neutron scattering curve measured
at 50 K on a sample made of 100 repeat units of the form (11.4A Ag / 9A Ni
/ 22.8A Ag/ 9A Ni). Peaks labelled I and 2 at scattering vectors of 0.12
and 0.24 A-1  correspond to the chemical periodicity of 52.2 A, in agree-
ment with X ray experiments performed on the same sample at room tempera-
ture. The two other diffraction peaks 1/2 and 3/2, which were absent in
the X ray diagram, were also observed by neutron scattering at room tempe-
rature, but with a much smaller intensity. These extra peaks, of magnetic
origin, correspond to a period twice the chemical one. This unambiguously
shows that the coupling through 23 A of silver is ferromagnetic, since
antiferromagnetic coupling would lead to a magnetic period equal to the
chemical one (with magnetic peaks at the same positions as the nuclear
ones). The possibility of zero coupling can also be disregarded since in
this case the absence of long range magnetic coherence would also lead to
the absence of such extra peaks. Finally, the width of the magnetic peaks
is comparable to the width of the nuclear ones, indicating comparable
magnetic and structural coherence lengths.
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.Figure 2: Neutron scattering pat-
tern at 50 K of a (11.4A Ag / 9A
Ni / 22.8A Ag / 9A Ni) multilayer.
The peaks labelled 1 and 2 arise
from the chemical periodicity.

6- 2
1/2

3/2

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
q (A-')

Figure 3 gives the temperature variation of the integrated intensity
of the first order magnetic peak. This intensity progressively decreases
with increasing temperature, and falls to zero at about 320 K. Such a
variation well agrees with the thermal evolution of the spontaneous
magnetization. Figure 4 compares the field dependences at 100 K of both
the intensity of the second magnetic peak and the magnetization. Since the
magnetization is linked to the angle 0 between magnetic moments and
magnetic field through M - N. cos e and since the intensity of the mag-
netic peak is related to this same angle through I = 10 sin2 0, both quan-

tities H/MS and (1 - 1/1 )112 must lead to identical field dependences.
The results presented in Hig. 4 agree with such a picture. The saturation
field is about 800 Oe, that is smaller by a factor of about 2 than the one
measured in purely antiferromagnetic samples [4]. This is easily explained
by the fact that the two ferromagnetically coupled layers behave as just
one layer under field. For a given value of the antiferromagnetic coupling
constant, the saturation field will thus be twice as small than in the
case of a purely antiferromagnetic system since the equivalent thickness
of the magnetic layer is twice as large.

0.3

0 Figure 3: Temperature dependence
of the integrated intensity of

the first magnetic diffraction
C0.2 peak (normalized to that of the

first nuclear peak). The line is

0 a guide to the eye.

0.1

0 0

0.0
0 100 200 300

T (K)

I K ___ _____ _____________________r_
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1.0
Figure 4: Compared varia-

-. tions at 100 K of NI/N
Z:•- (full line) and (]-I/'o)1

2

E (open circles) with mag-
netic field. I is the in-

0.5 - tensity of the second mag-
netic diffraction peak.

0.0
0 500 1000 1500

Magnetic field (0.)

CONCLUSION

We have presented in this paper neutron results on magnetically
coupled Ni/Ag multilayers. Antiferrowdgnetic coupling through 11 and 30 A
of silver manifests itself by the appearance of extra diffraction peaks
which indicate that the magnetic period is twice the chemical one, as
expected for antiferromagnetic coupling. The coupling through 20 A of
silver is characterized in samples with alternating 11 and 20 A thick Ag
layers. In this case superstructure neutron magnetic peaks are also
observed. This unambiguously shows that the coupling through 20 A of
silver is ferromagnetic.
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relation technique[31(PAC). A conventional four BaF 2 detectors slow-fast set-up with
0.7 ns time resolution was used. Some samples were annealed for 60 min periods under
a Sx10O6 Torr vacuum at several temperatures.

3-Magnetization measurements
Magnetization data were taken on (Re .Co -). 1 s/Re buffer/substrate antiferro-

magnetically coupled structures with variable Re buffer thicknesses, and on various
substrate types (Figs.la and 1b). Fig.Ic shows the remanence dependence on Re
buffer thickness. For the Mr/Ms data shown in Figs.lc and I.d we used the real sat-
uration magnetization obtained in measurements up to lOkOe. First. notice that the

- absence of buffer leads to non-zero remanence due to the existence of contacts between
the Co layers, for all zypes of substrates. As the Re buffer layer thickness increases,

s nw .0 l me O UNaI a m

a b

ISi etcahed Si e0tcedw

-s ......................... 5

H (Koo) H (KOO)

0.3- a GIaM 0.5- a GUM.c q o SI {ti) I d o t~iti) t,

*O.2 *S l i 0.4 * SI (1i1) etched

~0.2
""0.1 ... . .. .•

0.0 0.0l
0 06 60 10 150 200 o50 350 450 550 650 750

Re buffer (A) TA(K)
Fig.i-Magnetization hysteresis cycles for (ResCo1 7;t), 1 s/Re buffer/substrate anti-

ferromagnetically coupled structures with a Re buffer thickness of 50A(Fig.la), and of
200"4(Fig.1b). Fig.ic summarizes the remanence data versus Re buffer thickness for
all substrates. Fig.ld shows remanence data versus annealing temperature.
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the topography of the buffer surface is smoothed out. A 50.4 Re buffer is sufficient
to enable the 5A Re intermediate layer to be continuous and effectively separate the
two Co layers for a sample on glass. A perfect antiferromagnetic hysteresis cycle re-
suits, with very small remanence and a linear field dependence near the origin (see
hysteresis cycle for the sample deposited on glass, Fig.la). The substrate effect is seen
in more detail in Fig.1a and Fig.ib where we show results for superlattices deposited
on a 50A or 200A. Re buffers respectively. Samples deposited on Si etched in our
lab,show higher remanence and a broken hysteresis cycle, when compared with those
deposited on glass. This can be caused by relevant surface topography (steps with
heights comparable with the Re layer thickness) such that the 5A'4 Re layer cannot ef-
fectively cover the steps without breaking continuity. Contact between Co layers then
occurs leading to ferronmagnetic coupling regions and increase in remanence. For 200A
thick buffers (Fig.lb). the film deposited on etched Si has a hysteresis cycle similar
to that deposited on glass with a 50A buffer layer. This means that substrate surface
corrugation has been planarized with the thick buffer layer. If we start with the flatter
glass substrate an interesting development occurs. The observed type of hysteresis
cycle can be simulated either with introduction of in-plane anisotropy or biquadratic
exchange. VSM measurements rude out in-plane anisotropy but domain observation is
needed before biquadratic exchange can be proved. Notice however that biquadratic
coupling increases with terrace size, that should be larger in this sample than on the
sample deposited on the thinner Re buffer. We also found that we need a top Re cap

layer to avoid oxidation of the last Co layer. When the Re cap is absent, non-zero
remanence reappears. A CoO layer is formed at the surface which is antiferromagnetic
with a Neel temperature close to room temperature. Short-range exchange coupling
could then be responsible for the non-zero remanence. An annealing study (lone on
all these samples shows a stiong increase in remanence for annealing temperatures

0.0 a -0.55 b

0"0.,5

IM etched .O.. .O.

-015~~3. -0(02 ,111) etched
-°f-0 -0.25 6 50 t00 150 200
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,•o.s I -75 - a Man

a Glen.
-0.4 0 St (I181 'SI (ttt) etched 3 45, ".

Buffer: 50A Re _ _ _ _260s 360 460 560 660 -0 10 0
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Fig.2-Magnetoresistance and resistivity data for (Re -Co .) 5 is/Re buffer/substrate
antiferromagnetically coupled structures. Fig.2d shows the 4'et of I hour annealings
under vacuum at different temperatures.
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above 650K. These data are essentially independent of the type of substrate. This is
associated with the start of chemical diffusion which to first order is independent on
surface topography.

4-Magnetoresistance measurements

Figs.2a-c show maguetoresistance (Ap/p) and resistivity (p) data for (Re ,Co.ý)

5 1,/Re buffer/substrate structures. For these samples the anisotropic contribution to
the magnetoresistance is an order of magnitude smaller than the spin-valve effect. For
relatively thick buffers, the MR is 50-60% higher on samples deposited on glass than on
etched Si. Since for thick buffers the resistivities of these samples are independent of
substrate type. this means that Ap itself is dependent on substrate nature. Comparison
with magnetization data shows that samples with lower reinanence show higher MR,
and this is correlated with flatter interfaces (see Fig.3). For buffer thickinesses less
than 50.4 both the resistivity amd Zp are substrate dependent. The MR is found to
increase by 60% when the buffer thickness increases up to 50.4. This corresponds to a
decrease in the total film resistivity, and an increase of Ap. The A~p increase arises due

to improved continuity of the 5.4 Re spacer, as evidenced by the observed decrease in
remaneice value. Fig.2d shows the effect of anmealing at different temperatures. Two

regimes are observed. A slight improvement in the MR value is observed for annealing
temperatures between 350K and 550K, while a decrease in MR is observed for higher
annealing temperatures. The latter is caused by strong chemical interdiffusion as
was already observed for the magnetization data. The former comies from resistivity
decrease upon annealing since Ap and remanence are essentially constant for this range
of annealing temperatures. The MR value is found to vary linearly with the remanence.
This is evidenced in Fig.3 where we plotted MR versus remanence for all samples
used in this study with all substrate types and annealing treatments up to 575K. The

arrows indicate annealing steps. For buffers thinner than 50A. the annealing affects
both reinanence and MR values(oblique arrows). For thick buffers, the remanence

remains essentially the same while 0.7
the MR increases(vertical arrows). 0 Giass031(111)

*3 t1 ) III .hed

0.6 Cioam
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sured, including annealed sam-
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5-Rutlierford hackscattering results

Since our previous results have shown a strong dependence of the magnetic and
transport properties on buffer thickness and type of substrate we decided to study
the substrate/Re and Re/Co interfaces by Rutherford backscattering at a 8S grazing
angle geometry. Fig.4a shows RBS data and Fig.4b the deduced profile for Co -Re -/

"•2.4 37,
substrate structures on glass and etched Si substrates. From the theoretical simulations
[3] one concludes that the glass/Re interface is chemically sharp ( less than 5.4 thick )
while a 10-15.4 thick interdiffusion layer is found at the Si/Re interface. For the fihn
deposited on Si. the simulation indicates a Re/Co interface 8-12 A thick, while for
the film deposited on glass. mixing seems to occur at 1-2 monolayer level. However,
RBS is not sensitive to the difference between a surface topography constituted of
steps with an average height of 10.41about 4 monolayers) or to chemical diffusion over
this range. Our absolute magnetization data. on the other hand, clearly indicates

-glass 100 b 3 2
- St s, I,

4i Subs/Re 3./C. CO &A Subs Ai,=t

50

660 690 720 0 20 40 60 80 360 410
Channel Thickness (A) Channel

Fig.4-RBS data(a) and deduced profiles(b) for two Coh-Re / substrate struc-
tures on glass and Si. Notice the sharper substrate/Re and Re/Co interfaces for struc-
tures deposited on glass when compared with those deposited Si. Fig.4c shows RBS
data for a (Res.Co.ý)5 ,i/Re buffer/substrate structure on glass and Si substrates.

that such anl amount of chemical diffusion is not present. The conclusion is that
surface topography exists and is more relevant than eventual chemical diffusion. Fig.4c
shows RBS data for (Re 'Co. 7)",s/Re buffer/substrate structures. The grazing angle
geometry has enough resolution to see the first 4 Re layers. We observe that the
superlattice modulation is better observed in the film deposited on glass than that
deposited on Si. From the theoretical simulations one obtains a Re/Co interface 7-12A
thick for the film deposited on Si, and a sharp interface for that deposited on glass(less
than 2ML).

6-Perturbed angular correlation measurements

The perturbed angular correlation technique was used to measure the local hyper-
fine fields at the Co layers. Fig.5a compares the Fourier transform of PAC data for two
Co -Re -/ substrate structures on glass and Si. The main difference in the results
is the stacking fault content, which is two times higher in the film deposited on Si than
that deposited on glass. Fig.5b compares the measured hyperfine fields in a thick hcp
Co film(l), a (Co, Re, ,) ,s/Re/glass superlattice(2), and a (Co -IRe -)xs/Re/gl sstu 3 .Wh 04 r h re eldso-
structure(3). While the first two films have quite well defined hyperfine fields corre-
sponding to the expected values for hdp Co, the 17A e thick Co layers in our Co-Re
superlattices show a rather broad field distribution centered at the expected hcp Co
value for such a thin film. This broad distribution reflects that a large percentage of
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the In probe atoms (io not feel the lid) Co environenment. but rather defect and jiiter-
face contributions. This sanie distribution also occurs for films deposited oil Si. but

now centered at a lower fieW value) see inset, Fig.51b). The hyperfinle fields obtained inl
these superlattices were then compared to those measured in thin Co films 131 (inset,
Fig. 5b).

a hCP 0 b I 1 S

I SF - 0 0.02 0.04

hcp

040 400 800

I w (IMrad/s)

200 400 600
CiJ (Mrad/u)

Fig.5a- PAC ressults for two Co -Re -structures on glass(G) and Si(S) substrates-
34WA 300A

SF denotes stacking fault fraction, In Fig.5b we compare hyperfine fields for a thick

Co film(l), and two Co-Re superlattices with Co layers 50A(2) and 17A(3) thick, re-
spectively. In the inset we compare the hyperfine fields for the superlattices with 17.4

thick Co layers deposited on Si and glass sulbstrates(S and G). with data for Co films

with variable thickness deposited on Si (open triangles).

7-Discussion and conclusions

We correlated magnetic , transport, and structural properties of Co Re superlattices

deposited onl glass and Si substrates. It is found that the interface topograp~hy rather
than chemical interdiffusion is responsible for the observed changes inl magnetization

and magnetoresistance values. Larger MR values and lower renianences are observed
for samples deposited onl glass that evidence flatter interfaces.

We thank S.Molina and R.Ga~rcia for preliminary TEM work. .J.L.L. and N.P.B. ac-

knowledge JNlCT grants under Prograna. Ciencia. P.P.F aknowledges JNICT support
under grant 514/MPF/90.
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ABSTRACT

The role of interfacial exchange coupling in the magnetic behavior of metal oxide mateials has
been investigated through the study of Fe3 O4 /NiO superlattices. We report results on a series of
superlattices grown where one bilayer constituent was held to a fixed thickness while varying the
other from single unit cell dimensions upward. High crystalline quality was confirmed by XRD,
PRHEED and neutron diffraction. Magnetization profiles show substantial deviations from bulk-
like iron oxide results, with an increase in domain rotation energies observed in the superlattices
over that of bulk iron oxide (increasing with NiO layer thickness) indicating the strong nature of
Fe30 4 /N'O interfacial linkage. Neutron scattering 4t elevated temperatures shows that the NiO
remains ordered above the 523K bulk Niel temperature. This suggests that at least a portion
of the NiO within a layer remains ordered well above the Neel temperature, with an increase in
effective NMel transition temperature that approaches the Fe 30 4 Curie temperature in the limit of
very thin NiO layers. Although the exchange coupling dominates these effects, strain also plays
an important role.

INTRODUCTION

Following the pioneering work of Y. Bando and coworkers) 1[, there has been recent significant
progress in applying advanced crystal growth techniques, such as reactive sputtering and MBE
to the growth of thin films and superlattices of metal oxide materials[2)[3]. These researchers all
report, for various combinations of the oxides Fe3 0 4 , NiO, and CoO in superlattice form, novel
magnetic effects which are indicative of the strong interfacial exchange coupling that is expected
for these strongly ordered local moment systems.

We report here progress in the investigation of the Fe3 0 4 /NiO superlattice system, which has
previously shown novel linear magnetization in short period superlattices[41, enhanced NiO high
temperature ordering [5), and highly anisotropic electron transport[6]. By combining results from
XRD, SQUID magnetometry, and neutron scattering, we can begin to link the magnetic behavior
in this system to the particular structural ordering present.

GROWTH AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION

All of the superlattices discussed here were grown in an oxygen plasma-assisted molecular
beam epitaxy facility at Florida State University. Significant details of our growth procedures have
been published elsewhere [3][7], so here we will only briefly review our techniques. The superlattice
constituents are both cubic, with the NiO sharing the rocksalt structure of the substrate MgO,
with a slightly smaller unit cell (4.177A versus 4.212A, or a 0.8% lattice mismatch). Fe3 04
"exists in the spinel structure (unit cell 8.394 A) with an oxygen sublattice which is about midway
between that of NiO and MgO. (Therefore each film constituent must stretch in-plane to match
the MgO substrate lattice). The closeness of the lattice parameters allows us to grow single
crystal superlattices with each layer maintaining its fundamental structure, except for a tetragonal
distortion due to each layer's mismatch with the underlying lattice.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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Atomic metal fluxes were evaporated from high purity iron and nickel in e--gun sources
(alternately shuttered) and combined with oxygen at the sample surface emitted from an electron
cyclotron resonance plasma source (which provided a mixture of 0 and 0+ favoring the latter).

Background pressures in the vacuum system were typically - 10- Torr, and during growth oxygen
pressure was" held to -6×x 10- Torr. Substrates of high quality polished MgO(001) were held at
a temperature -520K, and the subsequently grown films ranged in thickness from 1000kA to 4
microns, with I micron typical. The substrates were approximately 0.2-0.3rmm thick to minimize
the diamagnetic signal from the substrate. During sample growth the surface of the films were
monitored by in-situ RHEED, and we observed the expected alternation in lattice rods as the
layers changed due to the doubled periodicity of the Fe30 4 unit cell.

After growth, we performed characterization of all of our samples by both low and mid angle

XID. A representative series of low angle scans is presented in Figure 1, for a series of films
where the iron oxide thickness was held constant at a nominal 68 A. The very high quality of the

films is evidenced by the large number of diffraction peaks present for each film. In addition, the
widths of the lines of higher order tend to increase, which is often an indication of step disorder
caused by the incomplete termination of an individual layer [8).

102

c• ~(68,•)W17.•)
102-

M102 2- (68.A)/34A)
.)1

102-., (68A)/(68A) "

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
20 (degrees)

Figure 1: Low angle XRD results for a selection of superlattices with the iron oxide thickness
held to a nominal 68kA, and various nickel oxide thicknesses within a single bilayer.

Measured lattice parameters in the growth (001) direction show a contraction from the bulk
values, which is expected from the epitaxial stretching of the film atoms to align with the previous
layer. This change, typically 0.5 %, is largest for those superlattices with small bilayer thicknesses,
where it can approach 1%. For a few of our samples, we have directly verified that the iron oxide
layers align epitaxially in plane with the substrates by making XRD riueasurements in a direction
different from the growth direction (i.e. typically using the [0261 and [066] reflections) [9].

For some of our films, in particular those with short bilayer thicknesses (less than 80 A), we
have often seen cracks appearing in the film in (100) directions only, breaking the film into large
('-100p) rectangular regions. These cracks are more dense near the film/substrate interface, and
the regions between the cracks have no visible structure using SEM characterization at a resolution
to 40 A. We believe that this is a mechanism by which the films relieve strain, and provides extra
evidence of ,ne single crystal nature of our films, as well as the high degree of crystalline strain
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prýýseit due to the tetragonal distortion present with nonmatched epitaxial growth. This is in
accord with the general observation that larger strain accompanies shorter bilayer thicknesses.

MAGNETIZATION PROFILE MEASUREMENTS

Previously we have reported on the magnetization of a series of films grown with equal con-
stituent thicknesses within each bilayer, and total bilayer thicknesses ranging from -17?A to
-250A [41, and a few superlattices with iron oxide thicknesses held at a nominal 68A [5]. For
large bilayer thicknesses, the superlattices show magnetization profiles which do not reach satu-
ration, even at an applied field of 5.5 Teala, and which show a decreased magnetization value as
the bilayer thickness is decreased. If the bilayer thickness is less than -80A, we find a linear or
nearly linear behavior with little or no hysteresis. We also observe little difference in hysteresis
profiles as a function of sample orientation, which is primarily due to shape anisotropy effects
from our planar samples.

We have argued that this behavior is directly linked to very strong coupling across the
Fe3 0 4/NiO interfaces, as well as to the large tetragonal strain present within the films[4]. We
know the individual iron oxide and nickel oxide layers remain ferrimagnetically and antiferromag-
netically ordered, as is expected in local moment systems, with the cross-boundary coupling in a
direction which more closely aligns with the nickel oxide spin axis, due to its much larger bulk
anisotropy value (--7.0×x0 6-ergs/cm 3 

for NiO, and -- 2.0xl0
5-ergs/cm 3 

for Fe3 0 4 ).
Here we extend our results, to briefly report ongoing measurements 1101 which investigate

the magnetic behavior of the films when one constituent thickness is held fixed and the other
allowed to vary. Magnetization measurements of our films were performed using a Quantum
Design MPMS SQUID magnetometer. Measured moment and applied external magnetic field
were along a (100) direction in the plane of the film. To make an accurate background subtraction
the magnetic moment of the substrates were measured in field at multiple temperatures prior to
film growth. Magnetization results are normalized to the total iron oxide volumes within our
films, as NiO remains locally ordered as an antiferromagnet.

A selection of room temperature results is shown in Figure 2. The films with iron oxide thick-
nesses exceeding 60 A per layer all show the sigmoidal shape that is found for Fe30 4 films, with a
substantially decreased saturation at the highest applied magnetic fields, as well as decreased re-
manence. For the thinnest nickel oxide layer thicknesses (at this iron oxide thickness), we observe
a substantial change from the iron oxide film profile indicative of an increase in domain rotation
anisotropy energy from that of iron oxide to that approaching nickel oxide. With an increase in
the nickel oxide thickness, the iron oxide magnetization is further suppressed until the nickel oxide
thickness reaches a value of about 50 A, after which little variation in the overall hysteresis profile
is seen. For iron oxide thicknesses of about 34 A (about 4 spinel unit cells thick), we observe
either a linerr magnetization behavior (nickel oxide thicknesses up to 34 A), or a combination of
sigmoidal and linear behavior (nickel oxide thickness -68 A).

In all cases where the iron oxide thickness is less than 4 spinel unit cells thick, we observe
linear or nearly linear magnetic behavior. For these samples, we find only slight variation in
the slope of the magnetization versus field profiles even when the iron oxide layer thickness is
,-8 A, and the NiO thickness is -70 A. As an example, the measured value for the highest

field (55 kOe) for both Fe3 04(8.5A )/NiO(8.5 A) [11] and Fe3 s4(10 A)/NiO(70 A) superlattices is
about 125 Gauss, even though there are drastically differing NiO thicknesses in each bilayer. We
believe this profile universality indicates complete pinning of iron oxide moments to the NiO spin
directions, throughout the entire iron oxide volumes in these films, with the small variation in
slope due to the differing amount of strain present in the individual superlattices. Comparable low
temperature measurements have also been taken (typically at -30 K). which show a somewhat
larger hysteresis, and an increased magnetization at highest applied field, consistent with the
variation in bulk-like Fe3O 4 magnetization with temperature.

The near universality of magnetization profiles for Fe30 4 thicknesses less than -,34 A suggests
that there is a limiting thickness (,-15 A) below which the iron oxide magnetic moment directions

. . . . . .. .
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Figure 2: Room temperature SQUID magnetization profiles for selected superlattices. An iron
oxide film would reach saturation of 500Gauss before an applied field of -10k0e, but clearly
there is no saturation evident here. Allof the superlattices we have grown with bilayer thicknesses
less than -80 A have shown similar linear magnetization behavior as the Fe30 4 (10A)/NiO(70A
superlattice shown in the lower right.

are completely determined at the boundaries with the NiO layers. When the iron oxide is thicker
than 34 A, the central region of the iron oxide layer can behave more like bulk Fe3 0 4 , while the
outer portions of the layer are still highly constrained by the adjacent NiO layers.

NEUTRON DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS

To further confirm our magnetization profile measurements, we have performed neutron
diffraction measurements, at zero external applied field, on a selection of constituent laver thick-
nesses as well as on a Fe3 04 film. Through a combination of reflection directions, which represent
various combinations of signals from NiO and Fe30 4 magnetization and (chemical) structure, we
have been able to determine several key points.

We have confirmed measurements of the crystalline and chemical ordering found by XRD,
by measurements of neutron (222) reflections, which are predominately structural in character.
Scans in the growth (000) direction also show a high number of sidebands reflecting the chemical
modulation regularity. We have observed up to six sidebands on each side of the central peak[51.
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We have measured (220) reflectionb, which can only arise from scattering from Fe3O4 planes,
due to symmetry. These results show that for Fe304(67 A)/NiO(33 A), Fe304(34 A)/NiO(68 A),
and Fe30O(15 A)/NiO(70 ),) superlattices, the iron oxide coherence lengths for magnetic ordering
is less than a single bilayer thickness, reflecting stacking faults in Fe0O4 layer growth, although
the Fe3O,(70oA)/NiO(l0A) superlattice shows a much longer coherence length (> 3 bilayers)
indicating that the thin NiO layers still allow the next Fe3O4 layer to grow without stacking
faults.

2 U.

"%NiO
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Figure 3: A typical (111) peak intensity plot versus temperature, here for a superlattice with
iron oxide thickness of 15A and a nickel oxide thickness of 70 A within each bilayer. The inset
shows the variation of effective Niel temperature with relative NiO content within a superlattice.
The large range shown for the Fe304(70A•)/NiO (10 A) sample is due to our inability to perform
measurements on these superlattices above a temperature of -700 K. Only above 700 K have we
observed [4] irreversible behavior due to interdiffusion.

We have extended the measurements in Lind, et at. [51 which demonstrate the extended order-
ing of at least a portion of NiO within superlattices due to the adjacent presence of ferrimagnetic
magnetite, over a complete set of samples where the relative amount of NiO within a bilayer
varies from zero to a fraction of 0.823. These measurements follow the (I 1) scattering peaks
as a function of temperature, which is primarily due to NiO magnetic scattering, along with a
small amount of scattering due to magnetic and structural components in Fe30 4 . The portion
of the peak signal due to NiO magnetic scattering, which is a measure of the Ni moment order
parameter, disappears at successively higher values as the relative NiO content of a superlattice
bilayer is increased, as is shown in Figure 3. The extension of the NiO order parameter to higher
temperatures as the NiO relative thickness decreases suggests that at least some boundary layer
of the nickel oxide has an increased effective Niel temperature due to coupling to adjacent mag-
netically ordered iron oxide, which has a Curie temperature of 858 K, and is consistent with mean
field magnetic ordering calculations performed recently which show strong enhancement due to
just this type of interfacial coupling [2[,
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CONCLUSIONS

The continuous manner in which the magnetization profiles in Fe3 0 4/NiO superlattices evolves
from sigmoidal, bulk-like behavior to linear suggests that the iron oxide layers have a boundary
region (-15A) which is constrained to align with the NiO spin axes. In addition, the neutron
measurements also suggest that a least a portion of the NiO layers remains ordered above the
bulk NiO Niel temperature, which is consistent with this strong interfacial exchange coupling.

We would like to thank G. Chern and H. Mathias for their fruitfi discussions into the work
presented here. This work was supported by grant support from the National Science Foundation.
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ABSTRACT
Single layers of Co82Cr18 with thickness in the range of 100-1500A and multilayers

of Co-Cr/Al with Co-Cr thickness in the range of 100-200A and Al at 7A were prepared by
dc magnetron sputtering. The films were deposited on to Si(111) and glass substrates at
room temperature. A 100A thick Al buffer layer was deposited to improve the c-axis
orientation. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements on the multilayers show a predominant
Co-Cr (00.2) peak. Polar magneto-optic measurements were performed to determine the
Kerr rotation (OK) and figure of merit. The results indicated an enhancement in the figure of
merit at ). = 632.8 nm for the multilayered structures compared to single layer samples. All
of the films show a 4xMs value around 6 kG and ferromagnetic resonance measurements
indicate an enhancement in the perpendicular anisotropy field for the 150A multilayered
sample.

INTRODUCTION
Since Iwasaki [II et al. proposed the use of Co-Cr films as perpendicular recording

media, numerous studies on Co-Cr films have been performed on a wide range of topics from
fabrication i-hods to film microstructure [2-101. The positive anisotropy is considered to
be one of the basic favorable properties. The magnetic properties are very sensitive to the
microstructure, though a clear relationship between them has not been established. The
primary problem associated with microstructure is phase segregation. The magnetic
properties have been studied by measurement of magnetization curves, torque measurements
and ferromagnetic resonance method [7,8]. There are very few reports about the magneto-
optic properties of Co-Cr/Al films (9,10]. Co-Cr films prepared by ff diode and dc
magnetron sputtering methods show a OK values of 0.0360 and 0.0660, respectively. Recent
observation of a large magneto-optic Kerr rotation of 0.4-0.50 for Co Cr/Al prepared by
Facing Target Sputtering (FTS) is very encouraging [10]. In this paper we present the results
of magnetic and magneto-optic properties of dc magnetron sputtered single layer and
multilayer Co82Crl 8/AI films.

EXPERIMENTAL
Samples of Glass and Si (11) were cleaned ultrasonically in acetone and methanol.

The Si samples were etched with 10% HF for one minute immediately prior to loading into
the deposition system in order to facilitate a hydrogen terminated surface. The samples were
deposited in a UHV magnetron sputter deposition system with a rotating substrate holder
[11]. The deposition system was evacuated to a base pressure of 4 x 10-8 Torr prior to
backfilling with 99.999% pure Ar gas. The samples were deposited using approximately 200
watts dc power at a system pressure of 3.5 mTorr. The target to substrate distance was ten
inches. This distance was chosen in order to minimize plasma-substrate interactions.
Deposition rates were held to approximately 1.2A/sec. Samples were grown at room
temperature on a 100A Al buffer layer, to promote c-axis orientation, and capped with 7A of
Al following the Co82Cr18 deposition. Film deposition was achieved using separate Al and
Co82Crl 8 sputtering targets. The Co82Crl 8 target was preconditioned to eliminate
preferential sputtering effects. Single layer Co82Crl 8 were grown on Si(l 11) and glass
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substrates rotating at 50 RPM. Multilayered samples were grown using an alnenating shutter
system on the individual sputtering sources conzrolled by a quartz crystal thickness monitor..
The multilayers samples were grown with Co82Cr18 thicknesses of 10A, 150A, and 200A
with 7A of Al between each layer. The amount of CoCr was held constant by varying the
number of layers in the multilayer samples, i.e., 22, 15, and I I for the 100A, 156A, and 200A
layer thickness samples, respectively. Standard 0-20 x-ray diffraction (XRD) scans were
performed with Cu-Ka radiation. High angle XRD measurements were carried out on all
samples to check the c-axis orientation of the films.

Magnetization measurements were carried out by Faraday technique using a Cahn
electro-balance. The multilayered sample volume was estimated from the cumulative
thickness of the magnetic layers and the area of the specimen. The ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR) data were taken at room temperature using a standard ferromagnetic-resonance
spectrometer. The microwave reflection spectrometer operates at a frequency of 12 GHz and
employs magnetic-field modulation with phase-sensitive detection so that the detected signal
is proportional to the field derivative of the absorbed power. The dc magnetic field, provided
by a 12-inch Varian electromagnet, has a range of 0-13 kG and can be rotated in the
horizontal plane through a total angle of 3600. Typical FMR samples were 3mm x 3mm.
The sample is mounted in a TEIOI rectangular cavity on a vertical side wall for "out-of-
plane" measurements, i.e. , to measure FMR as a function of dc magnetic field orientation in
"a plane perpendicular to the film.

The magneto-optic polar Kerr effect measurements on these samples were made using
"a simple electro-optic system with a He-Ne laser (633 nm). The sample to be tested is
magnetized in either up magnetization or down magnetization. Two output signals ( St and
S2 ) from the photodetectors are fed into IBM/PC through the data acquisition system. A
complete measurement process includes two measurements: first in up magnetization and
then down magnetization. The angle between the linearly polarized incident beam and the
horizontal axis is predetermined and usually equals to 350. The magneto-optic polar Kerr
rotation OK, reflectance R and shot-noise-limited figure of merit (FOM), which is defined as
"NR'jr can be calculated accordingly.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows high angle XRD pattern of a 1500A thick CoCr film indicating two

dominant preferred orientations hcp[00.2] and hcp[ 10. 1 ] of CoCr. However, measurements
on multilayered samples show predominantly [00.21 peak, demonstrating an increase in the c-
axis orientation. For example, Figure 2 shows XRD pattern for a [Co-Cr(150A)/AI(7A)] 15
multiiayer.

Magnetization measurements on the films using Faraday balance yield 4xtMs values
of approximately 6 kG. FMR measurements on all of the single layer samples showed a
single absorption peak indicating a homogeneous magnetic component. However, for all of
the multilayer samples, in addition to the main resonance peak, we also observed a broad
absorption to the left of the main peak when the field is perpendicular to the plane of the
sample. In our FMR analysis we have used only the dominant resonance mode. Figure 3
shows the resonance field versus 4)H for a single layered sample of [Co-Cr(1500A)/AI(7A)],
where (H is the angle made by the dc magnetic field with the film plane. We have fitted the
experimental data by writing the free energy density expression as described in reference
[12). The resonance and equilibrium conditions give:

[Y] = [Hcos(,-(D)+41rMf cos20IHcos((D, -0)- 
4 I, ME sin 2 o] (1)

and

Hsin(0D, -0)= 4m1ff sin (OcosO (2)
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where to is the resonance frequency, y =ge/2mc is the gyromagnetic ratio, (1) is the angle
subtended by the equilibrium magnetization M with the film plane and 41tMeff = 4xMr-Hu
where Hlu = 2Ku/M, is the uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy field. Equations (1) and (2)
were used to fit the angular dependence of the FMR data to obtain 4nMeff values. Table I
lists the fitted parameter 4nMeff for the samples studied along with the values of Hu = 4ZMs
- 42t?4ff. The measurements indicate an increase in the uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy
field for multilayer with Co-Cr thickness of 150 A.

Table I- Magnetic and magneto-optic properties of CoCrfAl single and multilayer films.

Sample OK-F~~ 4xM efflkG) Hu~kG
_______________(deg) (FMR Data) ,41CM a 4xM ff

Glass/Co,-Cr(l500A)/AI(7A) 0.07 0O.04 -

Si/Co-Cr(l50OA)/AI(7A) 0.08 0.05 5.2 0.8

Glass/Co-Crl8(IOOA) 0.06 0.05 5.5 0.5

Si/Co-Cr(1 5oA)/Ai(7A) 0.07 0.06 5.3 0.7

Glass/Co-Cr(200A) 0.07 0.05 -

si/co-cr(200A) 0.08 0.06 -

Multflayers

Glass/LCo-Cr(IOOA)122/AI((7A) 0.09 0.06 -

si/[Co-Cr(iooA)122/AI((7A) 0.10 0.07 5.8 0.2

Glass/[Co-Cr(15OA)l1l5/AI((7A) 0.11 0.08 4.8 1.2

Si/ICo-Cr(I 5OA)]l 5/AI((7A) 0.15 0.12 4.2 1.8

Glass/ICo-Cr(200A)i IllfAl((7A) 0.09 0.07 5.9 0.1

Si/[Co-Cr(200A)JI I/Al((7A) 0.11 0.09 5.8 0.2

*An average 4itMs value of 6 kG- is aiised Io l samples-

Magneto-optic Kerr rotation and FOM measured at X = 632.8 nm are listed in Table 1.
These measurements show an enhancement in OK for multilayered samples compared to
single layer films. We attribute this observation to an improved c-axis orientation in the
multilayered samples with Al interlayers.

SUMMARY
Magnetic and magneto-optic properties of dc magnetron sputtered single layers of

Co82Crl 8 with thickness in the range of 100-I1500A and multilayers of Co-Cr/Al with Co-Cr
thickness in the range of 100-200A and Al at 7A were measured. X-ray diffraction
measurements indicate that the c-axis orientation is improved by multilayering with ultra-thin
interlayers; of Al, which is demonstrated by the presence of predominantly (00.2) peak of Co-
Cr. All of the samples show a saturation magnetization of approximately 6 kG at room
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temperature. Ferromagnetic resonance measurements indicate a positive uniaxial
perpendicular anisotropy field of about 1.8 kG for multilayer samples with 150. thick Co-Cr
layers on Si(l 11). Magneto-optic measurements at X = 632.8 nm show an enhancement of
OK for multilayered samples compared to single layer film. This is attributed to an
improvement of the c-axis orientation in the multilayered samples with Al int,:rlayers.
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ABSTRACT

A quantitative determination of interface (Ks) and volume anisotropy (Kif)
constants of MBE and sputtered Co/Pt multilayers is reported. Torque and VSM
magnetometry were used to determine the total average anisotropy and the room
temperature magnetization of four different series of films with varying Co
thickness and nearly constant Pt thickness. All films were characterized with X-ray
diffraction and X-ray fluorescence, allowing the determination of the "magnetic"
volume with good accuracy. Both K. and Kfff are found to be orientation
dependent. We find the following results for MBE films grown on Ag buffered
GaAs substrates and highly < 111 > textured films, grown on .tched SiN. buffers:
(111) Ks =0.97mJ/m 2, Kveff= -0.74MJ/m 3 MBE
(111) Ks = 0.92mJ/m 2, Kvefr =-1.IMJ/m 3 sputtered
(110) Ks = 0.42mJ/m 2, KVe1r=-l.95MJ/m3 MBE
(001) Ks=0.59mJ/m 2, Kvcfl=-5.98Mj/m 3 MBE
The [I101-oriented MBE films show in addition a large (intrinsic) in-plane
anisotropy constant K11

0--3MJ/ri3, which is found to be independent of the Co
thickness. [100] is the easy and r110] the hard in-plane direction.

1. INTRODUCTION

The structural and magnetic properties of Co/Pt multilayers are of
continuing interest because of the potential for such multilayers as media for
high-density magneto-optical recording in the blue spectral range. In 1990 Lee et
al. [1, 2] demonstrated, via seeded epitaxy, the extreme dependence of magnetic
anisotropy of Co/Pt multilayers on the orientation of the growth axis. Similar
results had first been reported for textured [Ill] and [001] oriented Co/Pd
multilayers [3] and were subsequently obtained for the three orientations of MBE
grown Co/Pd superlattices [4] and more recently for Ni/Co/Ni sandwiches [5].
A variety of structural probes were used in the case of Co/Pt superlattices to
investigate the degree of interface intermixing [6-8]. Chien et al. [9] suggested
that perpendicularly aligned Co-Co pairs at stacking faults in a partially
chemically ordered CoPt 3 phase at the interfaces might explain the orientation
dependence including the strong uniaxial in-plane anisotropy for [I 10]-oriented
multilayers. However, the density of stacking faults necessary to produce a
considerable number of Co-Co pairs could not be confirmed [10, 11].
Nevertheless, short-range chemical ordering was detected in [Ill'3-oriented
multilayers [12] using synchrotron X-ray diffraction. The percentage of ordered
CoPt3 phase was found to be large (.-80%) at 3000C growth temperature but only
about 20% for the 1000C grown films, that are under investigation here. Thus
one has to conclude that there is indeed the possibility of interfaces (or structural
boundaries) between alloyed and/or chemically ordered compound regions and Co
and Pt, which can be expected to (at least) modify the interface contribution Ks
to the total magnetic anisotropy. Such contributions should be in the order of 20%
for the current growth temperature of 1000C and much larger at higher
temperatures.
On the theory side, Victora and Maclaren[13] in an extended N&l model [14]
confirmed the results of Engel et al. [4] for Co/Pd superlattices, who reported one
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single Ks value for all three orientations. No interfacial mixing was assumed, but
the strain values determined from the experiments were incorporated in this model.
In contrast, no such orientation independent K, was found in Ni/CoiNi
sandwiches [5] and it was pointed out that the experimental finding in Co/Pd was
perhaps a coincidence related to the particular strain situation in that systm.
Also, first principles calculations of the magnetic anisotropy of Co/X systems
[15] showed, that the different electronic environment encountered in different
crystallographic orientations should give nr.e to different Ks contributions. In
agreement with the work of Johnson et al. [5] on Ni/Co/Ni sandwiches, we find
this expectation confirmed in our Co/Pt multilayers and report an
orientation-dependent interface anisotropy Ks. We compare our values to those
obtained by Victora and MacLaren [13] in model calculations and experinteral
results obtained by McGee et al. [16] in a Pt/Co-wedge/Pt(l 11) sandwich. Finally
we point out, that the anisotropy in the present Co/Pt system may be influenced
by graded rather than abrupt Co/Pt interfaces and note that such realistic
interfaces could be tested in fuwuie .heoieticai worK.

2. EPITAXY AND CHARACTERIZATION

The epitaxial films were grown in a VG 80-M MBE system ( VG Semicon
Ltd.) using electron-beam sources for Co and Pt. During growth the background
pressure was - 1.10-10 mbar. Co and Pt growth rates were - 0.2A/s, and the
substrate was held at 100*C during film growth. The seeded epitaxy of the
multilayers, on GaAs substrates, has been described elsewhere [1, 2].

Highly-textured (11) oriented multilayers were sputtered on ion-etched SiN
buffered Si(ll1) substrates using techniques described earlier [17, 18]. The ion
etching of the SiN buffer films turned out to be essential for promoting
(111)-oriented columnar growth with typical grain diameters of -10nm. Rocking
curve widths of ~50 confirmed the strong preferred (11) orientation.

The Co and Pt thicknesses in the multilayers were determined using a
combination of X-ray fluorescence for multilayer composition and X-ray diffraction
for the multilayer period. Torque magnetometry (45* method [19]) was used to
determine K, = KI - I/2puoMj and Kr1. Here K1

0  refers to the intrinsic
perpendicular anisotropy constant. No such distinction between K and KO is
necessary for the in-plane measurements K11. The saturation magnetizations were
independently measured with VSM in both in-plane and out-of-plane orientation,
to reduce the error. All measurements were made at room temperature. No
distinction between K, and K2 is made, i.e. K2 is assumed to be negligible as
compared to K. Furthermore, MS and all anisotropy energies have been
normalized to the amount of Co in the present structures.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

If the total perpendicular anisotropy energy per Co volume and including
the demagnetization term Il/2poMi for the multilayers is written as

Kjdco = Kevfdco + 2Ks, (I)

then plots of K~dc, versus dc. should give lines of slope Kif7 and intercept 2K in
this simple phenomenological approach which is based on Neil's model [141 of
an additional interface or surface anisotropy term Ks. Fig. I (a) shows the
measured total effective magnetic anisotropy energy (per Co volume) K1 versus
d whilst Fig. I (b) shows the plots of K do versus d From the linear sections
in-Fig.I (b) one can deduce an interface contribution which varies in the expected
l/dco manner. The extracted values of Ks and KIl are indicated in the figure and
also summarized in Table 1. Note that each multilayer orientation has a different
slope and intercept. The value of K. for the [111] multilayers, 0.97 mJum 2, is

I I
-- -.. ... -~
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larger than that (0.92 mi/rn') found in the sputtered multilayers and smaller than
that (l.15mJ/m 2) for the MBE-grown Pt/Co/Pt wedge (single sandwich) of McGee
et al. (16].

TABLE 1. Comparison of interface and volume anisotropies of differently oriented
MBE superlattices and textured sputtered films (this work) in comparison with
results of McGee et al. [16] on a Pt/Co/Pt wedge and model calculations of Victora
and McLaren [13].

this work, see also Pt/Co-wedgef Pt, theory, ref. [13]
ref.[20] ____ ref. [16] ___ ________

Co/Pt K in Kveff in ;K1in Keff in K in Kveff in
Orientation mJ/m2 Mi/r 3  V/m~ M/r 3  rnJ/M2 Mi/in 3

(111) MBE 0.97 -0.74 1.15 -0.77 0.85 -1.3

(1ll) sputtered 0.92 -1.111
(110) MBE 0.42 -1.95 0.7 -4.2
(001) MBE 0.59 -5.98 0.6 -6.4

6 1 T 12 1 1 1 1
(a) 15x(dc,/1 .95nm Pt) (b) KSO-.97rWhjrn2

4 MBEý.,.e + sputtered( A w).4U

2 . Ki(1l11) E.~Jm
-1IMJ/rn 3

-10

0 A2.m

KJ1(10) -1 -1 /m

-2 1-.5im
0.59Mj/M

2

KL((001) -5.98WMJ/

-4 -21 1 1 1

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0
dco Im] dco [min

Fig. 1: Plot of (a) K1 and (b) dc~x KI as a function of dc., for epitaxial and
sputtered Co/Pt multilayers. All data were taken at room temperature.

The (001) multilayers have a very large negative volume anisotropy term
which may be induced by the coherency strain for these niultilayers [21], as
originally pointed out by den Broeder er al. for Co/Pd(l00) multilayers [3].

In the case of the [I 10]-oriented multilayers a dual behavior is observed (see
also [20]): both torque magnetometry and VSM measurements confirmed that the

[10-oriented multilayers had an additional uniaxial in-plane anisotropy h
easy directions were (001] and [00Y], while along the hard directions ([1 10] and
[110]), large (>2OKOe) fields were needed to saturate the magnetization. This
in-plane anisotropy in the case of the (110) orientation was first reported by Lin
et al. [22] and by Chien et al. [9] and recently also been confirmed by LeDang
et al. [23] in NMR experiments. A detailed discussion of in-plane anisotropies in
(110) oriented multilayers in conjunction with an elastic strain theory was recently
given by Hillebrands et al. [24, 25]. For these samples the anisotropy energy can
be written phenomenologically as
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EA = Ko + KI1 sin 2
e coS '0 + K, sin20, (2)

where 0 is the angle between the magnetization and the in-plane easy axis [001],
6 the angle bet-,cen the magnetization and the sample normal [110], Ki and K,,
are the out-of-plane and in-plane anisotropy constants and K0 is a constant,
independent of 8 and 0k. Torque magnetometry measurements were made in three
different in-plane and out-of-plane geometries for 0b= 90° (0=0-360a) 0= 00
(0=0-360°) and 0 = 900 (0=0-360°). From these three independent
measurements the anisotropy constants Ki, (Ký + K,1) and KI were derived. Fig.
2(a) shows the data. in this figure the line through the upper set of data points
is the sum of the fits to the KH and K, data. There is good agreement between
the Kq + K, data points and the sum curve. Fig. 2(b) shows the plot of dcK-,
versus dco and the straight iine fit to the data, resulting in the K. and Kif values
as given in Table 1. We have also measured the anisotropy constants for a
multilayer containing thick ('-2nm) Co films and find that the in-plane anisotropy
is about 2MJ/m 3.

8 2 I

(a), (b)
6 15x(dc0/1.95nmPt) T=300K

S+ MBE (110)

E 4 0~ 00

++ + :
2 +K 0

0 0

K-1 Ks 0.43 mJ4 m

-2 -XI* Kvef- -1.95MJ/m 3

-4 -2 ' I

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
dco [nmi dco [nm]

Fig. 2: (a) Anisotropy constants K, (9), K (a) and (K + K) (+) versus Co
thickness in [110] oriented Co/Pt multilayers. (see text for dYetails) and
(b) Plot of dc0 K_1 versus dc for [110] oriented multilayers K was taken from the
direct measurement (e) ang in addition determined indirectly to) by subtraction of
K11 from (K1 + K1I), thus improving the quality of the fit.

Magnetization measurements were made for all the multilayers grown on
GaAs substrates and Fig. 3 (a) shows the saturation magnetization, measured at
room temperature. Ms refers to the magnetization divided by the Co volume in
the multilayer and can be compared with the value for bulk (hcp) Co of 1422
kA/m. An enhanceo magnetization is evident for the MBE multilayers over the
thickness range - 0.3-1.5nm. All three MBE orientations basically fall onto the
same line, whereas some of the sputtered multilayers obviously do not show the
enhancement in that Co thickness regime. The enhancement, first of all, can be
attributed to exchange polarization of interfacial Pt atoms by the Co layers. A
reason for the discrepancy between some of the sputtered and the MBE multilayers
might be that in the case of sputtering, columnar growth with relatively small grain
diameters of -10nm was observed. This can lead to "non-magnetic" intergrain
regions (voids, non magnetic Pt etc.) which then accordingly reduce the average
magnetization obtained by VSM magnetometry. Another argument may be, that
the induced Pt polarization in the case of sputtered films, which were grown at
lower temperatures (room temperature as opposed to 1000C in the MBE case)
might also be smaller (see below!). At large (> t.5nm) Co thicknesses the
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magnetization approaches that of bulk Co in all films, since the relative number
of interfacial atoms is diminished. On the other hand, for Co thicknesses below
0.3 nm the magnetization per Co volume drops off indicating a dilute Co alloy
with reduced Curie temperature and/or the formation of a 2D magnetic layer (Co
or Co-Pt alloy) which can also lead to a reduction in TO due to reduced symmetry.

3000 . .3
(a) (b)

2500 15x(dc 0/1.95flmPt) 300K
300K

2000 2

MA 50 A E /E
150 V V IF C

V v bulk Co" c 6 .

1000 , (A) MBE(111) 1°M=O1422 kA/m

(=) MBE(l10) MPt--100 kA/m
50'- (U) MBE(001)

(v) sputtered 0/
0 ; 0r

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0
dc. [nm] dc. (nm]

Fig. 3: (a) Room temperature saturation magnetization per Co volume for the
present MBE grown Co/Pt multilayers. [he different orientations are once again
distinguished by the respective symbols explained in the figure.
(b) Evaluation of the Pt contribution to the saturation magnetization according to
eq.(3) from all the data in (a).

Assuming that the total magnetization can be written in the following manner,

Co Pt(3
AMs = Ms dc, + M5 dp, (3)

where A = rco + dp, refers to the multilayer period and ico and dp, are the
individual Co and Pt layer thicknesses, respectively, we can extract a Co
magnetization of -1400kA/m from the slope and an average Pt magnetization of
-100kA/m from the intercept in these structures. Both numbers are reasonable
and assuming a Co moment of 1.7,u, per Co atom, we conclude that the average
moment per Pt atom is in the order of 0.12, 8 . This is quite high given that we
have nominally about 9-10 atomic layers of Pt in between Co layers. Note, that
a single atomic layer of Pt adjacent to Co should pick up a moment per Pt atom
of only about 0. 2 0,u. and that the moment in the second Pt layer is expected to
drop off rapidly if the interfaces are atomically sharp [26]. An average moment
per Pt of only about 0 .0 3 -0.0 5 #B was predicted and found to be in overall
agreement with x-ray dichroism data obtained from (room temperature) evaporated
Co/Pt multilayers [26, 27]. If alloying is present, the induced moment per Pt atom
is expected to be higher due to the (3D) alloy environment and the moment
reduction will be deferred to nominally thicker Pt spacings. E.g. Pt impurity atoms
in a Co matrix have been reported to have moments in the order of 0 .3-0.4p, per
Pt atom [28] An intermixing zone of roughly about ± I monolayer at each interface
therefore readily explains our experimental finding.
A relatively sharp change in the slope is observed at -0.3nm Co thickness,
indicating a reduction of the total moment due to the combined effects of a
suppression of the Curie temperature and alloying. A similar "cut-off" thickness
is obvious in Figs.l +2 and we finally mention, that that range was generally
avoided in the evaluation of the slopes and intercepts (Kveff and 2Ks).
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4. COMPARISON WITH THEORY

Inspection of Table I shows that the theory of Victora and Maclaren[13]
gives good agreement for both Ks and Kv for the [0013-oriented multilayers but
poor agreement for the other orientations. The theory predicts a value of Ks which
is too small for all the [II I]-oriented multilayers and especially for the Pt/Co/Pt
wedge sample of McGee et al. [16]. We find that the sputtered multilayers show
a similar value of K. to the [IllI] -oriented multilayers. Since all the multilayers
contain internal interfaces between materials with different electronic structure the
basic assumption of abrupt Co/Pt interfaces is not a realistic starting point for a
theoretical model. Coherency strain for the [001] multilayers [21] is experimentally
confirmed and appears to control K&. for this orientation. However, it is clear that
the model should also incorporate the effects of alloying, chemical ordering and
Pt polarization at the internal interfaces. These effect become obviously more
important at higher growth temperatures and we note, that we have meanwhile
fabricated respective multilayer structures on Pt seed sapphire(0001) substrates, in
which we observe a strong enhancement of K if we increase the substrate
temperature.

S. CONCLUSIONS

We report a quantitative determination of Ks and Kiff for MBE-grown,
epitaxial and textured, sputtered Co/Pt multilayers. Ks is dependent on the
orientation of the multilayer growth axis. A strong uniaxial in-plane anisotropy
is found for the [ 10]-oriented multilayers for all Co film thicknesses investigated,
which was up to Inmo. For the [001]-oriented multilayers the volume anisotropy
term is very large, consistent with a strain-driven effect. The theory of Victora and
Maclaren[13] is not in agreement with our data and we believe that one reason
is perhaps the neglect of interfacial mixing and the formation of alloy interfaces,
e.g. between CoPt3 phases and Co and Pt respectively. Our data confirm that
Pt has an induced moment and this leads to an enhanced magnetization per Co
volume for MBE grown multilayers in the thickness range 0.35-1.5 nm. No such
enhancement was observed for the case of sputtered (11) textured and strongly
oriented Films, which however showed a very large interface anisotropy
contribution.
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STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF Pt/Co MULTILAYERS FOR
MAGNETOOPTIC RECORDING USING X-RAY DIFFRACTION

James A.Bain,' Bruce M. Clemens,* Sean Brennarn
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ABSTRACT

Structural features in magnetic multilayer films such as interfacial sharpness and in-plane
stress are regarded as responsible for the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy observed in these
films. The multilayers often consist of alternating magnetic and non-magnetic layers, and the
degree of interfacial sharpness between the two is a critical component in producing perpendicular
anisotropy. Additionally, in-plane stress affects the anisotropy through magnetoetriction. In this
work, we measure both the composition modulation and the stress in multilayers of Pt/Co with
x-ray diffraction. Quantitative information about the composition modulation is extracted by
recursively fitting a model of multilayer diffraction to the highi angle superlattice lines. The model
incorporates a composition modulation of variable amplitude, along with a statistical description
of the layer thickness fluctuations.

INTRODUCTION

Two major (potential) contributions to the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in Pt/Co mul-
tilayers are stress and interfacial anisotropy [1, 21. In this work we examine the intrinsic stresses
and interfacial sharpness in epitaxial multilayers of Pt/Co, using x-ray diffraction. Identical mul-
tilayer structures were deposited using DC magnetron sputtering at two different Ar pressures.
We found that both stress and interfacial sharpness were affected by sputtering pressure, but
that only the interfacial sharpness correlated with the changes in the perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy.

Magnetic Anisotropv

Magnetic anisotropy is the dependence of the magnetic energy of a material on the direc-
tion of magnetization. For Pt/Co multilayers, the major contribution to the anisotropy is the
term associated with single axis of easy magnetization parallel to the film normal, such that the
magnetic energy, E-'", takes the form:

E'.9 = K. sin
2 +C (2p)

where K. is the magnitude of this energy dependence, the magnetic anisotropy, 0 is the angle
between the surface normal and the magnetization, and C is a constant.

Stress can contribute to perpendicular magnetic anisotropy through an inverse magnetostric-
tive effect. For an cubic thin film with a (I 11) surface normal, K.' is given by:

K. = -3/2,\Ill (2)

where A il is one of the two magnetostriction coefficients which relate magnetization and strain 131,
and a is the in-plane stress. Specifically, A\I is defined as the change An lee.gth of a erystal in
the 11111 direction when it is magnetized in the [111] direction.

Interfacial anisotropy is another contributor to the anisotropy. It's dependence on the struc-
ture is not so clear. A common approach is to assume each interface introdulces a fixed anisotropy
and to count interfaces [4, 51. This leads to the "I/t" behavior, where t is the magnetic layer
thickness. The (extrinsic) anisotropy energy per unit area of a bilayer is given by:

KJ, = K bt + Ký' (3)

where K6 is the anisotropy of the bulk of each layer (intrinsic) and K. is the surface anisotropy
energy of each interface (intrinsic) [4, 51. This model assumes that K.' is independent of bilayer
period, which is unlikely in light of the intermixing at low bilayer periods which is shown below.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. '1993 Materials Research Society
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X-RAY MEASUREMENTS

TI.e analysis which was used to extract the stress in a given phase from x-ray diffraction
rveasurements also gives the unstrainred lattice parameter. In this work, only the Pt-nch phase

was visible at all bilaycr periods. The details of the formalism are given in 161. Additionally, the
structural refinement technique of Fullerton et al 171 was used to estimate structural parameters
of the multilavers. This technique employs a non-linear least-squares fit of a calculated diffraction

spectra to the high angle symmetric diffraction pattern from the multilayers. We have constructed
a fitting program which incGrporates the scattering power (arid therefore the composition) of the
atomic planes as fittable parameters.

EXPERIMENTAL

The samples for this study were fabricated in a customized UIIV sputter deposition system
which is housed in the Vapor Phase Deposition Laboratory of the Center for Materials Research.

at Stanford University. Substrates were polished single crystal sapphire cut with an (0001) surface

normal. A 115A thick Pt underlayer grown at 550°C was used to induce (111) growth texture
in the multilayers, as well as an in-plane epitaxial orientation, with the P't (22(0) parallel to the
sapphire (3030). Multilayers were deposited on the underlavers at roort temperature for a range
of bilayer periods betweem S and 150 A, At all bilayer periods the glolsI nipo:;con wka. 75 at51
Pt. Samnple sets were deposited at 3 and 25 mntorr of Ar. at a source to sibsirat.' distance of 2 ,
inches and growth rates of approximately 0.5 A /s.

Measurements of magnetic moment and h-steresis were performed with a TOEI Vibrating

Sample Magnetometer in fields up to 20 KGauss at room temperature. Holder and substrate
background were subtracted from the data. Measurements of perpendicular atiisotropv were
performed using a 1f01A torque magnetotneter. also in fields up to 20 KGauss and at room
temperature. Background torques associated with Ow' apparatus were subtraco'd. and the torque

was determined by extrapolating the torque at 4,5- front the vasy ax• to Inifinte field ',sj.
The asVTnlnctrIn x-ray scattering ticasurtnllrenti (for ttle dtternlilnatoi of s"tSres and intertmix- -

ing) were perform(td on bheariiline 7-2 at Starnford S y*rchrotroil iiadlatNO l.aboratory (SS)I., A I
huher 4-circle diffrac'tonrieter was used in sYmntrierc. asym% itric an(d grazing incidence modt ,
Photon energies of 9987 eV (A = 1.2-11.1 A• were used. The sYvnrneiric data (for the determina-

tion of composition modularic n using structural relinement) were taken using a Phillips powder

diffractometer arid Cu K. radiation.

RESULTS

Magnet ic' Properties

Figures la) amid I h shows the perpenidtiular rnagnetic an sotropy and Ohw saturation magnle-
tization, respectively, of the multilaver samples in this study. Two Important trentids are viibhle
in the anisotropy data. Firstly, sputtering at higher pressures produces a larger perpendicular

anisotropy for a given bilayer period. Secondly. K,. increases with decrea&ing bilayer perimid for
all but the smallest bilayer periods.

The saturation magnetization, M., of these samples showed a small sensitivity to bllayte
period, but a large sensitivity to sputtering pressure. The exception to this trend is the decrease
in the M, values at low bilayer periods. This decrease is an artifact of the deposition process.
owing to a reduction of the amount of Co deposited at low bilayer periods. Consequently, the total
moment of the film is reduced. The rest of the trends are a competition between two processes
associated with intermixing of the Pt and Co. First. there will a reduction in the magnetic
moment due to a reduction in the Curie temperature as intermixing occurs (since ec of the alloy
decreases monotonically with increasing Pt content) 19). Secondly. intermixing may also increas•
the total magnetw moment due to the po ;atiov, of an increasing number of Pt atoms %.. The
increase in moment at low sputtering pressu~e is consistent with the lattcr mnccharrismn in light of
the fact that x-ray measurements show below that there is increased intermixing at low sputtering
pressures.
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Figure I a) Perpendicular magnetic anisrtropy for epitaxia) samples on sapphire (0O00), as measured with
torque magnetometry b) Saturation magietization of epitaxial samples on sapphire (OWl as measured
with vibrating sample magnetometry The entire film volume was used as the volume of magnetic material
in all cases

Stress and Intermixine

In all samples, it was found that for decreasing bilayer periods, the Pt-rich phase, contained
increasing amounts of Co. This is consistent with an intermixed region at the interface between

Co and Pt. . the bilayer period decreases, this phase dominates the behavior of the material.
Figuire 2a) shows the unstrained lattice parameter and the stress, respectively, in the Pt rich phase,

as extracted using the x-ray diffraction analysis outlined in 161. In addition to the unstrained
lattice parameters. Figure 2b) shows the variation of stress in the Pt-rich regions of the films

with bilayer period and with sputtering pressure. The samples deposited at high pressure were

in a more tensile state that those deposited at low pressure. This is consistent with an atomic
peening mechanism (10, 11, 121. Furthermore, at both pressures, there is a peak in the compressive
stress around a bilayer period of 15-20A.

Evidence for intermixing was also seen in the superlattice lines in symmetric x-ray scans of

the epitaxial samples. Figure 3 shows the high angle superlattice lines and the recursive fits to
these diffraction spectra using the model discussed above. All the fits indicate a composition
modulation amplitude which is less than the maximum composition difference. Furthermore, the
fits indicate that the intermixing is more pronounced at lower sputtering pressures and at lower

bilayer periods. Table I shows the composition of Pt in the Pt and Co layers as extracted from
the fit, as well as the number of layers of each in the average bilayer.

DISCUSSION

The level of intermixing correlates well with the anisotropy found in these samples. There is

a trade off between increasing numbers of interfaces and decreasing composition modulation with
decreasing bilayer period. At the smallest bilayer periods, the lack of composition modulation

dominates and the anisotropy is greatly reduced. The intermixing behavior is plausible in terms

of a kinetic model of sputter deposition. The arriving atomic species have less kinetic energy

upon arriving at the substrate when deposition is performed at a high sputtering pressure (there
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Figure 2: a) The unstrained lattice parameter of the Pt-rich region of the samples, as measured with x-ray
diffraction. Increasing amounts of Co are seen in the Pt with decreasing hilayer period. b) The stress
in the Pt-rich regions of the epitaxial samples on sapphire (0001) as measured by x-ray diffraction. The
elastic constants used in this calculation were those for pure Pt.
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Figure 3: Recursive fits of a diffraction model to the symmetric x-ray diffraction from the epitaxial samples
on sapphire (0001). This model is discussed at length in [7].
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Table 1: The results of the structural refirement calculations, showing the composition and thickness of
the Pt and Co layers in the average bilayer.

Sputtering Bilayer Pt Co
Pressure Period No. Layers At% Pt No. Layers At% Pt
25 mtorr 34 A 25.0 0.94 9.0 0.01
3 mtorr 34 A 24.2 0.83 8.8 0.04
25 mtorr 15 A 11.0 1.00 4.0 0.45
3 mtorr 15 10.9 0.75 4.1 0.51

are more collisions with gas atoms for a metal atom on its way to the substrate). Therefore, they
are kinetically limited in reaching the intermixed (or lowest energy [91) state at high sputtering
pressure.

In contrast, stress appears not to play a role in the anisotropy of these films. According to
equation 4, there is a linear proportionality between stress and K,. Figure 4 shows that there
is no correlation between stress and the value of K.. This figure needs several qualifications.

6+

4-f

2-

X 0

-3 -2 -1 0
Stress (xlO09 Pa)

Figure 4: A comparison of K. and stress in the Pt-rich regions of the multilayers.

Obviously, it is the stress in the Co which matters for magnetostriction. There are two pieces
of evidence which suggest that stress in the Pt is representative of the stress in the Co. Firstly,
measurements on a similar sample set deposited on Si wafers indicated agreement between the
global or average stress in the multilayers and the Pt. This was accomplished by comparing
substrate curvature and x-ray diffraction data. Secondly, at low bilayers periods, the intermixing
indicates that the Pt-rich region encompasses the entire film, such that there can be no region
under an appreciably different stress.

CONCLUSIONS

From this work we can draw several conclusions regarding the relationship among film growth
conditions, microstructure and perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. K. was larger at a given
bilayer period for sputter deposition at high pressures. Furthermore, K. increased with decreasing
bilayer period, up until a point after which decreases in bilayer period reduced the anisotropy.
The corresponding trerds in microstructure showed that both decreases in bilayer period and
low sputtering pressure produced increasing amounts of intermixing. The correlation between
intermixing and a reduction in K. strongly 3uggests an interfacial anisotropy. Stress in the
Pt-rich phase, while large, did not correlate with anisotropy.

I I II , 2 I I I I I I,
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MAGNETIC AND MAGNETO-OPTIC PROPERTIES OF
PtFe(001) AND PtCo(001) THIN FILMS

Bruce M. Lairson, Mark R. Visokay, Robert Sinclair and Bruce M. Clemens
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-2205

ABSTRACT

We report on the magnetic and magneto-optical properties of PtFe and PtCo intermetallic
thin films when they have the CuAu(l) tetragonal structure and their crystallographic c axis
is oriented out of the film plane. These films possess large perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy energies. We observe changes in the magneto-optic Kerr rotations of Pt-Fe and
Pt-Co alloys associated with the formation of the uniaxial CuAu(1) crystal structure. In
particular, we report the observation of up to 60% enhancement in the magneto-optic Kerr
rotation for ordered, epitaxial PtFe intermetallic alloy over that of the random face centered
cubic alloy. This enhancement is wavelength dependent, with a peak in the visible light
range at 2.0 eV.

INTRODUCTION

Thin films possessing perpendicular magnetic anisotropy are important for a
number of applications, including magnetic recording. The Pt/Co and Pt/Fe alloy and
multilayer systems have been studied extensively because they are found to possess
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy when they are stacked along the [I II} crystallographic
direction, and because they have acceptable magneto-optic recording figures of merit for
recording at short optical wavelengths. Here, we present magnetic and magneto-optic Kerr
rotation results for multilayers based on a different kind of stacking, that of the naturally
occurring superlattices PtFe and PtCo, consisting of atomic monolayers stacked along the
[001] axis. These phases possess large magnetocrystalline anisotropy, approaching
20x 106 ergs/cm 3. They are also of interest in thin film form because of the large magneto-
optic Kerr rotations available from PtCo and PtFe alloys and intermetallic compoundsl 11,
their relatively large magnetizations (500-600emu/cM3 ), and their thermodynamic stability.
The formation of these phases with the c axis oriented out of the film plane is accompanied
by large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and perpendicular remanent magnetization, as
well as enhanced polar Kerr rotations at some wavelengths. The ordered PtFe and PtCo
intermetallic compounds have Curie temperatures from 400 to 500'C, making
thermomagnetic writing possible, although the transition temperature is higher than
optimal. Alloying, for instance with Ni, produces CuAu(l) structure phases with lower
transition temperatures.

SAMPLE PREPARATION

Epitaxial multilayers were grown by sputtering onto epitaxial Pt(001) oriented seed
layers. The seed layers were deposited onto polished single crystals of MgO(001) using a

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrnp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society



technique described elsewherel2J. The equiatomic multilayers consisted of multiple
bilayers of Pt/Fe and Pt/Co deposited at 100'C. This yielded epitaxial multilayers with the
[0011 cube axes out of plane for the FCC Pt and FCC Co in the Pt/Co multilayers, and
BCC Fe and FCC Pt in the Pt/Fe multilayers. X-ray diffraction detected no other phases
present in the as-deposited samples. After magnetic and X-ray measurements, the samples
were annealed in a 5x10-7 Toff vacuum at temperatures from 475 to 640rC for 14 hours,
forming the tetragonal phase with the unique axis oriented out of the film plane. The
structural transformation which occurs upon annealing is accompanied by a change in the
magnetic properties of the films(3,41.

0.4-

X=400nm •

0.2-
0

* S
C
0 0

- 0.0-
0~
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-20 -10 0 10 20
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Figure 1: Polar Kerr rotation versus applied field for a 320A thick PtCo(001 ) film.

MAGNETO OPTIC KERR HYSTERESIS LOOPS

Figure 1 shows a polar Kerr hysteresis loop for a PtCo film prepared in this
fashion. Before annealing, the film consisted of 8 bilayers of 14k Co(001) and 20A
Pt(001) deposited onto a 50A Pt seed layer. The 320A PtCo (001) film for which data are
shown in the figure has a coercive field out of the film plane of 2.9kOe, a saturation field of
7kOe, and a perpendicular remanence ratio of 0.93. The remanent rotation is 0.35' at
400nm. Thermomagnetic writing was found to be possible on this film, although high
write power (-200mW) was required. A I100ok thick PtCo film prepared under similar
conditions was found to have a saturation moment of 550emu/cm3 , and a perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy of 19xlO6 ergs/cm 3 .
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Figure 2 shows the magneto-optic Kerr rotation from a PtFe(001) film. Before
annealing, the sample consisted of 8 bilayers of 23A Fe(001) and 29A Pt(00 1), while after
annealing, it exists as the oriented superlattice CuAu(l) phase with the c axis aligned out of
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Figure 2: Polar Kerr rotation versus applied field for an approximately 300A thick
PtFe(OOI) film.

the plane. The seed layer has become a polycrystalline layer(4,5I. This film shows a
coercive field of 3.5 kOe, but unlike tl'v PtCo films, the film could not be saturated up to an
applied field of 22kOe. This film, in a' ,i'on to displaying symmetric X-ray peaks from
the PtFe c-axis oriented phase, also shows peaks corresponding to a-axis oriented PtFe.
The inhomogeneous microstructure which this implies ma,' make domain wall motion
difficult, causing some regions of the film to be difficult to magnetize. We have not yet
determined the saturation magnetization of this thin film phase. It should be noted that the
value of saturation rotation observed for the ordered PtFe phase at 633nm is quite large,

0.60. Insight into the large value of Kerr rotation for the ordered uniaxial PtFe(001) can be
gained by considering the wavelength dependence of the Kerr rotation.

KERR ROTATION SPECTRA

In addition to requiring perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, application of thin films
to magneto-optic recording requires large magneto-o'¶tic Kerr rotations. It is therefore
interesting to investigate whether enhancement of .... a occurs as a result of forming
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the ordered PtFe and PtCo phases. Recently, increases of the Kerr rotation have been
reported in polycrystalline Fe/Cu[6], and for ultra thin epitaxial Fe/Aul71. In some cases.
enhancements of up to two times the rotation of pure Fe have been reported. Several
sources for these enhancements have been proposed. In the case of epitaxial Fe/Au, the
appearance of a wavelength-dependent peak in the MOKE spectrum was attributed to the
development of a d-surface band, whose characteristics were reflected in the MOKE
spectrum. Such increases in the MOKE rotation are of obvious scientific interest, and are
also of technological interest for magneto-optical recording if such enhanced rotations are
accompanied by perpendicular magnetic anisotropy.

Changes in the MOKE spectrum are expected due to site ordering of an alloy. For
intra-band transitions, increased rotation can occur because of Fermi surface changes and
because of the greater electronic relaxation times associated with the greater regularity of the
ordered lattice relative to that of the randomly occupied lattice. Inter-band electronic effects
are also be expected upon ordering of a random alloy, particularly in the case where a
strong net structural anisotropy appears, since this anisotropy correlates with the existence
of uniaxial electronic states which do not exist in the disordered (cubic) alloy. Such states
can appear in multilayers, for instance, as surface states. Site ordering is often
accompanied by a change in the average number of nearest neighbors of a given species,
which is also expected to affect inter-band optical transitions.

The ordering of PtFe and PtCo compounds are of interest in this regard. Both can
exist as either a randomly site occupied FCC alloy (random alloy) or as a naturally
occurring tetragonal superlattice structure. The tetragonal phase, denoted as CuAu(l),
consists of alternate planes of Pt and Fe or Co stacked along the [0011 direction. Physical
properties will be affected by the electronic structure differences existing between the
ordered compound and the random alloy. One such effect is the appearance of very strong
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in these compounds, in which the easy axis of magnetization
lies along the [0011 direction. Another possible result of the ordering is a change in the
large magneto-optic Kerr rotations observed in the random alloys of these and similar
systemsl 11.

Room temperature magneto-optic measurements were made between 1.2 and
3.5eV on a commercial Nihonkagaku Engineering BH-M800, with a Soma SOlO
monochromator and a halogen lamp. The angle of incidence was 15' from the surface
normal. The magnetic field was varied between ±20 kOe and was applied perpendicular to
the sample surface. Saturation rotations were taken to be half of the total difference in
rotation associated with reversing the direction of the 20 kOe field.

Figure 3 shows a comparison between the behavior of an ordered, oriented,
CuAu(l) phase formed by annealing as described above, and an epitaxial FCC random PtFe
alloy, with a MOKE spectrum which agrees with rotations measured for random alloys of
PtFe bulk specimens[ 1 . It is clear from comparison of the behavior of multilayer samples
(not shown here) that the wavelength dependence of the Kerr rotation varies with the
bilayer period. However the most striking comparison is between the behavior of the
random alloy and ordered compound. A dramatic change in the spectral dependence of the
magneto-optic Kerr rotation is observed as a result of the formation of the ordered
intermetallic phase. The rotation at 2.0 eV is approximately 60% higher than that of the
compositionally modulated Pt/Fe multilayers. This feature is due to a change in the
electronic structure of the alloy as a result of the anneal. The sample reflectivity we measure
at the peak in the spectrum is 59%. Essentially the same MOKE spectrum is obtained for a
variety of film thicknesses, confirming that the spectra we observe are not due to thin film
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interference effects. Recent ab initio calculations have p:-edicted the existence of such a
peak in the MOKE spectrum for ordered PtFe8 1.
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Figure 3. Saturaton magneto-optic Kerr rotation vs. photon energy for the tetragonally
ordered PtFe thin film and for a randomly site occupied equiatomic PtFe sample.

We have also observed small changes in the MOKE spectra when the ordered PtCo
phase is produced, although the changes are much less pronounced than for the PtFe. cTe
artificial multilayer spectra are similar to spectra which have been published for random
FCC PtCo[o T. Changes in the spectral shape occur upon ordering for this system as well,
although they are less pronounced the those which we observe for PtFe. Recent work on
uniaxial PtCo films shows a small peak in the same wavelength range as we are here
reporting for PtFe[91.

Several notable changes occur upon site ordering from a random FCC lattice to the
CuAu(1) structure. The average number of 6 Fe nearest neighbors in the FCC phase
changes to 4 for the Fe atoms and 8 for the Pt atoms, while the atomic site symmetry
changes from cubic to tetragonal. We tentatively ascribe the new spectral feature in the
MOKE spectrum to hybridization of the Fe 3d orbitals in the presence of the uniaxial crystal
field, resulting in different energies and oscillator strengths than have been previously
postulated for random FCC alloys. This notion is supported in the MOKE spectra of the
ordered alloy compared that of the disordered alloy and of pure Fe[ I I by the al parent
absence of the customarily observed peak at approximately 1.2 eV. It is possible,
however, that such a peak is present but obscured by the larger peak at 2.0 eV. Further
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insight into the magneto-optic behavior of materials can also be gained from consideration
of band structures. A more certain assignment of the 2.0 eV spectral feature will require
magneto-optic rotation and ellipticity measurements over a wider energy range and a
detailed comparison to band structure calculations for the tetragonal cell, as well as the
production of other 3d transition metal-Pt and Pd compounds with the CuAu(l) structure.

We also note the possibility for observing anisotropy in the spectral shape
depending on the direction of the wave vector relative to the unit cell, e.g. by measurement
of longitudinal Kerr rotations for these films. Such anisotropy in Kerr spectra have been
noted for the case of Gd[ 101. Finally, we point out that many magnetic intermetallic phases
exist, some of which may exhibit enhanced Kerr rotations upon ordering. Several of these
phases have the CuAu(l) structure and possess uniaxial magnetic anisotropy, hence they
may be candidates for magneto-optical recording applications.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have shown that a strong e nhancement of the MOKE spectrum
occurs upon ordering of epitaxial precursor multilayers to form the PtFe(001) natural
superlattice. Less dramatic changes in the MOKE spectra are also evident for the ordered
alloys PtCo. These anisotropic thin films are promising for magnetic recording
applications if they can be prepared easily with suitable coercivity and remanent
perpendicular magnetization. Similar changes in MOKE spectra may be expected for other
tntermetallic compounds, particularly with the CuAu(l) structure.
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ABSTRACT

An experimental study of conventional x-ray absorption and of magnetic circular x-ray
dichroism has been performed on Ce/Fe multilayers at the Ce L2 ,3 and the Fe-K edge, to
characterize the impact of the interaction of Ce and Fc on the local electronic and magnetic
structure of the interface. The spectra reveal that the interaction has two effects. First, on a depth
scale of up to 15 A near the inter'nce, tle Ce atoms adopt the electronic structure of the ax-phase,

with itinerant 4f states. Second, a large portion ( -10 A) of these ax-like Ce atoms is
magnetically polarized and carries an ordered magnetic 5d moment. The Fe-3d and Ce-5d
moments are antiferromagnetically coupled. Interface mixing on a length scale of the magnetic
polarization can be excluded.

INTRODUCTION

During the last years, the synthesis and study of thin layer and multilayer structures composed
of different metals have attracted considerable interest. This is because the properties of such
artificial materials can be significantly different from those of any of the components. The
present paper deals with multilayers prepared of cerium and iron. The stacking of a rare earth
and a transition metal is particularly attractive in view of the resulting magnetic properties, as t
more localized 4f and itinerant d electronic states are combined. Consequences originating from
the interaction of such states are immediately evident in intermetallic compounds. In CeFe2 for
example, a compound well known for its peculiar properties, which is of particular interest in
the present context, delocalization of the Ce-4f states and quenching of their orbital moment due
to a strong hybridization with the Fe-3d states results in ferromagnetic order with an unusually
low Curie temperature (=230 K), a small magnetic moment of the Fe ions (=1.4 lgB) a,,d a

magnetic moment of the Ce ions (-0.5 91B) coupled antiferromagnetically to the Fe moment[ 11.
It has been shown recently that the saturation magnetization of Ce/Fe multilayers at room
temperature is considerably reduced as compared to bulk Fe(21. This addresses the problem of
the interaction of Ce and Fe at the interface of these multilayers. It is the aim of this work to
provide a microscopic characterization of the electronic and magnetic structure at the Ce-Fe
interface. This information is derived by absorption spectroscopy at the L2,3 edges of Ce and
the K edge of Fe with circularly polarized hard x-rays, taking benefit from the atomic selectivity
of the method and the appearance of magnetic dichroism near the absorption edges involved.

MAGNETIC CIRCULAR X-RAY DICHROISM

Conventional x-ray absorption spectroscopy at the L2,3 edges of rare earths have been widely
used to study their electronic states in intermetallic compounds. The method is of particular
importance for Ce systems with their unusual properties which are connected to an anomalous
electronic 4f configuration[31.The interpretation of the spectra has been a matter of controversy,
but it has been shown that they yield a reliable image of the rare-earth ground state
configuration, in spite of final state effects if the interactions between the photoelectron and the
remaining electronic system is properly taken into account [4]. Then the degree of delocalization
of the Ce-4f states which varies with the local environment is sensitively reflected in the L2 ,3
absoiptioin-cdge profiles.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 313. 1993 Materials Research Society
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With circularly polarized x-rays, electrons excited from a core level are spin
polarized[5]. The transitions of such electrons into exchange-split unoccupied states at the same
site then allows the study of local magnetic properties of the absorbing atomic species in a
ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic material, because the absorption process depends on the
polarization direction of the incident light with respect to the direction of the magnetization. This
magnetic circular x-ray dichroism (MCXD) is governed by spin-selective electric dipole
transitions in the presence of spin-orbit interaction in the initial and final states[6l. MCXD
studies performed on multilayers of NdIFe[7I, Co/PtuS., Co/Pdj9] and Co/Cu[10] or on
ultrathin Fe layers[ I I] have underlined its importance as a tool for getting access to interfacial
magnetism or magnetic anisotropy.

In spite of large efforts the present level of understanding of the MCXD process is rather
limited. In the one-electron approach[ 12], at the L2,3edges of a rare earth and the K edge of a 3d
transition metal only the dipole-permitted 2p to 5d and the Is to 4p transitions contribute to the
absorption process. In the case of the rare-earth L2,3 and the 3d-transition-metal K edges the
dichroic signal essentially results from the spin polarization of the unoccupied 5d and 4p band
states, respectively. The 4f and 3d electron states, mainly responsible for the magnetic properties
of the material, are only probed indirectly via their exchange coupling with the states reached in
the absorption process. Let us point out that the relation between the MCXD signal and the totat
magnetic moment of the absorbing atom is a matter of a current debate[9-13]. In general the
integrated dichroism signals at the individual edges are not proportional to this moment.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Ce/Fe multilayers for the present investigation were grown by ion-beam sputtering using
At gas in an UHV chamber (base pressure _ 5.10- 10 mbar) on Kapton foils coated with a 10 A
thick Cr buffer layer. Partial pressures of residual gases (e.g. 02, N2, H20) were below 10-10
mbar during deposition. The substrate holder was cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature to
minimize diffusion. The samples were protected from oxidation by a 60 A thick Cr top layer.
The deposition process was controlled by a quartz rate monitor and a computer. Deposition rates
were typically 0.5 A/s, the total thickness of the multilayers was near 4000 A.

The multilayers had been well characterized previously(2, 141 . The structure of the individual !
Fe and Ce layers depends on their thickness tFe and tCe. For the spectroscopic measurements
these were chosen such that Fe is crystalline with bcc structure (tFe> 24 A) and Ce is
amorphous (tCe< 70 A). The Fe layers are strongly textured, with their densest plane (110) in
the film plane. The lateral extension of the crystallites is between 80 and 100 A. Special efforts
were devoted to the structural characterization of the interfaces. 5 7 Fe M6ssbauer spectroscopy
reveals that a 5 to 7 A thick part of the individual Fe layers shows a very small hyperfine field
splitting[15], which must be attributed to the influence of the interfaces. This signifies that
nominally less than 2 atomic layers of Fe take part in the formation of a Ce/Fe interfaceThe
considerable sharpness of the interfaces was confirmed by small-angle x-ray scattering and
subsequent Monte-Carlo simulations of the diagrams[14]. It was found that diffusion is
negligible, and fluctuations in the number of atomic layers of the individual Ce and Fe layers,
representing "roughness" at the interfaces, are limited to less than +/-I atomic layer. It can be
concluded then that the periodic array of the components in the multilayers is very regular and
that the interfaces are sharp. All samples were checked by measurements of the bulk
magnetization. The Curie temperatures are far above room temperature, indicating that the
individual Fe layers dominate the magnetic properties.

The x-ray absorption spectra were measured in transmission mode at room temperature
mainly on the energy-dispersive spectrometer of the DCI storage ring at LURE, using a
position-sensitive detector. The MCXD spectra were recorded at 0.3 mrad below the positron
orbit plane where the light is right circularly polarized to 80% for two opposite directions of the
external magnetic field B+ and B-. The field is applied at grazing incidence to the multilayer
planes and amounts to 0.5 T, which is strong enough to saturate the magnetization (the samples
show in-plane anisotropy). Details of data collection and the experimental setup are described
elswhere[7,16].

Special attention was paid to possible oxygen contaminations of Ce. Separate measurements
on a Ce film ('y-Phase) prepared in the way as the other samples testify that the near-edge
structures of CeO2 in the L2,3 spectra were absent. The MCXD spectra are presented by the
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difference g- (B+) - IV- (B-) where g±- (B+) and p- (B-) are the absorption coefficients, for
right-circularly polarized x-rays (helicity -h) and the two field directions B+, parallel and B-

antiparallel to the wave vector of the light. The absorption coefficients p.- are normalized to one
far beyond the edge. This procedure makes the spectra independent of the amount of Ce probed
in a measurement.

Fig. I shows the Ce L2 x-ray absorption spectra of three Ce/Fe multilayers ',ith constant
thickness of the individual Fe layers (tFe= 29A). The results obtained for Ce metal and the
compound CeFe2 are shown for comparison. Differences in the absorption profiles of these Ce
systems, which are immediately apparent, reflect differences in the 4f configuration.

In contradistinction to the L2 spectrum of
4 Ce Lit Ce metal which shows the "white-line"

C edg profile of the y phase with its well-
0 3 localized 4f electron, those of the

Ce metal multilayers exhibit a second peak located
-- - -at -10 eV above the first one and

2 40 A 29 approach, with decreasing thickness of the- _20Ae•ACl29AFe Ce layers, the spectrum of CeFe2. This

i OA CW 29 A Fe-nw tCh
---O e2 - compound is a well-known a-Ce-like

CeFe, system, with delocalized 4f states owing
to a strong hybridization of the 4f and

0 conduction band states[ 11. The double-
-20 -10 0 to 20 30 40 50 60 peak structure of the Ce-l.2 edge

E - E0 (eV) profiles then is a signatwe of final states
Fig. I Normalized Ce-L 2 x-ray absorptton spectra effects and reflects the two possible

of Ce/Fe multilayers (Fe thickness 29A, screening mechanisms of the 2p core hole.
total thickness =4000 A), y Ce metal and the via a 4f or a 5d electron. The changes in
intermetallic compound CeFe 2 . relative intensities of the two peaks in the

25 *.... L2 spectra of the Ce/Fe multilayers as the
Fe K edge CeFe, Ce-layer thickness decreases indicates the

25 0 A-C• 2A5AFe configuration in addition to y-like Ce with

4 fl configuration. The most obvious

1.0 P', interpretation is to assume that the a-like
Ce atoms are located in the interface

region and the y-like ones in the core of
Z the Ce layers.

00 In Fig. 2, the conventional x-ray
20.0. 20.4. ,... 00 -- - absorption spectra at the Fe K edge of a

-20 0 20 40 so 80 100 120 140 representative Ce/Fe multilayer, Fe metal
E - E0 (eV) and CeFe2 are compared.Obviously, all

Fig. 2: Normalized Fe-K x-ray absorption spectra features of the bcc-F are reproduced for the
of a Ce/Fe multilayer (thickness --4000 A), multilayer and we notice the difference with
bcc Fe metal and CeFe2. the case of CeFe2.

MCXD signals were observed at both the L2,3 edges of Ce (Fig. 3, L2 edge) and the K edge
of Fe (Fig. 4) of the multilayers. As for the total absorption spectrum, the magnetic absorption
signal at the Fe K edge of the multilayers is a close image of the corresponding signal of Fe
metal. It is remarkable that at least a large portion of the Ce atoms in these multilayers carry an
ordered 5d magnetic moment at room temperature. As the total absorption signal at the Ce-L 2 ,3
edges, the MCXD signal consists of two contributions split by roughly the same energy in both
cases. But contrary to the total spectrum. the amplitude ratio of the two lines does not vary with
the Ce-layer thickness tCe in the dichroic spectrum, in spite of a considerable increase of the
amplitudes themselves with decreasing tCe(compare Figs. 3 and I). Amplitude ratio, splitting,
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relative line widths and sign (negative for L2 positive for L3) i.e. the o)eradl structure are almlost

equal to the MCXD spectrum of the a-Ce-like compound CeFe2 well helow it,, Cuite

temperature (Tc =230 K)J 13,161. It can be concluded then that only a-like Ce atorns carr• the
ordered milgretic moment reflected in the MCXD signal.

To obtain an estimate of the amount of a-like Ce, we apply a phenomenological
analysis, superposing the measured spectra of Ce metal and CeFe2. The result. expressed in
partial thickness of a-like Ce in the individual Ce layers, is shown in Fig,5a. The data approach

saturation %alue for the a-like (e
00 Ce L, edge (300 K) part of sotiewhat below 30 A for
0o10 .. .. • . . large Ce-laver thicknesses

1 *"'% 1 % " 4b A Ce 291A Fe According to the results of the
Xo.W05 .%. UM .lk .r-...,.%••. structural investigations reported

- . 20 A Cel 29A above which exclude diffusionj 14l.
e ,"attributed to a chemical effect which" - -0 thi Cloeismuh9o lrgtFb

0005 A el 29 A Fe might result from the close
proximitv of Ce and Fe at the

0010 interface.Moreover this is ruled out

-0015 by the results ac get at the Fe

'Kedge. We suggest that Ce near the-20 -10 ;" 20 30 40o---0 -, interface adopt,, (in a considerable

E - E( (eV) length scale, the a-like electronic
Fig 3: Normalized MCXD spectra at the Ce-L2 edge configuration and hence a smaller

of Ce/Fe multilayers (Fe-layer thickness 29 A. atomic volumel 171 to reduce the
thickness -40"0 A ) ) in an external magnetic misfit and strain at the interfaces.
field at room temperature.

Indeed. the thicknesses of the
0003 individual Ce layers in the

Fe K edge (300 K) 25 ACotAFe multilayers under study determined
? 4, 1 1 from small-angle x-ray diffraction

0.002 are significantly smaller than the
Q nominal ones calculated from theS.0mass coverage of the quartz crystal

~0001 t I o the thickness monitor andf the
density of crystalline y-Ce 1141-

0.W•Oo This is surprising in view of the
amorphous structure of the Ce

-0,001 lavers. Apparently. the decrease in
-25 thickness due to the adoption of the

E5 0 25 50 75 100 125 5 a-like state outweighs the increase
E - E0 (eV) which should result from the Iow'er

density of the amorphous structure.
Fig. 4: Normalized MCXD spectra of the Fe-K edge An important effect is the driving of

a Ce/Fe multilayer (thickness -4000 A) and bcc Fe mechanism for the magnetic order
metal in an external magnetic field of 0.5 T at room in the Ce layers near the interface.
temperature.

It is essential to point out that the MCXD signal does not originate from a possible Ce-Fe
compound or alloy at the interface, in spite of the similarities to CeFe2 just mentioned, since the

intensity varies with the amount of a-like Ce in the multilayers, for a fixed thickness of the Fe
layers.Furthermore, the magnetic ordering temperatures of all Ce-Fe compounds and alloys
known are far below room temperature 1181 , while the dichroism at the Ce-L2.3 edges is
observed at room temperature. The overall intensity of the signal decreases with the thickness of
the Ce layers. This reveals clearly that it is induced by the Fe layers. Indeed, measurements
performed down to 4.2 K demonstrate that the integrated MCXD intensity follows rather closely
the temperature variation of the average bulk magnetization of the multilayers. Fig. 5b shows the
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integrated intensity of the MCXD spectrum referred to the a-like part of the individual Ce layers
as a function of their thickness tCe, for tFe= 29 A. A constant value is adopted for iCe
somewhat above 20 A.

The most obvious way to understand this result is to interpret the Ce-layer thickness of ý 20
A, where the normalized MCXD data merge into a constant value, as the effective thickness of
the magnetically polarized Ce atomns in these multilayers. This value for the "magnetic extension"
of the interface (= 10 A) by far surpasses the above mentioned structural irregulations due to
roughness, which were determined by small-angle x-ray diffractionj 141. (We recall that there is
no diffusion).

The results imply that the Fe layers
induce, via a 3d-Sd exchange interaction

< 30 near the interface, a magnetic polarization

0 1 of the 5d states of the u-like Ce atoms,
20 which extends 3 to 4 atomic layers into the

M Ce layers on each side of the interface.
10 The pronounced up turn of the norm4:ized

X MCXD intensity for the multilayer
0 CeIOIFe29A displayed in Fig.5h finds a

- 0 10 20 30 40 natural explanation in that for this sample
the thickness of the Ce layers equals the

120 , effective magnetic thickness and hence
4 •0both Fe layers neighbouring a Ce layer

100 contribute to its magnetic polarization.
L From the signs of the MCXD

Sgo-signals, which are identical to those found
in CeFe2, we can conclude that there is an

"Z ;5antifterromagnetic coupling between the 3d
10 t 20 30 40 moments of Fe and the 5d moments of a-

CeThiOte •(A) (Fe=29A) like Ce near the interfaces in the
multilayers.This explains the considerable

Fig. 5 a) Partial thickness of a-like (mixed- reduction of the bulk magnetization in the
valent) Ce near the interfaces versus multilayers (onlyv70%7 of the v alue of the

the total thickness of the Ce layers. bulk bee Fe, almost independent of the
(upper curve) thickness of the Ce layers [21

5b) Integrated normalized MCXD intensity
referred to the contribution of a-like
(mixed valent) Ce as a function of the
total Ce-layer thickness.(lower curve)

There is evidence that, quite generally, the MCXD intensity at thc L2,3 edges of a rare earth
and the magnitude of the 5d magnetic moment of the probed atom are linearl) related in a rare-
earth intermetallic compound, if the 4f orbital moment is quenched[13). The ratio of the
integrated dichroic L2 and L3 intensities equals -2 in these systems, which is con:monlv used as
their fingerprint. The L2/L3branching ratio found for the Ce/Fe multilayers is close to this value.

A similar magnetic polarization of a paramagnetic rare-earth metal near the interface with bec
Fe in a layered structure has been observed before, on a comparable length scale, for Nd/Fe
multilayers by MCXD at the Nd L2 [71 edge and for thin Sm overlayers on Fe(100) by spin-
resolved 4f photoemission[ 19). The Ce/Fe system discussed here is unique in the sense that Ce
atoms with localized as well as itinerant 4f states are present in the layered structure and that only
the latter ones have their 5d states magnetically polarized.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that x-ray absorption spectroscopy can be used to obtain
information on the interaction between Ce and Fe at the interface of Ce/Fe multilayers. Ce
adopts, on a considerable length scale near the interface the electronic structure of the x-phase
which is characterized by delocalized 4f states. It can be derived from the spin-resolved
absorption spectra that, on a large portion of these atoms, Fe induces an ordered magnetic
moment of 5d origin, which is antiferremagnetically coupled to the Fe moment. The spectra are
similar to the ones fo CeFe2 , but it has been shown previously that Ce and Fe are well separated
near the interfaces of the multilayers. Hence the compound and the artificially layered structure
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are quite different systems.
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ABSTRACT

We have sputter-deposited a series of Pt/Co multilayers with differing amounts of rare-
earth (RE) in an effort to improve the uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy in these structures. The
present work investigates the influence on the magnetic properties of Tb and Ho incorporated
both at the interfaces of Pt/Co multilayers and into the Co layers. The uniaxial anisotropy
improved significantly only for those multilayers that showed poor perpendicular anisotropy in
the undoped state, in particular, those with large (-30 A) bilayer periods. High resolution
transmission electron microscopy was used to study these multilayers in cross-section. The
multilayer structures present strong [111] texture with grain sizes ranging from 200 to 600 A. It
is found that the RE does not produce a significant change in the growth texture of the
multilayers until a critical amount is introduced beyond which the multilayer structure
amorphizes resulting in a compositionally modulated amorphous film.

INTRODUCTION

Pt/Co multilayer thin films (with the [1111 out-of-plane crystallographic orientation)
present maximum Kerr rotations at blue range wavelengths of the order of 0.50 or better
depending on the overall composition [I], they have also been shown to display large magnetic
coercivities and remanent perpendicular magnetization of about 100% [1-61. In addition, Pt and
Co have a natural tendency to deposit onto amorphous substrates with a I1111 texture under
most deposition conditions. Thus, these structures are good candidates for use as high density
magneto-optic recording media. The most promising combination of properties in the Pt/Co
multilayer structures is achieved when the individual Co layer thickness is about 2 monolayers
(-4 A for closed-packed planes) and the Pt layer thicknesses corresponding to 5 to 7
monolayers (- 12 to 16 A) [1-41. Increasing the thickness of the Co layers, and maintaining the
same Pt/Co ratio, results in a gradual decrease of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy energy,
K.L, (K/_= Ku-2n M2 ) [21 where Ku is the uniaxial crystal anisotropy and M is the
magnetization in the film. For high density recording, the perpendicular anisotropy energy,
K±, becomes increasingly important because it plays a crucial role in the stability of the
magnetic domains.

Rare earth-transition metal (RE-TM) alloys and multilayers are known to display large
magnetic anisotropy [6-81. A giant magnetostriction effect has also been reported in these
systems 18] and therefore a contribution to K1 can be expected from this effect if present. In

addition, Tb and Ho have been alloyed with Co and an anti-parallel alignment of magnetic
moments was reported [71. In a previous publication 19] we had shown that the introduction of
one third of a monolayer of Tb or Ho at the interfaces of Pt/Co trultilayers produced an increase
in the perpendicular anisotropy only when the corresponding undoped multilayers displayed
poor perpendicular anisotropy. It was argued then that no conclusive evidence of anti-parallel

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 313. '1993 Materials Research Society
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alignment had been found in these systems between the moments of the Co and those of the RE
and that therefore the mechanism by which this improvement in anisotropy was taking place
was not an antiferromagnetic coupling as had been expected. In this present work, we
deposited a series of multilayers with a larger amount of RE and with thicker Co layers in an
effort to induce coupling between the Co and the Tb.

EXPERIMENTAL

Co/Pt multilayer thin films were produced by DC magnetron sputtering in argon onto
thermally oxidized silicon substrates. A 100 A thick Pt underlayer was first deposited to act as
a seed layer for the subsequent film. The underlayer films were deposited at approximately 500
'C to optimize the I11 lIpt out-of-plane texture with the multilayers grown at room temperature.
The resulting structures were strongly textured (1 111) multilayer thin-films. The base pressure
in the deposition chamber was 2 x 10-9 Tort employing Ar sputtering pressures of 1.5 and 3
mTorr. Deposition rates were on the order of 0.5 A/s and the samples were rotated during the
deposition.

Magnetic characterization was done with a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), a torque
magnetometer, and a magneto-optic Kerr rotation analyzer operated at 400 nm. Structural
characterization was performed with x-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) techniques. High resolution cross-section transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
was performed in a Philips 430 TEM operating at 300 kV with a point resolution of
approximately 1.9A. The cross section TEM samples were thinned by ion milling from both
sides with 12' incidence angle in a LN2 cooled stage. After perforation, a low angle (- 5O), low
voltage (2 kV) milling step of a few minutes on either side was performed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows magnetization hysteresis (MH) curves for two multilayers with periods
(12.2 A Co 18.1 Ai Pt) 12 and (6.1 A Co, 2.9 A Tb, 6.1 A Co, 18.1 A Pt) 12. The incorporation
of a monolayer of Tb (2.9 A) within the Co layers is seen to produce an improvement in the
shape of the loop. Specifically, the saturation magnetization is maintained to lower magnitudes
of the applied field and an increase in the slope dM/dH at Hc is noticed. Torque magnetometry
indicates a value of 0.4 x 106 erg/cc for the anisotropy energy for the sample in (a). This rather

low value of K.L is in agreement with those reported in the literature which show a transition

from in-plane to out-of-plane magnetic easy axis, i.e., a change from negative to positive values

of KjL, for Co thicknesses of about 12 A [101. The perpendicular magnetic anisotropy energy

for the sample in Fig.lb is 1.8 x 106 erg/cc. Thus, a four-fold increase in K1 is seen to occur
with the Tb addition. Under the same deposition conditions, multilayers with periods (8.1 A
Co, 18.1 A Pt) 14 and (4.1 A Co, 2.9 A Tb, 4.1 A Co. 18.1 A Pt) 14 showed no significant
difference in their magnetic anisotropy energies. For these two films, the perpendicular
anisotropy energies, K.L, were approximately 2.7 and 2.4 x 106 erg/cc respectively. These

results are consistent with those discussed in Ref. 9 where it was observed that a change from
in-plane to out-of-plane magnetic easy axis took place with the addition of one third of a
monolayer of Ho or Tb at the Pt/Co interfaces but, that the perpendicular anisotropy for samples
that showed good out-of-plane anisotropy (e.i., those with thinner Co layers) in the undoped
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:igure l: Magnetization hysteresis loops from a Pt/Co and a Pt/Co/Tb/Co muldlayer. The film
in b has one monolayer of Tb incorporated within the Co layers.

state, showed no improvement with the RE addition. Evidence for antiferromagnetic coupling
of Co and Tb moments is absent in these multilayers as well. A slight decrease in the
magnitude of the saturation magnetization (Ms) is indeed observed with the RE addition.
However, thisdecrease in Ms can be explained simply by the fact that the period of the
multilayer has been increased by an amount corresponding to the thickness of the RE

introduced, thus causing a dilution effect similar to that of the Pt in the Pt/Co multilayers; in
other words, by assuming that the moments of the RE are not polarized. On the other hand,
magnetostriction alone cannot explain the magnitude of the increase in K1 . A plausible
explanation for the increase in the anisotropy might be the formation of new interfaces when the
Tb is deposited within the thick Co layers, or an interface modification effect, when the RE is
deposited at the Pt/Co interfaces, giving rise to extra anisotropy through the symmetry breaking
effect of the type described by Nel [ I l 1

The absence of magnetic coupling in these systems is in contrast to the findings by T.
Shinjo et al. in Fe-Dy mulfilayers 1 12,13], and Shan et al. [14] in Co/Dy multilayers where they
report strong evidence for antiparallel coupling of the TM and RE at room temperature at the
TM/RE interfaces. Similarly, FeCoTh amorphous alloys also show strong antiferromagnetic
coupling. The Co-Tb and Co-Ho systems are very similar to Fe-Dy from both a chemical and a
physical point of view. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that magnetic coupling can be
induced at the interfaces in these multilayers as well. Thus, unless magnetic coupling between
the Co and the RE is induced somehow, this approach seems non-feasible for increasing the
value of K1 for the most technologically attractive multilayers, i.e., those with extremely thin
Co layers.

Cross-section electron microscopy reveals very strong [ I I I textured films. It also shows
that the grains are comparable in size for all the multilayers studied and basically determined by
the grain structure of the Pt underlayer. Fig. 2 shows a high resolution TEM (HRTEM)
micrograph of a Pt/Co multilayer with Tb doped interfaces. The horizontal fringes correspond
to the traces of the closed packed planes lying in the plane of the film. A significant number of
stacking faults can also be seen. These faults can be expected in order to explain the presence
of Co in its usual hcp form. However, they not always coincide with the location of the Co-
rich layers and are frequently seen within the Pt layers. Careful examination of this and other
HRTEM micrographs suggest that most of the Co is in the fcc form. The introduction of RE
into the Pt/Co multilayer structure does not seem to affect the growth texture of the multilayers.
Fig.3a shows a Pt/Co multilayer with one full monolayer deposited at one of the Pt/Co
interfaces per period. The RE material in these multilayers cannot be resolved in the TEM even
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Figure 2: High resolution TEM micrograph from a (4.1 A Co, I A Tb, 15.9 A Pt, I A Tb)30
multilayer showing a strongly diffracting grain in the 1011 ]-type zone axis.

when a full monolayer is deposited. This is probably a consequence of significant intermixing
taking place since in these RE-TM systems the TM is known to be a fast diffuser. When an
attempt was made to introduce a full monolayer of Tb at each Pt/Co interface in a (4.1 A Co'
15.9 APt) multilayer, the whole structure underwent a solid state amorphization reaction. The
microstructure from this multilayer is shown in Fig. 3b where a compositionally modulated
amorphous film has resulted. Solid state reactions are to be expected in these TM-RE systems
when the RE is incorporated beyond a certain critical amount [15]. The magnetic coercivity of
this film was approximately 90 Oe.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIO'Q.

An effort was made to improve the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in Pt/Co multilayers
by the incorporation of RE elements into the layered structure. A series of Pt/Co multilayers
were deposited with differing amounts of RE at the interfaces or alternatively within the Co
layers. No evidence of antiferromagnetic coupling between the RE and the Co has been found
in these structures at room temperature. However, an improvement in K1 was observed with

the RE addition for some multilayer structures. This improvement was only seen for those
multilayers with thicker Co layers for which the anisotropy energy is expected to be low in the

undoped state. K 1. was not significantly altered for the multilayers that displayed large
magnetic anisotropies in the undoped state, namely those with thinner Co layers. TEM
observations reveals strong [Ill1 textured films with 100% crystalline samples. However,
deposition of two full monolayers of Tb in a 20 A period Pt/Co multilayer resulted in
amorphization of the whole structure including the thicker Pt layers.
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Figure 3: HRTEM micrographs from the two P1/Tb/Co multilayers. a) Micrograph from a
(4. lZCo, 2.9ATh, 15.9APt) multilayer showing 100% crystalline structure. The horizontal
fringes are traces of the (11) planes indicating the presence of strong texture in the film. b)
Microstructure from a (4.IACo, 2.9ATb, 15.9APt, 2.9ATb) multilayer showing a
compositionally modulated amorphous structure.
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